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TEANSLATOE'S PEEFACE.

The work which is now introduced to the Enghsh reader has

been for fifteen years in high esteem among the divines of Ger-
many, as well as of several other countries. The respect which

occasional extracts have received, and the ample references to

it among recent expositors, warrant the expectation that it Avill

be no less cordially welcomed among the British churches.

No one will read it, as such a book should be read, without

feeling that he is under the guidance of one who is profoundly

imbued with the mind of Christ. The author's aim is the loftiest

which mortal man can set before himself—to unfold the meaning

and harmony of all the recorded words Avhich fell fi'om the lips

of the Word made flesh. That the Lord's own sanction is mani-

festly given to the attempt, is the highest tribute we can pay to it.

The form of the work may possibly be in some respects repul-

sive to the reader unaccustomed to German theology. The
minute subtilty of its analysis, its keen inquisition into the

secret thread of every discourse, Avith some occasional novelties

of theory or exposition, will not disparage it to the student who
keeps the original text always before his eye, and understands

the rare value of criticism which combines deep thought with

deeper devotion. The very frequent vindication of the true

meaning against fanciful or infidel interpretations sometimes

interrupts the current of the exposition; but it must be remem-

bered that the work is throughout an unwearied protest against

Rationalist opinions. These bring its own distinguishing excel-

lencies into relief; and every work of orthodox German Theo-

logy has, as such, a strong preliminary claim to our favour.

Finally, as the Translator is not necessarily reponsiblc for all

the opinions of the original ; so neither ought the original to be

absolutely judged of by the translation, which but faintly repro-

duces its peculiar qualities of style.

LoKDON, April 1855.
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PREFACE.

Discourse—the revelation of the inner man by utterance to

others—admits of a wide variety of gradation and metliod ; and

one kind of revelation may be more direct and distinctively such

than another. As this is true of man, so is it true also of God
the Lord. He had spoken at sundry times and in divers man-

ners in past time, before as yet the Eternal Word Himself was

made flesh ; but now the human exegesis of the Xoyioc rov ©sou

has received its ultimate and highest task. It can propose to

itself now no loftier aim than to repose with St John, the eagle

of the Church of the last times, upon the full assurance :

—

A^o

man hath seen God at any time; the only-begotten Son, ivhich is

in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Ilim.

Hearing Him, and the Spirit who takes of His in the Apostles,

we find the only sound principle for the interpretation of the

ancient Scriptures which bare witness of Him, and pointed to

Him. No historical and psychological iTTiXvaig of ours may ever

avail to empty or invalidate for us one single TV\J\\ "lOK nb or

nin'' DS3 ; but, on the other hand, whatever is recorded in the

inviolable ypa^rj, though without this preface, is regarded by us,

who discern the power of God in such Scripture, as pj^Ch ^fuv

VTro rov Qzov, Matt. xxii. 31. But then we also at the same time

perceive the distinction which still subsists between all the for-

mer revelations of God, and the last by His Son : a distinction

which is indicated in the prophetic Scripture itself. In the very

centre and heart of the revelations of God by Isaiuli, which are

yet waiting for their true interpretation,—that, namely, which

shall accord with the word of Christ and His Apostles,—the God
of Israel promises (Isa. lii. G) that when His people's true and

everlasting redemption shall come. He Himself, ivho spahe, would

VOL. I. A



2 PEEFACE.

he tlierej and evidence His presence by a new, then first openly-

proclaimed ''33n (comp. ver. 7 with eh. xl. 9). But the perfect

Theophany thus promised was to be accomplished, according to

the uninterrupted testimony of Isaiah—a testimony which grows

in clearness from that first h^ l^sy and 1123 h^ shining out of the

darkness, like a faint star of hope, to the very end of his closely-

connected and ever-soaring predictions—by Him who is at once

the Servant of the Lord and the Lord Himself. The twelfth

and thirteenth verses of ch. lii. are inseparably united ; but the

nniDn i^in ""JX of ver. 6 refers back to ch. xl. 5, and also to ch.

xlviii. 16. From this latter point—the transitional termination

of a second main division of the entire Isaiah-prophecy—the

Messianic vision emerges clear and distinct from the type out

of which it grew, and becomes absolutely independent of it.

Whatever system of interpretation wilfully returns back into

the type again, must necessarily lose the full and entire sense of

the letter itself; in which beneath Israel's deliverance from

Babylon the true and everlasting redemption is pretypified, and

in Cyrus the builder of the temple is indicated that One 13y

T\Sr"\\ to come. Then cries the prophet, as the type and in the

name of that Coming One : frojn the time that it teas, there am
I ; and noio the Lord God, and His Spirit, hath sent Me I Here,

for the first time, the Eternal Sent of the Eternal came forward

in the first person to announce Himself: an announcemen-t

which grows progressively more distinct in the third great

division, from ch. xlix. onwards. The emphatic suffix in DV'D

nnvn refers back to the creation of heaven and earth, ver. 13
T v; ^

,

(conip. ch. xlv. 18, 19) ; and the proper antithesis of nyo is the

anticipatory nnj? and ''33n of the revelation in the flesh. I, the

self-same, N^n ''3X, ver. 12, who was present at the beginning of

the existence of all things, at that first "^T}]] \T, when the Eternal

Word was with God (Prov. viii. 27 has also ''JX Dt^), come now
as Sent, and also as "^b^'^ nSn], ver. 17. Thus He is truly

"la'T^n, the Eternal Word, He that speaketh, not merely here by

the prophets, but in the most absolute sense from the beginning

and from eternity. To both these places in Isaiah^ the Lord

refers in John xviii. 20 and viii. 25. The sublime and mysterious

answer, in the latter passage particularly, to the 2z) Tig sT; of the

^ For the exposition of whicli, I may appeal to my " Isaiah, not Pseudo-

Isaiah " (Barmen 1850).
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Jews, is rightly understood only when we regard the Lord as

asserting Himself in the ahsoiute lyu zifjbi, Xin ""JN, to be the

Kukcuv, and as referring to His words, which all must hear.

Oh that all those who, like these Jews, are still for ever put-

ting questions, could understand and hear this answer, and all

that the Truth, sent from the Truth, had to say and to judge

concerning them and the world. Had it not been too bold, I

would fain have prefixed this title to my book,

—

The xvords of

the Word. If, as one of the fathers says, every act in the history

of the Eternal Word Incarnate is itself Word and Doctrine,

how great is the claim upon our attention, when we hear it said

of Him, He opened His mouth and spake ! There is deeper

significance in any one word of the Lord Jesus, which He Him-
self said (Acts XX. 35), than in all the sayings of the Apostles

and Prophets. His "koyoi are the most express outbeamings of

the Aoyoc.

But have we these %vords, just as He spoke them? This is

the question of modern criticism, which refuses to take for

granted w-hat should, however, be taken for granted by all who
believe in a revelation of the Son of God ;—namely, that His

words cannot have fallen to the ground, cannot have dropped

and been lost through the sieve of erring human composition.

Yes, we possess that which He spake ! Not indeed in the letter

of the verba ipsissima, but through the mediating witness of the

Evangelists, elevated in the Spu'it. Yet are they truly and

essentially the ipsissiina, as His teaching for the world and the

Church. Thou shalt know^ them to be such, if the same Spirit,

under whose influence the Gospels are written, shall explain to

thee and illustrate their letter. John, the fourth Evangelist,

who adheres with the least tenacity of all to the literal, original

expression, gives lis nevertheless, as is manifest to every one, the

Avords of the Word in their most spiritual and living reality.

Each Evangelist has his peculiar gift from the Lord, his own

peculiar plan and aim in his Spirit-moved spirit ; but through

the combination of all the IJol>/ Ghost has so wrought out one

wonderful scheme, that the whole of what these four Evangelists

present to us as the utterance of the Son of God incarnate,

carries with it its own evidence in its perfect harmony. Alas,

that it should be said of us, sed nos non hahemus aureSf sicut

JJeics habet Voujuam

:

—oh that we could but read and hear !
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We must assuredly read as men, what the Lord has humanly

spoken, and consigned to human record. But, to every man
who reads as of the truth (John xviii. 37), it is given to hear and

to see the glory of the Incarnate Word: for, in these Gospels His

manifestation, His life. His teaching, are truly transfigured into

an ever-living and life-giving Spirit-wo7'd. It was of necessity

that the Word should first be made flesh, but equally so that the

flesh should become spirit again: and it is as such that the Word
now speaks to the world. This is the essential principle of life;

from which—as an incorruptible seed—the Faith and the Church

derive their being. Could we imagine—I speak as a fool—the

Church of Christ utterly vanquished, and expelled from the face

of the earth
;
yet, if one of these four Gospels—and let that one

be even St Mark's—were to fall into the hands of conscientipus

and sincere readers, out of this that Church must of necessity,

and assuredly would, spring up anew.

The theological investigation and exposition even of the ortho-

dox has to this very day been far too much occupied with inqui-

sition into the tradition-threads which bind together the human
and the Divine, with the harmonizing of the histories and so

forth ; leaving far too much in abeyance the task of penetrating

to the substance—the icords of the Lord Jesus. We are too

much disposed, if not to ravel that which God has woven into its

thread again, at least to pry too curiously into warp and woof,

into its minutest fabric and texture. But just as this answers

no good purpose, generally speaking, in the fcrto'tg, so will it not

avail in the ypu^rj, which itself is a kociv^ zriaig. It is because

this is not sufiiciently remembered, that while we have commen-

taries enough upon the Gospel of Matthew, Mark, etc., we have

very few indeed upon the words of the Lord which they contain.

The latest, most extravagant criticism of the Gospels,—which

to the many thousands of those who hang upon the lips of their

Master, and live from day to day upon His words of eternal hfe,

is nothing less than sheer madness ;—this frenzied infidelity is

utterly unable now to hear, by reason of the raging of its fever-

fantasies. Could these victims of delusion but begin to give

heed to what He says to them, from his first M-eruvoiiTS to all

that He signified in that great cry, 'Ey^y stfjji—then would the

history itself in this light soon become clear and self-convincing.

All right understanding of the origin of the Gospels, as far as we
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may understand it, must rest upon the living, believing, appre-

hension of their contents, which are unlike everytliing else in the

world's history. Witliout the most profound exegesis of the

words of our Lord, all the labour of the harmonists is and must

be exposed to perpetual error. "We find, for example, in the

latest and best of them, that of Ebrard, an occasional separation

of things essentially united, or sometimes an incorrect identifi-

cation of discourses uttered at various times.

^

To my believing brethren, therefore, I would fain administer

a useful hint:—Look well at what now lies under your shears;

take heed lest sometimes, ifnot often, you be tempted incautiously

to clip it even as others do. And as to those others ? Unhappy
men, they will be likely enough to say concerning me and my
book, if it happens to meet their eyes :—Here is one coming out

of his dark corner again with all hardihood, who seems to know
nothing of what we have long since made plain, who is bold

enough and simple enough to put faith in the so-called discourses

of ourLord—that marvellous medley which has been compounded

under the inscriptions zarci yiurdccTov, 'M.apKOV, etc. (we know
this and can explain it all, as if we had been there

!
) Yes, dear

sirs, you may indeed say this ; but what conflict it would cost

^ Once more, and more earnestly than ever, must we in the second edi-

tion protest against Rauh's method of defence against Banr, which, with its

homoeopathy, is little likely to cure this criticism run-mad. It is itself merely

the same sophistry, though practised on the other side ; the same perverse

method of dealing with the word—first rending it asunder, then patching

it together again. Poor Synoptics ! how must they suffer for the honour

of John !
" The confused and fortuitous synoptical narration—evidencing

but faint traces of any connection—broken threads !

" Such is the style in

which they are spoken of. " In helpless, perplexing nakedness " this thing

or that appears in their account. A " perfectly misleading answer of the

Lord, following some external sound, has wandered away " to the place

where it now stands, and the Johannasan connection is absolutely necessary

in order to our " understanding, in any degree, the synoptical narrative."

" Things somewhat similar are etisily enough joined together," and so many
things are " drawn one to another, which have no internal connection."

We are told of " reminiscences, which have passed out of buried controversies

into the traditional form of gnomic sentences ; or rather, these Sayings have

been collected together out of traditions, true in particular cases, but widely

dispersed." The " traces of connection " which are allowed to exist, are

jvist enouf/h to bind together the whole into one mechanical conglomerate.

Ixt me be laughed at or not, let men shrug their s^houlders or not, I rebuke
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your consciences to read for yourselves, let your consciences

answer. Permit me, on the other hand, to tell you in all

friendliness—There are those who have given patient and in-

dustrious attention to everything that has sprung from the lofty

wisdom of your unbelief, but whose faith in the testimony of

God's Spirit in Holy Writ has not seldom found its most effec-

tual invigoration and its most convincing argument in the self-

contradictory folly of your books, the darkness of which has only

served to make their own light the brighter and more precious.

It will now be once more made evident that I, for my own
insignificant part, belong to the number of those who, enjoying

themselves the kernel, and inviting others to its enjoyment, will

not allow themselves to be involved in the contests which are

everywhere raging about the mere shell ; who would rather sit

as convivce than as investigating and over-curious coqui, at the

Lord's well-spread table ; who rather take the medicine than

chemically analyze it. Let others inspect the swaddling-clothes

of Immanuel with even greater anxiety than the wise men of the

East, my regard is fixed upon Himself, who is folded within

them. But in saying this, I cannot forget that both swaddling-

clothes and manger, though woven and built by sinful hands,

were consecrated for Him and through Him. That I, in like

manner, hold fast the rigid inspiration of the Word in Avhich we

in the name of the Spirit of Truth that license of onr youngest licentiates

which leads them so far astray as to censitre and sit in judgment upon the

recorders on whose word the whole Church rests. Does not all ecclesiastical

experience down to this very day demonstrate that precisely this mechanical

conglomerate, these broken threads, these lielpless, perplexed, and naked

relations and sayings which in themselves are so inexplicable, do most

mightily take hold of the living and simple believer, and so inexhaustibly

instruct him, that he needs no help of any of the theologians? Therefore,

we hold it better to say, that wherever there is any actual deviation from

specific historical-truth, any transposition, dislocation, etc. (of which in-

stances do occur, but far, far less frequently than is now-a-days generally

supposed ; always occurriag, moreover, in non-essentials, and never involv-

ing the sUghtest falsification)

—

the Holy Ghost, the true and only Traditor

of this tradition, has intentionally and significantly so ordered it, with that

Wisdom which we, the learned, should be willing to learn from, since it is

continually and most undoubtedly justified of those simple ones, its chil-

dren. I may presume, that some little theoretical and scientific justification

of it, also, for the learned, may be derived from my books, if their sugges-

tions arc admitted by unprejudiced minds.
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find and possess the Christ—yet not in the mechanical fasliion

of that orthodoxy which seems sometimes to gaze in blank amaze-

ment at Him who was born of woman, as if He had fallen from

heaven in His swaddling-clothes ;—this I must finally and most

earnestly beg every one to observe, on account of the 'persevering

injustice tvtth which 1 have been treated in this particular point.

To construct a detailed historical hannony of the Gospels I

regard as a thing impossible. The testimony of the Spirit leaves

behind and transcends the mere common and subordinate his-

torical truth ; and has something far better to teach us than

merely when and where, and with what relations one to another,

this and that was spoken or done. Who ever asks with such

fond pertinacity about the date of any saying of Plato or Goethe?

But to acknowledge this, and in consequence to concede willingly

to sound criticism more tlian they at any cost are willing to

do, is certainly a better defence against that pseudo-criticism

which now rushes in to the assault ; laboriously seeking out un-

truthfulnesses in that which as to all essentials is pure truth

itself, and contains not a single iota of what is actually false.

Ingeniously and diligently to investigate that historical element of

which we have no record, may, in profane literature, be the blame-

less pastime of learned curiosity ; but to neglect and perplex

that which is given us in Holy Writ througli such byeplay of

inquisitiveness, must ever be a perverted ^apspyoi', where man
ought earnestly to seek what he has to do. So also, while

adjusting and arranging the minute specialities which a7'e before

us, to sacrifice the contemplation and ever-growing knowledge

of those great momentous matters which are plainly revealed
;

and thus, with the best intention, through too much labour upon

the shell to neglect to taste, or to be diverted from enjoying, the

kernel, is scarcely less a perversion than that. There is for

thoughtful criticism an uncontroverted and real remainder in

which we have ample scope ; so ample, that our very reason

requires, and much more our Faith, that we should not ad-

venture upon further subtile investigations until that which we

have—I do not say is fixed upon its sure external foundations,

for it is given to us for a higher purpose than that, but—has

passed into our whole perception and life. Seek we, in this

matter also, the kingdom of God and His righteousness, so

shall the needful critical knowledge be added unto us : and
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our position with relation to the Great Fact of Redemption in

Christ be more hke that of the Apostles.

That Jesus of Nazareth, as the Son of God come in the flesh,

did, in His generation, so live, so teach, so suffer, so die, so rise

again, as the four Evangelists with all their differences unite

perfectly in relating, is a truth attested to be the most certain

of all certain truths by the whole history of the world before Him
and since, by Israel's permanence among the nations, as well as

the continuance of Christianity itself. The entire mystery of

all history finds in this its centre and only solution. Similarly

the longing, and questioning, and seeking, of every man's inner

spirit finds here its simple fulfilment and answer,—here, where

all the lines so wonderfully converge, and everything signifi-

cantly tells us that the revelation of the Divine penetrates all

human individuality. Simply to accept this is no false simplicity,

but the highest wisdom ; which, reverently hearkening in the

obedience of faith to the Eternal Wisdom, is rewarded by the

right perception of the Truth which is unto salvation.

From this point of view it appears to be in most cases alto-

gether a matter of indifference, whether this or that was spoken

and done here or elsewhere. Wherever it is matter of import-

ance, the providence of God has ordered that it shall be authen-

tically plain before us, and be easily found by that modest and

earnestly-seeking investigation, for which in His condescension

scope has been left. But, otherwise, we should thankfully re-

ceive what through God's grace is written for us ; remembering

that the true meaning, which the Eternal Wisdom calls us to

seek, lies rather in the how it is written than in the how it took

place.

The spirit and design of this exposition is purely and properly

exegetical; and all who, like myself, adhere firmly to this, may
be justified in making it their glory. To be inveighed against

by enemies, and blamed by friends, for reading and understand-

ing the Old Testament as Christ and His Apostles read and

understood it, is an honour for which one may meekly thank his

God. When Theology shall direct its aim to that point where

"Prophecy and Fulfilment" meet together and are united in

their interpretation (more entirely and firmly than in Hofmann's

book, which does not fulfil the sounding prophecy of its title),

then will it find no more reason to blame any simple apostolical
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ha 'zXr;pcoOf,, or any such rending of the ancient Scripture as

is met with in the Epistle to the Hebrews. But to be rebuked

and set aside, as if acting upon one's own caprice, and imposing

the meaning instead of expounding it,—when one only aims

to let the King of Truth speak as He is pleased to speak with

evidence which breaks through all obscurity and concealment

:

to be rebuked for this, that one would rather take to his cars

and to his heai't the wonderful words of the Eternal Word in all

their immediate power as they are uttered and beam forth from

Himself, instead of their so-much-prized translation into the poor

and naiTow language of man, with all the concomitant perver-

sions, and endless disputations (through which process of so-called

exposition the very essence of the text is ofttimes lost) :—to be

blamed for this would be indeed a most grievous affliction, and

yet one must be prepared to encounter it.

That discussions and treatises concernincr the recognition of

the one object of Exegesis should be exceedingly in vogue among
those to whom that all-holy object, as exhibited in the Gospels,

is not yet firmly established, is as natural as it is useful. Let
every man labour according to his call. It is quite necessary,

indeed, that the settlement of the object of Faith—" here speaks

the Son of God, who preserves and illustrates to us, through

His Spirit, all that He spoke in the flesh"—should precede the

exposition of those sayings as His. Then only, when this C7'iti-

cism has reached its positive goal, does Exegesis properly begin.

But we find naturally enough, among those who take the other

position with respect to the \Yord, a system of compromise with

doubt through which even orthodox men sometimes are led to

deny that Faith in particulars which they acknowledge on the

whole, and to mix matters with their exposition which have no

more relation to it than philosophical prolegomena on the being

and attributes of God would have to the Lord's Prayer ; and

then to speak upon the Word and round about the Word, in a

spirit of confused and undecided half-rejection and half-accept-

ance of its contents. But it is natural enough, on the other

hand, that we should decline to term this Exegesis, which speaks

out of the Word which is given to us.

Our exegetical position is not that of seeking and finding, still

less that of missing here and rejecting there : but that of having.

The great ^J3n of the revelation of God in the flesh, of the Spirit
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in the letter, has become to us of all certainties the most certain.

Let us be permitted, on our part, while so much license is being

2;iven, to speak as we believe and because we believe ; out of the

Word, not round about it ; according to its own peculiar system,

not according to the system of any Science, Theology, or Philo-

sophy, or Dogmatic, or Confession ; not translating it into any

heterogeneous form of speech or of thought, and not raising

again upon every point the discussion of the possession of our

sure and certain foundation. Nor let it be thought unbecoming,

that in order to such hearing and acceptance, we offer with all

solemnity what should be heard and received by the eiitire man.

All sound exposition of the Divine Word of salvation must, at

least, have a hortatory element ; for, that Word itself is hortatory

throughout : in these pages there is not the smallest paragraph

which simply ministers food to our critical curiosity. Nothing

seems more unnatural than a certain dead, dry handling of the

Word of life—never speaking from the heart to the heart—which

is called the "purely scientific." But just in this manner does

our falsely-boasted Science in its latest fashions—which, after

all, are more or less scanty and pitiful, with their " '^riffrig" and

their " Jahve"—run along its course side by side witla the living

Confession of the Lord in the faith of His Church. The Bible

has never failed, since it was given, to speak for itself without

the assistance of the learned ; and it produces in believers a

believing apprehension of itself, without which it would long

ago have gone the way of all waste paper. In its application to

preacldng use in the Church, it has ever preserved its living

power, and ever will :—there the Exegesis of the Spirit is at

'

home. If the mere Professor (who sits so comfortably upon his

chair, whereas he ought to feel himself obliged to stand in the

pulpit) cannot use his wisdom in preaching, nor minister there-

with to those who do preach, then is that very fact the most

decisive testimony against such wisdom.-^ For, the Bible is not,

once and for all, a mere old document for the learned, but a text

'^ "A minister who for many long years has drawn edification from the

\\'ord of God for his people, may well have sometimes a stray thought, of

which a Professor of Theology need not be ashamed"—so says Theremin,

with significant irony. I will be more bold and severe ; and maintain, that

the Professor of Exegesis often puts forth notions at which the preacher

instructed in the living use of Scripture may blush.
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for the preacher to the Church and tlie world, ever and inex-

haustibly new. Here do those emanationes scnpfura', which

Bacon referred to, flow freely forth ; not in the wranglings of

commentaries, whose Mischna and Gemara confound and ob-

scure the student with the text itself, so that the Word, before it

can be read, is utterly prevented from speaking by the very ex-

position of it.

I have not, as already said, neglected commentaries, whether

faithful or heterodox ; but I have, with still more diligence, for

now about thirty years, sought out, collected, and put to the

most living use in my own heart and ministry, the immediate

emanations of the living Word. I avow publicly before God
and the world, that all the theology and criticism of the age,

whether infidel, or one-fourth, one-half, three-parts orthodox,

has since then only served to strengthen and confirm me in my
oyful boast—/ knoio in Whom I believe. I knoic that what I

read and possess in the Word will remain when the world passes

away ; and that its slightest sentence will prove a better dying

pillow than all else that man could conceive or possess. I laiow

that to interpret to the world the words of the Lord Jesus is

the loftiest task of human teacliing or writing. Tlie Lord is ray

witness that I approached it, in the publication of this book, with

solemn diffidence, being deeply conscious that here and there

error might too probably have intruded. !Much even now may
have escaped my most conscientious revision, which found (I

must confess) little to retract ; but these " Discourses of the

Lord Jesus" have, as a whole, since then received the legitima-

tion of a large circle of the faithful, whose acknowledgments, in

many ways rendered, of the grace and truth which they contain,

I thankfully lay at the Lord's feet.

In His name, then, let this book once more go forth, and let

all men everywhere, who cannot accord with what they deem

my too rigid adherence to the written Word, hear once more a

testimony, which, thank God, is still unchanged:—I read the

canonical text of the Bible as written through the Holy Ghost

;

but I so read it, not because I have framed for myself beforehand

any Inspiration-dogma, or have devoted myself as a bond-slave

to the old dogmatic ; but becaues this Word approves itself with

ever-increasing force as inspired to my reason, which, though

not indeed sound, is through the virtue of that Word daily re-
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covering soundness. It is because this living Word in a thou-

sand ways has directed and is ever directing my inner being,

with all its intelligence, thought, and will, that I have subjected

to it the freedom of ray whole existence.

The great and fundamental deficiency of nearly all learned

execesis, is its misapprehension of the dej^th andfulness of mean-

ing which, in accordance with its higher nature, necessarily be-

longs to every word of the Spirit. Though believed to be the

"Word of God, it is treated superficially and on principles of

partial and one-sided deduction, just as if it was the word of man.

In the endeavour to understand it, that depth is not explored

where, from the one root of the " sensus simplex," the richest

fulness of references spring up and ramify in such a manner,

that wliat upon the ground and territory of its immediate his-

torical connection presents one definitely-apprehended truth as

the kernel of its meaning, does nevertheless expand itself into an

inexhaustible variety of senses for the teaching of the world in

all ages, and especially in the Church, where the Holy Spirit

Himself continues to unfold His germinal word even to the end

of the days. While this applies to every word of the Spirit in

its several measure, to the loords of the Word it applies without

measure, to an extent which eternity only will disclose ! Many
of Christ's utterances make upon the most obtuse mind the over-

powering impression of a mysterious, superabounding amplitude

of meaning. If others, even the most part of them, appear in

their slight drapery of proverbial, rabbinical, parabolical forms

of language so humanly simple, yet approach them closely, con-

template them in their ever-new applications to various times,

and they will be so transfigured as to make it no longer incom-

prehensible that the Church, through the process of centuries

of reading and preaching, has never grown weary of them, or

that this Word, in its unchangeable might, has triumphantly

lived down all the fleeting words of men. If all that enlightened

preachers have found for their preaching, or believing readers

have found for their edification, in any one parable or any one

single ecclesiastical Pericope, could be collected and comprised

in fit words—that would be the entire Exegesis— so far as this

might be possible before the word in futurity shall unfold per-

fectly its own yet more perfect meaning.

In the words of Christ all the scattered and intersecting rays
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of truth extant in humanity are collected and blended into the

full and perfect light of day. 'F^yco T'/jv akriOnuv Kiyoj, iyu ei/jji

ri ccKrideiu—He cries, standing in the midst of Israel, and in the

centre, therefore, of all nations. The preparatory, prophetic

word, finds its end and goal in the word of Christ : the apostoli-

cal word rests upon Him as its foundation, and is in Him already

in its rudiments preformed. To grasp and illustrate in all their

significance the entire relations of His perfect revelation,— to

Judaism, such, as it was when the Lord came, compounded of

the truth of God and man"s inventions,—and to the elements

of truth scattered in Heathenism which He confirmed, as well

as to all the errors of the Gentiles which He condemned,—is

the province of sound theological science. True Philosoph}', that

is, the self-consciousness of humanity and its history, can reach

its perfection only through a profound understanding of these.

For Christianity, or, to speak more correctly, Christ, is not indeed

that DeMs ex machina, which inspires the false speculation of

historical inquiry with so much affected horror : but that which

old Hippocrates with all his art was after all constrained to do

homage to (at the close of his ^gp; /sp^j voaov), as the point to

which all the eminent in science come back, though without at

first understanding what he meant,—that 'zdvru Oiiu xai avOpco-

•ziva, 'Tzu.vTci finds its full realization only in Him, who is the

God-man; whose nix^'ia (Mic. v. 1) according to His humanity

mount upwards to Adam, as according to His divinity they go

up to the bosom of the Father. The Son of God enters into

history as the Son of man ; and all history has been made by

the Finger of God to prepare for Him, and to aspire towards

Him. But, to embrace this wider field in our comprehension,

which indeed, before the fulfilment of the mystery of God and

the second revelation of all the secrets of that which we too

readily dignify with the name of " history," can only approxi-

mately be done, is not the more innnediate design of exegesis in

its stricter sense ; although this alone will ultimately set the seal

of completeness upon the interpretation of the entire manifesta-

tion of Christ, and more especially of His Word. In the mean-

time, true exposition sufi'ers the light which is concentrated in

the Sun of personal truth to shine immediately upon it, and

understands Matt. iv. 17 without the help of any rabbinical

CDU'i"! no^D, as also Matt, xxviii. 19; John xvi. 13 to ID, with-
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out the \\D'1\) Dl^ Tinx and rSJX "i''J?V (pSiiX "fyt) of the Cabbala,

and without the Platonic Trias, Hearkening with open ears,

it immediately attests that only which Christ testifies : every

man can then, according to his ability, go forth from Christ to

understand the world and history, and returning back again find

rest in Plim. Let this be understood as spoken in explanation

to those who find wanting in our book the usual derivations into

Christianity from its connection with the teachings of the age.

We deny not that connection ; but Ave much prefer to regard

the derivation as proceeding in the opposite direction, not from

the age, but into it.

Let the word of Christ explain itself. This is and must ever

be a matter of fundamental importance; and we hope at least

to assist our readers to gain this central point for its understand-

ing. But that, for sinful man with his infirm reason, there is

now no other understanding of Divine things than tliat of Faith,

in the sense of the scholastic Fides prsecedit intellectum, and

of the Pauline cuyjJMXcori'C^uv tuv voTjfJtjK dg tt^v VTroc/CorjV rov

Xpiarov, so that the private judgment must submit itself to the

heart's experience through faith—let him dispute either with

God or the devil who is inclined to do so ; let him contend

against it in his Edom-wisdom who has a mind to be dashed to

pieces by this stone of stumbling. To show that on the other

hand faith also has an ever-increasing understanding of its own,

and need not be abashed before any pseudo-reason whatever

(which, indeed, it alone can help out of its ^rpajrou -ipevhog into

the ryivojffKZiv T'/jv a,X'/]diiav), is the proud design of this little con-

tribution of ours—a design which, in the name of the Most

Lowly, known to heaven and earth, and in opposition to all the

proud, we dare openly to avow. But as to those who believe in

the Lord, and yet, through a pernicious pseudo-science, either

cannot or will not bow to that miracle of the Holy Ghost—the

sure transmission of His life and words in the Gospels, which

are the central word of the whole invisible Scripture—may the

Spirit of Truth bear more and moi'e convincingly His own wit-

ness to His own testimony, which tolerates no correction of man.

They are but hints, after all, which are now offered—with all

their diffuseness they are nothing more. For, the author is

deeply conscious that upon no one single word has he done mox'e

than very partially draw out that fulness of meaning which is
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vaster than the ocean and deeper than the abyss. Yet it niav

be hoped that the reader will find many things that will abide

with him, and bear to be further worked out. The apology

which in the first edition stood here for the imperfect form and

presentation of the work on account of little and fragmentary

leisure, may be repeated, as far at least as concerns the first

part ; for this second edition goes forth amid the duties of a very

unpropitious official situation. Yet have I, as it will be seen,

done my best to review, revise, and supplement the whole, with

especial reference to what has appeared since or w'as overlooked

at first, as far as this could be done without too much altering

or enlarmnfj the book.

To those of my dear readers who call the Lord Jesus their

Lord in faith, I give my brotherly greeting. All others may
the Lord Himself greet at the outset with His own most solemn

words,— words which blend His loving-kindness with their

severity:

—

If y^ believe not that I am Fie, ye shall die in your

sins. Do they still ask, 2y rig si; there is both answer and

advice in His reply :

—

Tyjv ccp-)(/iv o ri zou "kukco vijav. Hear these

His words to you, so shall you apprehend who lie is, and what

you are, and further learn to cry

—

Lord, to ivhom shall ice go ?

Thoii hast the icords of eternal life ; and loe believe and are sure

that Thou art Christ, the Son of the living God; that Thou art

indeed Christ, the Saviour of the world.





THE FIKST WORDS.

Not, indeed, absolutely the first. The words of that most

marvellous, most holy childhood, in which the Divinity, gradu-

ally beaming already tlirough the veil of the purest, most lovely

humanity, comes forth fi'om its profoundest mystery into mani-

festation, an ever-continuous birth of the Eternal Spirit into

the human spirit, the human soul— who could comprehend,

and retain, and record ? Joseph stood at reverent distance

;

Mary felt and anticipated all that the purest, most simple faith

was capable of—and yet but little. The angels more remotely

learned the wisdom of God, while they worshipped before the

swaddling-clothes in which the Lord, who should bruise the ser-

pent's head, first moves. Satan began to question and make

the experiment whether he had notliing in this One too, and

could not understand this new thing. The Mighty One grew

up secretly into the consciousness and possession of His inherited

dignity—secretly, even at first, to Himself. Just as Christ first

fully understood the development of His youth when He looked

back upon it from His manhood, after He had come to the full

knowledge of Himself, in like manner will it be vouchsafed to

His Church, arrived at maturity, to understand the first earthly

history of her Lord, which is reserved for her heavenly study.

For nothing befell Him which was not to be fully and perfectly

known. Then will Mary remember and relate all. But, for the

time that now is, we have the mature Christ in His word, ful-

filling His office among us. One word of the Child we have

recorded for us, as a note and witness of the hidden portion of

His growth and development:—that one word of great moment,

in which His self-recognition first distinctively breaks forth from

the depths of His childhood's unconsciousness. Thus, it is the

VOL. I. B
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last peculiar word of His childhood ; but, at the same time, the

first which the Son of the Father speaks. In this we find much
to meditate and observe upon ; both as to what preceded and

what followed it, as far, that is, as we may now understand it.

It was intrusted by Mary's lips for record to St Luke, whose

Gospel in its two first chapters already goes beyond St Matthew

and St Mark, reaching forth towards St John's introduction

concerning the Word made flesh.

THE FIRST WORDS TO HIS PARENTS CONCERNING HIS FATHER.

(Lu. ii. 49.)

Solitary floweret out of the wonderful enclosed garden of

the thirty years, plucked precisely there where the swollen bud,

at a distinctive crisis, bursts into flower. To mark that, is as-

suredly the design and the meaning of this record. The child

Jesus sought to know Himself, and His whole life of childhood

was this seeking : here He begins to find out His own mystery

;

and it is not merely a first loord to His parents and to us, but

also a first word of the Eternal Spirit in the human spirit of the

person of the God-man. This is attested in ver. 50, which

signifies that this was the first " My Father" which had fallen

from the lips of the child.

The history connected with this word must be referred to, in

order to its being rightly understood. It is pre-eminently objec-

tive, simply traces the occurrences as they take place, and thus

says in the best manner, and exhibits most lucidly, what on

this occasion was to be said and exhibited. It is not even

mentioned at all at the outset that His parents took the youth

Jesus with them to Jerusalem
;
yet there is a latent proof in

the " twelve years," as indeed in the whole narrative, that this

was the first time. Scripture is very sparing of words, where

the right reader already catches the right meaning. We learn

from other sources, that the youth of Israel in that period were

reputed minn ""iii, sons of the law. All things from His circum-

cision onwards proceed in the ordinary course with this extra-

ordinary child.

St Luke simply relates that the child Jesus remained be-
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hind, without imputing blame to the parents or vindicating

Him : the sequel sufficiently explains all. They were justified

in leaving the youth to His own discretion in Jerusalem, as they

had often done elsewhere ; and supposed quite innocently that

He would be found in His own place in the company :—their

error lay not in this. But that the youth, wholly absorbed by

the temple and all that was to be seen and heard there, would

give His thoughts to nothing else, that He now would belong

to it, they considered not before ; nor even when it should have

been obvious to them, upon their seeking Him. Hence we may
again collect that it was both for Plim and for them the first

time.

The mistaken idea that Jesus taught, contrary to the becom-

ing order of human life generalhj, and much more of His lowly

life, is refuted by ver. 46. He sat as a learner, hearing those

who taught and asking them questions.^

Strictly, indeed, and properly asking ; as one who as yet knew
not, but whose progress and learning went on into ever-increas-

ing wisdom, vers. 40-52. His questions were the pure light-

questions of innocence and truth, which keenly and deeply

penetrated into the confused errors of the Rabbinical teaching.

Rightly to question is the highest wisdom which the learner, as

such, can possess. For one genuine question of him who seeks

in the right direction already contains more realized truth than

a thousand disjointed answers of the fiilse wisdom of books and

words. Thus did the Galilrean youth in His Divine-human

simplicity coufound the masters in Israel, sitting in the loftiest

chairs of the erudition of the age ; and the seat of the learner

predicted the future throne of the teacher.^ His light shone

forth upon the world now at the first with such simple convincing-

ness, that many of those who were susceptible were astonished at

the understanding displayed in His questions, and in the ansioers

which He gave when, as would naturally enough follow. Ho

^ Not, as Sepp (Life of Christ) supposes, that a chair of instruction had

been instantly given Him in the midst of the teachers, in order to resolve

questions and to propose them.

2 " To answer children is indeed an ezamen rir/orosum,^^ says Ilamann.

But there is herein foreshadowed the future wisdom of Jesus, as Hamann

says again :
" He who will stop the mouths of scribes and sophists, must-'

know how to put questions."
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was questioned in retiurn. At least all who gave heed to Him
—which many who were scandalized by Him might not as yet,

strictly speaking, be disposed to do.

Jesus brings with Him a knowledge and understanding of the

written Word of God derived from the school of home : He
finds this to some extent reproduced in Jerusalem, but only as

falsified and overlaid by the errors of human teaching. This

contradiction, which at the very first so glaringly manifests itself,

stirs mightily His truth-seeking spirit. He had innocently ex-

pected to receive from the Masters in the house of God the full

and much-desired answer to His accumulated questions, and

nothing but truth and wisdom ; but He finds it otherwise, and

detects the disparity by that sense of truth which from the

beginning recoiled from every error. He cotdd already have

taught, but it enters not His mind that He could ; He rather

asJcs questions. And what questions, did we but know them

!

Many a preintimation, we may suppose, of Flis after manner of

asking—How is it written, then, in this or in that Scripture ?

Thus by Holy Writ He presses hard upon the precepts of man,

even as babes and sucklings^ have done by His Spirit in all ages

since ; and thus without designing it, or being even conscious of

doing so. He opens out the meaning of Scripture. The main

subject of their communications is the Messiah and His king-

dom : this theme arouses most fully the ready presentiment with

which.He came there, and in the course of this questioning,

which is but the asking after Himself, He finds that great

answer which the Spirit alone could give Him, He makes the

discovery of Himself, in the first consciousness, not yet mature,

but now truly commencing,

—

I am He ! This He conceals, in

deep and pure humility, from the astonished ones around Him;

but this first reproof of His parents, now least expected, extorts

from its profoundest sanctuary this great utterance.

It was the first reproof which He received. They had all

along addressed Him as " child" with many a direction and ad-

monition, but had never found anything to reprove. The foster-

father even now remains standing, as ever, at reverent distance
;

the mother alone ventures with a mother's right to speak, yet at the

Hence the Rabbins themselves said that the Word of God out of the

mouth of childhood is to be received as from the mouth of the Sanhedrim,

of Moses, yea, of the Blessed God Himself. Bammidbar Rabba, 14.
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same time in the father's name. She only, indeed, ventures upon

a question appeahng to His tested integrity as a child, as if she

would say:—What Thou hast now done, I understand not for the

first time! Done to us,—this gave an unanswerable pathos to

her question ; for lie hud never given them pain before. Thy
father—thus had Joseph till now been spoken of. Never, indeed,

had Mary's lips as yet been bold to say to the " Son of the

Highest" (Lu. i. 32) concerning the Most Higli

—

Thi/ Father!

Yet ai'e her words

—

not we, ihi/ parents, hxxt, Thy father and I
—a most exquisitely delicate expression of that sacred secret

which had almost faded away in her soul, but the consciousness

of which is already prepared to anticipate the great Avord which

her son is about to utter.

And He said unto tliem: IToio is it that ye sought Me! Wist

ye not tliat I must be about My Father s business? Instead of

acknowledging any error, or uttering any regret for their sorrow

and anxiety, He gives them a kind and earnest lesson, though

without appearing to do so, concerning their whole parental rela-

tion, especially in time past. There are two counter-questions

in answer to the two questions of His mother. First of all. He
sets another icJierefore against hers, as He becomes conscious of

the feeling with which they had souglit Him, It had been so

natural to Him to be and to abide where He was, that He had

not thought of their seeking Him at all ; and shows that He
regards it as quite needless, at least to seek Him sorrowing in

grief and anxiety, as if it were possible for Him to be in Avrong

or in danger. The reproof is thus given back, and in such a way
that the blame (as is too often the case, alas, in the human
education of children of sin) is reflected upon the parents.^ But

He speaks without any design to shame or correct them ; He in-

nocently aslcs tJie question of His parents, as He had done before

of the doctors ; and all the shame lay in the circumstance itself.

Incomparably and inconceivably artless, as elevated as it is child-

like, is this Wist ye not ? That which He here now, while He
utters it, begins for the first time to conceive and understand

clearly, becomes at the same time so natural to Him, that it is as

^ Joseph and Mary had scarcely been quite free from such blame in the

bringing up of the holy child. " They often treated Him as only thtir chUd,

and probably afflicted Him many times by an inappropriate exercLse of their

parental authority." Koos, Life of Jesios.
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if He had ever known it, as if it could not be otherwise than it

was, as if it must be equally self-explained to every one else.

Mary and Joseph assuredly knew Who the child of their

charge was. But so naturally had the human side of His de-

velopment proceeded before their eyes, and so accustomed had

they been to this alone, as time passed on, that they may well

have sometimes nearly lost sight of that which was higher and

peculiar in Him. Even now, when they were reminded of it

by this impressive circumstance, they do not rise above their

mere human ideas. And this was their fluilt: not that they for

a while trusted Plim, uncared for, out of their own hands, and

not that they at first supposed that He would reappear in His

right place, but that afterwards, when they found it otherwise,

they could sorrowing seek Him in any other than that which

was His right place.

The opposition between His own " My Father''^ and Mary's

" Thy father," referring to Joseph, is very distinct. In this de-

signedly-spoken and deeply-pondered expression lies the deep

significance of this whole word. No human lips had ever hitherto

pronounced it ; for, those approximations in the Old Testament

and in the Apocrypha^ are clearly to be distinguished from this

My Father. Here already, as ever afterwards, only My Father

—never conjoined with us, Our Father! This My deepens

into a most exclusive, personal appropriation, when the Son of

the Highest thus responds to His parents :—Ye—sought Me!
Wist ye not that I— ? The great truth rises before Him, out of

Joseph's name of father, that His own true Father is He Whom
no one in Israel had ever addressed by that name, and Him-
self never till now—He, in Whose house and temple He now
stands.^

Yet He does not simply say, "in My Father's house;" but,

according to the more extensive and undefined h roTg of the

' Isa. Ixiii. ; Mai. ii. 10 ; Wisd. xiv. 3 ; Ecclus. xxiii. 1, not so much in

tlie sense of a personal relation, as in that whicli is indicated by Deut.

xxxii. 6, viii. 5 ; Ps. ciii. 13.

- With this first word, which was spoken, withal, in the presence of the

Doctors of Israel, Konig (Incarnation, p. 305) combines that last one also

spoken to them. Matt. xxii. 42. From beginning to end Jesus thus sets

aside the paternity of Joseph, and testifies His own consciousness of a super-

natural origin.
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Greek, in My Fathers matters. The Spirit in the Youth speaks

already in the after-manner of the Man,—with profound mean-

ing in concise expression. The first and most obvious meaning

refers certainly to the place, the house, namely, where they

should at once have sought Ilim, or supposed Him to be, rather,

without seeking Ilim at all ; but, when we thoughtfully pene-

trate through the surface to the heart of the expression, we find

much more than this included in it. And the next sense is that

of a conclusive justification of His remaining behind in the

temple without reference to His parents' knowledge and per-

mission :—in My Father's will, by His guidance and inward

direction. When hitherto any specific objection in His mind,

conceived rather as a presentiment, might have come into col-

lision with the parental will or the ordinary subordination of child-

hood, He had subjected and denied Himself. But now. His

full age commencing, this also must begin to cease ; and, from

this time forward, they must, as He now shows it by a virtual

injunction to be His will, leave Him without any further guidance

of theirs, knowing by this token that He is about His Father's

business. But this emancipation from His earthly parents

takes place only as springing from a most firm adherence to His

heavenly Father. To he in anything (scin in etwas), as a pro-

verbial expression among men, denotes the occupation of the

whole life in it, the being wholly given up to it. Viewed thus,

it gives a yet further answer how it came to pass that He re-

mained behind, and is a disclosure of the most secret self-justify-

ing reason of the circumstance :—/ thought of nothing else ; it

was My meat, the instinctive aim and impulse of ^ly being,

that higher law within Me, by obeying which I was not dis-

obedient to you,—I must ! Here already is the germ of that

sacred must, which the Lord so often utters in the subsequent

way of His obedience. The contrary among other children

might have been more or less marked :—dissipating attention to

the wonders of the great city, visitations among friends and

acquaintances, thoughts about the journey and the return. But

both the thoughts and the actions of the Holy Child were

entirely absorbed and wrapped up in this one thing. Thus, as

Von Gerlach observes, this first utterance is even thus early "a
word 0^ self-renunciation, of self-sacrificing surrender to God, in

holy zeal for Him and His house."
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Again, if we yet deeper penetrate into the meaning of this

word in relation to the occurrence to which it refers, the ques-

tion arises, What drew and impelled Him as the Youth, for such

as yet He was, to the Father ? They found Him occupied in

learning and asking questions in the place where GocVs word was

to be learned. Then He tells them once more, why He remained,

and must have remained there :—I am in My Father's school

for My own instruction. Inasmuch as He does not say, "among
the doctors, masters, and wise men," but instead of them names

only the Father, His word may be regarded as containing that

great and weighty disclosure of His own previous and subsequent

inner education, for the sake of which principally this record is

given to us. Just now, Avhen He begins to be a " son of the

law," He first calls God His Father— Plis master, teacher,

educator.' Jesus was most inwardly taught of the Father, al-

though not without external and human instrumentality. Life,

instruction, holy writ, awakened what was within Him ; He
seeks His God in the temple, in order to find Him as His Father;

among the masters in Israel He asks questions, in order that

through them He may receive from on high the true answers

;

and the Father's inner guidance even connects itself with the

custom to take the youth of twelve years' old first up to the

feast to present them before the Lord. Thus it was the Father

alone Who taught Him when His mother early recited or read to

Him out of Scripture ; and not otherwise Avas it with the youth,

the young man, and the man in the synagogue at Nazareth.

And what was it that He learned, upon what were His question-

ings and investigations set, in that secret education wherein He
" heard of the Father" concerning all j;hings, but especially con-

cerning the Old Testament scriptures and dispensations? That

one word was the rudimental object of His study, which at the

close of His life's development was unfolded to Him by the

Spirit in all its clearness and power

—

Thou art My Son! He
inquired concerning Himself with vehement desire to know the

mystery of His own being and the problem of His life, and con-

cerning the will of Him Who had sent Him to finish His work.

John iv. 34. In the " labour, of His childish spirit to admit

into itself and rightly adjust all things," Divine things accord-

^ As Alford says very excellently in Lis English commentary on the New
Test. (London, 1849).
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ing to the word of God in the Old Testament were of chief

concern to Ilim. " Therein lived the childish consciousness of

Jesus, in all the profundity of His secret presentiments."

(Braune.) As He Himself had ever, from the beginning, pos-

sessed a consciousness of the object of His life, only as yet con-,

cealed in His childish capacity ;^ and as this first clear disclosure

(to be followed itself by many such, in advancing clearness and

assurance) seems to Him at once as natural as if it had never

been otherwise than clear to Him ; so in like manner does He
in childish confidence ask His parents— Wist ye not then every-

thing concerning iSIe long since ? And assuredly, however

mucii such a saying must have astonished them, there was so

much in it that was right and true that they could not but take

sliame to themselves that they had been troubled about the Son

of the Highest, as if any evil could befall Him before the

accomplishment of the mission of His life ; that they should

have thought it needful to guard Him, as if, when out of their

immediate care. He could possibly stray beyond His Father's

haiid, and guidance, and jyrotectiotu AVith this last meaning His

inquiring word comes round again to the obvious rejjly which

the occasion demanded, and gives the reason of His first ques-

tion : How is it that ye could seek Me sorrowing? Considered

ye not that I am always in My Father's hands and care '? But

yet once again was this altogether forgotten, under the cross, by

the deeply stricken mother :—I am not alone, for the Father is

with :Mc (John xvi. 23).

Let the whole fulness of this significance be once more

gathered into this question, which sulplimely presupposes the

profoundest mystery as manifest :

—

Knew ye not all this long ago

concerning ^Me ? And His word contains an impressive refer-

ence to the past, in order to point the view to the future ; an

explanation concerning the whole life of the child, and its de-

velopment into the youtli, the young man, the man." Not as

if the mind of the child had specifically conceived all which we

1 The Divine-human self-consciousness under the form of youthful pre-

sentiment, present from the beginning, not in any wise superadded later.

See Liebner, Christology, i. 311.

2 Just for this reason -we cannot agree with Braune that any " calling to

activity in the kingdom of God " is here signified. This would overstep the

limits of childhood.
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deduce from His word, but He speaks prophetically of Himself.

The Spirit of Christ in Himself spreads its wings, and that word

which spontaneously gushed from the deepest source of His life

in the Father becomes to the Son a holy text, which He, too,

may search into yet more diligently (1 Pet. i. 11). Yet is it a

pure and genuine child-word, the immediate and unstudied utter-

ance, on the border of childhood, of child-like simplicity; and thus

it discloses the first independent acting of Him Who, passing the

limit of childhood, abides still in His Father's business.

And they understood it not:—this is recorded concerning the

first word of the Word, and concerning those who, as being

nearest to Himself, had every advantage for understanding it

!

They pondered the sacred mystery, and thought not that in

seizing its most obvious sense, they understood it in its fulness.

Even Mary herself, like the rest, appears not yet to understand,

before the day of Pentecost, the mystery of the person of Jesus

—and who is there below that fully understands it ? Thou, vain

expositor, hast not the heart of Mary, possibly nothing of the

Pentecostal spirit ; and yet art thou so ready to cry out—

I

understand the words which He has spoken ?

St Luke's supplement in vers. 51, 52 was necessary, in order

to obviate misunderstanding. As soon as that word of holy

righteousness was uttered—The Son of the Father is free-! it

was again in a sense annulled or suspended, in order to His

fulfilment of all righteousness in obedience. The Father's teach-

ing was ever a discipline of obedience (Heb. v. 8) ; as the Father

had inwardly said to Him—Tarry here ! so now He says. Go
down with them, and be subject to them ! So that He is not

henceforth placed in another relation even to Joseph—for the

last time referred to in the little saying " to them "—who is not

" his father," and yet, for the sake of His mother and of His

true Father, was to be still honoured as such. The mystery

folds itself up again in the self-denial of eighteen years, till the

time when a new word brings out its other, mighty significance

:

—Thus it behoveth us to fulfil all righteousness ! till the time

when, on the open assumption of His Messiahship, the mother

has become "Woman," having no longer any authority, and His

" My Father " publicly resounds in His house, and before His

people, no more to cease till that last word, which coincides

with this first :—Father, into Thine hands I
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And Jesus increased—so that His self-consciousness was not

yet strictly speaking perfected and fully developed. As in age,

so also He increased, through the teaching of the Father, in

toisdom; He increased in His obedience under the grace of God
which descended upon His humanity before it came, through

Him, upon us all. The bud now burst unfolds itself from

within; in the heart of this child there is no foolishness bound

up (Pi'ov. xxii. 15) ; no folly in Israel or Nazareth has power to

affect Him ; He advances into all that belongs to manhood, but

contracts from it none of its iniquity or sin ; all things are con-

strained to serve Him and minister to His wisdom. The dis-

pleasure of God has never rested upon His Holy One ; but the

complacency of God, His favour, goes on ever-increasing with

His increase in wisdom, until it is consummated at His baptism.

Even His favour with men increases likewise, for He forbears

entirely as yet from testifying against their folly and their sin
;

and therefore the world as yet hateth Him not. (John vii. 7.)

" Let us go on in friendship together," said they in Nazareth.

O what gracious words may have issued from His lips during

those eighteen years, which are not recorded ! But the words

which, by the Father's ordination, He was to testify to the world,

are sealed up till His hour was come. Then one after another

bursts forth, each, as it were, a deeper stream from the long pent-

up fountain of eternal Wisdom and Truth.

THE FIRST WORD OF CONSECRATION TO HIS OFFICE.

(Matt. iii. 15.)

The history of our Lord's baptism, like that of His cross, is

contained in all the four Evangelists ; but the icord which He
then uttered is preserved by St Matthew alone, as being strictly

a word of fulfilmentj and therefore belonging especially to the

fundamental idea of the first Gospel.

John knew the Lord, and yet knew Ilim not. He knew Him
not, according to his own testimony (John i. 31), as the Messiah

and the Son of God ; but he knew Him as One whose whole

life from the beginning had silently cried, Which of you con-

vinceth Me of sin ? Since he had been in the deserts, he had
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probably seen Him but little; yet often enough, as his life could

not have been altogether recluse, to have awakened within him

the presentiment which now deepens into conviction. His saying

in ver. 14 proceeded from the Spirit, Who then descended upon

him, and is not to be explained on the ordinary principles of

human thought. It is a word which marks the transition at that

moment taking place within him from presentiment to inward

assurance. The question at the same time breaks out in it

which had long lain deep in the heart of the humble Baptist,

—

But who will baptize me, who am also myself a sinner ? Cer-

tainly, according to the ordinance of God, his office and function

extended over all, whether they were worse or better than him-

self; for his mission was to baptize with water, and therefore

he baptized without hesitation every Simeon or Nathanael, as

he came. But here was One greater than Nathanael ! John

knew this not, indeed, until he saw the Spirit descend, according

to the sign which had been given him
;
yet his spii-it goes out

towards Him with that anticipatory and presentient feeling which

had moved him in his mother's womb towards the mother of his

Lord. Jesus comes, in all the spiritual grace of gentleness and

humility, with sinners to the baptism of repentance ; as John

beholds Him, he sees shining through this deep humility the

high majesty of the Holy One ; and, that he has an inward

token thereof, constitutes his own dignity. He has baptized

many; has seen and in some sense seen through men of all

kinds ; but no one like this had as yet come before him. They

have all bowed down before him :—but, before this Man bows

down, in the irrepressible emotion of his own most profound

contrition, the sinful man in the greatest prophet. It might

well have prompted him to cry : Art Thou then a sinner,

a man % To that point his question ventures not to go ; it

remains suspended between the thought of the man, and the

superadded presentiment of the Spirit.^ Enough, however, is

clear to be uttered thus : Who am I in Thy presence, that

1 Presentiment, not full revelation as in Lu. i. 43. So far, therefore,

Braune is not quite correct, " As formerly the Mothers, so now the Sons

stand before each other." Many suppose, contrary to the whole connection

of the text, that the Baptist spoke this after the Baptism and Manifesta-

tion ! ! ('A^r^(r/8', Hieron. dimisit, which Sepp ridiculously maintainis

against Luther's false translation.)
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I in the office and ministry of Baptism should be placed over

Thee?
Then answers the Lord with equal grace and majesty, with as

much simplicity as fulness of meaning,' by another of His dis-

tinctive first words,—the first official word, with which He pre-

pares Himself for His anointing, and consecration to His office.

He first of all gently sets aside the prohibition and i*efusal of

John, and utters with dignified grace that single word, Suffer it

now ! Had He said no more, that would have sufficed to the

Baptist; for, its plainness and dignity were such as to silence all

further questioning. It at once intimated,—I know what I now
do ; I am taught from above to submit to baptism, as thou art

taught to baptize. JVow for a time thou seemest to be the

greater, who consecrates the less—soon, as it is fit, will our rela-

tive position be reversed ! Now—it is only a transitional rela-

tion (as Neander has well observed) : JVoio—My hour is come,

is the Lord's thought for Himself: perform thy function upon

Me, thou shalt afterwards learn what I do—is His meaning with

regard to John. This promise, indeed, is already and instanta-

neously fulfilled, when in order to remove all the scruples of this

upright man, and to terminate this holy conflict of humility

in him by the sublimest and most commanding humility in

Himself, He proceeds to testify

—

For thus it becometh us to fulfil

all righteousness.

First of all, we cannot but be profoundly impressed by the

lofty contrast between this avowal of righteousness and the con-

fession of sin of all the others who came to be baptized, ver. 6.

And it is strantje that theolomans, in their search for testimonies

of the sinlessness of Jesus, do not find here the first and most

luminous dictum prohans from His own mouth. This was to

John the decisive declaration which set him perfectly at rest:

—

" Thy presentiment was true, in a deeper sense tlian thou canst

now comprehend: Iam lie who knoweth no sin, hut for that very

reason come I in the likeness of sinners to this baptism." And
it is to all the world, that shall receive this word, an all-inclusive

testimony of the Lord concerning His own office and ministry

as the restorer of righteousness to sinful men.

To fulfil all righteousness :—this has a large and lofty sound

^ Certainly with no auch " arbitrariness, departing from siraplicity and

intended for reproof," as Schleiermacher finds here.
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in the lips of a man, of an Israelite, who will speak the truth.

And it shall be our righteousness, if we observe to do all these

commandments before the Lord our God, as He hath com-

manded us. (Deut. vi. 25.) Because no man ever in Israel

could say that, on account of sin which yields not to the com-

mandment, therefore is the baptism of repentance for the remis-

sion of sins at the end of the economy of the law. He who now
comes to this baptism is not a sinner, but a righteous man who
neither needs repentance nor pardon. It is He who for us fulfils

all righteousness. Who, born of a woman and made under the

law which was given to the unrighteous, has already hitherto

observed and performed all the commandments of the Lord to

Israel ;

—

and who for that very reason now subjects Himself also

to the baptism which was ordained of God as the concluding

commandment of the old covenant, through which is the transi-

tion to the new. He received circumcision, though born with-

out the foreskin of the heart; He was redeemed as the first-born,

though Himself the Redeemer ; in all probability He offered

every sacrifice which was required of an Israelite (as we see in

one instance, at least,—that of the passover), though Himself

the propitiatory and paschal Lamb, the archetype and substance

of all these shadows ; He visited the temple and the synagogue.

He humbly submitted to every custom and ordinance in Israel,

and even, when no sin attached to them, to those which were

not ordained of God. So likewise must He be baptized " into

the coming Messiah" which is nevertheless Himself, just as He
is the Prophet to prepare His own way. In this now, therefore,

there is a terminating point, not yet absolutely the last, but

certainly a typical and preliminary terminating point of His

obedience to the law. In this baptism, inasmuch as it was the

last external commandment of God to Israel, all righteousness

was fulfilled by Him.

The Lord might now have said again, as He said before—

/

must ; for, the same innate necessity, in the obedience of the

Father, prompted Him now ; it belonged to the same unity of

His whole life. Because, however, the question is now especially

concerning an external transaction, and because He would

obviate tlie scruple of John as to the propriety, the fitness, the

becomingness of that which was about to take place. He adopts

this expression, It lecometh us by all means ! This embraces,
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besides the obvious reply to the plain question, a concealed testi-

mony to the final principle of the whole course of His self-

renunciation and self-substitution in the likeness of sinners. For,

all the first words of our Lord, especially, have so profound a

background of meaning. The 'Trpsxov is not simply used as it

stands, Eph. v. 3, 1 Tim. ii. 10, in the New Testament, but in

the full and sublime sense of Heb. ii. 10, vii. 26. It seemed Jit

to the righteous Father that the Son in the sinners' stead should

in a human obedience bring back their righteousness : within

this boundary of thought did the Son Himself in His humanity

ever reverently confine Himself, beyond it He knew and testified

nothing. Thus it was also here, when the Baptist, who might

not himself become His disciple, but only send disciples to Him,
was counted worthy to receive an early testimony of the mystery

of His atonement which he then afterwards repeats—John. i. 29»

The preacher of repentance unto the Kingdom of Heaven ex-

pected, indeed, no earthly Jewish Messiah : he understood, as

Zachariah's son and the pupil of the Spirit in the wilderness,

whatever might be understood by any Israelite, from the word of

prophecy concerning Him who was to come. But here at the

very first does the Lord openly announce to him :—Placing

Myself in the likeness of sinners, taking their sins upon Me, I

shall and will fulfil righteousness for them. So might He have

given back the Baptist's word literally :—/ have need (;^pg/ay

'i'/jS) to be baptized of thee, I must be baptized with the baptism

which is prepared for Me (Lu. xii. 50). And so would He
have spoken, if He had wished to speak of Himself alone : but

He says not now : Thus it becometh Me—but us.

But how can Pie say this, and what does He mean? we ask,

and all the more earnestly because we have seen that the pro-

foundest significance of this saying concerns Himself alone.

The most obvious answer is that He thus replies to the separa-

tion between them which the humble scruple had expressed—

/

of Thee, Thou to me! Ho designs noio, first of all, to induce the

doubter not merely to suffer Him to go down into the Jordan,

but also to fulfil the external function of his office upon Him,

and baptize Him, even as others. Thus it has this meaning as

it regards John—Who art thou then ? The preparer of the

way, the forerunner. Now / ain He that cometh after thee j

thy presentiment is right ; we appertain to one another, each in
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his office and ministry. In baptizing Me, thou fulfillest all

righteousness, and closest thine office : to be baptized of thee, is

My righteousness, and belongs to My ministry and the design of

My life. What majesty in this word, which immediately silences

all scruple ; and, at the same time, what a marvellous emulation

of humility between the Lord and His servant
; just as after-

wards in the eleventh chapter, where the Lord Who was to

come places His servant by His side as one who was also come,

and of whom the Scripture had also spoken !

But even this does not yet exhaust the meaning of this great

word. The baptism of wdiicli it speaks is only in an external

and typical sense the concluding point of obedience for the Ful-

filler of all righteousness : it is truly and essentially the true

beginning-point of that obedience, the consummation of which,

in the death of the cross in order to the resurrection, it pre-

typifies. The Lord does not say

—

Herein, hereby it is incum-

bent upon Me finally to accomplish all righteousness—but Thus!

That is an expression of comparison, which points forward to the

thing compared. This baptism to which the mature Man comes.

Who till now has loved righteousness and hated iniquity, is His

anointing to that sacrifice of Himself for sinners which now first

properly begins. Ps. xlv. 7. As in this baptism by prophetic

figure the Righteous One places Himself among sinners, so was

He afterwards baptized with the baptism of death, in which He
as the Lamb of God bore our guilt ; which was not to Him the

wages of sin, but the highest meritorious righteousness for us all.

As now the Father confirms His righteousness by a voice from

heaven, so then in the resurrection the Father justifies Him as

His Son again. E,om. i. 4 ; Acts xiii. 33. It follows, further,

that as now the Spirit descends upon Him, so then also the out-

pouring of the Spirit for us all ; that baptism with the Spirit to

which John alluded, without obtaining it below, and concerning

which he unconsciously spake when he said :—I have need to be

baptized of Thee. All this our Lord clearly saw when He came

to the Jordan ; and, as He finally spoke of His sufPerings as a

baptism, so does He now already contemplate in baptism His

sufferings. For now His wisdom is perfect, and He no more

needs to increase in it. In that last word of His childhood the

beginning of His consciousness concerning His own person

broke forth ; when this was grown perfect and finally sealed,
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this decisive word of His manhood utters His full consciousness

concerning His ivork. This honour is reserved for Him—to

testify of Himself—before the sign from heaven seals His testi-

mony. He presents Plimself, saying—Behold I come, to do

Thy will ; before the Father's response—This is My beloved

Son ! This acceptance and obligation is to Him what the con-

fession of sin is to the sinner. Therein our sins are confessed as

done away in His righteousness, and the future baptism for the

true forgiveness of sins, which should be ours by virtue of His

baptism, is fore-announced.

And because, finally, the baptism which He thus prepares for

us finds its consummation only in the essential, actual fellow-

ship of His death and resurrection, we remark, that the " us,"

in which He includes Himself in His humble condescension

before John, means, in its deepest signification, us all. He utters

it as the Son of Man in the name of humanity, as the Fore-

runner in the name of His own, with whom He here, at the very

beginning contemplating the uttermost end, most entirely unites

Himself.^ He indeed is, pre-eminently, the Fulfiller ; but all

who become participators of His righteousness fulfil in Him and

through Him the same righteousness, and in the same way.

Thus it becometh us to become like Him, as it became Him in

our likeness to overcome sin, and render obedience. This will

immediately become manifest in the wilderness of temptation,

where the Son of God—not as the Son for Himself, but as Man,

as the Second Adam and the true Israel—spoils, by faith in the

Word, the power of Satan.

THE FIRST WORDS OF VICTORY OVER THE TEMPTER.

(Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10 ; Lu. iv. 4, 8, 12.)

These three words are, in their ascending connection, to be

reckoned as one; and, indeed, as a ihixi^ first-word, approaching

^ " He desired and received baptism in the name of the pcoplc,^^ says

Nitzsch (Prac. Theol. i. 167), but too concisely. Mark, moreover, what is

said there Avith perfect truth, that He Avho comes Avith Asatcr and the word

of the prophet to fulfil all the types must also come Avith blood, then finally

and fully Avith Spirit.

VOL. I. .
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still nearer to the goal of His being, and drawn from the yet

deeper depth of the mystery of God the Father and His Son.

As the Son's first word of all concerning the Father, Ln> ii. 49,

embraced the whole {n7ier life of His own most essential person-

ality,—and the second, concerning His righteousness, Matt. iii.

15, embraced the entire vjork of His active and passive obedience

/or us,—so now the fulfilment of all righteousness, in its three

great branches, is maintained and asserted against the Tempter

to unrighteousness. His obedience approves itself in the renun-

ciation of all enjoyment, of all honour, of all possession, in oppo-

sition to the prince of this world : thus does He overcome him

in the abasement of faith, to which He had descended from His

Divine power ; and thus He leads human natm'e back to God
again, through the selfsame way by which it had fallen from

Him. Concerning the temptation of Christ in itself, its inner-

most ground in the Father's holy justice, its redeeming might

and typical signification for us, and especially the satanic unity

of design in the three temptations of the wilderness,—we shall

enter into no detailed disquisition here. It is our purpose only

to expound the words of Jesus, and to point particular attention

to that which is unfolded in them.

But the words of Jesus on this occasion are not new, and

distinctively His own ; they are God's words long ago uttered,

and taken from the ancient Scriptures, which He as the Ful-

fiUer appropriates to Himself. This is, at the outset, of great

significance. The Child had grown and become strong in spirit,

had increased in wisdom ; the Man, arrived at the mature

priestly age, and anointed for the inauguration of His office, is

now full of the Holy Ghost, Lu. iv. 1. But as afterwards the

first word of the Spirit at the Pentecost was a proclamation of

what had been said by the prophet Joel, so here the First Words

of the Lord spokenfrom the fulness of the Spirit are only quotations

from the Holy Scripture! He has now learned them entirely,

He is a Master in the use of them, and will prove Himself such

first of all against the enemy whom the Word of truth, which

he has perverted into a lie, must again beat down. What virtue

and dignity in the holy letter which, filled with the Spirit of

Christ, now becomes only Life and Truth! Christ makes His

appeal, when that old "yea hath God said" is brought against

Him, not to the heavenly voice which He had just heard, but
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to the Word of Grod, written in tlie book of Moses. The hvuig

Eternal Word Himself vests Himself in the ^Yritten word,

which in its deepest foundation is written by Him and for Him.
Let men think upon this ! Let this be remembered by that

theology which refuses to accept, even from the consciousness of

Ciu'ist, the entire and full autliority of that which was Holy
Scripture to Him.

But He does not confront Satan with any one of those many
and clear words of prophecy which are written concerning the

future Bruiser of the serpent's head. Satan well knows these,

but does not understand the m}stery hitherto folded in them,

the human abasement and self-renunciation of the Son of God,

which is indeed the central mystery of all Scripture, and the

essential secret of His victory over the enemy. That enemy
must fii'st pei'ceive this in its fulfilment. Here in the wilder-

ness for the first time he earnestly scrutinizes it, at once doubting

and trembling; but does not thoroughly penetrate it, for he comes

again at the cross with his temptations, and once more foohshly

brings forward his already-repelled ^^Art Thou the Son of God?
then save Thyself

!

" The Lord does not permit Himself to meet

him with an express

—

lam He : He was indeed, and would thus

have shown Himself, Satan's Lord, but would not then have been

his conqueror /or us. The first word which He opposes to him,

says rather

—

man ! It is taken, as is also the second, from the

temptation of Israel in the wilderness ; for, Israel is a type of the

Son of 2»Ian, the Servant of God lor righteousness, the One to

come, in Whom alone that nature is consummated into perfect

righteousness which in all men else is ever sinking into deeper

sin. Adam stood not,—Israel after the flesh stood not, when
the Lord his God tempted him, but rather like Satan tempted

his G«d : but now comes the Second Adam, God's true Servant

Israel, through Whose obedience the way of life is made known,

and actually thrown open—that man truly lives by the power

and in the strength of the Eternal Word.

As Eve in the beginning rightly opposed the tempter with

God has said! but alas, did not persist therein—even so now the

Lord; but He holds firm. Satan knows well the word of God,

and must admit its force; when in full faith and entire obedience

it is used in answer against him, the might of his lying delusion

is broken. Satan will challenge the wonderful power of God in
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nature—and His Son, if He be truly such, should make stones

out of bread : but this is not the power which drives him out of

that human nature in which he now sees with doubting astonish-

ment the eternal Son standing before him. That at least the

bold challenger knew full well, and He knew it still betterWho
was come to be victor in this fight. Christ answered and said,

placing Himself as man in the obedience of faith. Thus and

not otherwise does God reply to the Devil, and indeed through

Christ, the Son of God and the Son of man. He Himself in

His humility—submitting to be tempted in order to conquer

—

is that living answer of God to Satan, which in holy right resists

and casts out Satan's right to humanity. Satan must now learn

this, and has not finished learning it yet; for he has not even yet

betaken himself to his darkness again, but continues and will con-

tinue to tempt the members of the Head with the same tempta-

tion, until he shall also in them all be overcome and condemned.

The first temptation, which through our earthly body is most

obvious to universal human nature, is that of seeking the enjoy-

ment and nourishment of life against the will of God and inde-

pendently of His gift ; to make for ourselves our bread in the

misuse of God's power, entrusted to us over the lower nature and

the creature. Our own age exhibits the development of this in

those mimic miracles which seek the world's dominion "by the

industry which conquers nature. Adam, entering into this

temptation, would eat as the son of God that of which God has

said—Thou shall not eat of it. That was the case in paradise,

even without hunger, and in the midst of the enjoyment of all

the fruits of the garden of Eden which were not forbidden : and

in that first fall every other was wrapped up. It was exhibited

again, especially, when Israel cried in the wilderness—If we are

God's people, why have we not bread and flesh at His hands

according to our desire? Then did God humble His son Israel,

and suffered him to hunger, to show him what was in his heart.

The true salvation from this unbelief could not yet then ap-

pear, it was only typically made known to the unbelievers, that

man doth not live by the creaturely bread, but by the word of

God. Here in Christ, Who abundantly makes good what fallen

man has turned to evil. Who in voluntary abnegation fasts, in

entire obedience hungers, and thus is released from the creature,

in which Adam is sinfully held captive,—here in Christ does
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that ancient u'ord, written concerning manna, find its new and

complete significance—that for the sake of which it was before

provided in the Holy Scripture.

Man doth not live hy bread only, but by every toord that 'pro-

ceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord doth man live. Continually,

and in a thousand ways, has the Spirit since then used and

applied these woi'ds among the children of God ; and every in-

terpretation which the Spirit truly puts upon it is included in its

meaning. For this He caused it to be written in the prophecy

of Moses, and then to be used in reply to the Arch-Liar by the

lips of the Fulfiller. We seek now only to indicate briefly the

leading principles of its interpretation.

Bread is in its general acceptation the food of man's life,

regularly appointed for him as the creaturely instrument of the

Divine word of creation and preservation :—Thou shalt live

thereof. (The Book of Wisdom, ch. xvi. 26, says instead,—It

is not the growing of fruits that nourisheth man.) Gen. i. 29,

iii. 19; Ps. civ. 14. To this stands opposed mnps K^O-b, that

is, most obviously, as was demonstrated in the case of Israel in

the wilderness, any particular word of commandment or Avill,

issuing from the power of the Creator and Preserver, M'hich be-

comes what man may live upon ;—any kind of food given inde-

pendently of the established order of things, as was the miraculous

manna. But such manna itself, again, is only a veil of God's

power ; a pledge and symbol which is condescendingly reached

forth to weak foith, in order that there may be something in

man's mouth. A^'herefore does God work miracles, and not

leave man only and entirely to live upon ordinary bread, but

thus oftentimes create a new thing for him ? That He may

make man know that even in the ordinary and natural course it

is by no means nature and the creature which have and give the

life, but Himself alone. Even in bread man lives not by bread

only; for, is not the life more than meat? Is not the Word,

the Will, the Power of God in everything,—so that we do not

inhale our very breath from the air, but from the breath of God?

Word stands not as such in the Hebrew text, but is taken here

from the old exegetical translation. What is the nin)-'p Sjrio of

which Moses wrote ? The breath of the creating effluence from

the eternal Power and Godhead, the Spirit, in and of Whom all

life, even bodily life, consists, Num. xvi. 22 ; Ps. civ. 29, 30.
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But the Spirit goes out indeed only in one prepared form, and

that form is the Word. In the deepest meaning of the essential

and only truth, whicli ever contradicts the lie of Satan, all

things in the world, after their kind, are only variously-embodied

words of the Creator, inasmuch as by His mighty word alone

they are upheld in being. (Hence "in'n and pjjjaa in the Scrip-

ture signify also thing.) " God does not speak grammatical

vocables, but true essential things. Thus sim and moon, heaven

and earth, Peter and Paul, Thou and I, are nothing but words

of God" (Luther). Thus the creature lives not by any other

creature, any more than it lives of itself, but because, and how,

and whereof God Avill. Therefore the first meaning of the say-

ing of Jesus here—obvious in its profoundness— is : " I commit

the sustentation of My life entirely into tlie hands of God."

Moses in the presence of the Lord needed neither bread nor

water for forty days (Ex. xxxiv. 28). The man Jesus died not

in forty days' fast ; but then only at length, when the strength

of the Spirit returned to Him that there might be place for

temptation, felt He hunger.

But we penetrate deeper with the question, v,diich is not

always one of simple unbelief—How may this be? and how is

this to be understood ? Then may we reasonably ask—What is

man ? Not the body with its earthly, animal soul, but the true

and proper man, that is, the living spirit which came forth from

God, which only lives in and by the Spirit of God, which con-

tinually goes forth as Word for the preservation of the creature.

Even as the body—the abiding product of its soul-—only subsists

through a continual formative impulse of corporeity, so do the

body and soul of man, as of a living soul in the moulded dust of

the earth, subsist only by the Sjnrit. The outer man lives by

the inner, as this again by the Word of God. Shouldst thou

say—By bread! and determine in any case to have it, and in

thy hunger to procure it for thyself, even at the cost of dis-

obedience—any way thou canst or the tempter places it at thy

hand—then art thou captive in that idolatry and delusion whicli

serves the creature with and instead of the Creator (Rom. i. 25).

Then art thou in the way to worship the Arch-Liar, who pro-

mises to give that of which God ever continues the sole Giver

and Lord.

Think not, too, that thou livest at all as man, that is, accord-
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incr to thy pure creation as a son of God, in His image, if tliou

art iindino; a so-called life of thine own hand in the greatness of

thv wav (Isa. Ivii. 10). For thou art dead in trespasses and

sins, although the bread and the pleasures of the world should

plentifidly abound to thee. Here belongs, further, that most

tme sense of this sacred saying, according to which it is preached

to those who only labour for the perishable bread of this world,

and seek not the everlasting bi-eail of God. But this leads us

farther and further ; and " not alone'' vindicates again the true

life of man in God against snch as in their error cleave to any

institution of the means of life, as if it was not God alone in

them that gave them efficacy. As a general rule the word of

God, externally written and preached, is given for the food of

the inner man ; but, inasmuch as the living word of God in the

word is the true word, thou mayest, if it be His will, without

Scripture and preaching, live by His Spirit; without intercourse

with brethren, be connected with the Church ; even without

the physical bread of the sacrament, receive nevertheless the

heavenly bread. Every manna given by God in the creaturely

form is a witness that points beyond itself to the immediate out-

going of God's life for the life of man, out of God's mouth into

the believing vwnth of man.

So does the letter of the written word testify here, in the

believing mouth of Christ, to its own most essential spirit. And
the Lord, at the same time that He avows Himself to be man

in the life of God, gives to Satan the true and mysterious answer

as to mio Himself is; and that is the last and profoundest sense

which makes the old word His own, and transforms it into a

nPiD word, now fully for the first time exhibited in its truth.

Christ, verily, is the Orirjinal Man, recovered from the fall,

Adam and the Son of God in one. The Son of God gave

Himself to human nature, and incorporated Himself with it

;

Satan's temptation would, for he now first half understands this,

detach Him from it again, and thereby destroy His mediatorial

nature through something that for it would have the nature of

sin. Art thou, poor hungry child of man, the Son of God?

Then use thy might ! But He has wrapped up His might in

entire self-renunciation, in order to overcome the enemy ; and

thus does He overcome him in simple human faith. He is

Himself the bread come down from heaven to give unto the
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world everlasting life ; and shall He make for Himself bread

out of stones for His own proper life ? Against the tempter's

challenge—Art Thou'^—He only binds Himselfmore firmly to us

all : I am man, I am humanity, I am mankind ! (Just as that

us is used in Matt. iii. 15.) There is, indeed, a twofold nature

in humanity, the earthly Adam and that which came forth from

God in him ; but both in their inseparable xinity constitute the

proper man, and as such he is re-established in Christ, the God-

man. That in Him Adam lives entirely hy the Logos—is the last

and superabounding fulfilment of the meaning of this word,

which thus goes far beyond its application for the instruction of

poor fallen man.

Satan has not yet fully apprehended what was said to him :

for it penetrates too deeply into that eternal original truth from

which he is fallen, and which he no longer desires to understand:

yet he is not repelled, but rather stimulated to a renewed and

more earnest attack. The Tempter comes again—for this is his

manner, and the second temptation proceeds very much like the

former. The Deceiver had taken his position upon a word of

God (Thou art My beloved Son !), though only to pervert it as

the deducer of false consequences ;—he still persists in this

method. "Holdest Thou so firmly to that which is written?

Then I know yet another word, which will suit Thee well.. Dost

Thou expect, strong in Thy faith, the miraculous help of Thy
God, even as only man ? Then, instead of waiting and hunger-

ing here in the wilderness—for Thou art, nevertheless, the Son

of God, and to that I hold—wilt Thou not spring down from the

pinnacle of the temple among the people, as if Thou camest down

from heaven, and thus announce Thyself with becoming dignity?"

Thus, both the half-mocking audacity, and the impious enticing

cunning of the Tempter, became more intense. He knows the

letter of Scripture, and may also use it for temptation, just as he

has free access to the holy city and the temple. He takes his

word from that psalm of faith's offence and defence against his

own hellish might (Ps. xci. 5, 6, lo), which may have already

in times past done him much injury ; and designs in his malice

and presumption to turn that well-known promise of angel-pro-

tection for mortal man to the destruction of this wonderful Son

of Man, Who in this conflict will assume to be nothing more.

But the Lord answers him, in words which are for ever the true
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defence and reply to eveiy one-sided perversion of a saying of

Scripture

—

It is written again ! This -raX/f means not contra^

for no one word of the Bible contradicts any other : but it simply

signifies that one scripture teaches us how to understand and use

another. We are fully armed against the cunning of Satan, who
presses upon us with isolated and wrested sentences of the Bible,

only when we are thoroughly grounded in a clear perception of

the inner unity of the whole Scripture, which supplements itself

and explains its own meaning. Our Forerunner teaches us here

to use the word as our weapon in our own succeeding warfare,

and teaches us especially to lay hold upon this

—

Again it is

written ! Moreover, Satan's perversion consisted not in this,

that he would have the jigurative expression taken literalli/, for

that is here actually permitted to faith in God's word, and Jesus

acknowledges without contradiction this interpretation ; but the

again instructs us in the qualification which averts its abuse.

Jesus continues near to His first quotation. The Lord proved

in the wilderness His people Israel (Dent. viii. 2), whether they

would tempt Him or not ; and, alas, Israel many times tempted

his God, so that afterwards in warning reference to the past, it

was said to him by Moses

—

Ye shall not tempt the Lord i/our God
(Deut. vi. 16). Wherein consists the tempting of God on the

part of man ? It is the complete opposite of the seeking in faith,

of the waiting upon God in the obedience and confidence of trust;

it is a self-willed demand of the mighty help of God ; and, con-

sequently, unbelief, disobedience, and distrust are its innermost

principles. Thus did the children of Israel demand flesh for

their souls (that is, according to their own lusts), and said—Can
God furnish a table in the wilderness? So limited they the

Holy One of Israel (Ps. Ixxviii. 18, 19, 41), and put Him arro-

gantly to the test :—so now, if He do this according to our will,

it shall be well. The manna was before their eyes, and further

supplies might come from the word and command of God : but

they anticipated, by the word of their own self-will, the word

of God upon which they should wait ; and this is tempting God.

This would the Lord have done now, if He had challenged the

angel-guard of His God according to the pi'omise, in order to

His passage through the air, which was not His prescribed way

according to the Divine guidance. As He might not Himself

make bread for Himself, so neither could He seek such a way.
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Satan's cunning omitted

—

in all thy ivays ;'^ our Lord, however,

did not think fit to point out and dwell upon this omission : but,

instead of such discussion, He set another decisive word of Scrip-

ture over against that which he had quoted. The Lord knows

His own way, the way of humility and not of vain-glory ; the

way of waiting upon His God, and not of premature running

and anticipation of His will;—therefore, the word that is written,

remains ever a lamp to His feet.

Every sin in its innermost principle is, properly speaking, a

tempting and challenging of God ; since he, who should obey,

tests the Ahnighty whether the way of his own self-will shall not

prosper. But then, particularly, when the unbelief and dis-

obedience of self-will presses forward in what is false presump-

tion—though seemingly only a firm confidence in promised

assistance, as if God must and should hearken to it—this is the

masked aggi'avation of sin, to which Satan here allures. Un-

called reformers, daring enthusiasts, even actual miracle-workers

of their own \d\\ and for their own honour, have all fallen into

this sin, because they have forgotten the word of the Master

spoken here in faith and obedience. What if before the eyes

of men they have prospered at first in their airy way,— it is not

because angels have borne them up, but the prince of darkness

(who would, it may be, have carried the Lord also in safety

down, even as he had lifted Him up), yet only to their final fall

into the abyss.

Christ remains Lord over Satan in the simplicity and assur-

ance of His human way according to the word of God. Power

over his body may the Tempter exercise by the permission of

the Father ;—His spirit remains free and firm in obedience to

the truth. If, as we perceived, the first answer struck the right

point, and protested against Satan's fundamental lie, that in the

creature of itself a life was to be sought,—the second answer

advances still nearer to the crisis, even as the temptation ad-

vanced nearer. If the first answer had already sharply and

clearly defined the boundary between the Lord God and His

^ St Luke omits tliis, though he has rot/ 3.'«^yX«|a/ as. When v. Ger-

lach supposes that this omission should have no stress laid trpon it, as it was

only meant to say, " wherever thou goest "—he most unjustifiably presses

down the everywhere profound word of Scripture to the narrow limits of

our ordinary human speech.
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creature (in whose stead, and in whose nature, the Eternal Son

here stands),—the second defines it still more sharply, and gives

to Satan a further lesson and one peculiarly appropriate to him,

which indeed he may not be able to receive. For it is Satan

himself who, in the permitted abuse of his remaining angel-

power, for deceit and destruction against the word and will of

God, absolutely and now in the most nnreserv^ed manner, tempts

the Lord his God. Therefore did Christ change the letter of the

Scripture, and say : Thou shalt not, although it is written in

Moses, Ye shall not tempt. This is forsooth the Spirit's power

in the weakness of the tempted one, that while he only thinks

to cover himself and to hide himself in the sheltering, defending

word, that same humble word approves itself as a sharp weapon

of attack and ofjudgment against the Tempter's pride.

Then does the evil one begin finally to mark that in this Man
he lias to do with tlie Lord his God, who will maintain over him

His right : yet is he unwilling to admit it. He gathers all his

"night and greatness for one more last and decisive onset ; but

the result is that he hears more decisively and openly pronounced

that which befitted his own true character. Probably the Lord

knew not immediately Himself w-ith what kind of person He had

immediately to do. In manifest bodily appearance Satan can-

not, indeed, appear ; for, such corporeity in him, if it may so be

called, would be for ns the most frightful horror. Therefore

does He disguise and mask himself, now as he had from the be-

ginning—yet still comes as a person. Probably the Tempter

drew near the first time in human form as a fjood friend and ad-

viser; the second time, it may be, he showed himself as an angel

of light who might bear Him up in his hands,^ The Lord,

without much questioning, had both times replied to the satanic

design in the temptation, and mediately therefore to Satan him-

^ Lange, indecil, thinks thftt such mask-work and illusion must have

been quite ineffectual upon Christ, the Pure One, just as children arc not

deceived by such jugglery in talcs. But the self-renunciation of Christ,

and the Father's counsel to give Him up to temptation, arc on such a sup-

position quite forgotten. Might not the same argument be used against

the anguish and the obscuration at Gethsemane and at the cross ? To

show all the kingdoms of the world at one glance, was undoubtedly an

fllnsiou ; for, the letter of St Luke's account knows notliing of " highly

coloured description, which turned a high and extensive prospect in the

wilderness to a symbolical account."
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self; but now the " god of this world" comes forward in his

naked grossness with the horrible and undisguised demand

—

Worship me !
" If Thou altogether declinest to be the Son of

God, then serve me for that recompense which is in my power

and which I will give Thee !" He promises to give that which

is not his, that which at least, when held and received from

liim, is perverted from glory into ruin : and the price which he

demands is what belongs only to God. Then does the Lord

recognise the prince of darkness, the Arch-Fiend, whom He has

come to eject out of a world that he had usurped ; and to

whom He can now reply in His own might and dignity, as

peremptorily as the demand was plain,'

—

Get thee behind lie,

Satan ! This is necessarily the last temptation and victory : for

the order observed by St Luke, while it has a meaning of its own,

must not regulate here the order of time. For the first and the

second are so immediately and strictly connected, according to

St Matthew, that we cannot imagine anything intervening:

and the repelled one cannot be supposed to have returned again

immediately after the third.^

This aioay from Me might have been enough. But the

humility of the Lord, which itself must have been the keenest

condemnation of the father of pride, does him a superfluous

honour, and even adds a reason from Scripture. This word is

found, again, near to the former (Dent. vi. 13, 14), but is here,

in its entire appropriation, more severed than that from its

literal connection. In the words which had before fallen from

the Lord's lips, "3"g shall not tempt" had become " Thou shalt

not tempt," for Himself and at the same time for the devil ; but

now it refers especially and in all its significance to the devil

alone ; according to Christ's conscious purpose, when He fell

back in this encounter upon that great centi'al word and funda-

1 The apostolical authority of St Matthew decides the literal truth of his

connection : St Luke arranges the events, evidently, according to another

point of view. Tore 'jrccpu.'hot^.lioc.vii^ 'Tru.'hiv •Tca.aoi.'ha.^^a.vit^ rors ccCPimif

in St Matthew import something more than St Luke's mere x.cii. He, in

his account, has the two places in his view and joins them—first wilderness

and mountain, afterwards returning to the second :—And he had brought

Him (already between the two) even to the pinnacle of the temple ! The

well-considered omission in St Luke of the vVays ;t.r.x. is worthy of notice

;

for (as Alford remarks) he could not well have left these words in his in-

verted account.
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mental commandment of the whole Old Testament, yea of the

whole Scripture :

—

Tliou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and

Him only shalt thou serve} This answer forms one of the

sublimest, most comprehensively significant critical moments in

the history of His kingdom : and is the most distinctive and

definitive explanation with Satan. Luther ventured with a good

intention to add his well-known little word alone to the sacred

text (Rom. iii. 28) ; and in justification of this addition, the

Lord's example has been appealed to. Who here does tlic same.

But it is not entirely the same, even apart from the difference

between our Lord and Luther as to supplementing the Word of

God. The false emphasizing of "faith alone" wrought much

evil in the Church from that time, till men learned to acknow-

ledge that St James' not-strawy Epistle is also right with its

enforcement—not through faith alone. But to worship the

Lord alone, to serve one God alone, is absolutely necessary to

the high and stern truth of this scripture ; and this alone can

never be too rigorously brought forward in the contest with the

lie of idolatry in all its forms. It rejects all the pleasure,^

power, and glory of the whole world, as soon as this rises

against its Creator ; and here, at the close, upholds the loorship

of the One Eternal independently of and above the world. In

the beginning ofthe temptation this distinction between God and

His creature was not so express ; but in the " not by bread alone
"

the creaturely holds its proper place through the immanence of

the Creating Word.

Perhaps the most profound among the many views of the

process and connection of the history of the temptation (all of

which may be more or less right according to its many-sided

truth),—the most essential extract of its spirit, appears to us

that of Zinzendorf, who deduces lessons from it concerning the

mysteries, the right understanding, and the fundamental truths of

the Word of God.' The mystery—if Thou be the Son of God

1 See the connection, Deut. vi. 4, 14 : and Samuel's " Serve Ilim onhj /"

1 Sam. vii. 3. Hence it is in the LXX. and Vulg. : uvtu ^sVw, ilU soli.

Even if this fiova of St Luke originated in the LXX., yet we have it also

authentically in St Matthew.
- Not excluding even the remark, that enjoyment entices the youth,

honour the man, and possession or power, finally, the old.

3 In the Discoiu-ses, which he delivered in 1742 as pastor in Thiladelphia,

Pennsylvania.
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—is brought forward at the wrong time and in a wrong appli-

cation by the Tempter ; therefore the Lord opposes to it that

other mystery, which was suited to the occasion. The appre-

hension of the promised angel-protection, though right in itself,

is used partially and turned to temptation ; therefore the Lord

shows the truth in its completeness, by exhibiting its other side.

Finally, when the Arch-Liar overturns the fundamental truth,

that God alone is to be worshipped—the Lord can only re-

erect it by asserting it simply again. For, to quote Hamann :

" The victory of men over Satan is then most easy, when he

most plainly reveals himself. The ten commandments, if they

are written in our heart, and we use them in defence against

him, will ever drive him away."

Thus, for this reason, do the Conqueror and the conquered

separate—symbol and type of all future temptation of the Head

and the members. The original fundamental truth, in which

Satan stood not fast, and which he never more will learn or can,

comes to him as his judgment from the mouth of this humble

Son of Man. While the Son of God as man worships and

serves with us. He reveals Himself as the Lord and God of the

god of this world, who, instead of worshipping has tempted Him
in vain. From this time forward the devil knew Jesus. Mark
i. 24-34, iii. 11, v. 7.

Thus also is the distinction established between the Redeemer

from Satan's power, the rightful King of the whole earth, to

whom the ends of the world had been already given by the

Father (Ps. ii.), and that false messiah whom carnal Israel,

through fellowship with the deceiving idolatry of the world, had

learned to expect. What an earthly-glorious Jewisli Messiah

would then have been. Antichrist, the Man of Sin, will in the

last days actually e:!diibit, and with an open rejection of the

name of God. The time is come, and now is, when the worship

of the ancient, secular Jehovah, as He revealed Himself in the

Old Testament and through His Licarnate Eternal Son has

wa'ought our redemption, should cease ; the Father of lies offers

to men the glory of tJds icorld, and all who consent to his lie

thereupon abase themselves to worship him, concerning whom,

nevertheless, they desire to know nothmg. But he has here

thus early exposed and discovered himself, constrained by

Christ : and all who abide in the way of Christ are equipped
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with the sure armour of that ^Yord of truth which He Himself

first victoriously provecL

THE FIRST WORDS OF TILE MASTER TO THE FIRST DISCIPLES.

(John i. '68, 39-42, 43-47, 48-50, 51.)

All this was decidedly spoken and done after the temptation

;

for, the baptism recorded by St John, ver. 32, was immediately

followed by the Spirit's leading into the wilderness. This also

was now past ; and the mission to the Baptist, in ver, 19, did

not take place until the fortieth day at least, because the testi-

mony, vers. 20-27, cannot iiave been uttered before the baptism

of Jesus. John deems himself not yet authorized to announce

publicly Him Who was to come ; but waits till that Mysterious

One ^\'ho had retired from the Jordan into the desert returned

to him again, which He probably did as soon as the victory in

the wilderness was achieved. When he saw Him once more,

he could point Him out, ver. 29. Further, those pregnant

words, " There standeth One among you, whom ye know not,"

obviously imply, " I knoio Him now as erewhile I knew Him
not." So clearly is established the real harmony of the Gospels

when they are rightly read. T/j i-zuvpiov in vers. 29, 35, 43

successivch', can retain its consecutive and unbroken sense,

only when we regard them as following, not only the day of

the baptism, but the forty days of the temptation also. To
forget this, as the most recent expositors have glaringly done,

and insert them between vers. 28 and 35, is entirely to contra-

dict the chronology of our Evangelist, which preserves the

strictest coherence.^

The Vanquisher of Satan, to Whom the angels ministered

—

the Lamb of God and God's own Son—walks in sublime silence

by the Jordan, waiting for the further guidance and direction

of His Father. He has come back to the Baptist, for He

^ Hence the unbelieving criticism of this method of harmonizing protests

that John makes the insertion of the history of the temptation after the

baptism impossible. There is but one true answer to this :—the baptism

and the temptation precede ver. 19. Tlie Evangelist confines himself here.

88 before in vers. 7 and lii, to the subsequent testimony of the Baptist.
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knows that Himself must not first utter—/ am He—in the

presence of the people of Israel ; but that His forerunner must

heax witness of Him, and that his testimony was now ready.

The first day passes—John points to Him as He thus walks,

and directing attention to His whole appearance and bearing,

saith

—

Behold, this is He ! Not one of the marvelling and

inwardly musing hearers, however, ventures to follow Him.

But when on the next day the testimony to Jesus, still walking

thus, is repeated—Behold the Lamb of God !—its meaning is

then understood ; the two disciples at that time with John begin

to follow the Lamb. Only two indeed at the first, but in

them we see the first strivings of the great impulse of all after

following. Another new and sublime initiatory crisis ! Begin-

ning of the congregation of disciples, and inauguration of the

great Teacher into His ofiice ; not indeed as yet in public

ministration to the people, but according to the appointed and

unostentatious procedure of His course, in gentle words to those

who are first gathered around His presence. These j^rs^ words

of the Teacher and Master bear upon them that express and

wonderful stamp of majesty in lowliness and lowliness in majesty,

which is impressed upon the whole of His subsequent speech

and action. They commence with the most simple utterances

of human language, springing up, apparently, from tlie^ circum-

stance of the moment. What will ye ? Come then, and see !

But when we think Whose mouth uttered these words, we per-

ceive the beginning of the shining forth of His glory in them :

and soon, indeed, does the Master-word rise to its full dignity

in giving the new name, in piercing the hidden heart, in dis-

closure of what was secret, and in the promise of yet greater

things. The whole, moreover, is brief and sufficing, simple and

clear, with no more words than arise out of the occasion. But

these are spoken in lowliness as profound as their majesty is

sublime : while they have their simply human and external

aspect, they have a profoundly significant and majestic back-

ground. These first words to the seeing and hearing disciples

have their own glory, full of grace and truth—before the days

of mighty miracles and preaching These also verily are spirit,

and they are life.

John saw Jesus loalldng, in silent meditation ; waiting for

His hour, and His Father's command : in full preparation for
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the world and its sin ; equipped for His testimony to the truth

with that armour which has been tested and approved in His

first great conflict, and for the utterance of those new words of

God wliich the Father has given Him. The two disciples had

heard the Baptist speak of Him, and have so far understood

his words that they now vehemently desire to be the disciples

of the true, the hicrher Master. They follow Him in silence,

venturing on no address, nor any introduction of their own.

But Jesus is conscious in His spirit of the hour that has now
come, and tumeth—beautiful picture for the devout pencil of

the artist ! Will not some one now come to Me ? Such a

question lay in that turning—springing from His consciousness

that the time was now come, and from the longino; of that love

which would soon call all men to Himself. Then looketh He
upon the two, as the first given Him of the Father, and opens

His month in affectionate words. But, however humanly and

humbly He may begin to speak, yet must what He says

become, at this crisis and from His lips, an involuntary revela-

tion of the deep significance which lies in the high and peculiar

presage of this crisis. He cannot, and He will not avoid this :

He knows full clearly with what deep meaning He speaks. If

we may so stammer our human thoughts concerning Him, in

Whom all is human as well as Divine :—a certain struggle

between His dignity as God and His humility as the Son of

man, resolves itself into a most profound concert of both. Like

a true Master, He will not at the very first speak words of in-

struction to His coming disciples,, but rather awake and ex-

cite their own consciousness. Thus will He commence their

training as disciples. The question-word with which He begins
~^

will be found to have a latent fulness of meaning, conveying

an essential truth which is applicable to all who ever come

to Him ; and leading immediately to that word of invitation

which is the germ and type of all His future exhortation and

teaching. -^

T/ Z,Tirs7r£ ; What will ye ? that is, though He designedly

omits to say so

—

of Me ? ivith Me f Wherefore come ye thus

behind Me ? Spoken with any other tone and look, this

question would not have had more than the ordinary meaning

ivith which we may suppose a man asking it in such circum-

stances. It would have been even repulsive :
—^What would ye

VOL. I. D
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seek in My footsteps "? leave Me to My own way ! With His

look and tone, on the contrary, it already glides by a gracious

transition into the following Come ! Yet is there a distinction

between them. That first word of all contained a solemn

question, designed to penetrate the hearts of those who are

coming : and this must not be lost sight of in the invitation.

He whom they seek, and who is the object of the unconscious

seeking of all humanity ; He, who afterwards stands before the

whole world and testifies, " Come ye all unto Me and find rest

to your souls"—He says not now, Whom seek ye? For

whom do ye take Me, that ye thus seek to be near Me ? Al-

though this is involved in the matter. He does not express it,

but as yet conceals that great " / am He " (which might have

been the response to the Baptist's " This is He !"), and speaks

apparently as if there were nothing in Him to seek, in order

that they, again, may bethink themselves how all is to be sought

and found in Him. He thinks not first of Himself, but first of

those who are coming to Him. Those only who seeh come truly

to Him, but as they come they are met by the testing word

—

What seek ye ? And wherefore from Me ? First must we in

some degree know, by the revelation of the ground of our hearts

through the face of the Searcher of hearts turned full upon us,

and be taught by the question which He asks, Whatit is that

we as men and sinners seek and need : then shall we more and

more discover that it is only Himself whom we seek, because in

Him all that man seeks is found. It is our Lord Himself, in

general ever seeking the lost till He finds them, who meets us

in our own way, with that first word of the Divine manifesta-

,j tion, which would not give the sinner up : Adam, lohere art

thou ? " Strive not so hard after death in the error of thy life !

Seekest thou to live 1 Thou shalt not find it in departing from

Me ; return therefoi'e to Me as I return to thee." But here are

Israelites coming to Him, disciples of John, prepared, in the

old covenant of preparatory grace, by the hidden Christ, for the

Christ revealed, when He should come. And now that He is

come, they come to meet Him, and should know well the fit

answer to the first question of the Lord. John and Andrew
heard it too, but they reflect not immediately upon the inner

significance of this startling question, as John may have under-

stood it from their subsequent report. They simply reply as
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well as they can to its most obvious meaning. They could not

yet say—" We seek tlie Messiah, Thyself"—until they had
already begun to find Him. That remained secret in the depth

of their consciousness. But because Jesus stands so humanly

before them, they are bold to speak in human language

—

" Rabbi,"—that is, we would be Thy disciples. This would
have sufficed as their self-dedicatory profession, Thou art our

Master. His question, however, was so gracious, that they

gather confidence to go farther

—

Where lodgest Thou? That
is, We would this day enter into Thy nearer fellowship, we
would be with Thee, hear Thee, and learn of Thee. The direct

answer is concealed in their words, and it is from a right feel-

ing of mingled reverence and shame, that they hold it back :
—

Behold, Thou art the Lamb of God, and the Son of God ; we
are sinners of the world, Israelites who wait for Thee, and expect

from Thee all that our souls yet need. If their counter-question

seems to have in it something of uncourteous abruptness—yet

how profoundly humble is it, and how full of t7nist !

He said unto them, Come and see ! If that first word miiiht

have been construed by one who was excessively timid, or one

who was insincere, into a repulse, this second carries with it its

immediate tone of permission, and friendly acceptance—Ye are

welcome to Me. But its deepest tone is much more than merely

'permission. He Avho has come speaks in gracious invitation

and with the gentle command of love—Come ! and we catch

here already the key-note of all His preaching and doctrine.

Behold—the Baptist had said—and now they shall behold. The
challenge to come and see was an ordinary manner of speech in

common life ; but it was in some circumstances used with great

solemnity, as of the grave of Lazarus (John xi. 34) ; with great

majesty in the Canticles (iii. 11) concerning the magnificence

of King Solomon; as in the Revelation (vi. 1, 3, 5, 7) of the

lieavenly visions—and in the Psalms (Ixvi. 5, xlvi. 9) concern-

ing the wonderful works of God. It was at the same time the

common saying of the Rabbi to his disciples (as frequently in

the Talmud, ns;"i;i xi3. Come and let it be explained to thee).

They came and saw ivhere He abode—but their Lord had more

than merely where in His view. They tarried with Uiin, as St

John adds with emphasis : and saw all they might see in Him,

His glory full of grace and truth ; they tasted and saw that the
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Lord was gracious (Ps. xxxiv. 9) : they beheld in faith the

heaven open upon the Son of man, vers. 50, 51. All this the

Lord promised them in that lowly-sublime invitation, which

conceals His majesty, yet permits some rays of it to pierce

through :—Come, and ye shall see, experience, receive, and find

all that ye seek.^ That is the rule and process of His disciple-

ship ; the immediate and self-evidencing testimony of the truth

in Christ, as Philip, an apt scholar, begins already to use it

against Nathanael's doubt, ver. 46. This is the sum of the

apologies ; the missionary appeal to all the world ; the testi-

mony of every true divine, of John the Evangelist as of John
the Forerunner, who, having himself seen, can bear his witness

against all the perverse blindness of unbelief.

What the two who came so readily found or saw or heard at

that time, is buried in silence : it was so much, however, that

Andrew can already testify to his brother Simon—We have

found the Messiah ! When this third, afterwards to be first,

comes forward, we hear another word of the Master, still more

authoritative and majestic. Jesus looked upon him and said

—

Thou art Simon, the son of Jonas—I know thee, who and what

thou art, from thy birth till thy present coming to Me ! The
allusion which has been over-critically detected in the etymology

of the old name in its allusion to the new, we mention and leave

undecided:—the hearer, disciple, heretofore son of the timid

dove, which flies among the rocks, shall become the sheltering

roch of the dove. So lately, again, Lange," although the read-

ing 'Icodvov, 'IcoKWOv, is not lightly to be rejected. Enough
that, in this place, the design and reference is especially to tlie

new disciple-name, and such allusion and antithesis can scarcely

be deemed consonant with the dignity of the occasion. Thou
shalt be called Cephas

:

—I now give thee thy new name ; for

I know what I shall make thee in My discipleship and for My
kingdom! Be il/y "disciple" henceforth, and out of what thou

art, thou shalt become something new. The new name which

He gives is, first of all, the revelation in the light of His own
countenance of Simon's peculiar and natural character, as in the

case of the sons of thunder (Mark iii. 17); it specifies his danger

^ Bruno Bauer's cunning eye detects here "feeble pomp, empty super-

fluity," and is sure that Jesus never could have spoken thus.

^ Better, at least, than Sepp's njV, imbccilUtas, oj^jn-essio.
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and the temptation of his inborn nature, and also its transform-

ation and sanctification in the new birth. Thus it is given as

a promise as well as a warning. He who receives his new

name from the Lord, and well sustains it, will become that to

which he is called. As, in the Old Testament, Jehovah, in His

supreme authority, gave the new names of promise Abraham

and Israel, so also now does the Son in His Father's power. He
marks out Fetcr here as an originator, to lay the foundation,

and as a spiritual progenitor of the new people of God in the

similitude of those two great public persons. As " Israel " indi-

cates penitent, wrestling, praying faith, so " Peter" refers to the

confession, and the building of the church upon the profession

and testimony—although it is the Lord Himself who makes

Peter, and all who are like him, the foundation upon which

He Himself builds.

Rising still higher in its tone of authority is the Master-word

to Philip ; whom He finds and to whom He forthwith gives a

direct summons—Follow Me ! It appears, at first, like a second

" Come and see," but has a farflier reach of meaning. It ex-

presses in one word the whole disciple-life of all who have come

and have seen : and is the early type of all that is wrapped up

in the same oft-repeated call, and of that which is connected

with it when it is last heard at the close of the Gospel of St

John (xxi. 19, 22).

And now comes the fifth in this rapid formation of the first

circle of disciples—Nathanael. He is not placed in the first

rank of influence ; but, coming as he now does in virtue of the

preparing grace which he had received, he may be regarded

rather than Peter, or even than John (who has here faithfully

recorded the praise with which his Master's lips greeted him),

as the fittest type of all disciples—such as the Lord will receive

and greatly rejoice over when they come to Him. Ah that

they all were such ! The precipitancy of his hasty question,

which only catches at the last word,—Can any good thing come

out of Nazareth ?—was redeemed from its error by its very

sincerity. The error of prejudice, though indeed indirectly

connected with sin, does not deepen into the sin of otfence as

in the case of the other Israelites. Nathanacl in Cana, two

hours from Nazareth, had no personal knowledge of Jesus,

—

that was certainly not his fault. Jesus now sees him coming
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just as man should come, seeking, seeking earnestly without

guile. O how few such earnest seekers are there ! Here is

a true Israelite in loliom there is no guile, whose sin is already

covered, and his iniquity not imputed to him. It is not the

humble man himself whom the Lord addresses, for that would

not have been as appropriate as in the other instance

—

Thou

art Simon—which involved a warning. He spoke to the others

concerning him—(somewhat as the . Baptist had spoken about

Himself). Behold, those who come like this man are My joy
;

these are the disciples whom I would have ; thus might and thus

ought all Israel to be prepared for Me their Messiah.^ Though
still far from recognising in the Nazarene the King of Israel,

this upright man hears not in vain the " Come and see;" he

goes at his friend's suggestion that he may see, and soon is his

prejudice lost in his happy experience. This is the sure and

direct Avay to that end. But he who would walk in it to Christ,

like Nathanael, must first have gone, through grace, in penitent,

wrestling, seeking faith, the way of Jacob-Israel :—in Jacob's

nature, before this first new birth, there is yet deceit and guile.

When a sinner, like Zacchseus, believes, the Lord says of him

—This also is a son of Abraham. When one who, like Natha-

nael waiting in preparatory grace for the perfect grace to come,

frankly receives what is freely offered to him, the Lo^d terms

him an Israelite indeed, in the purest sense of the word and

name. So blessed a commencement of His ministry has the

Father prepared for Him, that in two days five seeking souls

are gathered around Him :—the last, however, the loveliest,

whose first misapprehension is at once requited with commen-
dation from his Master's gracious heart.

Nathanael is ashamed and embarrassed ; and the more so as

he, in his still life, had been intimately known by only a few

such as Philip. Wlience knowest thou me ? The doubt and

scruple of his pure spirit, which shrinks from the Searcher of

hearts, is still less displeasing to Him than the first surprise on

account of Nazareth. If He has seen and spoken to thee, and

thou ask Him the same question in the same spirit as Nathanael,

He will rejoice thereat, and thou shalt soon experience how

'^ Nazareth was even among the Galilseans held in small estimation, nay,

despised. More siurely is signified than—as Alford supposes—Out of so

small a place so great a thing I for, it is added—r; dyx66v.
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entirely He knows and lias over known thee. The inferior

human life of the Lord reflects already the relations of His

exalted state, and we see in it even His omniscience and omni-

potence ; although He was not actively, in His estate of self-

abnegation, either omnipotent or almighty, any more than

everywhere present. Whence knows He Nathanael ? May
it have been through an instantaneous revelation of the Father,

even as on other occasions, for instance in the case of the

Samaritan woman, whose husbands He reckons ? Was it, be-

sides this, through that knowledge of man which belongs to the

First ]Man, everywhere penetrating, by a true physiognomy,

through the outer into the inner being, and which knows indi-

vidual men because it knows what was in man ? (ch. ii. 24, 25).

Neither of these must be entirely excluded here
;
yet the ex-

pression of the Lord, / saio thee, points in its simple meaning

to something past. As the eyes of the Crown Prince have been

wont silently to seek out the true men in the land, that he may
collect them around himself when he ascends the throne ; so

also had Jesus, during His long eighteen years at Nazareth,

the seclusion of which must at least have been broken by the

festival journeys to and from Jerusalem, most observantly looked

around upon- men. Hence He knows Simon, to whom He gives

his name ; Philip also, and Matthew, whom Pie calls to follow

Him ; so did He also actually with His bodily eyes behold

Nathanael under the fig-tree, but at the same time He read the

thoughts of his heart with eyes opened by the Father. There-

fore does He plainly tell him,—I see thee not now, as thou

comest, for the first time ; reminds him, by the expressive before

that Philip called thee, of the prejudice against Nazareth which

he had manifested (at least thus does Nathanael feel, as the

Lord knew) ; and thus gives him an answer to his question

which mightily demonstrates His own Divine dignity ; a mira-

culous word which goes straight to his heart, as if the all-know-

ing One Himself should speak—I know thee from everlasting,

I penetrate thee through and through. And here is pretypijied

how noio " Christianity grounds the claim to be entirely trusted

in for the revelation of the Divine treasure to faith, upon the

immediate experience of every conscientious man ; since, as

soon as it is known, it seizes him by a glance that penetrates

him through and through." (Beck.) Nathanaefs exclamation,
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'^ Rabhi, Thou art more than Rabbi, more than many in Israel

deem the Messiah to be, Thou art the Son of God" is uttered

, with a feehng akin to that in Psalm cxxxix.

—

Lord, Thou hast

^ searched me and hiown me ! Thou knowest all that pertains to

me, that which even Philip knows not, what I thought known
to God alone.

An Israelite in the kingdom of the King of Israel was said

to dwell under his fig-tree, 1 Kings iv. 25. But, in speaking

thus distinctively of the fig-tree under which He had seen

Nathanael, the Lord's meaning went beyond this proverbial

use of the expression, and signified more than merely—in thy

habitation in Israel. Nathanael understands, as is obvious to

remark, something special and mysterious, connected with a

time when he had repaired to his fig-tree, not for refreshment

and solace, but, according to the pious custom in Israel, as a

place of meditation, reflection, and prayer. There had been a

solemn transaction with his God—quite alone as he thought

:

the prayer of repentance which left him tvithout guile, the prayer

of deep longing for the consolation of Israel, and what else

Nathanael will reveal to us, when all that has been kept secret

becomes known. I saw thee—said the Lord—thy inner man
before God, the true Israelite in thee. We may receive His

word, each one for himself, as the assurance—I have known
thee from the beginning in all thy ways ! Let every one think

of his fig-tree, of the places of his pleasure and his prayer, before

he was called to Jesus. He v.hom his Lord can meet with the

testimony— Thou art an Israelite indeed,—may and indeed shall

cry out in joyful response

—

And Thou art my King !

Then does the King and the Master, in the last and the

sublimest of these His first words of kingly authority, bestow

a still further commendation upon Nathanael :—He distinctly

specifies and praises that one thing for which His eyes have

looked from the beginning and ever shall look (Jer. v. 3), with

which man must come to Him, in order from Him to learn it

still better,—Faith. New, great word of His mouth

—

Thou

helievest I " Well, thou art come in the right way ; thou hast

longed, and thou hast sought ; thou art come, just as Philip

asked thee to come and see ; thou hast seen and heard, and

because I have said to thee what only I could say, thou he-

lievest ;
—^then I say for thy further faith

—

TIiou shalt see greater
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things tlmn these ! Yes, verily, this promise liolds good in its

"widest sense for all believers who abide with Him :—greater

and yet greater things shall they continue to sec, even up to

the last " Blessed art thou who hast believed !"

And now that all the relations of the Master to His disciples

may, in this first histoiy, be shadowed out, His words advance

another step in sublime elevation ; and we hear Plis first

" Verily, verily, I say unto you^ But He utters it as the Son

of God in the unity of the Father, and not like the prophets

—

Thus saith the Lord. He utters it with His highest dignity,

combined with the gracious condescension of the Son of ]Man.

Hence He appends, as a testimony against unbelief, the Verily

of swearing by Himself; though without it all that He may
say must be believed, even because He has said it. What
follows is spoken to Nathanael, but yet He says to you, for He
addresses in the person of Nathanael all His disciples, and

gives a promise which is recorded for all Avho, like Nathanael,

come, see, believe, and in that faith abide with Him.

Henceforth—after ye have thus become My disciples— shall

ye see, more and more intimately and gloriously experience, the

full meaning of My first word, Come and see. The coming in

faith leads to the seeing, yea, ultimately to the highest vision

of all glory ; but this is only through the being seen, the being

penetrated by His eye. The genuine disciple-faith of the true

Israelites, to which His praise and His promise are given, is

that which needs no other miracle for its confirmation than the

miracle-word of the Searcher of hearts ;—so it was also in

Samaria (ch. iv. 29).

But what is that miracle which, nevertheless, the Lord does

here predict ? Ye sluill see heaven open, and the angels of God
aacending and descending upon the Son of Man. Was this ex-

ternally and literally fulfilled to those who heard these words

first ? By no means, assuredly, else would it have been re-

corded. We know, however, that both had just occurred :

—

the heaven had been opened upon the Son of Man when He
was baptized, and the angels had ministered to Him in the

wilderness. But the former was seen only by the Baptist ; the

latter by no man. They were secret and mysterious intro-

ductory miracles, designed as testimonies for the Lord Himself

and not for the world ; the visible attesting seals of the Father's
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voice, which by the Spirit evermore said to His spirit—Thou

art My Son. One includes the other as a natural consequence

;

there, where He now is, is heaven open vipon Him and for Him
(John iii. 13) ; but where heaven is, there must also be the

service and commerce of angels. So much we thus understand,

that the Lord Himself, with all His humiliation and self-renun-

ciation, must have had, since His baptism and temptation, an

unveiled view of His Father in heaven, and a sure experience

of the presence of the angels around Him. What further voices

and manifestations from above ; what further appearances and

interpositions of the ministering spirits occurred to Him in the

mystery of His solitude, it is beyond our province to determine

;

but we are justified in presuming that there were many, by

what is recorded in connection with the mount of transfigura-

tion (Matt. xvii. 5) and the garden of anguish (Lu. xxii. 43).

But of that transfiguration only the three were the witnesses,

—not Nathanael, Andrew, or Philip, not all His disciples ; and

that angel-manifestation was, when it took place, witnessed by

no one. The notion that the disciples may have often seen

appearances of angels around their Lord as He prayed, or

slept, or retired into secret from His enemies, which they have

not recorded, belongs to some imaginary and poetical Messiah.

When the Lord here promises in general terms that those who
had come to Him should /?^om iJiat time forivard (that is, withal,

since they occurred to Himself at the Jordan and in the wilder-

ness) see these things with Him, we must not suppose Him to

have intended it externally and literally, but symbolically. He
takes from the first secret miracles (especially from that first

one of all which the Baptist had made known to the disciples,

and which the other followed as a consequence) the expression

by which He signifies all the miracles in general which they

should behold with Him ; and were these not, too, heaven-

openings and the service of angels? He teaches them that

they are so to be regarded ; for they are signs and tokens of

that open communication which subsists between this Son of

Man upon earth, and the heavenly powers and messengers.

For that reason it is that He terms Himself the Son of Man, in

the full and pregnant sense of that name, which He hencefor-

ward commonly assumes to Himself: thereby at the same time

responding to Nathanael's confession, ver. 49, " Yes, I am the
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Son of God in humanity." He had made latent reference to

Jacob-Israel's histoiy when lie spake of the Israelite without

guile ; He recurs to it once more, and refers to what once sym-

bolically occurred at Bethel. It is written in Moses, concern-

ing that ladder of heaven, that the angels of God ascended and
descended upon it; and the disciples could not but think of it

when the Lord uttei'ed these well-known words. This first

word of instruction, consequently, which begins to unlock the

Scripture to them, was designed to teach them in the symbolical

style of Holy Writ, " where I am, tiiere is, in the reality of

its fulfilment, the house of God and the gate of heaven ; and

this ye shall all see and experience by faith." Pie who in the

old time stood above that ladder with His elect Israel upon the

earth below, has now descended, as the Son of Man, Himself

the true and proper Israel, in whom the calling and regenera-

tion of all Israelites is perfected. The angels of God, long

round about man upon earth (wherefore it was there said

—

they ascended and descended), are all now gathered together

around the Person of the Son of God, and the Son of Man,
through whom heaven is once more opened to all who believe

in Him. Oh how often may we suppose them afterwards, at

sublime critical moments of the revelation of Plis glory, and

not merely when signs and miracles are wrought, to have re-

called these words ;—how often was it to their faith, as if they

had seen that which He had spoken of! But what our faith

thus sees, is truly and really more distinctly seen than with the

bodily eye it could be. Fellowship with the unseen world is

opened up once more in Christ. This is the first of all the

promises which He gave to His disciples.

THE FIRST WORD OY HIS DIVINITY AT THE FIRST MIRACLE.

(John ii. 4, 7, 8.)

What was Mary's design in mentioning that the wine had

failed ? What would she thereby signify to her son ? Assuredly

not^ the expediency of now breaking up, in order to save their

kind hosts from being thrown into embarrassment. A dej)arture

^ Though even Bengel thought so.
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before the customary and appointed time would have been still

more unbecoming and offensive : moreover, our Lord's answer,

which certainly must correspond with Mary's thoughts, bears a

different application. Neither does so decisive a rejection of

His mother's interference befit a simple suggestion as to the

propriety of departing ; nor concerning that can we suppose

Him to have said—My time is not yet come. Furthermore,

.Mary says not expressly—They have no more wine ; but

simply—Wine is wanting. But that is not otherwise to be

understood than as conveying a hint, question and supplica-

tion :— Shouldst Thou not have resources and help for this

emergency ? Is not this the fit hour to manifest Thyself in

might of miracle ? (By supplying, may it be, the marriage-

present omitted by us in our poverty?) Mary has very long,

and with constant longing, waited for such manifestation on the

part of her son. He has not yet accomplished any miracles,^

though greater than Moses and Elias ; and she is amply justi-

fied in expecting them, esj^ecially since the witness of John and

His own public presentation of Himself. If the first disciples

(in whose company they were at this time) had spoken ought

of the promise—" Hereafter ye shall see "—this would have

stimulated her expectation to the highest intensity. She is

even warranted to infer, from His acceptance of the invitation

to the wedding, that He would not deem such a first use of His

mu'acle-working power unseemly ; she perceives, indeed, with

exquisite discernment, the intention of the Lord ; His will re-

sponds to her prophetic wish. It is her prerogative alone, to

be capable of conceiving—before it takes place— the amazing

grace and condescension o^ ^is first miracle.'

And does He, nevertheless, repel her ? Does He, neverthe-

less, rebuke her suggestion, and in such wise as to prevent her

from ever so speaking again ? He actually accomplished after-

wards what she by gentle insinuation had asked of Him,—be-

cause she divined His thought as no other did—and yet, before

^ For, the apocryphal legends concernmg earlier miracles are utterly

discredited by a word of St John (ver. 11)—This beginning of miracles

did Jesus in Cana. T!a.vTyiy—who could have imagined this ?

- Thus much we admit—^but no more. That Jesus had previously given

a hint of His intention, of which Mary only too prematurely reminded Hun,

we hold to be quite improbable, as unsupported by any intimation whatever.
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He does so, there is this severe word instead of the glad acknow-

ledgment,—Thy thoughts are also My thoughts. Wherefore

was this ? Because with all that was sound and right in her

motive, there is yet mingled a certain human impatience, an

over-curions intermeddling with a matter, about which even

His mother must now keep silence and wait :—the slightest

possible touch of the purest womanly-motherly complacency

(we know no other word) prompting in her the desire to see

her son honoured in her presence. Because, also, from this

time forwai'd. He, in His office and function, may no more be

her son ; and therefore takes the first occasion to tell her so

once and for all. Here lies the deep significance of this another

First Word, by which, conformably with that meet dignity with

which His heavenly Fatlier had invested Him, He i*eleases and

disengages Himself from every relation of regard and depend-

ence which, as child, He had sustained to his mother according

to the flesh. The holy woman who, after having born Him as

Virgin, became Joseph's wife and widow, is noticing more than

this throughout : nor ever may be more, as in heaven she is

not, so neither upon earth. He who is not Joseph's son, but

the Son of God, at the very assumption of His prophetic office,

and through all its functions, shows that He deems Himself not

the Son of Mary, but Him whom the Father had sanctified and

sent into the world. How does the idolatrous fancy of His

mother's interposition with Him in heavenly mediation, fade

away before this clear utterance at the outset ! Yea rather,

even when she approaches nearest to the inner comprehension

of His Divine-human purpose, even there does her fallible

humanity betray its want of perfect harmony ; and the Spirit of

the Father in Him, provident for futurity, prompts this solemn,

and earnest, and decisive utterance, as a witness against all the

Mariolatry of His future grossly-erring church. Further on,

this error is again most distinctly aimed at, in that other word

—Who is My motlier? Whosoever shall do the will of ]My

Father which is in heaven, the same is My brother and sister

and mother. Matt. xii. 48, 50. And again : Blessed indeed

is she whose womb bare, and whose breast liatli noui'ishcd Me

;

but only blessed because she hath believed, in common with all

who hear the word of God and keep it. Lu. xi. 27, 28. In

what way He addressed and how He honoured His mother, as
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her child and son, the Scripture records not ; but it is recorded

that His first word to her in His ministry, and the last to her

upon the cross—though the testament of His filial love—terms

her woman and nothing more.

The German translation, "Weib, was hast du mit mir zu

schafFen?" (Eng. : Woman, what hast thou to do with Me?)
fails in many ways to convey the spirit of the original text.

First of all, the appellation should close the sentence, because

the reason why she is not termed mother, must at the begin-

ning be indicated in order that such a repulse might be justified

to all other women. The " Frau " (woman) bears quite a dif-

ferent meaning from the " Weib " of our day :—it is an appella-

tion by no means derogatory, but, under the circumstances, very

affectionate, as in John iv. 21, xx. 15. Lastly, rt 1[JjOI zui aoi^

—more correctly, What have / in common with thee? since

His person by right and honour must have precedence—involves

no more, no less than this : When My office and its ministry

are concerned, is it not for thee to retire, and forget that thou

art My mother ? " That which in Me works miracles was not

born of thee." (Augustine.)

This is the first part of our Lord's word, ever solemn and

severe as a testimony for the truth in all nearer and remoter

futurity. But no sooner has He, in holy submission to the

Father, thus denied the affections of His human filial heart,

than He changes His voice, and so modifies His speech as to

console her with all affection for the restriction and repression

to which His words had subjected her. The other part of this

saying, which is now adjoined, tends to assure her—Thou hast

understood Me, as I understand thee ; I will and shall do what

thou meanest. That Mary has so understood Him, her own

next words to the servants (clinging as they do to His last

word, persisting in expectation of a miracle, and more confident

than ever) most decisively attest :—Whatsoever He saith unto

you, do it ! Yet does it become the holy dignity of the Lord

to prescribe a set time, in order that Maiy, and with her whoso-

ever may read this First Word at the beginning of His miracles,

1 This formula

—

e.g. also 2 ^am. xvi. 10 ; 1 Kings xvii. 18—signifies

notliing hard or severe. Whether it was a common phrase of men towards

women in general, and not at all for worthy gentlewomen, as Lange sup-

poses, I much doubt, and can find nothing to corroborate it in yvvxt.
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should observe and take good lieed, that all His works are done,

only in the manner and at the time when the Son, under the

authority of the Father, wills : that their time and their hour

are fore-appointed, independently of human will and wish—My
hour is not yet come ! And though it were not even a matter

of a day earlier or later (as afterwards when He repeats the

same saying to His hreth'en concerning going up to the feast),

but, as here to all appearance, about something still less import-

ant—nevertheless He doeth all things great and small alike, at

their own critical moment. That is a word of divine value,

which is written in Ecc. iii. 11. Hence did the Evangelist

derive it, when he once and again testified,—His hour was not

yet come, John vii. 30, viii. 20. He Himself knew and bore

witness when His hour had finally come (John xii. 27, xiii. 1,

xvii. 1 ; Matt. xxvi. 45).

That was the last great hour of the glorification of the Son

of Man in sufferings : but here He speaks not of that. Of
what hour then ? Does He refer merely to the right hour and

moment for the performance of the miracle at the marriage in

Cana ? If we have felt the depth of meaning in all the other

first words of the Lord, we shall be scarcely induced to believe

that this sublime expression, so sublimely repeated by Himself

at His passion, " My hour is not yet come," means no more

noio tvhen He utters it first than just to intimate for the present

occasion—A few minutes more, and then is the right time. No,

for we observe finally, that the error which was checked in

Mary involved something more than the before-mentioned for-

wardness of motherly longing and interference. There was

fundamentally mixed up with it the notion which was to the

last shared by all the disciples, of the earthly glory of His king-

dom. The error of supposing that Pie was come to supply all

their need, to defend them from all want, to create around them

happiness and joy, had in some degree contributed to the ex-

pectation that He would now furnish the wine. It is to this

that the Lord's wisdom, which looks through the immediate

occasion into the widest connections of Ilis truth, and contem-

plates in the individual circumstances of the present the last

futurity which they pretypify, addresses itself now. When He
says. My hour is not yet come. He is thinking, we may presume,

in His secret mind (we dare so boldly to penetrate the depths
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of His thought) of chat time when all shall be fulfilled which

the wedding-feast at Cana, and the cheerful wine—the first gift

of His saving power and kindness—symbolically foretold. That

hour of His established kmgdom, when the fruit of the grape

shall be drunk new, is not yet come—we must say this even

yet^—but as surely as the sufferings of Christ did come, and in

His church continue, the hour of glory will come after them.

Mary's confident faith after this humiliation hastened the

hour ; so that it was probably for the sake of her word that He
turned to the servants. We may say generally, concerning the

words recorded as having been spoken tO' the servants, that

they are an example of those altogether external, earthly, and

merely human words which the Lord must have often spoken

amid the circumstances of His life in the flesh, but which are

in general not preserved. Yet when we look more narrowly

into them, we find the reason why the Evangelist who relates

so concisely, and with so much omission, the history of the

miracles, has not passed them over : yea rather this example

begins to impress it upon us that the Lord can have spoken

scarcely anything without some deeper meaning underlying the

manner and matter of Flis words. He calls the toater to bear

witness of the existing gift and creature of God, which He will

wonderfully change ; for, every miracle designedly attaches it-

self to something natural, which it may elevate and transfigure.

Only Dr Paulus' infatuated perversity could suppose, that for

a true miracle the wine ought to have been drawn immediately

from the empty pitchers. Jesus commands that the whole of

the six icaterpots which were there for the Jeioish purification

(out of which the first manifestation of the glory of His new-

grace should come forth) should he filled, in order that not a

little of the miraculous wine should remain over as a dowry

:

for this was as befitting on the present occasion, as in Elijah's

gift out of God's fulness, when the oil ceased not till there was

no longer a vessel to receive it. The servants fill them to the

brim—strictly complying with ^Mary's direction, that they should

do whatever He said unto them ; and now they wait, looking at

^ And also learn, that the very last hour of need must previously come,

"when the church will appear ready to give up the ghost. See the beautiful

reference to the impatience of the " English Apostles" in Bottiger's essay

upon them.
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Him and not at the water, wliich in the meantime is made wine.

Then speaks He majestically, precisely definintr the instant of

the creating miracle : Draw out now^—and nevertheless in His

humility discloses not what was taking place. It would not

have been possible for Him to say : Draw out now the water,

it shall have become wine ;—or, the water which has been now
made wine, as St John afterwards says. Finally, His directing

the servants to carry the wine to the governor of the feast,"

appertains to the entire and gracious condescension of the

whole. It stands a solitary example in the evangelical history

of His most full and benignant approximation to human order

and custom ; and that in a matter which belongs rather to the

slighter things of life, rather to its hilarity than its earnest work.

THE FIRST PUBLIC OFFICIAL WORDS TO THE HOSTILE

GUARDIANS OF THE TEMPLE.

(John ii. 16-19.)

The Lord spake more than the world itself could have con-

tained, had every one of His words been written in books.

Wliich, then, out of the multitude, should be committed to

record for the world and the church ? Those which beyond the

^ This now manifestly indicates the critical moment : After ye have filled,

look then at what ye will draw forth ! So that by no means merely what

was drawn became wine. Let the text be looked at, in which to vQup in

ver. 9 is parallel with Zoxroc of vcr. 7. And why else the specification of

the quantity ?

- For we must insist that this d.pyjTpix.'Ktvog is by no means a table-server

or kitchen-master (which for Cana is not to be thought of), but the av^^'za-

aixp}c/ii or magistcr convivii, chosen from among the guests to be president

of the banquet, in order to regulate the quantity of the drinking, and to

administer all the various usages of social festivity. Ecclus. xxxii. 1-3.

How 'docs this graceful mention and acknowledgment of the title of such

an office put to shame all our pedants ! This man, Avho is in no marvelling

humour, and whose ignorance of the miracle warrants the goodness of the

Aviue, even as the knowledge of the servants does the reality of the miracle,

makes a light remark upon it—half praising, and half in jocose blame.

From this, as well as from our Lord's disguising manner of speech, ver. 8,

we observe, of course, that all the guests were not likely to bo acquainted,

and were not acquainted, with the transaction.
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rest had especial importance, although no word of the Word
upon earth could be deemed unimportant. The selection and

ai'rangement were not left with man, but were the prerogative

of the Holy Spirit, concerning Whom the Lord's promise was,

" He shall glorify Me, for He shall take of Mine and show it

unto you." That Spirit took a historical picture out of the

Lord's whole life and looo^h from His birth to His ascension,

and so showed it to the Evangelists that in their mutually sup-

plementary records the glory of the only begotten Son shines

forth to us full and unimpaired. The Spirit of inspiration in

His mysterious control over those records has also so ordered it,

that we have likewise received through the remembrance of St

Matthew and St John, the careful investigation of St Luke,

and the simple ministry of St Mark combined, the substance of

our Lord's discourses, in a true and genuine abstract. The art

and truthfulness of all historical writing, which aims to condense

out of an abundance of events a succinct narrative, consists,

among other things, mainly in this, that the beginnings and

turning-points, the buds and germs of development, should be

made prominent with as much fidelity to their truth, as skill

in their presentation
; just for instance as we see it realized

in that perfect pattern—the Acts of the Apostles. But where

beginnings and turning-points occur in the earthly history of

the Lord's hfe, we may expect that His words will have an

especially outbeaming character. Accordingly we find in the

Gospels a preliminary series of First Words, which the Spirit

has selected as the most critical in their occurrence, and most

distinctive in their expression. These are together the critical

moments of our Lord's development until He reached the time

of His proper teaching and testimony before the people and His

disciples : each one of them is indicated by a profound word

which expresses the true nature of the crisis. The Lord did

actually thus speak them, but His Spirit alone could with per-

fect fidelity reproduce them in the Scripture, and hand them

over to the church. What He spake to His parents as their

child when He ceased to be their child and entered into the

developed consciousness of His being the Son of the Father ;

—

what He spake to the forerunner as a man at His anointing to

His office, and what to Satan in that first conflict which imme-

diately followed ; how He received the first disciples, and at His
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first miracle released Himself once more from His motlier ac-

cording to the flesh, as lie had before done in that word of His

childhood, and gave Himself entirely up to that eternal Spirit

who ordered all tilings in Him in their time and hour ;—all

tliis we have already seen. Now follows His first public official

word spoken to the present adoersaHes of His life and teaching,

to the desecrating occupants of the temple, whom He is con-

strained by His zeal lor God's house to chastise, and who
therefore crucify Him, by that very act paving the way for the

resuiTection of the new temple out of the old. Another great

turning-point in His life, in which Ave discern, through the light

tlirown upon it by the accompanying Word, the infolded germ
and symbol of a future glorious development.

How great is the conti'ast between the manifestation of His

lovinghindness before His mother and disciples at the humble

Galilsean wedding-festival, and that of His judicial severity

before the Jews and their rulers in the temple at Jerusalem!

Tlie gloiy that was full of grace was also full of truth. He
who came to diff"use joy, is come also to fan the threshing-floor,

and rigorously to correct all that is ungodly in God's people

and house. Not here where the desecration reigns did He cive

the first of His signs ; but before He begins in Jerusalem at

the Passover to work miracles, He announces Himself with all

His holy severity in His Father's house, by an act of testimony

and authority. And with that act, which is itself, equally with

the miracles, a sign, He speaks a prophetic miracle-word, which

till this beginning had reached its end in the building of the

new temple of the new church through His resurrection

—

points to that great miracle as the end and aim of all others.

The messenger sent before His face had prepared His way.

Now came to His temple the Lord whom they had sought there

in all their worship, the Angel of the Covenant whom they

desired, but could not abide the day of His coming. He began

His I'efining and purifying by an act of zeal which every true

zealot in Israel, whether with or without office, would have been

justified and indeed was bound to execute; but no man per-

formed it, tlie traders and money-changers sat in the temple,

speaking signs of its decline and perversion. Then is His spirit

stirred by the holy indignation of chastising truth ; He docs not

merely speak, for no simple loord alone would have said enough
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duly to denounce this omission of duty ; He begins ELimself to

act, drives with the scourge the men and their cattle out of the

temple/ scatters their mammon, overturns those unsanctified

tables in the sanctuary, which exhibited to Him at His very

entrance the Jewish nation of traffickers ; then in full self-pos-

session, and by design. He softens His utterance, and passes,

after affectionately sparing the doves (in which He sees not mere

sacrifices as in the sheep and oxen, but also the symbol of the

Holy Ghost), to that word which illustrates and explains the

deed:— Take these things hence ; make not My Fathers house a

house of merchandise.

In this first decisive command, beginning with three majestic

words. He neither mentions the temple nor the objects which

desecrate it, but merely accompanies the self-explaining act

with

—

these things hence !• He speaks the language of emotion

and holy. Divine-human anger, which must have excited within

the minds of all who heard a response that would carry its own

conviction—Belong these things here? Remove them hence!

This indignation has gathered in His soul from one festival to

another, as the disorder met His eyes : the time is now come,

and it breaks out in an act which may partly be regarded as

long before projected and prepared for, partly, as the instan-

taneous product of a sudden internal resolve. This first severe

word is followed (as in Cana, to His mother) by one more gentle,

which gives ample explanation of His conduct. It is not with-

out a silent remembrance of that word which His Father gave

Him on His first entering the temple eighteen years before, that

He now publicly calls God His Father. He does not reveal

Himself before the world, however, with an independent and

self-asserting testimony—/ a^n His Son !—He avoids every

appearance of bearing loftily His own honour, and utters it as

the unpremeditated and self-understood expression of His inner

being, arising, as in the former instance when He was a youth

of twelve years old, out of the circumstances of the present

occasion. It was, indeed, and must have been to all who heard

it, a word of new and mighty significance, that any son of man

' He never drives into the temple with the scourge—as it is very thought-

fully remarked in the Evang. Kircheuzeitung, 1845, p. 93. That He, more-

over, did not merely drive out the cattle with the scourge is expressly stated

in ver. 15.
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should call the Jehovah of Israel simply and distinctively his

Father. It should have been for all the scribes, who, like

Nathanael, had learnt in prophetic Scripture concerning the

Son -who was to come, a full and distinct answer to the question

—Who art thou, and by what authority dost thou thus act and

command? But they who now first heard this word, the most

important of all that lie said, appear remarkably enough to

have scarcely seized its sig}iificance, in the heat of their vexation

and in the confusion of what was taking place. They stood,

indeed, in silence, and listened to every word, when the Lord
after His silent act began also to speak ; but it was only after-

wards that they found calmness rightly to reflect upon the word

which they had heard. The Lord had withal referred to a pas-

sage of the Scripture, to that rebuke which the Lord of Hosts

had administered to His people in Jer. vii. 1—11: "Trust ye

not in lying words, saying, The temple of the Lord are these !

Is tins house, which is called by My name, become a den of

robbers in your eyes?" But it is only at the second temple-

cleansing at the close of His ministry that He quotes this saying

in all its severity ; for the present He softens the expression,

and says instead—]\Iake not My Father's house a house of mer-

chandise ! Whether they detected therein the tone of that pro-

phetic saying must remain a question. We read that the Jews

(as St John always markedly designates the rulers of the people

in Jerusalem) do not as yet lift up their contradiction—How
callest thou God thy own peculiar Father? For, this declara-

tion they pass over for the moment ; they must examine it again

and again : it must first excite opposition in the reluctance of

their rebellious hearts, before they can strengthen themselves to

oppose it in words. We do not read, further, that they com-

mitted themselves to any justification of the commerce in the

temple, for which subsequent reflection might have placed many
arguments at their command. For, the impression of His sudden

act, and the irresistible conviction of the words which followed

it

—

Take these things hence! have so entirely overpowered them,

that they can find no Avords of defence. But how this man,

rabbi, zealot, prophet, or what else, should have the power to

assail the time-honoured abuses which they themselves had tole-

rated and even established, and that so summarily, not merely

in word but in act, this, although the most superficial part of
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the whole procednre, absorbs their thought?^ because it is ax)

injury to themselves, an invasion of their official prerogative.

Forgetting the word in the act, and in the act forgetting the

right of the thing done in the right of the -person doing it—as

always happens in similar circumstances—they speak m. pitiable

folly while thinking themselves wise:

—

What sign showest thou

tinto us, seeing that thou doest these things ? Not : Is it then

true that merchandise and money-changing become not the

temple ? but :—Who art thou, who bearest such vigorous wit-

2iess to this truth? (Acts A'ii. 35.) Though He has already told

them—I am the Son of God, whose house this is, they come as

the official temple-police and rulers of Israel Avith their question

—Wilt thou arrogate to thyself the right of a prophet ? Not
further than this, but so far at least, must the Lord's act have

moved them, that they were constrained to bring back to their

thoughts those long-gone times when men of God appeared

before Israel, condemning even kings and priests, and vindicat-

ing their right to do so by signs from heaven. John the Baptist

had already brought the times of the prophets near to them

:

but he did no miracle, and his word, as the voice of a preacher

in the wilderness, had left their temple-trading undisturbed. If

now this man (who had been with the Baptist, and many reports

of singular incidents in connection with him were circulated)

assumes the right to go so miich further in reproof than he, his

pretension must be justified in our presence, according to the

law of Moses for the testing of prophets. Thus their question

had the appearance of a prudent and righteous restraint within

lawful bounds, when dealing with what was wrong ; and yet it

was full of folly and blindness. A right was conceded at that

time to every zealot or earnest man for the removal of abuses

and corruptions in Israel, without any miraculous assertion on

his part of prophetical dignity : but what the Lord had now
done, spoke sufficiently for itself : His neglected word was with

the act itself a mighty and miraculous sign of Divine authority.

Tlie Lord did not now, as He never afterwards did, shoiu the

Jews a sign at their demand : He gives them a sign instead,

which, according to the word of Moses (Deut. xiii. 1, 2), should

come to pass in its own time, and thus fulfils all legal righteous-

ness, so far as their question was actually grounded upon that.

He leaves unanswered the evil of their question, and yet says to
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them :

—

Destroy this temple, and in three days I xcill raise it up.

A second word of mystery, in which His enemies found much
food for their speculation, even till under the cross, and at the

stone of the sepulchre.

That the comment of the holy Evangelist—He spake of the

temple of His body—must through the Holy Ghost be the true

one, admits of no doubt to a believing student of Scripture, hov^^-

ever hard it may be to understand it. That the Lord when He
said "this," should have pointed to His own body, is in itself a

strange idea, and is refuted by the instant apprehension of the

Jews :—Forty and six years was this temple in building—rather,

so long has it already been in building ! They could not pos-

sibly have overlooked so manifest a finger-sign. It is equally

certain, on the other hand, that the Lord must have spoken of

that temple, of that desecrated house of His Father, about which

the question then was ; for Pie proceeds now as ever from the

present circumstance to the deeper truth which He attaches to

it; He speaks to the undei'standing of His hearers, so that they

might understand, even where they Avill not. But no man could

liave immediately thought of the temple of His body at that time,

as even the disciples perceived that latent meaning only after

the resurrection. How can the question be solved but thus,

that the Lord speaks of both at the same time ?

And so, indeed, it was. This mysterious wonder-word has

not a misleading double sense ; but the two sides of its deep

meaning are in reality one. For, what is the neio temjyle built

by Christ, after that old one, new-built by Herod, was destroyed,

but His church, the new people of God, the house of the Father

and the Son, the sanctuary of the Holy Ghost ? And is not

this church His body, raised up and nourished out of Plis risen

body ? Again, did not the Jews, in destroying His body upon

the cross, cast down their typical temple, and eftect and work

out its destruction ? For, this temple on which they in hypo-

crisy rel}^, while they honour not its Lord and receive Him not

when He comes to it, is a shadow and type of the body and the

church of the Lord. This is the plain key to the mystery

which the Lord's saying, in its sublime and profoundly simple

wisdom, gives to the fooUslily wise in Israel to think upon. His

word points impressively, and, as it ever is, in strict harmony

with the occasion, from the shadow to the substance, thus open-
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ing np the mystery of that substance. He prophesies in the

beginning, while they are asking Him for proof of His pro-

phetic office, concerning the end ; He unveils to them, if per-

chance they might apprehend it in subsequent reflection, the

entire relation of His sanctified person to them and their temple-

service ; tells them, as the Searcher of hearts, how well He
knows that they themselves, who should be the defenders of the

temple, would be guilty of its destruction ; and yet that, by the

marvellous pre-arrangement of the counsel of God, the evil

which they should do to the temple of His body would subserve

at the same time the removal of all shadows, and the resurrec-

tion of the new and abiding, out of the death of the old. " I

know what I have to expect from you, and whither things will

tend, better than ye yourselves now know ; My zeal will still

irritate your anger till that takes place for which I came into

the world ; till through My death at your hands the veil is rent

asunder, and in My resurrection, through the hand and power

of God, the foundation of the true and real temple is laid. For

I am indeed not come merely to punish, but to renew : yea, to

restore again what ye destroy."

As the obvious literal sense of the restoration of the destroyed

temple in three days involved what was utterly inconceivable,

and it was not possible that they could consciously and intel-

ligently ascribe such a meaning to the Lord, as He now and

henceforward manifested Plimself to them,—it vwas necessary

that they should think out some solution, and for that very

purpose was this word given to them. That they did so is

evidenced by their recollection and use of it at the cross and

the sepulchre, where they show themselves to have finally ap-

proached very near to a right understanding of its meaning.'

Yet there they distort it, however, and conceal the testimony of

their conscience, by perverting the former part of His words in

^ What they affirm in Matt, xxvii. 63, the Lord had never uttered in

their hearing in so many words ; but it may be regarded as their right

interpretation of the discourses concerning the building again in three

days, and the sign of Jonas, taken together. Lange has observed how

natural it was that they should understand, earlier and better than the

Apostles, the Lord's hint that they would put Him to death, and how then

ex opposito the saying concerning His resuiTection would make itself plain

to them.
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the testimony of the fldse accusers, as if it was Himself that

proposed to destroy, whereas He said " Destroy ye ! " and in this

conscious perversion they betrayed that they had marked whither

the Lord's words liad tended. Therefore do they clamour Him
in bitter mockery to the cross, thus actually performing what

He had ju'edicted.

Destroy ! This was spoken prophetically and permissively. I

know that it will be in your hearts, and that ye will be per-

mitted to do it—then be it so and let it be done ! That their

persisting in opposition to the truth of God might lead so far

as to bring upon them yet another destruction of their temple,

as the due punishment of their own act and guilt—so much at

least must immediately have touched their conscience, and it

was that which the Lord addressed. That this might take

place as the consequence of their putting Hivi to death, became

more and more plain to them in the after time. But that His

death would issue in a resurrection, and thereby in a demolition

of the typical temple in order to the building of a new one, nay

rather to the specific building again in its fulfilled design of

that which had been abolished (/ loill raise it tip)—this is the

great prophecy which the Lord utters to them here ; this is

already the self-same sign which Ho afterwards gives at their

demand, the sign of the prophet .fonas, that one last sign wliich

was chosen as appropriate to the wicked spirit that demanded it.

There remains now only the question whether the Jews then

perceived a connection between tlds temple and the temple of

His body, as the central idea of the entire saying ; and thence

were capable of understanding the double meaning of His word.

We must here take into account the Avhole nature of the case,

and the tone of feeling between the Lord and the rulers of the

people must be presupposed. John had announced the Messiah's

kingdom as nigh at hand ; afterwards boldly proclaimed that Pie

who was to come after him was already in the midst of the

people ; and at last had publicly pointed out Jesus of Nazareth.

Even if the heads of the people in Jerusalem had received no

intelligence of this last open indication of Jesus (which is im-

probable), yet must that which preceded it have been sufficient

to raise in them such a degree of expectation, that if any one

should follow the Baptist and strikingly announce Himself with

the authority of a Divine call, this must be the Messiah. To
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such preparation rightlj to hear and understand it, did the first

word of Jesus—" My Father's house "—make its appeal ; and

yet that word is, in the unthinking excitement of their anger,

and not without a wanton disregard, utterly disregarded. For

it was most clearly and significantly spoken. But Avhen their

counter-question, losing sight of the " Son of God," only asks

after His prophet-authority, such a reply as this was in the

highest sense natural :—I am more than a prophet, as I have

already told you, if ye had been willing to hear aright. This

is the general tone of the second word, as it strikes their con-

science in order to open their ears. It was not spoken to be

understood at the moment precisely, but for their subsequent

consideration, when calmness should return : but then the

scribes in Israel might well understand how the Messiah should

speak of the temple and His own person in connection, as if in

a certain sense they were the same. For it was a doctrine that

was familiar in the more recent orthodox biblical learning of

the Jewish writings,-'^ founded particularly upon Dan. ix. 24, as

generally upon that deeper understanding of typical relations

which was not altogether wanting,—that the Messiah was Him-
self, and should be called, the Holy of Holies. Consequently

our Lord speaks, however enigmatically for the present moment,

yet plainly enough for after-reflection ; and admonishes the

Avicked guardians of the temple to think, in connection with the

type and shadow—to which indeed its own honour is due—of

that higher significance of meaning in them of which they were

not altogether unaware. He deals with the scribes by their

theology, with the meii by their conscience. The process of

thought, which would be excited by this striking and not-to-be-

forgotten word, was somewhat as follows :
—" What meant this

mighty one,—who acted and spake before our eyes and our

ears in so marvellous a manner, that we had no spirit to reply

to him otherwise than by the demand of a sign—by that strange

saying which he so undisguisedly and with such dignity spake

to us f Assuredly he spoke not as a builder, who could build

anew the temple ! That we should destroy the temple ! Its

ruin to be our guilt ! Did he mean that it would be through

• Here must be sought the historical ground of it—and not in those

gnostic reveries, to which e.a. Hilgenfeld amusingly refers this vccog (Cle-

raentin. Eecogn., p. Ill)
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our opposing him, and laying hands upon his holy person ?

What if he were truly the Messiah ! For he spake before

indeed of his Father's house. But can then the Messiah be

put to death ? May his holy body—itself a temple of God—be

destroyed ? That second word, again, was so peaceful, so re-

signed to all that we might do to him and through him to the

temple ; he appeared not, with all his anger and zeal, as if

he would oppose us with force. Well, we understand it :

—

it is that he himself is the Archetype of the temple, and he

signifies, that if we destroy the temple of his body, this that is

made with hands will fall with him!" Had their thoughts

proceeded so far, then indeed the remaining sentence would

have intimated to them:—Do this, I shall nevertheless conquer,

and in a short time the destroyed temple will be erected anew !

I myself—b}' My own authority will raise it up. But this was

more than their theology of the person of the Messiah was

wont to attribute to Him.

In three days—is by no means a proverbial expression for a

short time : but the Lord thus early declares,—although, like

most other prophecy, it was only understood in its fulfilment,

—

what He knew in His spirit from the Scripture, that He should

rise again, in order to raise up the church from His body, on

the third day ! 1 Cor. xv. 4 ; Matt. xii. 40, xx. 19 ; Hos. vi. 2.

How clearly did He see the future fi'om the beginning ! How
deep consciousness had He of the way and goal of His life and

death ! what an insight of consummate wisdom into the whole

counsel and plan of His Father ! He knows His relation to the

masters of the present temple who opposed the truth, and with

whom, by this public signal, He now begins the fore-appointed

warfare of His testimony ; He knows, that He Himself is the

true temple of which that typical one prophesied in its time

;

that He must yield Himself up to receive death at the hands

of the Jews, in order that the true sanctuary, after the shadow

has in natural consequence passed away, may rise up from His

resurrection. He is, finally, prepared to yield Himself up, for

He knows that thus shall He bear the sins of those who slay

Him, and who thereby fulfil the design of the Old Testament

in order to a new and everlasting covenant of grace, in which

the essential truth of the old covenant comes forth to perfection.

This still, calmly-sublime preparation for the dedication of Him-
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self to that warfare—through blood leadinrr to victory—with the

blind ministers of that Divine counsel which indeed He only as

vet pcneti'ates; this clear all-comprehensive consciousness of the

near approach of the end, and fulfilment, and glorification of the

Old-Testament economy, as also of the inner, essential relation

of His own sanctified person to the whole ; this is the central

spirit of the Word which He utters at this great crisis of His

life. He utters it, assuredly, rather for the hearing and under-

standing of the disciples who stood around Him, and who after-

wards, when the sign had come to pass, should think upon it,

and should believe the Scripture and His words drawn from the

depths of Scripture, than for His enemies, who neither would

nor could understand Him. But He utters it, at the same time,

with highest dignity, for the satisfaction of His own conscious-

ness of what was sufficient to that end. What the later teaching

of the New Testament fully developes in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, is already wrapped up as a germ in this early word

of our Lord.

To prove them, whether they would understand, the Lord

spake this to the Jews,—but they would not. They break out

again in petulant, hasty, and vexatious objection—which only

touches the surface of the matter ; and treat the mysterious

word which had been spoken in such majestic calmness,j as un-

v.'orthy of their silent attention and subsequent thought. He
therefore keeps silence, in order, if possible, to force them to

reflection. They seem to desire no specific second reply, there-

fore He gives them none, and for tins time they separate ; He
lets them remain, they let Him go. Thereupon He actually

performs, after their arrogant demand had been repelled, those

miracles in His humility which might bring many to believe on

His name, although He knows that the faith which hangs upon

miracles is not the true one. Thereupon one comes out from

among the rulers, who has ingenuously pondered what he had

heard and seen
;
gives his confession instead of all the rest of

his colleagues who had suppressed it as it was rising in their

consciences: and receives as the gracious recompense of his

coming in the night, that new and impressive word of the Light

of the world. Then does the Lord retreat with His disciples

from the capital into the land of Judea, and baptizes them, as

John had done, with a transitional baptism. When the enmity
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of the Pharisees begins to be excited, He returns back again to

Galilee the second time since His appearance to Israel. He
speaks in the \Yay with the Samaritan woman, performs in Cana

tliat other miracle, and begins at last jmhlicly to teach and preach

in Galilee, having* His abode in Cajjernaum after His own

Nazareth had evil intreated Him, and from thence making

the circuit of the land and the synagogues. So that the strict

chronological order would require the contents of the third and

fourth chapters of St John, and even of St Luke iv. lG-30, to

be inserted before we return to the Gospel of St Matthew. But

we are disi)oscd to leave the order of time, which soon becomes

indistinct in the details, and is seldom of much importance for

the understanding of our Lord's discourses,—and for the present

to follow each Evangelist singly, with references merely to the

parallel ])Iaces in the others, in order to anticipate in their con-

nection the whole of these profoundly significant first words.

The Lord had already taught in their synagogues all round

before His rejection at Nazareth (Lu. iv. 15) ; after that, He
went forth still verging towards Capernaum. St Matthew

briefly indicates this (iv. 13) ; and condenses the whole Galilean

])reaching into one general expression, as what Jesus from that

time began to preach and to teach.
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THE SUBSTANCE OP THE FIRST PREACHING TO THE PEOPLE.

(Matt. iv. 17 ; Mark i. 15.)

Again therefore another first loord—the seventh as far as it

may be connected with the sixth already touched upon—the

€rst public word of preaching to the people. There intervene,

liowever, occasional testimonies to individual men, recorded by
St John ; and the first preaching in Nazareth, which St Luke
gives us, runs nearly parallel with it. It is not, further, so

much a single utterance, once spoken on a specific occasion, as

a compendious summary of His first preaching, which repeated

itself in words of which these are a type. Thus, it may be re-

garded as an introduction of that connected series of discourses,

which St Matthew gives us first of all, and with him St Mark
and St Luke.

The Lord commences His preaching with the same words

which the forerunner had already uttered (Matt. iii. 2) ; in

order that He may prepare the way for Himself and His an-

nouncement of the kingdom of God which had now appeared

—the gospel glad-tidings revealed to faith. For He is ever

and throughout His whole preaching and prophetic office His

own peculiar Forerunner ; the preparer of Plis own way to His

mediatorial and kingly oflfice. This is the first thing which St

Matthew records, in order to indicate that same transition from

John to Jesus, wliicli we discern also in St John's history of

the baptism (iii. 2G, iv. 1). It is not immediately said—I, the

King of this kingdom, am come ; nor is it. My kingdom ;—the

Lord preserves the first utterance of this lofty expression for

His disciples, in His humiliation (Lu. xxii. 30), and before
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Pilate ; leading the way to it by the expression—the Son ol

Man and His kingdom (Matt. xiii. 41, xvi. 28 ; comp. xx. 21).

The kingdom of heaven :—an expression which was hardly then

already extant among the Jews ; but probably originated in the

Baptist's words as a most decisive protest against false notions

of an earthly kingdom, and thence passed over into the later

Rabbinical doctrine to denote the idea of the Messianic king-

dom, which had indeed existed from the beginning. This ex-

pression does not occur in all the Old Testament, but is prepared

for in such passages as Dan. ii. -14. The word of expectation

which had been hitherto familiar

—

the kingdom of God—was

taken from the prophets, and indeed transitlonally developed in

the Apocrypha (Ecclus. x. 10). This continues to be the ex-

pression in the Gospels of St Mark, St Luke, and St John

(only John iii. 3, 5), and throughout the New Testament, with

the exception of St Matthew, who, bringing into prominence

the opposition between the true fulfilment and the Jewish

expectation, joins with "the kingdom of God" the kingdom of

heaven, in his record of our Lord's discourses. But the Apostles

use this word no more, as the prophets have it not at all.^

It is at hand, says the Lord again, as the Baptist had said,

and as His messengers were to say at their first mission in

Israel, ch. x. 7. It is exhibited as just descending from heaven

to earth, where a state of imperfection is, and the dominion of

sin : afterwards it is said more decisively—The kingdom of God
is come to you (i(p9u(jiv, ch. xii. 28), is in your midst, present

within you (Lu. xvii. 21). But where the expression kingdom

of heaven is used, the word always includes a reference to the

future of its true consummation, as connected with the secret

preparations for that future, as will be more fully seen in Matt.

V. 3, 10, 20.

It comes otherwise than Israel supposed ; therefore is the

necessary condition of repentance prefixed. It demands a new
and heavenly mind, with the rejection of the old mind ; it re-

quires, and brings with it, a new heart and a new spirit, Ezek-

xviii. 31. That was the impressive, unexpected pi'caching of

the Baptist : but unexpected only because Israel had forgotten

what was the substance and result, the tenor and conclusion of

all the prophecy and preaching of the prophets. The last and
•^ For 2 Tim. iv. 18 is a quite different form of expression.
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greatest prophet before Clirist utters at tlie close of the Old

Testament this great and comprehensive word : and Christ

Himself as the Prophet of His new kingdom of grace takes

it up again, for it is the essential word of connection between

the Old and the New Testaments. It remains also the ever-

recuiTing word of preparation for faith, and the reception of

grace ; for^ the kingdom of heaven belongs onlj to the spirit-

ually poor and mourners in heart. All the Apostles preach

repentance and faith
;

purification from all former sins may
never be dispensed with till the final entrance into the ever-

lasting kingdom (2 Pet. i. 9-11) ; and even from heaven the

Lord cries to His church below—Eepent ! Rev. ii. 5-rl 6, iii.

3, 19.

Mark further this "/or" between the two phrases, which is

the true link between the preaching which demands, and the

promise which bestows :—a word which, though it contains the

pith of the sense, has been omitted, alas, from our German
Bible in both places !

" The desire for the kingdom of heaven

should be the motive of repentance."^ No true and perfect

repentance can spring merely fi'om the terror of the law ; the

law preaches no distinctive repentance, but life for the righteous

and death to all sinners. But all the prophets and John had,

on the ground of promised grace, exhorted to repentance :

thereby, as in a word of mercy, offering also the gift of repent-

ance unto life, even as the Lord and His Apostles do. Acts

v. 31, xi. 18. Thus is folded up in this introductory word of

the Lord the whole substance, the essential principle, of all the

exhortations of God to sinners. It binds in indissoluble and

inscrutable connection the Divine gift and the free acceptance

of man :

—

Will ye and Grace ! That is here foreshadowed which

the Sermon on the Mount only further develops. But he who

hears not and does not this, who is not made willing to repent

in sincere poverty of spirit for the sake of tlie kingdom of

heaven,—to him the kingdom of heaven comes only near, alas,

without being his portion and consolation (Lu. x. 11).

St ^[ark gives us another compendium of this first preaching

of our Lord ; and announces more fully what the Lord had said

^ Synod of Bern : Orders for the regulation of the doctrine and life of

ministers and preachers in the town and canton of Bern, etc., 1632. A
most weighty encyclical

!

VOL. I. p
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on another occasion, when He had advanced a step further into

His own more distinctive preaching. The publican Matthew

stops at the preaching of repentance, which the Baptist had

made so emphatic to himself: he would now lay stress upon it

for the people of Israel as the Messiah's preaching also. St

Mark, on the other hand, takes up that addition which he had

received from Peter, the man of faith, and represents the Lord

as saying—Repent and believe the Gospel. In that first brief

exhortation, indeed, in which Christ and John hold the same

language, faith was understood as the unexpressed middle-term

;

just as in the believe of the later purely evangelical preaching

repentance is always presupposed without being mentioned, as

preceding, accompanying, and following faith. Both are in-

separably and essentially joined in the true fjjsrccvoitv, which in

the very abandonment of sin presses on to lay hold upon mercy .-^

But yet Christ's ministry of grace more manifestly exhibits

itself in this advancement in the expression ; for, the announce-

ment of the kingdom of heaven comes forward into the fore-

ground by this addition especially,—believe the Gospel. This

is a new, fundamental, and principal idea. The word which

denotes it is found in the Old Testament in a general human
sense (2 Sam. xviii. 35) ; and in prophetic preparatory allusion

(Ps. xl. 10, pnv ^n-ife'n—Isa. xl. 9, Hi. 7, Ixi. 1 ; Lu. iv. 18)

;

but as the most distinctive designation of the last and finished

tidings of grace to human faith it is found first in the lips of

Christ. That was also glad tidings which the Baptist an-

nounced (Lu. iii. 18 sbrjyyBXiXocro) ; but it is the Lord who
first preaches the Gospel of the kingdom, by proclaiming its

actual existence, Mark i. 1 ; Matt. iv. 23, xi. 5 ; Lu. iv. 43^

xvi. 16. For it was His alone to say :

—

The fulness of the time

is come ! Gal. iv. 4. The design of the Old Covenant is ac-

complished ; the set time of waiting and preparation, which,

according to the hidden counsel of God, was necessary for the

sake of humanity at large, has expired. The Son is born, has

grown to maturity, has been anointed and tempted. The testi-

1 It is not a proper use of the Lord's word, though otherwise apphcable

enough to a memorial of Luther, and only too significant for our own age,

that upon the monument at Wittenberg the inscription is curtailed :

—

Glaubet an das Evangelium (believe the Gospel)—without the little word

that precedes—Repent

!
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monv of him who was to bear Him witness has been uttered,

and now He bears witness to Himself. Now begins that last

speaking of God by His Son (Heb. i. 2), the Gospel, which

henceforth is to be preached in all the Avorld till the end

Cometh, Matt. xxiv. 14. What a glance into the past and the

future is this ! What an announcement is this, wrapping up in

mystery the deep things of the counsel of God (casting down

every unlawful question—Why not before ?), and yet revealing

to the penitent sinner all that is necessary for his faith ! The

time is fulfilled, the hour is come. I am come—come then all

to Me and see, but come with repentance, taste and see in

faith ! He does not indeed say openly at this beginning

—

Believe in Me ! but that this is His meaning was plainly to be

understood. For what else could be faith in the coming /uZ/iZ-

ment of all that had been promised ?

THE CALLING OF THE FISHERS OF MEN.

(Matt. iv. 19 ; Mark i. 17 [Lu. v. 4, 10]).

The Evangelists, according to the wisdom of the Holy Ghost,

whose influence and direction they only unconsciously felt, were

under the necessity of distributing in portions what was allotted

to them to record. Thus here in the calling of the two pairs of

brothers from their fishing-nets to the permanent following of

the Lord. That their release from their earthly toil and calling

was gradual and progressive, as we gather from St John, St

Matthew, and St Luke together, might have been presupposed

as more natural and likely ; although St Matthew's call after-

wards appears to present an example of an almost instantaneous

enlightenment and separation from all. St Matthew, when he

mentions Simon with the addition, " who was called Peter"

—

presupposes the giving of the new name at his former confession,

of which he could scarcely have been ignorant ; but St Luke's

account, ch. v. 3—5, requires no more than that some such earlier

relations between the Lord and these fishermen must be under-

stood by his readers.

That Peter, especially, was designed for a distinctive personal

position in this now-approaching kingdom of God,— that the

/
/
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Lord purposed to form him into something especial—his new

name, according to the analogy of sach namings in the Old

Testament, had sufficiently foretold. The preparation for this

was indicated in the early beginning of the formation of a circle

of apostles and disciples around the Lord in such a manner, that

the command

—

Folloio Me ! now developed a still more compre-

hensive meaning. Yet those who already surrounded the Lord

as " His disciples" at Cana went back in the interim to their

fishing again ; and it is at a subsequent critical moment that the

Lord clearly reveals it to them that the time is come when they

must leave their ships and their nets as an ordinary occupation.

Then they foUoioed Him altogether, remained wholly in His

company; as in past times the servants and disciples of the,

prophets had done according to custom and propriety, and in

a later age the scholars of those who were called Kabbi among

the Israelites (AsDrs O'TTiffoj [JjOv, "•"inN 137, 1 Kings xix. 20, 21).

This St Matthew significantly records, without relating more

concerning the external occasion of it than simply that Jesus

walking by the sea saw them casting their net into the sea, and

afterwards the two others mending their nets. Had anything

more occurred at the time (as in Lu. v.), his account, as we now

read it, would bear upon it the mark of actual untruthfulness.

Thus the distinctive significance of this critical turning-point

lies altogether and only in that internal glance of our Lord,

which, regarding them as fishermen, contemplates in this lower

calling which is revoked, that higher one which He now for the

first time clearly iinfolds to them :—From henceforth leave this

net
;
ye shall in My discipleship be prepared to cast the net of

the kingdom of heaven into the sea of the nations (ch. xiii. 4?)

;

remain fishermen still, but in a higher style—henceforth ye shall

catch men

!

Two things claim our attention here :—how the Lord's pro-

found wisdom lays hold of everything lower and external to

become the images of thmgs and relations in the kingdom of

heaven ; and also how familiarly His thought and language

attach themselves to those Old-Testament typical expressions in

which the Spirit had already prophetically exhibited all the

germs of the New-Testament consummation. There is in the

discourses of Jesus much more of such reference to the language

of the Old Testament than is discerned by ordinary exposition

;
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SO much, indeed, that we liave never finished tracing it. It is

not a casual matter, but a real though secret prelude of the Holy

Ghost, that the Lord in Jeremiah (xvi. 16) named those who

were sent forth for the restoration of Israel fishermen ; and again

in Ezekiel (xlvii. 10) spoke of the fishers who should gather

exceeding many fishes in the new waters of the living. That

which there pointed into the most remote futurity of the king-

dom of God, is here beginning to be manifest ; and the previous

£sher-condition of the first Apostles was itself a pre-intimation

;

just as it has pleased Divine Providence in the case of inany

other important persons to shadow out their future calling in

their earlier relations in life—in David's sheepfold, for instance,

his own kingdom and that of his gi'eater Antitype.

Finally : I will make you fishers of men ! This signifies not

merely, " I now by My prerogative appoint and call you to this;"

nor simply, " I will from this time forwards, as your new master,

train you for this ;" not merel}^ even, " I will qualify you for

it, by creating you into some new thing, which I only can do."

But there is included the promise :
" Ye shall, with success and

blessing, labour in the ministry of My word, which shall catch

men, even as your nets the fish." This latter meaning comes

out with especial prominence in the two prophetic draughts

of fishes ; at the outset in St Luke v. more remotely, but with

perfect clearness ; and in the latter after the resurrection, the

symbolical import of which St John points out to us in his own

manner, in all its full significance, ch. xxi. 6-11. "I will make

you into fishers of men" " thou shalt catch men,"—these words

are uttered by the Saviour of mankmd with the same emphasis

of love with which He afterwards testified " I am not come

to destroy men's lives, but to save them," Lu. ix. 56. How in-

finitely more excellent and lofty a calling ! Whatever else His

grace made of these Galilean fishermen, themselves sinful men

who had been just by Him gathered and saved, even up to their

thrones and crowns of apostolical dignity in the regeneration of

the world,

—

this one thing remains the climax and the crown of

their honour and dignity, that they were made ministers and

helpers of the grace which saved mankind.

Now they who would regard Lu. v. 1-11 as merely a more

specific account of the same circumstance which St Matthew has

more generally narrated, do it at the peril of dealing with the
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Scripture as if it were not the holy word of God. This cannot

we do. The positive expressions of the Evangelist, Matt. v.

18, 19, mark out definitely a situation which cannot be made

identical with the account of St Luke without imputing to a

fellow-Apostle actual ignorance of these especial circumstances

;

or actual incorrectness, and not merely concealment, to the

Spirit who inspired the Gospels, exercising a Divine supervision

and moulding the human element in them. The latter is to us

still less conceivable even than the former. Peter continues to

hold his house at Capernaum (viii. 14), and thereby his connec-

tion with his property. He must not be supposed to have sold

and given this to the poor, but only to have given up his ordi-

nary occupation. Jesus many times afterwards sailed in his ship,,

sent him away as a fisherman with his hook, when there arose

a necessity (Matt. xvii. 27) ; even after the resurrection Peter

still speaks quite naturally of going a fishing (John xxi. 3)

—

though nearer indeed than he then thought to the final call

which released him from it for ever. All this makes St Luke's

account sufiiciently plain.

The Lord prayed Simon (rjpurriGZv, as in St Luke iv. 38, vii.

3-36), an interesting indication of the human lowliness with

which the Master was wont to speak to His disciples on even

such matters. His language becomes imperative only—though

it would always befit it to be so—when He is about, in Plis

wonderful promise, to bless and reward the service which He
asked :—Launch out into the deep, yet farther from the land,

cast your nets down zlg dypuii;^ i.e., not as on ordinary occasions,

with the design to catch, but it is a promise as in John xxi. 6

:

zai svpfiffBTi (comp. Lu. v. 9). Simon was already a disciple of

Jesus, calls Him Master : now, whether the Master better under-

stands fishing, too, he can scarcely determine ; but he soon turns

away from all natural considerations to simple faith in the word

of Him who had just been speaking the word of God from his

ship. The great multitude of fishes, whereas the whole night

before they had taken nothing, rightly appears to him a mira-

culous sign ; he feels his sinfulness, and shrinks before the

power of God ; calls his Master now also his Lo7'd ; and would

as simply as foolishly remove himself in fear from His fellow-

^ This does not indicate, as Roos supposes, a slight alienation from Peter

—for the Lord had certainly many times made requests to His disciples.
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shlp.^ Yet is his meaning better than his language ; he utters

" the noblest feeling in the most unskilful words."^ It pleases

the Spirit of God to give him just at this instant such a deep

consciousness of sin as for the time he could not control ; and

that is the characteristic moment which the Lord seizes for

repeating, in order to its further and decisive confirmation, that

wiiich He had once before said to him : From henceforth thou

shah catch men ! Now is the promise which had been contained

in the word which called them first made more plain by the

miraculous sicrn : which, occurrinji at the end of the Lord's

sermon, was a fit type of that preaching itself. Now also is

Simon's unworthiness and unfitness for that which the Lord
designed to make him revealed out of the depth of his heart

;

and therefore further is that sublimely gracious word added

which the Lord has since then spoken to so many besides the

first Apostle, which He speaks to us all,—that peculiar word

of New-Testament mercy, with which the angels in the time of

consummation begin anew : Fear not ! This word in His lips

raises to its highest fulfilment of force and meaning that which

had been from the very bemnnincr berrun to be uttered in the

old covenant, where the angels thus speak to terrified and sinful

men (Dan. x. 12-19), and the revealing and witnessing Lord

Himself, from the calling of Abraham down to the latest en-

couragement sent by the prophets (Gen. xv. 1, xxvi. 24, xlvi.

3 ; Deut. i. 21 ; Josh. i. 9, viii. 1 ; Judg. vi. 23 ; 2 Kings i.

15 ; Isa. vii. 4, x. 24, xli. 10, x. 3, 14, etc., down to Hagg. ii.

5; Zech. viii. 13, 15). Thus then is this word, now uttered

by Jesus, at once a ivord of Divine majesty to the " sinful man"
Peter (Fear not, Peter ! as before. Fear not, Abram !)—and a

word of kindness from the Son of Man^ the sinner's Saviour, as

if there had been already added, Be not afraid, only believe !

Mark v. 36 ; John xiv. 1.

But when the Evangelist St Luke, further removed from the

event, closes the history with—They forsook all and followed

^ Lu. iv. 33—41 had not taken place just before in order of time, though

in St Luke's Gospel it occurs just before. Then would Simon's conduct

have been strange indeed—as Sclileiermacher says quite correctly.

2 So far rightly Lange. But that he only feared for himself the con-

tinued oppre.'^ive enjoyment of this present blessing, does not appear.

There is rather an actual putting away of the Lord's society.
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Him—he may be well supposed to have designed to record their

special and distinctive call, without a clear knowledge of that

earlier one : although his history itself obviously implies rela-

tions between the Master and these fishermen wliich must pre-

viously have commenced.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.

(Matt, v.-vii, ; Lu. vi. 20-49.)

We deem it our duty conscientiously to abstain from bewil-

dering ourselves in the strife of the critics, as to whether these

sayings of our Lord, uttered, according to St Matthew's testi-

mony, when He was set upon the Mount, were indeed spoken

as ,one connected discourse. We cannot unite with those who,

losing the simplicity of their attention to the one only Teacher

in their oblique regard to this Doctor on one side and that

Rabbi on the other, and sacrificing more or less the humility

of discipleship to their overmuch learning, yet are skilful and

sharp-sighted enough m their own eyes to come forward with

tlieir decisions upon what the Holy Spirit has written for the

Church, and to decree,—" Here there is connection, and there

none "—" This or that cannot be accepted because inconsistent

with the Lord's own style of thought." •• We, for our own part,

judge not those of our faithful brethren and friends who sufier

themselves to be led by an unfaithful system of interpretation so

far from the firm foundation : but to us it must ever be matter of

conscience and honour, before the supreme judicial throne of the

highest criticism, to abstain from putting our own self-willed

construction upon that word which we read in common ivith the

Church, and which should be jealously kept inviolate as the holy

1 On revision I cannot retract one iota of this. "Wieseler, indeed, very

summarily decides, that the first glance of the eye gives authentic evidence

of its having been collected from many several discourses—but the glance

of our eye beholds it very differently. Let the incorrigible sophistry of

such, alas, as Lange persist in asserting
—" This or that would be in this

way or the other more appropriate,"—" The Evangehst intended or wished,

etc., etc." :—I know by the testimony of my lifelong reading, that every-

thing is there alone appropriate where the Holy Spirit, who well under-

stood and truly glorified the words of Jesus, ias written xmd placed iL
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text of our preaching to the Church. Had not the chair and the

pulpit in the present day been so unhappily sundered, the percep-

tion of theologians otherwise faithful could not have become so

blunted as to allow them to rise from St ^latt. v. 1, 2, vii. 28, 29,

viii. 1, without asking themselves :
—" Can I expect the simple

laity, the believing congregation, to believe me when I tell them,

— This is not true in its seeming sense! Will they be either

wilhng or able to conceive, that St Matthew or any other could

deliberately collect together into one various discourses uttered

by our Lord at various times, and then, inventing an imaginary

frame to tlie picture, report it in so many words as one discourse

uttered in one place and at the same time ?" Let him believe

this who may : to us the thought is incredible ; and that, as we
are persuaded, not through wilful opposition to the light of truth

which would enter, but through a true perception in their in-

most minds of the self-evidencing truth of the holy Avord ; not

through their dulness which cannot understand the grounds of

critical evidence, but from that clearness of discernment which

sees into their groundlessness.

Yes, the Lord's Spirit so brought the Lord's words to the

Evangelists' remembrance, that though they might not write

them down always according to the strict letter and word, yet

they were enabled to give us their substance and contents with

perfect truth ; but the Spirit of Truth could never have per-

mitted the slightest untruthfulness to have occurred in their

record. St Matthew and St John had the Spirit in apostolical

measm'e ; St ]Mark and St Luke, ministers to the Word, stand

indeed at one remove from them. But even they, although

liable occasionally (by way of distinction) to transfer or confuse

things of no importance, have never—especially in reference to

the time, place, and connection of the longer discourses—in the

very slightest degree possible fallen under any such imputation.

This every one must be constrained to admit. Much less can

St Matthew and St John be thought to have presumed to treat

in any snch way the words of the Word, whose eye-witnesses

and ministers they were—arranging, adjusting, and working

them up, contrary to actual and absolute fact. The deeper we

pemetrale into the relation which liere subsists between the

human and the divine,—the clearer we discern, having any

measure of faith in our interpretation of Scripture, the miracle
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which must have been wrought by the Spirit in the furnishing

of the Evangehsts for the task of handing down the discourses

and the acts of our Lord,—so much the further must we recede

from the unseemly thought that this or that was put in order

simply by man, or rather shifted and deranged, in order that

we, learned investigators of later times, might be needed to set

it right again.

"We cannot conceive that St Matthew could have wrought up

sayings of our Lord uttered at various times into one connected

whole, as if they had been spoken at one time ; for, as the

apostolical humility of his own spirit was incapable of such an

impropriety, so neither was it possible that the Holy Ghost

should guide and instruct him to record any untruth what- -

soever for the Church. That which St Luke, ch. vi. 20-49,

gives us as the Lord's discourse, with essentially similar notifi-

cation o^ place, vi. 17, and concluding asseveration, vii. 1, as St

Matthew's, is manifestly the same Sermon on the Mount in

another epitome : whence we should gather that we have in St

Matthew also only an abstract, though his is more complete.

The passages of the Sermon on the Mount which we find re-

peated elsewhere in St Luke are simple repetitions

:

—the Lord

did indeed re-utter them at the time and place which St Luke
mentions ; and a sound exposition will prove that their mention

there is quite consistent with the connection. That the Lord

should have uttered more than once, not simply His briefer

moral sentences, but also His longer discourses, is not unworthy

of the great Teacher in any point of view ; it is conformable

both to His human condescension and His Divine wisdom, and

puts to shame the vanity of many a poor preacher who is ever

striving to bring forth what, at least in words, must assume a

novel form. Within the individual Evangelists such recurrence

is incontestable. For instance, St Matthew repeats what was

already in the Sermon on the Mount in ch. xii. 33, xv. 14

(comp. Lu. vi. 39), xviii. 8, 9 (Mark ix. 43-47), xix. 9 (yet

again in another place, Lu. xvi. 18), xxii. 5. Further repeti-

tions are to be found in St Luke :—ch. xi. 2-4, the prayer

given in the same words, but with a more impressive design

and meaning : ch. xii. 22-34, the longer discourse against care

;

similarly cli. viii. 16 (Mark iv. 21)', xi. 33, xi. 9-13, 34-36,

xii. 58, 59, xiii. 24-27, xiv. 34, 35 (Mark ix. 50), xvi. 13-17.
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Finally, in St Mark, ch. iv. 24, xi. 25, 26. These very repe^

titions, which the expositor must first read in the place where

they are found, and then refer to their connection in the original

discourse, serve to indicate to us the Lord's Sermon on the

Mount as what it really is, the preliminary abstract of His doc-

trine ; and He Himself, in rej)eating them, points out to us the

especial significance of this His first sermon for the instruction

of all people.

The Lord spoke from a mountain—upon one of the level

platforms of which He stood, surrounded by His disciples—to

His disciples and to all the people from among whom He would

call His disciples. The choice of a mountain had reference to

something more than merely a fitting pulpit ; as the mind of the

Church has testified in the fidelity with which this circumstance

has been retained to designate the sermon itself. As the Medi-

ator of the New Covenant, bringing grace for the fulfilment of

the law, opens here His mouth to preach to us for the first time

salvation (Heb. ii. 3),—we involuntarily and naturally think of

that mountain of the law, which preached condemnation. The
Old Testament placed foremost the curse ; the New, being glad

tidings, begins with blessing. It is not "a second law" which

proceeds now fi'om the Lord,—Who, as He then gave His testi-

monies amid the tempest and darkness of Sinai, now in His love

to men sits down among them that they may sit at His feet and

learn PL's words (Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3) ;—but it is the fulfilling ot

that one unrepealed law which is here offered by grace, and

which is now required through the acceptance of that offered

grace (ch. v. 17, 18). Thus the fundamental principles of this

compendious first sermon are found in that mysterious word
*' the fldfilling of all righteousness," as also in that first public

requirement

—

^^ Repent ye!" We may further say that the

Sermon on the Mount teaches us wherein that repentance con-

sists, whereby alone we enter the kingdom of heaven. It preaches

it, however, as a Gospel, since it commences with most gracious

promise, with blessings pronounced upon the poor, and those

v/ho hunger after righteousness ; but it deepens into a spiritual

and strict interpretation of the letter of the law (its only true in-

terpretation as authoritatively established by the Lawgiver, the
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time being now fully come) ; and requires on the ground of the

promised grace the righteousness of God for the kingdom of

God : yea it closes with warning and threatening announcement

of a future judgment before Himself, who here speaks and who
already thus bears sublime witness to Himself as Lord ; before

Him who comes to the meek and miserable with grace as their

Saviour, and the power of grace as their Sanctifier, but will then

as Judge receive such only into His kingdom as have been re-

stored by His grace to the performance of the will of God. This

general view suffices to show us that the Sermon on the Mount
embraces in its summary one connected design from its begin-

ning to its end ; and teaches us to perceive, between its most

attractive commencement, where the kingdom of heaven is

opened wide to all the meek, and its fearfully threatening close,

where the strait gate is shut for ever against all evil-doers, the

progressive advancement of a deeply significant development.

The gradation of all preacliing is here reflected,—from promise

through requirement to warning ; to which corresponds the pro-

gress of the life of the disciples of Christ, the children of God.

All apostolical preaching of the Gospel must begin with the

gracious commencement of this sermon, the conclusion of all

apostolical warning and announcement of judgment must coin-

cide with its awful conclusion; but intermediate lies all that pro-

gressive teaching and exhortation, which through faith in its

Fulfiller establishes the law in the believer. This arrangement

of the Sermon on the Mount has been seized and reproduced to

us with such simplicity and clearness by St Matthew—through

the Spirit who, besides bringing to his remembrance what he had

heard, now gave him to understand it likewise—that we can

ascribe the anxiety of expositors to find another connection, or

their inability to find any, only to a lack of simplicity in reading

and apprehending him. We may suppose that the Lord did not

utter the individual weighty sayings in a manner quite so de-

tached, but, as was necessary to the hearers of an oral discourse,

that He assisted their comprehension by adding many explana-

tory and connecting remarks ; and probably not without pauses

at the turning-points which would leave time for impression.

But the Spirit has taken an exact epitome of its essential con-

tents, and constructed it for the Holy Scripture into one new

and as it were glorified word : so that we have after all, through
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the intervention of the Holy Ghost, the entire actual Sermon

on the Mount, which we may hear aud understand even as it

was spoken by the Lord Himself.

The whole contents of the three chapters of St Matthew falj^

as we have said, into three sections^. The fulfilling of the law,

the perfect righteousness of those who^ in becoming the disciples

of Christ, may and shall become again the children of their

Heavenly Father (ch. v. 48), and only through such righteous-

ness shall enter the kingdom of heaven, is alike promised by

Him who announced Himself as come for its fulfilment (ch. v.

17), and demanded likewise by Him who will have only such

disciples, and bring only such children to glory, as receive and

retain what He brings and imparts, even to the consummation

and perfection of all. But both to the inner, gradual develop-

ment, and the external patient progress of the disciple, there cor-

responds a progression in the teaching of the sermon—according

to its three main gradations. First of all, there ia jhe general

attracting prom,ise ; then law with its specific demands (now indeed

the Taw of the Spirit, through the life of grace which has been

received); and finallyjthe warning wliich, in its stern restrictions,

rejects the impure and the disobedient. Thus the discourse

proceeds from the foundation of sanctification offered as a gift

at the outset, through its outward Tnanifestation in the life, de-
manded as the acknowledgment and evidence of that gift, to

the test and proof at the close of the disciples' course, which is

exhibited as the most pressing of all motives.
"yhe first division embraces ch. v. 3-20 ; in which the same

tlirgefoM progression alr^dy reveals i^elf as an undertone

running through the general promise. Hence we have absolute

and special promise^^ as the orio;in and^foundation of all , in the

Benedictions (v. ^rl^) j tlien on the ground of their assur-

ance (ye are ! ye have !) the evidence and manifestation of that

new life and ligh t is demanded (v. 13-16) ; finally, there is

here also a warning which, in its emphatic restriction and re-

jection, points forward already to the test at the end of all

(v\_17-20). Even this last rigorous test, indeed, is still under

the high note of promise :—I am come to fulfil.

At this point, viz., in v. 20, is the transition to the second

division, which now proceeds to trace out, in the form of a

spiritual law, the outward munifestation of that righteousness,
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the foundation of which is the gift of grace :—ch. v. 21-vii. 14.

This is pre-eminently the main body of the Sermon on the

Mount. Here the Lord sets forth the righteousness of His dis-

cjplesjthroughjArge ^reat contrasts, as they exhibit themselves

in their inward organic progress. The first and most obvious

contrast, which at the same time is a representation of the

spiritual fulfilment of the law :

—

not as the Pharisees, the men
of the letter of the law, and of external appearances, which are,

nevertheless, hypocritical. This is, in accordance with the fun-

damental principle with which the Sermon on the Mount set

out, most strictly impressed and most amply illustrated from

ch. V. 21 to vi. 18. This is the basis of a spiritual, correct, and

cordial understanding of the law. The second contrast springs

with still sharper severity of truth out of the former
;
just as

John the Baptist had placed pharisaic Judaism on a par with

heathenism ;

—

not like the Gentiles^ the self-seeking men of the

flesh and of that good which is earthly, and therefore perishable.

In the former it had been already premised that the Pharisees

were like the publicans, yea, like the heathen (ch. v. 46, vi. 7)

;

this is now more fully established, and in such a way that wo
can understand heathen in a spiritual sense only as the opposite

of the new, true Israel of the Messiah, ch. vi. 19-34. This is

the procedure of an obedient, undivided, and heartily-believing

endeavour after the kingdom of God and His righteousness.

Finally, what can the third contrast to true discipleship be, but

its opposition to the imperfect, insincere disciples themselves,

who even in the following of Christ bring with them their

Pharisaism ;

—

not as the half-disciples and mere professors, the

censorious ones who shamefully desecrate uiat which is holy

!

(ch. vii. 1-14.) This is the perfection of pure love, as humble

as it is wise; it is obviously, at the same time, the most stringent

and severe utterance of Christ's law for His own people, and

thus forms a fit transition to the third division which is wholly

admonitory.

The spiritual fulfilling of the law, the perfect righteousness,

has at length found its simplest expression (ch. vii. 12), in a

principle most easy to be apprehended, and which, indeed, our

conscience confirms from our natural love of self; yet is this

self-renunciation but the turning of nature to the strait gate in

order to do, and to the narrow way for continuance in doing
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Tliis leads, by a connection not very manifest, but very express

and emphatic, to the third main division of the whole sermon,

in which the solemn warning against every bye-path, and the

threatening ofjudgment upon all who at the end shall be found

not to have been doers of the words of spirit and of grace, reach

their highest severity.

Here is shown the test of true or false profession and life,

and not all who have said Lord, Lord, and done many wonder-

ful things, stand in the judgment. The fruits of the grace so

freely and graciously offered in the beginning, are inexorably

demanded ; the one Lawgiver who wills that every man should

submit to judgment and judge himself in order to salvation, ap-

pears also as the condemner of all to whom He has not become a

Saviour (Jas. iv. 12). But here also , although all has the sound

of solemn warning and severe threatening, there is yet heard

oncemoire^jiote^f_dieJPund^^ the planting of

the good tree for good fruit (vers. 15-20). Then once more is the

law of the Divine will stamjted as a requirement (vers. 21-23).

The exhibition of the certainly-impending trial, awful in its

simplicity, closes the whole ; and the fearful fall of the house

built on the sand forms a striking contrast with the invitation

at the beginning! For, the fundamental jhreefold progression,

evolved in the organism of life as of doctrine, re^eatsjtself^t^

every stage, as will be more manifestly shown in a closer in-

vestigation of the particulars from the beginning.

The seven Benedictions, with an eighth (ch. v. 3—12), which

contain the entire original foundation and beginning o^ promise,

are^also arran^edjn their order so as to advance from the first

fundamental principle, througli a progressive path marked out,

to the full assurance at the end. The Lord lifts up His eyes

on His disciples (Lu. vi. 20)—beholding in these immediately

around Him, the type and earnest of all those future disciples

whom He would call out from the mass of the people—and pro-

claigis_wjiaMvind of men theyjnust_be_whom Pie will receive,

and by His further direction prepare for Himself; or \yhat they

must become, who shall enter the kingdom of heaven. Thus

first of all there is the internal state of mind^ which js the only,

the indispensable condition of the regeneration which grace
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provides, send therefore the basis of discipleship. The promises,

with all their perfect fulness of promise, are presented as the

objective supply of a felt necessity, the sincere acknowledgment of

which, together with the outgoing after help, gives already the

certain right to receive them ; the kingdom of heaven comes to

the poor as a free gift. The susceptibility for this reception con-
\

sists in the knowledge of need, in the mere knowledge and dis-

cernment of it first of all—a conscious poverty of spirit ; to which

must be added the grievous feeling of that knowledge quickened

into life ; and the instant and urgent outgoing of the will for

help, this again being viewed as the mere willingness of a nega-

tive resignation (v. 5), and as raised into positive longing, the

hunger and thirst after righteousness}

Thus, in the second, place , inasmuch as they who thus earnestly

desire it are invested with righteousness, the outward and in'

ward deportment follows, which, as that righteousness has been

imparted, may be demanded as the ivitness and proof of disciple-

ship in their after-course. In the former series we have the

sjrait^^ of the kingdom of heaven, in_ the latter the narrow

woAi^ In this second series the promises become more definite

as conformable to a corresponding condition of mind, the actual

attainment of which with its manifestation in acts alone makes

good the claim to keep, and increase, and to receive in all its

fulness that promised grace. The kingdom of heaven establishes

itself in the heart as the likeness to God of those who seek that

Idngdom and exercise themselves unto it . The outward and in-

ward quality of this advanch2g_righteousness of life consists,

first , in this liolhuss of deportment itself, as well in its acts,

rendering to others withoiit the mercy which has been received;

in that laborious love which resembles God's and is the begin-

ning and end of all fulfilment of the law ; as also in that purity

of heart, which alone from the very beginning gives truth and

value to every action, and in the deeds of mercy reacts within

upon itself to its own perfection ; and then, secondly, as its

^ The transposition of the fourth and fifth verses in Lachmann's text,

which Neander accepts as " logical " and " suitable to their aim as instruc-

tion," and which Von Gerlach and others have approved of, we hold to be

altogether incorrect. For, the meekness here signified follows upon a mourn-
ing that has received consolation ; and the poverty passes naturally into

such mourning.
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result 111 the efficiency of such a holy deportment (concerning

which it is both promised that it shall never be ^Yanting and

commanded that it should be diligently sought), to wit, in their

diffusing peace as God diffuses it, when His children love as He
loves, and are pure as He is pure. Thus have the spiritually

poor become so rich in the possession of the kingdom of heaven

that they are qualified to bring its peace, or at least to offer

it, to the world ! (2 Cor. vi. 10.) Can it be true, as it has

been maintained, that there is no progression to be detected

here ?

Such are the seven Benedictions, which embrace the entire

Christian discipleship, the regeneration in its development from

poverty of spirit into all that is contained in the true and essential

filial relation to God. But in the peacemaking there was already

presupposed a transition, finally, to the conflict and opposition of

an evil world. There is added therefore in conclusion, thirdly,

in the form of an eighth benediction extending beyond its imme-

diate object, a declaration of the heavenly reward of God's chil-

dren presented on earth, which is admonitory, testing, and points

forward to the final ratification of blessing at the end of all.

The promise which here also is the predominant note, refers

only to the confirmed assurance of that first one—The kingdom

of heaven is and shall ever be yours : it is at the same time the

contrast of victory with warfare, a reward conformable to a

worthy qualification for it. Indeed the persecution of the right-

eous by the unrighteous is the due and the authentic way by

which the goal of persevering love is attained. This is further

exhibited in the first transition to an application to the disciples :

—Happy are ye—persecution injures you not, but is rather the

proof that ye are true peacemakers, and not false prophets,

crying, Peace, peace (Lu. v. 26). Yet here also we cannot

fail to hear the undertone of warning—so they do it all

falsehiJ Finally, the encouragement : your reioard is sure,

then be ye, like the prophets before you, and now much more,

the salt of the earth and the light of the world ! (The transi-

tion to what follows.) Thus have we exhibited our view of

the order of the Benedictions : the reader himself must test it,

and prefer, if he may, any other of the multitude of arrange-

ments which have been cssa)'cd. We think, however, that

enough has been said to show that it is not our " preconceived

VOL. I. G
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determination, that the seven-number shall play their part here "

(Kienlen), but that the eighth is really only supplementary to

the seven.

We have already begun in these observations to pursue the

whole into its parts, to point out the true position and the pro-

found meaning of every single saying. In the light now thrown

upon them, the holy words will, even to their minutest detail,

clearly and transparently unfold their meaning.

He opened His mouth :^—disciples and people solemnly waited

for the first word which, under God's heaven, with His eye upon

the holy land upon earth, and after such a preparation for such'

preaching as had never before been heard among men. He would

proceed to utter. And they were gracious words which here

also at the first proceeded out of His mouth (Lu. iv. 22), although

followed by those solemn and impressive utterances which brought

the power and authority of God more plainly home to the sen-

sual man for his conviction. The first word of His mouth is

Blessed—and again and again He cries Blessed, before He could

proceed to speak in that other style to which sinners and the

ungodly constrained Him. For Who is it that here speaks? He
who is come to give blessedness. But He also, who in speaking

and dispensing blessedness from stage to stage, at the same time

and by that means sanctifies. How shall we poor sinners be

made happy unto holiness at the beginning, and holy unto

happiness at the end ? Here is the answer, here is the doctrine

ofall_teaching for all people upon eartli. The blesseclness goes

ever progressively increasing along that way which the Saviour

liere points out toJHis^ disciples, if they continue by Avalking in

it to become more and more capable of that blessedness.

Ver. 3. This first word of the Sermon on the Mount is, again,

pre-eminently the "fundamental formula of the Gospel"—it

demsinds faith in so joyful a message, without mentioning the

word : it awakens, rather, and attracts that faith through its con-

fident and encouraging assurance. And how can any one who
is truly poor in spirit fail to apprehend and believe this message

of mercy concerning the kingdom of heaven, as soon as it re-

^ Wliereupon Lange says beautifully in liis own way, " Man is the mouth

of the creation, Christ is tlie mouth of humanity."
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sounds in Lis ears ? If the poor are altogether unable to believe

in their being made blessed through grace, it is proof that, in

spite of all appearances, they are not yet fundamentally poor

enough. It may appear, on the contrary, sometimes as if a man
could not yet believe, while there is actually in his complaining

before God, in the seeking and longing after faith of his wretched

heart, a secret faith already present ;—such mourners, indeed,

have pressed forwards already into the second benediction. In

the first nothing more is as yet spoken of than perfect poverty of

spirit, which may be so poor as not to have even a feeling of

need, not even a becoming sorrow for sin. And this is indeed

that onejldng^ which tlie Lord at the beginning of His dispensa-

tion of blessedness may and must presuppose ; nothing can the

smner bring with him when he is called by grace, but a sincere

consciousness qfhis wanting^ before^ God_everything that avails

in His sight, of having no righteousness in himself, no life of

the Spirit. Simple and easy is this one condition and require-

ment—but hard enough, alas, to the pride of nature ! All the

further requirements and conditions, which now follow as the

objects of gracious benediction, are already fulfilled out of that

first gift of grace to the poor—one after, and arising out of, the

other. The quickening of the feelings into a deep and sorrowful

penitence comes not from mere nature : he who can pour forth

the tears of his eyes or of his heart, that is, the tears of sincere

contrition for his sin, and not only for its shame and punish-

ment, has previously received, though himself might not as yet

be conscious of it, as one who has become poor, the spirit

of grace and supplication for that purpose. And so further,

through the whole progressive series, every succeeding con-

dition is required only because the preceding consolation has

brouglit it. But no one step may be overleaped. We cannot

begin in the middle : we can neither enforce a godly sorrow by

any efforts of our own in order to bring this first to the Giver

of blessedness, nor before the contrite surrender of sin attain

unto the fervent hunrrer and thirst after righteousness : we can

neither become pure in heart without the practice of mercy,

nor ao;ain can we exercise mercy before we have received the

comfort of mercy ourselves. The new life of the sinne^derived

from grace is^ indeed_a_living plant, which contains folded^in

itself at every stage of development all that isJojollow ; and
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as soon as the kingdom of heaven begins to sink into the needy

soul, awakened to a sincere consciousness of its poverty, and

aroused by the Spirit's influence in it, the germ of the peace of

God for the making of peace among men enters with it.-^ But

tliat one follows the other, as the Lord here speaks, even to the

full unfolding and formation of the whole, takes place through

the growth of time ; and the field of man's heart, in which all

such fruits by degrees through grace may grow up to maturity,
is ever in itself nothing but

—

povert]^

The fjbccxupwi which with such gracious emphasis stands first,

has not, down to ver. 11, either g/V/or 'iffovrai connected with

it, although the translation gives it correctly enough for the

obvious sense

—

Blessed are ! In the sacred text it is a simple

'proclamation (like the Heb. ''1^5<), and contains as such the

whole fulness of what mercy offers for the acceptance of faith,

without any further definite announcement or qualification. It

embraces alike,—Th^^^^ejioWjJmmediately blessejhand shall he

so ever more and more unto jperfection. Then, as the promises

attached look forward to the future from the second saying on-

wards, so does it also in the first—The kingdom of heaven is

yours, it shall be, and will be ever more perfectly your own.

The^in^[dom^ofJieaven and blessedness are^but one, so that the

first for is a sublime assurance which bears its own witness to

itself. TLrcuxoi rco TTViOpburi, n^"i "".^Jy, Isa. xli. 17, Ixvi. 2 ; espe-

cially Ixi. 1, to which scripture the Lord here refers, as again

at His first preaching in Nazareth (Lu. iv. 18) ;
yet Tcrw/jii

answers rather to the Old-Testament Ci''Ji''nN (Isa. xxix. 19), so

that outward poverty is actually included in it, as is manifest in

the not-incorrect version of St Luke. Only it is not merely

the externally poor and wretched who are referred to, as the roj

Tvevf/jccri which is added emphatically shows : by consequence

the rich and the exalted also, if they are only poor in spirit.

But it must be observed, that the persons pronounced blessed

arejiotjhe^ubject^of the promising proposition : it is not they

(as afterwards in ver. 20) who enter and attain to the kingdom
of heaven, but the kingdom ofjieaven conies to them, and enters

into themj Its whole fulness into every one, whose poverty

^ Lange says further, "And in the blessed peacemaking is stUl the

poverty of spirit, in its essential excellence, transformed into the most
blessed humility,"
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opens to receive it ! Yes truly, here is it come near, quite near

to those who have it not. The first, bare commencement of

(JUiTuvota may dare already to appropriate all to itself, in order

to receive all ; and thus through the shining of the beams of

mercy into tlie soul, it, for the first time, and immediately,

becomes ^wakened to a more lively perception and feeling of

its own darkness.

Ver. 4. The Lord has further in view Isa. Ixi. 2, 3, and pro-

claims the great year of freedom and of grace

—

to comfort all

that mourn. "Were the poor (Matt. xi. 5) to whom He preaches

the Gospel, actually in the most comprehensive sense of the

general invitation all the miserable and the unfortunate, the

toilworn and the heavy-laden under the burden and need of

life ; so has this announcement of a general consolation a like

unrestricted and extensive introduction :—Come unto Me, all

who suffer affliction ; ye may and ye shall find help. But in

drawing nearer to receive this comfort, it becomes evident that

there must be added :—But be ye trxih/ mourners, sorrow on

account of the inner ground and first cause of all evil—sin !

The outwardly poor are farTrom being always, and in their

inner spirit, so poor as to allow the heavenly gift of God room

to enter into empty and destitute hearts : therefore is the im-

pressive roj 'rmv^JjOCTi added, which, like the kingdom of heaven,

manifestly casts down all Jewish expectation of the ^lessiah,

and points within. The same—as a kind of superscription to

the whole discourse—is naturally to be understood also of the

mourning (or something similar, as zurd Qzov, 2 Cor. vii. 10) :

it is not, however, repeated, partly because what preceded has

made it sufficiently plain, partly because every mourner, in the

pure sense of the word, as one humbled beneath the miglity

hand of God, necessarily retreats w^ithin himself, and is very

near at least to the susceptibility of receiving the true consola-

tion. Seest thou one weeping, thou mayest securely address

to him the heavenly message of a merciful salvation, in the

sure hope and confidence of a hearing for your message. For

"mourning and sorrow are in reality the acknowledged and felt

contradiction of the nature that is in us, to the Divine life which

will be revealed in us" (Nitzsch). The mourners shall (sollen)

be comforted.—as Luther, meaning more than merely to avoid

repetition of sound, has well expressed the future TrapccKXriOTj'
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GOVTai— if they only will, if the consolation that comes only

finds them true mourners, who will suffer themselves to hear

comfortable words. Yea, as surely as the High and Lofty One,

Who declares Himself, in His loving condescension to all misery

and need, to be the Holy One, dwelleth with those who are of

a contrite and humble spirit (Isa. Ivii. 15), so surely is the

merciful comfort of God immediately nigh to every troubled

one in his affliction . It is but a commencement of hlessednessy

a specific beginning of consolation in the very sorrow itself;

as even the world seems to suspect when it sings about the
"^sweetness of grief," and in its own way pronounces happy
those who can weep. But that is only the shadow and slender

beginning of that comfort which the Lord intends, and brings'

with Him. And if His unfading and true spiritual consola-

tion is brought to those who sorrow in the world, it, alas, soon

becomes manifest that they are very far from being willing to

turn in sincere sorrow to the right consolation ; they are not

found to be meeic mourners, who have broken down and given

up their self-will, pride, and opposition. It is quite true what

Nitzsch says, " I cannot be man, and not have the beginning

of sorrovy within me^'—but the beginning follows, alas, very

evil courses in degenerate humanity. There is a sorrow which

is very lightly comforted with nothing : there js> on the other

Land, a superstitious and proud sorrow, which refuses to take

comfort with the consolation of God. To all such mourning as

springs not from poverty of spirit, this promise is ^assuredly not

given. For the Gospel which the Lord here preaches presup-

poses the work of the law and the discipline of preparatory

grace upon the soul.

Ver. 5. Our previous general view and the immediate con-

nection have already shown how crpcjs??, which is commonly

interpreted falsely or at least superficially, is here to be under-

stood. The mere external exhibition of a passive, unresisting

mind is not spoken of here, it is to be understood (as Neander

this time sees) qnly_of_tlie internal disposition of heart, into

which the Lord's word deeper and deeper penetrates. Still less

may we think of an anticipation of the entire and complete

virtue of Christian meekness ; for, the gradual process of the

inner preparation of mind is marked out here from vers. 3-6,

before the conduct to which it leads is described, vers. 7-9. The
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" patient endurance of earthly affliction " is not immediately

here spoken of (as Kienlen supposes), but passiveness, and the

breaking down of natural opposition, regarded strictly as an

internal condition of mind. As the poor become mourners
,

when the consciousness of their need passes from comnction into

feelimjj so now is it, furthci', of still more im])ortance, tliat they

in their misery bend and incline their xoill to the coming con-

solation . The willingness to be comforted and helped, is indeed

better than all outcry on account of necessity, if that go no

further. It is, in a certain sense, as we have seen, the test of

true mourning, which without it cannot be genuine ; but then

this resignation is more distinctly developed when the Spirit-

Comforter, in order to make the mourner entirely submissive,

begins at the very commencement of His consolation thorough];^"

to correct and chastise him . Upas?? is found in the Old Testa-

ment answering to the DM3y of the psalms and prophets ; and in

the New Testament ^rpao?, '^pavc, -Trpccor'/ig indicate mostly (as

besides in the Greek z-puvOvyjog, Trpavvoog) an inner quality of

mind. Observe carefully 1 Cor. iv. 21 ; Gal. vi. 1 ; 1 Pet. iii. 3 ;

and especially Eph. iv. 2} Thus is it a willingness and plas-

ticity of spirit, in opposition to the proud, opposing obstinacy

of the natural self-will . If those who are poor in spirit, and

mourners, are found humbled and broken with the beginning

of such a disposition, so shall they when comforted, by their

reception of consolation, advance yet further in this meekness of

soul. For, he who has experienced kindness is by it made

gentle, so that he has become willing to be content with every-

thing. Here Rambach" hits the right sense, much better than

many later expositors :
—" This is a fruit of the Spirit which is

found upon the soil of spiritual poverty, contrition and mourn-

ing ; a noble flower, which grows out of the ashes of self-love,

upon the grave of pride. On the one hand a man sees his own

utter ruin, his unworthiness and misery ; on the other he con-

templates the kindness and benignity of God in Christ Jesus

1 "Where to walk worthy of our vocation in long-suffering, forberirance,

love, and peace, is indicated as its end ; but the internal fundamental state

of mind by wliich it is aimed at is rotTrnyo^potjiv/] and -Tvpcco-Yi;^ just in the

same sense as Matt. v. 3, 5. lSl»y.poSv/nia. and liyxTrn are then the passive

and active expression of such a disposition of mind.

^ Observations upon the eight Benedictions.
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(Titus iii. 2-4). The internal characteristic is a disposition of

heart, which, through the keen perception of its own misery,

and of the abounding mercy of God, has become so pliant,

gentle, mild, flexible, and tractable that no traces of its original

ruggedness, of its wild and untamed nature, remain." Such

meekness,^ taking to itself the word of grace which dispenses

blessedness unto holiness, in its correction as well as in its com-

fort, does St James also require (ch. i. 21); but only of those

who are already new-born, in whom this word is already en-

grafted. With the requirement of this the Saviour could by no

means have commenced. That would not have been the right

message for poor sinners which should hegin with—Blessed are

the merciful, or the pure in heart,—so neither could this willing

resignation be demanded from the natural man, before he has

advanced to that point out of his poverty, which is all he has,

through mourning and consolation.

With inconceivable grandeur does the promise which corre-

sponds come forward, in order to allure our proud and stubborn

natural mind to submit to that death from which it shrinks :

—

for they shall, they will, possess or inlterit the land, the earth! Is

this not worth the sacrifice of self, to be enriched with the free

gift of such a possession, of such riches ! It is an Old-Testament

promise, which, while it there clings to the typical land of

Canaan, extends much further in the design of the Holy Ghost,

see Ps. xxxvii. 11, xxv. 13; Isa. Ivii. 13, Ix. 21 ;^even to the

new earth which, with the new heavens, God declares that He
will make, Isa. Ixvi. 22. It is the ultimate and full meaning of

the promise to Abraham—to be the heir of the world! (Rom. iv.

13). With reference to the hope of their faith, to the dominion

of their spirit, it is already said of God's children—All things

are yours ! (1 Cor. iii. 22). But what Avill it be in the full ful-

filment ! The first promise was altogether for the present ; the

second already points to the ever-coming after-consolation ; the

third stretches far away into the most distant futurity. The
kingdom of heaven, ver. 3, which appears not at first in earthly

power and glory, but comes into the hearts of the wretched for

their consolation and righteousness, is nevertheless in its future,

^ Not merely (according to Lauge) "before men" as the result of

mourning before God, but also and especially meekness before God ! For

are they not the " mourners " of the Psalter ?
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as it here at once openly proclaims, a kingdom of the earth. Thus

does the great Fulfiller teach His docile hearers, in His very first

discourse, how the j)romiscs of the propliets, which cannot be

broken, are to be understood ; and at the same time teaches what

it was the design of the law to create in their hearts, and that it

is only given to drive the needy to Divine grace, in order that

their hunger and thirst after righteousness should find its satis-

faction. For already in these seven sayings of blessedness the

law and the prophets are com.pendiously unfolded.

HoAv manifestly do all these utterances of Divine truth, which

bears its simple and majestic witness to itself, oppose themselves

at once to the pliarisaic delusion and pride of self-righteousness ;

to the Sadducee contentment with the present, sensual delight

of this world ; and to the perverted thoughts of the world and the

natural man ! Vers. 3-5 are three paradoxes which, with all

their gracious invitation and promise, are nevertheless to carnal

Israel, to the earthly, self-seeking, and sensual man, a stone of

stumbling thrown in the way. For, grace can bear only the testi-

mony of truth to itself; and the Saviour conceals not, from the

beginning, what kind of salvation it is that He brings. Happy the

unhappy ! "Well for the mourners ! This does violence to the

world's sentiments, and constrains it, either io press into the true

experience of so wonderful a doctrine, or even at this early point

to pass it by for the broad gate, because this door is too strait.

" Thou must assuredly be converted unto the blessedness which

the Lord pronounces, as much as unto the righteousness : "—so

preaches Nitzsch. The very first word teaches us that tliere is.

a blessedness which consists not in pleasant sensations, or joyful

emotions, but that which is to nature most displeasinfj . The
Lord points impressively from without to within, from the pre-

sent time to the future, from the self of man to the gift and

grace of God. O that the richly endowed and xoorldhj blessed

of our day, to whom the beginning of the Sermon on the jNIount

must come with the full force of most direct contrast and contra-

diction, would only meekly hear it, and give up their hold upon
" this side " for the sake of that which is on " the other side,"

that kingdom of heaven which, in its time, shall also be upon

earth, the inheritance of the despised, quiet, and patient ones of

the land, the humble and meek of the " Preacher upon the

Mount!" Self-renunciation \s ihe vfoy io world-dominion. Give
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thyself up in passive obedience to Divine grace, and it will pre-

sent thee one day with a crown of glory, after having previously

forgiven thee all thy sin, and healed all thy infirmity. But not

otherwise ! Thinkest tliou in thine heart to rule, and possess,

and to sway, and to enjoy, all things upon earth, at thine own
M'ill and in thy unrighteousness, inider the eye of the God of

heaven and of earth? Thou wilt be put to confusion, and

bearest about thee already the silent witness that thou wilt.

The vir fortis ac strenuus, the hero or genius, the worldling or

conqueror may strut in lordly pride with his evil conscience for

a while upon earth, until he is doomed to go down into Sheol

to all the other uncircumcised ; but the meek in the school of

Jesus have a title of heirship upon this earth, which no slanderer

or persecutor will be able to cancel in the book of their Father

and their King ; and the day shall come when the lambs shall

feed after their manner in their pastures and waste places (Isa.

V. 17). The kingdom of heaven is a free gift for the poor, but

only for the poor in spii'it ; a comfort for the mourners, but only

those who sorrow with the right sorrow; it must ever be, and icill

prove itself also, a Idngdom and a dominion, but only for the meek I

Ver. 6. Out of humbleness, sadness, meekness grows, finally,

greatness of soul, tjie sanctified and right loftiness of desire which

aspires earnestly towards that which alone is right . The future

possessors of the earth, and its now rightfully installed heirs,

—

whose is even now the kingdom of heaven with all its reversion,

including the ruling upon earth,

—

hunger and thirst throughout

their whole course, even as they did at the beginning
;
just as

the poor, to whom the kingdom of heaven is imparted, mourn

in the first repentance unto life which they receive as a bestow-

ment of grace, and oftentimes after. But the Lord ever more

and more comforts the mourners, ever more and more fills the

hungry and thirsty soul with the good things of His righteous-

ness. (Ps. cvii. 9, cxlvi. 7, Ixv. 5, xxii. 27; Isa. xli. 17 [Bar.

ii. 18].) He who created this hunger, shows by creating it that

its appropriate food is also provided. There is a hunger and

thirst in man which God did not create in him ; and for that

tliere shall be, after the brief semblance of gratification, the pain

of an eternal famishing. But there is still deep, deep in fallen

man, a little spark of longing and desire after righteousness ;

this faintly-glimmering flax grace kindles into a clear flame, and
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that is the hunger and thirst which bears in itself the certain

assurance that its supply will not be wanting. It is not, indeed,

the being made blessed in itself and first of all, or " felicity " as

man's doctrine runs, that the souls to which have been pointed

out the way to happiness through self-denial, the strait gate

of the doing of God's will, should seek and struggle after ; but

rigldeousness, the victory of the eternal, and just and good will

of God upon earth and in humanity, especially, however, in

themselves. Deliver us from evil ! comes not till the last peti-

tion ; but the first again and again cries out in longing, Hallowed

be Thy name ! Thy kingdom come ! and utters in meekness,

Thy will be done ! They who thus pray receive the daily bread

of their souls, and, as much as they require it, of their bodies

too. No willing and running, no labouring chase after it in our'

own strength and in our own way, attains unto righteousness ;(

ours is to desire it, it is for God to give it. Yet observe, that,'

as far as the kingdom of heaven is already set up in these poor, >

they in their new and inner man naturally, regularly, daily

—

" with the full force of the instinct of the sustentation of life
"

—hunger after righteousness, just as the old and outward man
hungers after that bread, of which the man, however, does not

essentially live. This hungering and thirsting is the sign of life

'

of the new-born inner man, quickened from the sleep of death ;

'

hence it is the last thing by which the Lord can indicate the

internal spirit and disposition of the children of God. The dis-

course now passes over^ to the evidencing of that righteousness,

which has been given to them who have desired it, and shall be

more and more fully given even till their full and complete

satisfaction, till the purifying of their hearts in love, till that is

fulfilled which is written : As for me, I will behold Thy face in

righteousness, I shall be satisfied when I awake with Thy like-

ness ! (Ps. xvii. 15.) In the new earth dwelleth righteousness

(2 Pet. iii. 13), and they who will one day inherit it, shall then

hunger and thirst no more. He who now as a pilgrim citizen

' As in the seven petitions of tbe Lord's prayer the middle one concern-

ing daily bread effects the transition between the first and second table,

between God's good and man's need ; even so here the fourth of the l3ene-

dictions mediates between their two parts, and is the transition, inversely,

from the need of the poor to the grace which transforms and glorifies itself

in them as righteousness.
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of the city to come, earnestly prays over the table of his house

and of his heart,—Make us partakers of Thine eternal, heavenly

table, which Thou hast graciously prepared and promised to us

in Thy kingdom,—he shall be satisfied -with the kingdom ot

God and His righteousness, even until the great feast with all

the fathers made righteous in faith ; he shall be filled here with

the supply of both soul and body from day to day ; for, what

the necessity of his body requires shall also be given him, just

as the soul's necessity, the special plague of every day, is pro-

vided for. So that the hunger for the bread of the soul shall

never cease, until the perfect righteousness is come.

Vers. 7-9. Up to this point the promises have_c_orrespoiided

to conditions, but* these conditions have been no other than the

same need developing itself from step to step in increasing

urgency, and outgoing fervour of desire :—in each case there-

fore that which is promised is most essenjially^a gift. Be poor,

and the kingdom of heaven shall be thine ! ISIourn, and thou

shalt be comforted ! Give up thy will, thou shalt dwell in, and

inherit, the everlasting sufficiency ! Only hunger and thirst,

thou shalt be filled ! But now begijis the unfolding of a new

series. The beginning of this does not simply presuppose the

end of the former and carry it on ; but the outward expression

and evidence of the inner principles, the fruits of these hidden

feelings, manifest themselves already simultaneously in the life.

So that they who in their poverty acknowledge their need of

mercy, and taste the first-fruits of the Divine compassion, begin

already to exercise mercy ; the mourners begin while they

mourn to wash their hearts clean ; the meek also spontane-

ously to make peace, the hungerers after righteousness to give

themselves up to persecution, on account of that righteousness

which they only as yet long for. Yet, inasmu.ch as all cannot

be spoken in one word which pertains to the many-formed unity

of the development of the increasing life from its germ to its

maturity, it is right to take the ascending order in which the

discourse describes it. The eight Benedictions, with their con-

ditions, are in a certain sense found imited in every child of

God ; and no member of this wonderful series may be alto-

gether wanting from the time that the first poverty of spirit

has received the gift of grace ;—yet is there an actual and

gradual growth of one out of the other. And here does the
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la^Y apply in all its significance, that the trjft received must^be

prcservedj^ exercised, and increased ; and that to him only who

has shall more be given in order to his having all, while from

him who guards it not, and does not exercise and increase it,

shall be taken away that which he has. Consequently the

pronnses^Df_the second series take now the form of reicard, the

recompense of grace to those who are faithful to what they have

received. Be merciful, and thou shalt have mercy shown to

thee !
^ Be pure, so shalt thou behold the pure One ! Make

peace, so shalt thou be the manifest child of the God of peace I

Such requital, such recompense is not the less itself mere mercy

and the reward of free grace ; the Divine gift is only in it going

on to its superabundant fulfilment ; and the qualities, which

are the object of recompense, were previously bestowed as a

gift. For who can show mercy, without having first received

mercy ? wlio can be pure in heart, without having conteniplated

the purity of_God ? who can diffuse j^eace, except through that

peace_of God into which he has entered ?

Bat—and this is most important—there is here a possibility

of the loiihdraical of grace from those who have received it but

are not faithful to its corresponding exercises
;
just as the

parables, Matt, xviii. 23-35, xxv. 14-30, also teach. There-

fore do the promises even now begin to sinh, secretly warning

against such a loss, while the conditions rise."^ To the merci-

ful, God has been, indeed, at the outset, merciful, but only they

who thereafter forgive also as they have been forgiven, and love

as God has loved them, shall obtain mercy, that is, at the final

testing of their fidelity-, finally and securely retain it. The pure

in heart have purified themselves in the sight of God, have

drawn nigh to Him in living acquaintance with His name ; but

only if they preserve and increase that knowledge unto the end,

shall they who have come to God finally and fully come nigh

to Him. Only they who as peacemakers have approved them-

selves to the end God's children, shall in the coming " mani-

festation of the sons of God," in the separation between the

^ What St Luke in another, briefer epitome of the whole Sermon on the

Mount, in its few fundamental ideas, exhibits to us as blended with other

sayings, eh. vi. 30-30 (Matt. v. 48, vii. 1, 2).

- Let a glance be taken backwards through the Benedictions, in order

fully to observe their organic connection.
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persevering and the apostates, actually he called the children of

God, he acknowledged as such ! (which already presignifies ch.

vii. 23). Thus does the gate become straiter and straiter, as

afterwards throughout the whole discourse. He who sets out

may in poverty of spirit confidently believe, I have it ! but the

nearer he approaches the goal, the more will he utter another

cry , Not that I have already attained !

Not a word is needed to prove that l'A.S'/]fJjOi'sg in its compen-

dious sense indicates the practical love of our neighbour, all

that is done to our brethren from the inward principle of a

communicating and helping charity. It is necessary, however,

to observe that such rudiments of regeneration as were to be

found even among the heathen who, though they knew not

Christ, yet, through the pure impulse of a latent grace, exer-

cised towards others what they sought for themselves, must be

included here ;—in opposition to that narrow dogmatic limita-

tion, which would despise the good works of such as Cornelius,

though God nevertheless esteemed them. Mercy rejoiceth

against judgment (Jas. ii. 13) :—this impartial and holy law

of eternal love graciously throws open the kingdom of heaven

to many coming from the east and the west ; even as it rigidly

closes it against the children of the kingdom who, with all their

vaunted faith, have never learned or retained love. This mercy,

however, is not that weak and sickly sympathy which ungodly

selfishness cannot but feel, and is too willing to plead it in

evasion as the true Christianity ; not that false kindness towards

one's neighbour which goes hand in hand w^ith the most un-

bridled indulgence of one's own flesh. Therefore is purity of

heart next spoken of as the test of true mercy ; not the reverse
,

as if this presumptive mercy were the guarantee of purity in

the heart. Ka^apof rTj zap^ia,, 227 ""nn (Ps. Ixxiii. 1, comp. Ps.

li. 12, xxiv. 4-6). Not merely pure in the levitical typical

sense, not merely of clean hands in a pharisaical or carnally

moral sense, but in the inner being before God, Who desireth

truth in the inward parts (Ps. li. 8). In the position where we
find this here, it cannot be a disposition of mind that desires

and seeks it, not even the struggle after it out of a deep sense

of need, but an actual inner quality, a condition of the inner

man that is ever advancing to perfection. The heart is purified

through faith (Acts xv. 9) ; and in love out of a pure heart (1
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Tim. i. 5), in faith working by love, to the perfection of which

faith works co-operate (Jas, ii. 22), the purified lieart goes on

to the consummation of purity. The stimulant and impulse of

practical mercy is the mercy of the pure One towards my yet

impure heart ;—the more diligently I now wash my heart in

this mercy of God, and my hands by exercising it in return

towards my neighbour, the more fully the sentiment of love

within me is confirmed by the acts of love ;—so much the

nearer do I come, in the way of a priestly entrance into the

Holiest (which is, in its degree, an appearing before God
already, a beholding of His face), unto the final and consum-

mate fulfilment of that type

—

to see God, as it is expressed in

1 John iii. 2, 3. Just as far as we are inwardly and essentially

purified as God is pure, are we capable of a living perception of

Him. But that perception, when perfect in the glorified, shall

be also the actual vision of God ; that is, be it understood, of

the face of God in the Son, who has ever been from the begin-

ning the face of God turned towards the creature. (1 Tim. vi.

16.)^ Y.ip'/ivo'Troioi, (douX6[Jj&voi et()'/]vrjv, Dipt' ''i*J?; (Prov. xii. 20) :

and more than that, for it is the last description of the liigh

aim of discipleship, beyond which there is no higher step to be

taken ; for this makes the disciple as his Lord. Not merely

are they contrasted with those who are sB, ipi&ziag (Kom. ii. 8),

not merely do they keep and preserve peace, as much as in

them lies, with every man {zlpyivivovng, Rom. xii. 18 ; Heb. xii.

14), but they make, they mediate peace, they bring and offer

to the world out of the treasure of a pure heart, the peace of

God ! Thus, finally,^ every disciple of our Lord is in his place,

in design if not in effect, a messenger of grace, in word, in

work, and in life, to all intents and purposes a bringer of

peace in the ministry of the great reconciliation. Such shall,

in the final separation and demarcation, he called the children

of God, for they have been such in truth and worthy of the

name : but not they who have proudly and unlovingly gloried

in the testimony of truth against a miserable and sinful world,

and just as little they who have, contrary to truth and right-

^ So tliat we must not limit the meaning of the promise to the mani-

festation of Christ only in this world :—the pure, the upright, perceive in

Christ a manifestation of God. (Lutz, Bibl. Dogm. p. 48.) Quite true,

but not enough.
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eousness, spoken peace when there has been no peace in God's

sight.

Ver. 10. To the seven Benedictions, perfect in themselves,

there is significantly added yet another supernumerary eighth,

which proceeds no further with the development, but confirms

and seals their sevenfold blessedness to the righteous, whose

character is perfected through their peacemaking in this evil

world, against all the never-failing enmity and scorn of the un-

righteous. And though ye also suffer for righteousness' sake,

yet are ye, and shall ye be, blessed notwithstanding. (1 Pet. iii.

14.) Here is thus wonderfully blended the fundamental tone

of promise and consolation, Fear ye not, rather rejoice ! with the

earnest note of requirement, that they remain faithful under so

severe a test, yea, even of warning against hypocrisy and apos-

tasy. For that righteousness^ sake which has been now attained

—by retrospect to ver. 6 ; and there is also a connection with

vers. 7-9—mercy out of a pure heart unto peace. The world

will for the most part requite that love with hatred, will thrust

this peace from them ; and the Lord would by no means con-

ceal this from His disciples in this most gracious first sermon to

them. The essential idea of persecute, here, is to persist male-

volently in seeking to withstand them ; to transfer and carry

on their enmity against God's righteousness, to its possessors

and witnesses and ambassadors also. Thus is 'bzbiuypj'zvoi not

only the highest honour of tlie children of God who are thus

conformed to Christ, but also a condition of entrance into the

kingdom of heaven not less absolute than the preceding. (1

Pet. iv. 13, 14 ; 2 Tim. iii. 12.) It is the last and surest tohen

of discipleship ; and the tribulation of time becomes, to those

who persevere, a confirmation of their title to eternal joy.

Thereby discern the peace of God in thyself and in others,

that the world as such is opposed to it
;
yea, even rejoice in

this, for, as it is the natural consequence of thy charitable and

peaceful walk, so it is also the testing proof which is needful to

its consummation. (John xiv. 27, xv. 18-21.) According to

Lu. vi. 26, the Lord farther made this plain by a warning

contrast. Thus does the Lord set the seal to His discourse,

binding together its beginning and its end :—The kingdom is

(and abides) yours, even as it was yours at the commencement
in poverty of suirit. The iariv presents a contrast with the
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ouhcard and passing show of persecution, which indeed is more

easily apprehended by faitli than that first contrariety between

the strong assurance and the inward poverty to which it was

given. The kingdom of heaven is transcendently elevated above

all the transitor}" circumstances of this lower world.

Vers. 11, 12. The sentences which proclaim blessedness, are

ended. There is now, through a final " blessed are ye," a tran-

sition made to their appropriation ; and the address to the dis-

ciples begins, which continues down to ch. vii. 20. That this

direct address was not used before, resulted from the tone of

general invitation which marked the commencement of the dis-

course. The disciples of Jesus must not be supposed to be

separated or distinguished from the other hearers ; but the dis-

course, in a manner, saw in them all, from the beginning, future

disciples—graciously takes this for granted. Whosoever, among
the people Avho heard the first sentences, is able and willing to

appropriate them to himself, is referred to throughout what follows

in the general ye, My disciples ! All other men, in sharp distinc-

tion fi'om the children of God and messengers of peace who have

been described, are included in the unexpressed subject of ovzihl-

Gcociv, etc. Quite correctly, therefore, though needlessly, does

Luther insert men (^lenschen) ;—comp. ver. 16 with ch. x. 17.

The children of God are in contrast with men
;
just as Israel,

God's people, with the nations. For My sake : this is, likewise,

the first coming forth of the personality of Jesus, the blaster and

Lord, which corresponds to that first ye ; and its identity with

For righteousness' sake ! is, at the same time, very significant.

The persecution before referred to, is now more clearly traced in

three stages :—first, reviling with bitter and hateful words gene-

rally ; then more specific persecution in acts ; and finally the

pouring out upon the objects of their hate, in wanton falsehood

and slander, vclv 'Troi'rjpov ppjfjua, whatever their wicked malice

can invent.^ The Lord manifestly refers to Isa. li. 7, 8 ; in

wliich chapter we find ver. 1 beginning with—" Ye that follow

after righteousness ;" and immediately after in vers. 4-8, this is

changed into " 3Iy people. My nation. My judgment. My salva-

tion, My righteousness." Consequently, our Lord here already

^ The daring flisregard of truth with "which the "world is "wont calnmniari

audacter the cliildren of God, the satanic cunning -with "which its Ues are

woven, -would be altogether incredible, if it were not matter of fact.

VOL. I. H
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in this lofty " For My sake !" speaks in the person of Jehovah,

just as at the end of the sermon He reveals Himself as the future

Judge of mankind. The -^ivhoiMvoi about which there has been

so much needless dispute, must not be connected merely with

hzKZV sf/jov (Tholuck) ; but indicates in itself that most wanton

wickedness and unrighteousness which has just been spoken of:

though at the same time it contains, in order to obviate the too

hasty confidence which this might produce, an undertone of

test (as we observed above in the analysis), sounding thus—But
look well to it in every case, that they do speak falsely ! This

expression, to return, exhibits the fundamental principle of all

their hatred ; which has its origin in the lie that ever opposes

the truth of God, though the adversaries may not always be

conscious of this. Ye must know it, however, and be firmly

assured, that they speak falsely ; or the benediction can avail

you nothing. For, alas, all the way up to the high elevation of

the reproach of Christ, may a man deceive himself; and too

readily reckon that as slander, redounding to his own honour,

which is but deserved blame. But if ye are surely convinced in

your heart and conscience, that the reproaches of those who hate

the righteousness of God are falling upon you for its sake, then

rejoice and be exceeding glad ! (In St Luke, " leap for joy^^

spring upward in joyful hope towards your reward in heaven !)

There is in this, as it were, a most emphatic command. Be happy

!

for which " Blessed are ye," in the previous verse, prepared the

way. It is only befitting that the Lord, in his gentle condescen-

sion, should speak of recompense and reward (excluding, be it

understood, all idea of merit from those words), oftener and more

strongly than His Apostles might afterwards do. For your re-

ward : that is, not merely the general rcM'ard of grace which in

the kingdom of heaven awaits you ; but in addition there shall

be, for every afiliction and for every wicked word which you have

to endure as expedient for the confirmation of your faith to your-

selves, a distinct, and precisely-apportioned requital and com-

pensation :—the onore ye suffer, the more the reward. For thus

royally will one day that righteous Lord and Judge requite His

own, who on the other hand will not forget a cup of cold water

that has ever been given to one of them ! Finally, there is here

graciously given to our weak faith another ground ofjoy in per-

secution, in that we perceive ourselves by this practical token to
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be companions of the prophets, the witnesses of God who have

been before us ; and thus become more and more assured of our

citizenship in the kingdom of heaven, in contrast with the pre-

vailing decay and destruction of all things. Christ gives, indeed,

in these words an early explanation, that the kingdom of God
was not among the people of Israel, as a whole, in the state in

which it then was ; that it was not what they thought it, after

their way and manner; but that it was with the persecuted

prophets, and as they taught it, in the misunderstood former

revelation. The reward is reserved in the heavens, which is not

quite the same Avith "in the kingdom of heaven;" but rather

signifies the interval from the gathering of the righteous to the

former prophets, till the inheriting of the earth, ver. 5. Him
whom they tolerate no longer under heaven, Heaven will receive

into itself! Heavens, in the plural, refers to the many mansions

of John xiv. 2, and helps our anticipation of the greatness and

glory of the reward.

Vers. 13—16. The promise here already in the first part, as

we have seen, advances into a demand, that the gifts of grace

which have been received should exhibit and approve themselves.

The danger of not persevering in persecution has been just

before pointed out ; but now the discourse strengthens its tone,

and insists upon an indispensable continuance of active influence

and tesiimonxj in the midst of an evil world. Ye—who have

been described in vers. 3-10, who in your poverty have hun-

gered for and have obtained righteousness, in order to the exer-

cise of charity and peacemaking ; Ye—who have been addressed

in vers. 11, 12, as having to expect, like the prophets before you,

the ingratitude, scorn, and persecution of this world as your

earthly reward, but an everlasting compensation for all this, as

your reward in heaven : Ye are, what Grace has made you

—

he, and in joyful confidence continue to be, all that your neio

nature requires ! Let no hindrance prevent this : look well to

yourselves, that ye become not again incapable and unfit ! In

these verses the three main ideas, with reference to which the

whole sermon moves on in regular gradation (Promise, Require-

ment, and Warning), are reversed—from the point of their

connection with the preceding. First, altogether warning

—

Woe to the savourless salt! Then again, though in part a

promise—The light must noi and shall not be hid! Finally,
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with fuller grace—Let then the light which is given you, shine

forth

!

The discourse, after having looked back upon the prophets of

former times, turns at once to a prophetic contemplation of the

entire destiny of the new church—the city set on a hill ; an-

nounces here preparatorily, what comes more plainly before us

in the 10th chapter at the first sending forth of the messengers

of peace ; and already, just as at the close of this Gospel (ch.

xxviii. 19), embraces the whole earth—the whole world. But

what is the distinction Avhich our Lord, who begins here to dis-

close the essential truth of those natural images which were ori-

ginally provided for all human language, and to use them as the ,

elementary letters of His own superhuman utterance, makes in

this passage between salt and light ? It would be superficial to

regard it as a mere abstract distinction between life and know-

ledge. Rather is salt the inner essential power and virtue from

which the e£icacy proceeds by natural laws : light, on the con-

trary, is the outward expression of testimony viewed in itself.

Therefore the earth is opposed to the former as a dead, corrupt

mass which must be pervaded by it ; the world is the object of

the latter, as a dark region in which it must assuredly shine.

The middle term between the two is fire (Mark ix. 49, 50, and

Ps. 1. 2, 3—compare Lev. ii. 13).

The salt in itself is properly the power of life in its essence,

the imperishable permanence of an abiding essence, inwrought

into things as their principle by the Eternal. It can therefore

no more become corrupted into saltlessness, than the light can

become darkness, either in nature, or in that spiritual kingdom

of which it is the symbol. Yet, inasmuch as our Lord has

graciously condescended to say of those who have salt in them-

selves (Mark ix. 50), that they are the salt ; and to name those

light who are only lamps or lightbearers ; in this sense the salt

may become indeed savourless, and the light in us become dark-

ness (ch. vi. 23) : that is, if we lose again the salt and the light.

Salt alone averts corruption, and gives a good and savoury taste

(Job vi. 6); hence it appears in the sacrifices as the seasoning,

and a sign of the covenant of God. Without salt the earth is

corrupt before God (Gen. vi. 11), and all who live upon it

foul and stinking, an abomination in His sight (see Ps. xiv. 3

'"^C— ' comp. Job XV. 16). But God gives to the corrupted
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mass a new salt ; has checked the corruption from the very be-

ginning by His grace; and will now, in the fulness of His mercy

and of His truth, salt again the whole earth—if it will receive it

—unto life. The instruments of this great restoration are the

children of God through Christ ! They are the salt of the

earth, for they bear God's truth livingly within them, which is

made their salt, by which they should salt and season every-

thing around them : just as in v. 16 it is also said

—

your light.

They bring and they make peace, that is, in the full sense of

the Hebrew Di?^"^ for the healing of all corruption ; for they

bring the only living and abiding truth in righteousness ; and

only in truth is peace. (Col. iv. 6 ; Mark ix. 50 ; Zech. viii.

19.) Now, the healing influence of this sharply piercing truth

is foolishly resisted by human nature, and if it should therefore

intermit its piercing, through unbelief, and indolence in its pos-

sessors, and give way before the resistance which it meets ; if

its point should become blunted in the attack, and that which

through the might of God ought most powerfully to bear witness

and approve itself, should in the bye-ways of false peace de-

generate by degrees into a thing which only retains the outward

appearance of that truth which is for man's peace, but from

whence the power is fled :—then is the salt again become salt-

less, as church history has shown in the darkness of Roman
Christendom, and more recently in the no less profound dark-

ness of Rationalism.

The salt without savour has indeed the obvious appearance of

being doctrine which has become impotent and unsound ; yet,

since this can only be the consequence of the loss of power and

life in the salt-bearers, who themselves are termed the salt, it

would be .very false exposition to say that the Lord does not

speak here also of persons. That He does speak of them, the

treading under foot manifestly shows. It would ,be wrong to

say, that though men once endued with grace may become weak

and impotent for external influence in the awakening of others,

yet that they cannot themselves again be quite lost. That would

be through prejudice to do injustice to the word which here,

as elsewhere often in Scripture, expressly and incontrovertibly

warns against relapse as only, alas, too possible. He only can

^ "Wliat I have said concerning this in John xiv. 27, and elsewhere (also

in Isaiah), may be consulted and compared.
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salt the earth who is himself salted, has become salt ;—the abid-

ing virtue within, and its energy without, are strictly inseparable.

Now he who ceases to salt others, loses also the salt which pre-

serves himself: and after such loss of the heavenly gift is no

second renewal possible ; there remains only the consuming fire

of judgment, which is by no means the same with the salting

fire of purifying, saving, affliction. (Heb. vi. 4-6, x. 26, 27 ;

Mark ix. 49.) Only for the sake of the children of God who
prevent its judgment, and co-operate unto salvation, is the earth

preserved, though corrupt and full of wickedness, in order that

it may be their inheritance of the liegeneration. But those who

persist in their wickedness will not abide that spiritual severity -

which would work out their welfare, that mighty testimony of the

truth which is for their peace. Such salt is too fiery and biting

for them ; they persecute the righteous, and fight against the

ambassadors of peace. Now, herein lies the temptation of these

latter to become saltless ; and the Lord teaches His own not

lightly to despise this temptation ! Contemplating the future of

His church. He lifts up His warning cry, and proclaims what

has since so often taken place. But Luther's translation here

and in Mark ix. is quite incorrect—With what shall we salt ?

wherewith shall we season ? That would have seemed to refer

to a universal apostasy, and have given to the question such an

unsuitable meaning as this—If ye fall away, where will be God's

children for the world's good? What the Baptist said (Matt. iii.

9), is the fit rejoinder to such a view of the question.^ No, the

Lord most assuredly means:—If the salt loses its savour, where-

with shall it, the worthless salt, be salted again ? What follows

proves this

—

it is thenceforth useful or fit or good for nothing.

The casting out is the lot of that which is useless, which can

serve no purpose in the house ; and tlie treading under foot

further marks the perfect contempt of that which is thus cast

out. No " mending of the way as by manure" is here referred

to (Lange) ; but the Lord God casts the corrupt out of His

house and kingdom again, and thereby gives them over to the

scorn of men. The judgment upon Eli (1 Sam. ii. 30) has been

^ Hence with reference to Luther's text Hamann writes this vigorous

apphcation of it ;—The salt of learning is a good thing ; but if that be-

comes savourless, what shall we season with ? With what but the (/.apix

roll Kyipiiy/i<.ix.ro;, the foolishness of preaching ? (1 Cor. i. 21.)
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evor fulfilled again and again in an unfaithful priesthood : and

what the Lord here denounces has been true of entire apostate

churches as well as of individual faithless men. If the world

'persecutes, it is because it feels the power of truth and righteous-

ness : but when the saltless salt comes in its way, it despises

it beyond measure, treads it under foot with scorn—and that

deservedly

!

He who Himself alone is in an absolute sense " the Light of

the loorld'^ vouchsafes also to call His disciples so, who yet are

only bringers and bearers of the light {(pcodTTJ^zg, Phil. ii. 15 ;

'kv')(voi, John V. 35, i. 7-9), only lights kindled from above.

(Hence also presently ver. 15, Kaiovfft Xvxvov.) The light itself

can no more be thought of as first lighted, than salt proper as

salted. The children of light, heretofore of darkness, are light

in the Lord (Eph. v. 8) ; the light of the world is the sun ; and

the Messiah is termed by Malachi (iv. 2), at the close of prophecy,

the sun of righteousness. As such the Lord now proclaims Plim-

self to all who hear Him even in this word, and before that great

I am come! which follows ver. 17. But, as instruction in the

law is termed in the Talmud salt, and many a Kabbi a light of

the world, the Lord may be regarded as taking up the Jewish

doctrinal language which was already prepared for Him, and as

announcing in dignity that He, the highest Master, designed to

make His disciples also true masters and teachers. Yea, in

His mouth alone is that quite true, which from human lips

appears presumptuous ;—the testimony and doctrine of His dis-

ciples should actually fill the world with cleai'ly shining, true

light of the Light. The city on a hill is not by any means a

mere common figure of speech : the Lord derives the expression

from Ps. xlviii. 2 (comp. Hi., Ixxxvii. 1), as afterwards that of

ver. 35 from Ps. xlviii. 3. Pie speaks not of Saphet (as Sepp

idly says), nor of any other hilltown in the land : but of His

Church or congregation hereafter to be built, of the new Jerusa-

lem, to which will be given the light of the sun, when the old

Jerusalem, become saltless, the city upon the hill and all her de-

pendencies around, shall be given over to be trodden down of the

Gentiles. Now, however, in this period of development with

reference to which the Lord is immediately speaking, His mean-

ing includes all the true citizens of the city of God then living

in the diaspora. Although as yet scattered abroad, they can
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no more with their united h'ghts be hidden, than if the new city

were ah'eady built upon the hill, and reflected God's light upon

all the lands. Where light really is and continues to be, it must,

from its very nature, shine forth. The same God who founds

and builds for Himself the heavenly city, and kindles for Him-
self its lights, places them moreover upon fitting candlesticks,

each one upon its own. "We must take the expression—do men
light, and place, in ver. 15, in conformity with the general scope,

as the action of men figuratively used for the action of the wis-

dom of God. The church of the Lord is to be no secret insti-

tution, like the heathen mysteries. The light of the pure word

and of holy life is to burn brightly and loftily in it for the dark

world, which also itself is, and shall be made a House of God.

No human ordinance, no false shame or fear, may place this

light under a bushel, which is designed to shine forth from word

and work combined. What God has not done, man ought not

to do : though, alas, it has been too often done in various ways

;

but only where God's light and salt are lost. Man's worst

hushel upon the light of God is the bar and covering of " tem-

porals "—the bread and pay dealt out too richly or too sparingly

for the ministry in the church. Individually indeed the Lord
will often cover up in His wisdom some small fresh-kindled light,

that it may burn clearly in its time and order ; but he who
cannot tolerate that, and would himself prematurely ascend the

candlestick, may easily chance (as St Bernard reminds us) to be

blown out by the wind of temptation. This remains the essen-

tial matter, that the placing of the light be left to Him who
kindled it. He will do it, assuredly, at the right time and in the

right manner : for it was never His purpose when He kindled

the light that it should be hid. Now he who, through fear of

persecution or else through sluggishness, leaves his candlestick,

and, becoming unfaithful to his calling, wilfully covers his light,

shall have his light extinguished : yet concerning that the Lord

says nothing further now (as in ch. vi. 22, 23) ; for He has already

referred to this in what He says of the savourless salt. It is now
His purpose, less as a warning than in promise, to encourage

our shining, as that for which we were kindled. God only

covers so long as is necessary for the better burning. But our

short-sightedness, which we still retain though lights of the

world, may often confound, when self-ioill blends with our testi-
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nony, the bushel with the candlestick. A proverb says very

strikingly—Tlie true light Nvill burn, nevertheless, through the

Dushel.

It is of importance to observe, that it is not said, we must wish

ourselves to shine ; but, as the transLation well expresses it, that

we should lety freely, without covering or hindrance, our lights

that which has by grace been given to us, and exists within us,

shine before men, according to its own nature and the will of

Him who kindled it. The Lord says literally—so let your light

sMne ; and thus expressly distinguishes the true and only shining

light of the Father, which has made us to shine, from ourselves,

these bearers of the light. There is a promise in His require-

ment that we must, without any co-operation of ours, leave the

gift of God to its own self-evidencing pov/er, as if He had said

:

It will of itself shine, if ye hide it not ! That spurious desire

to shine brings only darkness within and around us. It is not,

Shine ye ; but, Let your light shine ! Before men ; as the expla-

nation of the expressions earth and world : even before the men
who persecute and revile you ; for this must be your only retalia-

tion—love and truth for hatred and lies. And now as to the

good works ! Are these not especially the loord of testimony

and confession of doctrine ? This is not excluded, as will appear

presently ; but our Lord immediately refers to the life, because

the good word without the good walk is of no avail ; a lie before

God, it can bear no testimony to truth before men ; with the

appearance of light it has no power of fire ; and tends rather to

the temptation of the world, and the dishonour of God. That

which, according toKom. ii. 23, 24, befell Israel, is also repeated

in the Christian community. The expression "good works,"

which explains the figurative " light," forms also the transition

to what follows from ver. 17 onwards, where the righteous-

ness of the disciples comes forward as the fulfilling of the

law in act and in teachinrr. What kind of works'? Here

is already laid down beforehand, as it were, the theme, which

is then developed from ver. 20. The external lustre, which

proceeds from the inner light, and which alone can be seen,

shines forth in genuine good works, that is, in works of light,

of love, of mercy ; so that here the salt may correspond to the

peace, and the light to the mercy, of that pure life of love whicli

was described before (vers. 7-9). And certainly the shinimj
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together of all the works in the entire loalk is here signified; which,

accordino- to Eph. v. 8-13, neither should nor can conceal its

revealino;, witnessing, light-nature. Of the individual good deeds

as such it is said on the other hand—Do them not before men !

{ch. vi. 1.) Isolated works or deeds do not properly shine; they

are rather as flashes in the night, which make the darkness appear

the darker : but the entire and persistent doing of all works

of pure light and love is a bright light upon the candlestick of

the office and calling. Again, to men, natural men, are these

works principally and first of all to be shown : the brother already

born of God understands our simple word, and God alone sees

the faith in the heart, the inner light itself as such. (Rom. xiv. ^

22.) That men should see our works is indeed the most imme-

diate end of our letting the light shine ; but the important end

within this end follows immediately ; and glorify your Father

which is in heaven.^ Not you yourselves, against which chapter

vi. presently lifts up a severe voice—^ye may yourselves be no

more praised, than yourselves shine. Not that men, instead of

all manner of evil (ch. v. 11), are to say nothing but good of

you, but that the Father in heaven (who is here named for the

first time) may be acknowledged as your Father through your

lio-ht, your good works ; and that ye may thus be termed i/zs

children even now before the world. Whence arises a new and

beautiful sense of the promise in ver. 9—as already ver. 7 had

implied ; they shall receive mercy from those, who, acknow-

ledging their love, love them in return.

But now, since men are wicked, and for the most part wicked

remain ; as they reject the salt and hate the light ; as they

neither acknowledge nor honour the Father or the Son (John

xvi. 3) ; as they consequently refuse the Father's honour in

His children, by ascribing that incontrovertible righteousness

in them which cannot be defamed, on the one hand to human

virtue which they praise, or to the gift of God which they ac-

knowledge ; therefore, with the good and shining works tlie

testifying word must not be wanting, which acknowledges the

grace of the Giver, and cries out,—This is my Father's light

through Christ, in whose name I do all this (Col. iii. 17). Then

^ Eoos has remarked, among others, that here the Lord, after ha\-irig

hitherto spoken of His Father, for the first time appropriates the Father-

name of God to men.
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are tlie clothes rent, and tliey cry to the people—We also are

sinful men like yourselves, but the grace of God is with us

(Acts xiv. 14 ; 1 Cor. xv. 10). The life without the word is

not enough, although the backwardness to confession often brings

falsely forward this expression of Christ, as if to prove that it is

enough to let the light of good works shine before men. Thereby

God's honour is not desired, but our own ; but when we glorify

our Father in our life and in our confession, then we constrain

men, at least as far as in us lies, to glorify Him also : first of all

and at once, by praising the grace which has been vouchsafed

to us, and then, receiving that grace also for themselves, by the

selfsame good works and light.

Vers. 17-20. " Finally, there is here also a warning, which,

in its emphatic restriction and rejection, points forward already

to the test at the end of all." Thus did we indicate this con-

clusion of the first head, and discern now, again, the close of

this conclusion in that most earnest icarnvig—AVithout a much
better, a perfect righteousness, there is no entrance into the

kingdom of heaven ! (Here, beforehand, just as in ch. vii. 21,

though not yet so fully established, but rather set down first as

a paradox in order to be fully proved.) This strongly-protesting

warning (either all the commandments of the law donCj or no

entrance by any means into the kingdom of heaven !) is preceded

by one more gentle :—Not one of the least of these command-

ments must be broken, either in teaching or in doing, by any

man, or he will be least in the kingdom of heaven ! And tchenee

then such righteousness in poor miserable man, to whom a

Gospel is preached, yet with such a demand as this ? The
introduction of the sermon has sufficiently assured us, that He
in whose coming the kingdom of heaven and His righteousness

comes to the poor as gift, consolation, and food. Himself brings

with Him His righteousness as His salvation : consequently, we
have here at the outset, as the true foundation of promise, on

which alone the requirement is erected, that great, emphatic, and

critical word—/ am come to fulfil the law and the pro]:)hets, as

first in Myself, so also in you, My believing and righteous ones !^

It is true, but not by misunderstanding it, to be too straitly limited,

that the Saviour liere "indicated the object of His own life" (Beugg.

Monatsbl. 1847. 9). For, He designs at the same time to say :—The law

must also by you—though only indeed tluough Me—be fulfilled.
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Because, moreover, this whole conclusion of the first main

division of promise is the transition to the severer tone of

demand and warning which follows ; therefore, to this especial

and most distinct promise of the whole Sermon on the Mount
(by which the Benedictions are first made intelligible) there is

appended a warning and exclusive declaration

—

Think not that

it is otherwise, that the saving grace which hath appeared may
remit or relax anything of that whole will of God, which has

been testified from the beginning, and waits for its full establish-

ment and performance ! Finally, that the whole section (vers.

17-20) may fall into the same threefold form which has become

familiar to us, we have between its commencement of promise

and its excluding close, the natural middle-term of requirement

in the simple words—All must be fulfilled ! (ver. 18.) Every

the least thing, every the most isolated precept of the great

whole (the law and the prophets, ver. 17), must receive its

fulfilment.

Thus will it be observed how the whole discourse, constantly

rising and reaching forward, evolves gradually its deep meaning

—each new utterance springing from the preceding as its imme-

diate consequence. Truths ever new and fundamental, clothed

in human language for human apprehension, proceed from the

living Organ of the one all-embracing Truth (I am He, who
bringeth to you righteousness) which bears in it the mind of the

Lord, and here gives an epitome of its first testimony. This

(ver. 17) is the true and essential marrow of that testimony

—

its immoveable foundation of rock. Its clear and luminous

declaration is essential to the right understanding of the whole

Sermon on the Mount. It prevents us from being terrified by

its succeeding requirements into a fear of condemnation ; and

teaches us in poverty/ of spirit to seek and find, to ask and receive

from Him who is come to fidfil all oighteousness—Who, lohile He
demands, promises likewise, and when He promises demands,—all

needful gracefor the fulfilm,ent of righteousness in ourselves.

And yet how wantonly do those err, who assert the Lord's

sermon to contain only the mere so-called morality which He
taught, and would thereby get rid of what they call the dogmatic

teaching of faith in His person, its Divine dignity and sole merit!

As they contradict their own heart and conscience, and will not

feel that the Benedictions at the commencement set aside all
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riffhteousness and fulfilment of the law in our own strength,

and speak only of grace for the miserable ; so now do they

entirely renounce their own understanding, shut their eyes and

their ears that they may not perceive and read and hear, the

inscription which is written upon the sublime portal which is

once more erected in ver. 17 :—It is I alone who bring in and

accomplish all ! Yes, verily, the testimony which is found in

St John's gospel, is anticipated here :

—

I am He ! Are not all

who hear His first -word constrained to ask—Who can this man
be but the Messiah, who thus announces blessedness, and thus

by His own immediate authority administers the kingdom of

heaven ? His first words are in clear and profound accord with

the most expanded predictions and promises of prophecy. And
then that lofty and unrestrained—For My sake, ver. 11, which

is so naturally uttered ! So again immediately that first attri-

bution to His disciples

—

your Father, ver. 16—springing from

the communicating grace of Him who had already openly called

God His Father, and continued throughout the entire sermon

(all being comprised in Our Father, ch. vi. 9) until that most

impressive My Father, of ch. vii. 21, closes it ! In conjunction

with this is the sublime—Verily, I say unto you—which similarly

pervades the whole (ch. v. 18 and onwards), placing Him who

utters it in Divine majesty above all the prophets, in the unity

of that only Lawgiver and Lord who spake by the prophets

:

until, at last, He who thus speaks announces Himself to be the

world's Judge in that day (ch. vii. 21-23), as He had in the

beginning announced Himself as the Giver of the world's

blessedness. In ch. v. 17, we have the ground of all that high

authority which speaks in the preceding and subsequent dis-

course, in the undisguised answer to the question :—Art Thou

He that should come ? (ch. xi. 3.)

Twice with emphasis :—I am come—to wit, as one who was

in being before He came, and comcth into the u'orld (John iii.

19, xi. 27, xii. 4G), knowing from xvhence He came : who is

come forth from above (John viii. 23, iii. 21), from heaven (vi.

33, 38), from God (viii. 42, xiii. 3), as the Father (xvi. 27, 28).

This is much more than Nicodemus, drawing back in the

paroxysm of his fear the confession which was sj)ringing to his

lips, attached to it when he strangely enough called Him only

—

teacher and prophet. For all the prophets are but sent ; He of
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whom they prophesy, and He only, cometh from God. As else-

where there is often appended to this expression—I am come !

the aim and result of His coming in a variety of aspects (Matt.

ix. 13, X. 34, xviii. 11, xx. 28 ; Lu. ix. 56, xii. 49 ; John vi. 38,

ix. 39, X. 11, xviii. 37), so here also it is directly given :—I am
come to fulfil.

This, however, is attested with the negative warning

—

Think

not, or ^7^ vo[jjiayirz, by no means be deluded into imagining that

I am come to destroy the law or the prophets. Such an utter-

ance presupposes testimonies concerning His person already

received, and the existence of misunderstanding and false expec-

tations in relation to it. Wherein did these consist ? In a two-

fold error, as the Lord afterwards shows,—in false hope and in

false fear. Especially, and first of all, the Lord testifies, in

immediate connection with the requirement of good works (ver.

16), against the delusion that the Messiah {Himselfwho assumed

to be the Messiah) would dispense with the fulfilment of the holy

laio ; for, such a delusion more or less consciously pervaded the

entire expectation of a carnal Messiah's kingdom, which might

instantly be set up with its temporal prosperity and splendour,

without repentance and regeneration unto holiness. (Hence

once again the
i/j^ vofJbia^Ti of ch. x. 34.) The kingdom of God

consists only in obedience to the will of God, only in and with

God's righteousness (hence ch. vi. 33) the law remains inviolate

—Be ye therefore holy, for I am holy ! (ch. v. 48). But, for

the other side of the error which understood not the Scrip-

tures, whether of the law or the prophets. He who was come

found existing a false fear of innovation, and the destruction of

established and ancient institutions. In their blindness to the

law which must abide ever, they forgot the distinction between

it and the types and the shadows which God's commandment
appointed for their own time, and even between it and the pre-

cepts which had been added by man ; they consequently inferred

in their delusion that a Messiah who should invade the then

extant Judaism could not be the true one of whom the prophets

had written ; for they understood the prophets still less even

than the law, and had utterly marred their promises by a carnal

interpretation. Both kinds of delusion were in manifold ways

mixed up in carnally-blinded Israel : only that in the mass of

the people the false hope of the relaxation of the law in order to
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their supposed fulfilment of the prophets, and in the pharisaic

heads of the people the false fear of innovation, rather predomi-

nated. There lay, in fine, in the hidden consciences of all the

people—whose will and not their knowledge was at fault—a?i

absolute dread of the true fuljilment of the prophets in order to the

true establishment of the laic. The Lord's mighty protest against

each fallacy that ignorance or opposition of will might heget,

embraces all this in its inmost connection, so that every one

might take his own reproof; and exhibits tlie law and the

prophets in their inviolable unity, as one great prediction of

Himself which waits for its fulfilment ; as one great preparatory

institute which reaches in Him, only in Him but certainly in

Him, its end and consummation, that is, its perfect fulfilment

and realization. Now, as this preparatory institute was of God,

of the self-same God whom the Messiah calls His Father, He
could not speak of anything like a dissolution or destruction of

that which was essential and true therein.

The superabounding fulness of meaning in this sublime testi-

mony of Christ to Himself—whereby he places Himself between

the Old Testament and the New as the living unity and truth

of both—embraces thus the whole doctrine concerning His

person and His work, is the epitome of all that Christology

which is to be developed from them, as the substance of all

theology, the sum of all true understanding of Scripture and

revelation. To deduce this in all its amplitude is not the design,

of these our hints : we can only affirm and indicate how the

understanding of such a saying as this requires an understand-

ing of the whole Old Testament, as it goes back to its very

beginnings and roots ; and of the whole New Testament as well,

inasmuch as it looks forward by antici[)ation to the entire fulfil-

ment of those of its last predictions which have not yet been

accomplished.

" The laio and the prophets ^^ ^takcn together are the name
of the Old Covenant (as afterwards, ch. vii. 12, xi. 13, xxii. 40) :

yet not merely in the sense of the current manner of speech

which divided the external body of the Scriptures under the

titles min and D''S"'a:, but with reference to those two aspects

of the Old Covenant upon which such a division was based

—

viz., commandment and promise. These two fundamental cle-

mentSp however, so thoroughly interpenetrate one another; that
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the whole, the legal as well as the prophetic word, the legal as

well as the prophetic institution, may be regarded as comprising

both : the one element commanding the fulfilment of the fore-

announced will of God, and the other, pointing in prophecy to

that future, which alone will bring this fulfilment. He who does

not thus understand the Old Testament, has not yet even begun

to understand it : its double-name is its only right name. It is

a law, which has not yet found its corresponding obedience, and

which yet must and shall be done : it is a promise, which yet

waits for its fulfilment. When this has come, it becomes an Old

Testament, and gives place to the New. But this New Testa-

ment, again, is no other than the truth and reality of the Old,

its fulfilment, which can alone bring it, as old and precursory, to

an end. Oh that our critics of the present day would understand

this ; whose entire but idle toil is expended upon the vain en-

deavour to rend asunder the two Testaments of God, to unbind

the law and the prophets, and then—to regard indeed Christ as

one who has come, but who fulfils nothing and nothing brings !^

Let the Old Testament first be broken, then is broken also the

New ; as we have seen in the progress of Rationalism into all

unbelief: let the Christ be taken away, who has come as He
was to come, then is there no longer a revelation and no more

a living God.

To proceed, however, with a more specific examination of this

subject :—What is the law, of which the Lord here speaks ?

Assuredly not merely the unaptly so-called moral law of the Ten
Commandments ; for Israel had learned nothing in Scripture of

any such improper division of that one, entire law, which the

Lord had given them in various commandments, moral precepts

and statutes. To that same law belongs, in inseparable unity

with it, what we term the ritual or civil law ; all is together but

the one will of God, which is to be established in the obedience

of His holy people. The typical ceremonies of the service of

God, with all that appertains to them, were all appointed with

reference to sin, just as they fore-announced its atonement ; the

external regulations of the polity of the people and the state

^ Instead of explaining away witli tlieir trifling the assertion of our Lord,

they had better deal with it as the old heretic Marcion did, and reverse it

at once,—as if He had said, t/ 'hoKsln; on vT^dov Ts-y^Yipuacii toi/ v6/^ov ?j rot/j
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which arc not less typical than the former, are for the correction

of disobedience, while they foretell the coming of a people and

commonwealth of God, which should be the future realization of

these fomis. The commandments of Sinai, again, with all their

condemning severity, rest upon the ground of that word of

covenant mercy—I ani the Lord thy God, who redeemeth thee:

and thus direct the hope of faith to go beyond their letter, and
wait for that spiritual fulfilment, in which the law will not be

given unto death but unto life. The law itself as such secretly

testifies and predicts a righteousness of God, which should be

made manifest (Rom. iii. 21). On the other hand, the language

and testimony of the jyivphets, especially those who spoke after

the law, with Moses himself at their head, is always in strict

unison with all that word, which from the beginning had been

a word of prophetical promise (Acts iii. 21). They speak of

the law, as the expositors of its spiritual meaning which the flesh

cannot fulfil, and as most inexorable preachers of repentance, of

woe, and of judgment—Elias and John the Baptist being their

prominent types ; but they also with most benignant consolation

point to a coming grace—yea, to a grace which already began

to be in some measure experienced, but reserved its full proof

for the great futurity.^ The law requires the righteousness of

God in us (Rom. viii. 4), and at the same time predicts, as being

given by a God of grace, that He will bestow it. The prophets

promise the kingdom of God, and the advent of One as its King
—who will fulfil all, yielding a true obedience to the law as a

servant, such as no individual servant of God, and much less the

whole people had been ; offering a true propitiation for sin as a

Priest ; bringing in the fellowship of God's covenant in all its

fulness and reality as the Mediator of the Covenant, and the

Lord our rigliteousness : but at the same time every word of the

prophets requires, as given by the God of truth, the coming of

that future One, and the fulfilment by Him and tlirough Him
of all that was written concerning Him. The law is a prophecy

pointing to Christ
;
prophecy is a law, a will of the Father for

Christ to do. Of both together in their unity He who was to

^ Thus the Benedictions themselves were all of them taken out of the

prophetic word : see Isa. Ivii. 15, Ixvi. 2, Ivii. 18, Ixi. 3 ; Ps. xxxvii. 11,

cvii. 9 ; Isa. xli. 17. Ivi. 2, Ixv. 13; Prov. xi. 29 ; Ps. xxiv. 4, 5, xxxiv. 19;

Isa. li. 7, Ixvi. 5.

VOL. I. I
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come speaketh :—What is written in the volume of the book is

written of Me, and all is obligatory upon Me, I must come to

do the will of God (Ps. xl. 8, 9). Did no such Christ come,

then would the entire Old Testament, which declares itself to

every candid mind to be the marrow of the world's ancient

history, and to contain the revelation of the most essential truth

of humanity, remain a beginning without an end ; a before

without an after ; a riddle without its key ; not merely a longing

of the human spirit without its fruition, but a testimony of the

Spirit of God without truth ; an incomprehensible nothing,

making an incomprehensible pretension to contain in itself a

living germ—a germ, however, that never knevr development,^

withered up in this modern Judaism, the miserable and worth-

less remains of the religion of that man who once believed in

God, and sought after righteousness in vain

!

But Christ is come ; and, as He now at the first by this most

sacred " I " bears true and absolute witness to Himself as the

end of the Old Testament, so has the history of His kingdom

and of His work since then, of the institution founded in the

New Testament down to the present day, borne witness to the

truth of His word. The actual and surely-progressing fulfil-

ment in the history of the world and the church since Christ of

all that waited for fulfilment in the old world, cannot be entirely

mistaken but by such a delusion from the abyss as knows of no

fulfilment either of man's longings or of God's commands and

promises, simply because it dissolves all things in the Indian

Maja, or swallows up all things in a bottomless grave. Or
rather would dissolve and swallow up, but cannot : for the laio

of God still abides, testifying against sin, and urging men ever

to the word of the prophets concerning the fulfilling and atoning

obedience of one man for all. Yea, Christ Himself is still in

His church, and asks most earnestly : If I am not come to fulfil,

what then is humanity, history, God ?

Has Christ, then, in any sense, brought a new, a better, a

more perfect law, than the law, to fulfil which He avows Him-

self to be come ? By no means, as the whole Sermon on the

Mount, His whole word, and the virtue of that law itself in our

consciences, attest. All the prophets, representing the conscience

ofthe people,which again represented the conscience of humanity,

knew of none other than the one, eternal law. But this, through
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the Spirit of God, they went on to predict, that One was coming,

whose salvation should consist only in the establishment of this

law, and its righteousness, and further also, in the establishment

in its true meaning and fulfilment of the entire typical ceremonial

and political law of Israel, llic law and the propliets are at all

points internally one. Therefore the Lord does more than merely

place them in juxtaposition—the law and the prophets ; but,

with deep emphasis,—Think not that I am come to destroy the

law or the prophets, that is, neither the one nor the other,

neither of the two Avhich are yet but one. The requirement

points to the promise, the promise to the requirement : the latter

predicts the Spirit, as the Spirit enforces the latter. But, inas-

much as the fii'st and most immediate delusion, to which the

entire connection of His discourse is opposed, was only that of

supposing that He would relax the law, He orders His words for

their conviction upon that subject :

—

No more will I destroy the

law than I will destroy the prophets ! If ye expect a Messiah,

such as the prophets fore-announced, and yet suppose that He
will come as a relaxer of the law, ye do greatly err, not under-

standing the prophets in their central harmony with the law. If

I did not fulfil the law, then would the prophets also fail in their

fulfilment.

Thus does the Lord disclose the deep common foundation of

all that delusion and error which withstood Himself by a per-

verted expectation of the Messiah. It was simply the Jews who

destroyed the prophetic word, by a carnal interpretation of it.

It was simply the Pliarisees, who likewise destroyed the law :

—

by teaching it without performing it themselves (ch. xxiii. 3, 4),

by sacrificing one part of it to another, omitting the weightier

matters, judgment and mercy, while they cared for the externals

of its ceremonies (xxiii. 23) ; by neglecting the spirit that was

required, while they were exact in the letter and work of their

conscious hypocrisy ; finally, by making the most important

fundamental commandments of God of none effect through

their superadded traditions (ch. xv. 3-6). Tlicrefore He is no

Messiah to these Pharisees, who in their evil imagination call

destroying fulfilling, and fulfilling destroying. Therefore must

the righteousness of His disciples, and of the subjects of His

kingdom, be something exceedingly different from the so-called

righteousness of these Pharisees :— it must spring from the
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power and grace of His own true fulfilment, which has come,

and is ever coming.

What is this, in fine, and how does the Lord fulfil the law as

well as the prophets ? He fulfils the law as its first perfect

Teacher and Performer (ver. 19) ; Who releases the spirit,

which though in it was bound in it, by the confirming testimony

of a spiritual interpretation, and the living exhibition of it in

word and work ; Who, as man, made of a woman, and made
under the law, as minister of the circumcision bound to all the

ordinances of Israel (Gal. iv. 4; v. 3), fulfils in perfect obedience

all righteousness; and satisfies every righteous obligation which

human nature and the creature sustains in relation to God (rd,

'TTi^og rov &z6v, Heb. ii. 17). But, because this obedience, which

was freely undertaken in the incarnation of the eternal Son, is

fully accomplished in His sacrifice for us sinners who could not

render it—an obedience not merely imputed to us, but implanted

in us through our actual union with His humanity—therefore

Christ in His entire obedience, suffering in doing from the

beginning, and doing in suffering to the end, is the one meri-

torious and living sacrifice, finally and fully presented in death,

the true object of the whole typical law, which testified of the

necessity of such a sacrifice between God and man on account

of sin. He is the Righteous One, who bears and overcomes in

enduring love the sin which rages against Him in temptation

;

yet the curse of the laio is withal fulfilled in Him through His

mysterious substitution in our stead, but only in order to make
way for the blessing. In this is realized the true use of the law,

that for which it was given to sinners ; that they through the

law may die to the law ; that the power of sin may be broken

in its conflict with inviolable righteousness ; that God may
conquer in judgment, and yet man not be lost, but be redeemed

to a new life in living righteousness. In Christ's flesh, which

is our sinful flesh, and yet, which is through the eternal Spirit

without sin, the flesh is put to death, the enmity is abolished,

sin is judged, the judgment of God against sin is executed even

unto the securing of a new holiness. He sanctifies and offers

Himself for us, and in this act of obedience unto death He is

the servant of God, the Prophet and the High Priest of Whom
the law and the prophets foretold. As in His death sin is

abolished and its curse is repealed, so also every vain delusion
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of erroneous expectation in which the bhndness of sinners have

enveloped the promise, is revealed and destroyed as such ; His

cross is the death of all Israel's carnal hopes of a Messiah. The

coveriufT fl^Hs from the eyes of those who refuse not to see this,

the shadows fade away, the veil of the figure is rent, for its

reality is come and is set up. Its further consequence and

efficacy is immediately fulfilled in the Rise7i Redeemer ; the ser-

vant is glorified as the Son ; the kingdom of the King and the

Lord, of which also all hud foretold, begins to appear. The

Lord who died especially for the fulfilment of the law, though

to that also the prophets contributed their testimony, Uveth now

especially for the fulfilment of prophecy in its stricter sense

;

although the promise of the law

—

He that doeth these things shall

live! is realized also in Him, who as the Righteous One has

voluntarily accomplished in Himself the command of the law

—

For thy sin shalt thou die I even to the attainment of a super-

abundance of righteousness. This life, thus by right as well as

grace obtained for us, is one with the Blessing of the first pro-

mise to Abraham ; and thus the righteousness of the law itself,

which was for ever beyond our own attainment, turns in Christ

into a righteousness of faith for us (Gal. iii. 8-14). The cir-

cumcision of the heart which the law required, the profound

truth which was borne witness to by the whole sacrificial economy

of the tabernacle (for the veil and the foreskin are the same in

the inner spirit of the man before God), is, through the obedience

rendered by Jesus in His perfect humanity, brought nigh and

within reach of us all (Rom. x. 6-10). The law is far from

being relaxed, and our being released from it is eternally im-

possible. We are delivered, rather, from the curse of the law

in order to its being established in its due honour. For the

power of sin in the flesh is taken away, and the influence of

the life-giving Spirit is shed upon us in unrestrained abundance

from the glorified God-man (Isa. lix. 19).

When the Lord, in the Sermon on the Mount, said—I am
come for such fulfilment as this,—all was not yet accomplished

in Himself which was incumbent upon Him, but He had only

within Him as yet the resources of power and willingness for all.

His whole toork is developed and consummated in and with His

person. When He cried upon the cross

—

It is finished—then

was His great work truly accomplished ; and all that remained,
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even up to the ascension, was but the manifestation and com-

pletion of the victory which He had obtained. When He had

risen again and reached His consummation, He fully explained

all that the prophets had spoken of Him, and in what sense all

had been imposed upon Him as a sacred necessity (Lu. xxiv.

25, 26). But that which is in Him accomplished and esta-

blished for us^ must from this time be also accomplished and

established in us : in order that the righteousness demanded of

the law may be fulfilled in us, and the law be established

through faith (Rom. viii. 4, iii. 31). He who thus has shown

Himself the end of the law and of prophecy, has become thereby

the new and living beginning of a new covenant and kingdom, ^

the old covenant and the old kingdom of Israel having risen

again in their great and high reality. There remains yet for

fulfilment in the new church no less than all that is written in

the law of Moses and the prophets and in the Psalms (Lu.

xxiv. 44) : and since the time that the heaven received Christ,

He intermits not the influence of His Spirit, nor will He till

the restitution of all things which God hath spoken since the

world began. (Acts iii. 21.) The new creation of the Spirit

begins immediately upon the day of Pentecost, in simple ' and

gradual fulfilments of what had before been written : the whole

typical history of Israel is reproduced in its essential reality in

the true Israel of God, and will go on till the new heaven and

the new earth are created, wherein dwelleth righteousness.

The ordinances of men, however, which were not the laiv, are

utterly abolished; as well ail the mere human expectations which

answered not to the meaning of the prophets. And not only so,

for the 2ict\x^ fulfilment of the old Scripture is at the same time

to some extent an abolishing fulfilment, inasmuch as that which

was preparatory ceases through its completion, the shadow retires

before the substance, and the sliell which enclosed and concealed

the kernel drops from it. The servant of Israel, the minister of

the circumcision, the Messiah of the Jews, becomes a Saviour

of the world, as it was indeed most plainly predicted. (Rom.

xiv. 8-12.) That which through the imperfection of the pro-

phetic vision was only uttered with restriction and limitation, is

expanded now into most abundant and glorious universality

;

and thus only fully corresponds with the meaning which the

spirit in their letter had signified from the beginning. Yet
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more ! As the prophecy has found its end when fulfilled in

Christ, so that no more prediction shall up forth concerning

Him, and we are released from all expectation of another than

He who is already come, and of anything else than what we
now ha^-e, from all the imperfection of fragmentar}^ prophecies

which have not yet found their unity ; so also is Christ, as the

Fulfiller of the law, likewise its end, that is, the Icno in contra-

distinction from its fulfilment (and as such only secretly pre-

dicting a future righteousness of grace, while condemning

present unrighteousness) has altogether lost its force for those

who are justified in Christ through faith. We are no longer

under the law, for through Christ it lives within us and works

its own accomplishment ; its requirement no longer presses upon

us a commandment from without

—

Thoii, shalt ! Whoso doeth

not all these things, let him be accursed and die ! The punish-

ment of the law is no more contemplated than its rewards, by

those who, through the Spirit of grace in Christ, arc made meet

to be the people and temple of God.

Finally, there is another sense in which both the law and the

prophets continue still, and cannot fail till all things be accom-

plished. Grace itself retains the ofSce of correction, and Christ,

as the living and life-giving law of the Spirit, chastises sin,

indeed, even in lEs own, until He finds it no longer ; but Ilis

chastisement is only unto life and peace. (Isa. liii.) The old

law viewed as preparative, also, is not gone out of the world

;

but still exercises, as ever, its open or secret office wherever the

Christ who has come is not yet preached : and even in con-

junction with the work of the Spirit in evangelical preaching,

the work of the letter continues upon all hearts and consciences

in the outer congregation, before Christ comes into it. The
Lord Iliniself as Prophet preached the law, to prepare the way
for Himself; and His servants follow His example.^ Similarly

Christ Himself, in Plis person and history from His birth to His

ascension, is a still-continued prophecy of the fulfilment of His

^ The law and tlie Gospel go ever hand in hand, and jointly increase in

the clearness and profundity of their revelation. The law reaches its ful-

filment in Christ, not only in His bearing of its curse, but also in His more
perfect revelation of its demand, through His own word and act—even till

the final judgment and the kingdom of grace are at once and together fully

brought to li£?ht. So SchLiberlein, Stud. u. Krit. 1847, 1, p. 26, 27.
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work, of the reproduction of His person in His churcli : as the

church again, in its beginning and progress, is still a prophecy

of His matured body, of the Temple finally completed at the

end of the world. This is, indeed, a living prophecy, bearing

in itself the power and security of its own fulfilment, but still a

prophecy pointing to the future. Waiting has no more ceased

than Duty : only for all who are in Christ, the former is a pro-

gressive possession and attainment, the latter a progressive

ability and willingness. Similarly the prophetic word continues

to be a standino; witness to all who have not acknowledged the

Christ as come, even till they acknowledge Him. And all

things thus go on, till the law and the prophets have reached"

their fulfilment in the perfect church, the body of the great

Head ; until the final decision and separation of the judgment

has come, which is everywhere attested to be the goal of all law

and prophecy : and thereby the end returns back to the begin-

ning again, the entire Old Testament appears spiritually, yet

visibly, in the tabernacle of God among men, eternally new; and

after the last rejection of the unbelieving, and the glorification

of the faithful, nothing more remains to be commanded or

threatened, and nothing more to be foretold.

Thus have we, to some little extent, pointed out the meaning

of our Lord's utterance in Matt. v. 17 :—the enlightened reader

will discover how little only of its inexhaustible fulness. But we
have not once as yet fixed our attention upon the second sentence

of this great saying, in which He so emphatically repeats

—

lam
not come to destroy hut to fidjil. Is this really a repetition only

for the sake of emphasis ? Assuredly so in part, so far as it is

the Lord's design to impress a more vivid conviction of the

infinite contrariety of these two things, and to place in a more

striking light the folly of that delusion which expected any abro-

gation from Him. But there is also something new in His mean-

ing, something wider and greater, when He now omits the "law

and the prophets," and testifies in general and comprehensively:

I am altogether and absolutely not come to abolish anywhere

anything that is right and true ; but My coming is throughout

and entirely to conserve, to expand, and to fulfil all the rudi-

ments, preparations, and tendencies towards the kingdom of God
in humanity. Hereby does He throw His unrestrained glance

over Israel even into the whole world of Heathenism, for which
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also He is come, and in wliicli also there will be found elements

of preparation for His coming, -svliicli Ilis new revelation may
seize upon ; for He comes not absolutely to create anew, but

rather to fulfil. He looks into the deep things of humanity

in relation to God, and surveys its history as presenting a uni-

versal aspiration towards Himself, and waiting for His coming.

And do not these very Scriptures concerning the future Christ,

which were given by God to Israel, that copy of humanity, also

disclose the self-same preparation for Him, though more hidden

and darkened, in the other nations of the earth ? Is there not

something in them all, which we may also term vo[jjOg '^ 7rpo(p}j-

rcii sig 'KpiTrov ? The heathens have a law in their conscience,

a worship of God through sacrifice in their religions, codes of

morals and rights in their political economy, longings and pre-

sentiments in their wise men and poets, who are also their

prophets. (Tit. i. 12 ; Acts xvii. 28.) The Lord brings its

fulfilment to every such expectation in the ancient world, and

destroys nothing in all this which testifies to the righteousness

and truth of God ; only its sins and its delusions He destroys

everywhere, as being the work of the devil, in order that He
may help forward to its development, every, the most secret,

germ implanted of God which still existed among them. How
gracious and full of encouragement is this word for all in

the world, who, as poor as they are sincere, are waiting for

righteousness ! How solemn and admonitory is the instruction

which it gives to all the Lord's servants. His missionaries among
the heathen and His preachers in Christendom, that, in every

relation, internal or external, they must not teach and labour in

the spirit of such entire abolition as their Lord here signifies,

but bring in everywhere a universal fulfilment through Him
who came to be the spirit of all forms, the consummation of all

beginnings, the answer of all questions, the satisfaction of all

necessity.

But let not the zoorld think, even the Christian world down to

this day, that He came for any other end than to establish the

whole \s"\\\ of God, as the law and the prophets in Israel espe-

cially enforced and foretold it :—let this be declared to the

world continually in the Lord's own words, both for its encourage-

ment and its warning. Fear ye not this new thing which Christ

brings, as being a subversion of all established customs, a casting
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down of your own vain righteousness, and an interruption of

your own cherished peace : He does indeed destroy inexorably

the Old, which was not from God and avails not before Him,

but only as the fulfiUer of all aspirations towards a true righteous-

ness in God's sight ! But hope not for that grace as bringing a

false freedom from law ; wait not for His kingdom with expecta-

tion that savours in any degree of the blind delusion ofthe Jewish

expectation of Messiah: He does indeed make all things new in

the spirit; He brings grace, peace, life and blessedness, but only

in order to righteousness in the obedience of God's will ! Would
you rather have a Saviour who should not establish the law of

Sinai, because your evil conscience recoils from it ; a Saviour

who should leave behind much of the Jewish word of prophecy,

because your foolish fancy in the unbelief of a sluggish heart

opposes it ?—then does He most decisively answer you, Such an

one am not II

Ver. 18. For all must and will he fulfilled, that is written in

the ancient Scriptures, even to the tittle. Of this the Lord gives

His yet stronger assurance, and confirms it with His Amen,

which was heard first in John i. 51, and had since then been often

used to individuals, as in John iii. 3, v. 11, but now for the first

time occurs in His public teaching of the people. The prophets

who testified of Him who was to come, and Moses, the mediator

of the law, might only say—Thus saith the Lord ! But here

that Lord Himself is speaking whose way they all as servants

had prepared ; Who, greater than a prophet, expounds the true

meaning of the law which Himself had given (vers. 21, 27) ;

withdraws those condescending concessions which it had made to

the hardness of their hearts (vers. 31, 33, 37), and re-establishes

and reimposes it in all the perfection of its original integrity

;

Who, indeed, thus early declares Himself (vers. 19, 20) to be the

one Lawgiver and Judge who receives into or rejects from

the kingdom of heaven. He it is who thus preliminarily asserts

His own authority and the authority of the whole subsequent

discourse : / say unto you ! Here at once His peculiar method
^

of instruction begins to become more distinctly manifest, in which

He excites the deaf ear to attention by strihingproverbial sayings

which have the appearance of hyperbole, and yet utter nothing

Dut the actual and literal truth, of which no tittle shall be abated,

and which He can seal with His Amen !
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Wc perceive immediately, if wc only give heed, how far-

reaching had been the Lord's preceding word concerning the

fuljilment of the law and the prophets; since the fulfilment is to

take place not merely in Ilis own person, but further and ever

increasingly through Ilim in all icho are His, through the whole

vet future history of h umanity in all its ages down to the end of

the days of heaven upon earth (Deut. xi. 21). He now mentions

onlv the laic, as the more common name in popular usage, which

employed both interchangeably ; but its connection with what

has gone before shows that it embraces also the prophets, whose

prophecies must as certainly be fulfilled as the commandments of

the law,—see the repetition of this at a later period in St Luke

xvi. 16, 17. Yet, when we mark what follows, we perceive

that there is a transition in this expression, and that the Lord is

proceeding now to bring into prominence the law in its nai'rower

sense, the commandments of righteousness. Heaven is not the

heavens of vcr. 12 ; as earth, here, is not the same which is pro-

mised in ver. 5, as an inheritance; but the present heaven and the

present earth, which await a passing away, crapsp^su^a;, a vanish-

ing, a growing old (as 2 Cor. v. 17 ; Jas. i. 10 ; Eev. xxi. 1),

the beinir chano;ed and renewed, according to the predictions

of the Scripture, which clearly announce this in such places as

Ps. cii. 27 ; Isa. xxxiv. 4, li. 6, Ixv. 17 ; and even in its earliest

revelation had occasionally made it knov/n, as in Gen. viii. 22 ;

Job xiv. 12. The first till is just as certain and as necessary

as the second—compare the direct assertion in Lu. xxi. 33.

Thus the substance of the word of God, written before Christ,

and in Him to be fulfilled, with the development of this His

kingdom and work, stretch forward to the final passing away of

all that is perishable, and changing of all that is mutable : then

first when the world passes away, will the fulfilment of all be

complete and established

!

Heaven and earth, the form of this present world, are but a

transitory creation to endure for their season (1 Cor. vii. 31

;

Heb. xii. 26, 27) ; but the word of God abideth for ever (Isa.

xl. 8). The world passes away entirely and as a whole ; there

is coming another heaven and another earth ; but the word of

God, the slightest minutiae of which are here compared with the

whole universe, must remain even to the smallest point. There

is in that word, rightly conceived of, neither small nor great

;
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nothing in it can be lost ; for it is, and mnst ever be, a living

whole. And this applies to the word which is written in the

letters of human language, to the Scripture which cannot be

broken (St John x. 35), as the icHra h ^ [j/ia yczputcc incontro-

vertibly declares. The iota is the smallest letter; the tittle,

little horn or point, is the smallest part of a letter, which apper-

tains to the true and established Scripture,' That this strong

expression refers figuratively in its special meaning to the least

important of its contents, is plainly to be understood : and this

saying therefore teaches us, that while with the change of the

heaven and the earth there will follow also, finally, a change of

the form of the word of God, a passing away of the letters and -

points in which it nmst till then be contained, its full accomplish-

ment yet remains—till all be fulfilled. This all comprehends

every h zcci [Mia, which now exists in the letter, and shall remain

in its reality ; and assures us of such a fulfilment of everything

in Scripture, whether great or small, first or last, in its pure and

actual truth, as we cannot now apprehend. The matmer of this

establishment of the written word in the eternal permanence of

the new world, our Lord leaves in obscurity, even as He does

the manner of the old w^orld's passing away. Thus much,

however, He says, in passing to His subsequent discourse, that

this fulfilment begins in His disciples' performance of it unto

righteousness.

Ver. 19. He therefore now turns more particularly to the

commandments of the Scripture, and asserts their inviolable con-

tinuance as a whole and in their individual precepts, in opposition

to the destructive error of the Pharisees. They are obviously

referred to here, though without being named, as He presently

afterwards places His disciples in direct contrast with them.

The Pharisees understood not that the law is a living whole

(Jas. ii. 10), though the many threads united in one border upon

the fringes which Moses appointed (Num. xv. 38 ; Matt, xxiii.

5), might have pretypified it to them. They counted the single

commandments as single, just as even yet a blind misunderstand-

ing has nothing better to say than—This God has commanded

to us, and this also, and yet further this. They investigated

' And by which alone many Hebrew letters are distinguished, as ") and ^^.

The iota is often superfluous, yet even then the Jews ascribed to it a pecu-

liar signification.
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with subtilty which \Yere the greater and the greatest command-

ments ; and which as being the least might be left unperformed:

—just as even now dead systems of spurious morality and ethics

speculate about a collision of duties, in which one must give place

to another ; and dream furthermore of grosser and more venial

sins. It was their custom to compare what they regarded as the

least commandments with the smallest letters of the Scripture,

* or 1, and to this folly the Lord had alluded in the previous

remark. They at last, in the excess of their perverseness, treated

the especial precepts of holiness (which the Lord Himself, more

strictly defining His present expression, certainly terms ra (occpv-

rspcc Tov vo(JjOv) as slight and insignificant in comparison with

the external ordinances and customs, in the frivolous fulfilment

of which they sought their righteousness (Matt, xxiii. 23, 24).

In opposition to all this, the Lord asserts the equal validity of

the smallest of these commandments also, as being uttered always

with a like " Thus saith the Lord," and from among them He
presently afterwards takes His examples. By the admonitory

" Whosoever, therefore.) shall break one of these," He does not so

much aim at the Pharisees, as at His own disciples, appointed to

office in His kingdom, who are warned against doing as they did.

This breaking takes place, as the connection shows, through a

spurious, enervating exposition which teaches it as something

unimportant, leading as a consequence to an entire disregard of

it, so that the requirement of the commandment is annulled, and

it is left altogether unperformed. AVhosoever of His disciples

deals in any such manner with the law, in this or the other

department of its precepts, and teaches the people so, let him /

know that he is a bad teacher, who himself has understood and

received but little of the perfect righteousness of the kingdom of

heaven. Since he has not scrupled to term some command-

ments the least, he shall in just requital, here, in tlie true records

of the church, and hereafter, when every man's praise or blame

shall be righteously dealt to him, himself be called the least.

This is obviously not to be taken in a good sense (it is severer

than f/j(Kp6ripog, ch. xi. 11), but has an almost scornful tone, and

verges upon not entering the kingdom at all, though it is not

altogether the same.^ For the Lord does not refer to full and

^ There is to vs more of irony in the tone, than (as Brauuo thinks) of love

and gentleness, such as might yet consider the object of it to ))e in the
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absolute Pharisaism, but to an intermixture of it in His disciples

with error of judgment. But whosoever of them, on the other

hand, is zealous with all his might, and before all things, to do

the apparently least commandments of God, and in this spirit

teaches the law, shall be called great in the kingdon of heaven,

shall be acknowledged as a genuine teacher and master (Rabbi

is equivalent to great) in the final and just judgment which

shall give to every man his due. Ye must be Eabbis, in a better

sense and in the highest truth of the name ! Mark, then,

accordingly, who are in the sight of Christ the little Rabbis, and

the untaught doctors; and who are the great and genuine

expounders of Scripture and masters of the law ! But art thou

disposed to press the matter so far as to cleave to the minutest

letter as such, or even to accept this most important expression

of our Lord so strictly in the letter as to deduce from it the per-

petual, external obligation of all those Mosaic precepts, which

He, nevertheless, elsewhere has by His Spirit annulled ?—then

hast thou not yet rightly understood the Master, who speaks,

indeed, of an abrogation or establishment of the commandments,

very different from that which may take place in the letter.

We shall henceforward find in the Sermon on the Mount many
more such paradoxes, which penetrate into the profounder

meaning and harmony of truth. He who, in his exposition of

any one commandment, which was written for Israel in the

books of Moses, has nothing else to set out with than, " This is

now obsolete "— is one of those who destroy the law. But he

who discovers in the whole, for himself and for others, an inner

abiding meaning and import which even yet applies to us all, is

the genuine teacher of Holy Scripture. He only who interprets

it in harmony with the Old, is a true interpreter of the New,

Testament.

Ver. 20. How great is the contrast between this declaration,

which closes the first part, and the promises which commenced

it in vers. 3 and 6 ! The Lord utters it by tvay of transition, as

a general superscription for the whole development of the second

part :—Let yours be a sound and genuine and perfect righteous-

ness, and—it is specially now said for the first time—not like

that of the Pharisees ! If that contrast between the beginning

kingdom of heaven. More correctly von Gerlach :
—" To be called the least,

is generally an expression of contempt, and rejection."
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and the end is rightly regarded, and the entering of the kingdom

of lieaven into us is taken in connection with our entering the

kingdom of heaven, we cannot but perceive that even this severe

utterance has an essential promise within it. For it then runs

thus, being reversed:—Unless the kingdom of heaven enter into

you with its gracious gift, ye can have no righteousness at all

!

If ye receive it in your poverty, ye shall be filled with righteous-

ness ! But just at this point the discourse passes over to a more

rigid requirement that this gift of righteousness be both received
;

and preserved. The strong expression, ov yy/;, in no case enter,

goes further than the previous comparison of least or greater in

the kingdom of heaven. It is similar to ch. xviii. 1-3.

Not all the Scribes were at that time Pharisees likewise, or

the reverse;' but the Lord blends them together accordinc; to

their internal points of union, and thus exhibits under two

aspects the absolute opposition between every kind of insufficient

and false righteousness, and the perfect genuine righteousness of

His own disciples. This opposition is ever the same to the

present day, in all ages and in all places ; for, the developments

of the Jewish people down to the age of Christ are but a mirror

of that humanity into which He enters as a whole. The Scribes

are everywhere those who are learned in the letter (ypuf/jf/jurug)

and who teach it; and the worst delusion is that of supposing that

such knowledge, without corresponding action, is righteousness;

—it therefore stands first. But it is no better, when even such

doing is added as that of the Pharisees. These are in all times

the doers of the work in appearance, but not in reality, retaining

now as ever the disposition to add the ordinances of men to the

commandments of God, to substitute their opera supererogationis

and ldiXoOpr,(TKSta for the weightier matters which they have

lightly dispensed with. The book-learned and letter-sifting

yprxfjt.fjbarcTg reckon up the precepts of God, as if they were no

more than mere letters and points : they determine with keen

subtilty which are the greater and which the less ; and it is all

that they can do, to give instruction in these matters. The
Pharisees arc zealous, also, in the work ; but with the same

formal, blind, dead cleaving to the mere work without any life

^ At least not according to the more general idea which holds good here.

But it will be seen to follow from ch. xxiii. 2, that only the orthodox Phari-

Bees held the seat of Moses.
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in it, as that of the former to the letter without any spirit.

Though the two are sometimes distinct, they generally run one

into the other ; and tlierefore the Lord here unites them together.

What then is the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees?

First of all, knowledge and teaching without doinff : then the

doing without heart, as in the accustomed offerings, tithes, their

own self-invented washings, etc., and even in the case of the

commandments : Thou shalt not kill ! Thou shalt not commit

adultery ! and yet shall this, wherein all is hypocrisy and the lie

of pride without any the slightest approach to poverty of spirit,

be termed a " righteousness I " The Lord so terms it indeed,

but with that severe scorn of sharply-penetrating truth and love

which He must ever feel towards all such as they were, down to

the end of time. These 7-ighteous ones, these especially holy— as

the name Pharisees signifies^—think themselves to exceed other

people, and to possess abundant righteousness : but the Lord

casts them down from their eminence, when, in ironical allusion

to this, He cries to His disciples : Let yoiw righteousness exceed,

let them be the common people and sinners in comparison ofjou

!

The tone of this is more severe than what was said in ver.

19 ; for it means no less than that their righteousness is none at

all, since it gains them not even an entrance into the kingdom of

heaven.^ On the other hand, that first righteousness which is

attained by the justifying faith of those poor and wretched ones

to whom mercy graciously inclines, is a true righteousness,

although the mourning and the hungering strictly speaking

should come after, and their hearts be not yet purified in all holi-

ness. The Publican goes down from his first prayer of penitence

justified 7'ather than the Pharisee : and if he proceeds in this

righteousness, if he, now that the kingdom of heaven is come

into him, constantly seeks the full establishment of the kingdom

of God and His righteousness within him, then will the Fulfiller

fulfil all his experience, until he be perfect, as his Father in

heaven is perfect. All this is effected through asking and re-

ceiving (ch. vii. 7), through that process of self-denial before

^ CtJ^llS, according to the Rabbiuical writings, those who assume to be

separate and holy, so that it might be seen from their very garments that

they held themselves different from ViXH DJ?, the common people.
' VT T

^ Similarly in Heb. xi. 4, Abel's better or greater offering than Cain's.
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God and before men, wliicli, tliough easily apprehended by the

mind, is only possible in act through Divine grace (ch. vii. 12,

13). The spuitual law of our Lord, as it now proceeds on from

ver. 21, ever anew casts down, tlu'oughout the whole way to its

full accomplishment, every })resumption of perfection already

attained ; reveals the still-existing heathenism of nature in the

hearts of the children of God ;
puts to shame all precipitate

judgment of others, while self is not judged, all rebuking of the

Pharisees without the much better righteousness than theu's, as

sheer hypocrisy ; and cries to all disciples from step to step, for

their encouragement and warning, in order that all Pharisaism

may be extirpated :—Let your righteousness be yet better still,

let it yet more and more exceed, until it become absolutely

perfect ! This let us do and teach even as our Master did, and

take good heed that we abate not His word by a single tittle

anywhere, nor invalidate His " verily I say unto you " by any

falsehood of our own.

Not like the Phansees, the men of the letter of the law, and of

hypocritical outside appearances ! This is the first great con-

trast, by which the perfect righteousness of the disciples of

Christ is farther delineated, that righteousness which is required

as the fruit of the grace which has been previously received.

The two other contrasts, as we said above, develop themselves

out of this :—Not as the heathen ! Not as the half-disciples,

who, being disposed to remain in an imperfect righteousness,

fall away again entirely as a consequence, and are put to con-

fusion as hypocrites and evil-doers !

—

Not like the Phansees !

The Lord thus, in the manner of the prophets, connects Plis

teachinji with the characteristics of the men of His ace, embrac-

ing and illustrating by them general and permanent relations.

But how is this seen ? As the development of these words pro-

ceeds into detail, they evolve three other contrasts which disclose

and explain themselves organically, advancing from the original

principle of Pharisaism to its consequences, and tracing that

right understanding of the law which is opposed to theirs into

its essentially voluntary and actual obedience. His disciples'

understanding of the law is spiritual ; to this is opposed the

merely literal understanding of the Pharisees : that of His dis-

VOL. I. K
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ciples is consequently correct^ and is opposed to \kvQ false exposition

of the Pharisees : their right understanding approves itself, finally,

in a voluntary and hearty reception of the law in order to do it,

in opposition to the hypocritical legality of the Pharisees. This

is the internal arrangement of the discourse from ch. v. 21 to

ch. vi. 18 ; which cannot, indeed, be viewed otherwise, since it

corresponds with the most profound relations of the matter upon

which the discourse dwells. The error of the Pharisees pro-

ceeded from their merely literal acceptation of the law (ch. v.

21—32) ; and in its origin was to some slight extent excusable,

inasmuch as the letter of the commandment was obviously most

prominent before them. But if man's sinful heart would sincerely

and humbly permit the law to enter, it would soon reveal its

spiritual and inner meaning as designed for the conviction of

the spirit, it would thus spiritually expound itself, just as all

sincere souls have ever understood it ; for we must not suppose

that Christ gives now an altogether new publication of its mean-

ing.-^ But in the wickedness of the pharisaic mind, on the

contrary, this literal understanding of the law produced, and,

indeed, had for its foundation, a false irderpretation (ch. v. 33—

48), which, finally, in the progress of perversion, disannulled it

entirely ; so that, Thou shalt love ! became in the destroying

gloss

—

Thoib mayest hate! In the detection of their error Ave

find its principles becoming more evident as we go further into

its outward exhibition. The law is literally understood from

the beginning because it has been falsely interpreted. And,

finally, as to the third : The law has been falsely interpreted only

because it was read and heard not with a view to the simple and

sincere doing of it ; since the design was not to obey the law in

spirit and in truth before God who seeth in secret, but only for

the sake of man ! Hence, thirdly, and quite correctly, we have

the hypocritical seeming-legality of the Pharisees, which developes

itself from this false interpretation, and is also found to be its

source (ch. vi. 1-18). With which is brightly contrasted the

genuine, internal fulfilment of the children of God before tlieir

Father in secret—which alone avails and will receive reward.

If after this general glance we enter more into detail, we find

^ To suppose tMs is most fundamentally to misunderstand the relation of

tlie Sermon on the Mount to the law. Christ says even here, only what

Moses and the prophets have already said.
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that the Lord further ilhistratcs each of these three contrasts by

three examples taken from the precepts and duties of righteous-

ness, and evidently according to a fundamental and necessary

order of selection. And here wc are met by the division of the

law into moral, ceremonial, and civil ; a classification which,

notwithstanding the essential unity of the three, is based upon

truth, and now will be exhibited in its propriety. From the

ceremonial law, or the law of the sanctuary and Divine service,

the Lord takes no particular leading example, because that was

given not so much for the conviction of sin, as for the typical

satisfaction of an already awakened sense of need of a propitia-

tion. He contents Himself in relation to this with merely adding

to the first example an impressive caution, referring back to the

instance of Cain, against the unhallowed offering of gifts with

an angry and implacable heart. On the other hand. He very

distinctly brings forward, in connection one with the other, the

civil law or the law of the political economy of Israel, and the

more distinctive law of holiness, as wc prefer to call it, instead

of the moral law. He begins naturally with the latter, with the

commandments of Sinai, the heart of the whole Divine legislation:

and presents as the three examples of the first contrast, ttco from

Sinai and one from the civil code. In the second contrast this

is reversed : two are taken fi'om the civil code (concerning

swearing and judicial retribution), and 07ie returns again to the

summary of the moral law,—the love of our neighbour. In the

third contrast, finally. He very significantly abandons the written

precepts of God's word, and takes His illustrations from the three

main works of righteousness according to the human pharisaic

idea :—almsgiving, prayer, and fasting. The details of this

arrangement will exhibit and justify themselves, when we ex-

amine them more narrowly.

We now proceed in our more direct exposition to vers. 21-32.

The two commandments of the law given on Sinai are sucli as

exhibit the literal and spiritual acceptation in their rudest collision,

and Christ, by His full disclosure of the latter, lays open the

very ground of man's evil heart. The civil enactment which

follows, concerning the letter of divorce, is one which exemplifies

the preparatory character of the Mosaic ordinance, its accom-

modation to men's hardness of heart; and Christ exliibits His

fulfilment of this law, to those who possess His Spirit, as being
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a cancelling of that which was imperfect, and a re-establishment

of the original and right ordinance. The first two command-
ments are united: Thou shalt not Mil! Thou shalt not commit

adultery ! for the pride of self which towers above all others

(involving the denial of all that is not I), and the sensuality of

entire devotion to the flesh, are in their essence just the two

poles of the same sin. Hatred or murder and lust are forms of

corruption in the heart mysteriously reciprocal and interwoven

one with the other, which the two keen commandments of the

letter, Do no murder ! Commit not adultery ! penetrating to the

secrets of the heart, will draw forth and reveal. (Let Lamech
of the race of Cain be called to mind, Gen. iv. 19-23. Eeflect

upon the sensuality of vengeance and the murderousness of sen-

suality, and that both constitute the perfect opposite to that

unselfish and pure love, which the holy law of God requires.)

But the civil regulation, which permitted divorce, is plainly shut

out by the prohibition of adultery, inasmuch as every divorce

presupposes an act of adultery which is either committed in it

or revealed by it. Consequently the essential spirit of the com-

mand—Thou shalt not commit adultery ! testifies against the

letter—Thou mayest practise divorce ! so that the law of Moses

in its integrity and unity itself contradicts the temporary imper-

fections of its own ordinances, and at the same time demands

and predicts in its fulfilment their establishment in perfection.

Thus much at the outset,—and now for the details.

Vers. 21—26. When the Lord designs to cast down the

delusion of a legal righteousness,—resting only upon a literal

and false apprehension of the law, without understanding its

spirit which judges the inner disposition of mind—He begins,

here as elsewhere, with the second table of the Decalogue (ch.

xix. 18). For, our conduct to our neighbour lies most accessible

to conviction ; and he who feels that he loves not his brother,

may deduce from that conviction that all is not right when,

before the Searcher of hearts, he says, " I love God." That the

discourse it its further progress does thus penetrate to the revela-

tion of the heart's idolatry, will be manifested from ch. vi. 24.

On another occasion, when the Lord points out the disannulling

of the commandments of God by the traditions of men, He uses
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for that purpose the last precept of the first table, which is the

middle-term of transition to the second (ch. xv. 4). Here, where

the whole discourse, according to the note which ver. 7 had

already struck, is to reach its climax in—Be perfect in love, as

God loveth (ver. 48), the first commandment of the second table

naturally takes the lead, the spiritual significance of which is no

other than this

—

Thou shalt not hate! The Lord lays down

first the letter of the command, and its merely literal appre-

hension, ver. 21 ; in opposition to this, He expresses the spirit

of this letter, and yet, in order to awaken and excite a spiritual

apprehension of it. He employs figurative language which cleaves

to the letter still, and is not to be understood in its literal import.-

Ver. 22. From this follows, finally, the direct exhortation to

love, without which even the offerings upon God's altar^are

nothing worth ; expressed first, in terms of simple exhortation,

vers. 23, 24, and then, vers. 25, 26, in terms of solemn denuncia-

tion, in the figurative exhibition of the judgment, which is taken

up and continued from ver. 22. This judgment, however, can

be fully understood only when referred in its higher sense, as

the preceding intimation in the " offering " shows, to the highest

and only J udge.

Vers. 21, 22. The Lord by this Ye addresses His disciples as

before ; but at the same time all the people, in as far as they

belong to Him, and may learn Avhat His teaching will be, this

being in a sense the beginning of discipleship. Ye have heard,

not read : this latter could only have been spoken to the Scribes,

and the Lord does not now at the first address them at all, but

warns the people, to whom He speaks, against them. The

people only heard out of the law, which was read and expounded

in their hearing ; but, alas, were obliged also to hear their

teacher's manner of apprehending and interpreting it. (John

xii. 34; Rom. ii. 13, 18.) That it zcas said—by whom? Ac-

cording to the earlier and customary acceptation, which Luther

follows, this was regarded as designedly left indefinite, because

the Lord's

—

But I say unto you ! was intended to oppose all

false teaching generally, from whatsoever source it might come

;

and it was only defined as the doctrine which had come down

from antiquity:—hence, that it was said to them of old. Others

think that these ancients were the contemporaries of Moses, and

that the Lord places His own word in cUrcct contradiction to
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that of Moses. This supposition is conclusively refuted by

vers. 17, 18, after uttering which it is not to be imagined that

the Lord would immediately say : Moses has said thus, but I

now say otherwise ! For that purpose, also, the standing form

of speech, " to the Fathers" would have been used (Lu. i. 55 ;

John vi. 31 ; Acts iii. 22, vii. 38 ; Heb. i. 1), from whom the

a^ty^uioi here are clearly distinguished. Does not the Lord

expressly confirm, in eh. xxiii. 2, 3, all that the Scribes who sit

in Moses' seat teach conformably with the word of Moses ?

Does He not everywhere throughout this Sermon prudently

avoid stating, in contradistinction to His own words, that Moses

had said—even, for example, in ver. 31, where this is actually

.

meant (comp. ch. xix. 7, 8), where a preparatory, imperfect ordi-

nan^ce of Moses is abrogated ? But here it is God Himself, not

Moses, who spoke the inviolable word. Thou shalt not kill!

The Lord does not say anything in opposition to this loorcl m
itself, but it is against the merely literal interpretation which

was immediately attached to it that He contends :
—" This

means no more than that whosoever kills, inflicts a death-blow,

shall be in danger of the judgment." Just as in ver. 43 it is

not the commandment of Moses, but its altogether disannulling

interpretation, which is spoken of:—Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bour, and hate thine enemy ! We quite agree with Lange, that

"the first corruption of law is exhibited in its not being developed

according to its spirit, but hound doum to its literal meaning."

Our Lord enters into conflict with all such glosses and teaching

as tend to relax the commandments (ver. 18) ; whatever has

been said beyond the Word of God, and in false exposition of

that word, He contradicts by His own sayings : and tlius by

the same Divine truth and authoi'ity He confirms and estab-

lishes the true meaning of all which before Him had been

written or spoken as the Word of God.

The^ notion that Christ contradicts Moses could be endured

only by such orthodox theology as that of our day, which holds

so feebly to the Old Testament as immediately Divine ! The
most tolerable presentation of this view, which is very generally

embraced, and, alas, has been latterly maintained by the sainted

Neander,—that which could alone recommend it for a moment
to our consideration, is the notion that Christ only designed to

oppose the law as laio, the " legal relation and expression" as
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such. But tlio_ discoursG does not deal distinctively with this

point at all ; it speaks, rather, in niost^gid^terms of an uncon-

ditionally necessary fulfilment of the law and its commandments;

andTnideed, with a yet more exacting rigour of legal expression

of its own. The old fixthers, with whom Neandcr briefly de-

clares himself (in the " Life of Christ") to agree, meant their

correctio lecjis in a very different sense from that of the Socinians

and moderns, as Tholuck (on the Sermon on the Mount) has

very properly observed.

Most certainly it js not_illg_design^ of the_Sermon on the

Mount, if we only hear it and read it aright, to contrgdict ilie

laiCj but to expoundand^qinfy it in its fulfilment. Hence it is

not said : Ye have heard that it has been read in the law. The

common people, whoso knowledge of the law was only indirect,

would have said with regard to whatever they heard, even

though not found written there,—We have heard out of the

laio ; that which was written^and_tliat which was said, bejng

blended together nito what was popidarly valid as " law." But

it^is our Lord's design iiow to^ put a final end to all such inter-

mixture. By the expression which He uses, He indicates the

entire system of erroneous interpretation, which not merely might

creep in, but which actually had to the greatest extent crept in,

between the true meaning of the letter (ver. 18), and this hearing

of wliat had been said concerning it. The Scribes read the

word " kill," as if it simply meant murder, and as if the limiting

addition was strictly proper : but thus they read not aright

either what was written, or how it was written ; as the Lord

elsewhere, in referring to the right manner of reading the law,

emphatically expresses Himself :—

W

hat is written in the jaw ?

How readestjhguZ. (Lu. x. 26.) Further, they did not sincerely

tell the people even what their own awakening conscience, in

spite of their system, must ofttimes involuntarily have perceived

in the law. In like manner thejoeople, on their part, did^no^t

listen to all that was said to thcm,j3ut received just what pleased

their ears ; and tlrus they limited and weakened it still more, so

that the error which understood not the Scripture (ch. xxii. 29),

increased as it passed from the saying of the Scribes to the

hearing of the people, just as it has ever happened even down

to our own time, wherever the people may be said only to hear

out of the Gospel. Thus, after having given His assurance that
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He will not destroy one tittle of the law, if the Lord should say

anything different from what thou hast hitherto heard " out of

the Scripture," look well to it, and see where the error lay,

whether in thy hearing, or in what thou hast heard ; and then

in the right spirit of hearing let Jesus Himself tell thee what is

truly loritten in the Scripture.

Toig a{i')(jxioig must certainly be translated as meaning that it

•was said hy or among them of old time ;^ namely, that it had

heen handed down by the masters and doctors in Israel, by the

Kabbis of a former age, with the false semblance of antiquity,

as an immemorial statute. For, thus runs the Talmudical

formula of teaching adopted by the learned caste, under cover

of which they transmitted from age to age error and truth

united, under the seal of their own supreme authority :
—

'no^;

WJO'lp, our forefathers have said, or merely IDTT'J^, "i?OXn"iS^, it has

been said; which was then as firmly established as if it had been

the eternally-valid ygypa-rra/.^ In opposition to all this, and

^ As tlie ablative, equivalent to ycr-o rZv cipxaiinv, ivhicli construction is

preferred by very many, indeed by most expositors. Tholuck regards it as

supported by "reasons wbich deserve notice," though he himself does not

accede to it. For ourselves, we regard it as the only possible one, and

rejoice that now, in the corrected German Bibles at least, it stands

—

hei

den Alien. These ancients are not "the fathers" (Heb. i. 1) to whom God
had spoken. It was not Moses (whom the Lord, moreover, would not

have referred to by a mere general sppsSn !) that had said. Thou shalt not

kill, commitad ultery, etc. ; but the God of heaven upon Sinai. (Comp.

Matt. XV. 3-6, and all those passages in which Christ places the "com-

mandments" so high, and confirms them so strongly.) TYe cannot conceive

why, as De "Wette thinks, our interpretation would have required Trpsa-

{ivTspoi; to have been written for "elders" (which, however, does not exactly

correspond with D''31D'lp)) any more than why, as von Gerlach thinks, our

view would have been expressed—" Ye hear, that it is said in the schools

and synagogues." Did they not then refer in these synagogues to the

-xapot^oaig of antiquity ? Alas, that Alford also, in his penetrating work,

should have failed here. Of a contrasted " imperfection of the law and its

ancient exposition " (what an unseemly conjunction, as if the latter neces-

sarily sprang from the former) He cannot have spoken, Who had just

asserted ver. 19.

^ Correctly and beautifully is it observed by Lange :
" This corruption

of the law was gradually and slowly produced by the joint errors of ages

which engendered this false tradition. It was not the work of any parti-

cular person, but of a general spirit of interpretation (IppiS-/]) ; but this

tradition was ever received and gathered up with diligence by the elders,
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rooting out all tradition and precepts of men -wliich God hath

not planted, stands the mighty 'Ey^y hi "hkyu vf/Jiv, which is one

with the nini los nb or r\\7V ns3 of the law and the prophets. Had
the contrast been instituted, not with those who had said, but

with those to \yhom it had been said, it would have been v(uv

hi "kkyoj.

'^^liS-jy^'^J?il£lL'^I§jI^l5ESd-ioilie_. peoplejthc^omman^nTent

of God—-[TAgM slialt not kill

!

butjvvith an explanation which

coupledjthe law of_Sinaijv\-itli a mere criminal statute concerning

tjie executionj)f a murclcrer (Lev. x-xiv, 17 ; Ex. xxi. 12), and

made the two parallel : as if the Lord God did not in the first

])lace speak ^fjhat_which came before_^z's oicn special trihinal,

and signify by Thou the true murderei^ the inner man ! Thus
they lowered the commandment of holiness to tligjeyel of a_ civil

statute, just as, on the other hand (ver. 38), they improperly

elevated what was only spoken with reference to human judica-

ture, into a commandment of moral obligation. To this exhibi-

tjoTLoftheJiteral interpretation of a lawj clegeneratinginto gross_

error, o\ar LojxIjtqw sets in sharp contrast His own explanation

of its spirit^and meaning
; yet in a manner as attractive as it is

emphatic. He most emphatically declares the concealed anger

against a brother to be no less criminal than the open ofTence ;

or, as it might be further illustrated in the popular catch-word,—"Thou hast heard it said, and supposest, that the gallows is the

end of a thief; but know that he who only covets his neighbour's

goods already deserves the gallows !" But He speaks this also

to conciliate and win them to the spiritual understanding of the

law ; since thejmpossibility, which was immediately discerned,

ofl^carrying this principle intq_civil jurisprudence, must have

tended to direct their views to the higher government of God,

and to the spiritual law of the Searcher of hearts, whose prero-

gative alone it is to conjvict the sinner of his secret guilt before

His own judgment-seat. Moreover, the Lord here utters nothing

that is actually new ; it had already been written by Moses in

or those who were antiquity-minded." Correctly as to the matter in hand,

though wc cannot but regard this so convenient construction of an absolute

tp^id/i with a dative, as too artificial. It is a strange, and almost impossible

construction. It was so said to the ancients,—^by those yet more ancient?

Who then were the first of all these ancients, the especial depositaries of

this tradition ?
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the same sentence, from which He afterwards extracted the

summary of the second table (Lev. xix. 17, 18 ; comp. Deut.

xix. 6). Brother is an intenser word for neighbour ; Moses used

it as such in the passage referred to, and by no means with

that restricted meaning of the Pharisees which our Lord con-

demns in ver. 47. It has been hotly disputed whether slzi^

(whosoever is angry with his brother ivithout a cause, needlessly,

to no purpose^) is or is not the true reading : such contention,

indeed, is needless. The proposition is correct with siz^, if this

is rightly understood ; and, indeed, without this qualification, if

6pyi'^6[Mvog is rightly understood, that is, as signifying a righteous

and holy indignation (Mark iii. 5; Eph. iv. 26; Jas. i. 19),^

which is not only not forbidden, but commanded (1 Sam. iii.

13). It is observable, that such a various reading just here was

designed to teach us that the matter of essential importance is

the spiritual understanding of the sense, and not the mere letter

of the word. Bengel's expression : plane humanmn hcecce glossa

sensimi redolet— is not satisfactory, since critical authorities

are in favour of this glossa. It appears, indeed, more conceiv-

able that a Eigorist should have struck out this little word,

than that its so frequent addition should have been permitted.

We rather hold with Grotius (who quotes Aristotle on un-

righteous anger) : Merito zIktj additum. As also Euthymius

before him : 7] yap suzaipog opy^ ^(ps.'kif/jog. To he angry and

to hate are not indeed one and the same, though Bengel con-

founds them. He who hateth his brother is assuredly a murderer

(1 John iii. 15) ; and Moses said directly, Thou shalt not hate

thy brother in thine heart. But there is an anger springing

from holy and jealous love, existing as in God so also in men of

God; and we may suppose that our Lord in His severe declara-

tion left room for this hi/ an express word, in order not need-

lessly to harass the consciences of His disciples. He does not

concern Himself with the possibility of a still further perversion

on the part of the Pharisees, who would never be at a loss to

find adequate cause for their unrighteous wrath : for, all that

follows must also be spiritually understood. The letter even of

Christ's word demands an interpretation which adheres not to its

letter ; for, a letter that may not, without the spirit, he misunder-

stood, is a thing impossible, as is manifestly shown by such sub-

Lange : "ins Eitle hinein."
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sequent sayings as vers. 29, 30, 34, 37, 39-42. Whosoever

should hterally follow out all these, would be at the furthest

distance from the Lord's meaning. St James addresses the

fool, who boasts of his faith without works, with an auOpcoTrs zivs,

which is literally equivalent to this forbidden pccy.a. Jesus,

like John, termed the Pharisees a brood of vipers, and the Jews

even children of the devil (as St Paul did Elymas), which goes

beyond [Jbcvpog, ^33, cjodless. Thus it may be seen that zUyj,

which it is sought to take away from the anger, must be sup-

plied in this case also :—He who, out of the anger of hatred,
'

and not in love, calls his brother Eaka or Fool (vain fellow,

scoundrel, madman, heretic). The Lord designedly conjoins

the slightest invective of a rash but half-jesting petulance,^ with

the worse and indeed most malignant insult that the language

afforded : it is not, however. His design to bring this word

itself into judgment, but the word as springing from the evil

heart. The Pharisee, indeed, asks, when he hears this most

plain and evident saying : Who is then my neighbour'? and goes

on with his abatements and qualifications till no one is included

whom he thinks his enemy. In like manner he asks—What,

then, is anger without cause ? by the same process finding means

to stipulate for all his ungodly wrath. The Quaker, at the

other extreme (to which he has come, notwithstanding his boast

of the Spirit, through the selfsame want of the true Spirit), also

reduces the spiritual law to a letter again ; he swears not at all,

lets his coat and cloak be taken ; and fulfils the Sermon on the

Mount in all external gestures and acts. But all this is no more

ri'i-lit than Ori<ien's mutilation of himself as a safeo;uard against

adultery, or the unconditional rejection by our latest zealots of

any divorce, however necessary still in the Christian state for

the people's hardness of heart. But he who will read and hear

aright, cannot fail by this first precept of Jesus to learn what

relation the directions of the Sermon on the Mount bear gene-

rally to the external laws of the state and the church : that they

are given only for free and most spiritual fulfilment in those who

have the Spirit within them to that end. Was it the Lord's

purpose to erect any human tribunals before which secret anger

and the saying of Eaca may be brought? Where only a brother

1 Which "has Dothinp; to do with the morality of one's neighbour at all."

Braune.
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might always sit in judgment upon a brotliei' concerning the

anger without cause ? He does not reduce the spiritual law of

Divine judgment to a criminal code after the manner of men, as

the Jews of that time did ; but rather elevates all the external

ordinances which Moses gave at God's command, into the region

of their most central truth, not in the letter, but in the spirit,

even as Christians should now do !

Thou shalt not kill, that is, thou shalt not hate ! This is the

fundamental meaning of our Lord's words, according to the

saying of Moses, to which He tacitly referred. He does not,

however, directly express it ; but would awaken in their con-

sciences the remembrance of that word, and the consciousness

of His meaning. He therefore points out three degrees in the

expression of the spirit of hatred or murder. First, the imoard

expression, if we may so speak, the rising up of hatred in the

heart, as an unrighteous and unloving ancjer^ selfish and self-

willed (for it reads, Thou thyself ^\2Xi not hate !); and then the

progressive outbreak of it in the milder and in the severer word.

But the Lord does not go beyond the xmrd of anger, for even the

Pharisee would admit that the laying a violent hand upon a

brother was amenable to judgment. Although he interpreted

^ to kill" as merely signifying the act of murder, yet was he com-

pelled by reason and conscience to extend the literal meaning so

far at least, even at the expense of contradicting himself. Judg-

ment, high council, gehenna, were the three degrees of penalty

in Israel. We read that in the tribes there were inferior courts

of judgment (Deut. xvi. 18) ; in the holy city the so-called

council of the Sanhedrim (Deut. xvii. 8), which might cast out

of the congregation ; and, finally, as the deepest ignominy, the

being cast out into the valley of the dead and of all abomina-

tions. (Valley of the children of Hinnom or Valley of Hinnom,

where had been the service of Moloch, 2 Kings xxiii. 10 ; Jer.

vii. 31. The corpses of malefactors were burnt subsequently,

and all the most filthy refuse thrown there ; whence in the

prophets we find it used as a type of the place of condemnation

without the city of God, Isa. xxx. 33, Ixvi. 24 ; and the sym-

^ Wliich He certainly does not "presuppose as something unavoidable by

the sinful subjects of His kingdom " (Dietlein), so that this intensification of

the law would only lead to the acknowledgment of our sinfulness, and not

also to its fulfilment.
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bolical Jewish style of tcacliino;, the truth in which our Lord

always appropriated to Himself, had yet further carried out the

figure.) But these thi'ee degrees of punishment are, as the Lord

here utters them,' intended oidy to convey an increasing emphasis

of assurance in the expression (he already deserves the judgment,

yea, even more than that !), and by no means the idea of degrees

in the actual guiltiness. For how could the word be more

guilty than the disposition *? A sincere though forward Eaka

which might escape from a Peter might well be a less evil than

secret wrath concealed behind the blandishment of words : and

in ver. 25 we hear only of one punishment, and that the highest,

for the implacable. So that most assuredly there is here only an

advancing energy of expression (though degrees of guilt are not

necessarily denied) : Kpiaig and avv'shpiov cleave more closely to

the transitional figure, zig r'/jv ykvvau points to the ultimate and

fearful signification of all these figui-es taken from human judi-

cature (vers. 23, 24). Who is my brother f Every fellow-man

from Adam downwards, every Abel to whom I must not act the

part of Cain, and who is called to glorify the Father in heaven

(ver. 16) if I let the light of His love shine before him. Yea,

even mr/ adversary, who has, whether justly or unjustly, any-

thing against me in the highway of life (though he were as Cain

himself), and who at the end of it will bring his charge against

me before the highest tribunal, if I should have retained any-

thing against him in my own heart. Thus does the Lord ex-

plain His own meaning in the strict connection of His words ;

and it would be a groat mistake to think that vers. 25, 26, do

not belong to this place, simply because they are repeated else-

where. The Lord here lays the deep preparatory foundation

for what is fully set forth in vers. 43-48, where the general

conclusion reverts back again to the commencement of the dis-

course.

It was observed above that in vers. 23, 24 the entire ceremonial

service, the law pertaining to which is here referred to, is denoted

by the offering, which is its centre. It is not, as Luther has it,

^ Who does not (as Von Gerlach thinks) merely follow here the usual

forms of the judicature of the time, in order to make Himself intelligible

to the people who expected from Him the establishment of an external

kingdom; but speaks _/?^Mra<iyeZ^, in the long-established Jewish manner

of teaching, as we observe in the use of Gehenna.
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upon the altar ; but, If thou noio (consequently, in a state of con-

demnation before God on account of the anger in thine heart)

bringest thy gift to tlie altar, and unreflectingly preparest to

offer it, as if it could then be acceptable. This is spoken once

more against the Pharisees, who omitted the weightier matters,

while exact in ceremonial observances, and violated the most

sacred rights of filial obliojations and love to man through their

own superadded corban (ch, xv. 3-6). The Lord only rentiers

what all the prophets had said, especially that most important

passage which He more than once quoted (Hosea vi. 6) ;
yea,

what Moses had already borne v/itness to in his history of the

first offering. He reproves all idea of palliating the lack of

charity to man by attention to the service of God, as a remnant

of Pliarisaism in His disciples. Until He has brought in by

His offering of Himself the abrogating fulfilment of all types

and shadows, He retains in His language to the people the altar

and its gifts ; but His meaning goes forward to the reality which

was implied in these figures. It is not r^v dvfftav gov, but to

^copov trov, because in the New Testament the offering up of our-

selves in spiritual consecration is continually realized. This is

now the true Christian service of God, with prayer as its centre

:

the fundamental petition of which for a perpetual sense of recon-

ciliation is a self-contradiction unless there accompany it a plac-

able disposition towards our brother. Hence our Lord at a later

period (Mark xi. 25, 26) illustrates His present words, or more

fully in this New-Testament meaning repeats them. And there

rememberest : before thine and thy brothers Father, with a col-

lected and self-examining mind, in the sacred place of atonement

and forgiveness, thinking of the way of life and the end thereof

—this being the germ of the thought in ver. 25. Its being yirs^

there remembered is not, indeed, approved of, but rather cen-

sured. That thy brother hath might against thee : designedly put

thus instead of " that thou hast something against thy brother."

For as I must ask, Whose neighbour am I ? in order to know

who is my neighbour (Lu. x. 36), so it is not enough quickly

to justify myself with hypocritical inconsiderateness—I have

nothing against thee ; while possibly my brother may have well-

grounded cause of complaint against me. Probably I have too

easily forgotten that there rankles in his mind some Eaca of

mine uttered yesterday or the third day : or there may be some
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anger in my heart against which he xcoidd complain if lie knew

of it, as that God knows it who looks into the heart which I

liave brought before Him. Yea, even if my brother had any-

thing against me zIkt^, without cause, had spoken against me as

a -^^/gvhoiJjivog (vcr. 11)—this also should I remember in my
charity before God, and show myself, as a disciple of Christ, in

the intention of my heart, an ztp'/jvo'Troiog (ver. 9 ; Eom. xii. 18).

The signification of this "aught against me"^ thus grows, as

the sensitiveness of my conscience increases : and the letter of

this declaration, which fully expresses its own spiritual meaning,

tolerates no hasty and partial dispatching of the matter, but

pierces to the ground of the heart, and rigorously looks for that

])ure spirit of love with which alone I can abide in the presence

of the Lord, and, erect in the consciousness of an accepted

offering, behold His face with joy. These are fundamental

principles which were already embodied in the history of Cain

and Abel, to which undoubtedly our Lord here directs our

thoughts : so profoundly one is His new word with the most

ancient revelation, and so manifest is the folly of those vain

enthusiasts who impute to Him in contrast wnth Moses a new

and purer ethical system of charity.^ Leave there thy gift before

the altar, and lay it not thereupon ! Without any delay leave

everj^thing lying, if it may be possible, in the holy place : tliere

is such danger in deferring it that even the service of God, which

till then is worthless, must be interrupted. Thou standest as

Cain before God if only this aught justly cries out against thee

in thy brother. How inconceivably strict does the law of love

thus become, though only fulfilling its own original moaning !

What we wrongfully call a little thing, condemned equally with

the great! By the same Spirit of Christ St John likens him

who only loveth not his brother to the first murderer (1 John iii.

10-15). Many a disciple might be disposed to rebel against

this precept of the FulfiUer, and mitigate it by saying : How can

I answer for every matter that any man may bring against me ?

Am I my brother^s Tceeper ? Assuredly men (ver. 11) have

^ Compare the Apostle's word (Col. iii. 13) : dvix^f^^voi d'h.MT^uv^ Kui

2 Which folly finds too much acceptance with Christian theologians and.

expositors :—a lamentable sign, whither this crypto-Rationalist, yea this

crypto-Pantheist, treatment of the Old Testament must infallibly lead.
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many things to say against Christ's disciples falsely ; and the

Lord, of course, does not mean that we must be answerable for

all that they may perversely say. But it is nevertheless true, on

the other hand, that it is our precious vocation to be our brothers'

keepers in love, and to be messengers of peace to them ; that in

Christ not only should the world be crucified unto us and we

unto the world, but in the selfsame cross the w^orld should be

reconciled unto us and we unto the world. Go thy way ! Thus

speaks the Father to that child of His who would approach with

an offence in his heart against His holy love : Away from Me,

thus mayest thou not see My face ! Thus will the Lord dispense,

as it were, with His own service and honour until we have ,

rendered to our brother what love demands as his due ! First

be reconciled to thy brother—the imperative requirement that

for ever recurs as long as there is any, the slightest flaw in this

reconciliation. AiccWdy/jh, forgive or obtain forgiveness, do at

least thy best, that so nothing may be set against thy account

by the great Judge. For, to " mitigate thy neighbour's wrath "

may not be always in thy power, and is not always to be attained.

Pray for them which despitefully use thee and persecute thee,

when thou bringest thine offering, that so thou mayest have a

vital fellowship with that dying settlement of a great reckoning

—Father, forgive them ! vv'hich accompanied the One Offering

through the virtue of which alone we may bring our offering to

God.

And then come and offer thy gift ! The first coming avails

nothing, now first thou comest aright. The offering itself, how-

ever, must not be omitted. The Lord expressly guards against

that other aspect of Pharisaism—the Pharisaism of practical

virtue : which, with equal impropriety, sets the duty we owe to

our neighbour above the requirements of God's worship, and

supposes that this may be dispensed with if that misconceived

charity to man be not forgotten.^ Whence hadst thou then thy

J Over the door of a church in Dessau is inscribed " Preiset Gott hier

und durch gnte "Werke" (Praise God Jiei-e and in good works) ; but there

are many who not only altO£,'ether leave out the " here and," but " God's

praise" also, inasmuch as their hypocritical way of speaking of good works

being the only worship of God must be understood in the same sense as

v/hen they say: Cease from Revelation, Reason is the only "revelation;"

that is, none at all is necessary

!
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mercy towards thy neighbour, supposing it to be genuine, but

from the mercy of God ? Thank Ilim that thou canst love, and

let that be thy offering ! The Lord also discountenances every

attempt to compound for a deficiency in the worship of God, by

deeds of charity to our neighbour : such charity, indeed, being

no more genuine than the Divine worship was in the opposite

kind of compromise already referred to. For " that is not the

most acceptable homage, Avhich is offered to God by a man who

loses sight of his neighbour altogether, and seeks to sink wholly

and entirely into a consciousness of nought but the Highest

Being, forgetting entirely the testimony urged against him by

the whole time past of his life, in all relations of right, propriety,

and love." (Braune.)

Vers. 25, 26. The reconcilable and in Himself reconciled

God, to whom we bring our offering, becomes a Judge, or rather

continues to be only a Judge to all those who would fain merely

be the objects of His holy love without receiving it in their

hearts, and rendering it back in charity to their neighbours.

This is that rending of His one law which is the last and most

subtle Christian Pharisaism. There is an economy ofjudgment

and punishment at the end of the way, corresponding to the

provision for offering and reconciliation in the way itself The

penal laws of ver. 22, toldch are explained in what noio follows,

leinf) referred to the tribunal and period of their award, assume

there their full severity. Now they only hang threateningly

over our heads, to drive us to that grace which will take away

all our guilt, and extinguish all our hatred and anger. And
whereas, after the mention of appearing before God (though

God is designedly not named, but only the altar, before which

man's conscience should think of God Himself), the language

of ver. 22 is reassumed ; we are thereby assisted to perceive its

meaning, and the due relation between grace and justice. The

adversary {avTihzo^, accuser, a judicial term which had been

received into the Jewish phraseology) is by no means the devil

(who presently appears for the first time as the keeper of the

prison), but simply and obviously the 'i-xoov ri zurd aov, my
fellow-man in the journey of life, whom I must regard as a

brother (ch. xviii. 35) whether he reciprocate it or not. But

inasmuch as every man who may charge mc with omission of

the rights of love, does not this by any right of his own (being

VOL. I. L
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himself equally guilty), but by the authority of the Divine law*

which takes up and corroborates his complaint,—this complaint

and this complainant may be regarded as I'epresenting the

accusing Moses (John v. 45) or the laiv. Hence in the repeti-

tion of the parable, Lu. xii. 58, 59, this meaning appears more

distinctly shadowed out. Be disposed to agree, ready on thy

part for reconciliation, and proposing it to him ; thus is the

previous S/a?\.Xay;j^s now fully explained. According to the

Roman law, which the Lord thus recognises in Israel, the com-

plainant carried the defendant before the judgment-seat,

—

in jus

rapit; on the way thither, however, an amicable accommodation,

tfcinsactio, being possible. 'So is it with us all on our way to

the highest tribunal ; and, inasmuch as this way is short and

precarious, the exhortation has a most urgent fulness of meaning

:

agree with thine adversary quicldy, before it haply be too late !

If I have done my best towards my brother in the advances of

reconciliation, the amicable disposition will be set to my account,

even though the other would not respond to it. It is not always

possible to go actually to my brother and speak to him ; in that

case this inward reconciliation will avail for me at the very place

of offering and of prayer. But when this is neglected to the

last, then comes in the rigour of the righteous law ; the just

complaint of the complainant, even though himself guilty, has

its force, and the blood, not of Abel but of another Cain, cries

out against Cain, So, finally, adversaries mutually bearing

testimony against each other meet in one common prison.

Who is then the offi^cer, if God is the Judge ? In chap, xviii.

34, (DCCfTCiViffTCii are mentioned in the plural, but here it is Satan,

the chief of the tormentors, the minister and executioner of the

Divine judicial wrath—a profound intimation, though only thus

given by the way ! Verily—here comes in the second great

Amen of the Sermon on the Mount, tlie first having previously

confirmed the law, ver. 18. But as the prison of the devil and

of those delivered over to him has its threatening Amen ap-

pended to it, so has also the kingdom of the Father in heaven,

and of those who are redeemed into it from all evil, with all its

power and glory, its Amen of promise (ch. vi. 13). The Amen
which confirms the fulfilment of the law and the jyrophets unites

both. Besides the three main Amens, there is only found the

threefold Amen which seals the recompense of the hypocrites
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(oh. vi. 2, 0, 16). (A contribution of internal criticism in favour

of the genuineness of the doxology, as well as testifying to the

coiniection of the wliole discourse !)

By no means come out (hence—an Izudsv which forms an

antithesis with Iku in vcr. 23. If the Judge and the executioner

of His wrath were not so manifestly before us, and if the whole

were not a representation of stv\ct justice in opposition to grace,

the (pvAUKT] might have been lierc as elsewhere regarded as

Sheol ; and in the admonitory till an actual period might have

been traced when the sins carried forward into the other world

would find forgiveness (ch. xii. 32). But the connection will

not permit us to regard the Lord as here speaking of any such

prospect. Though not to be excluded in other connections, here

it would be quite out of keeping. They who thus interpret the

paying; of the uttermost farthing, pervert its meaning; for if

there be any deliverance in Slieol, it can take place only through

grace, in the way of forgiveness and atonement : it is absolutely

impossible that iieecly man, possessed of nothing in the sight of

God, should ever legally pai/ the slightest instalment towards

the extinction of his debt. Ho has not even the first farthing,

to say nothing of the last (ch. xviii. 34, 35), Bengel wonders

that the uttermost farthing is not urged in the argument by

those who think otherwise, rather than the till : but when we

closely look into it, the reality of the a'^rohcog rov 'iayjtrov is

immediately withdrawn by the 'iax; av, and marked as an im-

possibility in such terms as we are wont popularly to use in

expressing what is impossible. To be cast into prison remains

thus equivalent to the entering ia no case the kingdom of

heaven (vcr. 20).

In the discourse upon the Second Commandment of Sinai,

which now follows in its order in the second table (accoi-ding

to Matt. xix. 18, not as reversed in Mark x., Lu. xviii.. Bom.

xiii.), we find the same process observed. First, we have the

letter of the law, the merely literal acceptation of which does

not need to be more particularly pointed out : against this is set

the rigorous vindication of its spirit which judges the heart,

now exhibited more briefiy and plaiidy than in the former case

:

finally, the corresponding exhortation to an earnest endeavour
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after purity of heart (as before to love or mercy, vers. 7, 8), with

the warning once more of the prison of hell for the unclean, in

which vers. 22 and 25 are blended into one.

Vers. 27, 28. The doubtful reading, "by them of old time,"

is, by the authority of internal criticism, now more properly left

out ; for thus there becomes evident a descending abbreviation

of the words down to "it hath been said" in ver. 31; after which

the new section begins again (ver. 33) with TctX/i' and the full

formula. " Ye have heard that it was said" is immediately

understood, as in the former case, to signify that they had been

taught the Divine law in its merely literal acceptation ; as if he

only was guilty of adultery who committed the act of carnal

uncleanness. Such conciseness in His words was adapted to

open the ears of His hearers, and would test them, so to speak,

on the second occasion, whether they understood the first aright.

Those, however, wdio were dull of apprehension must have under-

stood clearly enough what had been intended by the "said" and

" heard," when the Lord uttered His own contrasted words :

—

But I say unto you, that whosoever only looheth upo7i a woman

hath committed adultery already. Job long ago declared, in

making a covenant with his eyes (Job xxxi. 1, comp. Eccles. ix.

5-8), that the first provocation to carnal lust was in the eye full

of adultery (2 Pet. ii. 14). The first spiritual adultery, which

was the principle and type of all carnal adultery, began with

looking (Gen. iii. 6). In ^I^Z'ttoov yvvcaKa Trpog ro iTridv^Tiaui

ciuT/jV is condem.ned that active lust, into which the will enters.

This, indeed, only is sin, not the passive, involuntary impulse

of that flesh which is our nature, not the " spontaneous observa-

tion of the greater beauty of another man's wife" (De Wette).

He who experiences at a first glance this desire, and then.

Instead of turning away and withdrawing from sin (2 Pet. ii.

14), throws a second glance with lustful intent and in order to

retain and increase that impulse, commits the sin. He has

already committed adultery in his heart ; for the proper deed

begins earlier than the Pharisees suppose. It is in word or look

before the act itself is performed, yea in the heart before the

look is cast ; for it is there that that inner act of the will takes

place, which alone gives its significance to the outer deed. This

is a stronger and plainer utterance than in ver. 22, where it is

not directly said, " he hath killed him already in his heart." It
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is the pe}'fL'ct formula oppUcahle to all the commandments, and it

was not necessary similarly to quote those which followed, as,

'• wlioso desireth his neighbour's liouse, has already stolen it in

liis heart." But so profoundly internal is its application, that it

i^oes yet beyond this :—Whoso, only in thought, by a ghince of

the imagination, looheth on a woman in his heart, who is not

present to his eyes! The Lord says simply "a icoman^^ (even

if not the wife of anotlier), and ^^ idlOsoever'' looketh (even if

• himself not any woman's husband). Just as, conversely, Job
xxxi. 1 speaks of a maid when the married woman is also signified.

(In like manner it must necessarily be understood :—Whatsoever

woman thus looketh upon man, etc.) Has committed adulferi/

—how then if both man and woman are unmarried ? The Lord
speaks according to Old-Testament usage, in which adultery, in

the sixth commandment and everywhere, indicates and includes

whoredom in general.^ Marriage is the making one flesh, and

consequently every carnal lust which seeks its gratification inde-

pendently of the union which God has appointed in marriage,

is a breach and offence against this sacred order. He who has

not recognised a spiritual meaning in the law generally,^ must

at least discern it here, where the Lord evidently includes every

concupiscence under the letter of the commandment. And the

immarried by this offence commits adultery by anticipation,

sinninn; against that future marriai^e for which he should reserve

himself: and further, in the deepest sense, is guilty of infidelity

to himself, and the Lord to whom his body belongs.

Vers. 29, 30. Contemplate it now more closely, and observe

that there is a desii'e which, springing indeed entirely from the

body, becomes an offence which thou must involuntarily endure .

but that, at the same time, there must be a continual victory

over this desire and casting away of this offence, or a consent to

it which implies the actual sin of positive and active lust. The

commandment stands in terms which already explain il:s meaning

(Dcut. V.) 7i?snn X^, suffer thyself not to desire ! The Lord

mentions the eye and the hand, and means, as he explains Him-

self, one of our members. This He does, partly for the sake of a

decorous concealment of the member to be further alluded to

' As in ver. 02, fornication stands, conversely, for adultery.

- Althongh the l.'ist Sinaitic commandment already and expressly forbids

covctincj!
'
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afterwards
;
partly on the ground of what had just been hiid

down, that the impulse of lust usually begins with the eye : and

partly, because of the general importance of these two cliief

members in every impulse to every kind of act. (For in the pro-

foundest sense all sin is here included as being uncleanness,

spiritual impurity ; hence the repetition of this saying with this

wider meaning in ch. xviii. 8, 9.) The eye is both the organ of

reception through which sensual, and therefore already spiritual,

enticement enters, and the most certain betrayer of that con-

ceiving lust which will bring forth the act of sin ; the Jiand is

the general organ for its performance and practice. Casting the

eyes upon a forbidden but desired object leads directly to the

stretching out of the hand towards it (Gen. xxxix. 7, 12, lo),

and the rest follows. The eye—the light, the lamp of the body,

its most precious and dearest member (Gen. xxxii. 10) : the

hand or arm—the strength, the support, the defence of the body,

its most indispensable instrument. Now it is quite evident that

objects and persons around us may be, through our close con-

nection with them, like an eye or a hand, on one of our own mem-
bers, and that if any of these should become a stumblingblock

to us, they must be resolutely cast off" (Deut. xiii. 6-10, xxxiii.

9). But it is folly to take that as the only meaning, which is

only a right application of it ; since this very application must

rest upon the internal, intrinsic truth itself. The first and most

obvious meaning of the expression is doubtless to be souglit in

the w'ords, " looketh upon to hist " (to long for, and then to reach

forth towards), with which it is directly connected, as well as in

their manifest antithesis—iA?/ whole body. The expression which

is so readily termed figurative, is, as usual, very literal and real

in its meaning, though obviously not in the bare literality of an

external accomplishment. It is not the eye or the hand that we

are to pluck out and cut off, but the offending eye, the off'endiufj

hand; and this leads our thoughts to those members of that inner

body, of that internal organism of sin, which corresponds to the

external members, and which might continue all the more vehe-

mently to look and to lust and to strive, if those external mem-
bers were actually plucked out and cut off. (As an eunuch

embraceth a virgin and sigheth. Ecclus. xxx. 20.) They arc

the -rpals/j rov cooyMrog (Rom. viii. 13) which we are to mortify,

and this, indeed, is only possible tlirough the Spirit of life,
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without whom the bod}' of tliis death brings us into captivity to

the law of sin in its members (Hom. vii. 23, 24). How it is

to be accomphshed we arc taught by the experience of grace, of

that grace which, preparatorily given, had taught men before

tiie coming of Clu'ist ; having from the beginning placed enmity

between the woman and her seed and the serpent, and from the

time of Cain downwards provided, in the very exhortations which

it uttered, a certain gracious power to resist sin in the will and

conquer it. But that such inward mortifying of the members

which in idolatrous, adulterous desire, mind and aim at the

things of earth (Col. iii. 5), is demanded by the rigorous voice of

the law

—

Thou shalt not !—and that the ceaseless process of sin

from within outwards can only be cliecked by the suppression of

that lust which is the root of all its acts, must be manifest to

eveiy sincere hearer of the law who observes that his eye is not

himself, and yet that the commandment of God says

—

Tlioii

shalt not ! The important word is not g'lsXs or sKPCo-^pov, which

are figurative, but that which is attached to both, j8aXs octto gov

—renounce in tliy will and deny the o^duXfJbog gov and hz^iu

ffov, declare thy member to be not thine, place thyself as far as

may be in contradiction to thy member, hate thyself, that is, thy

flesh, thine own life, so far as it is bent upon sin ! Yet cast from
Hiee with earnest detestation the oifence in thy own dear body

and life ! Every unconditional thou shalt not ! is accompanied

by the tacit addition—not even if thou must die !

^

But because every creature in every condition, and fallen man
also in his ruined estate, cannot and may not cease from lovimj

self, so that even the self-murderer only destroys himself from a

conviction that it is better for him to die, and the diseased man
will undergo amputation rather than his whole body should

perish; therefore to the commandment—hate tliyself! there

must be appended—only by so doing dost thou love thyself in

truth ! The requirement to cast from us an eye or an hand
must derive its force from

—

It is letterfor thee! Not merely—"it

^ "Which might literally be the result of au instant cessation from some
accustomed vices. How profoundly spiritual, moreover, tlie application of

this mortifying of our members may be made, and liow comprehensively it

may meet every man's distinctive individuality, may be seen in Oetinger's

exposition of tlie plucking out the eye :—Docs thy studying offend thee, lay

it by for a wliik;, juixt aa Paul was blind for a season.
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is good for tliee" {(jU[.o(pipzi carries witli it a comparative sense)
;

—still less is it merely—" it will hurt thee not." Thy whole

hody should he cast into hell—that fearfully greater evil, to avoid

Mhich the lesser evil becomes an advantage ; that essential death

in death, from which only a " dying to sin " before death can

redeem us. Thy whole body (which significant repetition is lost

in Luther's translation) ;
just because thou regardedst it with

false kindness as thine own, and wouldst not kill its sinful mem-

bers ! Cast out thyself from Jerusalem, because thou wouldst

not cast from thee thy offending members ! One sin developed

into dominion draws the whole man after it. The hody is the

organ of sensation for future punishment at the last, when the

prison of Gehenna opens to receive the eternally corrupting and

burning, who in dying shall never die, even as it is now the

organ for the commission of their sin. Hints are here given us

in passing, the far-reaching significance of which we can only

now forecast. In everlasting life even the body has becom.e

spiritual, and enjoys the life of God received through the Spirit

:

in everlasting torment even the last remains of spirit are entirely

absorbed in the body, and thus the condemned man experiences

bodily that death, which is the wages of sin. This death is

something very different from that perishing of our members,

by which the casting them from us is immediately explained.

Their present perishing is the means of avoiding that eternal

death. And the member which has oflc'ended in the sinful life

withers away, but is spiritually given back as in a present resur-

rection.

Finally, let it be observed that the sacrifice of " one of thy

members" is demanded, definitely and inexorably it is true, but

yet with a certain forbearance towards cases in which man's soft

nature would shrink from the exaction of an eye or an hand.

He who does not shrink but accepts it in all its rigour, will ever-

more experience that it is through many such acts of mortification

that the way of life is won. He finds, indeed, at the same time

that this exaction does not proceed once for all from the eye to

the hand, but that it is ever beginning anew. As it is intimated

in these words, which simply mark the commencement of it, it

advances from the hand to the arm, from the arm to the heart, and

thus all the members and the ivhole hody must submit, lest as the

body of sin it should be cast into hell. And yet such dying is
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not death, but tends to true life in the overabounding restoration

of all that is thus sacrificed. What the Lord says in chap, xviii.

8, 9, concerning tlie entering into life maimed or with one eye,

is spoken in yet stronger and more striking proverbial language,

and with yet more condescending accommodation to the position

of those addressed ; but it has its own deep truth which may bo

viewed under two aspects, as the hearer may accept it. The old

body as the old must undergo entirely the process of healing

destruction ; thus viewed, the language is that of severe irony

— Slirink not at the beginning of that entrance from becoming

maimed or from losing one eye ! The neio body, however, Avill

be perfectly restored, for all who inherit eternal life ; and, thus

viewed, the language assumes a character of affectionate appeal

to their shame—Art thou then foolish enough to think that thou

wilt remain halting in the resurrection, or that anything will be

wanting to thee in the kingdom of God v.-hich thou mayest have

given up in order to enter it ?

Vers. 31, 32. When the Lord turns from a commandment
given by God upon Sinai to a civil ordinance connected with it

—

which latter may be regarded as given by INIoses in God's name,

but the former rather as given directly by God through ]\Ioses

—

when lie passes into another region of the law, where its pre-

cepts in the nature of the case assume a more transitory cha-

racter. He designedly adopts that most general and concise

expression

—

It hath been said. Neither !Moses is mentioned nor

the ap'/f/Aoi, although ]Moses actually spake what is here briefly

quoted from Deut. xxiv. 1. Thus vers. 31 and 43 stand in con-

Junction : in the former a Mosaic law, and in the latter a human
ordinance immediately attached to God's commandment and

entirely perverting it, are joined under one general " it hath

been said." For the Lord's saying opposes itself in the most

comprehensive sense to every kind of false reading, or teaching,

or hearing, out of the law. AVe have already observed above that

the Mosaic precept concerning the letter of divorce was closely

connected with the Sinaitic px'ohibition of adultery, and by it only

could be rightly explained, the fulfilment of the Mosaic ordi-

nance in its spirit being itself the abrogation of its letter. Mar-

riage is the most sacred of human relations, in wliich pure love,

that in which one person loves anotlier as hiniself (Eph. v. 28),

finds its highest expression ; and impure carnal lust, which con-
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ceals in itself the spirit of hatred and destruction of another's

personahty, its most perfect cure and prevention. So that this

question of divorce most appropriately follows in strict connec-

tion with ver. 27, as well as with vers. 21 and 22. Marriage is

the foundation and nursery of all social relations, and therefore

the bond of that civil order w-hich, deranged by sin, is to be

re-established through Christ according to the design of the

Creator at the beginning of the creation (Mark x. 6). It was

quite natural that the letter of the Mosaic law in relation to this

would be miserably perverted by sinful men ; since every law,

in proportion as it descends more directly into the details of

common life, becomes more liable to abuse through the spirit

of literal interpretation. And here we are encountered by an

actually /a?sc exposition of the law, in addition to the mereh'

literal acceptation of it ; the transition being thus effected from

the first to the second department of examples. For what was

only a permission is regarded as a law, as if it had been said. Thou

shall, and not merely Thou niayest, be divorced ! (ch. xix. 7, 8)

:

whereas divorce was in no other sense tolerated than that in

which polygamy was, which still more directly opposed th'e design

of God's original creation. The precept was read, expounded,

and practised as if it had been written "i2'n~73 {Kara, itaaav

alriav) instead of "^Ti n}ny ; and thus it was altogether falsified,

everything being made to depend, according to the mind of

Moses thus interpreted, upon the observance of the mere fo7'-

mality of divorce ! But as Moses at the beginning took care, in

immediate connection with his precept, to prevent that wanton

and abominable divorce and remarrying between the same per-

sons which would have been the worst consequence of such

perversion (Deut. xxiv. 2-4), so also the last prophet Malachi,

who at the close of the Old Testament (iv. 4) enforces the whole

law of Moses with its statutes and judgments till the coming of

Him who was to come, bears similar witness against polygamy

and divorce, alleging the high example of Abraham. Deal not

treacherously, he says, with the wife of thy youth, who is thy

companion (helpmeet !) and the wife of thy covenant, for the

Lord hath been witness between thee and her; that is, in effect,

What God hath joined, let not man put asunder ! (Prov. ii. 17.)

Take heed to your spirit, he says, that ye apologize not by the

letter of the law for your sin against its spirit. " If he hate.
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her, let him put her away, saitli the Lord"—that is the wicked

language of your owu spirit ; hut it is aUo said, " evil will defile

his garment, saith the Lord" (Mai. ii. 14-1 G). j\Iark here

again, that the Sermon on the ]SIount utters or lays down nothing

new, even where it seems most to do so; but where in any sense

it annuls the commandment, actually fulfils it in its harmony

with the prophets.

As, further, in the Sinaitic commandment the letter of the law

was first laid down, which expressed the cxtremest development

of the evil in act (kill instead of hate, commit adultery instead

of lust), thus manifesting a condescension to the position of

that hardness of heart which would only thus apprehend it at

the first ; so do we also find it in the further statutes and ordi-

nances of the civil law. The spirit of the ordinance to which its

letter must give place, is not an abolition of it, but rather its

re-establishment in the spirit of the original command—Thou

shalt not commit adultery !

Hence we shall sufficiently understand in what sense the Lord

speaks when He proceeds—It hath also been said (by Moses),

but I say unto you : Divorce either presupposes past adultery, or

contains and involves it; ye shall not in any case practise divorce!

(as ver 34, to which indeed this is a transition). He who is

divorced from his wife, saving for a Xoyog TTopviiug (equivalent to

"131 in Moses or alricc), that is, the cause of fornication in the

woman which had already taken place, not only Awisf// commits

adultery by his unjustifiable divorce (which is not mentioned as

being self-evident), but is the cause ih^t she also commits adulter})

through another marriage or illicit intercourse without marriage.

Especially, however, in the former case, which therefore is addi-

tionally explained. The man himself sins who puts away the

divorced woman, the woman so divorced sins, and, in addition,

the other man who marries her thus divorced : so that from this

wantonness of divorce nothing but perpetual fornication can fol-

low—nothing but the weakening, disannulling, and contempt of

the inviolable sanctity of marriage, which is the essential and dis-

tinctive meaning of '•' adultery."^ It is clear that the Lord here

^ It is clear to us, that a.Tru'hiXv^ivwJ signifies only the unlawfully

divorced, and thus that the ro-marriage of one put away because of adultery

lies under no prohibition here. We find in this no such obscurtim as Augus-

tine found in the passage here cited by Alford, dc fide atque oper. c. xii.
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designedly says fornication instead of adultery, just as in ver. 28

adultery, on the other hand, included fornication. Yet the ex-

pression has a wider scope, and does not, for example, exclude the

incontinence of the wife before marriage, if she should not be

found a virgin by her husband, or impose upon his paternity an

illegitimate child.

But let us see to it that we rightly understand the Lord, and

fall not into the same error of a too literal understanding of His

new law ! Let us take heed that, while He in abolishing fulfils

tlie old law, we do not conversely, in thinking that we fulfil it,

abolish the new law which He has given us ! What then is the

relation of the New-Testament age to that of the Old Testament

in regard to the law of outward ordinances ? It belongs to the

perfection of the New Covenant that it contains no longer any

external statutes immediately given by God, no theocratic con-

stitution for society and the nation. And wherefore not ? Because

those who are in the fellowship of the New Covenant stand and

live in the Spirit. Thus for these His disciples, so far as they are,

or aim to be, perfect, the Lord lays down the original command-

ment of God's pure ordinance as His own new commandment,

doing away with all that conventional license which had been

given in condescension to an imperfect state. But only for these,

as they have His Spirit for its fidfilment. Now, if any should

pervert the letter of the new legislationfor God's spiritual common-

'wealth to an external use, instead of spiritually subjecting him-

self to its judgment and rule ; if he should impose it as a yoke

upon the neck of those wdio have not yet received the requisite

spirit, and thus transform the law of liberty into an ordinance

of bondage ao;ain,—could he be said to deal with it on New-
Testament principles, and according to that love, which is the

abiding and true spirit of all fulfilment of the law and application

of the commandment ? That would be rather the re-appearance

of a New-Testament Pliarisaism, the Quakerish observance of

the Sermon on the Mount, which, in the corresponding aspect

of the opposite extreme, coincides with the Bomanist externality

of the church of Christ. And the well-meaning zealots who

would elevate the Lord's command into a church-ordinance,

have by no means escaped the Bomanist error, which goes only

one step further beyond the express letter of the Lord's word,

and holds every marriage to be indissoluble, forbidding every
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re-marriage. Wherefore then do they not expound tlie whole

Sermon conformaljly ? Is it the Lord's design tlien, as the

letter of His word plainh'- seems to run in ver. 34, to abolish

swearing as a necessary regulation in imperfect human society ?

He Himself swore ! Is it His design in ver. 38 to banish the

ius talioniSf which is the Divine basis of all requiting justice,

from the tribunals of Christendom? No, He will not abolish,

in matters to ichich it must ever appeiiain, the rule laid down in

Lev. xxiv. 19, 20, any more than what is said in Ex. xxi. 12 :

he that sniitcth a man, so that he die, shall be surely put to death.

As the law in its Sinaitic letter condemning sin continues its

function in the Gospel, so also does the law as wisely restraining

sin in the Mosaic ordinances. Is it the Lord's design to forbid

to His disciples in His discourse (ver. 39—42) all protection of

themselves, their interests, or their property ; and to impose upon

them such all-endurance and all-ahandonment as would require

them to go out of the world in which they must nevertheless live ?

He has Himself obviated this gloss, for He did not turn the other

cheek ! And as all this is to be understood, so also is His word

concerning divorce. The unconditional ordinance, which the

Mosaic account of the creation reveals, runs in simple terms,

—

Let not man ptcf asunder ! (ch. xix. 6). Now, if sin or fornica-

tion has sundered, may not enduring patience and forgiving

love join them together again? God Himself in His covenant

of grace takes back again that which was separated from Him.

Or, if adultery has been committed, may not the unoffending con-

sort retain the offending one in the bond of love, and receive her

back if penitent? The Christian church from the beginning has

determined that he may, and practised accordingly.^ And God
Himself takes back His adulterous people to Himself, becomes

anew the Husband of the adulteress (Hos. ii. 1-20), and con-

tinues to do Himself what He has forbidden in His precept (Jer.

iii. 1). But we should, and we must love perfectly, as our Father

in heaven loves. So if thou wilt be perfect, thou must not divorce

even on account of fornication. Wherefore, while wo find once

^ Though not always, for in the Const, apost. vi. 15 wc find: '0 y.ars-

Y,uv TT/U zupx^dotoilaetv (fvasag dsafiou 'Tretpa.vofio;. Luther on the Other hand

confidently urges that the unoffending party should forgive. Ilengstenberg

(on Hosca) speaks of great crimiuality on his part, if he do not use every

means to bring about repentance and reconciliation.
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more in Matt. xix. 9, TrapSKTog Koyov Topi/Biag (in another ex-

pression), it is wanting in the parallel passage (]Mark x. 11, 12), as

Avell as when the Lord a third time alludes to it (Lu. xvi. 17, 18).

This is not accidental, hnt an intimation of the Spirit which goes

beyond the letter. The Lord constrains us, by this change of

the letter, to understand its meaning spiritually : for both are

true : on the one hand that fornication, or any infidelity, gives

the right of divorce, since that has already in effect taken place ;

but that also on the other, neither the man nor the woman in the

church of Christ ought, generally speaking, to exercise that right.

When the Apostle, again, having the Spirit of God, quotes the

Lord's words with emphasis in ver. 10 of 1 Cor. vii., and then

immediately after, in ver. 15, gives his more liberal decision (not

by commandment, but, on account of sin and infirmity, by per-

mission), that a separated person, having been left and repudiated

by the unbelieving partner, might marry again ; is not that also

a no less manifest intimation how this commandment of the Lord
is to be understood,*and that it is not to be carried out literally

in all its rigour and literal compulsion in the external church,

mixed up as it is with heathenism ? What then, finally, is /or-

nication and adultery in our Lord's mouth '? Shall we be willing

to limit the word just in this place to the gross act, after He
Himself has in vers. 27, 28, immediately preceding, expounded it

otherwise ? Will the Lord abate from the "in r\V\V which is
T T - : v

written in Moses one jot or tittle *? will He not rather provide fur

its being retained, like the whole law, but for right use? (^Y,uv

Tig avrco voijjS[Jjcoc ')(^p}jrui. 1 Tim. i. 8.) What other shameful

things of various kinds might not in Christian matrimony bo

brought forward as ground of divorce equally valid with the

accomplished act of infidelity !

Our Lord's new law of marriage, consequently, like all the

laws of the Sermon on the Mount, is not uttered with design to

abolish the wholesome relaxation contained in the Mosaic institu-

tion of divorce, viewed according to its original spirit. It does

not intend to do away with it once for all by a compulsion which

works from without inwardly, but by a fulfilment of its design

working gradually from within outwardly. This is its true rela-

tion, conformably with God's will, in every external national

church down to the present day. The secular law of the state

(albeit Christian), and no less the ecclesiastical statute also
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(which should not be violently sundered from the state), not

only man exercise a Mosaic forbearance, but must do so, Nvhero

the same reasons are presupposed as those for which the Lord by

Closes exercised it. " Divorce may no more be removed than

the oath." It is impossible that Christ should command mar-

riages sinfully contracted, such as were properly no marriages, and

therefore dissolved themselves, to be made binding by force ; and

equally so that He should intend to oppose the sin which might

afterwards break in, by anything but the power of the Spirit.

AVhen severity, through the infirmity of the flesh, might aggra-

vate the evil, He still may relax the law. For such ordinances

of nature, as this—Man shall not divorce ! are in their externalitij

not on a level with the connnandments of holiness uttered on

Sinai, which arc fulfilled inwardly in the spirit, and wliich alone

unconditionally admit of no relaxation. The external church,

which in a sense is still partly after the spirit of the Old Testa-

ment, condescends, like Christ Himself, to sinners in many ways,

with all its severity of testimony ; and has for the unconverted a

confirmation, for the unworthy (whom she in most cases has

not the power to judge) a Eucharist, a marriage service for those

who come in wanton carnality to marriage ; but she must give

u]) all this, and by a licensed civil marriage separate herself in

this also from the state, if her doctrine of divorce were otherwise.

A Presbytery, Synod, or Consistory, standing to mediate between

the law and the Gospel, hears loitness of the commandment of

Christy with all the spiritual force of His word, to the consciences

of those who should hear it ; but those who insist upon separa-

tion, even when no future marriage can take place, are sundered

and granted a bill of divorce—for their hardness of heart ! and

the church under certain circumstances may have a blessing for

the second marriage of those who are thus separated, bestowed

Tipon them in the hope that now the true grace of matrimony

may find its true New-Testament entrance into their hearts.

The false interpretation of the law more distinctively con-

sidered now follows, as the developed result of this literal accep-

tation of it. Of the three examples which are given in illustration,

two are taken, as we have already shown, from the civil code,

and one from the law of holiness. Viewed yet more closely, the

first two deal with our words and deeds, the third with our

disposiiion of mind. Thus the error is exhibited as advancing
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from a too close and insincere straining of the letter of tlie

])recept first, onwards to the complete perversion and destruc-

tion of its meaning, such as is seen in the antithesis which is

unscrupulously added in ver. 43, and which entirely subverts

the precept of love with which vers. 21-26 set out. The first

example concerning our loords goes back in its ultimate allusion

to the Sinaitic precept—Thou shalt not bear false witness, not

speak falsely ; but conjoins this with the commandment of the

first table which forbids the taking God's name in vain ; and

mentions particularly sivearing, or a protesting use of that holy

name. The false exposition or application of this Mosaic ordi-

nance borders upon a too strict adherence to its letter : but the

perfect disciple of Christ in reality stands by that ordinance. In

ver. 33, we have the letter of the ordinance, with an intimation

of that abuse which being well-known is not directly mentioned :

as was the case in vers. 27, 31, after the pattern of ver. 21.

Against this is set, vers. 34-37, what in a certain sense may be

considered a new and severer rule, yet perfectly in the spirit of

the old one : the disciple of Christ need not in general swear at

all! although he may, on account of evil (having to do with the

sin and untruthfulness of the world), swear hi/ God, yet is he

never to do this without strict necessity and solemn earnestness.

By things independent of God (and here was the pharisaic abuse

of swearing most manifest, particular examples being named

of their perversion) he may not swear at all! Neither by things

out of himself (heaven, or earth, or Jerusalem, the place in which

both meet), which are altogether God's; nor by anything in

himself, since his head (his life) and even his hair (the lightest

individual thing belonging to him) is also and only God's. For

the disciple of Christ must speak the simple truth in its most

simple possible expression.

This general analysis would give a clue to thinking minds for

all that should follow; but however anxious we might be to keep

these hints within concise limits, they must become here a little

more diffuse, on account of the evil of false interpretation, which

underlies, even in Christendom, the word of Christ.

Ver. 33. The 'xaktv ^vhich now meets us, equivalent strictly to

loeiter in German, indicates the commencement of another series

ofexamples of a different kind, as our arrangement ofthe discourse

has already shown. It speaks once more of our loords, as ver.
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22 did ; for in word as well as in deed our holy dispositions must

manifest themselves, and perfection excludes every sinful word
as well as act (Jas. iii. 2). Our speech must be sanctified in

truth, as our deeds in love ! But that which the apyjauoi in this

matter taught the people, as if out of the law, did not immedi-

ately and directly refer to the decalogue, but to the Mosaic

ordinance concerning oaths and vows given to the holy common-
wealth of Israel. This, indeed, is yet more closely connected

with the second (properly the third) commandment of the first

table, than the ordinance concerning the letter of divorce was

with the seventh. Thou shalt not commit adultery ! Yet the

Lord does not directly cite Ex. xx. 7, as He had done Ex. xx.

13 and 14—but He makes what we may term a collective-cita-

tion of the Mosaic ordinances, designedly changing the expres-

sion' in doing so, because it is not Avhat was written there that

He opposes, but its incorrect apprehension. He refers to Lev.

xix. 12 ; Num. xxx. 3 ; Deut. xxiii. 21, of which the last two

places deal more especially with j)'>"omissorus or vows. The first

passage connects itself immediately with the decalogue—Thou
shalt not desecrate the holy Name; in the other two also ruKvpiu

is expressly inserted : hence arose the false interpretation, that

an I'TTiopKiiv consisted only in the express mention of the Divine

Name, and the consequent shameful abuse of other kinds of fri-

volous and deceitful ])rotestations. This unrighteous limitation

our Lord indicates in the concluding sentence which He cites :

—ci'TTOOuGZig h\ roj Kupico rovg opxovg aov—Thus ye have heard

it said out of the law, as if only to the Lord was signified ! If

we ])lace ov>c i7riopz.y;(jiig in juxtaposition with ov (povivtyetg, ver.

33 will here have a meaning similar to that of ver. 21. Ye
vainly think that killing only is murder, and only a lying and

faithless abuse of the Holy Name is perjury. But as the letter

of the law in the former case had reference in its spirit to per-

fect love in disposition, so in the latter it refers to perfect truth

in word.

\^ers. 34-30. 'M.rj o(JjOGai oKcog, that is, assuredly, by all means,

generally or absolutely swear not. To expunge the comma be-

tween o'Actjg and /AJjrs, and read, "absolutely not by heavefl,

^ ''ETTiopKilv is not found in the Sept. canonical Old Testament—only in

"Wisd. xiv. 28. Similarly the LXX. have never opy,oi for 0^113, but jy^a/.

YOL. I. M
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earth, Jerusalem, or the head,"—is, whether we regard the lan-

guage or the matter, extremely forced, yea decidedly flilse, for it

overlooks the sharply defined antithesis between pc;j oXcjg taken

by itself, and the simple oux. i'Ti— opK'/iff&ig. And in any case

there would still remain in ver. 37 the unconditional prohibition

of every word that went beyond Yea and Nay—consequently of

any oath. To say that the Apostles afterwards in their permis-

sion of the judicial oath deviated from the Lord's interdict, does

not touch the point. But what is, then, tlie relation of these,

one to the other ?

That Christ forbids to Ills disciples as such, and in their inter-

course one with another, every form of protestation, including

God's name ; that He abolishes them all as useless, because with-

out their aid His disciples should speak the truth, is most mani-

fest, in spite of all invalidating misinterpretation ; hence St

James (ch. v. 12) thus repeats the Lord's commandment, yet

more irrefragably strengthening His [jj-^ oKojg : [jjfjrB clXXov rivoi

0[sKOv. But are we therefore, with a Quakerism which is only

the re-appearance of Pharisaism on the spiritual side, to set up

externally the spiritual law of Christ alone and contrary to its

spirit in the midst of an evil world ? to apply the perfect ordi-

nances of Christ for His perfect ones to the regulation of

churches and states which are in a condition in which imperfec-

tion so largely mingles ? and may we, similarly, thus summarily

send abroad peace in the earth (ch. x. 34), where yet the angels'

word (Lu. ii. 14) must excite conflict among men ? The Chris-

tian should not divorce, but on account of fornication he does

it : and it is then not a divorce which proceeded from himself,

but the outward expression of one that had already unhappily

taken place. The Christian should not utter Eaka or Fool, as

the language of hatred or anger ; but, nevertheless, on account

of the vileness and foolishness of men, he may, in his holy hatred

of sin and in the anger of his zealous love, term them what they

are, even children of the devil. So also he swears and confirms

his word by oath on account of the deceitfulness and incredulity

of men, and the strife which thence arises : and this he can all

the more readily do, as all his words should be and are yea or

nay, words of truth ?poken before God, that is to say, oaths.

Consequently in the perfect kingdom of God the oath-ordinance

ceases simply because the oath has no longer any distinctive or
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especial force, beyond any otlier utterance of a man's mind.

Hence, again, it is written by the Apostle—and liis ^Yords are

not a relaxation of the Lord's prohibition, but when rightly

understood actually include it, just as that prohibition itself in-

cludes some such abatement as the Apostle's seems to be—" Men
verily sivear by the greater, and an oath to them is an end of

all strife"—a coujinnatlon of truth and love, only the }ea and

nay more effectually said (Ileb. vi. 16). That can by no means

be wicked or sinful in itself, since God Himself, on account of

our unbelief, oftentimes swears by Himself (Heb. vi. 13, 17, vii.

21 ; Isa. xlv. 23, etc.); since the Son of God incarnate not only

takes a judicial oath (^fatt. xxvi. 63, 64), but even in this Ser-

mon on the Mount, as also elsewhere, appends His Amen to His

words ; since the holy angel (Rev. x. 6) swears by Him that

liveth for ever, and the Apostles frequently by the Lord whose

coming they announce. As Christ, according to ver. 17, does

not destroy the law and the prophets, so neither does He abolish

that unconditional toleration of the oath ^Yhich we find in the

Old Testament. The Sinaitic commandment permits and etijoins

the right use of the name of God, in that it condemns its profane

abuse; in Dent. vi. 13, x. 20, the swearing by His name is

actually commanded to Israel as the avowal of His worship ; in

Ps. XV. 4, swearing and changing not is attributed to the true

and spiritual Israel ; and, finally, in the prophets, Jer. xxiii. 8,

Isa. Ixv. 16, swearhig by the God of their deliverance, by the

God of truth, is vindicated for the distant future of His kingdom.

Consequently the bIk^, too harshly rejected in ver. 22, may be

added also in this connection, if it be rightly and spiritually

understood. As pm-e love would prefer to say brother only, if

for that brother's sake Raka is not necessary, so pure truth would

prefer the simple yea and nay, if stronger confirmation were not

necessary in order to its overcoming the falsehood to wdiich it is

opposed.

^^'e should certainly be very far from discerning or exhausting

the full meaning of Christ, if we regarded Him as merely prohi-

biting that profuse and fi'ivolous swearing to which the Jews

were addicted in connnon life, in contradistinction to judicial

swearing. That might be the preparatory instruction for cate-

chumens, whose apprehension could go no further. There might,

indeed, be light swcanng even in a court of justice, and the
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Christian man " in common life" may stand and make his ap-

peal to the judgment-seat of God, if there be need. Yet as-

suredly Christ in what follows does take account of the customs

of His age, and draws His examples from them. It is His

desip-n to exhibit and to condemn Pharisaism in the aspect

wdiich it assumed before His eyes. " As heaven and earth pass

away, so pass away all vows by heaven and earth," was a saying

uttered in Israel at that time. Thus while they abused the

name of His throne and footstool, yet because they barely

evaded the name of God itself, they dared to think that they

avoided the lie and the sin ! Thus they forgot that heaven and

earth should be changed but not pass away; that they were

rather to become more plainly manifest, the heaven as the

throne of God's glory, this lower earth as His footstool, before

which all His enemies should be bowed down. Hence Christ,

designedly sustaining His word by Scripture (Isa. Ixvi. 1),

traces back all such formulas, here as in chap, xxiii. 16-22, to

the name of God; and by so doing gives us in His wisdom

much else to reflect upon. (Let Isa. Ixvi. be read carefully

again.) After heaven and earth have embraced the whole uni-

verse of the fi^st creation. He most significantly mentions further'

the holy Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 1, 2), as the type of the new

creation of grace which brings heaven down to earth, designating

it out of Scripture as the city of the great King, which is Him-

self. It is in direct contradiction to the rightly understood

meaning of the oath generally, if I, instead of mentioning His

Name, hy loliom loe swear, simply because heaven and earth,

and Jerusalem especially (as a citizen of which I know his

Name), are His; if I, instead of naming this great Ruler of the

Creation and King in His city, make mention of some particular

portions greater or less of His kingdoin, and think that I thereby

avoid mentionino; Him, and that this affects Him not ! As if

aught could have significance when conceived of independently

of God, so that to swear by it without thinking of God were

reasonable and right, or that such an oath might innocently be

trifled with ! The God of truth, who will not let His name be

falsely used, will not permit any particle of dust in all His uni-

verse to be thus dealt with. If I indeed know His name, then

must I also know that heaven and earth are His, as well as I

know that my head and its hair belong to me, though not essen-
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tially and only to me. "When I pass from things out of myself

(things which in their true sense are holy, being sanctified by

God) to myself, and swear hy myself, there is more significance

in this than the former; though that significance is altogether

godless, since I thus regard myself as my own, pluck self from

the authority of God, and wickedly usurp God's own prerogative

—to swear by Himself.' By my head, borders closely upon

—

by ray life ! by my soul ! as I live ! and then the sin becomes

most manifest, for none of us livcth to himself. But even the

smallest hair of the head or the beard (by w'hich they also swore

in the East) is not mine, as I may soon discover if I attempt to

cliange its colour by my own power, though this is still less than

making one hair grow." I may indeed with deceitful dyes give

it a brighter or darker tincture, but nature reasserts its original

colour in the hair which grows afterwards. I can no more make

other hair to grow the length of a line, than add a span to the

measure of my life (ch. vi. 27). Wc sec, consequently, that

Christ here interdicts to His disciples, ytrs^, all swearing generally,

even by the name of God ; inasmuch as it is enjoined upon them

as their perfection to speak perpetual truth in the name of God,

without the necessity of any confirming appendage whatever.

As the consequence of this, the oath which protects truth is sup-

posed to be abolished in the intercourse of Christians by an in-

fluence working y>o;n within outwards, just as the locks and bolts

which protect against thieves. Secondly and especially is for-

bidden all swearing by things independent of God, be they ap-

pertaining to ourselves or otherwise, because we should think

of God and give His name its honour in the mention of all His

creatures ; because He only has and He only is the confirming

Amen of all truth ; because His name only is above the yea of

any creature.^ Finally is prohibited all inconsiderate and useless

swearing, all confirmation and corroboration of our yea and nay

without cause. As this was miserably current in the pharisaic

^ As Csesur by the forluna Cxsaris, and the younger Doiia in Schiller's

Fiosco with his " Donucr und Doria !"

- But we much doubt whether this is to be regarded (with Scpp) as

mouning that they swore " may I become grey, if it be not so'."

3 To swear by the life of the King^ Pharaoh or Solomon, was in a sense

tolerated in the Old Testament as being a type, which referred to the greater,

the only great King (Ps. Ixiii. 12).
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Israel of that age, so it attests the hypocrisy of men in every

age ; for by adding such strengthening appendages to our dis-

course, we confess ourselves to be, without them, untrustworthy.^

But when adequate reason for an oath occurs, it is not only per-

mitted but even commanded^ as a service to God and our neigh-

bour, to corroborate our plain words by such confirmation as

may maintain the truth and advance the cause of charity. Con-

sequently the judicial oath of the Christian citizen is justified

luidcr such circumstances, as well as the oath with which the

Apostle, the preacher, the disciple may solemnly confirm his

testimony.' He who, in what he is constrained to say before

man, looks up in his spirit to God as his witness, may and in-

deed ought openly to avow it. The true New-Testament oath,

liowever, must ever retain its own formula

—

1 call God for a

record upon my soul (2 Cor. i. 23). On the other hand tho

formula-—So help me God—if it mean. Otherwise may He not

help me! May God punish me! though under the old covenant

of the lavv''s severity it might have been tolerated (The Lord do

so to me !), must under the covenant of grace be absolutely

avoided as being a self-willed invasion of the future, like the

language of Gain (Gen. iv. 13).

Ver. 37. Our communication should be Yea on the lips v.'here

Yea is in the heart. Nay on the lips where Nay is in the heart,

and therefore sincere, not like the devils' or the liars', or what

according to Shakspeare is "no good divinity," consisting of

yea-nay and nay-yea. This is the first and most obvious mean-

ing. But then it must be only yea or nay, that is, of course, not

just necessarily this little word, but affirmative or negative with-

out anything TrspiiTfTo;^, without any superfluous corroborating

additions, therefore simple and definite :—What I say, I say and

believe ; and let me be trusted ! St James' expression embraces

both (ver. 12) :—the more sincerely we speak, the more simply

also shall we be able to speak, since others will have learnt to

^ It is worthy of remark that the i7rtopx.ih which is here used meant

originally to swear merely, or to swear often, and thence naturally passed

in its signification to false swearing ;—just as oaths, the more frec[uent they

are, the more frequently are they perjuries also.

" Indeed "the sanctity of the solemn adjuration is exalted by the prohi-

bition of common and gratuitous swearing," as Von GerlacJi says. Com-

pare also B.otJie's theory in his Ethik iii. 576-586, which agrees with ray

exposition.
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rely upon our word. Further, there should only be yea or nay

in our speech and in our heart, where there is yea or nay in the

thing itself, as it is before God, as the eternal truth of God says

yea or nay : consequently our communication must be true,

according to the reality of the matter we speak of, so far at least

as with our best ability and in good conscience we can discern it.

Finally, for this cannot be excluded, more particularly as the

discourse had just run upon the keeping our word and vow, we
may not afterwards say nay, where we had pre^•iously said yea,

or the reverse, and consequenth- our communication must be

consistent and stedfast and trustworthy (2 Cor. i. 17). Thus
does the Lord set before us. Himself using the sim])lest possible

form of words, the ideal model of what the holy speech of God's

children might be and should be, if the sin that is in the world

and their own remaining sinfulness be left out of the question.

It does, indeed, exclude even the oath by the name of God, and

relativ-ely abolish it; but it is not imconditionally done away,

for after the preceding words (jt,-^ oiJjO(rcii okcog, tins, as being the

only oath permissible, was not expressly mentioned. What
then is the meaning of the following position? It evidently

modifies the former part of the sentence. The literal observance

of the former clause is necessarily connected with a false inter-

pretation of the latter, as if the Lord had said

—

Whatsoever is

more than these is sin. But this He did not say, nor could He
have said it, without subverting the system of the world as ar-

ranged since the entering in of sin, and reflected in the law of

Moses ; nor, indeed, without condemning Himself. Not only is

every oath a 'TriptffffSv, but so also is the ^Imen of Christ which

strengthens the yea (2 Cor. i. 20), and even that second yea

which on this occasion the Lord adds to the first. Every con-

firming addition of any kind ma}' be said to be only a second,

more emphatically repeated yea. All this cometh of evil, the

Lord says, and we are not to understand o 'TTov/jpog as immedi-
ately referred to in this place. (As also not in ch. vi. 13 ; John
xvii. lo ; comp. Eom. xii. 9 : 1 Thess. v. 22.) Often enough
it does, indeed, spring from the sin, the evil that is in the speaker

himself, just as Eaca springs from his malevolent anger, and
divorce from his own infidelity. V,\\i not always; the speaker

may thus utter, in truth and in love, luhat is forced vpon him by
the worhVs sin, loith which he has necessarily to do : just as the
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inanifold and incessant protestations which pervade the entire

Holy Scripture mnst be accounted for. Such confirmation is

consequently permitted and necessary, that is, where and so far

as it is directed against evil. The yea, yea, and nay, nay of God
which His servants must maintain and protest against the nay-

yea and the yea-nay of wickedness, comes not, therefore, in an

evil sense from the evil of him who utters it; although it is

spoken on account of evil, and therefore may be said to originate

in evil, it is essentially good in itself and cometh of good, even

of the very zeal of the good to overcome the evil.

The second example, which passes from the word of truth to

the work of love, has reference to the '}siosd\c, judicial ordinances

concerning o^evenge, which had been subject to a still worse in-

terpretation and application than the former. For although

before the tribunal of the sinners' Judge a strict and righteous

requital or retaliation of evil inflicted will find place, yet it is

both perverse and perverting to appropriate to oneself the pre-

rogative of such requital in private life. The Lord gives a

fundamental example, which illustrates strikingly the relation

of the external, legal ordinance, to the internal fulfilment of the

law according to its spirit—to Christian love. The disciple of

Christ should, in patience or passive love to his enemy, rise

superior to all revenge for the evil inflicted on him : and this

forms the wisely preparatory transition to the injunction which

follows, of active love of our enemies, as being the sum and the

end of the spiritual law, loving as God loves! The Lord first

specifies the fiilsely applied and wickedly misunderstood law of

Moses, by simply quoting its letter just as in ver. 31 : presup-

posing and intending that misunderstanding and perversion of

it, as the contrast which follows makes evident. He commands

His disciples rather to endure evil or injustice : first, by a general

prohibition of resistance, and then by a corresponding command,

which expressly and precisely indicates the spirit which he re-

quires, by the act which is the test of it. To do this. He lays

down three significantly chosen examples, and closes by a re-

quirement, ver. 42, which being in its letter incapable of being

fulfilled, draws our minds from the literal to a spiritual accepta-

tion of it, and leads the way to the active love of our enemies.
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Vcr. 38. Tliesc words occur tliricc in the law of Moses. First,

among the first fundamental precepts given to Closes immedi-

ately after the decalogue and still upon the INIount (Ex. xx i.

23-25) ; where it is defined by what rule the arbitrators shall

be guided in a particular case (and the proverbial maxim goes

on, hand for hand, foot for foot, wound for wound). Then in

Lcv.xxiv. 19, 20, where the general judicial law for injuries

and their compensation is laid down— Tf a man cause a blemish

to his neighbour; as he hath done, so shall it be done to him.

Finally, once more in Dcut. xix. 21, where this principle is laid

down with reference to a particular case, not being one of injury,

as a rule of proportion to be rigorously applied : Thine e3'e shall

not spare! To administer this compensation of like for like, is

entrusted to the judges as D^"i''^5 ; for it is and nmst ever be the

fuiidamental law of the eternal and Divine government of the

world, and as such is confirmed afterwards by our Lord in ch.

vii. 2. Consequently it is not our Lord's design in what He
now says to condemn the application in every commonwealth of

this perfect rule of justice,^ Avhich provides against all excess or

deficiency in punishment; for judgment and justice are to be

administered in the name of God by the magistracy in every

human society, and the pattern of that administration in every

state must be sought in the fjovernment of the Great King over

His people. "What He designs to condemn is the reading and

enforcing and obeying the statute, as if it had been written :

—

He, the injured man, may exact like for like from his neighbour,

in the exercise of a private revenge which is guided by hatred

and anger. As even king Solomon in his time, though not un-

mindful of what appertained to magisterial authority and judg-

ment, knew how to teach it in his exhortation : Say not, I will

do so to him as he has done to me : Say not thou, I will recom-

pense evil : but wait on the Lord and He shall save thee I

(Prov. xxiv. 29, xx. 22 ; comp. Ecclus. xxviii, 1-3). So that

the Lord here again utters nothing new, but that which Moses
and the prophets had already uttered ; in confirmation of which,

consult further Lev. xix. 18, and mark what is there said in

connection with that other law which the Lord is about to bring

^ Especially, of course, directed against the excess, though uot that alone,

as AugiLstine supposed: non foracs sed limes furoris est. Contra Faust.

xix. 25.
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forward in ver. 43. Our exposition may now become more and

more brief, since this example has fomid in jiart its illustration

in the two preceding ; and the three great fundamental principles

for the understanding of the Sermon on the IMount are now
firmly established on our minds : viz., that the Lord does not

abolish_tIi.e law, but fulfils it ; that He demands a perfect obe-

dience to it from His own, only through the power of that grace

which His fulfilment of it has obtained ; and that_ Plis require-

iTJcnts to that end are by no means to be exterimlly and literallv

l)ut in practice in this evil world and mingled Christendom, but

all the Mosaic laws and ordinances continue also to hold their

place. And if in these we find the idea of laio as opposed to

Gospel, and of strict right as the antithesis of patient, forgiving

love, made prominent; so also will it be made clear that in the

present condition of this world, love can only very gradually

;uiel in restricted measure have its perfect exhibition ; nay,

rather, that while the children of God are supposed to possess

the spirit of patience, they must, even for lo\;^e's sakej_maintain

aiid enforce punitive and protective law.

Vers. 39-41. Tco 7ro'jf]poj is not to be understood as in the

masculine, the evil one, the injurer, any more than in ver. 37.

The expression is indeed related in the two verses, but it ad-

vances in meaning here ; for, to -Trovripov is not so much evil or

sin, as the evidence of it in the injury and injustice actually

inflicted upon myself. We must of course oppose the sinner as

such, and his sin, even as we resist the devil, the wicked one,

whose malignity shows itself in each individual sinner (Jas. iv. 7).

To 7rov7]p6v is the fundamental principle generally of that evil

which opposes, injures, oppresses, and burdens the children of

God in the world. Hence is chap. vi. 13 to be understood,

where misery, and sin its cause, are united in one grand and

comprehensive expression ; as, on the other hand, in E,om. xii.

21 TO zccKOV makes prominent the evil distinctively, as sin, jQt

not without including its consequent suffering. The funda-

mental words and ideas of Scripture must be apprehended in

all their depth and universality of meaning first, and then their

distinct and critical meaning in individual passages will obviously

and naturally present itself. To resist not evil ! So does the

Lord absolutely, in the infinitive mood, lay down the law of

His kingdom for His disciples. What means this avTKTT^vcci, to
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resist or to oppose ? "Were the word expunged, v.e sliould pro-

bably, looking at tlic connection, supply its place and its mean-

ing by render hack like for like, or retaliate : and this is the

actual signification of the passage. As wo might say : Ye shall

not put ourselves in opposition {avrirdaGZa&ai, Jas. v. G), not

strike again, not revile again, not take again (ver. 38), not in-

flict injury in retaliation for injury, or in defence against it/

This latter is necessarily involved, inasmuch as he who thus de-

fends himself anticipates the fimctions of the magistrate. (If

we could requite without reference to self, not in our own person

but in the stead of God, then might every man be his own blood-

avenger and arbiter.) The three examples, which illustrate the

general position, arc so selected as to descend from the worse

evil to the less :—actual personal assault, spoliation of property,

forcible constraint to a service not due. The Lord, indeed, re-

fers only to things comparatively unimportant, in order t^jat His

words may find their easy application to ordinary life. He does

not begin, for instance, with the dashing out of the eye or the

teeth, or with any such wounds and bruises ; for the sentiment

and conscience which His word necessarily awakes, testifies

against the instant exercise of private personal vengeance in

such cases, as being sinful and like the haughty violence of

Cain (Gen. iv. 23 ; I have slain in my retaliation a man who

wounded me !) ; but He would teach us, that we must also

patiently receive the smiting on the cheek, without permitting

ourselves, even in things so slight as this, any measure of self-

revenge or retaliation. This is one side of the case : according

to another view, however, the slighter injury is oftentimes more

irritating and more fraught with temptation than the greater,

since we are led by the natural impulse of fear to retire before

the enkindled rage of one who would assault us, unless our own

rage be as hot and violent as his. In this case it is not so much
the pain which is to be taken into account, as the shame of a

scornful insult: hence among all people, and in all times, smit-

ing upon the cheek has been in proverbial use in such a sense

as this. See in the old Testament, Lam. iii. 30; Job xvi. 10;

Isa. i. 6 ; and in the New, 2 Cor. xi. 20. The general usage

' Hence Br.iune speaks at least without sufficient precision Avhen he says

that bodily injury stands first, because it is hardest to boar and most swiftly

provokes revenge.
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Avhich puts the members of the right side first, will explain the

circumstance that the right cheek is mentioned first, and not the

left, which would receive a blow administered by the right

hand : in St Luke the one and the other are used instead. Im-

measurably more important than such a remark as this is the

rigid and most impressive contrast which must be noticed be-

tween the requirement—Turn to him the other also ! and that

heathenish law of honour, which will not accept the very slightest

indignity, but, even in the midst of modern Christendom, de-

mands the duel itself. To this point cVhonneur stands opposed

the patient acceptance and endurance of insult, as the genuine

Christian courage and knightly honour. Offer him the other

also—that is, in thy heart, and in the disposition of thy mind

;

calmly and patiently wait if he may strike thee another blow,

and be ready to receive that also :—so far let thy spirit be from

opposing, or declining or avoiding it ! This is all that the Lord
intends to say by this emphatic expression, the figurative, pro-

verbial letter of which must be understood in its spirit, just as

we saw m a similar case before ; for the actual turnino; of the

other cheek might be no other than a challenge to continued

sin, consequently itself sinful, and opposed to the love of our

neighbour. There might even be a proud despite in it, or a

mere hypocritical aflfectation. Christ interprets His own word

by His own act in John xviii. 22, 23, where Ho gives to the rude

officer a gracious word of gentle admonition in return for his

blow, which, according to Isa. 1. 6, the Lord's Spirit would,

however, have suffered him to repeat.—The inquiry in the next

example is of little importance as to the relation between the

/jTot)V and the i[jjariov, used conversely in Lu. vi. 29, which

gives a slightly different presentation of the discourse. We
must regard St Matthew the Apostle as giving the more
precise words of our Lord ; the Spirit in St Luke, in another

grade of inspiration, teaches us that literal exactness in such

details is not strictly necessary. St Luke's view is more

general, referring to an actual seizure (a'ipsiii), and this begins

from the outside garment (Mic. ii. 8, Heb.) ; but St Matthew's

refers to an unrighteous process at law {zpi&rjvai) to obtain pos-

session of the property ; and the closer body-garment is therefore

first mentioned, because the law of Moses contemplated the

taking of the outer garment also, as the last and most aggra-
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vated evil (Ex. xxii. 2G, 27). So that it means: if any one

would unrighteously rob thee {tco diXovn), and aims to do it

under the impudent guise of right, even if it touches thy neces-

sary clothing as nearly as the blow on the cheek touches thine

honour, thou nuist rather be entirely stripped than manifest a

disposition, in the spirit of discord and violence, and personal

enmity, to defend thy rights at law. We cannot but under-

stand, however, that this speaks of express outward conduct

(which could not always be externally maintained), only as the

figure and the test of an inward disposition, which should ever

be prepared so to act. To every one who would go to law re-

vengefully, selfishly, stubbornly, or out of a weak devotion to

this world's good, it may be said, as the Apostle wrote to the

Corinthians, " There is yet utterly a fault among you (irrn^a) ;

why do ye not rather take wrong? why do ye not rather suffer

yourselves to be defrauded?" (1 Cor. vi. 7). But if thou art

conscious of the indwelling of forbearing love in thy heart, that

very consciousness will enable thee, with all the more propriety,

to loitlistand the sin which would wrong thee by defence of law,

and hold fost thy property, as God's ste\vard, for a better use.^

The ayyap'cvziv again, (to demand service as messenger or

guide, to lay claim to it by force as the only right ; a word which

passed from the Persian usage and speech into other languages,

since the same thing everywhere takes place. Matt, xxvii. 32,

where this word occurs, being an example), violently trespasses

upon personal rights, so that a high-spirited and unloving man

might well defend liimself against it with all his might, on the

common principle—Thou hast no authority to demand this of

me, I am not under obligation to render thee this ! It might,

indeed, in some circumstances, interfere exceedingly with one's

own wishes and business. But yet it is, in comparison of the

blow on the check and the robbery of one's garment, the lesser

thing, and therefore the Lord's injunction is more imperative—

^ Roos thinks, that pervertcrs of the law having no conscience, might

have taken away the lesser garment, imagining that so the letter of the

Mosaic law would not be transgressed.

2 Kleukcr :
" Where Christ's aim is attainable, there the means to it be-

comes a duty, that is, though Christ specifies it not, where such means aro

means really to that end ; and where the spirit of Clu-ist's aim cannot bo

attained, the mere mockery of the means to it is unreal and unnatural, even

though seemingly coming under the Lord's specification."
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Art thou compelled to go one mile, go with him twain

!

Shouldst thou serve any one for an hour in any matter, add yet

another hour! This goes beyond the mere negative endurance

that went before, and with ver. 42 begins already the transition

to the exhibition of active love. Ver. 44. Say to the impetuous

maker of the demand, but say it witli thy heart as well as with

thy lips—Although I am not bound by any obligation of ex-

ternal right or law, yet am T, according to the spii'it and law of

love, both willing and obliged to serve thee and every man
;

that which thou art disposed to enforce from me, I will do for

thee in free will and in double measure, preventing thy sin by
my kindness ! Such conduct is actually practicable in many
cases ; and how effectual is the rebuke it administers, how it

tends to peacemaking and the prevention of sin !

Yet it is not the Lord's will, when such a motive is out of the

question, or anything else nn'ght stand in the way, to impose it

upon His disciples as an absolute necessity to render every ser-

vice that may in this evil world be demanded of them, any more

than He requires them to allow all their property to be taken

from them, or to tolerate every kind of personal insult. He
enjoins only the requisite disposition of mind. As He Himself

often, before His hour was come, withdrew from the sinners who
assailed Him and hid Himself; as He counselled His disciples

to flee before persecution (ch. x. 23) ; as St Paul availed himself

of his rights as a citizen, and made his appeal unto Csesar; so

it is permitted also to us to do in all respects the same, and even

indicated to us as better so to do, for the sake of the world's sin,

even though we would sincerely prefer to suffer. The Jews

made the regulations of public justice the rule of private life

:

but Christians nnist not elevate the sacred private prerogatives

of love into statute law before the time. The spirit which this

would require being absent, nothing but disorder can follow.

As the office of the magistrate continues in existence for punish-

ment of evil and protection from wrong, it is our right and our

duty to avail ourselves of it. However willingly I might suffer

myself to be smitten, as far as myself and my cheek are con-

cerned, yet must I maintain also the honour of that office, and

not let presumptuous outrage go unpunished. I have not the

less fulfilled the Lord's command in its spirit, though I make

my appeal and go to law for my right, being compelled tliereto
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by another's wrong, and resigning myself patiently to litigation,

which is directly opposed to my principles of forbearance.^

Even absohite self-defence is not excluded, where a man assumes

the office of judge himself: it is observable that the Lord did

not say—If any man will kill thee, defend not thyself, but let it

be so ! There, remain cases quite sufficient in which patience

may have her perfect work, and Solomon's word may have its

force—Wait on the Lord, and Pie shall help thee ; as well as

Christ's example, who committed Himself to Him that judgeth

righteously. " A father says to his children : Bear what your

brothers or sisters may do to thee, and hurt them not in return
;

will one of them take away thy fruit, give him thy bread also

rather than engage in quarrel with him. But it is tacitly under-

stood that the father means—I will presently compensate the

patient child, and visit the wrong upon the other."" The Lord

will render judgment and justice to all who suffer wrong; ven-

geance is His, He will repay, and that in the full measure of the

most rigorous jus tallonis.

To these three examples of deepening wrong which is inflicted

upon us, the Lord adds yet another word, which requires a more

profound consideration than at first sight appears. Ashing ap-

pears obviously after demanding to be an inversion of the order;

for it is the gentlest kind of desire, which acknowledges my
right and submits to my volition. The Lord's saying, indeed,

is in the same strain with that of Moses in Dent. xv. 7-11,

where it is commanded to lend and give to the poor brethren,

and forbidden to harden the heart or shut the hand against

them; just as it is commanded by the Apostle, 1 John iii. 17.

Compare also Ecclus. iv. 4, xxix. 2 ; Job iv. 7, in harmony

with which passages we have here the admonitory, Tarn not

^ R'jd. IMatthiii :
'* The disposition to reconciliation must be as strong as

life, unquenchable as the soul—the act of forgiveness should be as discrimi-

nating as the distributing of any pearls. If thou wouldst actually hoai>

coals of fire ou the head of an enemy, and thus confirm the neighbourhood

in faith and love, thou mayest also literally turn the other check, and go

the tv.o miles, etc. But -where thou wouldst only cast thy wheat amid the

hemlock -which -would choke it, keep it for better soil, and stand upon thy

right."

- Philosopbische Vorlesungen liber das sogenanntc Kcuc Testament.

Leipzig, bei Junius 1785. An original book of Tfenninger, too much

forgotten.
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tJiou away ! Yet this asking may be in an imperative style,

and many ungodly ones are eager enough to borrow, who never

think of repaying (Ps, xxxvii. 21). Must I then be ever giving

and giving, contrary to all propriety encouraging every hardy

beggar ; and must I suffer to bo begged and borrowed from me
all that I have for mine own proper use, to the glory of God
and the true service of my neighbour ? Here becomes most

manifest the utter impossibility of a literal accomplishment of all

this. He who should thus give, would indeed give no good gift

to such unrighteous ones, but would violate the law of love to

individuals and to human society at large. Consequently we

must regard our Lord as only laying down this saying of Moses

and of Sirach, in order that He may point out and enforce the

spiritual and not the literal fulfilment of this commandment of

love, which has become a maxim among all nations ; He speaks

figuratively as in the former instances. The transition from

them to this is plain in this obvious connection : Do to him who
violently compels thee what he asks, just as if he had requested

it.^ Whom does the Lord, in His deep meaning, intend by him

who asketh of thee? No other than the Whosoever of vers.

39—41, just as the adversary of ver. 25 was the brother of ver.

24. Not merely he who expressly and in words asks of me :

—

that would be a pharisaical cleaving to the mere letter ; so in-

terpreting I might let my benevolence wait till asked, and keep

the commandment by not turning from one who never asked

me ; or with hypocritical, proud, or heedless dispatch send him

away with " There thou hast it," which could only do him harm.

(Give also to him who asketh not of thee—is as valid against

this as, on the other hand, Give not to every one who asketh of

thee !) The asking, which I must be accessible to, is need itself;

the seeing my brother in want. The needy one speaks by his

very presence to my heart—Help me to the best of thy ability.

And, finally, in the spirit of the word—what is it that he who
injures and constrains me seeks of me, without saying so or being

conscious of it? Nothing less than the best and highest gift I

could bestow, the proof of my love, which he in his hardness of

heart so pressingly needs as an example for his reproof and

amendment. And that I should give him in the form which

^ Which connection in Luke vi. 29, 30, is yet more obvious : Let the

taking away and robbing be like aaking from thee.
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may seem best to the wisdom of my charity; either by endurinr^

or resisting, by giving or withholding. Thus much remains

certain after all is said : whosoever opposes the evil which comes

against him by any the slightest exhibition of evil, that is, does

anything to the evil-doer which is opposed to the spirit of en-

during, forbearing love, himself commits evil, as far as in him

lies ; he ago;ravates instead of amends it in the othei*, and denies

that example of righteousness and of love which his neighbour's

unrighteousness and uncharitableness demanded at his hands.

That is the most profound significance of the " hut " in ver. 30.

Oppose not -n-ovripov to 'ttovti^ov, but good to evil, patience and

love to evil-doing ! Every enemy as an enemy asks of me to

overcome him with love, to heap coals of fire on his head : that

thus I may take away his enmity by the requital of abounding

love, according to the highest example of my Father in heaven.

(Vers. 44-48 ; Isa. lix. 17, 18 ; Ps. xli. 11.) It may probably

be found to be only a lending of love, which will come back to

me in rich return : but I should be disposed to impart it also to

the ungodly wlio ivould borrow it without ever repaying ; and

unweariedly to impart to every one from the inexhaustible

capital of my love, and that without hope of interest in the re-

turn of love. Consult Lu. vi. 32-35, which, in a more extended

discourse, perfectly confirms the view that lending is a figurative

expression* for love.

How abundantly has the Sermon on the Mount hitherto drawn

out of the deptlis of eternal wisdom its fundamental far-reaching

principles of truth ! In what luminous words of its own has it

set before us its new teaching, which is yet only the kernel of the

already extant word of God in the Old Testament released from

its shell, and in the unity of fulfilment is one with the law and

the prophets ! How majestic in its independence does every

isolated word stand, and yet how does one hang upon another,

or spring from it in a living, harmonious organic progression !

Could the Publican iSlatthcw, or any other hand, successively

have woven together this fabric from detached and single words,

after the manner ofmen? Or could the Spirit of Christ Himself

have blended them altogether by the Apostle's instrumentality

under the untrue superscription : He went up into a mountain,

VOL. I. N
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opened His mouth, and tauo'ht them, saying— ? No, the Lord

did verily speak from the mountain, and in this very manner

did He open His mouth for His first most solemn discourse.

It may be hoped that we are now more able, the farther we

proceed, to enter into the meanini^ of the Lord's words and

manner of teaching. The two examples taken from the ]\Iosaic

statute and penal law were intended, in opposition to the Pliari-

sees' false exoosition of the law, to point His disciples to such a

fulfilment of it in its spirit as should, by working from within

outwardly, render those ordinances useless ; while at the same

time it should assign to the legal, judicial element in them, its

])roper place, and vindicate for it its true use. Now follows the

third example, which returns again to the Moral Law, or law of

holiness. As this is to close the distinctive reference to the

commandments, it is not one of the individual commandments

of the decalogue which is introduced, as the first quotations had

been ; but the epitome of the whole second table, as Moses had

already specified it ; viz., the law of love, of that one central

disposition of mind, which should evidence itself in every word

and every work. In this case, in which the wicked principle of

natural selfishness, not ivilling to understand the law, comes into

direct collision with its clear and unmistakeable terms, the

mischievous perversion takes the form of an arbitrary addition,

which mutilates the precept and entirely disannuls its meaning.

The misinterpreting appendage at ver. 2 1 was actually a precept

of the Mosaic ordinance ; the error consisted only in bringing

down the Sinaitic—Thou shalt not kill ! to the level of a mere

sentence upon homicide. But the daring addition to the Divine

precept

—

and hate thine enemy ! is nowhere found in holy writ.

This human and wicked selfishness, which would assert its hatred

in the very face of the commandment of love, is met and opposed

by the fresh disclosure in its clearest expression of the central

spirit of the old law. Thou shalt love just as God loves, that

is with the love of mercy, with the active love of thine enemy.

That is the holiness which is to be established in thee ! The

whole aptly fits in with that which commenced in vers. 21-26

;

where the adversary was manifestly a brother, with whom I

should be reconciled in the love of God. Ver. 44 merely lays

down the command to love our enemies with its evidences, as

the express opposite to the perverted addition ; ver. 45 imme-
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(liatcly follo^YS with its fouiulation in Ihe example of our heavenly

Father; then the importance of the subject demands a reference

once more to the contrast of those who, with all their selHshness,

yet make their talk and their boast of love (vers. 46, 47). This

is, however, no love ; but the Pharisees prove themselves to be

no better than the j^uhlicaiis, the arrogant self-righteous ones in

Israel no better than the despised sinners, yea, even, the heathens.

(This latter jxives the way for the second main contrast in

chap. vi. 19-34: not like the Gentiles!) These are two con-

vincing questions^ which presuppose, notwithstanding all their

hypocritical perversion, a right understanding in their con-

sciences : the one points forward to the reward, which will

presently be discussed (chap. vi. 1, 4, (5, 18), the other jioints

back to the exceediufj righteousness which in chap. v. 20 was

required. Yer. 48 forms the sublime conclusion—the first of

those three fundamental laivs (or, in the superficial language of

modern times, principles of morality) which are laid down by

the Sermon on the Mount; the second and the third being

found in chap. vi. 33, vii. 12. This first one points toward

heaven, and the fountain of mercy in the Divine love to enemies

(Rom. V. 10), as the source whence our love should flow. It

also at the same time prepares the way, in passing, for that

wliich chap. vi. introduces : Let your righteousness be in the

sight of the Father, who looks to the hidden thought of the heart;

and not terminate in hypocritical acts in the sight of man.

Ver. 43. The beginning of that wicked and wanton misunder-

standing which is here condemned in pharisaic Israel, was their

restriction of the commanded love of our neighbour to their own

people only, and their contempt of the heathens as enemies

whom they might, and indeed should, hate. This was the all-

pervading false interpretation which their uncircumcised hearts

put upon God's revelations and institutions for His peculiar

people. But as the Jewish, like all other national pride in

general, is only an expansion of the selfish haughtiness of the

I into that of the "We, the limitation did not tarry at that point,

but the "neighbour" became more narrowly interpreted even

withiii their own bounds as a people. It has been assumed that

Moses does indeed often so speak as if the neighbour was only

the fellow-Israelite ; but this was only so far the case as it was

naturally the most obvious application of the term in common
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life among a people so isolated and self-contained. Let it be

noted, moreover, liow expressly, in the very chapter from which

our Lord derives the compendious law of brotherly love (Lev.

xix. 18), the strangers are included in that law (vers. 33, 34),

just as in ver. 10, they are coupled with all other poor.^ And
does not the constantly-recurring '^y^ point back to the de-

calogue, the commandments of which are recapitulated in the

beginning of this chapter (Lev. xix.) ? But where is the

expositor who would venture to say that it was lawful for

Israelites dwelling in heathen lands to bear false witness against

the heathen man outside the land of Israel, or to covet his wife

or his house? Thus in this chapter (Lev. xix. 18), "the

children of thy people " and " thy neighbour " cannot be one

and the same ; but the latter part of the sentence is the general

law upon which is based the more limited application in the

former :—Thou shalt not bear grudge against the children of

thy people, for thou shalt love every man ! and no less than as

thyselfP It is in the highest degree characteristic that the

Lord imputes to Pharisaism the omission of just this word :

though the doctors of the law tolerated and included it in the

dead letter, they utterly disregarded it in effect. What means

it other than this,—that I should place myself in thought in

the place of the other, and do to him what I would desire to

have done to myself? (ch. vii. 12.) Thus apprehended, it gives

itself an immediate and sufficing answer to the cavilling question

—Who is my neighbour ? Every one, assuredly, by whom I

would be loved ; and would not the Jew, needing charity and

its kind offices of help, desire them even from Samaritans and

Gentiles? (Lu. x. 29-36.)* But here, instead of this rejected

^ Zecli. vii. 10 includes the stranger among others, who are called

Brethren.

" There can be no more mischievous perversion of Scripture, or slander

of the Old Testament, than what Dietlein maintains—that the law com-

manded hatred of an enemy, not merely permitted it ; and that the enemy
whom the Mosaic institute commanded to hate was every stranger ! For-

merly the Eationahsts only spoke thus, and every Christian man con-

tradicted it.

" Observe hence once more, how falsely Christian theologians impute
hatred of an enemy to the Old-Testament law. Against von Gerlach

let the great difference be remembered between hating "<7;e enemy"
and " tlitj enemy." Where in all the Old Testament is the latter found?
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appendage, -which condemns all selfishness and opposes all

limitation of the precept, another is substituted which absolutely

sets self upon the throne, above our neighbour and against him,

Avith all its bitter wilfulness

—

and hate thine enemi/ ! Who
then is my enemy? Every one, in fine, whom it pleases me
so to term, for cause of enmity sinful man will never be slow to

discover or invent. But the law says rather—Thou shalt not

hate, that is, on thy part thou shalt have no enemy, thou shalt

regard and treat no man as such. Thou shalt not hate thy

brother in thy heart (even when he sins against thee), but re-

buke his sin in the spirit of sincere love,* thou shalt not bear

grudge nor avenge! (Lev. xix. 17, 18.) Even the adversary

in judgment is continually spoken of as a " neighbour." (Ex.

xviii. IG ; Lev. xix. 15.) But the Pharisee who will insidiously

evade the law, without tampering with its letter, gives its

meaning a rash and narrow interpretation, until, finally, nothing

remains but

—

My neighbour is he, who loves me (ver. 4G).

And since this love, so eagerly desired, very easily admits of

any cause of interruption, he is my neighbour only so long as

no oft'ence causes me to declare him my enemy. Thus is the

godless perversion of the precept perfected in an express contra-

diction to it; just as now-a-days the proverb too often runs

among Christians—Every man is his own neighbour

!

Ver. 44. In sublime contrast to this is the mighty re-assertion

of tlie law which must be fulfilled

—

But I say unto you! What
terms more entirely harmonize in the natural mind than enemy

and Jiate ? It is the full, undisguised heathenism of the carnal

mind which the Pharisees condensed into an express precept, a

genuine essential precept of man, and then appended it to a

connnandment of God as its exposition ! But when that com-

mandment said—"Love thy neighbour," it also signified no

less than Love tliine enemy! impossible as it may still be to

human nature to reconcile the two. All heathens have been

conscious that the love of an enemy was a beautiful and a noble

thing : and it is actually asserted throughout the Old Testament,

in its histories, proverbs, and precepts ; see, for example, only

Ex. xxiii. 4, 5; Job xxxi. 29; Prov. xxiv. 17, xxv. 21, 22.

Thus it is not anything new which the Lord announces as His

^ "The enemy is just f50 far our neighbour, as he most of all harasses

and occupies us.'"

—

Lancjc.
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law. He only "brings new grace for its right fulfilment, as He
thus already erects brotherly love into a new spiritual com-

mandment. After having, in the impressively simple antithesis

—

Love your enemies ! laid down first of all the internal sentiment,

which was of chiefest importance. Pie exhibits its progressive

operation in three degrees, which through word and act lead

back to the inner disposition again. As enmity advances, must

the maintenance and proof of love keep pace with it. Bless

them that curse you, oppose words of love and peace to words of

scorn and insult ! If the word of blessing suffices not (which is

mostly the case), proceed further, to deed answering deed ; do

good to them that hate you, that show themselves by more than

a single curse, by persistent conduct, to be your haters! And
when the good deed is not sufficient (which again, when rightly

imderstood, is always the case), continue nevertheless to preserve

that disposition before God, Avhich was the love spoken of at

the beginning : pray for them which despitefully use you^ and

persecute you ! Bless them not mei*ely in words but in acts

—

Avhich is more difficult: the answer of kind words might be in

vain without the proof of deeds. Let it not be thought enough

to say—I will not revile again, but will speak affectionately

;

yea, not enough to dispatch it quickly by saying to God—Let

them curse, but bless Thou I But there must be a real earnest-

ness in the prayer, as it is uttered in the prophetic psalm (cix.

28)—Bless thou through me, by my well-doing to them! and

when even this does not overcome the enmity, and cause the

despiteful treatment and persecution to cease, continue, never-

theless, in intercession : Bless Thou ! This is the last and

severest test of the pure spirit of love, without which the bless-

ing and the doing good could never in God's estimation bear

the name of love at all. The putting one who hates to con-

fusion by abundant deeds of kindness might even be a matter

of Pharisaical and hypocritical pride, a sweet revenge inider

anotlijer form : but he who can pray for his enemy, loves him

^ ''E'TTYipiot.^iiv'^'s^ not " slander" or "revile," for that would be no advance

in meaning upon cursing and hating, but according to Hesyclilus it is

equivalent to (iix^siv, inflict injury. The persecution points back to ver.

10. Or we shoidd have with Lange to oppose the secret intercession to

the secret and quiet vihflcation ; but how could this be philologically

established ?
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indeed. This already penetrates that secret region of whidi

oh. vi. 4-12 speaks more at large, and is tlic transition to what

immediately follows concerning the Fatlicr in heaven, who looks

in His children's hearts for love like His own.

Ver. 45. That which in vers. 9 and 16 was preparatorilv

spokcn, is snmmed np in one word—the children of your Father

whicli is in heaven ! The regeneration tliat underlies tliis, and

is procured through the grace of the Son (John i. 12), is in the

Sermon on the !Mount a mystery unspoken, but whicli betrays

itself to our notice, or at least to our anticipation, in the very

foundation of the discourse. For the faith of any one who
heard it miixht have concluded :—He who discloses and con-

demns with such severity the sin of the heart, and exacts such

lofty requirements. Himself designs to bring the kingdom of

His Father to the poor, and with it satisfy those who hunger

and thirst after God's love as their righteousness. That the

Lord sets up the perfection of mercifnl well-doing after the

example of the Father as the high aim of an ever-growing

exercise and appropriation, was already intimated in the pro-

gressive series of the benedictions, as it is now again in the

ascending stages of ver. 4-4. The mercy of the Father comes

to US freely and preparatorih* : he who exercises to others tliat

which he has obtained, experiences thereby more and more the

purification of his heart from everything which is contrary to

that mercy ; as we tliere apprehended and expounded it. So

that we may here also, without Iiesitation or fear, lay the stress

either upon the oTcag—in order that ye may be so ever more and

more, that ye may approve yourselves more and more fully, and

at hist in absolute perfection as children resembling thuir Father:

or upon the yh'^aOz—in order that ye may he so. Our Lord

designedly does not refer to the spiritual exhibitions of mercy to

sinners as the pattern of the Divine and fatherly benevolence ;

but, in order to work a more instant conviction, appeals to that

general testimony of nature whicli was as open to the heatlicn as

it was to Israel (Acts xiv. 17) : for it is His purpose to reduce

Israel and the heathen to the same level, in relation to the law

and to grace, even as the Baptist had done before Him. Moses

and tiic prophets had demonstrated the goodness of God from

His sending down rain and the blessing of heaven which

made fruitful the earth (Dent. xi. 10-15; Ps. Ixv. 10, 11;
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Jer. V. 24, xiv. 22). The heavens cannot rain of themselves,

and we should not be content with an unmeaning " it rains,"

Avhich places Nothing in the place of the living God ; for it is

God who rains, or who causes rain (as Israel sadly learned in the

frequent shutting of the heavens), even as it is His sun which

He causes to rise. His manifestation of Himself as the mighty

Creator and Lord is also, as such, the revelation of His goodness:

" for He is mighty and despiseth not any ; for He is mighty also

in strength of heart." (Job xxxvi. 5.) His loving-kindness in

nature is further the type and the promise of the spiritual gifts

of His grace for the innermost necessities of the heart of man.

Eain, in the prophetic Scriptures, is often referred to with this

meaning (Ps. Ixxii. 6; Isa. xlv. 8; Ezek. xxxiv. 26; Hos. vi. 3,

X. 12), and also the light of the sun, as tlie Lord had already

intimated in ver. 14. Christ Himself, according to the conclud-

ing promise of the Old Testament (Mai. iv. 2), is the sun of

righteousness, and in Him beams forth in its fullest radiance the

Divine love toioards enemies. (Rom. v. 8—10.) We who now
know this, detect such a meaning in His words : but He then

spoke, even while the light of grace was graciously beaming in

His face, only of the light of the natural sun. He did not say ;

that ye may be My disciples and Aly brethren (as afterwards

John xiii. 34, 35, as I have loved you ; and the Apostle, E])h.

v. 1)—but in His labours and His lessons of love glorified His

Father in heaven. He blessed those who reviled Him, even in

rebuking He blessed them; He persisted in works of benevolence

and healing in spite of all opposition; and He openly prayed for

the evil-doers, who inflicted upon Him the last injury, as He had

prayed for them all His life long in secret (Ps. xxxv. 12-14,

cix. 10). That He here magnifies the Father's goodness to tlie

evil and the good, the just and the unjust, is to be understood

partly as referring to the relative proportion in a mixed multi-

tude between the seeming good and bad ; and partly as if it had

been said—on the evil and the unjust, who deserve it not, as it

they were good and just, without any reference to merit and

worthiness.^ For who is good and just in His sight? We are

none of us worthy that His sun should shine upon us. Hence

^ Which is also indicated by the interchange of the leading word—the

evil are mentioned first in the former, the just in the latter.
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St Luke briefly expresses the fundamental idea—He is kind

unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Vers. 46, 47. Returning once more to the contrast of the pha-

risaic spirit, Ave have an advancement in the idea, a full revela-

tion now for the first time of their unrighteousness and loveless-

ness. Before, it was that they hated their enemies, thinking that

that was lawful, provided only they loved their "neighbour."

But they really love not at all, in strict truth, these their so-

called neighbours, friends and brethren. They have so far

narrowed the circle, that not merely those who hate them are

excluded from their love, but also those who love them not.

But if ye only love those who love you, can this be indeed called

love, which is in its very nature anticipating, and abundant, and

universal, like the shining of the sun '? Is it not rather a seek-

ing of your own, and in its principle simply a loving of yourself?

This question the Lord presses upon their consciences, which

cannot refuse to give back a true answer. If He speaks of this

as •' love," it is with that severe irony which He may use towards

hypocrites : they are said to love, in the same sense as they are

called rlrjhteous and have righteousness attributed to them (ver.

20). This is, indeed, the sense of all mankind : no man ever yet

hated his own flesh ; he that loveth his wife lovetli himself, and

seeks his own personal comfort (Eph. v. 28, 29) ; he that loveth

friend and brother is not impelled by any voluntary disposition

of his mind, but by the mere natural feeling that it is his own
friend and brother that he loves. This is the so-called love of

his neighbour which the natural man is said to entertain. If he

attempts to plead it in justification, however, in the presence of

strict law, the mask of "more than others" is plucked away by

the Lord, who shows it to be only the common Pharisaism which

extends even to publicans and heathens. No man is so wicked

and abandoned, no sinner is so essentially devilish, as not to have

some objects of his selfish election, of whom he may say—I love

them because they love me. Do not even the |:)?<Z'^ica?i.9 the

same ? In St Luke this saying is expressed in another form,

which simply gives the general principle involved in it—sinners

also do even the same. But here the Loi'd's expression deepens

its emphasis in the second question—do not even the heathens

the same ? (which reading is both on external and internal

grounds to be preferred.) For the Pharisees always placed the
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publicans on a level with the heathen (Matt, xvlii. 17) ; as they

were seen to be no better than the publicans, the second contrast

(afterwards again in ch. vi. 7) is ready to be introduced, by

which the Lord will teach His righteousness—not like the

heathen ! Therefore He had not said that the Father caused

His sun to rise and sent His rain upon Jews and heathen :

because this pharisaically-apprehended antithesis is merged in

the one, true distinction of just and unjust. 'AcTa^sc^a/, to

count worthy of greeting -and friendly intercourse, attaches

itself to the ivkoyCiv of ver. 44 ; not without allusion to the fact

that a Jew only gave his tiSh^ to a Jew, a Pharisee, certainly,

never to a publican. Your brethren is ironically spoken, even

as the love here apparently conceded is to those whom you

regard and acknowledge as such : whereas (vers. 22-24), from

the clays of Cain and Abel every man is every man's brother!

Alas that the disciples of Christ in the present day should need

so much to be warned against a Pharisaism still extant—Lot

not your brotherly love fall short of love universal ! (2 Pet. i. 7,

rriv hya'TTTiv simply, which is alone the truly catholic love).

What reward have ye^ A precarious and transitory reward in

man's praise and in his fleeting favour, but none from the Father

in heaven ; which prepares the way for ch. vi. 1, even as it looks

hack to ch. v. 12. Similarly ri 'zzpiffcrov refers to ver. 20, where

a 'TTzpiaaavziV of righteousness was required, beyond that false

one of those " saints " who were like all other sinners. Thus

progressively the inner connection of the fundamental ideas of

the Sermon on the J\Iount exhibit themselves to our view !

Ver. 48. TsXsiog is primarily, according to the usage of the

LXX. Cn.n, but aiffTTsp gives it such an elevation of meaning

that it becomes equivalent to the cnij^ of God. It is used here

in the sense of that fundamental commandment which comprised

within itself the whole law of Israel, as well the external ordi-

nances as those moral precepts Avith which they were inwardly

bound up—Ye shall therefore be holy, for I am holy! (Lev.

xi. 45, xix. 2, xx. 7, 26.) It is to this that the Lord now refers

on closing His citation of separate commandments, reducing the

sum of the second table to the sum of the first table and of the

whole law. This is the distinctive TrBpifjaov of the children of

God (Dent. xiv. 1) through which they are sanctified and sepa-

rated from an evil world to the honour of the ever-praised
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Father. But what is that virtue of His holiness, of which Ho
will make His chihlrcn paj'talcers ? God is holy as the conde-

scending and ^Icrciful One : His highest, most perfect praise is

that it must be said lie is Love, in a sense in Avhich it is not,

and cannot be, said He is Omnipotence, He is Justice. Love is

even in Him the bond of pcrfectness, the essence of all His

other attributes and perfections. We may be, and we should be,

not_almudity as God is^^but merciful as He is, and St Luke with

perfect propriety uses this word instead. Thisjs our perfection,

this is our being entire and complete before God and in God.

For children are indeed only perfect as children. This is set up

by our Father as the goal of our attainment

—

Be ye therefore ;

and as this command contains a latent fore-announcement that

the Holy One designs to make vis holy, the Perfect One to make
us perfect, so now in the Son is the fulness of the Godhead, the

plenitude of Divine love brought down, in order that it may
enter our needy souls through the Spirit. If we believe on His

Name, we are already regarded, through the imputation of

righteousness to our faith, as 'TTSTrX'/jpcoyAvot h uvtoj. (Col. ii.

10.) If, apprehended of Christ, ^vo_J2ress towards the mark

with fuTl earnestness of spirit and walk according to the rule.

we are now r'iXiiot in the principle of our mind and will, though

not yet rsTiXiicoijAi'Oi in consummation and attainment. (Phil,

iii. 12-15.) But the living law of our Lord gives us a sure and

comforting security in this 'iazaOi— Ye shall be perfect, if ye

abide and increase in love. But this does not set before us a

general prospect of an unending progress towards perfection,

without a definite goal of completed perfectness ; but the God
of peace will sanctify us until we are actually oJ^orzKslg (1 Thess.

V. 23), until in the perfect work of patience wc have become h
[jjrioz'A ISii'TToiJAvoi. (Jas. i. 4.) To that end it is said, E/ o'i

Ttg XsiTiTui Ti'/og, asrsirco ^apw rov hihovrog (Jas. i. 5)—as also

in the Sermon on the Mount our Lord opens up to us the path

of prayer which leads to the fulfilling of all the commandments.

The discourse, which set out at first with the inost deep-drawn,

fundamental principles of truth, the pregnant language which

embodied them deniandinrr most riiiorous attention for its exact
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interpretation, becomes henceforward more easily intelligible in

its phraseology, and descends to a more popular style of teach-

inoj. There follow, however, at intervals, sayings the meaning

of which is somewhat disguised in figurative and obscure ex-

pressions, and is not immediately obvious, such as chap. vi. 22,

23, vii. 6. The section chap. vi. 1-18, may be termed a sacred

example of popular Reformator-Polemik—if it is allowable thus

exactly, though in unidiomatic German, to express our meaning.

The third contrast with the Pharisees fully discloses, as our

general survey showed us, their hypoo^iticcd and external le-

gality, as the complete development of that false system of expo-

sition which originates in an adherence to its mere letter. This

is exhibited, to wit, as the original internal principle, and essen-

tial quality of their pseudo-righteousness. There is, designedly

and appropriately, no further reference to individual command-

ments of the Divine law and their fulfilment : the appealing

reference to that which is written, and to what they of old time

substituted for it or perverted it into,.was brought to an end in

ch. V. by a most searching and comprehensive contrast. The

three leading examples, however, which now are to follow in con-

formity with the Lord's prescribed plan, are taken from the three

meritorious works of righteousness ; so to speak, the highest acts

of all so-called righteousness according to universal human esti-

mation, heathenish as well as pharisaic. For this whole section

aims, in transition, to exhibit the Pharisees as, in their natural

state, heathens in the true sense of the word. These examples

are the three works which even Christian Pharisaism, especially

in the Komish church, has on similar grounds reproduced :

—

almsgiving to our neighbour, prayer to God, fasting for our-

selves. See them thus united in Tob. xii. 9. It may probably

be thought that prayer would have more fitly been placed last,

as thus the contrast between the hypocritical and the sincere

performance would have been more direct, and the transition

more immediate to the fundamental idea which follows in vers.

19-23,—viz., the single-minded aim and pursuit after God's

own righteousness ! But the order in which the Lord places

them^is that of their natural development, whether in the good

or evil intention of man. He who seeks righteousness, begins

with external good works (instead of the right commencement

which is directly in prayer) ; then proceeds to prayer, that his
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God may rcrjard his good deeds, pardon their deficiency, and

be pleased to strengthen him for their performance ; and finall}^,

in order to further the devotion of prayer, he fasts and exercises

himself_in keeping under the flesh. Thus we find it witli Cor-

nelius, Acts X. 2, 30, 31 ; and precisely the same with hypo-

crites, although in caricature of the truth. Yet at the same

time almsgiving was most immediately included in the Divine

statutes for Israel (ch. v. 42; Dent. xv. 11); fasting, on the

contrary, was for the most part optional, since there was only

one fast-day appointed to Israel, the day of atonement, to which

very early were added other times of general fasting (Zech. viii.

19), till in process of time came the fasting twice in the week of

the individual Pharisee. (Lu. xviii. 12.)

In ver. 1, there is laid down a general warning against such

a performance of the duties of righteousness, such a righteous-

ness of works, as consists only of hypocrisy and semblance, inas-

much as it is exhibited only i)i the sight of men, and to be seen

of them. An apparent contradiction to ch. v. 16, which, how-

ever, really explains it. The preliminary

—

Tjoin' righteousness !

of ch. V. 20, here recurs again. The reference to the Father in

heaven, and the only standard of worth and of reward in His

sight, is here continued, following ch. v. 46, 48. He who was

there in ver. 45 exhibited as the highest Exemjolar of perfect

holy love, is also the Bewarder of all true righteousness, which

consists in similitude to Himself. (" Before Thee nothing else

has any value, but Thine own likeness.") lie is merciful to the

merciful, and gives the pure in heart to see His face. Hereupon

follow in their order, first of all almsgiving, distinctively by the

Pharisees termed " righteousness," but here taken as a general

designation of all good works towards our neighbour. Now
occurs for the first time the expression

—

the hypocrites—so often

cast in the teeth of the Pharisees down to-ch. xxiii. For they

are no better, who are like the publicans, and yet arrogate to

themselves a special and exceeding righteousness, throwing the

veil of an apparent sanctity over the wickedness of their hearts.

The same is uttered again in comiection with praj'er, ver. 5, and

fastinrr, ver. 17. Thus it is the leadins idea of this section, al-

though in the central part of it concerning prayer, ver. 7, the

reference is extended—like the heathen. In opposition to this

our Lord tells His disciples, that they should, as far as possible,
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perform their good works in secret even to themselves, to avoid

;iir imagination of having by the deed in itself done anything.

For, deeds of charity, by their very nature, neither can nor

.should be altogether concealed ; they cannot indeed admit of

concealment at all. It is somewhat less so with prayer to God

;

lience afterwards, Enter into thy closet, and shut thy door

!

Finally, exercises of self-restraint and discipline cannot by their

nature be concealed from ourselves, and they should on that

account be all the more closely hidden from others, for here is

the greatest danger. Ascetic discipline, not hidden, loses all its

value ; consequently, in ver. 17, there is commanded even a holy

disguise of fasting, as the only and effectual antidote to a wicked

liypocrisy. These are the three stages of concealment before

man, which the righteousness of Christ's disciples admits of.

Prayer, again, is the centre and soul of all acts in genei'al

which pertain to the service of God. In connection with this,

as the point of most importance, the contrast developes itself

more plainly as twofold :—not before men first, but also not

before God and men together,—which is the consummation of

these Pharisees' hypocrisy, and of the wretchedness of the blind

])eople who follow them,

—

hy much speaking! Word-making,

instead of prayer from the heart, whether before men or only in

the closet, is ever the direct opposite of true prayer. Our Lord

sets against this His own sacred model ofprayer for the children

of the Father ; which teaches how that they must in the simplest

terms, before, and after, and in connection with all their earthly

necessities, pray for the establishment of His kingdom, in the

doing of His will, to His own glory (the fulfilling of His law),

as the gift of His grace ; that thus through prayer they may fulfil

the commandment. We see this in a very different light from

Neander, to whom it appears evident that vers. 7—16 are alto-

gether /om^;i to the organism of the Sermon on the Mount.

To us, on the other hand, it is manifest that this prayer, inserted

in the very midst of the second division of the discourse, is its

proper centre, the key to all the mysteries of its demands, by

which the way to their fulfilment is pointed out. To ask is all

that is required of %is in order to the performance of every re-

quirement (ch. vii. 7-13), and the command thus to pray, with

the promise involved in it, is the heart of the evangelical laiv.

Hence the Lord's prayer, as we shall see, is arranged as the
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counterpart of the ten commandments. Here does onr heavenly

Father exhibit Himself the third time as the hearer of prayer

and giver of righteousness : as in ch. v. 45 He had shown Him-

self to be its pattern, and in ch. vi. 1, 4, G, its rewarder. In

vers. 14, 15, the fifth petition is again repeated witli the most

solemn emphasis, for in it is especially fulfilled the law of love

through the asking and receiving of the love of God ; yet, as is

strictly appropriate here, with a warning against the hypocritical

conceit, which might lead them to imagine that such prayer as

this is already heard, even without any such condition.

Finally, in vers. 16-18, concerning which we have almost

said enough already, we have fasting as significative of all asceti-

cism and abstinence of every kind. There is a simple repetition

of the terms of the first contrast, which thus, after the apparent

interruption of the pattern-prayer, closes the section as it was

begun.

Yer. 1. Aizuioa-Jiir,, for which &Xs'/t[JbO(rvv'/i has been substituted

as a well-intentioned but mistaken gloss, does not here convey

the meaning of liberality or almsgiving; as nj^ny does in the

pharisaic usage which pervades the whole Talmud, though never

in the Scriptures of the Old Testament.^ The Lord speaks

assuredly according to scriptural usage only, and 'bizuiocv^jri

vyjSv can be no other than that of ch. v. 20, to which this fun-

damental position looks back before it is followed out into more

specific detail. It is consequently quite similar to ch. xxiii. 5;

all their icorlcs they do for to be seen of men. Therefore is added

the admonitory ^pocs^^srs, take heed! as this was also contained

in ch. V. 20 ; and the third contrast with the Pharisees now

deepens, according to the general fundamental plan of the ser-

mon, into a tone of warning. Yet does the Lord at the same

time address Himself generally to the poor misguided people

who blindly followed these hypocrites, as well as to His own
separated disciples, in order that lie may open their eyes to

the cunning treachery of their guides and examples, and thus

awaken and secure their desire for His discipleship and its better

^ The transition is seen in apocrj'plial passages, such as Tob. xiv. 9,

^I'hi'hiri/.uv Kcti ojx«/of, xi. 9, i>.snfcn<7vy»; Kctl oiKciiotTvva;, where also in ver.

8 all tLrec cccur together, prayer with fasting and alms.
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ricrhteousness. A slightly ironical ambiguity in the expression,

which rather lay in the word as understood by His present

hearers, than in the Lord's own design, paves the way for the

mention of that kXzrifJboctVV'/] which to the pharisaic Jews was the

most eminent hzaioavvi^. It is not the " before men " which is

forbidden as such, but making that the improper aim, in opposi-

tion to the proper aim in ch. v. 16. Hence hud^vai in this

passage is quite different from OTTug ihcoffiv in that, and contains

a bye-reference of an evil kind to diarpov and the like, to mere

shoiu before the world. Hence afterwards, in vers. 5 and 16,

the yet more severe OTTcog (pocvSJai, which plainly expresses an

empty appearance without any truth wathin. But the reference

to the everlasting reward of the Father in heaven detracts not

by any means from righteousness, but rather belongs essentially

to its reality, since it is wrought for God^s sake, for His appro-

bation, and in order to blessedness in communion with Him.

Ver. 2. As the ye had already in ch. v. 23, 29, 36, 39, passed

over into the tltou of a more specific application, so does it uni-

formly now in each part of this section. The Jewish over-

estimation of almsgiving begins already to show itself in certain

otherwise well-intended apocryphal sentences, such as Tob. iv.

11, 12, xii. 9 ; Wisd. iii. 28, xxix. 14, 15, which themselves

seem to lean on such canonical sayings as Prov. xix. 17 ; Dan.

iv. 27. The truth which lay at the foundation of this error,

but which was, alas, perverted and altogether lost in Pharisaism,

Christ Himself acknowledges, for instance in Matt. x. 42, and

also His Apostles, 2 Cor. ix. 9. The sounding a trumpet or

letting it be sounded cannot, in harmony with the connection,

be regarded as a mere figure, denoting, it may be, " loud and

shrill begging-litanies" (Lange), but also an actual custom of

that age, of wdiicli nothing further is distinctly known to us •}

for the Lord is now describing the hypocrites and their work

right strictly after the life. Before thee, the saintly man, the

great benefactor—as descriptively as it is scornfully spoken

—

that thy name and flime might be trumpeted forth ! This were

then also thy reward, dismissed with which no other awaits thee.

Vers. 3, 4. But ivlien thou, a child of God, doest alms—which

^ Compare, however, Sepp, Lebeii Cliristi ii. 183. Moreover, auKTril^itv

is not merely tuba canerc^ but tuba cani curare also, according to a general

usage, which Meyer cannot well deny.
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must no more be omitted tlian the offering of the gift according

to cli. V. 24—let it not be with ostentation, but keep it rather,

so fur at least as the act of giving will admit, a secret from the

Avorld ; no artificial concealment is necessar}-, however, or that

thou shouldst show that thou art ashamed of it by fixlse anxiety

or affected modesty. Especially take care—for that is the main

point—not to gloiy in thy act, which should be as natural to

thee as shining is to light. The saying concerning the right

hand and the left is manifestly proverbial : forget it, if it may

be, even while thou doest it ; let it be far from thee, while the

right hand is giving to hold in thy left a trumpet, or to stretch

it out for reward and praise. If the hands know nothing of it,

the soul knows nothing—we may say with von Gcrlach. That

is at least more simple than to regard it Mith Lange as referring

to the solicitous counting from one hand into the other before

the gift, and the clapping of hands afterwards. Take ch. xxv.

25-37 as its best exposition. Be not afraid that thy good work

will be done so secretly, that even God will not know it and find

it again for its reward. He forgets no work of love (Heb. vi.

10). If thou thinkest of this, and at the same time of the strong

temptation on thy part to forget and to lose it wliile receiving

the praises of men, thou wilt prefer ever to do thy Avork in secret:

thus shalt thou be more sure of that secret and true estimate in the

siiiht of God which alone mves its value to what mav be termed

good. Not as the Chinese proverb runs, " Give thy alms in the

day, thy reward will come in the night"—but just the reverse:

give in secret, and thou shalt openly receive the true Divine

recompense, partly even in this world (Eccl. xi. 1), but in all its

fulness at the resurrection of the just (Lu. xiv. 14). As again

the Mohammedan proverb says, " Hast thou done a good deed,

cast into the sea ; if the fish finds it not, yet will God see it."

He reckons to thee capital and interest in rich return : for every

deed of love, done from a pure heart, as unto Ilim, bears its

fruit unto everlasting life.

Vers. 5, G. Sincere worshippers pray, indeed, in the synagogncs,

and there is nothing wrong in that : but they vi\\0 2Jrefer to pray

in the congregation, instead of the closet, are thereby convicted

as hypocrites. How much more so when it is in the streets^ to

which, with rare exceptions, prayer is not appropriate,—and even

at the corners of the streets, where is the greatest concourse of

VOL. I. o
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passers-by ! There stand they, the wicked ones, who pervert

the most holy act of secret, interior communion with God,

—

concerning which, therefore (according to Braune's deep and

striking remark), Moses gave no direct precept—into a mere

matter of ostentation before the workl. They have artfully so

watched their opportunity as to be at the street-corner at the

hours of prayer ; they then continue standing there as if it was

a matter of conscience not to omit, even there, the holy hour.

For, without any such pretext and occasion, to stand in the street

for prayer w^ould appear even to the world to be such frenzy as

the essential, indelible feeling of truth in the most wicked hypo-

crite would be ashamed of: manifest as it is that prayer is out of

place in the street, hypocrisy itself requires another cloak to hide

the shame which clings to it. They have their reward : they

pray not indeed to God, and seek not to be heard ; therefore

they have only just what they desire and seek. But thou, if

thou truly prayest to God, must know that while the temple is

a house of prayer, and the synagogues places of prayer also, this

does not prevent the equal sanctity of all other places, where the

Lord may be near to all who call upon Him, and dwell in the

heart of the contrite ones. Thou shalt not be ashamed of the

public prayer under fitting circumstances, but shalt in addition

especially and habitually retire into solitude, where nothing must

interrupt, hinder, or tempt thee in thy devout abstraction. Go
into thy closet, if thou hast one (Judith ix. 1, viii. 5 ; Tob. iii. 12) ;

or else seek one under God's own heaven, wdiich may become to

thee a Bethel. Shut to the door, if thou canst and it should be

necessary (2 Kings iv. 33) ; but in any case the door of thy

senses and thoughts, that no distraction may interpose between

thee and thy Father. So pray to thy invisible Father, Himself

Concealed to thy sense {raj h too z^vtrSi as before in ver. 18),

and He who out of His secret ])lace looks into secret, will

openly reward as well thy prayer as thine alms, each in its kind.

Eeward is here the common middle-term between the ideas of

recompense and simple grant.

Vers. 7-8. Frightful and shameful, but alas true, Avas it that

the Israelites, the holy of Israel, in their very prayer to their God,

have become like the heathen, because they actually do not pray

to Him at all I The heaping up many words is essentially the

manner of all heathenish prayer, which supposes that God must
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be awakened byhuman cries (1 Kings xviii. 27), as all the babbling

of the heathen shows to the present day. This is, however, so

deeply rooted a mischief in the heathen mind of the natural man,

that it may well follow the disciples ofJesus even into their closets.

Therefore it follows : And ichcn ye yourselves 2:>ray in the closet,

before God and not before men, beware of this same folly, which

would convict you either of hypocrisy in your own hearts, or at

least of unbelief in a present and living God. Even Sirach (vii.

14) said long ago, " Make not mucli babbling Avhen thou pray-

est !
" and the Jewish teachers abounded in good maxims to this

effect, though they were neutralized by others of opposite ten-

dency, such as,—He who multiplies his prayers, is sure of a hear-

ing,—Whoso lengthens his prayers, will not return empty,

—

Every man should daily repeat at least eighteen prayers

—

and so forth. To these clung the hypocrites of that age with

their long prayers (ch. xxiii. 14) : but the same evil breaks out in

every age where simplicity and truth decline, as the confusion of

Paternosters, Ave Marias, and Rosaries bear witness ; and no

less the pious babbling of many a pietist keeper of the hours, of

many a devotee in the closet relying on his enforced ojms operatum.

Nothing indeed is further from the Lord's meaning than to

repress the prayer which is ever welling from the full heart, the

spirit of persistent wrestling with God. But the multa locutio

wherein there is not multa precatio (to quote Augustine), the

words which are not urged from a vehement and overflowing

heart, He esteems a vain heathenish work ; and condemns as a

vain delusion the imagination that any words, as such, might

contribute to the acceptance of prayer (Isa. i. 15). For our

object in prayer is not to inform the Omniscient of what He
knew not before. The universal subject and matter of our

prayer is,—that which we have need of for body and soul, in

general and in specific things. This knoiceth the Father before

wc ask Him, yea better than we can ever ask or conceive ; for,

poor fallen man knows no longer what he is in need of, first,

generally for his soul, and then in particular, at least very often,

lor either soul or body. (Rom. viii. 26.) While before God we
are thinking what He may know to be our real need, we shall also

remember to trust it entirely to His hands. In this utterance,

finally, so stern n its condemnation of all that is not simple in

prayer, and yet so encouraging to all that is so, the Lord solves
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that ever-recurring doubt :—Will God, in deference to our prayer,

interfere with the order of the world ? He has already in its

arrangement provided for the answer of every prayer, as gene-

rally for every foreseen expression of human freedom, and for

every necessity of His creatures known to Him from eternity.

Superstition, which can only take root in hypocrisy, supposes

that words must do this ; unbelief, into which superstition ever

degenerates, for it is essentially one with it, expects no help to

acceptance from the words of prayer. Neither knows aught of

the living God, in whom true faith only can confide for the

knowledge of its need and the willingness to help it, and there-

fore alone can truly pray^ even as children ask of their father.

THE lord's prater.

(Matthew vi. 9-13.)

Vers. 9-13. But where shall we begin and where shall we end

with the exposition of the LorcTs 'prayer ; not His own, that is

(after this manner pray ye I), but our prayer who are and would

be the Lord's, given to us as the children of the Father, by His

Son our Lord ?^ What has exposition to do, we had almost said,

with the words in which the wisdom of God, descending upon us

in perfect love, has condensed and enshrined for us neither more

nor less than all, all which ever has ascended, does now, or ever

will ascend from human hearts in prayer to Heaven % Yes, verily,

whatsoever may not be included in this, cannot be fit subject of

prayer, and may not be asked. Such unlicensed prayer is indeed

no prayer at all in spirit and in truth, for God's Spirit hath not

prompted it ; neither can it be real communion of the heart with

the living God, for presumption and error have never the confi-

dence of faith. Think of and utter ought which it is in thy will

or thy power to ask, and thou wilt find it already spoken for thee

in this prayer of prayers. Whatever from the beginning, since

^ How Bramie can suppose that the Redeemer Himself often used this

prayer is to us inconceivable
;
particularly on account of the fifth petition,

and also on account of the sixth and seventh—for " evil " must be pre-

eminently sin, from which Christ redeems us, but never needed Himself to

bo redeemed from it.
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men first, on account of sin and evil, lifted theix* hearts and hands

to heaven, has been in their minds to ask, is here reduced, in the

simplicity of the new and everlasting covenant, the last utterance

of God to us in His Son, to one word, which will remain man's

last utterance also to God, until heaven and earth arc divided no

more. All the cz'ies which go up from man's breast upon earth

tolieaven, meet here in their fundamental notes ; and are gathered

into words which arc as simple and j^lain for babes as they are

deep and inscrutable for the wise, as transparent for the weakest

understanding of any truly praying spirit as they arc full of

mysterious meanino; for the miirhtiest and last stru£]i;o;les of the

spirit into the kingdom and glory of God. Whatever Israel may
ever have prayed in words given by the Spirit of God or shaped

by the spirit of man ; whatever there was of just and sound in

the contents of any Jewish formulary or collection, any Kaddisch

or Machsor, which was extant in the time of Jesus, was but the

])reparatory as-piration towards this most living of all formulas,

full of spirit in its letter ; this most comprehensive of all epitomes,

sc marvellous in its brevity ; into which our Lord and Master

condenses now for His own, all that those words imply,— When

ye pray, say ! Thus has His Spirit expounded it for nearly two

thousand years to those who have prayed in His name : and all

that it has ministered to their thoughts and they have derived

from it, is the comprehensive fulness of its real contents. Learn

to make it thy prayer, and it will interpret itself to thee with

ever-deepening imp^essiveness, from the Father-name which it

j^laces upon thy lips down to that Amen of faith, which, having

first impressed it upon thy heart, it draws to thy lips, that out of

thy own mouth thine heart may be strengthened : but all through

the power of God the Spirit, without which the most consum-

mate words to those who resist it—remain but words. Let the

reader receive the exposition which will now be given, only as a

finger-post to indicate where the paths of profound thought go

on to their endless development ; es])ecially as giving some very

necessary hints for the unify and the harnwny of those paths,

which, as the individual petitions open them up, proceed in com-

pact and harmonious progression towards the one great end.

After this manner then ]iray ye—the Lord says, in immediate

connection with the prohibition of heathen babbling. Li the

most obvious meaning, therefore,

—

this hricfly and simply, em-
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bracing in plain and sound words whatsoever thy heart prompts

tliee to utter before God : not going round and round for the

mere sake of saying many words, as if He did not understand.

But when we see presently after that the Lord, in giving a

pattern of its form, incorporates in it at the same time the sub-

stance of all frayer for which words can ever be required ;^ and

in so doing, goes entirely out of and beyond the immediate con-

nection of His discourse in order to condense the whole meaning

of the Sermon into this pi^ayer as its kernel ;—we shall not be

disposed to agree with many who unwisely think that He only

designed to commend to us by an example simplicity and brevity

in the expression. He who should cordially assent to this might

well despair of matching this by any other prayers, and therefore

rest entirely in the given form itself. Did the Lord by " after

this manner " signify these very words, or only their substance

and their manner? No rational man can think that it was His

meaning that we should use these words exclusively. But that

it was His design that they should be adhered to and used, as His

church has understood Him and acted accordingly, we have most

decisive proof in the repetition of the same words upon a subse-

quent request of His disciples for ^form ofprayer (Lu. xi. 1-4).^'

For there they wished for a directory and form for daily use

—

as Jolm also taught his disciples. The Lord did not refuse it,

but most emphatically referred them in their need to that which

He had given a long time before : He knew nothing and had

nothing better for them, and now says more distinctively than on

the former occasion—When ye pray, and have need ofprescribed

expressions, then say ye the same words ! There is a prayer of

the heart without word, but let him who should think himself so

^ " Not so much a sacred formulary as for Divine instruction as to what

petitions are universally good, universally necessary, universally accept-

able," says the Beuggen MonatsLlatt with perfect correctness, although it

cannot be be gainsaid that the Lord set out with the immediate design to

inculcate simplicity and brevity in the expression.

2 As certainly as the Sermon on the Mount was spoken by our Lord in

the form in which St Matthew gives it, and the Our-Father is an essential

part of it, so certainly St Luke's is not merely a "more particular account

of the circumstances under which the prayer was given." Alas that

the excellent Harms should thus express himself upon it, from whose

valuable expositions in his Sermons we have elsewhere received much that

is useful.
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qualified and capable for that at all times, as to be able to despise

the prayer of words, reflect upon this saying of our Lord

—

AVhen ye pray, say ! Further, the Spirit- of prayer does give

the special and ever new and appropriate words of prayer ; but

this docs not remove the necessity of the weak to fall back upon

a given form of words, yea, even of the strongest who are, some-

times at least, equally weak, and know not either what they

ought to ask or how to ask it. In any case, there remains, finally,

the great necessity of a common prayer of general consecration

and promise. Therefore, the Lord's commandment—Pray thus,

and say ! is the actual appointment of a letter sanctified and

blessed fo" the church's spiritual prayer, the institution of an
almost sacramental word-element resembling that other

—

Do this!

For as we have need of the Lord's Supper, ivellidgh in like manner

—I say not more, for there is yet assuredly a difference—have

we need of a word of prayer full of promise to be placed in our

lips, that we laying hold of it may by the word excite the spirit,

in the name of Jesus, who has Himself commanded us thus to

pray ourselves from the poverty of receiving faith into the full

confidence of being heard and accepted. And this confidence

is especially strengthened by this, that we oflPer the same prayer

in fellowship one with another, whether in external or internal

communion. In that request of the disciples, a purely human
need uttered itself which the Lord could not have left unsatisfied,

yea, well knowing what they needed, had already provided its

satisfaction. If, on the one hand, alas, this most sacred prayer

has been desecrated into a most profane formality of babbling

by the misuse of it in endless Paternosters in the many tongues

into which it has come
; yet on the other hand an unlimited

experience attests the gracious and condescending will of the

Lord to bless these words, with wliich lie has connected, and

into which lie has inwrought, a sanctity beyond that of any other

prayers that we may use. In them the little child begins to spell

out the rudiments of its prayer, and when the church unites, in its

loftiest festal assemblies, to pray, tliese words, and none but they,

are still its most perfect concerted utterance, sufficient for the

most sublime occasions, and beyond which nothing can be ex-

pressed. All that is needful for every act of Divine service, and

all that any man may have especially in his own heart, is comprised

in this prayer ; as the ecclesiastical formulary excellently says.
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Thus the Lord over and above the hoio teaches us abundantly

the v:ihat, and not merely teaches it, but gives us the petitions

which He commands us to pray, as simple ^promises, for the

encouragement of our confidence in asking, if we lay hold upon

them in faith. But it is indeed only a prayer for us poor sinners,

Avho have need of forgiveness and deliverance. He Himself, as

the Son, prayed otherwise to the Father, and has opened a way
whereby we, having become children of God through Him, may
have liberty to pray to His Father as our Father too. Thus

does He turn our asking into receiving, and makes our prayer

the way and means of our fulfilling the commandment. This is

the meaning of its position here in the Sermon on the Mount.

Jehovah cried upon Sinai amid the thunders of His majesty

—

Thou shalt be holy ! Jesus on the Mount of Blessedness gives

to the people, who sit down at Plis feet and receive of His words

(Deut. xxxiii. 3), the word of living power from His own
mouth :—Ask, and it shall be given you to become holy, yea,

finally to be holy for ever in your finished redemption to the

glory of God.

Hence it may already be presumed that this central word,

containing the very heart of the Gospel as the life-giving, self-

fulfilling law of grace, would stand—through the marvellous

Avisdom of the Holy Ghost, which has so ordered it that all

things in the great wdiole of revelation correspond and are fitlj^

joined together—in immediate relation with the decalogue, the

authentic expression of the laio ofcommandment for all ages. And
so it manifestly does. First of all, it is obvious to every one that

in this as in that, there are two tables, and indeed in a similar

manner referring to God and man. As the commandment
begins—I am thy God, thou shalt consecrate thyself to JMe

alone, but not in any forms of thy own devising, and regard as

holy My name. My day, and My representatives (My image, in

their united human life, th}^ father and mother), and then first

descends into the circle of man's relative duties and obligations

;

so also in the prayer, after the invocation come first the petitions,

which, as they ascend to the Father, utter only " Thy," and after-

wards the others which may also say " Our." If even there

the gracious covenant-word—Thy God—preceded the command-

ments, how much more must all the petitions here have that

first word of appropriating faith befoi'e them

—

Our Father!
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Further, as there the precept coiicorninp; parents (according to

riglit reckoning the fifth), while it essentially belongs to the first

table, is yet the middle-term of transition to the second, so also

here the fourth makes such a transition from Thy to Our. It

does, indeed, say '^ our bread," but at the same time

—

Give it to

ns as Tliy good ; while in the following petitions we ask only for

the turning away o{ our evil. To honour God in the person of

men, is the internal principle of the loving our neighbour as our-

selves (submitting one to another in the fear of God, in honour

preferring one another) ; the filial feeling is the foundation of

family-life, from which society and the community grow as a

more extended home in which thou shouldst do thy neighbour

no harm, because he is thy brother. So also the filial petition

for the true bread from the true Father is the beginning and

foundation of all further petitioning for all our need, as will pre-

sently be shown. Finally, as there we have ten words (nib'J?

D'nn'^n), so here, though the petitions—to distinguish the new
above the old— are contained in the holier number Seven (repeat-

ing the most holy Three)\ yet the prayer itself is found to be

also comprised in /^n words, or sentences, ifwo include, not only

the invocation and doxology, its commencement and its close,

but also, as is fitting, the single voiv, which appears as the con-

dition of the fifth petition. It is that " as we forgive," which is

in itselfsomething distinctive, as the Lord's immediately following

repetition teaches us : yea, in this member of the prayer is its

essential heart to be found ; for we attain to this love, which is

the fulfilment of the laio, only in the way of asking and receiving

from the love of God.

Thus the one prayer runs through both : Be our God and rjice

us all Thj good

—

take from us all our evil, in order that in us also

Thine may be the glory ! Give Thy grace, take our sin—give

Thy glory, take our evil away. But as the prayer bears the re-

lation to the commandments of an abounding fulfilment of them,

the invocation does not merely correspond with that first word

of the covenant

—

I am thy God, but at the same time transforms

the two first connnandments into a prayer which fulfils them.

Every other God, and every self-invented likeness and image, is

already excluded, when we cry in faith—Our Father which art

in heaven ! The first petition for the hallowing of the name

embraces In itself the true principle or beginning and the final
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end of all prayer; but it aptly corresponds also to the next com-

mandment—Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain. The New-Testament order of conception, however,

enters here. Now in the great fulfilment we pray down from

heaven to earth the kingdom which is come and is coming, and

we pray the good and gracious ivill of the Father into the

hearts of ourselves and all His children. The three first petitions

are inseparably triune. The Old Testament already contained at

the law-giving, in the hidden background of its word,^ reference

to the sacred Three in God ; but now comes into clearer promi-

nence the name to be hallowed, of the Father ^\xs,t now invoked,

of the Son whose kingdom is to come, of the Spirit through

whose inworking the children of God are disciplined to do His

will. The three petitions are inseparable, while each introduces

and includes that which follows
;
yet do they, at the same time,

exhibit the development in which they are fulfilled, through begin-

ning, middle, end. For the first invocation and petition already

hallows the name, then comes the kingdom more and yet more,

until in its perfection the will is fully done.

This is first and essentially " that which we have need of" (ver.

8). The following supplication grounds itself on this, and follows

from it, as Olshausen rightly seizes the connection between them

;

" 7w order that this nmy he, give us daily the bread of life." Thus

may we vmderstand the true meaning of the fourth petition,

which mediates between the two tables, though so often, alas,

wrested from its connection :—Give us Thy good ! It is, in some

sort, as a condescension that it begins with the expression of our

earthly, bodily need. It designs to signify more than that, how-

ever, elevating bodily need into the figure of spiritual. Impart

that to us whereof we live
;
give Thyself to us for the good of our

hunger, for the satisfaction of our desire. This is essentially the

central word of all prayer : supply our need ! Here is also the

proper meaning of the much contested ixiovffiog, in its plain

position before us : that which is necessary to our ovalu, the sus-

tenance of the creature derived from the power and gift of Him,

1 Namely first : ni"'' "i^JS the Fatber, T]-in^x in the Son, Tj^nx^fin ItJ'K

through the Spirit's power. Then again : No other gods before Me, the

Father ; no likeness besides the Son, in whom My name is ;
the sabbath for

a sign that I sanctify thee, and will carry on in thee the work of ^fy Spirit

(Ezek. XX. 12).
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who alone is in Himself o c^v. But man lives not by bread alone :

and as the Lord has spoken at the commencement of the Sermon

(ch. V. G) of a hungerinn- and thirsting of the inner man, so now

in its centre, yea, in the innermost heart of the prayer which is

its very kernel, lie most assuredly does not bid us pray merehj

for the need and nourishment of the body, but speaks also of the

hread which the Father giveth from heaven, just as in John vi.

27-33, iv. 31. The details will follow upon the individual ^

petitions.

We also plainly see how the three 'petitions of the second

table further describe and explain that bread of life, for which

we, on our soul's behalf, nnist j^ray. As the first table of petitions

is from above downwards, invoking all from heaven, to which

he who prays has risen in his invocation, until the earth in re-estab-

lished obedience becomes like heaven ; so now the prayer returns

back, rising from the confessed and expressed necessity into

which the Lord's merciful answer descends, towards full satisfac-

tion and accomplishment, and, indeed, in the order of a sacred

three, corresponding to the former :—our trespass is that we have

not done the will of the Father, and reconciliation is the bread

which we first and most inwardly need ; then comes temptation,

opposing, through the might of the wicked one, the coming of the

kingdom ; then the ei'H, under which we sigh, to the very last

opposing the full glorifying and hallowing of the name of God in

His saints. All that we here pray for is indeed embraced in

order in the Son : the true u-wcZom of the children of God, which

is to pray for bread fvom their Father (in the four first petitions,

but especially expressed in the fourth), is taught in the doctrine

and life of Jesus ; this leads us to His death, which is our justifi-

cation from guilt ; then to Plis resurrection in order to our sancti-

Hcation against all temptation ; finally, to His ascension and return

for our full deliverance i'vom all evil. Yet are these petitions on

^ It may be taken for granted that it is no design of ours to exhibit the

commencing petition for hodlbj necessity as a " common petition among the

other more elevated " (Rothe's Ethik, p. 339), but admit, at the outset, its

full significance and justness as such. But the position of Karrcr, that

the true meaning is onhj the earthly bread, and that it is perpetrating

robbery upon poor Christians if they are not allowed to use the prayer in

that undivided sense, seems to be pushing the matter to an extreme. I am
entirely misunderstood, as if I only tolerated the most obvious and bodily

reference, with little approval.
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the other Land inseparaLly three-one ; so that in the first we
ah'eady perceive the last, and each prayer petitions for a spiintual

sacrament, in which tliere is forgiveness of sins, and also vic-

torious life, and salvation to blessedness in hope. Thus pray we
for health and life in place of decay and death, for that true and

only deliverance, in which the Father forgives His children for His

name's sake (1 John ii. 12) ; the Son strengthens those who are

His against the evil one ; and the Spirit perfects the deliverance

unto glory.

As, consequently, the •fourth petition sets out with the expres-

sion of bodily need, which is to be developed into a spiritual

meaning ; so the sevejith petition obviovisly first of all refers to

spiritual evil in its principle, sin- and temptation (as the connect-

ing aXka, evidently intimates) ; but it also includes all the ex-

ternal, bodily evil which sin has brought and is bringing, and

authorizes us in this legitimate way to pray for deliverance from it.

Thus has this general view placed the two petitions concerning

which opinion has been divided in the true liglit, which harmo-

nizes all differences ; and pointed out our way for the right

understanding of the particulars, to which we must now direct

our attention.

How much more is that which the Son now puts into our

mouth—Our Father! than that former—I am thi/ God! He
graciously tells us—Thus say ye ! well knowing that the permis-

sion—Thus may ye say ! would have been by far too little for our

diffidence. Would the disciples have been able after the Sermon

on the Mount to lay hold of that permission and diligently avail

themselves of it ? It appears not from Lu. xi. ; and therefore

must the Lord repeat for all, what that one had not heard or had

not understood and embraced. We may place our little children's

liands together, and teach them

—

Say ye. A¥ell for every one

for whom this is early done : it is not too soon, as early as the

child can cry—My father, and my mother (Isa. viii. 4)—and lift

up his eyes to heaven as a child of humanity. How perfect is

the simplicity of this beginning of all prayer, descending to the

root and principle, already naturally present in the heart, of all

sense of love, and trust for gift and help I In " Father " the

Creator is at once included, but the glance towards heaven

immediately adds. Who hath made all these things ! Me, loith

all other creatures ! This beginning of all prayer given by our
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Lord Himself should be proof enough to all, that it is His will

to build up His church ia families and in nations from the very

commencement of life, and every Our Father in the mouth of a

child of Christianity (and should we then by any means suppress

it ?) asks the question—Can any man forbid water, that these

should not be baptized, who are already taught by the Spirit to

cry Abba ? But again, if the simplicity of childhood has departed

in after time, and sin has broken out, how hard is the return to

it and the becominir again as little children ! We might almost

without qualification say that he who has never trembled at that

invocation, and confessed that he durst not take it upon his lips,

has never yet learned to utter it from his heart. Then does the

word of grace attract the spirit and overcome :—Have I not

brought it down to thee in thy sin and misery ? do I not give it

up to the common use and even desecration of all men, in order

that those who receive it in faith, and are willing, should learn

to use it in spirit and in truth ? Then hear we the appeal to

those who are parents :—If ye. then, being evil, know how to give

good gifts vmto your children, how much more shall your Father

which is in heaven ! And then comes that knowledge which can

never be enough learned, that we, through the Son, have also a

Father, who is never weary of coming and laying hold of us

through the power and impulse of His Holy Spirit. Only begin

with this encouraffing assurance, and let every Our Father anew

from your lips to your heart declare—that He who hath given

thee the word, gives also the foith, the grace, and the spirit or

prayer to use it. Thus the Gospel goes forth among the heathen

in this prayer, laying hold of their innermost and first natural

feelings after God—" On high above the stars a good Father

dwells !" and transform the presentiment into assurance, in every

one who receives it to his heart.

Further, what an inexhaustible meaning is there in the con-

junction, in this first glance towards heaven, of the Father-name,

which is inborn and sweet to every child of man, with the uni-

versal compass of all things and the hosts of the universe ! He
whose are all the heavens, and not thy own earth merely, is the

Father, is thy Father ! All true prayer from under heaven goes

up to Him, even though eyes and hands be not lifted up, even

though the heart should return into itself to sock the Thou of

prayer. AVhosoever, however, would in the wilful delusion of
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his spirit seek it there alone, is at the very first appealed to by

this prayer of our Lord : Not so ! Not in thyself! Every good

gift Cometh down from above ! The heavens give not showers

( Jer. xvi. 22) ; the smi, and the moon, and the stars have no

power in themselves and can impart nothing, but the Living God

in His own world. By this is all Pantheism condemned, which,

having first miserably compressed and shrivelled up this universe

of things, knowing no other spirits than the spirit of man, know-

ing nothing of secret things beyond the history of the earth, then

proceeds to make this scanty " all " into the god of its idolatry.

Every child who can utter " Our Father which art in heaven,"

may put to shame such vain thinkers, and teach them a lesson

of faith. (Heb. xi. 3.)

But the Lord at the outset does not teach us at once merely

to say

—

in heaven, as afterwards in the third petition it is used

in contradistinction to earth (Matt, xxviii. 18) : this would have

been ill adapted to inspire the confidence of prayer, and would

have removed Him "who is nigh at hand to far distance again.

But he teaches us to speak according to the language which

described the creation : in the heavens. It would be well if the

Lutherans would take that again from the Reformed. Where
God is, there is heaven ; and where is God not ? When these

first words are more deeply pondered after this first upward

glance, there is found to be no antithesis in them to the here

helow of him who prays, but they rather suggest a responsive

descent of heaven to earth, and into the heart of the petitioner.

I dwell in the high and holy place, with him also that is of a

contrite and humble spirit ! Here is the heaven of prayer, which

opens to the petitioner wdien the High and Lofty One, whose

glory is sung by all principalities and powers in His temple, and

in His house of many mansions, bows down in His holy mercy

to the abject ones, who otherwise could never by any struggles

and endeavours rise to Him. He whose are the heavens is the

Almighty Father : as He can help as God, so icill He help as

Father. He is the true Father, in a sense beyond that of His

faint images—the fathers upon the earth. He is the universal

Father : high and extended as the heaven is above the earth, so

univei'sal is His presence to praying hearts, opening up in them

everywhere the countless heavens of His manifestation, like the

suns in the drops of dew. The Lord had, however, previously
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said : But thou, when thou ])rayest, enter into thy closet, and

pray to th>/ Father—for the " thy " must have its own prior claim,

and it is obviously understood that he who prays, first of all prays

for liimself. Yet He now £;ives us a common prayer

—

Our

Father ! And even in the most essentially personal supplication

and wrestling, which would only cry—My bread—my trespasses

—deliver me—we must ever bear in mind that we do not alone

thus pray. If faith utters the word Father, love, without whicli

faith cannot be, immediately associates with it our, that all its

praver mav go into the great fellowship of supplication, and all

its petitioning be intercession also. Here is there already an

anticipation of the subsequent "as we forgive our debtors."

(Mah ii. 10.) I with all others, but also all others with me and

for me, in the presence of the one common Father of us all ! Just

as if thou shouldst enter in diffidence and fear the audience

chamber of thy King, and foundest there hundreds else witli

whom His majesty Avas kindly speaking, so should thy closet be

large enough for all to enter with thee who pray under heaven,

that thy faith may thus gather strength:—Where all are will I be;

I will wait with them, and with them be heard and be blessed !

But now to the i:)etitioninf] ! Between every word of true

prayer, whicli docs not remain the mere converse of the heart

before Plim, but becomes communion icith Him, God speaks in

answer. Listening to these answers, the soul is moved to the

most inward progress of its utterance. Thus now, after we liave

boldly uttered the invocation, the first voice of Majesty speaks

from His throne—Am I a father, where is mine honour ? (Mai.

i. G.) Then comes the confession, in common with all who pray,

and on behalf of all who pray not : Alas we are not yet thy true

children ! "VVe are yet under the heaven, and where the Holy !

Holy ! Holy ! of the highest heavens fills not yet all lands and

all hearts. Holy is the first word which we are taught to learn

in the Lord's prayer, the vocabulary of all fundamental and

elementary ideas m which man nmst speak of God and to Ilirn

;

and it can be learned only in speaking to Him, out of the invo-

cation that is first uttered. He has not made us shrink back

terrified by His—/ am hohj ! He has indeed by anticipation

impressed this upon our heai'ts in the Father-name, but He now

demands that whicli He has given, not indeed as yet by His

solemn

—

Be ye holy I but by the prayer of His own Spirit pro-
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ceeding from our spirit : We would be holy ; O that we were

so and might be ; help us, good Father in heaven ! Halloioed

he—the race of Thy fallen children, mankind, upon earth, which

calls upon Thy name, and which does not call upon it, yea knows

it not as yet ? This is its meaning, but it is not so said. Not

for our own sake do we pray, so much as for His nam^s sake.

We have taken it into our lips with all the boldness of per-

mitted and commanded confidence, and now meets us the solenni

—not in vain ! Befitting lowliness and reverence are joined with

this childlike confidence, and we pray only for the honour of

His name. Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but to Thy name

give the glory ! By this is the self of the natural man, which

even in prayer would ask and have for its own sake only, cut up

from the roots ; and the first and last principle of all prayer is

laid down in the fio^st petition which so far includes all the rest.

The prayer proceeds from the individual heart, and then goes

forth, with a " hallowed in us " which must be understood, over

all the world, even as far as the " Our Father" reaches. It has

its degrees of meaning, and three in particular. For children

who begin to learn it, as for heathens and all who know it not

:

—Reveal Thy name that we may know it, and utter it ! For

all who know it, but hold that knowledge in error and human
delusions :—Take away man's lie, which hangs around Thy
name ! Finally, for all who know it but deny it in act, who
acknowledge it but not from their hearts :—Take away that

most grievous dishonour of Thy name, that those who call upon

it, sanctify it not in their lives ! Thus do we here for ourselves

and all the world lift up our confession and our vows : Glory be

to God in the highest ! In this all is included in one compendium

:

and the pharisaical mine be the glory ! Avhich has a tendency to

rise in God's children's hearts, for ever anew condemned. For

the name is, indeed, not merely the word of appellation by which

Ave address God ; neither is it (as a false catechetical tradition

in its pretended wisdom runs) God Himself in His being and

nature, but the achwicledgmenf and the praise of God, revealing

Himself to us and in us.^ But He reveals Himself through Him

^ Assuredly the first petition goes out from the previous invocation

" Our Father," continuing its in\ocation and adoration
;
yet it is not the

same with it, in the sense of being its explication, or, as it were, a customary

doxology aj)pended to it. It has an actual petition of its own.
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in Whom His name is (Ex. xxiii. 21), the Son, in whom the

Father Himself is honoured, in whose coming God's kingdom

comes.

Tlie kingdom is come, as the Lord's first preacliing announced

in another sense ; but He here teaches us also that it is not yet

come, but ever continues coming until the time when there shall

be no more room or reason for such a prayer upon earth. The
kingdom of God, by which He rules the world, is not here signi-

fied ; that stands unmoveable and admits of no coming. But it

is His kingdom of grace, which not only judges but extinguishes

sin, and re-establishes His honour. His Father-honour again in

the sinner. It comes, indeed, of itself without our prayer, inas-

much as if it did not descend as a free gift for the poor in spirit,

they could never have prayed for it, much less have drawn it

into themselves by their prayers : nevertheless it comes not

without our prayer ; but in it and with it. The supplication

which is excited and nom'ished upon earth

—

TJty kingdom come !

is itself the evidence of its coming, its fruit at once and its seed

in continual mutual co-operation between God and man. Thus
it begins to exist, and goes on progressively until the kingdom
of grace is consummated in the kingdom of glory. Until this is

accomplished, the prayer thus given to us retains its value and

force as a promise. Again, as it is not toe who are hallowed

but the name of God in us, just so it is not, " Help us that we
may come into Thy kingdom," but, " Let Thy kingdom come to

us !" Whoso with a kind of selfishness supplies in his heart—to

7ne—and seeks even in the kingdom of heaven his own blessed-

ness as his, is at once and always condemned by the language of

this petition, which does not here mention "to us" at all. It

does indeed belong to it, and not merely in the sense of the nar-

row " even to us " of the Lutheran Catechism (which without

the Mission-glance is very faulty here), but, in earth, yea, upon
the whole earth, where as yet far other than Thy will reigns

!

That Christendom has prayed this second petition so long, and
prays it now so much, witliout the corresponding Missionary im-

]mlse, and Missionary work, is the most moux*nful evidence that

could be adduced of the great blindness which opposes every-

where this prayer and its clearest words of light. Where, how-

ever, this blindness is only that of the understanding, the horizon

over which the eye may range being limited upon this subject,

VOL. I. r
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the prayers for the coming of the khigdom which have issued

from beheving hearts may, notwithstanding, co-operate to the

good of the heathen. From the beginning they may have been

sowing secretly and unconsciously the seed of future harvests,

even as the children's Hosanna contributed to the destruction of

the Adversary.

Finally, where is the kingdom, and where does it come ?

Where the will of the King is done. The three petitions, with-

out any " and " interposed, are inseparably three-one, as was

said above ; and as we pass from one to the other, we become

more and more convinced of the deep principle that underlies

them all. Thinkest thou that His name is hallowed at least in

this place or that, so that one might confidently cry out con-

cerning it, Lo here, or lo there ? Look narrowly whether the

kingdom of honour and glory be indeed fully come, and pray

on ! Thinkest thou that the kingdom, too, is come here or

there, question profoundly whether it be indeed inwardly set up

in the children of the kingdom, whether they do the loill upon

earth as it is done in heaven, voluntarily and entirely, without

any evil will or device openly or secretly contradicting it, and

pray on ! As it is in heaven : there, there is no disobedience,

nothing disorganized, nothing but the Avill, the kingdom, the

honour of God ; as in the courses of suns and stars, so among

the morning stars and sons of God (Job xxxviii. 7), there is

the festal service of those who, active in rest, shout for joy in

their ranks of blessedness. So should it be upon earth : vast is

the meaning which carries the promise in this prayer far above

all the stir and tumult of humanity, inviting and urging all the

children of God to restless wrestling in praying and receiving,

and fervour in doing His will ! By this petition, if he ventures

to take it into his lips, the godless man condemns himself ; with

it the sufferer comforts himself, and is assured that through the

gracious will of God all evil shall loose its hold upon the meek,

who already have in hope the earth for their inheritance ; by

it the slothful man invigorates himself, the self-willed rebukes

himself; and by it the will of the spirit, which must conquer,

prays itself through all the impediments of an opposing flesh, to

perfect victory. The Forerunner Himself, in the weakness of

our flesh, prayed this prayer before us, yet without sin.

Thus have we, arrived so far, prayed down and prayed away^
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through the invocation and right confession of God the Father,

all false selfishness of mine and ours, though without naming it,

from the most impious and devilish pride of self-glory -which

reigns in the world down to the slightest and merest volition of

poor individual humanity. Let him who has not in this sense

used this prayer, begin it entirely anew. In the three first peti-

tions all that follow them were profoundly included : where then

was the need of these after the former were fulfilled? The
gracious Giver of our prayer permits and requires us to speak

more plainly, and, after having spoken of the honour of God, to

unfold our own need, and our own plague. The prayer, which

aims to lift us up to heaven, does not accomplish that at once,

but we still sink back in our misery

—

still on earth ! it therefore

sets out again afresh, taking its stand on earth. Well might we
in the former have essayed, " I would go up to Thee in faith

!"

—the attempt could not be in vain and without profit : but its

best effect was to strengthen and excite us still more urgently

to proceed—" Come down to me on earth in love !" This is

the central turning-point of transition between the two halves

of this pra^-er ; the fourth petition in the heart of it indicates

that transition.

How runs it? Give us this day what we need, the bread

which pertains to our being and life ! Bread as such ? Poor

man in the flesh upon earth thinks immediately of the wants of

his bodily life, the supply of which it is not in him to create ; he

may think of it, for the gracious Dictator of our praj'er designs

not to prevent tliis petition, nay, rather puts it in his mouth.

Yet is it, according to man's fallen nature, the first genuine

prayer, with which we all commence, whereas the prayer for

God's glory should be the first. With a profound reference to

our earthly condition and our earthly need, does the second

portion of the prayer commence : and sets out afresh, by teach-

ing us, as the first elevation of man's head toward heaven, tlie

table-prayer, as Claudius incomparably lays it down :
" Man is

not a cow or a horse, but he is among cows and horses, and

must eat with them : therefore, when he is fed, he rightly lifts

up his head above them, conscious that he is thus fed, and in

order that he may never forget that ho is." Are ye not, in your

heavenly Father's sight, much better than they? They who

would altogether take away the earthly meaning of the fourth
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petition, scarcely know what they say : is it not necessary that

they should thus pray, and can we suppose the Lord not to

have included so necessary a petition in His all-comprehending

prayer ? In this sense the simple words have a large and pro-

found meaning. It is immediately evident that " bread " here

means what man absolutely needs, excluding the slightest super-

fluity, and as opposed to all "not being content:" including,

however, according to its proverbial use, food and shelter, in ad-

dition to nourishment (1 Tim. vi. 8). 'E-r/oyo'/o?, IttI r^ oixTia '//[JjaJv

avrd^zrig, ot,{)[jjoZfiov,—is not the daily bread (Chrysost. zpr^iM^og)

which is already included in G7j(M^ov, whence it is in St Luke

TO staff '/jf/jipccv. We may not care for the morrow, and never

pray into the future ! Still less, therefore, is it to-morrow''s bread,

aprog rrjg iTiovcrrig 7i[Mpag—in the Gospel of the Hebrews ino.

But it is a translation of ''i^n on? as it runs in Prov. xxx. 8, only

that here in the Gr, gTioixriog the idea of need is somewhat more

prominent than that of appropriate, proportioned, and sufficient.

Both, indeed, concur in one, according to the parallel cited by

Lange out of the Gemara :
" To every man what he needs for

life, and to every body as much as is needful for it." We are

also, in addition to this, reminded by ff^[/jSpov, zaff '^[jjspav, of

the uncertainty of our earthly life, that we might with every

to-day reach the term of our course, and know no morrow : and

thus there is already reference to a need that goes beyond this

earthly life. But that we need our food for every to-day, the

STTiovaiog boldly acknowledges. The Father gives it without

prayer, even to the evil, and adds to it much more besides : but

His own children may not only thus receive it ; they bring

with them the prayer to which they are bound as the expression

of their thankfulness, as acknowledgment of their obligation.

They also should remember that God may at any moment

withdraw what He hath given, and consequently their " give

"

includes—Continue to us and preserve ! Thus poor and rich

are alike petitioners before God's gate, all the care of poverty

and all the security of possession alike dissolved in this daily

asking and receiving. Finally, the " our," in this more outward

meaning, gives rise to two very important thoughts. It points

to necessary labour, the true way of asking and receiving ac-

cording to God's original appointment for man in Gen. iii. 19,

independently of which we eat not our own bread (2 Thess. iii.
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12; 1 Thess. iv. 11, 12) but another's.^ Similarly, it points to

the obligatory communication and fellowship, since as we in

"our" and "us" pray with and for one another, so we may not

hold anything that we receive exclusively and covetously for

ourselves alone. (Isa. Iviii. 7, break thy bread to the hungry

—comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 11.)

But with all this it is only admitted that earthly bread is in-

cluded in this petition ; and by no means, that the children of

the Father are not to think of more than this in the word of

Jesus. A petition onh/ for earthly bread, we insist, would stand

alone, inteiTupting the course of the whole prayer for spiritual

gifts ; and would neither have connection with the preceding,

nor be a fit transition to the following, petitions. What the

Lord says in Matt. vi. 33, must be the key to the exposition

here : it is in the sense of .that saying that He commands us to

pray for bread. As certainly as the weak beginners begin with

the earthly bread, a prayer which is granted to us all ; so cer-

tainly must the petition have a wider meaning for such as no

longer, at least in many an " Our Father," care for or ask for

earthly bread, because they know that it already falls to their

portion. Or are there none who thus petition, and who find

out what further the Lord intends, their hunger and thirst after

righteousness interpreting the word ?—Give us the bread of Thy
strength, the gift of Thy grace, which we need that we may live

in Thee and to Thee ! To them indeed the distinction between

the one and tlie other vanishes, and this may indicate the truest

and most consistent use of this petition : they care only to say,

Give us Thy gifts, O Father, that we may possess and enjoy

them, fill Thou all our human need, whether of body or of soul

!

But as much as the soul is more than the body, we should learn

to give the pre-eminence to the spiritual in our thought and in

our prayer." Thus are we taught by the sacred three of the

following petitions, strictly united as they are by and : they

assuredly are designed to give us a more detailed explication,

and individual exhibition, of the general (jive us which preceded.

^ ^fan lifts his imploring, cmi^ty hand to heaven, and God lays -work

upon it—thus hast thou thy bread !

2 We cannot understand how, as Alford thinks, this higher, mystical

meaning of eLpro; is excluded by the addition of tjuuv ; for it is the inner

man, who prays for himself, even in the case of bodily need.
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This and, which from this petition forwards, unhke the first

three, forms a hnk between each (in the conckiding one passing

into the still stricter conjunction of hut), thus appears to have

in the first instance a twofold sense of connection, and that

whether the one or the other meaning of bread is assumed. If

thy thoughts rested simply in the idea of bodily necessit}', this

and comes immediately to excite the acknowledgment which is

needful in order to the humility of that prayer :—But Ave are

altogether unworthy of what we ask, we have not deserved to

receive, and must expect it only from Thy mercy. Thus the

praj^er placed in thy lips constrains thee, immediately after thou

hast paid thy bodily need its tribute, to bring to God thy soul's

need hkewise : the continuous " and" becomes a self-recollecting

" also," penetrating forcibly the heart and conscience. But of

what avail—shouldst thou say in thine heart—is the food which

perisheth, if Thou didst not in addition and more especially heal

the hurt of my soul, in order to life and refreshment of my inner

man ? But if thou hast, on the other hand, as a disciple of

Jesus, lifted up thy prayer, according to His instruction and

exhortation elsewhere, for " the bread which cometh down from

heaven," then is the " and " which follows a mere transition to

the more express acknowledgment and specification of that which

thou meanest, and requirest, and prayest for, and receivest by

that prayer for the bread of the soul.

The forgiveness of sins is and must ever be the first nourish-

ment and refreshment, the first gift of God's grace even to His

children. To them indeed the whole prayer is properly given,

for only they can truly say " Our Father." The first cry and

supplication of a returning prodigal son does not so appertain

to the Lord's Prayer as to find its place first of all in this fifth

petition. That has been uttered before and independently of it

:

—I am not worthy to call thee Father ! The confidence of an

enjoyed reconciliation is presupposed in the invocation, and the

three first petitions which are developed from it. He whose

conscience is first aroused to repent of and turn from his sins and

misdeeds by the fifth petition (though it may, indeed, condescend

to the exertion of this influence), has at least uttered all that

precedes without sincerity and truth. This itself has added to

his sin, and it would have been better for him to have begun

with "foro-ive me" before and in the first "Oar Father," in
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order that he might truly be included in %he " Our." Hence

the Lord docs not say here, "our sin and iniquity" or "our

transgressions" {;;rupa'zra)ijjara, as afterwards in ver. 14), but

He uses the much milder expression 6(pzsX^fijUTcc. We may
indeed strictly say that his first forgiveness every man must

supplicate alone, for himself (my sin, mi/ sins !) ; he may not

include his own absolution in the wide and general " Our," and

should not cast in his sin at once with the petition which the

congregation of God's children here present. This refci's rather

to a daily-recurring need like the fourth petition, and all that

daily repentance for daily forgiveness which is needful even for

the children of God. Here then the prayer conies close home
to that which is our own, that evil in us which the Father alone

can take from us, while He imparts to us His own good : for sia

is essentially orir own, and must be considered as oitr guilt, before

we can speak of a further healing. Under this o(pziKr,[JMrcx, is

included all that over which the saints have yet to mourn, down

to the minutest shortcoming and intermission in doing good and

the practice of mercy, down to the most secret defect of unlioli-

ness or imperfection in good works. It teaches us to ask for-

giveness even for our " secret faults," and for that very reason,

because they are secret to ourselves. And if we should imagine

that the overlooking of such infirmity in us is necessarily to be

supposed and taken for granted, this petition strikes down all

such rising thoughtlessness, presumption, and pride at once, by

teaching us that the remains of sin in us require the same for-

giveness through grace that we received at first. Hence the

Lord, when in Lu. xi. Pic repeated the praj'er, solemnly ex-

plained His meaning by substituting ufj^apriag, and it would be

well for us sometimes to impress it upon our memory by chang-

ing the term : Forgive us our sins !

And now, in the very heart of this prayer for that mercy on

which wo all daily live, and that acquittal which we all daily

need, stands the single vow, which the Lord has inserted in direct

contrast to all the vain and precipitate conditional-prayer of

mans invention. It is only in the spirit of gross and presump-

tuous misunderstanding that a nameless author maintains that

no subtlety can explain away the pliarisaic self-righteousness

from this appendage to the prayer. For, it is not anything

that we bring with a view to merit forgiveness when we say wc
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forgive, but our purpose, and that we are now toilliug to forgive.

While in all the petitions such vows lie concealed—" We would

fiiin have it so ; we will let Thy name be hallowed in us ; we

will do Thy will in Thy kingdom "—there is here, though only

here, an openly expressed, We will ! That a(pis(jjzu is in this

place, Jlrst of all, such a vow, viz., to render the mercy we

receive to others, and to do to others as God to us, is quite

evident ; for who ever forgave his brother from his heart, who

had not previously learnt, by receiving it, what forgiveness is ?

But the promise further, even while we are praying, becomes a

present fulfilment, in the joyous avowal. Yea, tee do forgive.

Whoever brings his sins before the mercy-seat of God in genuine

contrition, consents by that very act to the death of all his revenge

and all his wrath, and is already reconciled to every one, who

might be termed his debtor. Here is the root of the law's ful-

filment in us through the power of Divine grace entering our

souls ; this love, thus forgiving, can do no evil to a brother which

he would have to forgive. This, is so entirely and essentially

jiecessary in itself, that it required no express statement or reso-

lution to be uttered, no legal

—

I icill because I should, I will not

tohat I sJiould not. As the first invocation put away all idolatry

and image-worship, so is all murder and anger, adultery, stealing,

slandering, and whatever other evil to our neighbour there may

be, put away from the heart and will of him who prays the fifth

petition, and abides in it.

But that abiding is of the utmost importance, and thus, finally,

the added sentence assumes the character of a Avarning condition :

If ye forgive not, neither will your Father in heaven forgive

!

Here lies the emphasis of

—

As we forgive. In this all living

dogmatic theology, which has faith in order to justification

through grace as its vital heart, and all living moral theology

which knows only of love, are joined together and harmonized in

that one word which the heao^t utters to the Father in secret, a

Avord so simple that the weakest may understand it, yet at the

same time a word of inexhaustible meaning, the applications of

which know no end. Who has sufficiently admired the Avisdom

of the Lord's love in the placing of this petition ? A little child,

who has just learned to distinguish betAA^een good and CA'il, and

to feel sin in the conscience, may apprehend it ; again, the con-

gregation of the saints, having sin and' discord Avithin it, needs
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only to urge the fifth petition in all the fulness of its meaning,

and peace is re-established, and the sin put away. On the other

hand, he who forgives not his brother, testifies against himself

that his "as" must be turned against himself into a frightful

imprecation—Forgive me also not ! Dares man, then, pray to

God : Forgive me my sin, but this man or that, mine enemy,

forgive not ! If we say : Forgive us—we have already included

all for whom God's mercy waits, and have therefore prayed for

our enemies, as the Lord requires. And should we refuse that

love to those, whom -we acknowledge to be prepared with our-

selves to receive the common mercy of God as His enemies and

debtors ? It is only, however, in condescension to our estate

that they are regarded as our debtors. Sin is not committed

against us, but against God alone, w-itli whom forgiveness is ;

and he who duly remembers this, will say to his enemy only in

accommodation, for the sake of his importunity : /forgive thee

—

but must also at the same time say, in effect, with Joseph : Am
I in God's stead? (Gen. 1. 19.)

"
Finally, if thy heart be thus

rightly affected, and yet thou art troubled with weakness of faith,

doubtino; whether God will foroive thee this tliino; or that, then

does the fifth petition give thee strong consolation ; assuring thee

that there is forgiveness with Him in heaven, even as there is

with thee on earth, and that God's heart is not harder than thine

own, which, indeed, His grace only hath made so soft (1 John
iv. 7, IG).

Have we now reached the end of our petitioning ? We might

have put this question at each of them, for every one in a cer-

tain sense includes all the rest in itself. We should, indeed,

have reached the close noic, after having received mercy from

the Father, and rendered it again in love to our brethren, were

it not that sin, as it is guilt, so also it is corruption in ourselves

and in the world. What lies in tlie past we have put away, and

may forget it, even as God no more remembers it ; and so even

for the future we have pledged ourselves to a continuance in the

life of love, wherein no sin shall more find place. But however

sincere the heart that has done this, there remains the sin still,

harassing us from within and without ; so that we may yet again

fall into a state of guilt before God, and trespass again against

that neighbour with whom we had confirmed our peace before

the mercy-seat. We extend our thoughts towards what awaits
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US ill the future, and that same sincere heart is constrained to

acknowledge that God's grace alone can protect, preserve, and

sanctify us. The evil world in v^hich we live is ' full of tempta-

tion—the tempter is its prince—and in ourselves there is yet the

evil concupiscence, the treacherous infirmity, the fleshly suscep-

tibility : should we not fear the world, the devil and ourselves,

should we not betake ourselves to urgent prayer for help and

salvation ? The more fully we experience, day by day, that we
yet need the fifth petition, the more fully do we press forward,

in watching and prayer, into the realization of the meaning of

the sixth.

Bvit how does the Lord ascribe temptation to the Father, who
tempteth no man to evil ? Partly because all things which may
befall us are under His dominion and permission, and then be-

cause He would have the uncontested right to permit our falling,

to subject us to tests which we could not sustain, and trials in

which we could not stand. This oight we humbly concede to

His justice ; but we know that, while we ask according to His

command and promise. His mercy, the same which forgave our

sin, will not leave us to our corruption, to contract fresh guilt.

Although He sees fit to prove, to discipline, and confirm His

children through conflict with sin, so that we, as His children,

may not altogether pray against and deprecate temptation
;
yet

may we say in humble confidence and encouragement

—

Mj;

ZiGi'Ay/cyig, lead us not so deeply into tem.ptation, that we must

succumb to it, not beyond what we are able, that no way shall

be made for our escape (1 Cor. x. 13). (Comp. ]'vcx, (Jj?j zWik&'/jTi,

Matt. xxvi. 41.) And in our thus praying are we secured.

This praj'er suppresses all that presumption and pride which

threatens us, and which would say with Job, " When He hath

tried me, I shall come forth as gold " (ch. xxiii. 10)—but also

removes all despondency lest confidence and strength should fail,

" The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of temptation !

"

(2 Pet. ii. 9.) Further exposition of this comprehensive and

significant petition would lead us away from our object (which

is here only to exhibit the connection and train of thought) into

all the depths of the Christian doctrine concerning sanctification

and its appointed means. We make only a few further remarks

which are obvious, and immediately derived from this petition.

He Vk'ho thus prays, yields himself not up to temptation, but,
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wlicn it comes, uses the armour which God provides : he who

thus prays for himself and for others, desists from all condem-

natory judgment of others' sin, since he in himself only too well

knows that the Searcher of Hearts alone can estimate the might

of temptation.

Thus has the sixth petition at length led us, in language

increasing in plainness and significance, to the root of all our

misery and corruption, the eradication of which alone will make

us perfectly sound, and holy, and happy ; for the most internal,

persistent temptation, without which no temptation from without

could do us harm, is the lusting of the flesh against the spirit.

Now at last does the Lord comprise in one finished concluding

petition, which is itself the sum of all prayer, our sin and the

whole world's, with all its connection and consequences : one

great word embraces all

—

70 Tovrjpov—and from it we are taught

to pray to \\\e Father for full salvation and deliverance.^ The

a}Jkd, which closely connects this petition with the preceding

(lead us not into, but entirely out of), teaches us, indeed, so

much as this, that the real evil which is jfirst of all referred to,

is that sin which is still present in temptation ; but it does not

by any means forbid us to extend our view farther. The
Keformed divines, in reckoning six petitions, not only break the

sacred number seven which should certainly be held fast, and

the yet more express arrangement of the prayer, as we saw

above in relation to the ten commandments ; but they further

introduce an unacceptable tautology in making the two sentences

into one. When, further, they understand tov '^roi/yjpov in the

Masc. as the evil one, I trace the same lack of liturgical feeling

and perception which attaches so much in other respects to

their church. This is the liturgy of all liturgies, and here it

reaches its sublime close, which through the deep lowliness of

the believing

—

Deliver us ! immediately passes on to the heavenl}'

doxology—Thine is the kingdom ! And just at this point must

the Conqueror confer that honour upon the vanquished enemy,

to name him with his threatening power ? Are the believing

children of the Father, already redeemed, for ever to be subjected

to the contumely, at the end of every private and common prayer,

of mentioning him ? Let him believe this who can ; our inmost

^ Our request to be preserved from temptation rises into the longing for

full redemption. (Laufs.)
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sense of holy propriety recoils from it. The Redeemer has left

His own name unmentioned, though Himself the ground, and

mediunij and end of every prayer ; and can He be thought to

have expressly mentioned Satan ? We may and we must,

indeed, have thought, as at first of the devil's kingdom and will,

so now of the tempter and original of evil ; but none of this was

littered in loorcl. I would suggest to such interpreters :—Try

the experiment, close your prayer at any time, let it be in the

most joyful festival of the Divine service and at the sacrament,

by uttering in plain words the cry of distress—Deliver us from

the devil ! and would you not instantly feel how harshly that

sounds ? Fiu'ther, there is nothing persojial in the whole of the

second part of the prayer, the rofpjpov must correspond with the

doTog, opiiXyif/bDcra, -rs/pac/Z/Oj : and should we be disposed to

understand thus also rov TTOV/jpov in John xvii. 15, against the

accompanying Ik. (other than 2 Thess. iii. 3), and the internal

connection of the discourse in that place ? We rather look there

for the true explanation of the last petition, as also yet more

definitely in 2 Tim. iv. 17, 18, where, according to our conviction,

the Apostle, just after he had mentioned the raging lion, passes

on to the all-embracing cctto Travrog spyov 'uOWipov—and (as the

pvtTsrai shows) quotes actually and expressly the last petition of the

Lord's prayer with the Doxology and the Amen pertaining to it.

What is then the evil which we finally name? We can only

apprehend it in the same way as T\)p and Odvccrog elsewhere in

the Scripture are understood : it is sin itself and all its conse-

quences, from the first pang that it inflicts, through all the neces-

sities which it creates as long as it remains^ to the damnation

where it rests for ever—no less than the whole of this combined.

Thus it is the fit conclusion and sum of all petitions, and the

deliverance which is asked for is a full redemption into the

heavenly kingdom, aaf^ziv zlg T'^v (oaatXsiKV T'/jv iTTovpaviov. It

tells us that only by the taking away of all sin can this evil be

taken away (as the position of the prayer after all the others also

indicates) ; it points us most impressively, when the cOOm is

rightly understood, to the fundamental evil of all ; bids us think

of that, and to ask no other deliverance than the being delivered

from it. But does there not follow from that deliverance from

all guilt, all need, all care, all strife, yea from every kind of pain

and suffering ? And could an all-comprehending prayer, which
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gives a place to every petition of liuman infirmity, exclude tliat'?

Make us happy ! save us ! Take all need from ns, and every

plague ! This is a prayer equally permitted and equally indis-

pensable to God's children upon earth, as that for daily bi'ead.

The natural selfishness and blindness of men lead them to bcffin

with this prayer, wjthout reflecting how and in what way it can

alone be answered : in His wisdom the Lord has, therefore,

placed it at the close. And as He in the weakness of our flesh

used this prayer for the taking away of His bitter cup, so will

He give words to His disciples which shall express their weak-

ness, their sighs, and their sorrows. But when a member of the

Reformed Church would cry to his Fathe.r in any lesser, though

violent, trouble

—

Take it away ! and finally in the agony of death

—Put an end to my pain ! where does he find such perfectly

justifiable prayer in his Our-Father ?

^loreover, we Lutherans know as God's children the prayer

which preceded : Thy will he done ! We know full well, that

happiness and rest before the time without the x,ccyj(/, of every

day (ch. vi. 34) might be an evil which the Father would not

and will not give us, even though in our ignorance we should

ask it : that good days may well be more full of temptation than

evil ones, and we have prayed against all temptation. We do

not therefore say : Father, be no Father to us, chastise us not

for our profit, that we may be partakers of Thy holiness ! (Heb.

xii. 10.) We know that external, temporal, salutary evil both

is and brings deliverance from evil properly so called, eternal evil

;

and we are able to give such a meaning as this to the petition

—

Strike hard that we may be saved, give us the cup of our healing

which we must drink to the dregs ! But this does not prevent

us from rejoicing in the prospect of deliverance from all need,

leaving it to our heavenly Father's righteous will with perfect

confidence : in our infirmity we may with His permission offer it

with our thought fixed especially, at some seasons, upon our

sufferings ; we may boldly give expression in these words of our

prayer to that never-absent prayer of the heart of all, which cries

for help, and longs for perfect rest and peace within and without

the soul.

Thus have we in the seven petitions—and not beginning with

the seventli—prayed ourselves gradually up from the depths of

our ruin and misery. We ascended at once to the Father in
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heaven ; we further called upon His name, before we spoke of

our own sin and earthly need, for the coming of His kingdom

and the accomplishment of His will ; then first came we down to

earth again, and drew down by our supplications the gifts of the

Father's mercy—forgiveness, strength, and deliverance. If the

last petition had been placed first, the tone of lamentation

—

from evil ! would have predominated : but because it is the last,

the joyful emphasis falls rather upon the equally confident and

humble

—

deliver us ! as if we should say, Yea, Thou wilt deliver

us ! or, Deliver Thou us in the right time, according to Thine own
counsel : other deliverance than that we desire not. We acknow-

ledge that evil remains, and that we feel it to be evil (woe to

the man, who is so well with the world and the flesh that he can

deride Luther's " Jammerthal," the valley of woe, and dispense

with the longing look towards heaven !)—we acknowledge also

that we neither would nor could deliver ourselves—but we rest

upon the prayer which the Redeemer Himself has given us, and

are already saved in hope.

And now, can it be that the thanksgiving and ascription which

sets the crown upon all prayer, is not genuine, that is, that it

was not given by the Lord as He gave the petitions ! Euthymius

early held this opinion. But if there is anywhere an internal

criticism which may maintain its prerogative over the external

testimonies of the manuscripts which we have directly received,

and historical monuments, it is in this place, as similarly in 1

John V. 7. All the orthodox, who, submitting to the apparent

results of all external criticism, concede that the Lord did not

Himself append this conclusion, yet give it place in their exposi-

tion as if it belonged there, find it most excellently appropriate,

and involuntarily confess how aptly and profoundly it connects

itself with the petitions of the prayer. For ourselves we rest

calmly in hope that one day, when all that is lost is found again,

and the patchwork of history is a completed whole, it will be made

clear how it has come to pass that this doxology early fell away,

and was omitted fi'om the manuscripts and the fathers, which

now certainly confound us. Then will the verbal correctness of

the Peshito be confirmed, and the abbreviation in the Const.

Apost. be seen to be manifestly an abbreviation of the words

given by the Lord, just as St Paul, according to 2 Tim. iv. 18,

received them, and yet does not quite exactly reproduce them.
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In St Luke yet more is wanting, and probably not by St Luke's

fault ; it is at least quite as conceivable that similar causes have

been at work in the case of St Matthew's gospel, as it must be

in every view inconceivable that the Lord actually closed with

—

Deliver us from evil !
" Such a conclusion comes naturally to

the praying heart ;" the church has ever possessed it, and will

never more let it go ; this is to us an irrefragable argument that

the Lord has given it to every heart and to the whole church.

If we were disposed to go so far as to say that the Lord had to

that end subsequently given it by His Spirit to the church—yet

mxist we pause doubtfully before we hazard such a view. For,

apart from the question, why the Lord should have left this as

an afterthought of His Spirit, we cannot bring our minds to

think that He could have given a form of prayer without at

least an Amen. (We have previously discovered the Amen
of the prayer to have aptly reckoned in in the Sermon on the

Mount.) But the true Amen, according to the custom of all the

Jewish prayers, which found their originals in the Scriptures of

the Old Testament, carries with it invariably an expressed

ascription of praise : similarly, according to the New-Testament

canon, Phil. iv. 6, no prayer is complete with prayer alone, with-

out giving of thanks. This may be an answer to Bengel, who
does not think the thanksgiving appropriate to the period at

which the Lord gave the prayer. His prayer would have indeed

had its introduction without it, but not its fit issue and outjioinG:

;

it would not have been, strictly speaking, a complete prayer, and

the joyful concluding petition, if it did not issue in such an

Amen, would lose its joyousncss again, and icoidd become an

unanswered, resultless cry. Use the Lord's prayer thus for a

quarter of a year, evil being its last word ; it will become intoler-

able to thee, and its conclusion will victoriously force itself upon

thee. Yet once more, if such internal criticism may not main-

tain its prerogative, where is its place and where are its rights ?

It may be matter for consideration whether it be only an illusion,

that with the Doxology the Lord's prayer includes ten words ;

that with it the Us and the Our flows back ajrain into Tldne, as

first Thine flowed from Our ; that only with it the whole rounds

itself off" and finds its true close. It may be asked whether

David's prayer (1 Chron. xxx. 11, 12) was not here by the

Lord taken up, and for ever sanctified ?
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This conclusion manifestly unites the two tables of the prayer,

but once more presenting the sacred Three-number, which could

not be varied from. The kingdom embraces the first table by

that one word which occurs in the middle of it ; the power

signifies the transition which we found in the gift of bread ; the

cflorij or honour is the end and goal of the fulfilment of the peti-

tions of the second table, the ho^cc or glory of God shining from

His redeemed and sanctified creatures. When all is finally ful-

filled—evil, temptation, and guilt done away, all desires gratified,

the will done, the kingdom come, the name hallowed—then will

there remain on earth as in heaven nought but everlasting-

praise. With this he who prays returns back to the first invo-

cation, which included the Amen of all petition for faith, as in

the preparatory trusting confidence which said : Art Thou then

our Father ! before the particular petition broke forth : Be so

to us, show Thyself to us as our Father ! Now again, and with

the fullest confidence of strengthened faith, it is more openly

spoken : Yea, verily, Thou art our Father !
" By this little

word for, we set, as it M'ere, our foot upon one step of the throne

on which He sits, reminding Him of His matter, for it is His,

and not ours alone !" Thine is, and can, and will be in us, too,

the kingdom, the power, and the glory—will be in us, if we in

harmony, acknowledgment, and obedience give it to Thee ; and

this we have done in this our prayer. So, although we yet see

it not (Heb. ii. 8), faith cries, in defiance of all evil that yet re-

mains, of all wicked devices and contradictory will :—Thine is

the kingdom even now, as it will be for ever ! Thus does the

Amen of prayer, every time it is uttered, anticipate the great

zmiversal Amen of all creation.

After all that we have hitherto discovered, there remains much

more. The seven petitions, besides the full meaning of each

separately, may indicate, at the same time, the progress of

human life in individual man, and the history of mankind as a

whole. The child cries out to his Father, and learns His name,

that it may be sanctified in him ; the kingdom begins to come

in him, the will begins to be revealed to him in instruction and

discipline, that it may be done ; then grows up the adult into life,

to eat his own bread, who should not forget, in praying for it,

his spiritual necessities,—rather 'should all the more fully discern

the gift of God which is infinitely necessary ; then follows, com-
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monly, first in the second half of life, the thorough seeking for

forgiveness, the warfare of temptation ; finallj-, in old age the

longing, ever increasing till death, for deliverance from all evil,

which is the closing petition of the dying man that merges into

the Doxology of heaven. In the history of mankind at large

began similarly the calling upon God's name (Gen. iv. 26) ; then

came the kingdom in the beginnings of its preparation, the will

was revealed in the law. In the midst of the years the Lord
revived His work (Hab. iii. 2), when He who once spoke from

Sinai came in the glory of His grace, and descended in Christ as

the living bread of heaven for the hungering Avorld. Then came
the preaching of the word of reconciliation in all the world, then

the hour of the great temptation upon all the world (Rev. iii.

10), specially upon the church of the saints ; finally, in the end
of the days will be the universal, closing deliverance, when
suflPering and ])ain and lamentation shall cease, all shall have be-

come the kingdom of our God and the dominion of His Christ, and

the glory of the glorifj-ing Spirit shall shine from the redeemed.

Such views may not be despised, for the wisdom of God ex-

liibits strange phases in the word. We should be disposed, fur-

ther, to investigate to what extent the fundamental principles

of all Divine doctrine, especially of New-Testament preaching,

may.be developed from the simple ideas of the Lord's prayer.

This would be better apprehended if we could realize the con-

ception of a people to whom nothing but this prayer had been

at first given. Let us be permitted yet once more, and in con-

clusion, to parallel the seven petitions with the seven henedictions.

The name of the Father is hallowed when the poor and Avretched

receive as little children the kingdom of heaven as a gift of pre-

venient grace. The kingdom of the Son, as such, is made now
fully known to them when they as mourners find comfort. The
Divine will is done already through the Holy Spirit when the

meek know themselves by the will of God to be the heirs of the

earth. Tlic bread is given for the supply of all who hu]iger and
thirst after righteousness. The trespasses are forgiven to those

who forgive, for the merciful receive mercy. Temptation is

overcome by all those who have no other will than to see God's

face, as pure in heart. Evil, finally, is done away when the

children of peace, as children of God made manifest, dwell for

ever in eternal peace with Him in glory.

VOL. I.

"

Q
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Vers. 14, 15. The Lord recurs again now to the subject of

the fifth petition, because, as we have already said, the prescribed

prayer leads through it to the establishment and fulfilment of

the law. Will theologians never come to read in simplicity, and

perceive here a key to the whole of it % The centre of the Lord's

prayer regarded in itself is the fourth petition, as we have seen:

but it is in i\\Q fifth that that fundamental truth, which is its

root in the Sermon on the Mount, finds first its full expression.

That which already in ch. v. 7, 23-26, 44-48, became more

and more clearly prominent, and afterwards in ch. vii. 1, 2, is

repeated as the head of a new section, stands here, as it were, in

the very middle of the whole discourse, piercing into, and laying

hold of, the central heart and living source of all true love, dis-

closing to us that point of union in which " to love as God loves"

is seen to be as certainly given to us by His grace as it is de-

manded of us by His holy righteousness. This saying, which

is so perfectly easy in its literal meaning, is at the same time so

important and so inexhaustibly to be learned anew, that our

Lord in Mark xi. 25, 26, when He is speaking of the gift of

faith, inserts it again in similar words. But it is also so deeply

engraven on the conscience of man, that the son of Sirach, for

instance (Wisd. xxviii. 1-5), could expressly say the same thing.^

Forgiving on our part is so absolutely an indispensable condition

of God's forgiveness, that it must not be viewed as the mere

fruit which results from it, but rather as indicating the necessary

internal disposition and feeling of our heart at the moment in

which we actually seek and find His mercy. God forgives us

when we, receiving His mercy, are at the same moment disposed

and in the frame to forgive others. Although He, on the one

hand, knows before the thoughts of the insincere, and the stiff-

neckedness of those who will afterwards fall from His grace

(Deut. xxxi. 21, 27, 29), yet, on the other. He says in His pre-

venting and anticipating faithfulness—Surely they are My
people, children who will not lie ! (Isa. Ixiii. 8.) He entrusts,

as it were, the gift of His love even to those who will not retain

it, in order that He may justify His own goodness against the

unthankful and the evil. From those, indeed, who afterwards

1 Yet, indeed, when we look more closely, not -without one of those errors

in the expression which betray the apocryphal :—as if we forgive first and

then should pray.
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forgive not as they have been forgiven, that which they received

shall be again taken away ;—as the parable of Matt, xviii. 23-35

once more incnlcates at large.

Vers. lG-18. This has been as a whole already explained

and shown in the light of its general connection ; it only re-

mains now to refer somewhat more particularly to the details.

The Lord by no means rejects fasting in itself, the humbling

of, the soul (C'DJ niiij;, Lev. xvi. 29, xxiii. 27; Num. xxix. 7,

XXX. 14) by taming and reducing the body, as an aid to repent-

ance and prayer ; any more than He rejects almsgiving as the

demonstration of love, or uttered words, for the exercise and

expression of the inner spirit of prayer. . Although in ch. ix. 14,

15, He opposed a new and free manner of fasting for His dis-

ciples, to the fasting oft not only of the hypocrites, but also of

the well-meaning disciples of John, yet did He Himself fast

forty days at the beginning, as certainly may times afterwards,

and recommend prayer and /as^i«(/ for such emergencies as re-

quired thorough earnestness for the overcoming of evil spirits

(ch. xvii. 21), just as the Apostle, in 1 Cor. vii. 5 presupposes

as well known, and confirms its Christian exercise. The early

church laid much stress upon fasting, but should have left it

to the freedom of every individual without any ecclesiastical

ordinance : wc Protestants, alas, have slighted it altogether

too much, and have scarcely more than the name of our fast-

days remaining. The prudence of freedom is necessary, how-

ever ; hence comes forward the warning again : Not like the

liypocrites ! See it already in the word of prophecy (Isa. Iviii.

5). Pharisaism had here also perverted all into a specious ex-

ternal work,' forbidding among the rest any greetings during

the time of a fast. With such things in His view, the Lord

here paints the hypocrites from life, and sketches their whole

character by one vigorous trait :—they would appear unto men

tTKvCpuTroi, and therefore disfigure their faces ! Such as this in

our day is the pietist sour look, downcast head, and penance-

wrinkled face, which, while they mar the shining of the true

light of piety before men, also betray too much of the Pharisee

remaining in those who make such exhibition. The Lord un-

sparingly condemns all affectation in its minutest form, and

' See Buxtorfii Synagoga Judaica. cap. xxx.
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counsels His disciples, in order that tliey may more securely

avoid this sad danger, to adopt as defence against it, where they

have only to do with themselves in the sight of their Father in

secret, a certain directly opposite dissimulation of face. This,

however, is no hypocrisy, but the simplest truth
;
purer, indeed,

in its principle of love than its faint type in the social life of

the children of the world, the courtly and gracious external

demeanour covering a different disposition within. The children

of God should ever through faith rejoice in their God ; and it

should be their systematic habitus to exhibit this pleasant aspect

to men. Feelest thou within thyself a necessity and constraint

to aiSict thy flesh by mortification and abstinence of any kind,

do it if possible without any interruption of thine external

cheerfulness. Yea, rather than detract in the slightest degree

from the reality and the efficacy of thy secret humiliation before

God by any such external evidence of it as only too easily glides

into ostentation, thou shouldst with more care than ordinarily

anoint thine head and wash thy face.^ Before trusted brethren

thou mayest, even as before God Himself, exhibit what thou

art secretly aiming at ; but men, as they are found in general,

understand it not, and would only mar thy fasting by their

censure or their praise. Finally, let it be well noted that this

rule, in its present connection, is laid down only for an actual,

bodily fasting, in the ordinary sense of the word ; such as a

man himself, though under the influence of the Spirit, imposes

upon his own flesh. Quite otherwise is it, when God appoints

to us a day of fasting, for the iveeping of the soul (Ps. Ixix. 11,

Hebr.), when the Bridegroom's presence is withdrawn : then

fast we in the deepest sense of the word (Matt. ix. 15), and it

is obvious of itself that the stranger in our company must per-

ceive that we are a/CudpcoToi. (Lu. xxiv. 17, Gr.) In this there

lies no danger of hypocritical seeming before men. But if thou

hast already oft experienced that by it He who was taken from

thee is restored again, and if thou wilt be perfect, then hold such

weeping of thy soul also, through the power of faith, in secret

places (Jer. xiii. 17), and let not thy countenance cease to be

outwardly anointed, or thy mouth to utter peace and love through

the whole of that conflict which thou shouldst gradually learn

^ The Essenes never anointed themselves, which may be mentioned in

contradiction of the old folly that would make Jesus an Essene.
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to regard as joy. Thus slialt thou find consolation in thy secret

mourning before God, and experience the fulfilment, even in

this respect, of the beautiful and pregnant words of the hymn :
—

" A stage of blessedness it is—the secret place !"

"And thy Father, who seeth in secret, shall reward thee

openly!" This the Lord utters three times, vers. 4, 6, 18, and

designedly indicates in this third instance the similar application

of His discourse concerning the three works of righteousness,

the uniformity of which the interposed prayer only seemed to

break. This lie does before He begins, by a striking interrup-

tion of the external connection, a new line of remark which,

however, is internally in strict harmony witli it.

Our former general arrangement of the whole has already

disclosed to us this internal transition from ver. 18 to ver. 19.

The opposition between Christ's disciples and the Pharisees is

closed with that most absolute contrast between the hypocrite

who mortifies liimself before men and the child of God who
humbles his soul in secret—the seeming devotee and the ear-

nestly devout. There now follows (what had been prepared for

in the preceding, and was a strict development of it) the second

great contrast :—720^ like the heathen ! The better kind ofPharisee

(or rather the Israelite, inasmuch as Pharisaism took its rise in

the true Israelite position) did, indeed, seek at first to establish,

like Saul, a righteousness before God derived from obedience to

the law : in this there was earnestness and sincerity, and so far

this Old-Testament preparation led the sincere and upright to

the new covenant of grace, even as his almsgiving, fasting, and

prayers prepared the proselyte Cornelius for the reception of

forgiveness and tlie Holy Ghost. But Pharisaism proper, as it

was further developed in the evil hearts of men, performed its

woi'ks of righteousness only to be seen of men, and not at all in the

sifjht of God : thus the Pharisee had inwardly become like the

heathen, while abhorring him in his pride (Eom. ii. 22) ; through

dependence on earthly good and attachment to earthly pleasure,

an idolater as well as he. It will be borne in mind, how often in

the Gospels i\\c covetousness oi i\\Q Pharisees is made prominent;

and this will help us to understand why it is that with which our

Lord begins, when He is about to exhibit His own new Israel
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as in contrast with the heathen. It is not merely the heathen

so called among men, who are to form the second link in this

present discourse, but also, as is now sufficiently plain, the

heathen in Israel (Ps. ix. 6, xvi. 18, x". 16).

The discourse now passes more directly to the internal dis-

position of mind, which is at last shown to be the region of sepa-

ration and distinction. There is now no more distribution of

special commandments and good works, classified according to

their principles. Yet it proceeds in a tlireefold order, though in

a different manner. This is seen in the three leading ideas :

—

Distinguish clearly between perishable treasures and possessions

upon earth, and the incorruptible treasure o^ heaven ! vers. 19, 20.

Seek this alone, walk with thine eyes singly fixed upon the true

treasure ! vers. 21-23. Thus surrender thyself up to God's

undivided service and trust, seeking first His kingdom, without

care for your earthly need ! This has the most extended treat-

ment, vers. 24—34. Herein there is exhibited an inverted re-

ference to the three fundamental ground-tones of the whole

Sermon. The first immediately casts a warning glance forward

to the test at the end, where all shall be put to shame who have

not put their trust in the living God, and all heathens, or earthly-

minded men (these are in their deepest principle one and the

same), shall perish. The second demands and urges a sincere

progress towards the goal. The third speaks in language of

promise and encouragement, presents to faith the internal prin-

ciple and commencement of a life oiot heathen, and thus most

plainly indicates who are the true people of God, who the true

heirs of the promised kingdom. But this whole section carries

on and developes the principle which we have seen in the begin-

ning. For, it was absolutely necessary that a firm foundation

should be first of all laid, in the right understanding of the law

according to its internal spirit and true meaning ; in the full

perception that nought would avail but the strict practice of

righteousness before God in secret (Ps. li. 8). Upon this

foundation is now built the devotion of the heart to God alone

;

and then have we further (for the development of the principle

makes the principle itself more plain, and at the close the

rigorous warning becomes strongest) the most urgent dissuasive

from the attempt to join another service with His ; the turning

away of the heart, and the turning away of the eye from all that
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appertains to earth, in order to our living for the heavenly

kingdom.

Vers. 19, 20. A strong contrast is here seized and exhibited

in the two words : earth and heaven ! The Lord is standing in

the midst of Israel according to the flesh, and His glance,

which penetrates through the type into its realitij and hidden

truth, discloses to us another and a sure distinction :—They who

live for the earthly and the perishable, they are the heathen
;

they who live in faith with reference to the future, heavenly

and eternal, arc the children of the Father, the subjects and the

heirs of the kingdom. In this deep generality, fully set forth at

the close in vers. 32, 33, we have the commencement of a new
discourse, which unfolds the germ, and includes all the princi-

ples of the apostolical sayings in Col. iii. 1-4. It was to His

hearers of that time a clear testimony to the character and nature

of the Messiah's kingdom, as the Tcingdom of heaven, spiritual,

hidden, and looking for a future manifestation : the kingdom

which, then only perfected when the seven petitions are fully

fulfilled, begins in the heart with the first look towards heaven,

and cry to the Father. Now it is before the Father in secret,

then will the reward be open. The emphatic expression of this

general view is to be rightly sought in the plain words which, for

every man's conviction, distinguish between the earthly and the

heavenly mind, describing him as laying up for himself treastires,

possessions, goods, and seeking liis enjoyments and happiness

either hej^e or there. In heaven : that is, by contrast, as the place

and region where the true, eternal riches, the deposit against the

day of revelation, arc laid up, but also as the place and the

region in which the heart that lays up this treasure already lives

in heavenly aims and conversation : for where your treasure is^

there will your heart be also. The better and enduring sub-

stance in heaven, we already have in our own possession and in

our own hands (Heb. x. 34).

Perishahleness is the quality of everything earthly ; hence,

as Bengal critically saw, the little word Z'zov has a distinctive

emphasis as upon the earth, xohere nothing either is or can be

other than corruptible. He who heaps up silver as the dust,

and prepares raiment as the clay (Job xxvii. 16), shall find

out that all tlie earthly and transitory possessions of mortal man
pass away like they themselves who dwell in clay, whose founda-
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tion is in the dust, which are crushed before the moth (Job iv.

19). The getting of treasures by a lying tongue is a vanity

tossed to and fro of them that seek death (Prov. xxi. 6). The
proverbial and popularly-used expressions, moth and rust and

thieves, some have been disposed to refer to the three main kinds

of laid-up goods in the ancient world—clothing, gold, corn.

They have been referred, also, respectively to that which is

hostile in the inanimate world, in the aniinal kingdom, and

among, men : for which, however, a transposition would be

necessary. It is only in tlie former reference that any truth lies

;

—the moth which consumes garments is among the scriptural

figures. (See Job xiii. 38 ; Isa. i. 9, li. 6, 8 ; Jas. v. 2.) But,

as it regards the next, the question rises, what ^pSfTig is dis-

tinctively, and to what it appertains. But since gold and silver

receive no specific injury from rust, it has been supposed that

the thieves, which hopvaffovffi, dig through houses (Job xxiv.

16), breaking through walls, are the enemies of the treasured

gold; and, consequently, that (op^trig must be referred to the

granary and full barns (Lu. xii. 17), being the 72)^ of Mai. iii.

11, where the LXX. have ^pajffig, weevil or some other enemy

of the corn. St James, however, ch. v. 2, 3, evidently quoting

the Sermon on the Mount (as we saw above also, on ch. v. 34),

attributes the moth to the garments, but the rust tog to the gold

and the silver, having previously used the general expression

—

'TrXouTog cscpj'rs. This gives us the right clue, and teaches us

that we must not lay so much' stress upon the threefold dis-

tinction of worldly goods (save that the breaking through may
be especially referred to the underground a-TrodriPcag of ver. 26)

as upon the general idea of perishableness which they together

convey. ^pS(Tig is thus simply the consuming aioay, corruption,

mildew, rotting of any kind which takes its rise from within the

nature of this world's good, as ffTjg on the other hand comes from

without. Then we attain the deeper meaning—all earthly good

is subjected to corruption. It is essentially perishable, since

either the moth lights upon it as upon a garment (echoing those

well known Old-Testament passages), or it finds within itself

the element of another kind of blight. And what worm and

rust consuming from within or without may spare for a while,

is still insecure in the possession, not guaranteed against the

thieves, who know how to break through the firmest defences

!
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Thus St James appropriately laid down his azGriTi first : then

introduces the Lord's words, which he fundamentally explains,

• wliile saying in the style of oxymoron and in apparent contra-

diction to the reahty of things, that gold and silver are cankered

and rusted, by showing that this rust signifies in a wide sense

that corruption of everything earthly and earthen which like a

nre shall eat the flesh of the rich men themselves. If we thus

expound it, not overlooking the connection of the figure with

the reality, yet giving its letter a spiritual interpretation, we
may extend its range of application farther, and think of honour

and human glory (whereof the discourse had been speaking) as

having its moth, and rust, and thieves. All this is obliquely

aimed at, although the first glance, which gives character to the

expressions, turns towards the Mammon which is afterwards

especially named, and therefore points to earthly treasures in the

narrower sense. And how impressive, in this view, is the con-

trast which is now first instituted between all these and the im-

perishable and secure treasures of heaven, which are beyond the

reach of coiTuption and the thief! (1 Pet. 1-4 ; Lu. xii. 33) :

^aXuvTia [Mrj ':TuKciiov[JAvci, Oyj/jccvpou oci/SKXsi'jrTov. That Ave have

treasures in the plural, is simply a transition to the next sentence,

in which it is significantly said, your treasure—for in earthly

good there is multiplicity, and variety ; the heavenly possession

alone and especially is a unity, a great whole. (Mat. xix. 21.)

Ver. 21. "What is then, thus considered, treasure in heaven ?

The future reward from the Father, for this is the whole of vers.

1—18 collected and condensed into one ; thus also it is praise,

honour, and glory in God's presence, in opposition to all that

vain show before man, in which the hypocrites found their re-

ward. That giving which was commanded (vers. 2-4) is itself

the true laying vp ! So spake, in old time, Sirach and Tobias

concerning the fruits of righteousness and good works. (Sir.

xxix. 14 ; Tob. iv. 10.) We may, moreover, regard this verse

under two aspects : are your treasures upon earth, then will

your heart also rest upon the earth. This lies, however, more
in the transition from the last sentence than in this passage

itself, which di<T[nifiesonly the heavenly reward and the heavenly

good with th» title of treasure, properly so called. (Lu. xvi.

12, TO vijAnpov, the true and only jiroperty, in distinction from

which all other passes away as another's.) Alas for those who
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become thieves against themselves, to rob themselves of their

own eternal and enduring substance ! Do not ye so, O men !

is the Lord's warning entreaty here. Have ye truly begun to

apprehend what and where your true treasure is, then never

take away your eyes and your hearts from it again, to turn

them upon that which is nought ! "Ecra; following kffriv here,

has the force of a contrast, and contains requirement and promise

at once in itself, similarly as 'iffsffdz in ch. v. 48. Your treasure

is, safely laid up, perfectly ready for you, in heaven : let then

your heart ever more and more perfectly and undividedly be

fixed upon it and absorbed with it there ! (See the continuation,

Lu. xi. 35.) Has the kingdom of the eternal inheritance of

grace come to you poor, then let your heart, your whole heart,

rest upo7i it, and upon nothing else with it ! That great word

heart (which in ch. v. 8, 28 was regarded as the seat of holiness

or unholiness before God) comes before us now in all the ful-

ness and depth of its scriptural meaning. In the heart dwells

the individual guiding principle of a man's life, his perception,

feeling, and will in their indivisible unity ; the heart determines

how, for what, and for whom a man is living. Determine and

devote your heart towards the treasure, the inhei'itance, the re-

ward of heaven ! This most impressive requirement, which in

the former part of the sentence (o driffocvpog vfju^v) brings with it

its own foundation of promise, is in the two following verses

more fully established in its principles ; in positive encourage-

ment and promise ver. 22, but then, ver. 23, in warning contrast,

which forms a transition to the subject which folloM^s.

Vers. 22, 23. In the heart is the life of the whole body. Prov.

iv. 23. But the mediating instrument between the central prin-

ciple and all-regulating direction of life in the heart, and the

outward life of the body, is the eye, as it immediately follows in

Prov. iv. 25, 26 :—compare, besides, Prov. xxiii. 26. The body

lives and moves according to the guidance of the eye, by its light

as a lamp ; even as the eye sees according to the desire and

impulse of the heart. When Eve beheld the tree, that it was a

pleasant tree, the lust after it had already commenced in her

heart, and as the result of that, her eye had become a traitor.

Hence there might have been interposed between our Lord's

former saying and this, the thought—And where your heart is,

there does your eye turn also. This is as true with regard to
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the beginning of every sin, as it is that in its progress, the heart,

in return, follows the eye (Job xxxi. 7); the one is tested and

known by the other. But such an intervening thought the

Lord could scarcely here have more circumstantially expressed :

the natural process of His discourse led Him, in order to rivet the

awakened attention, and to excite preparation for His heart-pene-

trating word, rather to present striking and vivid figures to the

mind. First came the very simple saying concerning the trea-

sures in earth and in heaven, the meaning of which would be

most obviously apprehended ; then followed the equally simple

and deeply convincing injunction. If your treasure is in heaven,

then let your heart be there also ! (which is grounded upon the

principle taken for granted, and assented to in every man's breast,

—that the heart hangs upon that which it reputes its good and

happiness.) And now follows the unconnected and emphatic

—

The light of the body is the eye. This indeed is obviously true

in external things, but the immediate application which the Lord
makes of this to the inner man (He spake indeed from the heart !),

involves in it profound mystery, -which does not instantly yield

up its fulness of meaning. Luther has used " licht " for Xvy^vog,

but that does not help the matter, since the Lord presently after

interchanges this with (pSg : that translation does no more than

carry out the same interweaving of the figure and its meaning

which pervades the whole discourse.

The light of the world, and of each body in it, is indeed, pro-

perly speaking, the sun and its effulgence : but, this shining

becomes the light of any individual body, by and in which it

may live and move, only through the medium of the eye, formed

for the reception of the sun's light. This is its light-organ, not

so much here for the purpose of beaming forth light from within

(ch. V. 14-lG), as for that o^ receiving the light first from above

and around, in order that by it the body may be enlightened.

Of what avail is the sun to the blind man, the light of day to

him who shuts his eyes? Eveiything, then, depends on the eye,

when we speak of light. Even in the bodily eye there lies

much mystery ; as natural philosophers know full well, to whose

researches light is a wonder and an enigma on the confines of

the material and the spiritual world; and so also the eye which

corresponds to it in the body of the living man, the most perfect

mystery of the soul's influence on the mechanical organism.
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In the eye also tliere is an actual inner light which corresponds

to the outer : hence its not-fully-explained glimmering through

the material fabric. It is, at the same time, the outshining

manifestation of the soul in the body ; we read in the eye what

no word utters; the hypocrite can only in the least degree, yea,

not at all, disguise his look ; a right confronting glance looks

through him. Hence is not this the natural image of the

manner in which the inner man is reflected in the outer? The

heathen termed the understanding the vovc, the light in men ;^

as also Solomon more correctly and truly says, The spirit of

man is the- candle of the Lord, searching all the secret chambers

of the inner man. (Prov. xx. 27.) In this general sense the

expression of Jesus here may well admit of an ajjplication : If

thy understanding receives rightly the truth of God, it will

enlighten thee ; if thy understanding is unsound, how foolish

and ignorant will thy whole being be ! Yet we should much
mistake in making this our Lord's meaning in its present con-

nection : He is speaking, indeed, of the mediating instrument

between the heart and the body, or the most internal, funda-

mental direction of the being and the walk, the life and the deed.

Thus the eye of the inner man is more correctly that which deter-

mines the main scope of the whole section (vers. 19-34), the

practical understanding, so to speak, which regulates the whole

conduct, the fundamental design which is kept in view in the

most proper sense of the word; what a man seehs (vers. 32, 33).

The body, inasmuch as with hands and feet, and other members,

it stretches forth, moves, acts, and exhibits all the energy of life,

is consequently the further figurative expression for the whole

action of the man. (Just as, according to missionary reports,

the same word in the dialect of the Sandwich Islanders signifies

both body and action?) As thou lookest and towards what object,

so will be the act and movement of thy body.

But the Lord, further, with profound discrimination does not

say—If thine eye be open or shut ; for, this is a point which has

nothing to do here with the inner man, and the Lord, as we have

already seen, entirely blends together the figure and its meaning

in this discourse. The eye may indeed be already, or may be

^ Aristotle : iig o\pig h o'(p^aA^w, voZ; kv ^vx,ri. Galen : oia-xip oCpdctT^f^os

ru aufinri^ roiouro; sv ipvx,^ voZg. Philo : oVfjS ycx-p voZg Iv "^^vx,^ toUt' c(pSx>.-

fiog iv (jay.xri. See in Grotius.
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still more, opened in many senses ; but hero it is not ccTtkovg,

that is, not sincere, not true, sound, not rightly measuring or

seeing, what is in the light visible to it. Seeing is sound, if

both eyes (which is also itself a physical wonder and mystery)

see together, ])recisely as it is, the one object at once which is

before them : hence we say, the eye—although we have two eyes.

The first note of unsoundness in the eye is the seeing double,

or looking athwart (ver. 24), and that leads to blindness. Ver.

22 contains a description of the goal towards which we must

struggle, and not merely a condition and requirement insisted

on at the outset. In a certain sense and measure, indeed, must

our eye singly, from the very beginnmg, be fixed upon God,

His kingdom and Ilis righteousness, upon the treasures in

heaven ; but is it not consummate holiness when this is perfectly

realized, and there is no oblique or other regard? Yea, by such

simplicity of the eye shall the whole body be (parzivov, that is,

not merely enhghtened, in the true light rightly living and

moving (John xi. 9), but, in its inner meaning, illuminated,

glorified, all its actions sanctified in the light of God's truth

(which is very emphatically expressed in a supplementary

manner by St Luke xi. 36). Hence, finally, the otherwise dark

mass of the body shall in this glorification become all eye. Thus

again the 'iarcci is here as in ver. 21. And, on the other hand.

If thine eye sees altogether falsely, thy whole body shall he full

of darkness. The Lord sets the extremes in contrast, as they

are consummated in perfection, on the one hand, and in entire

'7ra>pco(Tig rfjg zapliag (Eph. iv. 18 ; Kom. i. 21) on the other;

in order that He may exhort us urgently to seek the one, and

warn us against the otlier ; in order to point out to us the way

in which our eye should ever be becoming more and more single.

He once more speaks of the eye as the light of the body, in

order to indicate the peculiar significance of the image in regard

to man's nature generally :

—

tlce light that is in thee, that which

should be thy light, indeed in some degree ever is so, that is, in

the ordinaiy, general condition of mankind, before it has become

totally darkened. This is not said to the new-born child of God
from the beginning of his state of grace (Acts xxvi. 18), but

actually in a certain sense to the natural man. For " the

natural light extends just so far as to reveal the natural dark-

ness." Even the unconverted has some degree of sincere respect
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to everlasting good, and regard for that which avails before God

:

just as the converted man retains for long some degree of un-

soundness and obliquity in his eye. But if thine eye is entii^ely

(this must be our Lord's meaning) TTOVt^pog, the light in thee be-

come utter darkness, then indeed is the whole body dark, as much
so as if thou never hadst an eye, as if it were wholly shut ;

yea,

rather, worse than that, in case thou thinkest that thou seest,

and reckonest thy darkness for light! Then wilt thou by all

means and always err, and go astray, confounding far and near,

good and evil, life and death, and thus grope thy way into the

abyss ! Once more we have a mournful oxymoron : the light

become darkness, just as in ch. v. 13 the salt becomes saltless,

to which saying this seems as it were a supplement. This is

the condition of heathenism at the worst, alas also of many
apostates, who, ' not advancing in singleness of internal eye,

have lapsed through impurity into the opposite ruin. Of this

the Lord cries in language of lamentation and terror : to crtcorog

roaov, what a total darkness of the whole body, if its light be-

comes darkness ! Li this there lies yet another specific thought

which Luther's "die Finsterniss selbst,—the darkness itself"

(after the Vulg.), aptly brings out. To crxoTog with the article

is opposed to ro (pug ro h coi, and the Lord distinguishes two

parts of human nature, which He terms light (at least relatively

so) and darkness. As the body, viewed as a mass dark in it-

self, has yet its light in the eye, just so is it with the correspond-

ing sensual-animal life of man, which eats and drinks, receives

pleasure and disgust in close connection with the lower creation,

etc. This dark domain of the life of man sunk into gross mat-

ter, into the fiesh, may itself, through the seeking after right-

eousness, through spiritual aims, become spiritualized, illumined,

sanctified. But if this light is darkness, how great must then

the entire darkness of the sensual life become ! Compare such

passages as 2 Pet. ii. 12 ; Jude 10, 19.

It remains that we endeavour to lay hold of the point of con-

nection and transition between this word of warning against

total darkness, and what follows in ver. 24. We find it in a

partial application of the rigorous word which we have just

read ; and it is expressed in Luther's translation " ein Schalk,"

which, however, softens the full and proper meaning of 'Trovf^pog.

"We cannot regard the Lord as having designed in His rigid con-
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trast, vers. 22, 23, to teach, contrary to all experience, tliat by

an unconditional alternative man must live altogether in light or

altogether in darkness, that the eye must be either quite sound or

quite evil. It is His design rather to excite men by that contrast

to the earnest striving after the one, and diligent defence against

the other. He proceeds, indeed, to lay down another equally

definite and rigid alternative, and testifies : No man can serve

two masters. But literally true as this must ever be for every

individual moment of our internal disposition of mind, and of

the action which flows from it and by it is estimated, as well as

for the final distinction in the judgment ; yet we also know full

well that we all are too long tainted with this double-service and

doubleness of aim. Thus the expression in ver. 23, standing in

manifest connection with ver. 24, likewise includes in itself such

a mournful, twilight middle-state ; though it only indicates the

frightful end of such a state if it be continued in, or, since that

is impossible, if the by-service of Mammon, instead of being

struggled against and given up, issues in entire apostasy from

God. He recommends to us, in this manner, the simplicity of

the inner eye, and urges us most impressively to an even more

and more decided decision : not designing to condemn and

frighten us back on account of our shortcoming, but graciously

and mercifully to pluck us out of a state of wavering and halting

between two sides. Such words must often be received, and

are ever exerting new influence : all is not ended with the first

declaration of the great alternative, though it must be uttered

every time as if it were so. That is the nature of the word of

exhortation which our necessities require.

Give up yourselves then in pure and undivided surrender,

with the devotion and trust of your whole heart, to your Lord
and God, to your Father in heaven, who promises to give you
the kingdom, and its righteousness, as the food and raiment of

your new and inner man ! As He gives, so also Ho exacts.

Empty yourselves, He will fill you! (Ps. Ixxxi. 10, 11.) The
fundamental promise—/ am the Lord tlixj God ! bears with it

as the fundamental command

—

None other shall thou serve /

Neither can this be otherwise, whether in respect to God or to

man :—the majesty of God, which will not tolerate any rival
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near Him, demands the whole lieart as its due ; and again the

need and the desire of the human heart can find satisfaction

only in the simplicity and purity of dependence upon the highest,

perfect, and only Good. This section (vers. 24-34), which, as

part of the greater one beginning with ver. 19, has in it the

emphatic tone of o-equirement, will nevertheless, as we saw above,

lead us back to that of promise, and set forth the first command-

ment of the first table in the spirit in which it was given to

Israel

—

Thou shalt not ! but based upon the foundation of that

redeeming, condescending, prevenient—/ am He ! (just as we

saw in our earlier expositions of the individual commandments

of the second table.) Again we perceive a threefold division in

the discourse which thus leads back towards the promise. First

is the commandment itself in, the testing, warning expression ot

its exclusiveness : but even here the " Ye shall not " assumes

the gracious form of " Ye cannot /" However dexterously, and

with whatever subtilty ye may act on the persuasion which ye

may reach, that God will tolerate somewhat beside Him, on

which the heart may hang and which the life may serve,—it

must ever remain a thing impossible. Idolatry, which pharisai-

cal Israel abhorred in its external forms, is shown to be present

in their hearts. The service of Mammon, that is, is the most

universal note of true and proper heathenism, and that service

is nothing else than the devotion to earthly good and earthly en-

joyment} Then follows a transitional paragraph, which enters

more into the spirit and detail of this, for the poor to whom the

Gospel is now especially preached : Take no thought for life

and the body ! (vers. 25-30.) Thus the language of require-

ment leads on to that of encouraging -promise, which assumes its

full tone in the concluding words (vers. 31-34).

Ver. 24. A fundamental declaration, which is as deeply rooted

in the context here, as it is again at Lu. xv. 13, Avhere the Lord

repeats it after a parable concerning the children of the world

who live for the earth, and the children of light who care for and

live for the eternal, with application to the covetous Pharisees.

In this passage we have the basis of all our catechetical instruc-

1 " The fundamental characteristic of heathenism is the living for the

present." Tholuck quotes this expression of that great hea,then in Chris-

tendom, Gothe, but -n-ithout noting how beautifully it illustrates our Lord's

sermon at this place.
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tion on the first commandment. Comp. Col. iii. 5 (there as

here it is after the general distinction laid down in vers. 1-4.).

St Matthew has prudently left |ico or Kjioo untranslated ; a

word of obscure derivation in the later Jewish language, which

is not found in the pure Plebrew of the Old Testament, but is

used in the Targums for idId, nnb'^ jirij j;^*3j equivalent to riches,

possessions, money. When our catechists tell children that the

name was derived from a Syrian god of riches, they say what

is not historically true indeed, but would have an appropriate

sense : for the Lord designedly makes the word the name of an

idol, giving it a personality in contradistinction to God, in order

that His words to the hypocritical Pharisees might have this

force : Ye are verily idolaters, ye serve another besides God,

—

will ye hear his name ? It is Mammon ! And, as the truth and

justification of this personification, there lies in its background

an allusion to the prince and god of this world, the false god

who is concealed in the enticements and deceitfulness of the

creature. ^Vvll has a similar allusion in the Old Testament.

The discourse very strikingly begins with a simple proverb,

which is exalted to its most elevated meaning, that the wisdom

of the sanctuary may be illustrated and confirmed by the wisdom

of the street. Whether men may ever be obliged or be able to

serve many masters at once, is not the question here. That pro-

verb, universally used where the true devotion ofthe whole service

is meant, finds here its highest truth ! (The Chinese even have

their sayings : Lay not two saddles on one horse ! A true sub-

ject serves not two sovereigns ! A virtuous woman takes not a

second husband !) Here that which is taken for granted as an

essential truth, admitted in the proverbs of all, is urged in its

highest application ; viz., that individual actions flow from the

character, from the inner disposition of mind of the entire man,
and receive from that their value as actions. Hence there is

no such thing as an undefined " freedom" of determination by
which a man may turn now to the right, now to the left, or could

depend upon and serve at one time this master and at another

time that. An emphasis of deepest meaning is in Master and

serve ; but the two following sentences of alternative are by no

means tautological, nor is the distinction between them properly

speaking to be sought in the advancement from loving to holding

to, from hating to despising (which is only an explanation of tlie

VOL. I. R
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former, by a deeper disclosure and more convincing enforcement

of its meaning in the latter); but in the alternative itself, which

indicates, by the transposition of the two expressions, a changing

of the persons served. Either at any one time, in one course of

conduct and action, in one performance of service to hate God
and love Mammon, or at another time again, to hold to God and

despise Mammon. This gives us, without affecting the per-

manent, inmost condition of the heart generally, a softened sense

of the word to suit the exhortation which follows, to the people,

the children of God : Ye are not like the Gentiles ! This is the

exhortation to those who halt between two opinions. (1 Kings

xviii. 21 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14.) Here have we the deep significance

of ''3Q"?y in the first commandment, well translated by Luther's

—nehen mir. For everything out of God is a " besides Me"
which He will not tolerate in His presence ;—yet finds He
much of that idolatry even among those who address Him with

Our Father.

Vers. 25-30. After such severity the discourse now turns to

a most gracious appeal : Act not thus, for your God and Father

is essentially enough for you, and will give you all you need !

This exhortation, which convinces and puts to shame, stands first

(ver. 25). Then follows the proof of the Father's care of His

children's earthly need, derived from His providential care, as

their Creator, for the lower animals around us ; just as in ch. v.

45 His love was proved from His general benefits in nature.

This is shown according to the order of the two leading words

—

soul and body; where the soul in the body signifies, according to

the correct language of old times, which did not give it two

meanings, the sensitive, earthly life in the body.^ Vers. 2%
27 treat of the life and its nourishment (Ps. Ixxviii. 18, P^k

DK'SJ^) ; vers. 28, 29, of the lody and its clothing. Whence
vv^e directly gather the only true signification of ver. 27, accord-

ing to its necessary connection, in opposition to a false reading

which has closely adhered to it.

Thus is this the plainest and most popular part of the Sermon

on the Mount, just where it goes into the depth of the heart

:

^ That is, according to the natural language of the sensualist, which the

Lord adopts ; as if the soul were not much more besides, as if to care for

the soul must not necessarily lead to the caring for the higher life, the ^w^
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there is endless matter of preacliing here, but little of exposition.

Once more Ave hear the Lawgiver's emphatic

—

Isay imto you ! of

former sections, -which seems, as it were, to have its faint echo in

ver. 29. It is not found again, not even at ch. vii. 12, where the

exposition of the law is closed in one final sentence ; still less at

ch. vii. 7, where the decisive concluding promise is given ;—it is

reserved in this discourse to mark the ix>quiremcnts of His laws

as Pie teaches them. I say unto you—that is, to the disciples

of the Lord, the children of the Father, with all who by H'

instruction would become so. Nourishment, rpo(p7] (all that is

included in eating and drinking together), and raiment—the two

main necessities for the life and the body, see Gen. xxviii. 20.

(So that it almost seems a redundancy, when the Apostle, 1 Tim.

vi. 8, includes in his (TKZxa.GfJjKru, covering, the shelter of a dwell-

ing, as well as the defence of raiment.) Any one who is disposed

to look for its inner meaning, may understand without exposition

what the tJiougJit is, which is forbidden : inasmuch as it divides

and distracts the soul (as f/jzp;[jbvui/ etymologically shows), while

thought and prevision without care are not forbidden. The

best interpretation of it is found at Lu. xii. 29 : [mj] f/jZTBcopi-

Z^zadi, let not yourselves be restless, driven, wavering hither and

thither. There it is the antithesis to the soul's rest ; here the

contrast is with the soul's unity of aim, for only in unity is rest.-^

Just as evident and convincing is the sense of the two question-

positions : Will He who gave life and the body as the greater

gift, keep back the food and clothing which those gifts need ?

The birds of heaven, the flowers of the field:—how simple, how

beautiful this contemplation of nature, as Adam before the fall

beheld it in Paradise ! A single eye thus beholds the creature

as bearing evidence of its God ; the evil eye, on the contrary,

perverts all it sees to its own lust. Bird and flower agree

together harmoniously, though they are distributed between

heaven and earth. The birds of the heaven, U\^^[} ^iy, often

referred to as such from Gen. i. 30 downwards, unsubjected and

free (like the flowers of the field), for whom no man genei'ally

^ Tho common interpretation, which Luther also adopts, is false : viz.,

that proud exaltation, presumption is inieiided, as 2 Mace. v. 17. Th<i

idea of restless tossing is not only found lu Wisd. xxvi. 9, iv fUTiuptufcoig

6(p6cc>f<,Zv, but also among profane authors, e.(/. Thuc. lib. 2. fUTiupo; ^u

^"EAAeff, Greece was in troubled state.
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cares, in their pure life and song have more affinity with heaven

than the flowers, and point, more directly then they, above.

Sowing, reaping, gathering into barns : the three main depart-

ments of husbandry, which is to man in a state of nature the

immediately appointed labour (Ps. civ. 23, iTibj?, as also Neh.

X. 38 ; 1 Chron. xxvii. 26). The fowls of the air are not like

you : in which words, to avert all misunderstanding and per-

version, labour for man is manifestly enough confirmed as his

lot. Your—not the father of the fowl : which forms a transi-

tion to the question which follows—Are not ye, even as men,

as the lords and labourers of the earth, especially as children of

the Father, much better than they ? Toil then according to

your human dignity ; be not, however, contrary to that dignity,

subject to care ; but know that without the gift of God all that

you can do is in vain. Of what avail would food be without

the life ? Do ye suppose that man lives of bread, if he have

enough of it, and that he will live longer for the forethought

that he takes ? As God gave you life at the beginning, must

not He also, in whose hands your breath is, preserve it to you

by His care ? Is it in your power, with all your forethought,

to live any moment longer than God will? Thus ver. 27 fits

well here, and connects itself with ver. 26 concerning the

nourishment of the life; vers. 28, 29 proceeding with the clothing

of the body. This decides the meaning of '/jXifcm, which certainly

here means length of life, as in John ix. 21, 23 ; Heb. xi. 11 ;^

not the body's stature, as only in Lu. xix. 3. (For at Lu. ii.

52, Eph. iv. 13, stature and life are comprised in one.) The
Lutheran translation introduces something altogether inappro-

priate, and even monstrous into the plain, well-arranged discourse

of our Lord : so that one is tempted to ask in reply to it—Who-
ever took thought about such a thing as that, to add a cubit to

his stature ? To change the colour of the hair (ch. v. 36), or to

^ Theophylact on Lu. sii. Las rightly : ^utj; /airpic rra.poi /hodZ hZ, x,xl ovx,

ahroi Tig tuaaroq kxvru opiar'/ig rij? ^uy;;. Many exegetical writers have

always been of the same mind, and among our more recent practical ex-

positors, von Gerlach, Eichter, Braune, whom Alford has not reckoned.

Lange is disposed to mediate between the two opinions by ingeniously unit-

ing them both into one : ii>ii!cix neither age simply, nor stature simply,

but "the full unfolding of every individual in every respect according to

its capacity—the mature manifestation of itself in general." We much
doubt if this popular gnomic saying will admit of so deep a meaning.
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think of growing an inch, would be another matter. Tlie statui'e

of the body is altogether unsuitable to the meaning in Lu. xii. :

for in the supplementary explanation the addition wished to the

r^jKio, is termed 'ikur/jarov^ though to add a cubit is so monstrous,

in the proportions of human stature, that it is a very rare thing

for a fool to lift his wish so high. The Lord must be supposed

to signify some common matter of care to the children of men,

and what is more frequent than the vain wish of the dying to

protract their lives at least a little longer? Is it thought that

life should come after cubit ? our answer is, that it is omitted

just as distance in John xxi. 8, and in this most natural image

'7rr,yjjv hex, stands as if we should say, " a few paces, a span

longer,"—and as in Ps. xxxix. 6, a handbreadth.^

And now first, as the newly-commencing and indicates, the

discourse turns to the body, to which the ingenious structure

and growth of the flowers correspond, and to which the clothing

belongs. K«ra^a^£rs this second time is stronger than IfM-

(oXi-ipurz, look attentively, study diligently ! No species of fowd

was mentioned (as at Lu. xii. the ravens, and Matt. x. the

sparrows) ; but now the emphasis is more specific—the lilies,

which name, pi'overbial already in the Old Testament, embraced

many kinds of white and coloured flowers, and was specially

connected with the imperial crown. LiiVies of the field, not of

the garden, growing of themselves, innumerable as the birds of

heaven, like the grass (to which they belong, ver. 30), little re-

garded, blooming but a brief space, presently withered away

and burned. For that reason overlook them not ! See how
they grow up without your aid to their slender height ! They

toil not ! Agriculture was referred to before, as the fundamental

toil of men ; now a glance is cast upon that further toil of man
in art, which provides for itself out of the material of nature.

Further, there lies in tlie words toiling and spinning a reference

to men and women respectively :^ koiticIv is every kind of energy

put forth in acquisition, and vriCziv naturally has a specific re-

ference to clothing. Tlie lilies have leaves and texture so finely

^ In Stobceus (xcviii. 13) from Mimnermus : ^^piv/ov ecrJ %fl&'yov : in

Alcffius (Allien. X. 7) : Skxti/Xo? u,uipx.

2 With far greater propriety may vers. 2G, 27 be attributed to the men,

•ft-ho till the field for the sustenance of the household ; and vers. 28, 29 to

the women, who particularly provide for the clotliing.
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spun as no human cunning can counterfeit, and yet they spin it

not in human fashion, but are clothed by God. In the growing

spoken of previously there is hinted a question concerning the

body corresponding to that in ver. 27 concerning the age : who
among you can by any care or effort of personal will grow a

fingerbreadth higher ? Not the slightest stalk can man raise

up !—But this is passed over unsaid, in order that the words

may go on to rebuke the vanity of man, who makes out of his

clothing, which is, properly speaking, the mere modest covering

of his nalcedness, matter of personal ostentation. Solomoi-Hs

glory was in the Israelite proverbial language the ideal of mag-
nificence in apparel ; but why is this not like the beauty of the

lilies % The Lord leads us by the last Xsy^ v^av to a profound

thought which we must not fail to discern izi it : the flowers

grow directly with their essentially connate, not merely put-on

and invested, clothing {'7rzpss(iuXsro is in slight contrast v/ith

afjb<pizvvv(jiv) ; this is the beauty of nature and innocence, which

in the slightest object shows more beautiful than the most mag-

nificent array, which must be fastened on !
" The lily belongs

to the paradise of God, Solomon's glory to the hothouse of art."

Oh that men would understand what is signified in this ! Oh
that they would learn from the flov/ers the beauty of growing

silently, by the internal law of their nature operating through

God's gifts and power, up into a full preparation for that bloom-

ing in future glory which is set before us as the goal of our

glorification !

When man is once more elevated by the words TToXk^ (Muk-

\ov above the grass and flowers of the field, which to-day are

and to-morrow are cast withered into the oven, we discern in

this a sublime appeal to fi:iith, inasmuch as, to all appearance,

man's sensitive, earthly life is just on a level loith the withering

grass. The Lord literally refers to Ps. xc. 6. And here He
makes the transition to the full assurance and promise of eternal

life in the kingdom of God, by that henceforward oft-recur-

ring, and graciously admonitory

—

ye of little faith ! T\y^'C)^_ l^p^

or n:)0^ was also an expression ofthe Rabbis,^ but what power and

significance it assumes in the mouth of our Lord, requiring only

faitli and yet again /az'i/j, great faith, large and wide as the grace

^ E.g. Kabbi Elieser the Great : He who has a morsel of bread in his basket,

and asks—What shall I eat to-morrow ? is one of the men of little faith.
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and fToodncss of God Himself ! Here this once in the Sermon

on the Mount docs tlio Lord touch lujhtly that great word, and

that in the right phicc and with deep earnestness.

Tlie end leads lis back to the beginning, in order to embody

in most clear and simple expression the whole of what has been

meant from ver. 24, nay from ver. 19. The commandment is

once more repeated, but now most plainly : Seek ye obediently,

undistractedly and trustfully, the kingdom of God ! Trustful

for what? The general, and inviting promise is given of the

supply of all earthly need, as being necessarily included in and

added to the promise of the free gift of the kingdom of heaven.

The contrast with the Gentiles, which has been contained in this

whole part of the discourse, is now fully expressed: but we find

it at the conclusion, not as in the contrast with the Pharisees

(ch. V. 20), where their description came first. For the Pha-

risees, so terming themselves, were before His hearers visibly

;

but the internal heathenism of the heart must first be detected

and disclosed. Here again, as always, we have three positions.

The first reiterating at the conclusion : Therefore take no thought,

for thus do the Gentiles ! The second : For ye are God's chil-

dren, His people, the chosen heirs of His kingdom ! The third,

once more : Take therefore no thought ! Yet with a weighty

qualifying reference, appended to the promise, to the indispens-

able and wholesome necessities of everyday life even in the case

of the children of God.

Vers. 31, 32. The ovv is not simply such a therefore as we
had in ver. 25, hici rovro, but it is a very emphatic deduction.

Else this is a repetition of ver. 25, with a strengthening addition

o^ saying to taking thought;^ and this is connected with the saying

—For after all those things do the Gentiles seek ; which has a

very comprehensive reference. For it means first, that in God's

presence there is such a distinction : Ye are not as the Gentiles !

Then, with reproachful test, reversing the words—Who seek

after these things are Gentiles : Therefore should ye not be like

them ! AYill ye then retain heathenism in your hearts ? Finally,

it is a gracious exhortation, which becomes a permission : Leave

^ The Lord forbids two things : Taking thought— and then saying, giv-

ing open utterance to the same ; because the taking thought weighs down
and dispirits the heart of one only, but the saying infects others also with,

despondency. (Zellcr.) Or is saying here only a Ilcbraisin for thiitkiuf/?
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all such care to the Gentiles, who have no Father in heaven,

who know not that they have a Father ! for your heavenli/ Father

hnoioeth that ye have need of all these things : an intenser repeti-

tion of what had been preparatorily uttered in ver. 8, following

ver. 7. The stress of emphasis falls upon the hioioeth : ye have

a living God, who hioioeth ! But in addition to His knowinp;.

His willingness is already secured in the name of Father ; so

that we may say that every single word in the whole sentence

utters a ground of assurance and strong consolation.

J^ Ver. 33. This is the middle one ofthe three great fundamental

laws of the Sermon on the Mount. The first, ch. v. 48, pointed

up to the Father of love in heaven. This second bears witness

to, and assures us of the descent of heaven to earth in that

hingdom, which is already come, and is open to violent entrance.

But it adjoins the condition of seeking in order to the laying hold

of the treasure held forth (Phil. iii. 13, 14), namely through the

righteousness of God which alone avails in His kingdom, the

actual having and performing of which remains ever the strait

gate of entrance to it. This paves the way for the third great

law (ch. vii. 12). Let us observe and weigh well the retrospec-

tive view, comprehensive and concentrated, which is taken from

this vantage point of the discourse ! The kingdom and righteous-

ness together remind us of the petitions, ver. 10. The kingdom

of God embraces the entire introductory ch. v. 3-20, where at

first the kingdom of heaven came down to the poor and remained

at last only righteousness. God's righteousness—comprehends

all from ch. v. 21 to ch. vi. 18, with especial reference to ch. v.

48 and ch. vi. 1, For ch. v. 48 closed the first part (not like

the Pharisees) by way of anticipation just at the point where

the induction of the commandments ceased ; and found in the

following chapter only its further development : before the

Father in secret

!

It has been made matter of wonder that the Lord says only

"first" and not "alone"—exclusively. He says, indeed, elsewhere

—One thing is needful ; and in its profoundest principle this

-TrpaJrov is also a (Jbovov. But here we discern a certain softening

of Plis gracious utterance at the outset; experience will bring

out its rigorous strictness afterwards. Only begin to seek the

kingdom of God first; and ever let it be first! If thou hast

ever thought in thy heart that when thou art fully furnished
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with this everything else ^vill ho superadded, it will become evi-

dent to thee in due course that thou canst never be thus fully

fui'nished. This one great concern will so fill up the heart, that

no room will be left for ought else. The righteousness of God
is to be understood here strictly according to its subsequent

Pauline use, as indicating both that which He requires and

which alone avails before Him, and also that which He impo7'ts,

since He Plimself feeds us with the establishment of Plis will in

lis, as with the true bread. (Ver. 11 ; Rom. xiv. 17.)' In St

Luke's repetition of the discourse (ch. xii.), the express promise

is connected therewith : Fear not, little flock ; for it is your

Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom—with the

righteousness which appertains thereto. Which promise is here

included in the sense, and probably, as St Matthew does not

record absolutely every particular, might have been uttered by our

Lord on this first occasion also. Is not this hca.ver\\y feeding

more than the earthly, even as much so as the true eternal life of

the soul is more than that of sense ? Is not this clothing of the

inner man more than the covering of the mere body ? Conse-

quently, further, in the highest application of the former con-

clusion : Will He who gives you the eternal good, suffer you to

lack that which is temporal ? Faith answers this

—

'Trpoaredfjas-

rcii.' It is only the wantonly presumptuous man who, in

mockery of God, would reap without sowing; and, seeking first

the perishable riches of earth, fondly imagines that the eternal

good will be added to him over and above.

Ver. 34. This closes once more with the original word (ver.

25). All undue care goes over the immediate present into the

future : but we can only be said to be assured of this day (ver.

^ Thus much, at least, as Roos remarks, is already clear, that man must

uot make for himself a righteousness, but by hunger and thirst seek it

:

and that such a righteousness as wiU cause him to be reputed, not only by

the courts, but by his God, a righteous man.
- "WTiat Braune advances is superficially correct, but goes not to the

depth :
" How is that? Quite naturally. For they who seek the kingdom

and the righteousness of God are not careless, thriftless, idle, spendthrift

people, etc." Certainly, but the meaning goes far beyond that labour, and

tlurift, and economy which save God's people from want. An apocryphal

saying of our Lord extracts its meaning more fully : Ahuri r« i^iyocy^a., kxI

rx f/.iy.px vfil'i '77poan 6'/}aST cci, kxi ct'iTine rcc i^rovpivtu,^ y-ccl xk, iTriyocix Trpoa-
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11) in tins uncertain life, and for io-morroio have so little to care

that it is not included in our prayers. That applies even to the

spiritual life ; be only every day fliithful, obedient, and righteous,

no more is wanting ! How much more for the earthly life, as

the daily manna in the wilderness daily sent foreshowed ! You
might lose the very last day of your time of grace, taking anxious

thought about a morrow that is not to be yours. If the morro\A-

comes, it will provide for its own. Are we to understand that

God, who sends the day and all that it bears with it, arranges

all things rightly and forgets not one of its necessities? This

is in part the meaning, but the words go further and are still

stronger : let the morrow care ! Further, does not the Lord

refer to a care of every day as it passes, and with the same ex-

pression (j/j2pi[M'/](jii) which has hitherto denoted the forbidden

anxiety ? Assuredly, and that forms the transition to the final

saying, containing allusion to that necessity of human life which,

for sin's sake, even the heirs of the kingdom will not shake off

till the days have reached their end. The word is thrown out,

as it were, enigmatically, as we here find it ; probably the Lord

added some further elucidation and development of it. We
catch its meaning in all its depth, with the progress of the inner

life. YLocKia, is in general just what ro '^ov'/ipov is in the seventh

petition, and serves for its interpretation : the evil and the trials

of life upon earth, the ills and infirmities of the body in the flesh,

all troubles external and from within. So that this evil must be

taken into the account with the daily bread of the body and the

soul, and is equally with that your oieecl, better known as such

to your heavenly Father than to you, and may in no case be

piit away by taking thought ! Be not so foolish as to double

and multiply your plague and disquietude : every day's evil is

enough for itself; will you add to it that of to-morrow, and the

third day, and yet further ? But the more fully we learn to

cast away that fjjspsfjbi'cii' for earthly things which is conceded to

the weakness of to-day, and give up all disquietude about all

that pertains to eating and drinking and clothing, health and

sickness, and all things bodily and of earth—so much the more

does it become impressed upon us that there is a deeper, unex-

plored meaning yet in the Lord's utterance. That very seeking

God's kincrdom and righteousness, that ever-new devotion and

sacrifice of the will to an entu'e obedience, must be to the chil-
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clron of Got], while tliey live in the flesh and in the ^YorlJJ th&

trial of every day, the daily cross of self-denial. (Lu. ix. 23.)

With this we are content ; we would not presumptuousl}" burden

ourselves beyond the will of our Father in heaven, nor throw off

any of His load. Tliis is tlie perfect spirit that should be aimed

at by all who are pilgrims to the kingdom, till they finally enter

it. (Acts xiv. 22.)

Ch. vi. 19 showed an apparent break in the discourse without

any expressed connection, and this is much more the case with

the beginning of the seventh chapter. It appears, indeed, as if,

down to the fourteenth verse, it was composed of successive,

unconnected fragments ; and hence many, who are incapable of

tracing the mind of the Spirit and of supplying what is left to

be understood, are rash enough to say that all connection is

here entirely lost, and that the Evangelist has undoubtedly only

strung together the sayings of various times. Yet, as the con

nection has not hitherto eluded us, we shall find it still even to

the end. Let our preliminary view be brought to mind, which

laid it down that after the two contrasts—Not like the Pharisees

!

not like the Heathen ! were exhibited, there followed a third,

viz., not like those of 2Ii/ disciples, and those of God's children,

impure and imperfect, who instead of carrying on in their own

inner life the pui'suit of God's kingdom and righteousness, and

regulating their outer life in accordance with that pursuit, fall

back into that Pharisaism, the roots of which were not eradi-

cated, and thus either unrighteously judge or improperly prose-

lyte others ! Is not this the last and most stiff-necked Pharisee

remaining yet in the Christian man ? Yet, let it be observed

whether the statement (vers. 1-G) concerning censoriousncss

and desecration of that which is holy, does not perfectly adapt

itself to the natural progress according to which the delineation

of the perfect righteousness of a disciple of Christ is nov/ to be

completed. Are they not half-disciples (we know not how better

to term them) wlio act thus in a manner against which the Lord

warns, and who thus are in danger of relapsing into mere hypo-

crites, mere Pharisee- Christians ? And does not the law of

Christ for His own people rise into its most rigorous and restrict-

inrj expresLion, in these icarninfjs which follow, in harmony with
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the internal progression of the Sermon on the Mount in its

deahng with the needs of man's hfe ?

We must look closer that our observation may be both de-

veloped and confirmed. The goal of disciplesMp which, as wq
advance towards it, rises ever higher before us, is, after all that

has been said, no other than the perfect righteousness of pure

and xmseljish love, as it Avill be announced in ver 12. This goal

oipure love is now indicated by means of two warning opposites :

it is love as humble as it is wise (vers. 1-6). These together

form the first part of the section. And as to the icay, or rather

the ever-repeated beginning, by which this goal is to be reached

—what is it, as we have already seen, but prayer to God for

His grace to that end ? This is, therefore, rightly the second

part (vers. 7-11). And what may and must be the third (for

everywhere we find triplicity) but the condensed compendium

of the whole great middle-portion of the Sermon, containing all

that is made obligatory for fulfilling the law, as we find it in

the last all-comprehensive o-equirement : therefore tvalk in this

way to reach that goal ! which is the actual and literal meaning

of vers. 12-14. Let this be pondered well, and it will be found

that it is not an imposition of ours upon the text, but an exposi-

tion of it.

That the Lord's requirements should now be indicated by

warning contrasts we have more and more prepared for since

ver. 19, and indeed it naturally corresponds with the character

of the close as containing the rigorous exclusion of all the im-

pure and imperfect. Thus, through the opposite error, that

pure love is discriminated first, in virtue of which eve7'y disciple

of Christ is, according to his capacity, to become a peacemaker,

a witness of the truth and ambassador of the kingdom (ch. v.

9, 13). This is first exhibited as an altogether humble love for

the salvation of others, after and in connection with a thorough

judgment of self. AVe should assuredly judge, but only for

others' benefit, from a principle of love, not in the spirit of con-

demnation, and never forgetting ourselves in the same regard.

Whether we can do this in general is first of all and most rigor-

ously to be tested and proved within the circle of discipleship :

hence the mirror is here held up for the relation of brothers to

one another in a more restricted sense. First, the fundamental

principle itself, expressed almost as an absolute prohibition, yet
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with some slight recognition of the opposite and not-exduded

duty of the disciples—Judge not ! (ver. 1.) Then follows the

ground and confirmation of this warning, which at the same

time encourages us to mete with the right measure, that of

mercy (ch. v. 7), and thus to the judgment of charity, which

tends to amendment, like that off God's mercy. Ver. 2. This

prohibition or command is yet more clearly placed upon its true

foundation in the intuitively convincing explanation of vers 3-5,

which presses home with Thou instead of Ye. Here again we

have learning first, then requirement. The warning (against

judging without humble charity) puts two keen questions : Is

not the principle of such censoriousness that thou forgettest to

judge thyself? ver. 3. Comes not hence the utterance of it, thy

proud and presumptuous saying—Let me pull out ? ver. 4. May
we not then point out and correct a brother's fault ? Certainly,

but only after and with a searching judgment of ourselves !

Thus there now follows : The requirement of a true exercise of

our brotherly obligation, the pulling out the mote (John xiii. 14),

not merely the seeing' it; with the necessary title to do so added.

First judge thyself;

—

after that with loisdom—look well how

thou 2?ullest it out ! ver. 5. Here we may narrowly observe the

transition, which is interwoven in these words, to the following

remarks concerning the wisdom of charity.

The Lord's discourse suddenly turns from the most internal

principle of the sincerely seeking, faithfully devoted heart, the

clear and single eye, to the external deportment ; and, inasmuch

as we have only to do with God or with men, to our deport-

ment when we are constrained to see in our fellow-men and our

own brethren imperfection and sinfulness. Did the Lord orally

interpose, at such points of transition, any words of connection ?

We have a right to presume generally—and a comparison with

St Luke, whose report of so important a discourse the Spirit

could never have left open to falsification, drives us to the con-

clusion—that our Lord uttered more than is recorded here. But

it may very well be doubted whether any additional words would

take the form of our modern way of discoursing, which takes

care to show the process of the thought, and aims to lay it bare

in its internal arrangement. This is opposed to Orientalism

generally; and to the genius of the Hebrew in particular,

which, as it exhibits but little conjunction of individual sen
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tences, so also it has but little expressed logical connection of

its discourses as a whole. It is opposed, also, to the necessary,

and more highly natural character of prophetical utterance, that

language of the Spirit, as it meets us everywhere in the Old
Testament, even where the discourses were written by the pro-

phets themselves. This manner of speaking, indeed, as it came
down from Solomon's original use of it to the Eabbinical style

of teaching and laying down their sayings as the Lord found it,

is essentially the natural and universally human method. The
thoughts of the teacher who speaks from tlie fulness of his heart,

when art (or artifice) has not yet learned to adjust them to the

limitations of words, flow forth livingly in their own simplicity,

and are bound by no obligation to give a strict account of their

sequence and order. And, finally, such discourse is more likely

to be understood by the right kind of hearer ; for it makes a

rigorous claim on his attention, it excites his own thought and

keeps it on the stretch. As a book exacts something from its

reader, and leaves something for .him to supply, so also does a

discourse require something from the hearer. Our Lord's

Sermon on the Mount presents in this respect a reproving ex-

ample to our occidental and modern style of sermons.

In consistency with this, our Lord at ch. vi. 19 assuredly did

not say: "The Pharisees, as it has been shown, are in their

hearts before God no better than Gentiles : therefore I say unto

you further—Live ye not after the manner of heathens an

earthly life, but deposit it before all things in your hearts, as a

fundamental principle, and in order that your righteousness maj^

exceed theirs, that ye must depend upon God supremely, accord-

ing to the first commandment, and seek only the treasui-e and

reward of His kingdom." We feel how untrue and human such

explanations and deductions would be in our Lord's lips. Con-
sequently He does not say here : " And if ye are now decided

and entirely devoted, determined for yourselves to seek first the

kingdom of God and His righteousness, see to it that ye do not

blunt the keen edge of your self-judgment and self-renunciation,

and finally altogether lose it, by hasty and unholy, that is un-

charitable, judgment of those without you, by censure and

correction of others, seeing that not only in the w^orld but among
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your own brethren, sin and shortcoming enough will obtrude

itself upon your notice and be your temptation. The more

clearly you see this, the more earnestly guard 3'ourselves against

sacrificing your charity : for if ye would be My perfect disciples^

then must your righteousness, as perfect love, be ever humble in

bearing and forgiving, wise and thoughtful to heal and take

away the sin that it sees." That we rightly seize the connection

in this place, we are additionally assured by an explanatory say-

ing of our Lord recorded in St Luke (ch. vi. 40), similar to this,

but more detailed. But we may be assured that the Lord did

thus unconnectedly set out with sudden appeal—Judge not ! just

as St Matthew has abruptly recorded it. He spoke indeed not

for His disciples and that people then on the mountain, but for

the church of all a^es, which should afterwards investigate His

words. But even a hearer of that time, wdio should recall to

mind those words, which from their proverbial form would cling

tenaciously to the memory, would well understand how they were

intended.

Vers. 1, 2. This is the evil-eye of the natural man, that lie

ever prefers to apply the rule of right, of which he is perfectly

conscious, to that which is without rather than to that which is

within himself; that he seeks out and bemoans the sins of his

neigliljour instead of thinking upon his own; and thus, losing his

charity towards his brother, loses also his humility and sincerity

before God. Every one knows, and vindicates for himself, loliat

men should do to him : and so far this beginning is internally

connected with the concluding word at ver. 12. Further, to

judge others and not ourselves, is the spirit of Pharisaism as

developed from this natural principle of evil, the spirit of tliat

misapprehension and misuse of God's law which the Lord had

before disclosed, and against which His whole discourse, even in

the second and third contrasts wdiich only more fully removed

the mask from what was the Pharisee still, had from the be-

ginning been directed.^ Eead Kom. ii. 1-3, 17-23. The
Pharisee, himself at heart a heathen, would yet condemn all the

* Generally speaking,' as Braunc says, the judging others is the foul stain

of social life ! Hence the otherwise innocent expression " jemanden

hereden " has come to mean " to speak ill of him." For tho falscncxs of all

men (Rom. iii. 4) reveals itself, at the same time being uncharitablencss,

in their intercourse with one another.
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world: himself no better than a publican, would yet uncharitably

censure and cast from him the poor people around him. And
this Pharisaism pursues the disciple of Christ, adheres to him

long, even as worldly care and the worship of Mammon do.

Therefore—Would ye be perfect, then put this utterly away !

The very perception and expei'ience which the new man has of

the evils of his old heart brings with it a revived temptation

and tendency to such an evil : hence censorious judging, as the

usual transition-weakness of the new converted, breaks out now

though it may not have been manifested before.

In vers. 1, 2, then, as a maxim expressed in general terms,

the object of this censorious judgment is the whole evil world

without us, from which we feel ourselves to be separated as the

children of the kingdom: but in ver. 3 ther<; is a manifest restric-

tion of the reference to our brethren in a narrower sense (to wliom

in ver. 6 those who are without stand opposed). For, otherwise

we should not hear of motes in the eye, but of a more entire

blindness and wickedness.

That the Lord in this prohibition o^judging refers to a disposi-

tion and ])osture of the heart, and not the utterance of it as such

(as already in eh. v. 22), is obvious of itself, especially since He
has (in ch. vi.) penetrated so deeply into the heart's sentiments.

For we are, as the witnesses and ambassadors of His kingdom,

to preach His truth, which condemns the sin of the world,—His

Gospel, according to which unbelievers stand condemned before

God. But it is one thing to testify as His humble ministers the

Lord's word in Mark xvi. 16, and altogether another thing to say

presumptuously, yea, even to think in our hearts, " This or that

man is condemned," or to address to him the direct appeal—Thou
art condemned ! This is ever forbidden to us on the simple

ground that we can never say, as searchers of the heart : Thou
believest not, thou wilt never believe, though the love of God
by us or by others may continue to strive with thee. Sin itself

we should term such, Avhen we perceive it and where it concerns,

as well for our own sake as for the sake of others : for the Lord

also requires of us, that we judge righteous judgment (John vii.

24) ; and the Apostle says, He that is spiritual judgeth all things

(1 Cor. ii. 15). Bvit this ai^azprniv is very different from that

zaroizptvsiv which belongs only to God (Rom. xiv. 4). We,
who are sinners and expect ourselves the judgment of God, may
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not judge before the time, until the Lord come, wlio will bring

to light the hidden things of darkness in us and all the world

(1 Cor. iv. 5). Let us only be ourselves doers of the law, the

Lawgiver Himself will be the Judge, according to His own
supreme authority and righteous distribution (Jas. iv. 11, 12.),

(which is again an inwardly and spiritually apprehended general

citation from the Sermon on the Mount). Wliat is then in

itself, as the prohibition stands in its literal severity, the judging

which is forbidden ? Tlie Lord presupposes the cognizance in

our own minds of the sin which is to be condemned; but it is His

will that, in all the judgments which wo pass upon it, we should

not condemn the individual for the individual's sake and as such,

that is, that we should not regard and deal with our fellow-men

and brethren independently of the forgiving love of God, which is

free for them as well as for ourselves, as long as that goal is not

reached when He will say—Depart from !Me ! (ver. 23.) Beware
of men, beware of false prophets, yea, of dogs and swine (ver. 6):

that is judgment severe enough, and yet it involves no judgment

unto condemnation, out ofour own assumed authority, no rejection

on our part, as if we already were assessors with Him upon His

judgment-seat, and the final separation were already come. This

sense of His words our Lord Himself has more fully explained

in Lu. vi,, since there He adds as an epexegesis

—

(jj^ psaruht-

KuZ^iTi^—and then lays down the opposite

—

Forgive rather {octto-

Avzrs) and give, that is, out of the treasure of grace Mhich is in

yom'selves : and St Luke in his epitome wisely puts this in close

connection with the preceding—Be ye therefore merciful, as your

Father also is merciful ! For, does not the Lord here actually

point back, though according to St Matthew He had said much
else in the interval, to ch. vi. 14, 15 and ch. v. 42-48 ? Is it

not His purpose to teach here in all its fulness that perfection of

pure love which He had there enjoined upon His disciples ?

That ye he not judged! as in ch. vi. 15. The fundamental

principle of this is here presupposed :—As ye have not been

judged, as ye have been forgiven, and as ye are ever being for-

given. But in addition to this there is the threatening of the

1 Not, indeed, as a climax, according to Alford's still more subtle dis-

tinction, who concludes that Kplvnv in St Matthew is by no mean? fuUy
equivalent (according to generally-received opinion) to xxrctKpiuuv, but
that it is forbidden, in general, to form authoritative judgments of others.

VOL. I. S
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withdrawal of the mercy which had been received, as had been

ah'eady gently intimated at ch. v. 7, in the opposite case. (Jas.

ii. 13.) Consequently the requital here referred to signifies of

course requital from God ; although its type and beginning, the

measuring again on the part of man, is by no means excluded, nay,

rather, is used for the sake of founding upon it a convincing

warning. That sinful man should requite upon his fellow-man

the evil that he has done to him, is in itself sin (ch. v. 38, 39)

;

and yet this riglit of retaliation, thus wickedly arrogated, is but

the utterance and reflexion of that eternally valid principle of

justice which the Lord God has given to those who are judges

in His name, and which He Himself observes. So that he who
unrighteously judges another in his own name must, when he is

thus judged in return, reflect in his conscience :—This injustice

of man is only my due in the sight of God, and one day He who

has the right to do so, will thus deal with me ! The maxim
which the Lord lays down in ver. 2 is a fundamental law, so

universally recognised, so fully exhibited in the perverted estate

of the world, so well known in man's natvaral conscience, that all

the heathen express it in the same way, that it is found variously

laid down in the Old Testament, and that even the JewisTi

Talmud, in other respects the very perfection of perversion, has

retained it as an indelible proverb.^ But when our Lord takes

it up, and says : Iv u z\>i(JMri, h d) f/Arp&>, rightly translated in

the German—with welcherlei, what kind of, judgment and

measure—He gives us, in transition, to understand that we
should indeed judge with right judgment, and measure again

with the righteous measure of truth in the spirit of love. For

the Kpiverz which is admitted in ver. 2, has manifestly another

and a wider meaning than that which is forbidden in ver. 1.

Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven : give, and it shall be given

unto you.

Vers. 3-5. This more specific figure of the mote and beam

the Lord found also ready prepared, as wo see it in the Talmud

in the fcrm of a Rabbinical b^^. He whose word of truth
T T

gathered to itself all the anticipatory, preparatory truth in the

world and especially among Israel—He, who in all things came

not to destroy, but to fulfil, disdains not, in His holy love and

Avisdom, to speak sometimes as a Rabbi what other rabbis had

1 Countless times we have, 1^5 jmiO H- TTlO DlX^i' m02 or the like.
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spoken. lie after their fashion constructs His own parables and

fioures

—

newj intelliirible to the people, and taking fast hold of

their minds. This He could always have done, but He rather

condescends sometimes to use their unsavoury similitudes of

beams in the eye, and camels through the needle, in order that

His word may enter their minds, and direct the fools to the yet-

extant remains of their own wisdom. How does the great

Teacher put to shame us, the under tcacliers, who must fain speak

in original, and elegant and characteristic words of our own !

—

Yet the old becomes new in the lips of our Lord, and the extant

words of man are replenished with a higlier spirit. Thus here

the beholding a brothers eye derives a profound meaning fi'om its

reference to what had been said concerning the eye in ch. vi. 22,

23. An entirely single eye has no mote, no beam in it : in the

eye are to be sought the peculiar faults both of the judged and

of the judging brother. The Lord reproves such beholding

another as is proved to be wicked and severe, by the very fact

that it does not see what should first have been seen, personal

evil in self. (See Lu. vi.) BAsts/v and Kccravoziv are used to-

gether with their distinction. One sees without himself the

mote in the brother's eye, but marks not the beam in himself,

which lies nearer to him, and is even to be felt. {KccTKVOiiv is

to be cognizant of, to observe accurately, rightly to take account

of.) A keen and critical eye for the veriest mote, the slightest

trifle, in the brother's eye, where (which the Lord leaves un-

mentioned) there may be no mote present : but the same eye, so

keen in looking without itself, is obtuse and insensible for self-

scrutiny ! The gnat is strained at, the camel swallowed. Is it

not so ? Is it not made manifest that it is so too often among

brethren ? This is the meaning of the convicting or, by which

the discourse passes from the principle to its exhibition ; comp.

the subsequent ver. 9. If it were not so, how couldst, how

wouldst thou, whom I now signify, and with whom it is thus,

proudly and imperiously and dictatorially say

—

Stand, and let

me pull out the mote out of thine eye ? I will do it, and I can,

I demand that thou submit obediently to me ! Why else is the

appearance and language of such assumption ? Luther has

well resolved Ipiig by diirfen, for in Lu. vi. it stands : 'Trug hvvccGcci

Xgygiv. Yea, the beholding was already a blameable, unjustifi-

able thing : thou shouldst first have cast thine eye inwards, and
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beheld what thou in thy blindness hast overlooked, the beam is

in thine own eye ! The definite article is used in each case in

connection with mote and beam : the existence of the mote is not

denied—but what is the beam ? Just tliat thou now so actest

;

thine incompetent, hasty, uncharitable, assuming judgment is

this beam. Let this be well noted in opposition to that super-

ficial exposition which supposes that, in order to lie under the

sentence of this saying, one must have a great failing in him-

self, and know himself to be guilty, in a higher degree, of the

sin which he condemns. Rather the supposing that I am in

this matter better than thou, and therefore may bear myself

reprovingly towards you—is what is here termed a beam. The

figure goes enormously beyond actuality ; but the Lord retains

it, for it suits excellently well the idea of proportion which He
designs to give.^ Li Lu. vi. 39, blindness is spoken of, and

certainly a beam in the eye makes blind. But if the blind man
will yet lead others, and will keenly think to search out motes,

then is he more than blind. (John ix. 41.) Hence, thou hypo-

crite ! This is cast into the face of the disciples, much more

severely than in ch. vi., where it only stood—Be ye not as the

hypocrites ! The disciple of Christ, as far as he is in this sad

state, again becomes a true Pharisee. The -TrpSrov in part

reminds us of that great TrpcoTOU in ch. vi. 33. First become

thyself righteous before God, stand thyself sincere and lowly

before the judgment-seat of God. (Sir. xviii. 19 ; Gal. vi. 3,

4.) Art thou so M'ell able to pull out little motes, use thy skill

upon thine own greater ones ! But it may be said, in what

sense can our Lord ascribe to us the purifying our own eye ?

We answer, that He is not here speaking to the merely natural

man, but to His disciple, who, as such, has the requisite grace,

though he will not use and seek its increase. It is no other than

^ Braune :
" Mote and beam are of one matter and of one kind ; tlie one

is not a precious metal : tlie only distinction lies in the greatness." That

is, not that the censor has the same fault greater in himself, but first of all, he

has such acuteness in detecting the failing of another, only because he knows

it well from the monition and sting of his own conscience ; and then again,

it becomes in him a greater fault, a beam, inasmuch as he " would appease his

own conscience by censorious judgment, and repel the word of God, wliich

comes to his own heart, as the the cold rock gives back the echo." Alford

further observes upon men's false estimate who would discover in others

beams only, in themselves only motes !
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if He shoukl say : Let rae pull out, first, the beam out of thine

own eye !

Ka/ TOTZ—and then comes the time to discharge the brotherly

duty of rebuke for amendment. That duty is imposed by Ioa'C,

but that it may be effected by charity, with spiritual authority,

but in the spirit of meekness, that he who has been overtaken in

a fault may truly be restored. (Gal. vi. 1.) Now comes out

first the deep and hidden significance of the figure that has been

used. As the beam in the eye is found in the internal sight and

direction of the heart, not in this or the other manifest vice ; so

also we should there seek out and find the motes and beams of

our brethren. Seneca (de vit. beat. c. 27) addresses the censori-

ous thus : papidas observatis allcnas, ohsiti ulcerihus. This is

directed to the outward appearance, though well intended : but

the disciple of Christ must not, in his neighbour's case, and

especially in his brother's, look at the external countenance, mien,

and appearance, at the movement of hand or foot, and, applying

the standard of his own deportment, pass judgment upon his

brother for differing fi'om himself—dictatorially saying, "This

man acts thus, and consequently his heart must be evil—acts

differently from me, he must be wrong ;" for the outward appear-

ance deceives, and there is much variety of manner, and there is

much variety of circumstance, to be considered in judging of

the actions of men. Look with a single eye into thy brother^s eye,

that is in a brotherly spirit, and if thou canst not but see a

mote there, help him from it ! Here is our Lord's command-
ment (Matt, xviii. 15) out of the law of Moses (Lev. xix. 17),

placed in its true light. Ton—all before this is also before the

time, before the Lord's coming in judgment to thyself. But
ro7i ha^Ki-^sig, not properly speaking a command (according to

Luther's translation), but a permission, as is sufficiently obvious ;

a permission, however, further accompanied by promise; so wilt

thou, with purified eye, see clearly and rightly how the matter

is. (A/a is intensitive, but not in the sense of an artificial carry-

ing out of the figure, such as Bengel's : transpicies, trahe e medio

sublatd.) But see what? Merely the mote? But the true

discernment and wisdom lie not in that, though many seem to

think so, and conscquentl}'- la}' more stress upon the sayivr/—
Let mc pull out 1 than upon the actual pulling out itself. And
yet this latter is the main concern ! Luther's interpretation,
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seizing the spirit in the letter, has it, " look Iwio thou pnllest it

out!" For, the iK^akziv, the thing successfully, tenderly, and

prudently accomplished, is now the real accusative to the "bioc-

^Xixeiv, as previously ro zdcpipog was simply to the (BXiTHV. He
who lives by the grace of God in the continual exercise of self-

judgment, he who has retired from the footstool of mercy,

delivered from the old and evil beam, knows well how tender an

operation such purification of the inner eye is ; and that it must

be attempted by man with such exquisite delicacy that the

diseased brother, marking the hand of God, may submit without

any command of thine : and that thus the evil may not be

increased by unskilfulness on thy part and opposition on his,

—

for the one, alas, provokes the other. Begin not at once with

that saying, the surgeon only does this when he is obliged : help

thy brother rather, if possible, from his mote in such a manner

that he may not discern thy hand and will; say to him afterwards

Vi'hat thou hast to say, or not at all. But if, without thy bid-

ding him, he will not submit, take good heed that in thy bidding-

no little mote of pride may glance upon him from thine eye, but

the pure light of love beaming upon him from a brother humble

before God. Is not this certainly the highest and severest test

of the spirit of a disciple, only to be demanded within the narrow

circle of brotherly fellowship ? If the children of God thus

acted always in relation to one another, the motes and beams

would finally be all for ever done away.

With this the transition is made to the other main property

of that charity which would compassionately save the world and

the brethren from their sin : to that rmsdom which accompanies

humility. But on that account, the mirror is held up to the dis-

ciples in their relation to those who are without. (Eph. \. 15
;

Matt. X. 16.) Within the circle of the disciples themselves,

friendly correction takes place according to and in connection

with a thorough judgment of ourselves ; in our intercourse with

the wicked world, however, the opposite test is brought in, as

to whether we can also keep silence, or can speak, exhort and

rebuke under proper restraints, according to and in connection

with a true perception of susceptibility in others and calling in

ourselves. Then follows, again, a severe prohibition of the con-

trary, exhibited in most mischievous and striking examples.
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Ver. 6. Bengel says quite correctly : Hie occiirritur alteri ex^

treiyw—but this observation must be more stx'ictly defined. The
Lord licre turns from the brethren, in exhorting whom, the

more lovincrlv it is done the more effectual it is, to the do<rs and
swine who only repel the mild Avords of love. These are to be

first rebuked and disciplined to repentance, by those who are

called and qualified from above so to do ; and the Gospel is not

to be directly thrust ujion their acceptance. To do this by mis-

applied and inappropriate preaching of it is the general error of

the newly converted, inclined as they are to a too easy and un-

wise proclamation of it to all the world. It is by no means con-

trary to humility, but only righteous judgment, when we discern

how evil the state of mind of the wicked is, and regulate our

deportment towards them accordingly. There are to be found

dogs and sivine among men ; this is the Lord's own assurance

even in the midst of His gracious preaching ; and He gives us

His injunction to mark them and distinguish them, between the

warning against censorious judgment and the encouragement to

prayer. Dogs in the East are not esteemed as they are among
us, they belong with swine to the unclean and contemned

animals (2 Pet. ii. 22). It was a proverb among the Israelites

(and is now among the Turks) that those who are without are

dogs : and this is referred to its right meaning in the New Tes-

tament (Matt. XV. 2G ; Phil. iii. 2 ; and, finally, Kev. xxii. 15).

Thus the sense is : such as in their present condition are un-

susceptible of good influence, grossly sensual, proudly contra-

dicting sinners. What then is meant by that xohich is holy, and

which is not to be given, nay, not to be offered to such people,

remaining in such a state ? It is essentially explained by the

opposite : Give that which is holy to the holy, or at least to

those who acknowledge its holiness, and accept it as such. But
this apparently abstract expression must also have here a sensible

foundation, which wilT make it appropriate to \hG figure : just

as the holy flesh of the offering (Hag. ii. 12 ; Jer. xi. 15) was

not to be cast to the dogs, and to them was to be thrown that

which was carrion, or torn of wild beasts (Ex. xxii. 31).^ The
.saying blends profoundly the figure and its signification : hence

•pearls are introduced, with a latent allusion—these are not

^ Alfonl reminds us of the primitive Christian use of the expression t»
iiytot to denote the elements of the Eucharist.
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acorns for tlie touch of swjne. The holy tldrig is God's, Jind,

that it may not be desecrated, preserve it from the profane

!

But it has become also our treasure and property ; hence it is

added, in the second place, your pearls, partly in the same sense

as ch. xiii. 45, 46, partly with a specific design in the plural

form. So act for the sake of God's honour that the holy things

may not be despised ; take care that your treasure and the good

that is in you be not evil spoken of (Rom. xiv. 16), for your

own sakes ; exhibit your special experiences, the precious things

of your inner life, before God, and not before such people as

understand no more about them than swine do about pearls.

This warning of our Lord thus condemns many things in one

word, with an advancing meaning and heightening application.

It forbids, first of all, the imprudent, unprofitable, yea, injurious

preaching of the Gosi^el, where the law and its discipline are

first required : it further goes on to condemn all reckless pour-

ing out of the seci'ets of the life of grace before the world, v>-itbout

discriminating reference to time and place, with all unseasonable

relations of conversion, and confessions, and experiences and

colloquies of the devout. The latter, however, is less referred

to, since it is the practice of the hypocrites, with whom the pre-

ceding

—

thou hypocrite ! already connected them. This vilest

mockery of devotion our Lord leaves mimentioned, just as be-

fore the seeing of motes not existing : He presupposed, there,

the presence of the mote, and here that they are our own pearls

which are in our hands. But He warns against that thought-

lessness, which is rebuked by its consequences ; the evil which

is done crying out—Fool, thou shouldst have thought that

this was not appropriate here ! He tells us this, in His wisdom,

to anticipate and prevent the evil.

A wise man's heart discerneth both time andjudgment (Eccles.

viii. 5), and doth not instruct a fool, when his incorrigible folly

refuses instruction (Ecclus. xxii. 5-7 ; Prov, ix. 7, 8). Many
of the children of the world remain altogether thus till their hour

comes, many at least are such at times. Who would preach the

Gospel to a drunken man, or make the gentle appeal to a man
raging with the frenzy of wrath, and ash him to be reconciled to

God ? There is much that is analogous to this, though in cases

not equally monstrous, and the spirit of wisdom must decide tiiem

as they occur. The mournful results show us that there arc
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more dogs and swine tlian wc liad supposed, and this should teach

us ever the lesson of prudence. The figure has been further

interpreted as if the swine more particularly tread thoughtlessly

the precious things under their feet ; and the dogs, on the con-

trary, turn again and rend us. In this case, the former would

be the worse ; but the latter would indicate, as all opposition

docs, that there was some undei'standing of the thing rejected.

But in 2 Pet. ii. 22, the dogs are regarded as unclean inwardly,

the swine rather as outwardly unclean : that distinction the Lord
does not make. In the concluding sentence He adheres only

to the swine and the pearls, as the avrovg referring to f/jccpyapi-

rccg shows ; and His twofold saying concerning trampling under

foot, and rending (for the swine may be as ferocious as a dog),

contains something much more important for the meaning of

the whole :—they despise and destroy both the precious gift and

the well-intentioned imprudent giver. Ye have then needlesslv

handed over the holy thing to prostitution, and exposed your-

selves to mockery and persecution ! Finally in the Grpa(pzvTzgy

which is certainly not the mere finish of the figure, lies the in-

most point of the discourse. They would have remained at rest,

had you left them alone ; but you have 'provoked them to sin

against God and man, ye have through imprudence multiplied

offences, whereas they ought to have either been silently tole-

rated, or more wisely attacked.

This word of our Lord therefore puts, as it were, a limiting

restraint upon the universal zeal of our charity, which would,

without further condition, be disposed to let the sun of grace and

truth shine upon all the evil : so that it is also a limitation of the

law given in ch. v. 48. It is not for us, indeed, to do as men,

Avhat God in Christ has done. Luther, in answer to the warning

—Give not that which is unholy unto the dogs ! cries out Atque,

Domine,jam habent ! And Zinzendorf thinks that the Father

in heaven has Himself given that which is holy to the dogs, and

cast His pearls before swine, in surrendering His beloved Son

into the hands of sinners. That is true ; but thence came the

world's redemption, and the sanctification of the Father's name
through the determinate counsel of the highest wisdom. There-

fore says also the Lord,—Who exposed His own silent meekness

to the contempt of the soldiers and His bitter cry to the scorn

of the bands of tlie wicked,— Ye shall not do thus, for xo are
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not saviours of tlie world. But though in a certain sense the

children of the world are dogs and swine, yet no man is to be

given up by us, and cast out as reprobate : and it is, indeed,

clear that they who sometimes fall under the application of this

prohibition yet may have the holy things offered them through

the grace of God ; and that we may be required to offer it to

them, we who are never directed, in unconditional rejection of

any fellow-sinner, to retain our pearls merely for ourselves.

Thus this prohibition touches rather the time and manner than

the testimony of the truth itself, which we are ever bound by
obligation to all men to utter : the emphasis lies upon the in-

considerate, indiscriminate giving and casting about of these

treasures, in such manner as itself to hinder their being ac-

cepted. But wherever we find susceptibility, our duty is to

utter the "Peace be to this house !" (Matt. x. ; Lu. x.) And
at all times should we speak God's word, as sinners are able to

hear it (Mark iv. 33) ; yea, our enforced silence bears in it a

concealed love and mercy, of which in due time they may be-

come sensible. That pharisaical perversion of this word which

makes hypocrites keep the holy things so entirely holy and

hidden, that there is no place in the wicked world, as they term

it, and no time found for offering them to any, was at the utmost

distance from our Lord's thoughts.

Have we been cast down by this paragraph (vers. 1—6), and

driven almost to the anxious question : How shall we poor

Christians attain to such perfect humility and such prudent love,

as to hit the precise and narrow way between the evil judging

on the right and the squandering of blessings on the left, among
our fellow-disciples and in the evil world ? How may we, with-

out exalting ourselves over our brethren, yet put them right,

and, while not provoking the dogs and the swine, yet take all

stumblingblocks out of their way? The Lord answers the

question with His never-failing grace, and calls upon His dis-

ciples once more to pray ! to petition ! This is the open way to

the goal of perfection ; unbelief and lethargy in prayer the one

only secret of our unperfectness. This gives a supplementary

illustration ofthe sense and meaning of the prayer (ch. vi. 9-13) ;

this gives the beginning of the discourse (ch. v. 3-6) its full ex-

planation, and brings out in its clearest expression what was in-

timated there. Persevering prayer will assuredly conduct every
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one who has begun in sincerity, through tliis way of earnestness,

to perfect righteousness and wisdom.^ First, there is a general

promise, which follows in strong contrast with the rigorous law,

vers. 7, 8 (and, indeed, ver. 7 is requirement with promise ; ver.

8 conversely is p7'07nise under the condition of tlie asking which

is enjoined). Upon this we have, once more, just as vers. 3-5

followed upon vers. 1, 2, a convincing analogy^ which, j^ointing

to our own love even while evil, by the highest possible elevation

of the argument, forbids us to doubt the all-perfect Father's

willingness to give, vers. 9—11. Who among you repels his

asking child ? How much more will the Father in heaven hear

jiraxjer ! There is much that might be preached to the heart

from this word of our Lord, so transparently clear in its over-

flowing grace and condescension ; but there is little room for

exposition to the understanding. We might, indeed, have said

no more upon it, but that there is much misunderstanding which

needs to be rectified ; and the profound meaning of every one

of the plainest saj-ings of the eternal Word in this so entirely

human discourse requires to be pointed out.

Ver. 7. Most sublime is the simplicity of this repeated

—

Ask

(not like Jas. i. 8). Whom we are to ask is self-understood

—

Him who knoweth all that we have need of (cli. vi. 32, 8).

The Father in heaven is first mentioned at ver. 11. Neither do

we hear at once /or lohat we are to ask, that being obvious in

itself—for the grace needful for righteousness, for the good gifts

of the Holy Spirit (Lu. xi. 13), that we may attain to this

humble, and prudent, and sincere love. This great utterance

was not given in the foregoing chapter, where the discourse was

of earthly need ; but was reserved for this place. It is under-

stood, moreover, that having now received it, we may apply it

in all its full universality (as Mark xi. 24) with every other re-

ference besides that which it has especially here : as, for instance,

in the case which we have before us, when we pray for those

wicked men (ver. 6), to whom we are not able to give more

than our prayer. The Lord gives a threefold encouragement

and promise : there is the one general strong assurance first

;

^ This is the profound connection here, and it is the only one. Alford

exhibits in a very strange way : that we should not be terrified as if God
would keep back from us in our impurity and unworthincss His holy things,

but should ask in full assurance.
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and in the subsequent seeMng and hiocldng there is no hetero-

geneous element introduced (as seeking in the Scriptures, etc.) ;

for the similitude that follows unites them all in asking simply.

The three expressions refer less to three distinct apprehensions

of our general need (although that has its truth ') than to an

advancing, persevering asking, which makes it a labour, to the

process of the internal wrestling, comp. Ps. xx\di. 4, "^fhtW and

5^5??!?- The seeking points back to the ^;jrs;> of ch. vi. 33, and

reminds us of that fundamental promise to Israel—Then shall

ye find Me, when ye seek Me with all your hearts (Deut. iv.

29). The discourse has all its significance in the seeking, gene-

rally, in the seeking again of the highest good which was lost

:

as to the opening to those who knock, who seeking already have

come nigh, we have it fully disclosed afterwards at ver. 14 ; and

it is the appointed gate of life, the entrance into the kingdom of

heaven, the strait gate that is referred to. Our Lord's teaching

knows nothing of that Quietist abandonment and stillness which

finds rest in God before the time, Avithout asking and seeking,

as having already entered and no more needing to knock. The
injunction to ask goes forth over all the way of life ; unrelaxed

and unceasing prayer is itself alone the way to that high end.

The promise stands fast : Ask, and it shall be given you—though

it be first but the impulse and power to inward seeking ! Seek,

and ye shall j^nc?—first, it may be, only the strait gate to knock at

!

Ver. 8 seems to be a repetition, but adds much to the strength.

The ^rag is designed to encounter the specific unbelief by which

men may except themselves and their own present prayer. It

leads, further, to the following similitude, inasmuch as that is

made to concern all men, even the wicked. Hence in St Luke
ch. xi. it is placed between two parables, showing how importu-

nate petition, and the prayer of children, avail loith men. It is

very needful that men should be exhorted to give to those who

ask (ch. V. 42) ; they do not always do this. But in most cases

the defect lies rather in the lack of persevering urgency in the

^ Menken : Ask, -wliat ye need and have not : seek, that which is lost and

hidden : knock, ye that are Avithout. This last is scarcely expressed aright,

for so viewed it should have been placed first. Somewhat better is that of

the Monatsblatt : He who has not, should ask : he who has had, but has lost

again, should seek : he to whom the way out or in is shut up, should knock.

But the seeking (ch. vi. S3) does not signify what has been lost again.
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asking. " Asking ^Yin3 " is in thinfrs generally a proverb of en-

couragement to persist, even among the children of men.

Vers. 9-11. Or is it not so? Is not that true? The same

turn to the discourse as in ver. 4.. Alas, proud men are not dis-

posed to ask, and ask much, in the full sense of \Yhat we mean
by asking ; but children, at least, feel not thus, the rzzvci of

ver. 11 ; thei/ ask. What man is there among you who would

not give to his son (or daughter) who asks him ? that is, if there

be such, he is not to be called man. With special gracious-

ness does the Lord work out the moving similitude ; but there

is not a touch or a word which is merely pictorial and without

its spiritual meaning. Bread and^s/i are taken from the Gali-

lean manner of life (Mark viii. 6, 7; Jolni xxi. 9). The bread

is absolutely necessary for their hunger ; the fish is the additional

,

good which the children's confidence asks. (In St Luke's re-

petition of this, Lu. xi., the children venture to go further, and

would have an egg, as it were, for gratification.) Will the

father, instead of bread, reach out (iTTihiuGti, give) a useless

stone, similar in appearance, but uneatable, or the serpent, re-

sembling the fish, but hurtful ? (Yet stronger in St Luke

—

instead of an egg, a scorpion !) What man would thus bitterh-

and unfeelingly mock his asking children ? Thus ye knoio how
to give good gifts unto your children : di^uTZ, equivalent to

—

Ye have learned it from the instinct and impulse of nature, im-

planted in you by God ; ye are ahle thus to treat them, comp.

Phil. iv. 12. (Hence Luther has rightly translated here, as

there, and also in Luke, simply, kOnnet.) The ostrich, which

is hardened against her young ones, as thouiih they were not

hers, is also without the wisdom of animal instinct (Job xxxix.

16, 17). There is more, however, in this, inasmuch as it con-

tains the transition of the reference to God : Ye know how to

distinguish good and evil for your children, so that ye freely

give, and indeed only good gifts, which only are truly gifts—
how much more your Father in heaven ! This has a deeper

significance than might first appear. The not hearing and
not giving might at first have seemed to be analogous to the

offering stones and serpents : but the wisdom of God's love does

not always give that which is asked ; for, Ilis foolish children

often ask, in matters pertaining to the soul, what would be only

the stone and the serpent—and should the Father answer such
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prayers ? He no more does this than a father upon earth

would in such a case, which is lightly hinted. He gives us

always ayaOd, the true bread of the soul, the only wholesome

food to accompany it ; and were it to assume a form of scanti-

uess, this must be stedfastly believed. He gives to them that ask

Hiln ! it does not stand in the words which would have corre-

sponded

—

to His children, or to you ; for His Father-love extends

so far, that every one who prays to Him is by that circumstance

as a child in His regard. Consequently, from this there arises

the great conclusion, the strong argument and assurance : He
who thus gives is your Father, and if ye ask Him shall it be in

vain %

But the inconceivably important viMlg 'Trovrjpol ovrzg •comes

into strong contrast with this address to the disciples as distin-

guished from others. The praying children of God are, as to

their nature, placed among the dvdpoj'^oi generally ; and, in the

midst of His most affectionate tenderness. He testifies to them

that they are in themselves evil and niggardly (for good is com

municative), and thus that all natural goodness and love is only

the contradiction which an equivocal instinct makes to the cor-

ruption of our ruined nature—and not genuine and pure love !

Thus, as it was before said, our own evil love (which in children

loves only our own flesh and blood), is merely 2i figure, which

through the antithesis of voacj (JuaXkov points to -the pure love of

God. Was it possible to bind together the testimony to God's

mercy and the essential testimony to our own utter corruption,

more expressly and emphatically than is here done ? Thus does

the Most Blessed, with all His grace, yet speak concerning us

men ! concerning our human father-and-mother love ! This

word cuts deep and inexorably into all the beautiful soft sen-

timentality which talks about " good men ;" yea, this word ap-

pears to me the most rigorous dictum prolans in all the Scrip-

ture ^ for original sin ; and, at the same time, one of the strongest

^ And, indeed, as a matter of presupposition, and not now to be first

asserted and maintained! (Comp. 1 Kings viii. 46.) The same wlio were

before directed to say Our Father are in themselves evil children, though

themselves fathers. Chrysostom in vain denies that the Lord speaks this

as ^icclixXKau r'/iv dvdpuTrtvriv Cpvaiu, KoiKi^av to yivog^ and in vain would

merely understand it of the dvTiltDi.aro%.'/i Tr,g dyxSoTnTOi between us and

God : for irounpoi admits of no dyxdorng at all.
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testimonies to the superhuman dignity of our Lord, who, ex-

cepting Himself from the \Yhole race, can say to all mankind :

Ye being evil ! (John viii. 23, 24.)

From this point let a general view be taken of the manner in

which the person of the "Preacher on the Mount" exhibits itself

and bears its own witness in ever increasing majesty thronghbut

the whole discourse, so that all that the Lord afterwards uttered

concerning Himself (JMatt. xi. 27, 28), and all that St John
has recorded from His lips, seems already involved and asserted

in this sermon. Its first words distribute blessedness, impart

the kingdom of heaven. AVho is He that hath such authority ?

He says in ch. v. 11, for My sake, as quite one with

—

for right-

eousness' sake. He calls Ilis disciples the light of the world, the

salt of the earth,—what must He be, their Lord and Master !

He begins in ver. 16 the oft-recurring " i/our Father in heaven ;"

but He avoids here, as well as throughout all His discourses in

the Gospels, placing Himself by any Our in conjunction with

them before the Father. It is only. Pray 7/e—Our Father ! He
remains the only One who can, by Plis own high authority, give

them this command. He is come to fulfil all things ;—He utters

His testimony as no prophet had ever done before— Verily, I
say unto you ;—He knows what will take place till lieaven and

earth pass away, who shall enter the kingdom and who shall

not, who shall be called great or small therein ;—He opposes

His own But I say unto you, to every other saying ;—He knows

the entrances to hell, and the laws of the everlasting prison-house
;

—He lays down requirements which enter the heart and go flir

beyond man's ability Avhcther to do or to bear, while He gives

corresponding promises of grace from His Father in heaven,

which embrace the whole heart and the whole life, all time and

all eternity. He gives (ch. vii. 7) full assurance of the answer

of every prayer ;—remains, while among men in most gracious

condescension, alone, above, and apart from the whole of

humanity, being evil ;—testifies, as if He saw at one glance the

whole of mankind as viewed by God, how many are in the way
of perdition, how/ett> are in the way of salvation ;—He arrogates,

finally, to Himself the right to receive the name of Lord from

men, and presents Himself as the Judge of all the tcorld at last

;

who will at that day utter the words of final decision for eternity,

even as He now utters His present words that, hearing and
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doing tliem, men may not fall into fearful, irreparable ruin ! O
ye Rationalists, who take so much complacency in the morality

of the Sermon on the Mount, hear and appreciate its dogmatic

teaching too !

Or will ye have nothing but its pure ethics ? Then here you

have it at once in mice (ver. 12). It appears a very simple

saying, and yet the Lord cries : 77iis is the law and the prophets !

But the same Lord requires also hearing atid doing for this His

so ethical, so intelligible saying. Be it so

—

do ye it in very

deed ? Oh beware, ye false prophets, of the false prophet in

your own evil hearts, of the arch-liar, who beguiles you into the

deluding supposition that you do this, that you can do it—with-

out Christ, without the righteousness of God, Avliich 'comes

through faith in Jesus Christ, as it was before testified by the

lav/ and the prophets. The Lord places this great requirement,

so well understood by all, yet only through Him by any to be

fulfilled, between that one word " Ye men being evil,'' and that

other " Here is the strait gate, the narroio way ;" for all this ask-

ing, seeking, knocking avails

!

This is, as we may see, the distinctive and comprehensive final

expression of the law of Christ, which perfect love imposes upon

us, who even in our love are evil (in our love as parents, ver. 11,

as brothers, and as enemies, ch. v. 46, 47) : but only through

the life-giving grace v>'hich is both promised and imparted.

This is the concluding requirement at the close of the whole great

section of the requirements : Walk in this loay towards this end,

the only way, narrow but sure ! The goal (ver. 12), the way
thereto (ver. 13, 14). The Lord here lays down in the simplest

manner the substance^ of the law of perfectness in regard to our

neighbour : for it is only another expression of the Mosaic com-

mand—to love thy neighbour as thyself—passing from the love

itself to the confirmation and approval of it in deed. It embraces

in one the whole second table of the decalogue (as that from

which all the rest proceeded, ch. v. 21) : in the same manner

ch. vi. 33 embraces the first table ; and ch. v. 48, both in their

central unity. It is uttered with respect to the outer and the

^ The particle ovv, on Avhicli much exposition has been expended, is the

indication of the result of all, summing up all that had gone before. In

this sense it does not merely connect the sentence which it begins Avith the

inmaediately preceding, but takes a sweeping retrospect of the whole.
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inner life (for, as we saw in cli. vi. 1, the Lord accounts no doing

of the law as genuine but that which is internal), for the greatest

and the slightest cases in which the general law becomes a specific

commandment. It refers to our own self-loving sense of duty, in

which that which is most difficult to do is yet easily seen to be
right. It is the expression of the third fundamental law, which
points us and urges us to that self-denial which can be attained

only through the grace of God, to the deliverance from that

internal, deep-rooted self-contradiction of evil human nature

which would desire from others what to others we deny. (See

Lev. xix. 18, in its connection with this.) And it is just at this

point that the great "Enter ye in!" (ver. 13) is attached,

embracing the promise of the opening of the gate, nay, the

assurance that it is already opened. And immediately upon
this, as the ground of that solemn and simple sentence which
had just been uttered : for there is no other gate, no other way;
all beside this is the broad way which leadeth to the wide gate

o^ destruction (vers. 13, 14)! immediately paving the way to

the remaining third main division of the Sermon, which draws
the final limits between the good and bad, setting forth the great

tests and separation at the end of all.

Ver. 12. Is this anything neiv, to teach which, as a higher

and more perfect morality, the Lord must come down from

heaven ? By no means ; rather is it the primitive command-
ment, extant among all nations, by which every man who
sincerely looks within his own soul must utter his own condem-

nation. It is found in the Talmud : for example. Rabbi Hillel

thus speaks to one who would become a proselyte: "Whatsoever
is hateful to thyself, that do not to thy neighbour : in this is the

whole law, all else only comes out of this. Go and be perfect."

"\Ve find it in Sirach : Nos< ra rou 'TrXrjffiov kfc (tsccvtov, zc/J stti

TCiuri 'zpccyiJjuri hiavoou (Ecclus. xxxi. 15), and in Tobit : o

fjAfjiig [jjrfiin 'Troi'/iayjg (ch. iv. 15). In Isocratcs we find : a
•xdayjjVT'ig vp" ir'ipcov opytl^idOe, ravrcc roig ccXkoig [jjij -TroTers.

But the tendency of our selfishness to extract the keen severity

from the testimony which it is constrained to bear against itself,

is betrayed in this, that in nearly all cases the negative only is

seized : what thou wouldst not have thyself, do not thou to thy

neighbour ! The Lord on the contrary fetches it up from the

depths of conscience as an inexorably positive demand :
" Whai-

VOL. I. T
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soever ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them"

—as unlimited a requirement, therefore, as the will and the desire

of self-love itself. We said rightly " our own self-loving feeling

of duty "—although this is just as much a coniradictio in adjecto,

as our own love, being evil, in ver. 11 was. It is, as it were, the

theoretical and practical side of that self-contradiction, which is

our natural condition. With strict propriety has Luther said,

"Here Christ lays the Bible upon thine own bosom, and so clearly,

moreover, that thou needest no gloss." But to how many limit-

ing, apologetic glosses and imaginations has natural conscience

resorted, to silence, in unrighteousness and self-delusion, the

great accusing gloss : I am not thus ! I cannot do this ! Selfish-

ness perverts the relation between me and my neighbour, so that,

notwithstanding all, the most-loved I comes before and comes

after my neighbour, and remains above him. Why am I to do

good to my neighbour ? That he may do me good in return

—

this clings to the evil heart. So runs the common proverb,

" First comes myself, then my neighbour, then myself again"

—

which is being interpreted, " By my neighbour I mean only my-

self." The Lord refers not to this perversion, but to the great

truth that lies at its foundation. He goes back to the Mosaic

^iM, as thyself, in unconditional equality without any before and

after : confirmed as it was by an nirr; ""J^ ; for in the sight of God
no self of the creature can have place.

The Lord's meaning is not that which a superficial misappre-

hension of His keenly penetrating rule would make it—as if He
only spake " of the external, material, obvious actions of life,"

and consequently " had not in His purpose to set up a principle

of morality." (Neander.) The Lord, in all that He lays down,

will be understood according to the internal principle, and never

gives " external tests, merely, of character and life."
' He neither

acknowledges nor alludes to any other act than that which is

truly such, springing from the heart. It is His aim, that the

consciousness of equality and of mutual need should exhort and

urge us to the practical love of our neighbour.

In this Tavra, oaa, av is included and summed up with most

significant definiteness every individual case that could prompt

the question—What is here my duty to my neighbour ? It is

this—Let the relative position be changed, conceive thyself in

his place, and he in thine ! That fellow-feeling and sympathy
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•which naturally is excited by the sight of another's soiTow, which

may be almost called the conscience of our physical nature, will

show me the way, as it makes me feel as if I were in his place.

Then do to him what thou wouldst desire him to do to you, were

you in his case ! But who is there that does riot stand mid-way,

instead of going the whole way and entering through the door
—iclio doeth this ? Who doeth it-before God, as the genuine and

true acting of love, which would do no ill to his neighbour, nay,

rot by the omission of any good that he might and ought to

render him ? He who thus loves, has fulfilled the laio, the whole

law : for, the fulfilment of the second table is possible only

through the fulfilment of the first—who can love independently

of the love of God? The commandment requires love out of a

pure heart, a pure heart comes only through a good conscience,

and a good conscience only through a faith unfeigned—in the

fulfilling grace of the great FulfiUer in us (1 Tim. i. 5). Hence
the Lord does not merely say : This is the law (of both tables)

—

but in addition : and the prophets I In the same sense, that is,

as ch. xxii. 40. For He means to tell us that all the preparatory,

prophetic Scripture, which pointed to Him who was to come,

took its rise from the requirement of the law, and is one with it

;

He refers back to ch. v. 17, and all which that word disclosed

to us ; His design is that we sliould now at the close connect

with it the becinnino; and understand—This is the law and the

prophets, to fulfil xohich in your righteousness / am come.

Vers. 13, 14. By a false disposition these verses arc generally

placed at the beginning of the subsequent paragraph ; whereas

they only form a transition to it, and are in themselves most dis-

tinctively a conclusion, which plainly enough refers to the parallel

conclusion of the first division (ch. v. 20). Now is that right-

eousness which must be better than the Pharisees' exhibited

;

now, it is said, Receive it, that is, seek for it in prayer with full

earnestness of spirit, and thus enter into the kingdom of heaven I

Through the strait gale ? Yes, verily, for your knowing all that

is in ver. 12 will avail nothing; that I point it out to you and

teach you will avail nothing ; but your own prayer and your own

laying hold must proceed from self-denial to self-denial, until

the whole of perfect righteousness is established within you.

How then arc the way and the gate related to each otfter in

the following discourse? The late von Meyer thought this an
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idle question, inasmuch as the figures are here not connected

with each other, but parallel : I cannot, however, agree with

him. It is an error all but universal to understand the Lord,

because the strait gate emphatically stands first, as having placed

a strait gate of conversion, or however else it may be expressed,

to be pressed through before the way is entered on. Thus do

most preachers apply the spirit of the text. But this entirely

contradicts the simple character of the figure, the connection of

the whole sermon, and much other illustration of the Lord's own

meaning. Doors lead not to wai/s,^ but a way leads to the gate

of the town or the house whither I would go : when I reach the

gate, I am at the end of the way." If I have entered through

the gate, my point is gained definitively ; I am either in security,

peace, and joy, or—in the prison of eternal ruin. The narrow

way is that which the whole sermon has pointed out ; the gate

or the door (for 'ttOXti is a general expression, which includes, as

here, the widest gate and the straitest postern) is no other than

the entrance into the kingdom of heaven, which, as the close and

crown of all their struggles and endeavours, is thrown open to

those who knock ; see vers. 7, 21 ; ch. v. 20. Thus does the

Lord explain Himself. (Lu. xiii. 24, 25.) So also He speaks

again of the needle's eye (Matt. xix. 24). In the preliminary

dazk^irz the Redeemer has certainly brought near to us the gate,

as if it were directly before us ; but only in the same sense as the

future kingdom of heaven is come nigh to us, in the same sense

as w^e now continually stand knocking at the gate of heaven, as

we are now already saved through the asking and receiving of

prayer, which brings heaven into the heart. The Lord, to be

more particular, includes in His invitations the way and the

gate in one ; since the way is already the gate to those who,

walking in that way, are sure to reach that gate. When He
would summon us to walk in the right way, He prefers at once

to take His language from the decisive goal to which it leads :

1 As we see it figured, naturally enough, in old books of devotion.

2 Thus quite appropriately in the passage of Cebes (quoted also by

Olshausen) : Oipuv tivcc /u.ix.pccv xxl oZov riva, 'rpo rv;; dvpxg. Lange's reason

for placing the gate first, that the fundamental idea is that of a departure

from a city, of decision in the choice of the right way, is quite opposed to

the letter of the text, which rather speaks of an entrance.^ and of a way
leading to tins.
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Enter ye in ! For all our walking in the way is but the begin-

ning of our final entrance. And in this lies the truth and the

justification of our customary way of speaking about the strait

gate. It would be even exegetically right if it were simply de-

rived from the first part of the verse and confined to it ; but if

the remainder is thus read, and the gate is placed before the

way, it is at least exegetically incorrect, and would be inapplic-

able in speaking and preaching about the inner life. This

exegetical error, alas, may become the occasion of much misap-

prehension ofthe plan of salvation, both in theory and in practice.

The Lord acknowledges those who are entering, who are strug-

clinf; to enter, but none as havino; entered till the end comes.

And what then would become of the wide gate, through which

the children of the world would have alreadrj entered : since in

their case there is no distinctive beginning or passing through a

gate, no passing out from any state whatever into the broad way,

in which by nature and by their birth they walk. Rather is

the wide gate the gaping pit of hell, opening her mouth without

measure (Isa. v. 14 ; Hab. ii. 5 ; Prov. xxx. 15, 16)—into which

men walk, and dance, and stagger, and fall by crowds.

The Lord lays down the eternally-decisive alternative and

contrast—damnation, or rather destruction, and life : this great

antithesis, and the others connected with it—wide and broad,

strait and naiTow, many and few. He further strengthens the

whole, however, by the words which we must not overlook : Many
there be which f/oiji thereat, few there be thatfnd it. YjGzp-x/)-

f/jsvoi ht' avr^g— it may be asked, whether ohouov 'jrvkrig be signi-

fied. Obviously and primarily we are to understand, as the word

itself and the previous iWzhGiTZ show—who go through the wide

gate into hell : yet Luther has understood it of the way thither,

and rightly so far as the Lord includes this likewise. The
ambiguous 5/ civr^c most significantly confirms the view we
have given above. The Lord's glance beholds the way and its

termination as inseparable ; and the many who walk in the

broad way He warningly and lamentingly describes as entering

in fo destruction ! This " going in thereat " is sorrowfully,

catachrestically spoken : as if they were entering into their own

eternal house, instead of entering into life ! (which is lost in

Luther's text.) To this is opposed in solemn tone of exhorta-

tion the zvpi/jKovrig ; for, to this, seeJcing is first of all needful.
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The broad way to the wide gate no man needs to seek ; it Is

broad as the world (supvxi^^pog marks rather a great country than

a way) ; thou standest and walkest upon it ah'eady ; thou canst

not fail, swim only with the current, live only according to thy

inherited custom and after the impulse of thine own nature, the

gate of hell will then receive thee, to which all ways converge

as if one single broad way by the side of the one only narrow

way. But this narrow way and this strait gate must be perse-

veringly sought till it is found tliroughout and to the end. It is

" a mountain-path, narrow, insignificant, and not obvious to the

eye." (Tholuck.) Few there be that attain to its end, for even

to those who are seeking to pursue it there are by-ways issuing

from it to the right and to the left (Isa. xxx. 21 ; Deut. v. 32),

and many who have come near to the gate fail of it at last

!

(Lu. xiii. 24.) What the Lord here says of the many and the

few, is similar to Matt. xx. 16, xxii. 14. Only the doing of the

Divine will leadeth unto life (afterwards ver. 21) ; for the word

of Moses (Lev. xviii. 5) still holds good, and the grace of our

Lord establishes and fulfils it in us. Life and destruction are

set before us. Who regards the way, its agreeableness or its

difiiculty, when his eye is on the goal ? Who would be guidec

by the number of those who walk in any way, instead of thinking

lohither they tend, and whither himself? The foolish world,

indeed, " loves the wide, and the broad, and the numbers,"

—

delights in the majorities ! But who ordinarily investigates the

door, its width or its straitness, instead of the place to luhicJi the

door conducts him who enters ? Look only at the goal and the

end ! This is the emphasis of the twice-repeated ^ ohog yj aTrd-

you&a,, instead ofwhich Luther has constructed another antithesis

which is not in the words : the one leading away to destruction,

the other leading to life. Could the Lord then have meant to

speak of a leading away into life (conversely as entering into de-

struction), and how might that be taken % It would be hard

to find a meaning : we should have to understand it as leading

away from all need, from all evil and danger and temptation

into perfect security ; as in the other case from all pleasure and

security into everlasting torment. But then the emphasis is

alike in both, and it simply denotes the eternal decision^ the sure

result. Bengel seizes the meaning exactly in his pregnant

—

a'Trdyovaa., ex hac hrevi vita I Then there is no middle-path,
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thus there is an irrevocable and fixed alternative ! Tholuck

seeks in one of his sermons over-critically to soften this : as if the

Lord says nothing of the eternal fall of these many, but speaks

now only of their present xcalkinr) in the wicked way that leads

to it—many of them miirht yet turn aside from it. Assuredly

they might, but the aitdyiiv signifies the completed result ; the

eiUcpxidOcci is not tlicir present walking, according to the weaken-

ing translation of the German Bible.

We have now to give our view of the remarkable reading

:

Ttffrzv'/;, how strait is the gate ! for which certainly the external

evidence of manuscripts is favourable, whence even von Gerlach

declares it the true reading. Wo cannot, however, agree with

this : and if Tholuck with a delicate and true perception says

that "wherefore so strait?" would be a human, sentimental

pathos which does not accord with the whole discourse, we also

say the same of the wondering appeal—" O how strait !" The
Lord is here speaking in a tone of simple assertion and keen

testimony ; the r/ by no means suits that tone, and must have

originated from the transcribers, who understood not the point

of the second striking or/. This is justified by internal criticism,

but what is the meaning of the expression as here used ? We
should expect a simple " and " of contrast, as Luther has trans-

lated it ; at furthest a "but" or "on the other hand." Yet

oV; can be made to mean none of these, by any art. We under-

stand it that the Lord has the former injunction—Enter ye in

through the strait gate ! still in His thought, and connects with

that the two sentences which follow, as if it had been in each

case repeated

—

^' Enter ye in! for wide is the gate— ! (once

again : Enter ye in! being understood), For strait is the gate— !"

And yet it is and must ever be a gate, which is not shut, but

stands open and Avide enough forever for those who would enter

it by the right way. " The narrow way to life is broad enough

for men who carefully, gently, evenly walk in it." That is the

consolation, which even this rigorous saying contains. What
more is wanting than a way wherein I may have room, and a

gate that will let me through ? To this end the Lord stands in

fulness of truth and grace, calling and inviting us witli all

earnestness : Enter ye in !—meets us, as it were, with " enter

in" before we knock,—pi'ays us that we ask,—commands us to

seek, encourages us Himself that we may knock ! Connect with
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this His other p:^reat word : I am the way ! I am the door ! and

thon shalt in thy experience learn to unite Matt. vii. 13, 14, with

ch. xi. 28-40, and find that both are truth, that both sayings

are essentially one in His meaning.

The o'equirements which are enjoined upon us, on the founda-

tion of a promised grace, are now ended, being condensed into

that one appeal : Enter ye in I This speaks as encouragingly and

graciously of a free admission, as its appended statement speaks

severely of all that belongs to the successful prosecution of the

limy till the final entrance. It is through the strait gate, the

straitness of which is previously proclaimed in the narrowness of

the way that leads thereto. Its meaning is just what a later

explanation of it says : uycovlZ^iffdz zlaz\&ziv (Lu. xiii.)—addressed

to those especially who already walk in this way, to the disciples,

who would be and who may be perfect. Whether they shall find

the way directly to the gate, the " few there be" makes matter

of solemn thought. This of itself is a warning appeal : Beware !

and thus the discourse passes over to its conclusion, showing the

dangers of the Avay external to ourselves, and lifting the curtain

from before the final judgment-seat.

The third division of the Sermon, as it was defined in the dis-

tribution which we made at the outset, may not appear to corre-

spond immediately with our preconceived expectations of what it

would be; yet will it exhibit itself to a closer observation as quite

consonant with the nature of things, and the whole course of

thought throughout. Its beginning seems to fly off* abruptly

from the subject which had been treated, the way, namely, of a

progressive advancement towards the goal : but it is not so. For

just because at the close of the whole of the requirements, the

" Enter ye in !" had been so closely connected with a strait

gate, and the by-ways to right and left of imvard unholiness

Avhich leave the narrow way had been so fully and clearly dis-

closed,—on that account the section of learning was not required

to make any distinctive and express reference to the internal

state. But this did not render unnecessary a glance at the dangers

of the way which rise from without, through the false teaching

and guidance of a specious deceit. Thus the introductory warn-

ing against false ^jrophets is first introduced strictly in its right

place (vers. 15-20) ; with which, nothing now being withheld
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that is requisite for distinguishing the right way, the discourse

has free scope to pass on to the remaining fundamental learn-

ing (vers. 21-23) of the final judgment, in which no evil-doer

will be able to stand. We are wont to preach about the false

prophets in ourselves ; and that application is indeed permitted,

yet it wrenches the passage from its place in this connection.

The Lord simply means such prophets as are the opposites of

those mentioned in the beginning, cli. v. 12 (and again v. 17,

vii. 12), so that the beginning and the end agree in one. Ac-

cording to St Luke, He had previously cast a side-glance upon

the false prophets. The reference in the discourse to ourselves

is to be sought, not in this, but in something else ; namely, in

the specification of the fruits as marks, not merely of the oflSco

of prophet, but, as the judgment-day presently shows, of dis-

cipleship generally. It is a perversion of the sense to regard

these fruits, as is commonly done, as the proofs by which true

guides must legitimate their claims : the fruits are, as the re-

ference to the Baptist's words in ver. 19 shows, no other than

what the common usage of the Old and New Testament under-

stands by them. In the whole section vers. 17-20 those fruits,

by which the Lord will distinguish His own, are at the same

time demanded of all His disciples, and, as befits the tone of

this concluding division, with all severity; though the first tone

of promise is once more gently heard in the reference to the

good tree which bears those fruits—a tree planted in us by the

grace of God. Whereupon, secondly, in ver. 21, the doing of

the will of God is required of us in the final utterance of law
;

and finally at the minatory conclusion the toarning against not

doing it is heard in the last stern tones of all. Thus we find

that the fundamental principle of trichotomy as we laid it down

at the beginning is preserved and justified down to the end.

We subdivide vers. 15—20 thus: l.The simple appeal—Be-

ware of false prophets! 2. The detecting reference to the con-

tradiction between appearance and reality : Wolves in sheep's

clothing ! 3. The laying down of a mark to distinguish them,

which, however, is and can be no other than the same which wilt

avail us now and ever before the Lord—the fruits of righteous-

ness, the fulfilling of all the commandments from that new nature

which grace creates in us. Let it be observed how that which

is here said was foreshadowed in ch. v. 19. This further resolves
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itself Into—(a) The general position : the tree is known by its

iruit, put in ver. 16 in a convincing manner in a double simili-

tude of natural and scriptural symbolism, (b) An emphatic

repetition of this, which, however, in its generality now includes

the disciples generally ; and the key-note of promise is heard in

the " good tree." The good and the corrupt tree are contrasted

:

twice positively (ver. 17), twice negatively (ver. 18). Conclu-

sion of both : the corrupt tree is cast into the fire (ver. 19) !

Avhich directly leads over to the judgment which follows. Yet,

to complete the organization of the discourse, first (c) we have

once more the truth repeated : Wherefoi'e by their fruits ye shall

know them ! (ver. 20.) That is, at the same time, according to

the intimation that lies in the words (in accordance with the Tac

of vers. 17 and 19) : By their fruits will ye be known, even as

ye know others. This is the verification of discipleship before

7nen in the time of the present life (the shining before men, ch.

V. 14, 16) ; and with it the transition is strikingly made to the

impressive sequel.

Vers. 21-23. The approval of their discipleship in the presence

of God in eternity now follows ; or rather on that day which

divides time from eternity, and the days of grace in the way
from the goal of eternal decision and doom,

—

tlie judgment. And
now we find not " before God," but " before Me, the Lord, the

Judge!" Not "your Father will know you and receive you,"

but " I !
" The same who at ver. 11 excepted Himself alone from

the whole evil race, now, in language simple and sublime, pre-

sents Himself as the Judge at the end of the way, even as He
exhibits Himself as the Lawgiver in the way. Presumption, if

He also belonged to the men who are evil and to the corrupt

trees : quite natural and necessary, however, to this testimony of

truth, from Him who may speak to us from the judgment-seat

and say (as it now for the first time breaks forth in majesty).

My Father—as the eternal Son, the Lord. All this is but the

consummation of Avhat had been prepared for in ch. v. 22, 25,

and still earlier in ver. 20. He determines now, for the first

time, who shall enter into the kingdom of heaven, and who be

cast into the prison. The end goes back to the beginning : the

whole Sermon is a building, of which every stone, from the first

to the last, is laid in its place according to a pre-arranged and

wonderful order. It says already, as the beginning of sermons,
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what every other discourse proclaimed—/ am He I for the con-

viction and assurance of every one wlio hath cars to Iiear, thougli

without sjjecifically and in so many words proclaiming it.

His words are now more closely compi-essed, as their force

becomes more solemn. They lay down three positions. The

first (ver 21) begins gently with the mere "not every one,"

and mentions, affirmatively and with a tone of promise pervad-

ing this last requirement, the " doing of the will " as the sure and

certain way into the kingdom of heaven. In this is embraced,

as in the most simple possible compendium, the whole middle

division of the Sermon, from its preface (ch. v. 20) down to its

close (ch. vii. 14) : particularly the three critical precepts (ch. v.

48, vi. 33, vii. 12) as they are condensed in that central petition

of ch. vi. 10. The second sentence (ver. 22) strengthens the

negative "not every one" by a threatening "many" : the third

(ver. 23) is the inexorable conclusion. Departfrom Me! although

the " then " leaves us a period of grace for the doing of those

sayings which we now hear from the lips of the Lawgiver who
came to fulfil them, and will come again to be our Judge. Thus

—He who hath ears to hear, let him hear ! Let him who is a

hearer, be also a doer of the work ! (John vii. 16, 17.)

Then ends the mighty Sermon with a cry of most direct and

tirgent warning, with l^ouffla, seizing the heart and conscience

before the judgment-seat of God : Whosoever heareth these

sayings of Mine and doeth them not, is a foolish man, has his

own destruction to impute to himself, because he has not received

and applied My gracious " enter ye in !" My faithful " beware
!"

It is in gracious condescension from its highest dignity, a toinning

tone being mingled with the threatening, that even such a con-

clusion as this takes the form once more of a popular similitude,

the balanced and contrasted members of which bring directly

home to us the great alternative of everlasting decision, exhibit-

ing the final judgment in warning preparatory judgments, and

the test of the last day in manifold tests which are applied upon

earth, and within the day of grace. For tlds alone is the true

meaning of the figure (vers. 24-27), which generally and in-

definitely comprehends in one the approval of the house (before

exhibited) in time and in eternity : in strict conformity with the

Apostle's meaning, "<//e day shall declare it," time present and

future (1 Cor. iii. 13). In many cases the morrow, but in
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every case the last day ! The reference to the wise man who
built secvirely, comes graciously first : although no longer (for

every turn of the word and thought is significantly adjusted) in

the form of an express appeal and injunction, but with a decisive

— Whosoever thus heareth and doeth ! The last appeal to the

warned occurred at vers. 15 and 20, but in ver. 21 the warning

and threatening remains only in the third person
; just as the

discourse, in its great promise, had commenced (ch. v. 2-20).

The fearful fall (ver. 27) preaches condemnation at the close, as

blessedness had been announced in the beginning.

Let the process of our Saviour's preaching and teaching

according to the Evangelists be compared with the process of

the Sermon on the Mount ; and the procedure which is marked

out here, will as a whole be found reproduced throughout. We
refrain from referring this to the details, and will only exhibit

the analogy, as it is strikingly shown with respect to the conclu-

sion. The warning against false j)^'opkeis recurs at the end of

His ministry for His disciples and the people, in Matt, xxiii.

(comp. Lu. XX. 46); for His disciples particularly in Matt, xxiv.,

as also, at the close of the New Testament, in the Epistles of

St Peter, St Jude, and St John. The fruits are demanded at

last (an evidence this, also, of the soundness of our exposition

here) in Matt. xxi. 34; John xv. The judgment, the rejection

and casting out, is threatened in all the final parables to the

disciples which we know of, in the last discourse to the people

(Matt. XXV.), as in the Apocalypse we find it closing the whole

New Testament. The reference to the word of the future Judge,

heard in order to he done, is found also in John xii. 47-50; com-

pare for the disciples particularly John xiii. 17, and the final

conclusion of the lohole Bible, Rev. xxii. 6—21.

Ver. 15. The Lord here bears witness to Himself ^s the true

Po'ophet, who should come into the world (John vi. 14 ; 1 Mace,

xiv. 41, <rpo(prirrig "rKTrog) : the whole series of heralds and wit-

nesses of God, from the first prophecy of Moses downwards, con-

verging into the one, last, perfect utterance of God's will, through

Him whose prerogative it is to say " My Father," and concerning

whom the Father responds

—

Him shall ye hear ! even as Moses

in the beginning had testified (Deut. xviii. 15). " Hear, and

bear well in mind, what I now say unto you : after Me will

7nany other voices speak to you, beware of them all." In this
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lofty generality His warning is to be understood ; and what the

Loi'd declares for the hearing of all ages must not be shrivelled

into a narrower application to this or that emergency, to any
present or following time. It is altogether the same as if He
had now also said— '• All who come besides Me, not genuinely

in My name, all who shall teach anything other than / say to

you—are thieves and robbers, whom the sheep must not hear!"

(John X. 8.) As comprehensive as was the word in ch. v. 12,

concerning the true prophets of former ages, is the contrast to

them in this passage ; as universal as that contrast had been

already exhibited by the Lord Himself in Lu. vi. 26 ; with this

let Matt. X. 41, xxiii. 34 be also compared. For the sake of

the people and the disciples, who then heard Him, the scribes

of ch. V. 19, 20, Lu. XX. 46, are first of all intended ; but tlien

all are included, against whom Matt. xxiv. lifts up a warning

voice, from the last days of Israel to the end of time. It may
be taken in connection with the words whicli had just preceded

;

and they are then false guides. This must not, however, be

restricted by a one-sided limitation to those who would make
the narrow way broader ; for there are false guides who would

make the naiTOw way, apparently at least, narrower than the

Lord has made it.-^ They come to you—there is a slight contrast

hinted in this : they come though they are not sent, by their

o^\Ti authority; thus pointing to such ancient warnings as Jer.

xiv. 14, xxiii. ; Ezck. xxxiv. God sends them not ; but Pie

permits them to come, for the trial and confirmation of His

peoi)lc (1 Cor. xi. 19 ; Deut. xiii. 1-4).

AVhat then is the sheep's clothinfj ? Does the genitive '?rpo-

^drcov mean with ivlv[jjdai " clothed like sheep" as if they were

sheep, or "with sheep-skins?" Men contend about this with

idle pains, for both are one and the same : and the word is

chosen for its twofold reference. It is at once, assuredly, clear

from the simple tone of the words (especially with reference to

the Old-Testament warnings against false pastors and prophets

which is connected with the discourse), that it should mean :

—

they demean themselves as guides and shepherds, going before

you as if themselves belonging to the flock ; but it is only a

counterfeit and mask, for they are not sheep as ye arc, to whom

^ Indcod only apparently—for tlic heaviest yoke of liumau imposition is

always lighter to us and more agreeable than the true aud narrow way.
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they come. In this we have a prelude to what is more strongly-

expressed soon after in ch. x. 16 : it is an early note of our Lord's

manner of describing His own as His sheep, as it appears in St

John ; a usage which is rooted also in St Matthew, as we see in

such sayings, derived from pi'ophetic style of language, as ix. 36,

X. 6, and in the shepherd-similitudes (ch. xviii. 12, xxv. 32, 33).

But this alone does not exhaust the expression as used here ; for,

these first hearers were not sufficiently prepared for this view,

and there was yet needed some intermediate point of connection.

This lies certainly in the IvhviJMtyi, which to Israelitish ears

would immediately carry a reference to the prophet-costume,

known to all of them, in their proverbial language, and of late

hrought before their very eyes by John the Baptist. That this

included also sheep-skins, (jbriXaorug, we are taught by Hob. xi.

37; comp. 1 Kings xix. 13-19 Sept. If it is asked, whether the

sheep-skins and goat-skins, the rough leathern garments ("lyb' 2

Kings i. 8) of the prophets, were the symbol of innocence and the

natural character of sheep, we answer by again asking—May not

the Lord give the figure this application, and extend it from its

historical use so far ? His word is certainly directed to this point

that the prophet's garment is made a pledge and pretence of an

honest design, and thus their lie is cloked under the appearance

of truth and sincerity: just as the prophet has it (Zech. xiii. 4).

We thus see that the Lord comprehends in their inner unity the

symbolism of nature and that of the Bible ; combines the Old-

Testament phraseology (even the Rabbinical which sprung

from it) with the w^ell-understood usage of the Gentiles, so that

His words are equally intelligible to the scribes in Israel and

to all people who dwell upon the earth, even to the distant \*N

D^i^n. The JEsopic wolf in sheep's clothing, and the Jewish

perverter in the garb of a prophet, are united in one similitude

which comprehends the idea of both, and combines wdiat had

been true as a historical fact with the common truth of nature.

The ap'^ayzg added to Xvkoi does not merely strengthen the

figure, but makes emphatically prominent the destruction and

ruin of the poor deluded ones ; as subsequently in John x.

10-12, and again by the Apostle (not without reference to our

Lord's word, Acts xx. 29). How, then, shall we strictly define

the sheep's clothing? A fair shoiv generally, as far as it is a

mere h^vfjuoi striking the eye of those who are said laoo&zv s'lfai :
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then, further, it inchides on the one hand the specious discourses

('riOccvoXoyici, Col. ii. 4 ; xzvoi Xoyoi, Eph. v. 6 ; y^p'/iffroXo'yia xal

svXoyi'a, Rom. xvi. 18) of an attractive doctrine and counterfeit

orthodoxy, and, on the other, the simulated tcallc of a righteous

and devout spirit, (juop^cuffig svcre^eiag (2 Tim. iii. 5). Although

in the latter case the deficiency of the hvvufjbtg is perceived by

those who look searchingly, and it is scarcely possible to counter-

feit the stamp of godliness to the eye of those who are well-

grounded in the experiences of Christian self-denial. As
manifold as is the form which their hypocrisy assumes, so com-

prehensive is the Lord's meaning with regard to them. It must

be observed, however, that what it is attempted to impose as

pure and true doctrine must bring with it also false doctrine

and error ; else how were they false prophets ? And further,

that what appears to be a righteous and blameless life, can

be no genuine fruit of righteousness ; else how could the Lord

have specified fruits as the tokens by which they should be

known ? With the most perfect propriety of truth, He places

fruits in opposition both to the word and the work of these

hypocrites.

Vers. 16, 17. Once more a universally appreciable natural

emblem, which at the same time finds its deep significance in the

symbolism of Scripture : for, the Bible explains to us from its

rudiments the book of creation. (St James cites once more the

Sermon on the Mount in ch. iii. 12.) The fig-tree and the vine,

the noble productions of the holy land—the vine, indeed, the

noblest production of all lands generally—are, in the language of

the prophets, the emblem of Israel : thorns and thistles indicate

(rather under a theological than a physical presentation) the weeds

of sin which have sprung from the curse, as may be seen particu-

larly in 2 Sam. xxiii. 6; Mic. vii. 4. What, then, are the figs and

grapes, the good fruits? As far as the reference is here especially

to the pro])hcts, certainly not pure doctrine, simply as such,—as

an exposition would maintain which springs, however unconsci-

ously, from an evil principle: for, that would contradict the whole

consistent iisage of the Scripture when speaking of fruits, and

especially the words of the Baptist to which the Lord here refers,

and which must have occurred to the minds of all His hearers

upon the Mount. If appeal is made to the context and connec-

tion of Matt. xii. 33, 34, with equal appropriateness at least may
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we refer to the disavowal of the mere saying, Lord, Lord, after-

wards in this same discourse (ver. 22). Confession alone, doc-

trine however pure, is by no means a decisive mark, may be no

more than a hypocritical pretension, which itself must be brought

to the test. Still less may we, further, limit the words, as has

been done, to the fruit which the false teachers may produce in

their disciples : look well, what kind of people they create out

of their adherents ! Although this view is not altogether ex-

cluded, as in John xv., among the much fruit of the disciples,

their so-called ministerial fruit must be included with the rest.

But still this refers to the teachers and guides : they cannot

make their disciples what they are not themselves. Thus is it

the life of these prophets, by which we are to take knowledge

of them ? Certainly, mainly this : for while they for the most

part speak fairly, their error is manifest enough in their life

;

their sheep's clothing is mostly woven of words. Yet there

are, again, though not in such numbers, deceivers of an opposite

kind, who come the more boldly, the more they appear to be

authenticated by the well-ordered, decorous, resplendent charac-

ter of their deportment. Hence the Lord's words must be rightly

understood, as fastening upon these likewise : we are not to look

only at the superficial cast of their words and works, their walk

and their teaching, which is far from a sufficient test, but we are

to learn hy it to distinguish what are genuine grapes and figs, from

the thorn-sloes and thistle-heads which might, whether nigh at

hand or far off, be mistaken for them. This is the inmost point

in the meaning of the Lord's words ; this is the only true sense

of the zctp'TTOi, in which He by no means lays down a merely pre-

paratory^, external test, while St John afterwards goes deeper into

the matter (1 John iv. 1-3) ;^ for, though St John refers there

to a fundamentally sound doctrine, yet this note itself requires,

in order to its not deceiving, the complement to it which is here

given : Fruits and ivorh decide alone at last unerringly. But

let this be rightly understood ! The question might be put in

reply: But, O Lord, Thou who speakest of fruits, how should we
then distinguish the fruits, the true and the genuine, such as

Thou callest such, and as will avail before Thee ? For there is

many a vine of Sodom, which produces its grapes and wine, but

gnll and poison are therein (Deut. xxxii. 32, 33). And this

' So Olsliausen iu his frequent overbold manner

!
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question He has already answered in the whole Sermon, in which

He has defined the fruits of righteousness so clearly that we
cannot err therein. lie who lives and acts before us after this

standard, can be no false prophet, can be no corrupt tree. The
criterion is an objective, absolute moral law : not as if, in entire

perversion of the order and relation, " the peculiarity of the

individual" should be the measure and standard of appreciation,

according to the crafty Wallenstein :
" Let me first search out

the nature of the man, and I will tell his will and his deed."

Who can search into that, but from without inwardly? although

it must not be forgotten that a sound eye is requisite for rightly

seeing what is visible before it. If we ourselves stand in the

living apprehension and inward experience of the Sermon on the

Mount, then, but only then, can we be on our guard and discern

all the counterfeit of hypocrisy. The i'TTiyvojaiGh repeated in

ver. 20 is less imperative than a promise : ye shall know them,

that is, ye who are My disciples, who live and abide in My words.

For, as we saw above in our general glance, the fruits which are

wanting even to external observation in the false teachers, as

certainly as they are inwardly evil, are the same which the grace

of our Lord produces in all His disciples, and which therefore the

judgment of our Lord will exact finally from all His disciples,

sheep and shepherds alike. Such a general meaning is rendered

incontrovertible by the sequel.

Vers. 18-20. That which in ver. 17 was expressed with crav,

as a natural law exhibiting itself in things generally, that the

inwardly good man bringeth forth truly good fruits, the evil man,

on the contrary, evil fruits (in which the TTOiiiv xap'Trovg, "'"IS riitJ'y,

of the original brings out the doing of the work more fully than

we can express it, see for example Ps. i.l, 3),—is now once con-

firmed by a negative oh }>vva,7a,i. He who is born of God can-

not commit sin, according to St John's meaning (1 John iii. 9),

althouf'h he hath sin and weakness arisinff from within him and

from without. But the natural sinful man (above, ver. 11)

cannot do anything good, in the sense in which grace only is

effectual, however much he may simulate it: they who are living

in a state of grace can well distinguish it. It is indeed possible

for a while that the wild tree should be graffed into grace

through faith (Rom. xi.), but there follows a judgment which

finds the tree as it then is. And this is said here equally for the

VOL. I. u
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good of the disciples themselves. We have this same expres-

sion of the Lord in St Luke (ch. vi. 43-45), independently of

any connection with the warning against the false prophets, but

in the closest connection with the reference to the perfection of

the disciple (vers. 40-42), as also with the judgment upon all

who call Him Lord without obeying Him, and hear Him with-

out doing His words (vers. 46-49). In this St Luke, though

in a briefer extract, has rightly seized and preserved the leading

idea of the discourse. But whether the Lord actually then upon

the Mount uttered what St Luke appends in ver. 45, or whether

it was transposed from the repetition of the Lord's discourse in

Matt. xii. 33, 37, where regard is rather had (after the pre-

cedent of Ecclus. xxxii. 6) to the loords as springing from the

heart, we venture not to determine. But as this particular

reference to words can scarcely be made to suit the Sermon
according to St Matthew, either as a mark to distinguish the

prophets, or as to the doing of the ivill (ver. 21), we might be

led to suppose that in this instance St Luke, standing at one

remove from the event, has slightly departed from the original

text and its meaning, which would, in that case, be the only

instance of the kind in his exhibition of it.

The being " hewn down and cast into the fire" is literally

according to the words of the Preacher of Repentance in ch. iii.

10. From which we may perceive that the fruits demanded
by the Lord are no other than the fruits meet for repentance

required there in ver. 8, zap'Tog a^iog rtjg [Mzravoiag. But what

IJjirdvoia in its full and ever-deepening sense is, the Sermon on

the Mount, as the development of that compendious announce-

ment of ch. iv. 17, fully expounds to us ; and in such a manner
that that first requirement must always recui', whether it be at

the close of the Sermon or the close of life,—or, to speak more
definitely, whether it be at the close of the gospel, or of the life

of grace. That which as a legal threatening, and before the con-

solatory message of grace, impelled to a first repentance, after-

wards impels with all the might of the gospel to the perfecting

of holiness. It is a fixed decree—the Lord uttei's it as stronglv

as it could be uttered—God wills inexorably the doing of His

will : I am not come to relax the law, but to fulfil and establish

it. In the judgment there is no respect of persons: the tree must

bear its fruit; each one, be he whom he may. If he produces
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r.ot good fruits, then must he assuredly produce evil fruit : this

follows as a necessary conclusion from vers. 17, 18. But that

only the lack of good fruit is expressly mentioned (just as ch.

XXV. 42—45) has its severe meaning for the wilful blindness

which asks : What evil can I do, that deserves damnation ?

—

Finally, in these sentences w-e have a criterion indicated for the

two most obvious classes of false prophets, the one speaking of

fruits without planting the tree, the other speaking of the tree

Avithout its fruits. As for that most dangerous middle-class

between these two extremes, including those who teach faithfully

the fruits of the tree which the Lord plants, and also seem

to possess such fruits, not merely in saying Lord, Lord, but

in mighty works and deeds,—for them the Lord's word, with

apays emphatically repeated, has its keen force—By their

Iruits ye shall know them ; namely, by those same fruits by

which the Lord knows you yourselves to be His own, when
you walk sincerely before Him, and for the lack of which He
will judge you in common with all who persist in wanton self-

blinding.

Ver. 21. Let it be carefully observed, for this alone gives the

conclusion of the whole discourse its true meaning, that the

Lord designedly interweaves together the judgment upon the

deceivers and the judgment upon all generally who cannot then

stand before Him. He continues to speak in vers. 21-23 of

false prophets (yet not now as known hypocrites and wolves, but

by a transition as self-deceived) ;
generally also of all who know,

proclaim, and call upon His name. Kvpiog is here, as it mightily

announces itself to be, infinitely more than the usual title of

reverend men (John xii. 21 ; Acts xvi. 30) ; He who now in the

highest and only sense arrogates as befitting Himself the name

of " Lord," never from sacred propriety bestowed that title on

any one in the inferior sense, even in His lowest subjection.^ To
call Me Lord in life, to call Me Lord in the day of judgment

—

is the claim of Him, who now at the close of His sermon, every

word of which (even in St Matthew) is strictly measured, pro-

nounces that great and all-comprehensive "My Father." That

perversion of the Lord's words in the mouth of the Rationalists

•which represents Him as laying no stress upon the calling of Him
Lord, on the honour of His own name, provided only the doing

^ Ipse nenunen, ne rUatum quidem, Dominxim vocavit. Bengel.
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of God's will is secured^— is the most wilful perversion that can

possibly be imagined. Does the Lord, then, lay such emphasis

upon the" contrast between the saying Lord, and the doing the

will of the Father? Assuredly not, He only says : not every one

that saitli unto me Lord, Lord (however earnestly and repeatedly

he may say it, to hide his deficiency, as the repetition of the word

indicates), if it be no more than saying, if the evidence of the

sincerity of this profession in holy life is wanting. Moreover,

He expressly exacts in John xiii. 13, at the moment of His

deepest humiliation, not merely the slighter Eabbi, but the full

and unlimited " Lord." When He prophesies in Matt. xxv. of

such among the nations of the earth as shall stand before His

great tribunal, on the evidence of their works of mercy, without

having lived in the conscious knowledge of His person. He yet

represents them as addressing Him at the last with nothing less

than "Lord." His Spirit testifies afterwards in the Apostle,

that every tongue shall confess that He is Lord (Phil. ii. 9-11)

—

as also that to call Him Lord is precisely the same as to belong

to Him, and possess His Spirit (1 Cor. xii. 3). Only, however,

when this profession is a reality of the heart and of the whole life,

the serving, depending upon, and obeying Him as the Lord, in

the absolute and most distinctive sense of the word, as it was

found above in ch. vi. 24. Hence the perfectly appropriate

question (Lu. vi. 46), which was probably added by our Lord

(between ver. 23 and ver. 24 of St Matthew). With such

generality is the saying of Lord, Lord, laid down with reference

to the semblance of discipleship, which may deceive many, even as

many deceive themselves ; and now comes in for the sake of the

reality of that profession the simple " Jie that doth the will of My
Father which is in heaven." Which indeed does not merely

mean "he who keeps the Ten Commandments;" but the com-

mandment of faith, the revealed will and council of the Father

in the sermon (John vi. 39, 40 ; 1 John iii. 23) is essentially

included in it. Not otherwise does the Lord speak elsewhere,

when He is defining the limits of His own, as for example in

ch. xii. 50 : and His Spirit in the Apostles similarly promises

eternal assurance and salvation, the final possession of the pro-

^ Fichte led the way by maintaining that " if Jesus only should find

obedience and fruit, He would ask very little about the connection which.

His name or His person had therewith !

"
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miscd kingdom, only to such doing of God's will. (1 John ii.

17 ; Heb. x. 36.)

Vers. 22, 23. The concrete individuality of the preceding ov

Toig aXX' o "TroioJv (the plural translation of which in the German
does not so markedly designate every one) is now followed by

Many! which introduces in its sad and warning severity a more
convincing application of His word?, and lifts, as it were, already

the curtain of the judgment-seat. Many again, as in ver. 13,

but still more definite and strict : not merely the many who run

with a wicked world in the road to hell, but many even among
those who appeared to honour Me, to walk as Mine in words

and \yorks, who thought themselves to be such ! In tJiat day

:

according to the exact language of prophetic scripture, the so-

frequent Ninn ai>3. The worst development of hypocrisy, the

result and judicial self-punishment of deception, is at last seen in

the deluded belief of its own lie, self-deception become hardened

into reprobation. Hence the Lord represents as the extreme

contrast to those who stand before Him accepted in judgment,

those who at that day will vainly imagine that they also shall

find acceptance.-' For that is indeed all that is meant by their

saying to Him : and of course not any actual so speaking.

There is a self-deception which holds out to the end : a frightful

truth, which the Lord once again reminds us of, in the discourse

Lu. xiii, 25-27—a discourse closely related to this. We ask in

our curiosity—Is there then a self-deception xchich continues

through Hades, even to the last day '( The Lord's word answers

Yes, but we dai-e not ask further how that may be. The word

of revelation does not lift the curtain from this intermediate

state. We may forecast and anticipate, but nothing certain is

told. Theosophy alone teaches and understands (although with

no small danjicr of beinir over-wise) the continuance in the

empire of the dead of the errors carried thither.

The threefold progressive exhibition of their word and deed,

upon which the evil-doers relied, advances, according to their

conception, from the less to the greater: but in reality and in the

Lord's estimation the progression is downwards, and the order

^ They are as thoroughly assured of their righteousness and salvation, as

the Pharisee, Rabbi Simeon, in the Talmud, who says : If there are only

two rightcuiis men in the world, my son and myself are the two : if there

is only one, it is I myself I
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must be reversed. AvvccfJbug, wonderful works or miracles, are

the least of all attestations according to the general doctrine of

Scripture : there are many signs and wonders ascribed to the false

Clirist, and the false prophets (ch. xxiv. 24). More plausible

are profitable miracles, by which the devils are really cast out,

as we find the Lord Himself evidencing by them, in ch. xii.

25-28, the divinity of His miracles. Yet it is requisite, in order

that this token may not deceive, that the accordant, confirming

evidence of all the works which spring from an inner life, good

fruits, should be added : the spirits are subject to the name of

Jesus, even when pronounced by such as have not their names

written in heaven, though it be by Judas found among the

twelve. It is indeed a kind o^faith by which they are produced,

but not the faith which saves and sanctifies the soul. (1 Cor.

xiii. 2.) Finally, the most specious is the first-mentioned ^po(p;j-

nunv, not merely the revealing futurity (which belongs rather

to the ^uvDCfMig), but, according to the use of the expression in

the Old and New Testament, the speaking and teaching from

inspiration. But there is even an inspiration which consists in

the being transitorily possessed by the Spirit of truth, without

penetrating to the regeneration of the heart and will. Alas,

how many a powerful preacher of Christendom falls into this

condemnation, that of preaching thus to others, himself remain-

ing or becoming reprobate

!

There is such a self-deception which continues to the end, but

it is detected at the last : and the detection is as righteous as it is

fearful ; for this self-deception is only hypocrisy made perfect in

its own guilt. If then—for this is the conclusion which the Lord

designs to produce in the minds of His hearers—such as can

point to the evidence of prophecy and miracle are 'rejected; how

much less will the unfruitful trees of a commoner kind be saved

from the burning ! If even their thrice-protested—Lord, Lord,

in Thy name ! is insufficient for their salvation, how much less

will the saying Lord, Lord, with their lips only, avail for the

multitudes of the utterly idle and unprofitable, in the day of His

wrath ! Let it be observed how significantly the Lord main-

tains the honour of His name by thus declaring that it is not a

mere empty external honour that it requires. Let our hearts

feel, without many words, the inexpressible l^ovaia, of the judi-

cial rors oiMoXoyrisoi}, which, scattering to the winds the delusion
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of lies, pronounces the truth against all imaginations and self-

delusion ! There is no 'Ey<a) prefixed, and yet in these most

simple words it is most solemnly implied :—I, the Judge, will

say unto you ; I, the searcher of the hearts, will reveal to you

your long-hidden heart and conscience, will only confirm to you

what you should have known, and must now know. If all the

world, if all God's children have held you for iMy people, I never

knew you, that is, as truly and effectually Mine ; the word says

nothing more, that is enough. It is remarkable that in fore-

announcing His final judicial sentence, the Lord appropriates a

word of His great ancestor and type, king David ; and not any

such royal utterance as is found in Ps. ci. 3, 4, 7, but that

which occurs in Ps. vi. 8, which was given to David after he

had cried in deep, personal, most lowly penitence—Rebuke me
not in Thine anger ! This is intended to intimate (for it cannot

have been chosen without signification) that ivhoso hath not

learned thus to speak with David, will be constrained to hear it

from another mouth. From the mouth of Him whose " Depart

from Me!" (ch. xxv. 41) is cause enough for condemnation ; of

Him, who needed to have said nothing more, yet in His right-

eousness makes the explanatory addition "ye that work iniquity!"

This is, further, a solemn expression taken from the Old Testa-

ment, |)S ''ijys, as for example, in Ps. v. 6, xiv. 4, xxviii. 3, xxxvi.

13, xcii. 8-10, xciv. 4-lG, ci. 8, cxxv. 5 ; Job xxxiv. 8-22

;

Prov. X. 29, xxi. 15 (1 Mace. iii. 6, comp. Lu. xiii. 27). Ye
have named My name, but ye have not departed from iniquity

!

(according to 2 Tim. ii. 19, where there is manifestly an echo

of the Sermon on the Mount, whether by the conscious design

of the Apostle, or by the inspiration of the Spirit.) In t^v

uvofjjiav of the Greek expression we may detect the great trutli

—With all your other appearances, your life and work, judged

by its internal principle, was one great avof/jiu, nothing but

unrighteousness, lawlessness, and transgression in My sight

!

Whether the Lord did thus keenly express Flis meaning is

questionable, on account of the Old-Testament JIX vyb.

Vers. 24-27. From His utterance at the day of judgment

the Lord suddenly turns to what His lips, the same lips, now

utter, in the day of grace, and with the judgment yet in the

future. These sayings of Mine

:

—these words, utterances, testi-

monies, as I have now given them in one entire and perfect
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harmony of connection. This requires us to regard rovrovg as

implying a fundamental sermon of pecuhar solemnity: and it

forms its sublime conclusion as such, its direct and authoritative

Dim, by which the whole discourse makes its appeal to the con-

science as the word of the future Judge, even before its Xoyoi

have ceased to be spoken.' It is with the hearing of these

sayings as with the saying Lord, Lord : it avails not of itself,

but must not be omitted. The hearing, indeed, is the first

necessary condition : for faith and supplication, asking, receiving,

obeying and doing, come all from the previously received and

accepted word of grace and truth, Heb. ii. 1, xii. 25. Yet see

with this Eom. ii. 13 ; Jas. i. 22-25. Again there is the con-

crete antithesis—a wise man, a foolish ma7i ; as in vers. 17—19,

tree set against tree. The popular and condescending similitude

which follows is found in similar terms, though more super-

ficially, in Sirach (Ecclus. xxii. 16, 17), who points, as the Lord

does here, to passages in the prophetic Scripture. To Isa. xxviii.

13—18, namely, where the great foundation is more especially

referred to, and Ezek. xiii. 10-15, where the falling of the un-

tempered v/all as well as of the whole building is threatened in

similar figures. Ezekiel may rather refer to temporal judgment

(comp. Ecclus. xlix. 11), Isaiah to the final fall into death and

hell. Our Lord's word here embraces both, as we showed above.

The house which a man builds for himself as a secure abode, as

a defence and protection against wind and v/eather, signifies

the abiding and standing before the judgment of God both in

time and eternity, the salvation of the soul into perfect security:

in this sense Solomon also says—The wicked are overthrown,

and are not ; but the house of the rigliteous shall stand (Prov.

xii. 7). If the house fiills, which thou hast built for thyself, then

wilt thou thyself be overv/helmed and buried in its ruins. The

Lord speaks not directly concerning those who think nothing

about all this ; who have no concern where or how they shall

stand ; loho build not at all

;

—their fate is understood without

being mentioned. They also who, having laid the right foun-

dation at first, yet have neglected to build fast and firm upon that

^ Toyj "Koyw; rovrovg seems to bind together the Sermon, and preclude, as

indeed does the whole structure of the Sermon, the supposition that these

chapters are merely a collection of sayings uttered at different times.

—

Alford.
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foundation, will find their condemnation in tlie simple word which

afterwards makes prominent the extremest contrast of folly, with

those, namely, who seem to think mere hearing without doing to

be foundation and superstructure enough. (As before in ver.

22, the uttermost extreme was contrasted, designedly to embrace

all else.) If, however, we look narrowly and hear attentively, we
shall find that all are actually included who fail in the persistent

doing of the will of God : for, tliese sayings speak directly of this,

and require of all, who hear and do them, perseverance and

consummation of their holiness. And we might add, taking

this similitude generally to ourselves, that a foundation is not

itself a dwelling ; there must be something built upon it. This,

however, is contrary to the close connection of the figure with all

these sayings. Eather the Lord regards the entire and full per-

formance of His whole will as itself the foundation of 7'och, on

which all depends : the superstructure thereupon is understood

without any specific mention, in both cases alike.

A house must be built with direct reference to protection

against wind and weather ; for, the rain, the floods, the winds,

will not fail or cease :—this is the significant meaning of the

article here designedly used. Specially does this apply to Eastern

countries, with regard to the physical character of which this

figure is chosen, where these commotions are more sudden and

more violent than ordinarily in our own land. The rain descends

from ahove {Karz^r}), the floods come side-long, washing their

way to the very foundation beneath ; when in addition to all this

the winds blow and violently heat vpon the building, none but a

foundation of rock can sustain the whole. This has been pursued

into more exact detail, as referring to the sorrows and afflictions

which God sends from heaven like heavy rain ; to the current

of the spirit of the age, of temptation or persecution, whicli

presses around and shakes the foundation ; to the additional

storms or marked judgments of God, in which He blows with

His breath, to separate and make manifest what is only flesh.

We leave this to the judicious application which every word of

Holy Writ will easily admit; but the generality of the final tone

of the whole discourse will not permit us to deduce such specific

views from the text. In St Luke, where the whole reads some-

what differently in the freedom of the variable letter, the winds

and the rain arc wanting ; a simple '^r^rj'jJJjV^a, is all that is spoken
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of. On the other hand he brings into more prominence thefun-

damental idea of the parable, which is the firm foundation :—he

digged deep, till he could lay his foundation upon a rock. There,

further, our Lord's first ofJjOiMffco is made strongly emphatic, in

entire harmony with St Matthew's meaning : vTobzi^co vfJAV rivt

hffrh o[jjOiog. For the sovereign authority of the Master employs

here, as emphatically as condescendingly, a customary mode of

speaking among the Rabbis, comp. Mark iv. 30. In the second

member of the sentence, it is merely ofjjOico^yiffsrcci or ofjuoiog

s(T7iv. The conclusion, with its solemn tone of threatening, is

the same in both, though expressed in diflferent words : a mani-

fest token that we have in St Matthew and St Luke one and the

same discourse of our Lord, pursuing its course of instruction

from the same beginning to the same end.

St Matthew conclusively and irresistibly confirms this by the

postscript (vers. 28, 29), which points back to the superscription

in ch. V. 1, 2 ; and we, for our part, can never accede to the

position that this is a collection of sayings uttered at various

times. How mischievously a hypothesis may beguile is shown

by Olshausen, who finds clear evidence of St Matthew's having

formed such a collection, in his expression rovg Xoyovg Tovrovg,

since a connected discourse could only be spoken of as Xoyog in

the singular ; while the (jvvbt's,Xs(T&p, which contradicts this sup-

position, is altogether passed over. As if St Matthew had
not received this very expression, which he designedly repeats

with great emphasis, from the Lord's own mouth in vers. 24
and 26 ! OlXoyoi ovroi cannot there be "extracts from several

discourses," but has the same meaning as Tci p^fJbUTcc a, lyai

\ik(£k'/}Kcx, V'JjIv in John vi. 63, and oi Xdyoi [Jbov in Matt,

xxiv. 35.

What the Apostle remarks of the impression of the discourse

upon the o^Xoi, appears to be one of those unfrequent reflections

of his own which he inserts in the simple narrative ; but it is

evidently, when closely examined, itself only narrative, a record

once made in the most appropriate place, just as St Luke after-

wards says the same thing (ch iv. 32). Lideed, what St

Matthew says in ver. 29 may be almost received as the actual

expression of the people's feeling, as an epitome of all their say-
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ings concerning it :^ just as in a similar manner he gives in ch.

X. 36, a word probably spoken by the Redeemer Himself. That

was, in any case, most naturally the necessary impression upon

the minds of the multitude, whether they thus uttered it or not

;

that was the inward ground of that outward lK'7r'kr,(jazaOui, of

which they were thoroughly conscious in themselves. It teas so

:

the Apostle himself remembered it well, for his own emotion at

the fii'st hearing was living yet in his soul. N'ot as the scribes I

In this is summed up yet once more the great contrast which

pervaded the Sermon from ch. v. 20. But alas the mere i^STrX^c-

aovro, in which the whole terminated with regard to most (Lu.

ii. 18, 19), transmits to us a melancholy example of that hearing

and not doing, with warning against which the Sermon closed.

ST LU^'S EXTRACT FROM THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.

(Luke vi. 20-49.)

We have already shown in passing that St Luke's report of

the Sermon on the Mount perfectly agrees with St INIatthcw in

everything essential ; that there is not only no contradiction

between • their several statements and view of it, but that the

comparison tends to their mutual confirmation and elucidation.

St Luke gives an epitome of the Sermon, like St Matthew

:

hence it is natural that each gives something which is wanting

in the other, even in the case of St Luke, who gives a much
more concise presentation of it. That which we read as given

by the Apostles and ear-witnesses, was brought to their re-

membrance, selected for them, and set in order by the promised

Spirit (John xiv. 26, xvi. 14) ; the historical writer St Luke,

who derived his information from the original witnesses, and

whose testimony (in relation to John xv. 26, 27) is human-
mediate, although he is not without the Spirit of truth, j'ct may
naturally be supposed not to have caught so central a view, and

to have spread out the whole amplitude of a long discourse,

^ Roos: u; ic,ovaiuy ex^^y, as One who was, though incognito, the King in

His kingdom ! Chrysostom : 'ttxvtccxov tocvrou hJanKvifiivo; iluctt rov to Kt/pog

t;co»T«—on account of the " I say unto you," and the assertion of the judg-

ment at the close.
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which was poured forth at once in such depth and fuhiess. For
we must allow in the New Testament, as the synagogue admitted

in the Old, degrees of inspiration, a difference even between St

Matthew and St John, and how much more between both these

and the two other Evangelists ! All proceeds naturally with each,

in the miracle which yet approves itself as nature; how otherwise

would the higher and lower nature come together as a true and
living reality ?

Here we are constrained in a second edition most decidedly to

oppose a view propounded in Lange's Leben Jesu. That ex-

cellent man, having adopted the notion at first broached by

Augustin, and since his time sometimes emerging into notice,

of two discourses delivered at a short interval, endeavours to

convince us that there was a sermon on the mountain-level in

addition to the Sermon on the Mount, a platform-sermon besides

the hill sermon, a sermon for the people after the sermon for

the church •} but few we think will concur with him. The
reasons which are adduced are indeed actually very weak, and

provoke our instant opposition. Apart from the ingenious turns

of thought and forced interpretations which Lange in this as in

all his hypotheses has abundantly at command, the arguments

for this view are reduced to these two positions : that the

Evangelists themselves indicate separate localities and circum-

stances, and that St Matthew's discourse could not from its

intrinsic nature have been openly and publicly delivered.

We are to understand (Matt. v. 1) that the Lord, at the sight

of the great multitude of people, retired into the narrower circle

of His own disciples ! But w'hat man in his senses, and not

already pledged to a hypothesis, can fail to see that the connection

with ch. iv. 25 will not allow of a retreating from the crowd,

but rather requires that that crowd is itself taught ? (Comp. ix.

36, XV. 29, 30, xix. 2.) Thus the disciples are either those

who in a narrower circle more immediately surrounded Him; or,

more generally and in a wider sense, all wdio were disposed to

^ Since the Lord, in contrast -with the second, and more bare redaction

of the law by Moses (!), reduces the first form of the Sermon on the

Mount Avhich only His devoted disciples could apprehend ; and in tender

consideration of the people's weakness, gives a second, more concrete, and
more easily apprehended. Against all such distinction, see the testimony

of John xviii. 20.
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hear Him and followed Him for that purpose. This is rendered

more certain by St Matthew's own declaration (vii. 28) that the

0'/}^oi were hearers of this discourse ! Further, the g'crjj of Lu.
vi. 17 is not to be pressed to mean that Jesus delivered tliis

discourse standing upon the plain ; but it simply signifies, as

coming after the xcircc(DCcg, that then He stood still, halted at

the place which He would choose for His Sermon. The roTTog

'TTzbivog, the " high or mountain-level," a platform of the opog,

was naturally selected as adapted for the gathering together of

the people.

But the very doubtful exegesis in favour of distinct locality is

supported by an internal criticism, which comes to its aid with

tlie bold affirmation that Christ could not have delivered the

Sermon on the Mount to all the people indiscriminately ! It

cannot receive a view which would indiscreetly put to the utmost

peril its whole design; for this discourse has altogether an esoteric

and confidential type !^ The common people were not yet ripe

to receive such an illuminating criticism upon the precepts of

the Pharisees ! We appeal against this to our whole exposition,

which has seized and exhibited the spirit of the whole discourse

as a public programme of doctrine for the whole people. We
think we can decisively overturn this whole position by three

brief questions. First : did not the discourse which the Lord

might utter before His formed circle of disciples (which, however,

could not possibly be a closed circle, since whosoever would

might go up to them) instantly and necessarily and always

become public—especially a discourse so strildngly delivered as

this? As to its being confidential, a mountain in the very

sight of the followino; crowds Avould not have been chosen for a

discourse which was to be withheld from the people. Can we
suppose the Lord to have commanded them to remain below,

until He should come down and speak also to them ? Secondly

:

where do we find in all the Gospels the slightest trace of any

such delicacy and consideration, of any such disposition to spare

the Pharisees, in the first period of His ministry ? Finally

:

was John the Baptist's public and unsparing and severe opposi-

tion to the Pharisees in the presence of all the people an im-

* It is even said that in the midst of a gathering of thousands of people

Jesus could not have preached sitting.
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prudence which the Lord can be supposed to have desired to

repair, or to have been in a condition to do so ?

Enoui^h, no further detailed refutation is necessary. We, at

least, observe not in St Luke any such " dim and exhausted

representation of the discourse" as the supposition of its identity

is thought to involve : he gives another extract of it, and indeed

each Evangelist can be supposed to have given the longer dis-

courses of our Lord only in such extracts. But we hold it a far

worse evil than even a dim presentation at a second remove by

a collator, if such language may be used
; yea, we reckon it

the worst possible evil, and one that decisively condemns and

overthrows the whole hypothesis that untruthfulness is thus

necessarily imputed to an Apostle and eye-vfitness. Is it said

that by his " inexact concluding words " concerning the astonish-

ment of the people, he has in some degree weakened his own
first " more exact statement " in ch. v. 1 ? Assuredly not ; he

tells us only at the close himself, how his words at the beginning

are to be understood. It is said that "he has allowed the

sermon to the people to mix with the sermon to the church ;"

nay, that " minute transpositions from the one sermon to the

other may have taken place through evangelical tradition."

We have a quite diflPerent opinion of St Matthew's Gospel, and

of his narration, so simple in its truth, and exhibiting so entirely

as it does the marks of an eye-witness. He is said, finally, to

have taken the popular and lucid similitude at the conclusion of

the exoteric discourse, and attached it to the esoteric :—but

what assertions, what imputations are these ! and Jioio did, then,

the Lord close His confidential sermon ? Was it not also with

the rejection of the workers of iniquity, ch. vii. 23 ? And how-

did the fit and appropriate conclusion pass into oblivion, the

other taking its place % Then must the wisdom of the Great

Teacher, which led Him to deliver two sermons, and which

could not have spoken the Sermon on the Mount to the

multitude, have remained hidden from the Apostle Matthew as

Avell as from all " evangelical tradition," so that they mixed

together in early times what it was left to our later skill to

discriminate. Against all these absurdities we have our con-

solation, reading the sermon to the people even in St Matthew's

account ; and regarding it as returning to us again, abbreviated

in the derived Gospel of tradition. " Devoted " disciples—how
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came these such so early ? were they not rather made so by this

Sermon, which was desii^ned to call out and to separate those

disciples from the mass of the people ?

St Luke hands down what his sources give him, and arranges

more after the manner of human skill and wisdom the words

which his reporters had seized and preserved as then spoken by

our Lord. Thus in his case there may be something of that

which is improperly imputed to St Matthew, a working up, if we

may so call it, of his materials. He constructs out of the details

a whole of his own ; and in doing so we must suppose that the

original letter may have been departed from in some cases by his

vouchers, as well as that he may in some cases have departed

from it himself, just in order to give it more closely. He gives

his own spontaneous expression sometimes so as to make his

narrative move more harmoniously
; generalizes the concrete,

for instance, in order that it might lose any fragmentariness or

indistinctness ; being conscious in himself that in some cases he

had not received the ipsissima verba of the Lord. We concede

all this, for it lies before our eyes ; and yet we, on our side,

maintain with equal confidence, that St Luke could not in this

manner incorporate anything of his own, or anything that by

others before him had been falsely attributed to our Lord. For

that the Spirit of Truth miraculously guided him also, preserving

him fi'om all essential error in the matter of his Gospel, is most

evident, however more or less conscious his Prooemium shows

himself to have been of this. It is manifestly stamped upon the

very character of his whole Gospel, and is proved by the many
discourses of our Lord which he alone gives in all their self-

evidencing truth. Consequently we have in the Sermon on the

Mount even of St Luke nothing but the Lord^s word actually

spoken by Himself: even there where /or once he may be thought

to have transgressed the bounds of his own faculty by introducing

a saying from another place (ver. 45) ; yet even this is a saying

of our Lord, actually spoken on another occasion.

The more closely genuine criticism examines the contents of

the two Evangelists, laying them side by side and subjecting

them to a comparative exposition, the more incontestably does

St Matthew's evince itself to be the original, according to whicli

St Luke's is to be understood. For, what the latter gives us

bears the natural character of having been transmitted and
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derived from hearers at a second remove. To make this the

proper original, and St Matthew's a deviating and expanded

collection and compilation, is not criticism but folly, -which heed-

lesslyand superficially talks about what has never been thoroughly

investigated. This is our avowal and testimony ; the detailed

grounds of which appertain not to this book, though we hold

them in readiness.

Let the entire arrangement, closely compacted as it is in St

Matthew down to its slightest details, be now surveyed ; and let

the elements of the discourse as given by St Luke be assigned

to their place in it. The commencement and the conclusion fit

well together, although the great bulk of the expansive middle

part is wanting. Of the first main division we have the benedic-

tions, apprehended in their starting-point and in their essence,

and illustrated by distinctive contrasts.^ Of the second part we
find little, yet that little is well-ordered and correct. Of the

first contrast as opposed to the righteousness of the Pharisees,

we have the commandment of the love of enemies which disannuls

their wicked gloss upon the falsely interpreted law ; as well as

the accompanying reference to the perfect merciful benevolence

of God. (The express polemic against their apprehension of

the law in individual precepts is wanting at the beginning, as

also that against their specious conformity to the law in alms-

giving, prayer, and fasting.) The whole of the second contrast

as against heathenish care is pretermitted, probably with the

Evangelist's knowledge and design, certainly under the Spirit's

direction, since this Gospel (ch. xii. 1) contains a record of it

afterwards as having been spoken by our Lord. The third

contrast, on the contrary, as against judging and mote-seeing,

comes forward wdth tolerable fulness, even enlarged upon the

main idea. (On the other hand the profound observation

directed against the imprudence of charity in exhorting and.

preaching, is wanting : and so, indeed, is the whole close of this

division, viz., the injunction to prayer and to enter through the

sto'ait gate, but only for the reason given above, that both are to

occur in a later repetition chs. xi. and xiii., as well as the pre-

ceding Lord's Prayer.) Finally, in the third part of the dis-

^ Not as if (according to Schleiermaclier) tlie reporter had appended the

Jt'oes, in order to fill up a gap which he felt, but knew not how to complete

!

But in the sense in which we shall aftex'wards explain oiu'selves.
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course, only the warning against false prophets Is passed over, as

before the general controversy Avith Pharisaism. Instead of this

the requirement of the fruits, the exhortation to doing, and the

warning against not doing, follow immediately next, in strict

harmony with the fundamental course of thought. And now we
ask any man whether in St Luke's extract also the characteristic

element ofevery section is not preserved: the heart of the promise

at the commencement; the point of the requirements in the middle,

piercing the heart of every hearer who keeps them not (in ver.

40 these requirements merge into that of a perfect discipleship)

;

and finally the conclusion with its no less emphatic and solemn

warning ? We have fresh evidence in this, that we have rightly

seized the method and order of the discourse in St Matthew,

since it is not contradicted here but confirmed. We find a reason

and justification of St Luke's omission of the reference to the

law and the prophets (Matt. v. 17-19), as well as of the subse-

quent controversy with Pharisaism upon its interpretation of

individual commandments, in the relation which his Gospel bears

to the first: he has less directly than St Matthew a Jewish interest

and aim, but the Spirit uses him as a witness for the Greeks and

the Gentiles. Thus in the marvellous domain of inspiration,

where human consciousness and Divine direction most wonder-

fully unite in concert, even deficiencies approve themselves as

parts of a well-ordered arrangement.

Vers. 20-23. In the benedictions, as here given according to

the conception of a less immediate report, we do not find recog-

nised St Matthew's internal progression through the number

seven into its close and confirmation in the eighth, and the com-

plete systematic view of the inner and outer life of discipleship

which he has stamped upon them. Hence not only is the second

part (Matt. v. 7-9) quite wanting, but also the previous bene-

diction of the meek, as it stands at the turning-point of the

development. But so much more sharply comes out in striking

paradox the contrast between the promised blessedness and the

present external circumstances of the disciples, as St Luke's

main point of view—Blessed are ye who are now miserable,

needy and persecuted ! In tJus view the transposition which

places those who hunger before those who weep, is fully justified :

and thus viewed, the benediction of the persecuted and separated

VOL. I. X
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ones (vers. 22, 23) was all the more indispensable. It is in

harmony with this point of view, further, that the discourse just

here assumes the direct address of Ye (which in St Matthew

first begins at ver. 11) ; and the preceding observation, that

the Lord thereby signified IJis disciples, is so entirely correct

that we cannot but suppose in connection with St Matthew's

form of expression such a direct turning of the Lord's eye upon

His immediate and near disciples. To give this idea, as a human
illustration which, however, is faithful to the true reference of

the discourse, vvv is now appended : for if a present internal

satisfaction and consolation are promised to those who hunger

and those who weep, yet does the full contrast as here viewed

stretch its futurum onwards to that time of which such a passage

as E,ev. vii. 16, 17 speaks. Then will the consolation which

now begins be consummated in laughing in its highest sense (Ps.

cxxvi. 2).

But here a false criticism and exposition—even that of Ne-

ander,^ to our great regret—will have it that the Lord's word is

misunderstood, as if He had spoken of the physically and exter-

nally hungry and poor. Assuredly it is not ! Let it be observed

narrowly, and it will be seen that as in St Matthew the D''pi''3X:

are by transition included, so also in St Luke internal poverty,

hunger and sorrow are not excluded but implied. He had already

(ch. iv. 18) quoted Isaiah's zva'^yikiaaa&a.i '^rrcoy^oig, and now
indicates the true meaning of that expression, the only one

which it will bear in the prophetic Scripture : viz., that which

includes both senses in the indeterminate language of the Spirit.

Are mendicants, as such, inheritors of the kingdom of God ?

Only as far as their external poverty becomes true poverty of

spirit ; as on the other hand the externally rich may be truly

poor before God. The r<£» 7rvsv[jjccrt is wanting to 'tttc^oi and

7'^v ^izaioauv7]V to '^sivSi/rsg, but that they are to be understood

in the Lord's word follows necessarily from its being His word.^

In the sequel we have as a mere change of expression, instead

oi persecute, its principle sharply defined in f/jiasiv, and with this,

1 Who sees here only narrow-minded misunderstanding, combined with

rhetorical painting.

- Alford remarks very truly that a comparison of other passages in St

I.uke, without reference to St Matthew, would render a spiritual sense

necessary.
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its manifestation in ccpoptZ^ny. The Lord may liave uttered both

;

let His corresponding concluding discourse to the disciples be

compared with this, and let the probable allusion in John xvi.

2 to Isa. Ixvi. 5 be duly noted. ^ The ix,(idWziv ro ovopbcc ug

'^rovfjpov is probably the same as V"} QC' {^""Vii^- (Deut. xxii. 19.)

Yet is sKXipitu ouoijjCc '7rovr,pov, as the Sept. translates there, some-

what different from the stronger Ik^uKKziv of our text (which

rather includes the idea of excommunicating or putting under

ban), and from the just as much stronger ro ovoijm vijjSjv cog '?roit]-

p6i>- This cog and this to point rather to the name which they

preach and glory in ; which they thus make theii' oivn and bear

;

see, again, the Epistle of St James, which is pervaded with the

spirit of the Sermon on the ]^-Iount (ch. ii. 7), where we the

rather find allusion to our text, as the poor and the rich, ver. 5,

6, had just been spoken of. In the intense aziprS^v St Luke
only remains true to his fundamental aim, to make prominent

the contrast between the future and the now ; but inasmuch as

not a future but an imperative stands connected with " in that

day " (comp. Matt. vii. 22, a prelude of which we may have

here), it must be taken with ayc/Xkiaah : Leap up joyfully in

faith and hope, in anticipation of your future joy.

Vers. 24-26. Just in these words the Lord assuredly spoke,

though they may be reported with more or less literal exactness.

It is not conceivable - that any reporter could have falsely

appended such contrasted luoes to the distinctly-marked benedic-

tions ; even leaving out of view the Spirit's guidance of St Luke.

St Matthew, who makes prominent the progress of development

as the main idea of the Sermon, has omitted these as well as

much else that is similar ; liere, however, they take their place

with the full force of perfect contrast. Here, still less than before,

the externally rich, and full, and laughing are intended as such :

and we have new confirmation of tlie spiritual interpretation of

the preceding. These sayings of our Lord find their type in the

prophetic Scripture, Isa. Ixv. 13, 14. St James, in whom we

discern so many elements of the Sermon on the Mount (as found

whether in St Matthew or St Luke), to which he immediately

went back through the medium of living tradition, manifestly

refers to it not only in ch. iv. 9, but also in ch. v. 1 ; with which

^ Though there loty |J?»^ is to be construed differently from Luther's

version ; as my commentary on Isaiah shows.
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he also in vers. 2, 3 combines (as we saw before) an allusion to

what is found in Matt. vi. 19, 20. Both in the former and the

latter passage he designates the externally rich, but as they are

at the same time rich and self-satisfied in the sense of Lu. xviii.

24, 25 ; Kev. iii. 17 ; Hos. xii. 9. Ye have received your con-

solation—once more an anticipatory note of Matt. vi. 2, comp.

Lu. xvi. 25. Very significant also is Sfjb'7rs'7rXj](TfJbii/ot,fuU indeed,

but not properly satisfied. (Lu. xv. 16; Ps. xvii. 14.) They

are the rich and the full, who, because they have the good

things of this world and earthly consolation, think themselves

also contented in soul : such are immediately spoken of, but

they are taken only as a most striking type and example of those

who are spiritually satisfied and at ease, of whom there are many,

indeed, who have no external abundance of earthly goods and

earthly joy. But he whom earthly good does not content,

belongs to the hungry ones who were before blessed, even though

he may abound in provision for his earthly life. The four woes

correspond, as they are here arranged, to the four benedictions

:

hence the laughing has no by-meaning of mad earthly exuber-

ance of joy (as in Eccles. ii. 2, vii. 3, 6) ; it is only the exact

converse of ver. 21. In reality it includes not only that wicked

laughter, properly so called, which being a mere convulsive ex-

citement of the animal nature is exhibited as unworthy of man,

but also, and more than that, the malevolent laughter of those

who hate righteousness and triumph over the righteous, which

is referred to again in John xvi. 20, but not in the same terms.

Thus it forms a good transition to the mention of hatred and

persecution, which follows presently afterwards in contrast. How
apt is the proleptic allusion to ihe false prophets in the Lord's

discourse, which in the first part already shadows out its whole

course, we have noticed already upon St Matthew. What St

James says in ch. iv. 4 may refer to this expression as directly

as to Matt. vi. 24, probably to both together : his main idea, at

least, is certainly an echo of the Sermon on the Mount.

The whole of our Lord's discourse, from Matt. v. 21 to ver.

48, this account compresses into that one pointed and prominent

saying : Love your enemies ! which here commences as it there

closes all, with condensed and emphatic brevity. Here we find

it again in ver. 35, and thus at the beginning and at the end it

is the boundary of the whole discourse upon this subject. Hence
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the transposition of vers. 29, 30, which according to St Matthew

were spoken before, and formed the appropriate transition to

this topic. Similarly ver. 31 was probably placed here instead

of later, as in ^Matt. vii. 12, since to an inexact remembrance

this seemed its point of connection. According to their sense

and meaning the two sayings are strictly connected, for the one

explains the other. Instead of the many contrasts in which the

Lord so emphatically spake His But I say unto you ! we have

only now the vfjbTv Xsyof remaining, which does not so much in-

dicate a contrast of His words with other sayings and teachings of

the scribes (the false prophets of ver. 2G, with which the uXXci in

ver. 27 may be a slight link), as the absolute authority, which,

even thus abridged, they emphatically announce, of Him Avho

now speaks. AYe observe here also how thoroughly St Luke's

account brings the earlier portion of the discourse into connection

with the fundamental idea of its conclusion, the vfJuTi/ Xi'yco with

vers. 46, 47 afterwards. It is partly to express this that Toig

ciKOvouijiv is added ; and partly as equivalent to •^rac; roig

ccKOvovaiv—in contrast with the ccvroig of ver. 39, which specially

points to the [jjOiCrjTccg of ver. 20. Precisely in conformity with

the Lord's meaning, who, beginning with His disciples in par-

ticular, then included all people universally in His address.

Finally, again, returning especially to those who were His own
disciples and stood in His presence.

In vers. 27, 28 there is a transposition which disregards (as

in the benedictions) the inner sequence of blessing, doing good,

praying for, as St Matthew preserves it ;—the contrasts merely

being aimed at. In ver. 29, the concrete going to law for

coat or cloke is generalized as a mere ai'ps/v, taking away

;

lience, naturally, as we saw before, the cloke comes first. The
essential power and truth of our Lord's words do not lie in these

specialities ; and this the Holy Spirit designs to teach us by the

more exact or inexact expressions found in parallel places of the

Evangelists. The ai^ziv is even not necessarily now robbery by

force, but, generally speaking, a tahinrj aicay without asking,

which should, however, be regarded as equivalent to asking it :

and so we find ver. 30 carrying on the idea, in conformity to its

peculiar fundamental design as we discovered it in St Matthew.

TLolcc viJAv y^upig lari— another form of St Matthew's rivu.

fJtjtaOov 'iyj.ri. We might almost say that it embraces in its
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generality the ri TspKTffov Toi&irs which is there found hard by.

For sinners also do—a general idea instead of the concrete Pub-
licans and Gentiles. St Matthew says nothing of the lending

;

but the Lord probably, as we there saw, added that, since it

most strikingly represents the vtovoidc of all scriptural teaching

:

unselfish love, without regard to its return, or to previous love

in its object ; a readiness to lend without interest, even at the

peril of not receiving again even the principal, at least from men.

Let Moses' prohibition (Lev. xxv. 35-37) of usury and increase

be reflected on, and the commandment to lend to a poor brother,

without hope of the principal, even though the year of release

was nigh. (Dent. xv. 7-10.) Ta Jcrcc, in effect, refers rather

to principal than to interest, as the antithesis [jj?ihh ccTr&XTTi-

Zflvrzg afterwards more directly declares.^ Ver. 35 corresponds

in its threefold expression clearly enough to the three sentences

vers. 32—34. The form vloi v-^iirrov here used, is after the

Old Testament (see Ecclus. iv. 11, zui 'iffrj ug vtog v-^sirrou),

and might have been used by the Lord, as well as the other, in

a more detailed and copious discourse. The )(^p7i(Tr6g sffri once

more generalizes the sense, if we compare St Matthew, and

ay^(x,r)iffrovg is a human illustration at the close, corresponding

with the context. " Ingratitude is the world's recompense"

—

this also experiences the Most High God, the Merciful One to

all : let it not overmuch grieve you to bear the like. In this

we have, and must not overlook, a keen exposition of the word

which St Matthew uses. God maketh His sun to shine and

sends His rain upon the evil ; that is, not merely upon those

who were before evil and therefore deserve it not, but who
remain so afterwards also, and thank Him not.

Although so much that is intermediate is omitted, how spirit-

ually correct and true to the whole harmony of the discourse

is the condensation which attaches ver. 37 immediately to ver.

36. St Matthew commenced a new subject with these words

;

but the thought was closely connected with what had just been

said concerning a God-resembling, forgiving, blessing love of

^ This dTrsT^TTi'^iiv which is only found here in the N.T. is explained by
its context : hoping for nothing of it, for it, again. Nulla modo desperantes

(a signification which is found in Diodorus and Polybius, as also in a various

reading of Eph. iv. 19) would be altogether inapj)ropriate ; but the tran-

sitive sense which the Syriac gives it, is quite contrary to the language.
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our enemies : and the fundamental idea of the whole section

(Matt. vii. 1-6, 12) is pure, unselfish love. St Matthew sets

down the simple and impressive yi,^ Kprnre ; but here we have

a more detailed commentary upon his word, one which cannot

be thouf^ht to have been added by any one ex_ propriis, for it is

too definite, and striking, and appropriate. The Lord assuredly

uttered these words ; nor could that conception of the discourse

which has found " love ye!" to be the centre and heart of the

whole second part of it, willingly dispense with them. We
liave, further, in St Luke a gradation, a threefold progression in

the thought: judge not; excn forgive ; and finally (as practical

evidence of the same) give, impart, do good, that is, as the pre-

ceding verses require, to all alike without distinction, enemies

as well as friends. (Luther's explanation of the fifth petition.)

The having it measured again, is, as in St Matthew, an undefined

promise, which in part finds its fulfilment from man, assuredly

in full from God. This latter we hear in the yArpov koKov.

The threefold detail of the figure (Bengel : in aridis, mollihus,

liqindis) is so familiar and acceptable to all, and clings so fast to

our hearts, that we strongly suspect, though we cannot positively

affirm it, that the Lord actually added these very words,^ and
all the more as sig rov koK'ttov, with a changed application, how-
ever, from threatening to promise, comes from the same chapter

of the prophet (Isa. Ixv. 6, 7), to which vers. 21, 25 referred us,

as ver. 22, to Isa. Ixvi. 5.

Vers. 39, 40 are peculiar to St Luke, but suit very aptly the

connection of St Matthew. The signification of the subse-

quent heam is before indicated by the idea of blindness : the

ground-thought of Matt. vii. 1-6, as we showed before, is then

emphatically made prominent : Be perfect as disciples ! Even
if it were an expository addition, we should think it to havo
penetrated the depth of the Lord's meaning.^ But the Holy
Ghost has expressly provided against this, by inspiring the

Evangelist to insert e'cz-i hi 'zupu^ok'/jv avrolg—which remark

^ If others think, rejecting Bengel's interpretation, that the same measure

is designated only with the climax of full rising into overfull ; we accept

this as a subordinate sense, yet must cling to the threefold application of

the figure.

* As Rieger takes from this verse the comprehensive theme of his sermon,

Ein ganzer Christ—a wJiole Christian.
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certainly cannot signify that liere a parable spoken elsewhere is

interpolated :^ for the avroig is only to be interpreted by ver. 20,

and was used here to show (in contrast with ver. 27) that the

disciples were particularly addressed. St Luke also (ch. vii. 1)

asserts beyond all doubt that it was a connected discourse which

he had given. The Lord consequently uttered this at this

place, and by a significant parable more decisively taught what

in St Matthew we find Him teaching without it : that a cen-

sorious disciple is still, or has become no better than, a Pharisee.

For He repeated the same words, afterwards, concerning the

Pharisees, Matt. xv. 14 (xxiii. 16). Let it be noted that in this

one word St Luke also has given some intimation of the general

tendency of the discourse to oppose the Pharisees.

When expositors and preachers refer ver. 40 to ver. 39 in

such a manner as to interpret the words only that a blind

teacher makes also blind disciples—they entirely pervert the

text. That would be too keenly-expressed irony, and zccT'/^p-

rifff/j'svog then would be an altogether unsuitable word. No, the

discourse passes into a severe contrast ; and opposes to these false

and yet blinded teachers and censors, the one true Master, that

perfect hihocffzockog who now speaks to His disciples. That

meaning which has been incorrectly imported from Matt. x. 24,

25, John xiii. 16 (where the Lord places the significant

Maschal in an unusual, and altogether new application of

His words), as if He meant that the disciples must suffer like

their Master, is foreign to the discourse, where the Trccpccl^oX'/]

occurs in a general and well-understood sense. The irony, wdiicli

indeed adheres to the first sentence {ovk sffTi u-rgp) though not

to the second, lies deep, and the Lord intends to say—Take

care that ye do not in your rash and unmeasured condemnation

of your brethren, exercise a severer judgment than I, in My love

and forbearance, have exercised upon you ! For, does not the

censorious judge place himself, as it were, above his forgiving,

graciously-correcting, long-suffering Master ? Hag in its position

here is not " every," but totus quantus est—when he is perfect,

has learnt all as [Mc/Jrirrig, will he be altogether whole and perfect,

as his Master. The scrai is a hortatory promise just like

scTiffOi (ver. 35).

1 In Lu. V. 36 the Evangelist inserts the same before a strictly connected

discourse; similarly also ch. sii. 16, xxi. 19, xiii. 6, xix. 11, xx. 9.
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We have already seen that, in conformity with the spirit of

the section, vers. 43, 44 omit the false prophets, and require from

the disciples themselves the good fruits of the good trees : we
now observe only, that nothing may be unmentioned, the change

of expression \x. (ourov rpuycuffi and the transposition o^ avKcc and

ffrapuXrjv, as well as the generalization here suiting the thought:

sxaffTOv ^iv^pov yivojGKzrui, instead of St Matthew's i'TTiyvojazah

avToOg. That the Lord signified^ though He may have only

said this.

Of ver. 45 we have spoken again and again : we may point

out that we are unjustly charged with maintaining a stiff me-
chanical theory of inspiration, since we here (though with the

proper reservation, that it is only till we obtain a deeper insight)

are willing to allow that this passage has been transposed from

another place, and that it does not harmonize with the connection

(not even with ver. 46). We may have frankly to concede the

same in the case of St Luke. We regard this, however, as possible

only in his case and in St Mark's : not in that of the Apostles.

But with equal confidence do we discern and assert the wisdom,

correctness, harmoniousness of the whole residue of St Luke's

report of the Sermon on the Mount, down to this one word :

would that all criticism penetrated into the depths of the whole

context, before making assex'tions of the same nature so abun-

dantly and hastily as it does.

Ver. 46 gives in few words what we find in Matt. vii. 21-23,

condensing the Lord's teaching after the manner of the shorter

extract. As the original concrete presentation has been given

up throughout, we have it here in a general position, which coi-

responds most perfectly with our Lord's meaning, as we find it

later explained by Himself in a parable (Matt. xxi. 28-31)

which St Lul<e has not. Finally, we have the same generaliza-

tion in the 'xoig 6 lp')(p[jjZvog -Trpog (M, which, though probably not

thus spoken by our Lord, yet indicates at the close and fitly

illustrates the universal and all-comprehensive character of this

first Sermon on the Mount, in which all other sayings were

already bound up. Is there nothing but " dim and weakenec(

exhibition " in an extract like this, so wisely selected, so skilfully

knit together, according to its own independent point of view

and aim?
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. THE LEPEE.

(Matt. viii. 3, 4 ; Mark i. 41-44 ; Luke v. 13, 14.)

The first miracle of healing which St Matthew records in

detail, after the general statement of ch. iv. 23, 24, belongs as-

suredly, as far as regards its time and place, to the position which

the " behold " of an eye-witness here assigns it. That the Lord's

Sermon on the Mount had resulted only in a vague, unimpor-

tant, and uninfluential impression—That was a mighty discourse!

the Evangelist has just informed us. Nor is there more signifi-

cance in the following of the multitudes, \vhen the Lord had

ended speaking. What inwardly passed in individual souls at

the time, or afterwards recurred, to the conviction and salvation

of the inner man, the sacred narrative does not reveal ;—this

belongs to the zpvTrrd ruv av&poMcov (Rom. ii. 16). There was

a poor leper, having ventui'ed to approach or actually to mingle

(probably, at least) with the oy^Xoig 'TroXkoig as they listened at

first and afterwards as they followed, whom the final close of the

discourse, stern and severe as it was, had not discoui'aged from

laying hold upon the loving-kindness of its first promises to all

the poor and wretched. Nay, the discourse, by the very sloyc/a

of its severity, had given ground to his confidence. A wonderful

type for us all in this respect, the truth and applicability of

which are manifest in the narrative as given by the Spirit, even

though the leper's prayer had no immediate connection with the

influence of the sermon. This leper tells us parabolically what

the true and entire result of that sermon is to be in our minds

:

—Lord, if Thou lollt, Thou canst make us clean I This is the

right " Lord, Lord," which will not be cried in vain. As God
sends the leprosy, so God only can heal it—said the Jewish

proverb : and Moses cried to the Lord concerning Miriam

—

Heal her now, O God ! Above, in ch. iv. 24, lepers are not as

yet expressly mentioned : but in any case, even if such had been

already healed by Jesus, and it had come to this man's ears, and

still more so on the likelier supposition of the contrary, it is a

strong faith which his words utter—Thou canst make me clean

!

(Unlike Mark ix. 22.) This faith it is which urges him further,

even to the fearless approach and falling down before the Lord

:
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even as to His willingness he does not really doubt ; but his " ?/

"

is the becoming expression of an luimble supplication,^ which by

this word seems to tarry afar off, as it was prescribed to the

leper bending under the plague of God.

Ver. 3. The Lord is now, as ever, ready to help. No sooner

is the I'equest uttered, than it is heard. The hand anticipates

the word (St Mark adds, ff'z'kciYX.viffdsfg), He stretches it forth

down towards the leper, who scarcely knelt quite close to Him ;

He touches him, as Elijah and Elisha touched the dead without

defilement ;' the word and deed are one, an immediate moment
of most immediate answer. Alas, the majestic utterance may not

be fully rendered into our own tongue, as tlie three Evangelists

unanimously presers^e it in those two only words so full of grace

and authority :

—

Q'sXa;, z,ccdccpiff0y/rt. The first is not merely an

instant echo of His mercy to this present single request :—I will

do it. No, the Lord, who ever contemplates and perceives in

His spirit the whole in each, inclines Himself to this man, as to

that entire unclean humanity which He only can cleanse, with

an avowal and testimony which comprehends everything :—

/

will ! The appealing If awakened the whole full tone of love in

the depth of His heart :—If I loill heal and help ? Yes, verily, it

is for that that I am come ! It is the same great / loill with

which He came into the world, and with which He leaves the

world, which is consummated in that / %inll littered to His

Father, on behalf of His sanctified ones, in John xvii. 24.

And now is added that word of authoritative command which

was essentially contained in the former, but is now expressly

uttered as a testimony to man : Become clean ! Be thou clean !

(Comp. Lu. xiii. 12, xviii. 42.) " Because / ?ci7Z ,^ Therefore

/ can ! I say not, I can—faith, awakened by My discourse will

confide in Me for that, !My power is necessarily included in My
willingness." In this manner never prophet before Him healed

;

and He thus speaks only in the power of God who speaketh and

it is done. An imperative this, which human language had never

known before. The leprosy of the body must visibly and in-

^ But not unbelieving, for, as vou Gerlach has well put it: ''Faith

alwa)-3 says. If Thou wilt ! not. If Thou canst ! The opposite of Mark
ix. 22."

2 The contagion of pestilence is overcome and kept o£E from the Lord,

and can as little attach itself to Him as sin.—Braune.
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stantly obey Him. The leprosy of the soul, indeed, not equally

so : yet is there in the word of our Lord's authority, which

speaks clean, at once both the power and the will on His part to

moke clean also.

Ver. 4. It was for the sake both of an internal and an external

propriety that the wisdom and consummate prudence of the Lord

adds to His first utterance, which had sprung from the mighty

impulse of Plis authority as well as of His love, something more,

viz., a prohibition and a command, both wholesome and expedient.

The prohibition, to tell no man of it, is not simply to be taken in

connection with what follows—Delay not by so doing, but hasten

to the priest ! It is certainly to be understood in the same sense

as many other similarly recurring prohibitions, in connection

with one of which (when it was imposed upon all the healed

together), St Matthew (xii. 16) gives its most immediate signi-

fication and cause in the prophetic word,—He shall not strive

nor cry ; neither shall any man hear His voice in the streets.

The Lord's design is—not indeed to suppress all that we may call

rumour or noise in connection with His works, for He knew that

His prohibitions were in most cases to no purpose—but to testify

most expressly that it was not desired or demanded by Himself.

A deeper cause which is in Mark viii. 26, for example, and else-

where, more distinctly intimated, was the wise aim of His love

to direct the healed ones themselves into the seclusion of thank-

fulness before God, to a profounder penetration of the matter

where injuriovis talk about it might not dissipate their thoughts,

in order that, if possible, what had taken place in their bodies

might lead to their inner healing. This, however, our Lord

seldom attained, but He continues in every new case to impose it

Avith unwearying patience. On the present occasion He spoke

the prohibition all the more emphatically because of the publicity

which already had attended His healing word of authority. (St

Mark

—

i[jb(opi[J!jrj(Ta,[JAvog—svdicog l^i^aXiV vajt'ov—thus, as it were,

strengthening the (Mribm [jjr]hh si'Trrig.)

With this is connected the recognition of the levitical regula-

tion, the reference to the priest's authority and prerogative, upon

which the true High-Priest meekly falls back—even at the

moment when He has exhibited most impressively His own

supreme authority—in order that we should not offend against

it (ch. xvii. 27). " Go thy.way instantly, that if possible the fame
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of what has taken place may not outstrip thee, and give occasion

to the evil-disposed to interpret My act of power into an invasion

of their office." What lowliness of the Mighty One ! What
condescension of the Righteous One on account of unrighteous-

ness I This healed man, forsooth, might have been justified in

thinking himself released from the offering ; but, just because

he might so think, the Lord reminds him of it, and will not

have that which He has done otherwise regarded than as what

God does when a leper is healed of his plague. (Mark v. 19.)

The article in ru hpsi and ro hSpov points plainly to what was

written in Moses : which St ]\Iark and St Luke, having said

indefinitely a Tpoffsra^s, zadcog 'Trpoffira^i M.couffjjg, supplement

and complete by the addition of -rsp/ rov za0ocp((TfJbOV gov. We
must not regard 70 oiupov as being the offering especially pre-

scribed by Moses for the first day in Lev. xiv., which was fol-

lowed on the eighth by another ; but it comprises the whole

obligatory duty in one word.

In the conclusion sig (jjupTvpiov avToTg, which all the three

Evangelists have in common, there lies a comprehensive mean-

ing :
" that they, these priests so especially malevolent against

Me (this is signified in the transition from the singular to the

plural, in the emphatic avroTg), may learn at once both the

miracles which I accomplish, and that I do not invade their

office by them" (comp. further on Lu. xvii. 14). The former,

however, is the special sense of that solemn expression, which

recurs again in ch. x. 18, xxiv. 14, where the general rejection

of His testimony is presupposed. We must further guard against

the error of many well-meaning persons (who are here uncon-

sciously following Romanist precedent), in interpreting this

commandment—to show themselves to the priests—as referring

to our present spiritual guides, who must inspect and sit in

judgment upon souls.

THE CENTURION.

(Matt. viii. 7, 10-13 ; Luke vii. 9.)

A second, equally prompt / loill ! A believing proselyte of

the Jews from among the heathen placed in opposition to that
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unbelief of Israel which the last word of the Lord had just in-

dicated. Did the reader suppose that the stretched-out hand

and the touching were necessary in connection with the mighty
" 0'iXoj KCi^apiffdfjTi ? " It takes place now through a simple

Tsi/yidyiro) spoken at a distance. But He who can do this never-

theless graciously and condescendingly complies in every case

with man's request. That request, as St Luke expresses it more

definitely, was OTrojg ik&aiv ^laCizxTyi rou hovXov—and the Lord

does not instantly utter His Vivi^&yiru, but 'Ey^) ikSoDv 0&pcc-

'Kivaoo cwrov. Whether the Centurion himself came and spoke,

or spoke only by those whom he sent, can scarcely be determined

with certainty, and affects the question but little. Without St

Luke's account we should unhesitatingly understand the former

from the letter of St Matthew, but the exceedingly definite

account of St Luke must have as much weight as the preroga-

tive of St Matthew's eye-witness. Both have been united in the

supposition that the man, in the unrest of his great desire, had

sent once and again, and at last had come himself. This might

be possible, but appears to be contradicted by St Luke (ver. 7).

If according to St Luke the first request was not urged in per-

son, yet must vers. 5, 6 of St Matthew be understood in connec-

tion with this, and St Luke ver. 10 admits most assuredly of no

other coming and going than that of those who were sent.

Therefore we, for our part, would concur with Bengel, who holds

St Matthew's account to have been written suhlimiore divince

quam humancB lege. That is, not that it is indeed immaterial

whether any man speak by himself or by messengers (for there

would be no justification of untruthfulness in this) ; but it is no

untruthfulness to place one instead of the other, as the authori-

tative language of Scripture elsewhere teaches. How often in

the Old Testament does speaking by the medium of others

assume all the living reality of speaking in person ! Compare
in the New Testament Matt. x. 35 with Lu. xii. 53. Thus

St Matthew's ^poc^A^sv with its sequel may well be regarded

as a living representation of St Luke's aTrzGTziKi ; the Xzycov

(continued afterwards as a'Trozpihig) equivalent to the Old Tes-

tament ibx? in countless instances. So' also is the zi-Ttiv of

Matt. xi. 3, and in this very place St Luke uses spcjrSv in ver.

3 of the sending and saying by others, and in ver. 6 uses Xsycou

also. Let what we have elsewhere said be remembered;, concern-
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ing the just distinction between the represented and the acted

narrative, the liistorical writing which gives us the very hfe of

the events and the mere recital of the events themselves. In

accordance with this, let the higher grade o^freedom of spirit in

St Matthew be here observed, as it is contrasted in this external

circumstance with the more human exactitude of St Luke. •

This freedom, however, proceeds not so far as to place a word

in the mouth of our Lord which lie miglit not in such a sense

have spoken. Thus when St Luke (ver. 6) only intimates that

Jesus icent with them, but St ]\Iatthew announces a word of

willingness and promise as spoken by Him, they mutually sup-

plement each other. So he who reads St Luke thinks almost

necessarily of such an utterance in answer. Here also the word

and the action are immediately united.

The humbly-believing -words of the Centurion which follow,

and which St Luke records as having met the Lord when He
had approached near to the house, appear in St ^latthew's living

presentation of the whole circumstance as the answer of the man
himself; so on the other hand even St Luke in his external

particularity has represented a similar approach of the man as if

in person, who yet was not present. He writes in ver. 9 Idav-

fjjC/Xfiv uvrov, and then gives the commendation of Ids faith, l\x?,t

as St Matthew does. (Only without 'AfJjfjV, which, as it was so

often spoken by the Lord, is not by all the Evangelists, and by

St Luke especially, mentioned with uniformity.) He also more

definitely states (with ffrpa^iig), what St Matthew does not

neglect to record, that the Lord spoke this praise To7g cc/ioXov-

OovaiVj tSj ocKc'kov&ovi'rt avr^u o^ao/, that is, not so much to the

Centurion in commendation,^ as to the Israelites for their shame,

and as a testimony against them.

It has been said that this is the first time that zve find the word
" Faith" in the New Testament : but the Lord had not only given

utterance to it in the Sermon, ch. vi. 30, but on many occasions

from ^lark i. 15 downwards : compare John i. 50, iii. 12, 15,

etc., iv. 48 ; Mark vi. G. He everywhere seeks and demands

1 Bengel's remark that the Lord -would not thus have praised the man if

present—appears to us a refinement, ahnost in direct contradiction to St

Matthew, who felt nothing of the kind. The word would assiu-edly be very-

soon reported to him, and thus was just the same as if spoken to him and

in his presence.
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faith, not only as a susceptibility which His miracles and wonders

must meet, but as that without which He cannot confer that

blessing which He is so willing to bestow. Much else was to

be praised in this eminent man—his amiable care of his servants,

the humility so unwonted in a Eoman, the profound recognition

of 'God's revelations manifested in his retreating behind the

despised people of God—but the Lord only makes prominent

his faith. He even marvelled at his strong faith, as it is only

once elsewhere (Mark vi. 6) said that He marvelled,—but in

that case it was at unbelief. He must have in some way given

express utterance to this, else how could the Evangelists have

ventured to record it ? But let not this be hastily read and

passed over; let us thoughtfully penetrate the depths which that

wonder at faith or unbelief in the spirit of the Son of Man dis-

closes to us.-^ So great faith—He says :
" so strong, so great

(Matt. XV. 28), by which this man, a man under authority,

absolutely and nakedly trusts in Me, confiding that I have

power to command sickness^ by a word without coming or lay-

ing on of hands in the name of G^oc^, just as he himself can com-

mand his servant in the name of Cassar ! I have not found it

in Israel, I who came to seek it, and to seek it there first of all

where it should have been to be found." For, was not Israel—
the Lord, while He puts them to shame in His language of re-

proof, yet uses the glorious and honourable title of their calling

—beyond every other people the people of faith, called by God
from the time of Abraham, and prepared, and through long ages

trained unto faith ? The Lord thus, as manifestly as expres-

sively indicates the great leading idea of the Divine dealing with

His people, the essential aim of all the institutions which had

preceded His own coming.

Vers. 11, 12. St Luke, who elsewhere makes prominent the

1 Julius Miiller seems to us to pass over this deep meaning in a loose

and inconsequential manner, thinking that goodness can only astonish us,

because we have participation in sin. The ground of Christ's marvelling

at the Centurion's faith lies only, as his own words show, in its contrast

Avith what the Lord was accustomed to find.—Not also generally in its

contrast with the " evil unbelief" of mankind, since the Lord knows its sin

without participation therein.

2 Certainly his meaning was simply—Command the s{ck72ess that it

depart (comp. Lu. iv. 39) ; somewhat as the modern fashion of aiming to

speak to, and drive away, bodily evil.
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calling of the Gentiles, and for this reason records in detail the

history of the Centurion directly after the Sermon on the Mount,

yet contents himself here with the Lord's first saying, which

indeed involved all the rest. The extended development of it into

that clear and ample prediction which now follows as taken from

the prophets, he introduces in another place (ch. xiii. 29), where

the Lord uttered it a second time. (Just as w^e found in the

Sermon on the Mount.) Ample occasion, however, was given

by the retiring humility of the Gentile, and yet more by the self-

complacent obtrusion of " our nation" (Lu, vcr. 5) in the saying

of the elders, for such an utterance of our Lord,—probably the

first such testimony that fell from His lips, as probably this was

the first lieathen who ever came to be admitted into the kingdom

of God. It was nothing new that He spake ; for it was only the

blindness of Israel which failed to read it in the prophets, and to

find in the promise to Abraham. Yea, it was only the remains

of this blindness Avhich rendered it necessary to the Apostles of

the circumcision with Peter at their head, even after all that the

Lord had said down to INIatt. xxviii. 19, and after the uncom-
prehended testimony of the Holy Ghost in Acts ii. 39, to receive

another and distinctive revelation of this mystery (Eph. iii. 5).

The Lord expresses Himself, as it were, euphemistically : avoid-

ing the word " heathen," as also in Lu. iv. 24-27. But He uses

the prophetical expressions, 2^'^"ohahlij alluding to the apocryphal

passage (Bar. iv. 37, v. 5, 6)^—or directly to that fundamental

promise (Gen. xxviii. 14) which the book of Baruch seems also

to have in view, and the echoes of which are heard in such pro-

phetic passages as Isa. xlix. 6, 12, Ix. 4, etc. In contrast with

Israel, and comprehending those gathered from all the nations

of the earth, they are regarded as many who come into the king-

dom of heaven. The sitting down at table, hv(//Kkivaa&m<, is not

to be specially referred to the last futurity, although it points

as far as that : it is obviously, and first of all, the general scrip-

tural metaphor, firmly established in the phraseology of Israel

(Lu. xiv. 15), for the enjoyment of all the blessings and benefits

of the kingdom of God. It has the same signification as in Isa.

XXV. C, and as it has in all the parables of our Lord concerning

* Where, indeed, the discourse is only of the children of Jerusalem return-

ing, yet the Vulgate reading sicut ^//os regni rem;irl;aL]y suits our passage.

That the Lord elsewhere has ajDocryphal places in His mind, is undeniable.

VOL. I. T
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marriage feasts and suppers. The Israelites would not eat with

heathens : the Lord puts them to shame by the express contra-

diction of this. We also see that the coming of these many-

signifies their first entrance into the fellowship of the kingdom of

heaven set up on earth, by the contrasted simultaneous rejection

of Israel in ver. 12. The cJiilchen of the kingdom—that is not

ironically spoken, as if meaning those who vainly thought them-

selves such (comp. ch. xiii. 38, where we find the expression in

its most distinctive sense), but those who are already the authen-

ticated heirs, the guests already called, those who were born in

the typical kingdom of God in cyrder to the inheritance of the

Messianic, promised kingdom; they who as the children of Abra-

ham stand already in some sense in its possession and enjoyment.

With this sense only does the expression used in the later

parallel accord—" The kingdom of heaven shall he taken from

l/ou^' (ch. xxi. 43).

Let it be observed, further, how the Lord proclaims faith in

His person, confidence in His Divine power and authority, as

the distinctive condition of entrance into the kingdom of heaven.

Throughout and entirely this and no other. For, the whole

discourse proceeds from this point, beholding in this one heathen

the type and earnest of many, who in point of faith shall be like

him. I have not found such faith in Israel; that is, at the same

time—I have not been hailed and received with faith. A general

and indefinite faith in God (John xiv. 1) is no more the question

since He has made His appearance; and, when He proposes His

claims, the evidence of such faith is to be sought and found as

faith in Him. But just as little are we to seek the Lord's mean-

ing in a more far-reaching, free development of faith as to its

object ; as if the insight into the person of Christ, as the Lord
of spirits, from the heathen standing-point, is placed in advanta-

geous contrast with the limited and straitened Messianic ideas of

the Jews ! (So Neander imposes his meaning, contrary to all

Scripture.) When Christ and the Apostles speak of the measure,

the greatness, the strength of t/W/j, they never refer directly to

its extent of perception and acknowledgment.

Let it be observed, further, that the Lord gives those who are

to be cast out their full rights at first as " Israel," and " the chil-

dren of the kingdom ;" also that He describes even the entrance

of strangers from the east and the west as only an opening
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to them of fellowship icith Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (quite in

harmony M'ith the prophets) ;—but that yet the casting out of the

unbelieving on account of their unbelief is, on the other hand,

most definitely and decidedly fore-announced. For, the outer

darkness which is opposed to the feast of light and joy, although

it seems in part to have its accomplishment in the blindness and

obduracy of Israel upon earth, yet stretches its warning and

threatening meaning to nothing less than what the Lord after-

wards by similar expressions indicates (ch. xxii. 13, xxiv. 51,

30, xlii. 42). For, as all the Lord's legislation does no more

than fulfil and unfold what had before been written and spoken,

so in all His prophecies lie only illustrates and perfects what

the preceding prophets had included in their field of vision

and range of utterance. Darkness in the Old Testament is

equivalent to the prison. (Ps. cvii. 10—14 ; Isa. xlii. 7; Ecclus.

xviii. 4.) But finally to the kingdom of heaven stands opposed

only the kingdom of him, who keeps bound in the everlast-

ing bonds of death. The article before 7ck(x,v&(jj6g and (^puyfjjog

rajv ohovTcov does not simply oppose emphatically the future

torture to all pains of time,^ but points obviouslj^ to the pro-

phetic word, in order to connect the whole discourse with that

in its conclusion. Isa. Ixv. 14 is indicated (as elsewhere ch.

Ixvi. 24 is brought forward), and placed in connection with such

passages as Ps. cxii. 10, with Avhich, again, Judith xvi. 21 may
be compared. Whether in the significant contrast, weeping

and gnashing of teeth (not chattering as with cold), a further

antithesis between the softer bewailing and the mad fury of

anguish is intimated,- we leave undecided : we prefer taking the

description as a simple scriptural emblem of self-engendered,

useless sorrow of every kind.

But let it be noted, finally, that the Lord, with wise discrimi-

nation, does not proceed as wo might have expected—the chil-

dren of Abraham shall be cast out. For in the background of

this saying He designs to leave room for the second historical

fulfilment of the iireat relative chanfre between the fiu'-ofi:* and

the near, those who are there within and those who are without,

^ Articuhis insij^nis : in hac vita dolor nondum est dolor. Bcngel.

" According to von Gcrlach :
" Probably the former represents the grief

of the softer natures, the latter that of the more rugged." He also ob-

serves the more obvious contrast with the songs of the blessed.
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—as it is perspectively announced by the prophets. Twice must

.

the children recede, that those who were before strangers and

afar-off may enter into their place : the second great change is

when the Gentile-Christians have become ripe for rejection, and

the seed of Abraham dispersed through all lands return back

again from the east and the west, from the north and the south.

(Isa. xliii. 5, 6.) The Lord does not say or signify this immedi-

ately ; but He leaves room in the prophetic perspective for this

second and inverted fulfilment of His word.

Ver. 13. St Matthew's representation, which from ver. 5 has

more and more clearly set the nobleman before us as if present,

now passes from a spiritual intercourse between him and Christ

to what would seem to have all the vividness of a bodily inter-

course. He who may think that the vTuys, spoken as if to a

person present, departs too far from the reality of the occasion,

may suppose, with many, that the Centurion himself came after-

wards : whereby, however, the greater inaccuracy of St Luke,

nay the only irreconcilable inconsistency in the whole narrative,

is immediately involved. The signification of the word, whether

we regard it as thus immediately spoken or not, lies in two criti-

cal points, which now recur in their relation, and which the

Evangelist points out and makes emphatic for the analogy of

similar cases. Faith, with the praise of which the discourse

began, is ever the ground of help ; as the Lord now testifies,

with joy that He has found faith, and therefore may help, but

keeping back in His lowliness the mention of His own power

which is ever spontaneous and ready to help. Be it done unto

thee, as thou hast believed ; namely, to thee in thy servant, for

whom thy affectionate faith may avail. This expression is a

universal word of mercy and of power, which the Lord had for

every one who came, and may have spoken to many unmentioned

ones, with the same meaning in various expression. It is the

design of the Evanirelist to record this; and in this lies the truth

of his narrative according to the mind of the Spirit. As to the

external historical letter of our Lord's words, we may safely

resign that up, while the Spirit continues from age to age to

illustrate its living meaning in the world through the holy Gos-

pels. Moreover we know not in any case, at least know not in

the most important discourses, nor is it necessary for us to know,

in what language they were uttered by the Lord.
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THE TWO DIVERSE FOLLOWERS.

(Matt. viii. 20, 22 ; Luke ix. 58, 60.)

The clironological connection, wliich has been preserved

liitherto, begins now to fail us. It seems, indeed, as if St Mat-

thew phiced this transaction expressly between ver. 18 and ver

23 ; yet St Luke's account from ver. 51 has certainly the ap-

pearance of having adhered very strictly to the order of time.

Who shall decide this ? Thus much in general we may regard

as certain, that, as St Luke often collects into one homogeneous

whole events occurring on various days of our Lord's eventful

history, so also St Matthew by no means makes it his design to

relate everywhere everything acolutldsiically, or in the strictest

order. It must remain undecided, also, whether the two inci-

dents occurred in succession, as it appears in the narrative.'

The sayings of our Lord are the marrow of the Gospels. Much
stress is laid upon the connection ot the more connected and

longer discourses ; but little or none upon the date and sequence

of single incidents and shorter sayings, the beginning and the

end of our Lord's history being excepted. A comparative har-

mony may be very serviceable as it regards these. Here St

Matthew, who gives us in his eighth and ninth chapters a selec-

tion of the earliest and most remarkable miracles arranged on

the whole in strict order, but while doing so is preparing the

way for the mission of the Twelve in ch. x. (hence ch, ix. 9),

gives us in connection two solemn sayings of our Lord concern-

ing the following of Himself, which contain a most highly signi-

ficant contrast. This is exhibited in the different treatment of

the different cases, as tlie Lord's wisdom, in the most impressive

manner, speaks to each what Ilis all-seeing eye discerns to be

necessary. For to this we may refer John ii. 24, 25. The

enthusiastic one, who offers himself at once and with so much

alacrity, is repelled almost abruptly : the considerate, reflecting,

lingering one is quickened to his duty by a word of power

which in his case dispenses with every other permitted and

bounden duty.

^ It is our unbiassed judgment that, according to the express words of

both Evangelists, the former of these examples occurred twice.
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Scribes do not offer themselves in great numbers, and this St

Matthew seems to intimate in the unusual slg. But nothing

was less aimed at by our Lord than to have folloioers, unless

they were genuine and sound : He was as far from desiring this

as it would have been easy to attain it. He tests the Scribe

severely, whether this were a matter of solemn earnestness to

him. That he did not offer himself as tempting Christ is mani-

fest ; for in such instances it is generally either stated in the

account, or detected immediately and exposed by the Lord.

The man's speech sounds honest and decided, like Ithai's word

to King David (2 Sam. xv. 21), '^ yea, as if he was prepared to

reap the reward promised in K,ev. xiv. 4. But it springs,

probably, from a momentary paroxysm of feeling not uncommon
at that time, and is not without a certain affectation of promis-

ing much : he by no means understood (like Thomas afterwards,

John xi. 16) whither matters would tend with the Lord and

His followers. Therefore the Lord tells him the rugged and

naked truth which he little expected, that with Him it would

be otherwise than might have been usual in the case of a teacher

so honoured. This presses upon him the unexpressed question

—Wilt thou still go with Me ? Hast thou understood and pon-

dered all this? Probably the consequence was as in ch. xix. 22."

The Lord's accompanying word has all the terseness and

strength of a proverbial saying, and is in the highest degree

vivid. Everything living upon earth, even among its wild

beasts, has its home, its secret place of rest and protection : not

thus provided for am I ! Places of abode are generally iqyon

the earth ; but the Lord designedly makes the variation

:

even under the earth and above it the animals are cared for.

' With wliich we may compare Eutli to Naomi (Ruth i. IG, 17). Thus

the expression " Whithersoever thou goest" assuredly does not refer to the

various roads the Lord may journey in ! (according to the great Schleier-

macher's very small interpretation.)

2 "The book-learned are generally fastidious and love warm housing.

Thus on this account, as well as on account of their burrowing in dialectical

subtilties and the dust of books, they are least useful for the practical work

of life, and for labouring in the Lord's vineyard—hence is the first immedi-

ately rejected as unfit !

" So Sepp after his manner, rather too express in

his anachronism about book-dust, yet with some ground of truth. As to

the general sentiment Braune says excellently, "Many would be pious, but

would keep their nests—houses, riches, honour, and respectability."
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The foxes are set against the more familiarly and proverbially

mentioned birds of the air, with this distinction, that, while the

former are amonp; tliose beasts of the earth which are most secret

and native under it ; the latter are, on the contrary, free, un-

restricted, and apparently homeless and unsettled. Nevertheless,

just as the foxes liave their cunningly prepared and secure holes,

so have (and on this word the emphasis lies) even the birds their

x,a,ra(JKr,vojGiig at least, and this contains the general idea which

was appropriate to the occasion : nests are not meant, as such,

but some little branch on which they may sit, or some tree or

shrub under the shade of which they may find refuge. See cb.

xiii. 32 ; Mark iv. 32 ; and Ps. civ. 12 ; Dan. iv. 18 Sept. But
the Son of Man—and here first occui's in St JSIatthew that name
of deep meaning by which the Lord is wont to designate Him-
self, and which has already been found in John i. 51. That it

is a name which indicates and avows the Messiah, is certain from

Daniel's prophecy. But it is equally manifest that it is most

immediately a name of humihation, of humble self-renunciation

(a lowly son of man) ; which meaning holds also in Daniel, where

it is used (as in John i. 51) in contradistinction to the angelic

nature (ch. vii. 10), as the invocation " O son of man," Dan. viii.

17 shows, and the repeated use of it in Ezckiel. Other signifi-

cations are not excluded, as further, the Universal Man, the

Second Man, the Son of God who yet has become man, and for

man's sake will ever be such. Now the one meaning and now
the other is prominent, according to the ever-varying connection.

Here we have the identity of the Messiah-name with the name
of a lowly neglected son of man, and the second meaning holds

good :

—

men usually are better and more commodiously sheltered

than beasts, but I am one of tlicm of whom even this cannot be

said ! Again in strong and proverbial expression—not a place

where He may lay His head, no pillow for His weary sleep. Is

there here allusion to Jacob's stone for a pillow, as in John i.,

Bethel had been referred to ? Certainly the Lord does not

merely say—I know not even for the coming iiight where I shall

lay Myself down. (Herder.) He speaks of His entire homeless

and needy life and lodgment and wanderings since He entered

upon His ministry : and if in His abode at Capernaum, or any-

where else for a short time, this expression might appear too

stronix, it was a great truth on the whole, and was even more
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and more literally working out its full accomplishment, till He
bowed His head on the cross. This has the Lord most distinc-

tively in view when He gives the answer to the avowal, I will

follow Thee whithersoever Thou goest— Thither go 7, that is My
way and My goal ! Wilt thou still go with Me ? If we take

St Luke's chronology, this would have a yet deeper significance,

see vers. 51-53. But the Lord could well have said the same

at an earlier period, fore-conscious of the whole course of His

career ; and would do so, doubtless, when necessary in order

fundamentally to repel all Jewish expectation. Not improbably

the Scribe or others who heard these woi'ds would say : Is this

language for one who assumes to be Messiah ! Is this Daniel's

Son of Man?

The second belonged already to the discijoles, as St Mattliew

expressly remarks ; that is, in the more comprehensive sense to

those who, coming and going, attached themselves to the Lord.

With this St Luke's account, that the Lord uttered to him a

special ^^ azokovki [JjQI,'' perfectly agrees; for this summons

might in its higher and additional meaning be repeated a second

time, as we find in the case of the Apostles. The hitherto

disciple is required to attach himself yet more entirely and

inseparably to his Lord, and probably it was His intention to

include him among the Seventy. (Lu. x. 1.) Even in St

Matthew's account a second summons of our Lord is evidently

presupposed, since the words of ver. 21 can be understood only

as an answer to such a summons : Suffer mejirst— I The Lord,

however, qualifies not His uKoXovhi [MOi, and speaks to this

waverins; lingerer, who was in a danger that he knew not of

failing to return, Avith such keenness and urgency as He would

not have been likely to use in the case of an entirely new disciple.

For the rest, it is entirely inconceivable that the meaning of the

request was simply—Let me first go and await my aged father's

death and buriak This is contradicted, less by the letter of the

petition,^ than by the spirit of our Lord's refusing answer,

which lays the stress of the emphasis upon the burying. The

entire meaning of the expression, as we shall unfold it, would

^ Yet, as Alford -well remarks (against Theoptylact), TpZrov dTrtT^Guv

Kx) da-ipui must refer to a specific act to be previously performed.
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be then entirely displaced ; and an incomprehensible severity

unnecessarily infused into it, by refusing the attentions of an

affectionate son to a yet living father. The man could not have

thus come to Jesus from a house of death ; tlie affliction and

legal uncleanncss would have forbidden this :^ but having

recently come to Ilim, he received the intelligence of the death

•which summoned him home, while the Lord required him to

remain. By this obvious supposition alone the whole is dis-

engaged of difficulty, especially the command of Jesus—There-

fore go not, but follow Me ! The man thought indeed that he

might with propriety ask to perform the duties which nature

and religion exacted, especially as in Jewish law the obligation

of burying released from mast other engagements. Hence it is

with modest submission that he says

—

Suffer me first ! Or
should we rather say, with a icavering tendency? Certainly

the position of this man's conscience, vibrating at that critical

moment between return to his old relations and a persevering,

yet closer adhesion to the Lord, manifestly betrays itself here :

if he did not suspect danger in returning, would he have put

the question

—

Mai/ 1 go? 1 Kings xix. 20 is generally com-

pared, but this still more closely applies to Lu. ix. CI. And in

connection with that, the difference between the Old and New
Testament is referred to, between the relaxation of requirement

and its strong enforcement ; but that does not apply here, since

our Saviour also can in fit cases relax His demand, even as Elias

did to Elisha. His expression has primary reference to the indi-

vidual instance before Him, and only applies in all its rigour to

those who shall be found in the same precise position of mind.

That is. He makes available in its literal significance a truth

and a principle which, though in themselves perfectly general,

are not always applied in a manner so directly interfering with

human life."

There is at first sight a tone of rigour and of harshness in this

word of the Son of Man, wdio ordinarily is very flir from break-

ing in upon any human ordinance, and certainly is at the utmost

distance from a condemnation or violation of the most natural

^ Such mourners left not the house of mourning before the entombment.

2 Very true and discriminating is Goschcl's observation, that Lu. ix. Gl,

62, explains the foregoing, and that the Lord in both cases condemns the

looking back.
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exhibitions of human love. The dead must be buried, according

to the very ordinance of God (Gen. iii. 19). If it be said that

burial is a matter which affects not the dead, and therefore that

it is immaterial who performs it, whether a son or any one else

;

such a cold thought, which our Lord has not in His view, is con-

tradicted by the recognised and universal rioht feeling of man.

Is it not a duty of love which a son might be supposed to have

permission to discharge without asking for it at all ? And yet

He who directed the cleansed lepers to the priests, refuses to

concede to a son the duty and the right of burying his own
father ! Assuredly it is because He had said Follow Me ! and to

the same extent goes that other word—Whosoever loveth father

or mother more than Me, is not worthy of Me. We may be

tempted to regard this requirement as being too high and strained

for humanity, ^ye may find it difficult to reconcile this saying of

our Lord with His ordinary manner of speaking. But this

should lead us all the more diligently to seek that hidden mean-

ing which is concealed under the intentional paradox : and if we

seek it, we shall find it.

We set out with the proper burial of the properly dead, for

the request referred to this, and the refusal must, first of all,

have referred to it likewise. But that the dead who are to be

buried must be figuratively understood, admits of no doubt, and

needs no proof; for it can occur to no man to impute so meaning-

less a saying to the Lord as that the burying must be deferred,

till one dead man shall bury another—Let the already dead care

for the companions who join them ! Who then are the dead ?

Not those who are, being only mortals and soon to die, reckoned

as being dead ; for then the contrast here Avould be lost. The
disciple to whom it is forbidden, is himself one of such. No,

the Lord speaks here as in John v. 24, 25, of spiritual death,

according to the Spirit's usage throughout the whole New
Testament. Thus the " burying," as an external work belong-

ing to the things of this world, should, in regard to persons and

circumstances where the doing of something more important is

involved, be left to the children of the world, who can perform

such matters, are good enough for them, and are in their

generation better adapted for their performance. Thus far we
have light arising in this dark word, and observe by this in-

creasing light that the Lord goes still further ; and, taking the
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present circumstance as a similitude, designs tliat we should also

understand the hurxjing itself, and even the dead to be buried

in their figurative meaning. Here we discern Himself and
His manner of teaching once more. IIow often do we find, in

studying His words, that His penetrating glance beholds the

most internal and general significance of individual occasions

and circumstances : and then, elevating the particular circum-

stance into an example and emblem, connects Avith it sayings

of sublimest and most far-reaching ajiplication ! It is not other-

wise here. When one called to be His follower has mentioned

a "burial" which he must first take charge of, which, however,

may very probably lead to the withdrawal from Him of this

called disciple, the profoundly wise Master gives him an answer,

not forethought on, but issuing at once from the depths of His

spirit,—an answer which at the same time opens up a wide

field of thought.

But to perceive this, Ave must think of the still more harsh

and mysterious saying : Let those Avho are dead in sin, perform

their burial-work one for another ! This may appear to sound

like Avhat many loA'cless ones in their pride say in their thoughts

or Avith their lips—Let the evil AA'orld perish, let it remain in its

ruin ! For a moment it may so sound, till Ave reflect Who thus

speaks. Did He then leave the dead in their death and burial ?

Did He not come for the very purpose, that Avhosoever believeth

on Him should not remain in death ? and is it not for this \-ery

object that the great work of revivification should proceed upon

earth, that He called His disciples, and sent them forth among
the dead as His Avitncsses, Avith the Avord and spirit of life?

And here Ave remark that His Avords to the disciple Avhom He
called contain a very impressive contrast betAveen the Avork to

be left to others, and the Avork Avhich he himself must Avith his

utmost diligence engage in. We should find this antithesis

in the occasion and in the person, even if it Avas not expressed

in Avord ; but it is so. In St MatthcAv Ave have the Folloio thou

J]fe ; that is,. hear the Avords of eternal life Avhich Avill giA'C life

to thy soul : and again in St Luke—But go thou and pi'each

the kingdom of God; that is, arouse those avIio are dead, being

called to this, leave burying to others, avIio alas do it naturally

enough, as long as they themselves are as dead as their dead

!

(A/ayyj?.?-:, cry aloud CA-eryAvhere, far and AA'ide, as in Rom. ix.
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17.) The dead, indeed, are not to be thus left, but to them the

true word of life is to be preached. The very reverse holds here.

The Lord's stern saying is one which springs from the consum-

ing zeal of His love for the world's salvation. Pie will have

the one thing pursued without di^raction and intermission.

He holds fast His messeno;er of life, that the life-sivinfi work
may take no harm through his attention to the "burying." As
in a great hospital, where many are hourly dying, the physicians'

sole concern is healing and saving ; others may charge them-

selves with burial, they have no time for that. So is it with the

followers of the Lord in this world ! When separation to this

great calling is concerned, everything else must give way. The
proper burial of a father, even, is not excepted : although gene-

rally it is fit and right that a mourner should bury Ms own dead

out of his sight (Gen. xxiii. 4, as here their dead), and the

Lord Himself, Matt. xxvi. 12, gives us proof, in what estimation

He held such a service rendered by love to its object. Much
more must all that give place which the Lord likens to such

hurying. Luther says very appropriately on this place : " Some
there be who allege good Avorks for their not following and be-

lieving, but Christ regards them as only dead and lost works."

Oh how much of such lost and valueless work is there under all

kinds of forms and names, and with very specious pretension, but

which bring no service to the kingdom of God, bring no dead to

life, and from which the Lord, not simply by permission but by

express commandment, gives His people dispensation

—

Leave

these things to others ! Much of such mere burial-work passes

under the title of political or generally human obligations, yea is

to be found in the holy ceremonies of an ecclesiastical death.

These things not only make no dead soul live, but bury the dead

yet more deeply in their death (Rom. vi. 4). Thus do the dead

bury each other ! For all things in men's mutual commerce

have the effect and influence either of hurying or of raisingfrom

death. But this difference does not so much lie in any external

act as such, as in the manner and spirit of its performance. The

burying may be so ordered, as to conduce to awakening from

death : men may so " preach the kingdom of God," as that the

people who hear be preached into death.

This is the far-reaching, luiiversally applicable meaning of

the word, in which it has its truth and force for all His disciples
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everywhere : Ye are called, as the livin<^, to diffuse life ; leave

everything else as burying-work to the dead!' "Take with you

who is fit to go ; but miss not a step of your own way" (Zin-

zendorf). But ivhen does this general principle lay hold of the

soul in its full severity, and cut off from us by an unconditional

prohibition things otherwise permitted, and even demanded by
the very instinct of life, such as the burying of a father in the

present case ? In cases of collision and critical times of decision,

known to be such by the Lord's inward monition in the con-

science. This man was in actual danger of burying himself

again, while burying his father ; and the third example in Lu.

ix. 61, 62 is an explanatory parallel of the second. He who
felt in himself while he put the question the waverings of his

spirit, perceived in his spirit more clearly than many expositors

have done the true meaning of the Lord's stern answer. Sup-

pose it thine own case—Should any the holiest obligation of

life, even that of showing thy filial affection at the dying bed or

the grave of thy father, call thee away at the critical moment
when thy Lord's service most imperatively claims thee, tell it to

Him in the sincerity of thine heart : Lord, suffer me first to go

and discharge this obligation ! And if this frst should not be

approved of by Him, as involving danger to thyself, then art thou

released from all, hold thyself bound, to follow Him ! What thou

thoughtcst thyself bound to do will be done by others, and no

more will harm result from thine omission than the dead will

fail to bury their dead.

THE STILLING OF THE SEA.

(Matt. viii. 26 : Mark iv. 35-39, 40 ; Luke viii. 22-25.)

The significance of this history belongs not simply to the place

where we find and expound the words. Tlie M'hole human life

of the Son of God is in all its circumstances and details alto-

gether symbolical, because He who is the image of the invisible

God in the flesh appears in commerce with the world, with

' As typically the consecrated Nazarite might not defile himself even at

the death of his father, mother, etc., though the high priest was not for-

bidden to do so. (Num. vi. 7 ; Lev. xxi. 1-4.)
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nature, and with men : and this symboHcal, typical, prophetical

character meets us with special significance on some most strik-

ing occasions. The passage over the sea is human life generally,

disciple-life in particular; the ship in which He protectingly and

savingly voyages with them, as it is the heart of His disciple,

so it is also His church, the antitype of the Ark. The three

Evangelists note three sayings of our Lord in connection with

this event : St Matthew records only the central and most im-

portant word, to the right understanding of which belongs the

right understanding of the whole narrative, inasmuch as in that

word the Lord regards the occurrence prophetically and sym-

bolically. He stills the storm, in order to teach by a sign how

He could and He will still all storms : He rebukes the little faith

of His disciples, in order to speak in doing so a permanent word

for all similar conjunctures and circumstances in all time to come.

The Spirit secretly teaches this in the concise and measured

words of vers. 23, 24 in St Matthew. The disciples folloiced

Him, when He, evening being come (according to St Mark),

summoned them to the voyage by entering the ship and an-

nouncing His will. And behold, where He voyages with His

disciples, there arises the storm !

The first word (in St Mark and St Luke) is the Lord's purely

human " Let us pass over unto the other side !
" On which we

have only to remark that the Lord, who so often is under the

necessity of opposing His majestic I to all other men, all the

more condescendingly on that account speaks of the We and the

Us in the external things of ordinary life :
^ yet, as the whole

tenor of the Gospels evinces, the Lord in His own pre-eminent

dignity thus speaks onhj in such relations. All the more im-

pressively does the third word follow, with which He, the Only

One, and concerning whom the question is for ever rising anew
—HorocTCog hffrtv ovrog—rebukes the winds and the sea

!

^ Compare 2 Kings iv. 13 (especially in the original) with ver. 9. Just

so do the Apostles speak, in the same spirit minghng themselves and their

attendants, ministers and servants together, even iu spiritual things

—

though not with so much condescension as Elisha showed when he spoke of

respect shown towards him and GeTiazi.
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The word of main importance, however, is that central word to

the terrified disciples whicii the Evangelists remarkably enough

give us in variety of literal expression, but with the same mean-

ing. The power and force of such words must ever leave the

mere letter behind, and fasten upon the heart as the immediate

speech of spirit to spirit. " He rebuked us that our faith was

little, that we were not ready with our foith, that wo had no

faith"—this Avas the never-erased impression of woi'ds which in

the perturbation of the moment were not distinctly heard, but

profoundly understood. One thing was beyond all else plain,

—

that lie pointed to faith as the principle through which fear is

overcome. There was, indeed, great peril, according to human
appearance, in a ship already filHng with water : St Luke, zat

izivhvnvov. Four fishermen familiar with the sea were there.

But the Lord, whose office and work was not to row the ship,

knowing no care as to the passage (critical from the beginning),

slept, laying His weary head upon the w^ooden railing of the ship.^

Slept so soundly and so tranquil that the storm and uproar around

did not awake Him, but only the hands and cry of the disciples.

(All three Evangelists mention distinctively the aivaking Him,
before the}' spoke to Him.) And how does the Awakened wake

up ? In the same majestic tranquillity with whicli He had sunk

to sleep, in the most perfect self-possession and power of His

spirit. Let any man reflect how one suddenly roused with out-

cries of distress and danger of death around him, would in the

weakness of humanity comport himself: and it will help him

to perceive and estimate the unappi'oachablc dignity of this

Being ; even while one with us. He is paying His tribute to

the infirmity of our flesh. Yea, verily this Son of Man sinks

into sleep, and wakes again, even like ourselves, and yet not like

ourselves. This gives His word, spoken at this critical moment,

its foundation of majesty, and must be considered in its exposi-

tion. That the Lord thus speaks and thus can speak, is at least

as wonderful as that He in Adam's primeval authority and domi-

nion controls the element : rather this latter is to be understood

by the former. The Son of Man slept, the Son of God in man
awakes and speaks. For Himself exhausted, for others almighty.

^ For even though ^po(7X£<p«x«/ov may signify ordinarily a second pillow

or cushion, yet the arlicle in ^Mavk iv. 38 seems to indicate something be-

longing to the ship, which might serve as a cushion or support.
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St Matthew gives tlie words of the disciples in their simplest

expression—St Luke indicates more strongly the urgency of their

feeling by the twice uttered "Master ! Master !"—St Mark adds

their reproachful appeal, " Carest Thou not that we pei'ish?"

Canst Thou sleep tranquilly, while we are in anguish and straits?

He utters no reproach for the violent awakening ; but, perceiving

instantly the whole significance of the occasion, He penetrates

to the very heart of the matter, by speaking as the great Master

a great word of instruction for all who are so terrified. Whi/ are

ye so fearful ? So fearful ? This St Mark also places first. He
never entertains fear of any creature ; there is no trace of any

such feeling in Him throughout the Gospels. When anxiety,

fear, or grief falls upon Him, it springs from quite another prin-

ciple. To fear is human, belongs to fallen human nature in its

sin and fear of death ; but faith in God should again expel this

fear. This is the great thought in the mind of our Lord : it is

only He who can speak to the terrified, in perfect fearless com-

posure, concerning fearing and believing, as opposite one to the

other. The Holy Ghost revives in the Apostle the remembrance

of the word, as if it had been : ye of little faith ! as in ch. vi.

30. The disciples were also in unbelief, which cried out—We
perish ! Yet were they at the same time sufficiently helievhig to

awake and call upon Him

—

Lord, help us ! Even weak faith is

faith still ; the trembling hand yet holds fast the Deliverer. If

others among the people had called upon the Lord in such a

storm to help them, in them it would have been a stronger faith.

Thus the idea of little faith is relative : the disciples, m.ore inti-

mately familiar with the power of their Master, should not have

allowed themselves so lightly to be whelmed in distress and deadly

fear by the mere appearance of danger : to Peter already walking

on the sea, the rebuke is yet stronger—O thou of little faith,

wherefore didst thou doubt ! St Mark and St Luke give us

another form of expression : How is it that ye have no faith, ]\xs,i

now, when ye should have been able to trust ? Hence equivalent

to where is your faith ? for there is in truth no difference of

meaning. Moi'e depends upon another difference : viz., that the

Evangelists, not Apostles, relate first the rebuking of the storm,

and then the word of the disciples ; while St Matthew, on the

other hand, tells us, and with a literal and express Tors, that the

Lord spoke first the word of admonition to the disciples and
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stilled their disquieted souls, before He turned to the winds and

the waves. In this lies the sublimest trait of the whole : He
looks not round on the uproar of the elements, before He has

discharged to His disciples in severity and love His accustomed

function of Master.^ Further it is rors kyzp^sig,— still sitting,

the awakened One in the midst of all the tempest remaining

unperturbed.

But then follows the act which sets its seal to the word. And
just as this, so also does that carry its own meaning with it. And
yet this empire over nature is a new thing which St Matthew has

to record concerning Jesus. His narrative of selected miracles,

in chs. viii. and ix., rises through a gradation of importance :

cleansing of the leper (a great thing even to begin with)—healing

at a distance by His word, Be it done !—commanding the wind

and the sea—saying to the devils, Go !

—

forgiving the sins of the

paralytic (more indeed than saying Arise! or Go hence! more than

ruling the sea)—and finally giving life to the dead. St j\Iattliew

and St Luke both give us to understand that the Lord addressed

the excited elements, as we speak to living and conscious beings

;

St !Mark gives us the tioo loords of His invocation : 2/(yTa I

Tis^tfjjsuffo ! If we are to seek in the repetition anything more

than mere emphasis, that additional meaning is not to be found

by referring (as Bengel does) the former to the sonus, and the

latter to the impetus, but by regarding the previous words of St

Mark: He rebuked the wind and spoke to the sea. This is so sig-

nificantly echoed in the subsequent exclamation of the astonished

men, as recorded by all the three Evangelists, that we may even

on that account readily believe that the Lord literally spoke, as

St Mark records it:—that He uttered one word ofauthority to the

storm raging above, and another to the waves below. It surprises

us to read in Lange that, as the wind and the billows were no

" spiritual power" opposed to Him, the invocation was not "pro-

perly such," but a "jyrophctic announcement with a mysteriously

symbolical design," and to find that with a diluted rationalism he

traces the "immediate causes of the stilling of the air and of the

sea to the atmosphere." Oh no, there is an authoritative word of

God's Spirit's power which can speak into the atmosphere more

^ " If tliey had awakened Him, to restore their disorder and presence of

mind scared away by danger, He would have entered on His function

without rebuking them." Brauuc.

VOL. I. Z
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than was before latent in it according to the harmonia i^rcestahi-

lita. This word of authority was not a manner of speaking which

meant only a knowledge that it would become still ! It is, more-

over, generally true, as von Gerlach understands the passage,

that " the destructive powers of creation are, for the sin of man,

in the service of evil spirits." That profound thinker Daub, for

example (Jud. Ischar. II. 353), has referred to this history in

connection with his views of the demon-element in the terrors of

nature and the war of the elements, and of the authority of God
which can alone command them to be still. Whether the Ger-

gesene devils, whose history presently follows, were the spirits

who raised this tempest against Jesus (according to an old

opinion), and thus their ordnance is spoken to instead of the

beings who directed it, is very much to be questioned : and the

invocation will certainly admit of no application to the inter-

mediate agency of angels in nature, according to the opinion of

many. We, for our own part, are not at all disposed to rest the

simple truth of this history upon any such inappropriate and

needless conceits : it is quite in harmony with the whole exhibi-

tion of the character of God's power, thus to exert authority over

nature. Job xxxviii. 11 (Ps. Ixv. 8, Ixxxix. 10). What that

mysterious question in Prov. xxx. 4 attributed to the " Son" of

whom the Old Testament prophesied, now receives its manifest

realization. Here is something much beyond Elijah's dividing

the waters of the Jordan. We have no need too elaborately to

work out the picture, and refer to the imperative form of the

Lord seen reflected in the instantly still water (it was, indeed,

evening or night) : we have ample foundation already for the

amazed exclamation of the men (of the disciples themselves also^

according to St Mark and St Luke) concerning this Son of

Man : What manner of man is this ! But He remains Himself

in His high dignity, amid such an outcry of astonishment, the

same as when He heard it later from the lips of Pilate

—

Behold,

tohat a man is this ! ("Bs o ccvdpdJTog, Ecce homo ! Eng., Behold

the man ! Ger., Welch ein mensch !—Tr.)
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THE DEVILS IN THE SWINE.

CMatt. viii. 32 ; Mark v. 8, 9, 19 ; Luke viii. 30, 39.)

One single word of the Lord does St Matthew set within the

margin of a wonderful narrative/ which, amid all the wonders

to which we have been accustomed, stands alone and distinct in

its kind. Thus much is by it clearly designed to be taught, that

this Jesus who commanded the wind and the sea to be still rules

also in His unapproachable dignity over the devils, to whom His

V'TTuyiTij niighty in its tranquillity, points the way of departure,

and permits them to go : just as in ver. 16 it had been already

said in general that He cast out spirits with His word. There

is a simple grandeur in the account of St Matthew, who brings

forward no part of the circumstance which is not absolutely

necessary for its right understanding. To the other three Evan-

gelists there remain the individual and more exact details, and

three other words of our Lord in connection with them.^ The
records agree perfectly in all essential points, and particularly

concur in placing the incident immediately after the stilling of

the sea.

That truth, which had only been testified in St Matthew's

Gospel by the Father from heaven (ch. iii. 17), and which Satan

had in vain endeavoured to assail, viz., that this Jesus, the vir-

gin's son, Immanuel, is truly the Son of God—the devils have

since understood, earlier and better than men. But while they

^ The geographical investigations about Gadara, Gerasa, Gergesa, we
gladly hand over to the learned.

2 But it is no part of this greater exactitude, that they speak only of one

possessed. "We cannot agree, either with Olshausen who says, generally,

that Matthew has confounded the accounts ; or with Ebrard, who regards

the second as taken from Mark i. 23-27, and connected with the first. We
adhere to the simple conclusion, that according to St Matthew there were

two, while St Mark and St Luke, v/ithout denying that, speak more espe-

cially of one. We have only to add that the one might very naturally be

prominent throughout the whole proceeding. Ho who would investigate

further, forgets in subordinate and useless questions the main point.

Schleiermachcr repudiates the second as false, because madmen never affect

such close friendship and feUowship ; but there arc answers enough to that

observation.
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know it, they tremble before Him ! St Mark, ch. i., has already

announced similar testimonies of the spirits in the possessed.

We understand, with all our science, so little of the natural his-

tory of hell, and of that interference of its spiritual powers with

the affairs of human life which is ever being exerted, but was

specially intense in our Saviour's time, that it might well be

accounted the most infatuated of all imaginable folly to hazard

the rash assertions of our ignorance against the plain declara-

tions of Holy Writ, which have their thousandfold confirmation

in our consciences, in history, and in religious science. These

Gadarenes or Gergesenes disclose, to us a dark and awful pro-

vince of humanity, as lying under the ravages of the devil, the

counterpart of which, at least in moral life, if not in such horrible

manifestations of bodily possession, may be found in Christen-

dom to the present day—to say nothing of its full analogies in

Heathenism. But over this region also Jesus rules, the Son of

God! To believe and to understand this is the main concern,

and we would not bury or obscure this fundamental truth by

any irrelevant discussions

!

St Matthew's expression, ver. 29, gives us at first to under-

stand that the possessed called out upon Jesus ; but it is after-

wards made plain that the devils, ver. 31, spake through their

mouth, especially that of the one. The incident is made more

vivid by the additional information of the two other Evangelists,

that the men in their frenzy rushed towards the Lord, as they

did towards all who were in the way ; but that in His near pre-

sence there came a change upon them suddenly. The one devil

who united together many in them, marks the great Ruler and

Judge ; hence the falling down before Him, the cry of horror

against Him who is come to torment them, who has power to

bid them go away into their abyss. And how came this ? For

(thus both Evangelists add in explanation^ He had commanded

the unclean spirit to come out of the man, had uttered a word

which arrested the mad attack upon Him : Come out of the man,

thou unclean spirit ! I am He who can utter this command,

who am come first of all to deliver men from the power of Satan.

Unclean spirit—this was the ordinary phrase, used by the Lord

because it has in His use a profoundly true significance. Did

He address in these words the ruler of the host "Legion ?" He
was in Plis humiliation by no means omniscient, out, unless in
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cases -when the Father gave Him special and instant revela-

tion, subjected to the successive perceptions of observation, like

humanity in general. He appears here to have seen in effect

at the beginning only an ordinary instance of demoniacal pos-

session. But His first "Come out of the man!"^ not indeed

impotent, rather efficient to bring down the spirits to intreaty,

was not instantly obeyed, as we often read, e.g. in ^lark i. 26,

ix. 26. Then does the Lord discern a possession of an aggra-

vated kind (Matt. xvii. 21) ; and, maintaining the sublimest

composure in the midst of the raging fury of the demons, con-

descends as his King and Judge to the being thus brought, as

it were, before his tribunal ; and enters into a most marvellous

and mysterious colloquy with the unclean spirit.

What is thy name ? (St ]Mark ri aoi ovofJtja, St Luke ri aoi

zari oi/of/ju.) It is marvellous and quite peculiar (the only

instance recorded) that the Lord should ask the imclean spirit

concerning his distinctive name. For, that this spirit is intended,

and not the man of whom he had taken possession, is most

decidedly shown in the context, according to the two other

Evangelists. It has been well urged, that a question which

would have been otherwise inappropriate and unmeaning might

in this case be regarded as quite useful, inasmuch as it would

help to bring the confused madman to sober recollection. But
the frenzy of possession is not to be treated thus, and we per-

ceive at once that the conversation is not opened up between

the man and Jesus, but between the devil who usurps the man's

mouth, and his Lord and Judge who commands him to stand

and render account. That the devils as spirits are individual

persons, and that gradations and kinds obtain among them, we
already know ; and can understand the object of our Lord's real

question—What devil art thou ? The name which he may have

uttered, was indeed intelligible only to Jesus ; for, what we find

^ By no means, as Neander thinks, a mere remark of a subsequent com-

piler, in order to find a motive for the words of the demons. Worse still,

we find Schleiermacher deeming it incomprehensible "that the spirits are

so considerate and thoughtful for themselves, and like children who have

DO inclination to obey, make their proposals and subterfuges," and, there-

fore, that the rrxpvi'y/ei'Ke yxp is an incorrect addition. That the devils,

indeed, have no wish instantly to obey, is their very nature—and in that

they are actually worse than mere headstrong and obstinate children, who
are full of cunning reasonings.
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in the Talmud or in any other books of ancient or modern times

concerning the names of fiends, may be regarded as containing

a little truth mingled with much fable. But expositors should

be content to stand apart while the Son of God speaks to a

being out of hell; well assured, however, that they perfectly

understood each other. The malicious spirit, we further mark,

made bold by the unlooked-for condescension, evades the proper

meaning of the question, and gives an answer which is in the

genuine devilish manner, by a name which is only a disguise
;

and says proudly, impudently, and half-mockingly, as though a

prisoner on defence—My name is Legion, for we are many. All

this St Matthew passes over, and hastens on to the request of

the devils, founded upon it, for permission to enter into the swine.

This is the turning-point of the whole narrative. The Lord Avho

has not hitherto exhibited to us merely " a kind disposition to

enter into the disordered fantasies of a maniac," Tior His wisdom

in the gentle, gradual, accommodating treatment of a sick man

(as, alas, many even orthodox expositors would have us believe),

but who has shown us, in this the first direct and violent incursion

of hell upon Him, the sublime tranquilHty of the Son of God in

the Son of Man—at this critical moment knows, through the

full revelation of the Father shining through His spirit, what

the whole occasion is, and what it becomes Him in this con-

juncture to do. The trial and hearing are broken oflF abruptly;

the request even of the devils is granted ; and soundness is im-

parted to the men through the majestic and decisive decree

—

Go ! Plere the whole narrative finds its consummation ; and,

just at the point where Jesus is revealed as their absolute Kuler

and Lord, our curiosity concerning the mysteries of the devil's

kingdom and subjects is left ungratified, and for ever silenced.

Whether there lay in the request merely the appetency for the

unclean,^ with a superadded disposition to destroy, or whether

it was a malicious scheme to bring the Lord into evil repute

through the death of the swine—sublime over all rises His calm,

sovereign word of permission

—

Go! What calm supremacy,

' " The ancient affinity between the serpent and swine, the union of

which is exhibited in the dragon, the affinity of the demon nature for

swine," as Lange labours to express his idea. The mere "inclination to

the external, towards flesh, or towards a bodily dwelling" (von Gerlach),

does not seem precisely to explain the desire to enter the swine in particular.
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what mysterious depth is there in this one word ! Latent

within it is an answer to the question before put, ver. 29. It

is not yet time for your final judgment. How much is there

intimated yet not spoken, and which we dare not trust ourselves

to penetrate, concerning the influence of unclean spirits even

upon animal life, the only example^ of which in biblical history

here meets us." "VYc do not read that the man or the men
rushed upon the two thousand swine, to drive them into the

sea : it is only said, that the devils went out, and entered into

the swine. Even Neander here recognises the improbabihty

and inappropriatcness of the demoniac's being let loose upon the

swine—although he then ventures to suppose, in explanation of

this "obscure point" of the narrative, that the entering of the

spirits into the swine has been inferred from their rushing down
into the sea, and that the permission of Christ as it is recorded

here has been fabricated in consequence. We altogether pro-

test against such dealing with the Scripture. Braune ventures

his doubtful remark, that the swine were seized with this mad-

ness from some "altogether undefined and unknown cause;"

but we must read it as we find :—it was the simple result of the

devils entering into them. Not, indeed, only to possess them,

but to destroy them ; that, going out of the men, they may yet

accomplish some work of destruction. The wliole record shows

that this was the sole object of their request. Nor were i\\^ in

any special sense "stupid devils"—as Dr Paulus ironically solves

the mystery of their so soon forfeiting the transitional bodily

homes which they had just obtained:—they were more cunning

than this^ Paulus

!

But now come forward the silly expositors, orthodox and

heterodox of every shade, and think they have a right to ask,

whether the Lord Jesus could have spoken this

—

Go ! Many

The inhabitants of the destroyed Babylon in the prophetic description

might have been made to illustrate this, where animals and devils are in

mysterious fellowship: Isa. xiii. 21, 22, xxxiv. 11-15; Bar. iv. 35; Kev.

xviii. 2.

2 Even Trench (Notes on the Miracles) refers us to the Tellurismus of our

Kieser, and PassavanVs Unterss. iiber das Ilellsehen, for the susceptibility

of animals to demoniac influence. Alford's subtle observation goes to show

that the same animal soul which man has in common with animals, and

through which the demon exerts influence upon him, may undergo the same

influence in them.
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fly from this narrative, as if the spirits had entered into themy

and driven them into the sea of unbelief; they enter upon all

kinds of uncalled-for apologies for the swine and their owners,

forgetting, or seeming to forget, what the apologies of ages have

testified on behalf of Jesus. Others, with better views, adduce

may ingenious reasons for the act : as that the Lord would

hereby give the most convincing evidence of the entire depen-

dence of all spirits upon His word ; and with this to give pal-

pable assurance to all Sadducees of the existence of such spirits

;

so also to punish the probably-Jewish owners ^ of these swine

(which we cannot think of) ; further to test the Gadarenes, how

they would receive the destruction of their property ; finally,

to teach the value of the spirit of man, his healing being well

worth some two thousand swine ; or what else has ever been

suggested. We have no need whatever of any of these remarks,

true or otherwise, concerning this sublime transaction, the

GKavhaXov of which all three Evangelists have ruthlessly placed

right in the centre of their several accounts ; for we fix our

eyes upon the plain fact, that the deed itself is its own justifica-

tion. They did not then sue our Lord for any loss they suffered

in the destruction of the swine ; no more will we—we will not

indeed dare to speak boldly concerning it. The question, why
our Lord permitted the devils to enter the swine, is already

answered by another question—Why had tlie Lord 2?ermitted

them to enter the men ?

But far more fearful than the hearing of this devilish request,

is the Lord's granting to the Gergesenes their supplication.

(They dare not, however, cast any reproach on Him concerning

the swine.) He who does not desire Him, as He is, and as He
acts, the Ruler of hell, the Lord of nature, the Phj^sician and

Healer of men, may beseech Him to depart, whether courteously

or ungraciously, and have his request granted. Yet is His de-

parture softened by the word which, according to both St Mark
and St Luke, He uttered to the men who were healed. It is

not nowj as sometimes, when it was forbidden to make it known

:

here upon the very outskirts of the Jewish land there was no

^ Sepp (ii. 393 seq.) gives us some interesting and learned notices of

tlie JewisK greediness of gain -whicli was shown in the breeding of swine,

and the employment of Gentile labourers therein, for traffic among the

Gentiles.
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danger to be obviated. The poor people of AtKccrroXtg shall

have, though against their will, a testimony and living monu-

ment of His power—one who had lived among themselves. Not

indeed to publish abroad everywhere (as he actually did) is the

healed man, with his brother not mentioned, sent back ; but the

command is,—Go home to thine house, t^TOcrps^j, to thy people,

from Avhom thou hast been so long estranged ! Not indeed with

a prudent care against relapse, and in order to his full recovery,

which would be prevented by his being alone : for he wished to

go with Jesus, and the devils were clean gone from him.-^ But

this springs from the gentle graciousness of our Lord, which

desires the return home of this man, thus restored to his family.

It is in accordance with this universal ordinance that the avay-

y'iWziv and the }iiriy{i(rl}ai should take its beginning from the

social circle, and sound out fi'om the home. It evinces also His

constant humility, for He here speaks of His great miracle as

what the Lord" hath done for thee. St Mark adds, " and hath

had compassion on thee" The miracles of Jesus are ever God's

acts of compassion towards men. This is one such instance,

standing alone in its kind, and takes its place among the rest,

"with a word at its close which contains an exhortation which

applies to this day to all who have received God's compassion

in Christ.

THE PARALYTIC AND THE SCRIBES.

(Matt. ix. 2, 4-6 ; Mark ii. 5, 8, 8-11 ; Luke v. 20, 22-24.)

The chronological order of this occurrence is not to be ob-

tained with full certainty from the separate accounts : St Mark's

Bi' r/fjbipcov, and St Luke's kv [JjIcc rcJv ^f/Apcoy, however, allow lati-

^ As it regards the " inner and moral healing," the remaining with Jesus

would have been the most effectual guarantee ; as von Gerlach remarks, in

defence of the immediate lodUij healing.

2 This, and in ch. xiii. 20, both in St Mark, are the only places in which

Jesus speaks of God, His Father, as x-ipiog ;—supposing that he is literally

exact. (For Matt. xi. 25 has not y.vpn, absolutely.) The demoniac was

not " probably a heathen " (Braune), in which case Kvptag would have been

to him Jehovah, the God of Israel. The sayings are altogether Jewish in

their structure.
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tude enough to permit our follovvdng St Matthew—as is always

the most obvious and natural—and to view his kcci Ihou as im-

mediately hanging upon his preceding narrative. The three

Evangelists entirely agree in the matter itself, although the ac-

counts of the two others are more detailed and vivid. The words

of the Lord Jesus are I'epeated by them all in nearly the same

terms. "We read, first of all, in all three, that Jesus saw their

faith, lloov. It is generally, but very improperly, supposed to be

that of the bearers, and of him who is home—as it were " the

united believing efforts of the sick man and his friends." For,

not only is the latter distinguished from the former in the pas-

sage itself, but it was obviously the faith of those who brought

him to the healing power of the Lord that made itself so mani-

fest in the painstaking and zealous means which they adopted ;
^

and finally, the Lord's word to the sick man, so unlooked-for and

striking as it was, finds its explanation in this, that He saw in

him a state of mind and feeling diffei'ent from theirs, aiming at

an object distinct from that of the bearers, who only sought for

his bodily healing. It may be understood, therefore, as a para-

dox and by way of opposition—Although He perceived their

believing desire. He did not immediately gratify it, but spoke

first a word quite different from what they had desired :—or, it

may be regarded as giving a profoundly significant reason

—

When He perceived that their strong faith would well bear the

test of delay. In any case the key-note of the narrative is this,

that He acted in a manner unexpected ; but the secret reason of

our Lord's dealing is left concealed in the narrative, even as it

first revealed itself in the transaction in the concluding reference.

The Lord perceived in the soul of the paralytic a sentiment more

akin to despair than faith, rather a doubt whether his healing

would correspond with his friends' confidence : for he was greatly

troubled on account of his sins, which probably had a particular

connection with his sickness. This penitent state of mind, on the

one hand, was more than the confidence of the others, which

had reference to bodily healing ; and the Lord, rejoicing more

over his penitence than their faith, does not fail first of all and

^ Schleiermaclier would explain "the uncommon and almost tumultuous

excitement about a home-born (?) sick man, whose case would have been

no worse for delay," by a festival near at hand. But how much else is to

be thou£rht and said aoout tnat

:
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immediately to invigorate the troubled spirit with tlie best con-

solation. On the other hand, although their faith might have

availe'd for the healing of the man, the Lord prefers to excite

within his own heart the spirit of faith, that so he might come

to experience a greater healing than that which would have

been imparted through the faith of others. When preachers on

the eighteenth Sunday after Trinity lay down faith as a pre-

supposed condition for the forgiveness of sins, they forget, in

their dogmatizing, that the encouraging word must be uttered

first, which then fiith lays hold of and appropriates.

A gracious and most affectionate word of consolation to the

dejected man precedes the utterance of the great and express

word of absolution. St Luke has retained only the uvdpcoTrz,

which marks an address to the person himself; and that only in

general terms, while the other two Evangelists mention more

exactly and literally r'iKVOV, which is more affectionate even than

OvyuTsp (Matt. ver. 22), and the same word which our Lord

afterwards used in addressing His disciples. St JSIatthew adds

only 6up(T2i, and we feel it to be quite natural that the Lord

should utter just such a word : while the other two Evangelists,

presupposing that, give only in full prominence the assurance of

the forgiveness of sins.

We might now go on to exhibit and expound the testimony

given in this narrative, so as to bring out its reference to that

which is of the highest moment, of infinitely greater importance

than bodily help. "We might make some remarks upon the

interval, however short, which the Lord permits in this case

between the taking away of the guilt of sin, and the removal of

its punishment ; and show how that in the counsels and plans of

the Most High many must be contented Avith hearing the first

essential word of grace. Thy sins be forgiven thee! while they

must still continue to lie on the beds on which those sins have

laid them. This, however, must be guarded, by bearing in mind,

that when forgiveness is received, the punishment is in reality

taken away ; what remains of suffering is no more punishment.

All this instruction, however, lies in the matter of the narrative

itself : it was scarcely the Lord's conscious design to express all

this Himself, or to give any testimony directly on these subjects.

It was so natural to Him to greet a penitent sinner with His

immediate Gdpaii, it was so great and so rare a joy to His own
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heart, that, in the sublime simplicity of His full authority, He
uttered the words which we find, without any oblique or sub-

ordinate reference in them whatever.

But since no prophet, no son of man had ever, with power and

confidence like this, spoken to men this word of absolute conso-

lation, astonishment and prejudice are excited against the Divine

voice of His authority, and this its authoritative utterance. Not

among those who brought the sick man, but among the Scribes

and Pharisees, who, though they were not now gathered together

as a " first inquisitorial assembly" (according to Sepp's fancy),

yet occupy there their seats of pre-eminence, and now take occa-

sion to vent upon the Lord the enmity of which their hearts were

already full. They might have used opposite language, and

said :—Such a word of spiritual consolation is very easily uttered,

He only feeds thus the sick man's confidence, but He can do no

more ! But they give it a far more malicious turn, and say that

He blasphemeth. Christ has not said— I forgive thee thy

sins ; but His simple word contained this latent within it, and

their spirit of opposition did not engender in them an incorrect

.suspicion ; they rightly understood His meaning. They do not

say it, but they think it, every one regarding his neighbour with

looks which said, as St Matthew tells us,

—

ourog /BXac^jj/Z/g?.

The others filled up what they intended, by adding the obvious

position—Who can forgive sins but God only ? a perfectly true

proposition in itself, and the inference from it, that " he who
assumes this power, being no more than man, hlaspJiemes" was

more correctly deduced by these Scribes in the reasoning of their

hearts, than by the rationalists of our time who leave the Son of

Man all His full honours as Son of Man, but are not so scrupu-

lous about His claims of Divine power and authority.—The Lord

saw the reasonings of the Scribes,^ just as He had seen the faith

of the bearers, and the penitence of him whom they bore : for in

relation to His spirit, the penetration through the conduct or

countenance to the internal heart of man was one and the same

with His knowledge of that which was in man, as man's great

Archetype and Head. It was not with the omniscience of God

^ Whether we read this second time uoug or louv in St Matthew does

not affect the case ; for compare ch. xii. 25. St Luke has i'Triyvovg, and

St Mark in the most express and pregnant words has I'Tviyvov; ru wsv^K-vt

ui/rov.
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that He pierced the tlioughts of all men's hearts, though nothing

could remain concealed from Ilim, and nothing could deceive

Him, when His spirit in the Spirit of God entered into relation

with man. And thus He here exhibits Himself, first as the

Possessor of all grace for the penitent sinner, and then imme-

diately as the Searcher of hearts and Judge, for the proud and

reprobate and self-blinded.

He most impressively lays bare the secret language and mur-

muring of their hearts, by a piercing question which referred the

origin of their thinking to their evil heart. St Mark has only

ravrcc expressed; St Luke, still briefer, only r/; but St Mat-

thew is here, as before, more precise, as is seen in the conscience-

stirring hari, as well as in the addition of -z-ovripci. This latter

would probably refer the Scribes to Zech. viii. 17 (although

the Sept. does not accord). Their application of these remarks

to the person of our Lord was as xoiched as their conclusion in

thesi was sound ; so that we may regard them rather as having

blasphemed in charging Him with blasphemy. For, first of all,

they exhibit no sense and feeling for His gracious consolation of

a dejected sinner, which every right-minded person would in its

first impression have sympatliized with and understood. Then
there is the malicious, unprincipled, wilful presupposition that

Jesus is no more than any other man, which stands in direct

contradiction to the emphatic and distinctive words of His con-

solation, and which those very words, addressed in supremo

dignity to the paralytic, were quite sufficient to have confuted.

Yet the Lord does not leave them to their folly as they had de-

served. He would, in any case, have effected the healing

;

but it is for their sakes also that He utters the other word of

authority which all are waiting for and desiring. To put their

perverted reasonings, however, to shame, and profit them. He
puts an enigmatical question concerning the relation of the two

words which He has spoken. It is a light thing to Him to cast

down all the folly and wickedness which exalts itself, against

His acts : but He condescends to their weakness, in that Divine

wisdom which knows how to accommodate its teaching to the

folly of men. He enters more deeply into those thoughts of

theirs, which He has just condemned in their wickedness. Arc

ye not now thinking, that it is easier to say (with baseless assump-

tion, without authority and without effect), Thj sins be forgiven
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thee I than to say (what would immediately convict itself of im-

potence), Rise up and loalk ? This is manifestly the immediate

connecting meaning, with which the Lord condescends to their

imaginings. He does not directly express Himself thus ; but,

leaving the question indefinite and in suspense, intimates that

the answer should be very different from wdiat He presupposes

in them. In effect, the converse is to be understood in His

question :—Many have performed miracles of healing, prophets

and apostles, as well as false wonder-workers; but to forgive sins

with the authority of God is greater, nay the greatest of all.

Or, to apprehend it in another way :—To God in heaven, and

His Representative on earth who is now speaking and acting,

both are one and the same : the forgiveness of sins is not con-

summated without the certain, though subsequent, removal of

all their punishment ; and the bestowment of health is not

truly making whole without its accompanying and essentially-

blended communication of forgiving grace. However we take

it, there is much to be pondered in the question of our Lord,

and a very different answer to be found than that which was

presupposed in the general thoughts of men. He intimates this

Himself in this enigmatical and sacredly ironical manner, before

He proceeds, in accommodation to their foolish thoughts, to give

the evidence they need.

We have here, consequently, in a particular example, a gene-

ral explanation of the significance of the external miracles of

Jesus. The immediate self-evidencing clearness and truth of

His word, spoken in the power of His spirit, should have, in strict

propriety, required no further evidence. When a soul like Na-
thanael's heard from His own holy lips,—I came forth from the

Father ! or a sinner truly poor in spirit heard His great invita-

tion, Come unto Me all who are heavy laden ! such souls needed

no further evidence, before they would believe and follow Him.

The paralytic, who embraced with a ready heart the first word of

comfort, did not put the doubtful question—By what authority

dost Thou thus assure me? Heal my frame, that I may believe in

Thee ! And so all Israel would have needed no more than to hear,

—I am come to bring you grace ! if all Israel had been found

in true repentance. But the less must become evidence for the

greater, to their hardness and folly of heart ; although by an

inferential reasoning which has not always and to all absolute
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validity. For, the word of the Holy One which testifies the

forgiveness of sins is just as much a proof of the diN'inity of

His miracles, as these again are the authentication of the

truth of His word. By this we may understand the only

sense in which the Lord might say

—

But that ye may Inoiu

or perceive, that not without power and authority to do so, I

forgive sins ! To the sick man, on the present occasion, such

evidence was not necessary: he was already comforted, and
thought less than before of the healing of his body. Let
preachers vipon this text beware, also, of a perilous vtrrspov

xponpoi/ into which a false spirit of allegorizing has led many

:

as if the Avords, Mise tip and icalk ! were spoken first to the soul

(renewing unto holiness), and an evidence to it of justification.

That would be to reverse the evangelical order of grace, since in

a spiritual sense the rising up and walking can only result from

an appropriated forgiveness. It is not so much for the paralytic

as for the others that the act of healing follows : this is as evi-

dently declared in the whole narrative, as it is that forgiveness of

sins is essentially the greater thing, and sufficient for itself. Let

it be further observed, how meekly the Lord veils His Divine

majesty, even while He must testify and assert it. The fully-

developed answer to their evil thoughts might have been :

—

That ye may know that I do not as man invade the prerogative

of God, but as the Son, one with the Father, forgive sins in M}--

own Divine right and dignity. He says not this, that He may
not cast a stumblingblock in their way : just as throughout His

whole testimony He ever kept back the simple declaration—

I

am God ! in order to avoid the provocation of unbelief. (Let

John V. 17, etc., x. 33-36 be noted, for example.) He calls

Himself, also, here the Son of Man, while He appropriates a

prerogative of God; and the son of man -upon earth, wliicli

was equivalent to saying, The fully authorized representative

of God in heaven} Quite correctly Bengel remarks : calestem

ortum hie sermo sapit. It is not admissible to construe he7'e I'tt)

Tfjg yjjg with the following apbcci apjaprlocg (as at jMatt. xviii.

^ Neander: "God forgives the sins in heaven; but Christ, as man,
announces to the sinners the Divine forgiveness. Son of Man and on earth

are correlative ideas." This is at the same time directed against the

pharisaic-cathoUc doctrine, that there must ever remain uncertainty among
men concerning God's forgiveness in heaven.
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18 in a lower degree) ; although certainly the earth is essentially

the proper place where He does forgive sins. And now He
turns in the concluding sentence from the Scribes to the

paralytic ; lets the immediate word of His power speak in act

;

and utters, without further preface, the command which He
had prepared them for—Stand up and walk ! In this change

of His word without drawing the conclusion, there is a sublime

breviloquence : the Lord does not first say : I will then speak

what ye require—but He speaks it ! This is proved by the 2o;

Kiyoj of St Mark and St Luke, in which (as Alford observes)

the emphasis lies on the (Toi. To connect with this the Xzysi in

St Mark, as being part of the Lord's own words, is an unskilful

forcing of His language and meaning (" That ye may know
that the So7i of Man hath power. He saith now in your presence

to this paralytic, / say unto thee!"). Besides which, this con-

struction is not admitted by s/Vs in St Luke, nor by rors Xsyn

in St Matthew, M'hich is an insertion of the Evangelist, as we

infer by the use of the same narrative Xiyzt afterwards in ver. 9.

It is immediately obvious, in this as in all similar instances,

that the taking up of the bed, and going to the house, was

designed as convincing evidence of perfect soundness instanta-

neously imparted. What the Lord bestows. He bestows with

full hand and in unrestricted measure: when He condescends to

attest His power in the sight of man, He will have it worthily'

esteemed and magnified. And more worthily by us who believ-

ingly read than by the astonished people of that time, Avho in all

probability, when they glorified l^ovffiav roiuvryjv in His hands,

rested upon the lesser instead of the greater manifestation of

power. But the Lord restored soundness to the paralytic man,

in order that we might apprehend Him as One who could also

say to us—Thy sins be forgiven ! This luord may neither be

criticised nor wondered at, but experienced.

THE PHYSICIAN FOE THE SICK.

(Matt. ix. 9, 12, 13; Mark ii. 14-17 ; Luke v.27, 31, 32.)

This is another example how various is the meaning wfiicn

we should attribute to our Lord's Folloio thou Me ! according to

the development of circumstances. In Lu. vi. ^Ye find that St
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Matthew had been, suddenly to himself, chosen into the number

of the Twelve before the Sermon on the !Mount. It does not

follow, because he himself relates his final call from his public

office two chapters after the Sermon, that therefore that final

call must have occurred later. But a comparison of the Evange-

lists indisputably proves it ; since otherwise the parables of ch.

xiii. must also have occurred before the Sermon on the Mount,

which is not to be supposed. St Matthew appears to have re-

turned more or less to the business of his office, just as St Peter

had returned to his nets ; and the Lord, who in His wisdom

regulated all things according to their respective conditions,

allowed this to be so ; until the critical moment came when He
saw fit to repeat that first call, strengthening it into an unquali-

fied command to follow Himself permanently. The very artless

manner in which St Matthew records this final summons, omit-

ting the former choice of him altogether (in which the two other

Evangelists follow him, according to the established tradition),

proceeded on the one hand from a most amiable modesty, on the

other from a deep consciousness in his own memory that it was

the last " Follow ISLe !" which came to him at the critical moment
of release fi:om all. This, however, we deny, that his conversion

had been, as Scpp says, the work of a moment. We hold against

Ebrard with the profound Bengel, whose harmony is not to be

hghtly and superficially rejected. (See his § 55. " Peter and

Andrew, James and John, had been followers before they became

Apostles : Matthew is called to be an Apostle, before he has be-

come a daily follower of Christ."

)

But, without any argument, such an apparently sudden

summons from office and function presupposes some previous

acquaintance and connection. It is nowhere written that no one

of the Twelve left the person of our Lord after having been first

called ; but the remarkable, and, in its kind, singular procedure

in the case of St Matthew, affords us much subject of thought,

which, however, here we may not speak of more particularly.

His " rising and following Him " is not to be understood as if he

left everything as it then was, according to the mere letter of the

narrative. It is to be understood that he set everything in order

pertaining to his house and office ; and the text itself allows us to

think that he even made a parting feast for his former com-

panions, at which he might introduce to them his new Master

VOL. I. 2 A
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and his other fellow-disciples. He intimates that this occurred

in his own house, only because that must be mentioned in order

to explain the following sayings of the Lord, so memorable to

himself. We may doubt whether, as Menken has it, " before

long, some Pharisees added themselves to the company ;" for, the

Pharisees were not wont thus to mingle, at least unbidden, with

the Publicans. We understand by the Ihovrzg of St Matthew

(even in connection with St Mark's zaQiovroi) only that they saw

it, or became acquainted with it, it may be, as they departed

again, or some time afterwards. (St Luke designates by ol

Ypcif/jpijCCTSig avrojv the Scribes belonging to the place, where

Jesus, always watched closely by this kind of people, participated

in such a meal.) They do not venture to address themselves

directly to the Lord, just as we saw in the foregoing history. •

Li ch. xii. 2, XV. 2, they do indeed address the Master, but only

alleging, as against the disciples, what their Master did or

approved: here they mockingly attack the disciples on their

Master's account. At furthest they proceed only once to utter

their murmurings in the third person, as in Lu. xv. 2.

The Lord is immediately ready with His answer to deliver

His disciples from their embarrassment, and to inflict salutary

shame upon the questioners. His answer and vindication con-

sists, according to St Matthew, in three propositions, which indeed

are one in their fundamental meaning, but advance in a threefold

progression of conviction in their expression. He begins in a

popular and gracious style, with a well-known proverb, figura-

tively to set forth a principle applicable in this case, which

they, in their perversion, utterly forgot. He then attaches to

this a word of Scripture for the scripturally-learned Scribes,

which neither the wisdom of the market-place, nor the wisdom

of the sanctuary, had yet understood and learned. His con-

clusion gives a most penetrating and direct ansicer, in an utter-

ance of the Lord Himself, concerning Himself, and the design of

His coming, which at once explains the proverb and expounds

the Scripture which He had quoted, ^?> fulfilled in Himself. St

Matthew alone gives us the passage of the prophet which mediates

between the figurative and direct expression
;
partly because of

its immediate interest as occurring at his repast, and partly

because he especially has preserved the reference to the Old-

Testament Scriptures.
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The proverb concerning the physician for the sick, and not

for the sound, which occurs as well in the Talmud^ as in pro-

fane authors, and is of universal use, is given by St Luke in the

most simple form, with the antithesis of vyiatvovrzg and KUTCcog

'iyjovng. The other two Evangelists have the more exact /(r;^6-

ovTZg, which probably made the contrast still more emphatic ; as

we should say, the robust, who are of radically and permanently

sound constitution. (Altliough, indeed, to be strong and grow

strong is a scriptural expression for recovery and healing after

sickness, as in Isa. xxxix. 1 ; Ezck. xxxiv. 16.) Apart from the

confirmation of the common practice to send the sick to the

})hysician, which lies already in the use of the proverb, its appli-

cation here has a further twofold reference. First of all, being

spoken to the teachers and spiritual guides of Israel, it puts them

to shame as bad physicians, who, although called to strengthen

the diseased, and heal the sick (Ezek. xxxiv. 2), yet in their

loveless selfishness acted perversely as the physician would act,

who should avoid the sick man wlio needs his help, in order tc

escape the danger of infection ! But then the Lord announces

Himself as the true Physician for the sickness of the soul,

using thus an expression wide and deep in its meaning, which

contains at the same time an interpretation of the miracles which

He performed on the bodily sick. The Lord speaks here in the

sense in which the Evangelist had already given that interpreta-

tion by a prophetic passage (ch. viii. 17); and it is for the sake of

this that St Matthew appends these sayings of our Lord, with

their occasion (and its continuation in vers. 14-17), to the record

which He had given in the eighth and ninth chapters of bodily

healing of all kinds. It may indeed be said, with some propriety

as far as regards the first of His expressions, that the Lord uses

the language of humility, and appears to place Himself only in

tlie ranks of physicians in general ; yet we cannot but perceive

immediately afterwards an intenser and peculiar meaning in the

singular iccrpou as spoken by our Lord in the person of Him
who has come (ver. 13). It is no other than if He had said : I

am the Physician, the one and only Physician for the souls of

men
;
just as He had said I am the good Shepherd, and as He

presently afterwards in ver. 15 distinguishes Himself as the

1 Thalm. Babyl. tit. Bava Karaa fol. 46. col. 2, as Autisthenes in Laertius,

Diogenes in Stobseus, Pausanias in Plutarch, Ovid de Ponto.
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Bridegroom. These are nothing but names of God and His

Christ through the whole prophetic Scripture. Even in Ex.

XV. 26 more than merely bodily sickness is intended.

How wonderful is the union ofgracious tenderness and supreme

dignity in this as in every other word of the Great Physician

who is come into the world : assuring every one, who will receive

it, of forgiveness of sins in God's authority, and of the healing

of all his iniquities by the Divine power ! In uncharitable per-

version they criticise and condemn the peculiar exercise of His

function : He only and simply answers that this is, nevertheless,

His ofSce and work. It is the voice of that compassionate love

which brought Him from the bosom of the Father, that is heard

in the "/j^ziav i^J^vGiv. It is the gracious view which Divine com-

passion takes, to pass by the idea of guilt and to regard our sin

as siclcness, which, though it does not deserve, yet needs to be

healed :—it is thus often represented in the Old Testament; e.g.

Jer. iii. 22, and more particularly, Isa. liii. How deep and

grievous our injury is, we learn indeed from this, that God only

can repair it, and that only by the wounds of His dear Son. But
who are the ivhole, who need no physician ? We shall hear in

this, with Calvin, an ironica concessio, if we rightly consider the

subsequent explanation of our Lord, which goes beyond the mere

literal meaning of the proverb, and tells us plainly that the Lord

never recognises upon earth any " righteous" and "sound" but

such as think themselves to be so. This is opened up to u,s by

the quotation from Scripture, to which the Lord refers the

Scribes with a keenly-penetrating hint :

—

Go ye and learn what

that often-read but never-yet-understood Scripture meaneth.

(In the Talmud the Kabbins frequently say to their disciples

:

Let us also go and read the words in their connection in Hosea,

in order that we may read and expound them aright. Not read-

ing and expounding them, however, as the modern scribes of

our day do, who allow the prophets to say no more than what

dim-sighted investigation of the present age thinks reconcilable

with the history, and the views, and the range of thought in the

times of the prophets themselves ; and who thus remain at the

utmost distance from that one, only exegesis, according to which

the Spirit of Christ Himselfwho spake by the prophets, expounds

and opens to us by the mouth of Jesus and His Apostles, His
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own forcwrltten word ; and bears witness to it as now first ful-

filled, and now first accessible in its full and consummate meaning,

to our understandinr^. "We cannot penetrate too deeply into the

words of the Holy Ghost, specially cannot we hold too firmly by

the principle that the quotations and expositions of the Old Tes-

tament in the New give to us the right key for their interpretation.

Misapprehending this, even orthodox expositors have missed

the inmost and fundamental meaning of the impressive tkzov

0'i}.ci), which the Lord has appropriated out of Jehovah's word to

Hosea, at the same time carrying it on to its development, in the

person of Him who was to come. It is almost universally under-

stood, as Meyer's note upon St Matthew expresses it, "as a

gracious condescension to teach sinners, and not a rigid, external

separation of Himself from them," thus referring to that mercy

and love which man should exercise towards man, according

to God's good pleasure. Though this seems at the first glance

to suit the connection, yet might we, penetrating deeper, already

mark that the Lord, who has proclaimed Himself the Physician

of sick humanity in the power of the grace of God, in the follow-

ing words refers rather to God in heaven, and must mean the

mercy, which God exercises towards sinners for their healing and

salvation ; and in effect, this is the first and only true meaning

of the word in the prophecy quoted.

The great theme of the fourteen chapters of Hosea, from the

beginning to the end, is generally, as in all the prophets, an an-

nunciation of punishment in order to subsequent mercy, a pre-

diction of the dispersion and return of Israel. His whole dis-

course passes from threatening to promise, and is arranged in

four sections, ever strengthening its hold, and widening its view,

as it goes on. The second of these sections embraces eh. iv. to

ch. vi. After long rebuke and threatening, there is a sudden

transition in ch. v. 15 to that healing mercy which will survive

the judgments, be prepared for by them, and even effectually

work in and through them. That God only, as His people's

Physician, can heal them and will, is a fundamental idea which

runs tlu'ough the whole of Hosea's prophecy ; and our Lord's

citation therefore seizes the central idea of the prophet. The
Assyrian could not heal them, nor cure them of their wound,

ch. V. 13. When I would have healed Israel, then the iniquity

of Ephraim was discovered (ch. vii. 1). Finally, I will heal
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all their backslidings, ch. xiv. 5. But how is this to be effected?

They must acknowledge their offence, and seek My face : this

they will do, they will in their penitent affliction say—Come,

and let us return unto the Lord ; for He hath torn, and He
will heal us ; He hath smitten, and He will bind us up (ch. v.

15, vi. 1). The Spirit of Christ in the prophet here glances

forward into the new covenant, the covenant of grace ; and in the

reference, ver. 2, to the third day, after two days, as, in its most

obvious meaning, the critical time of God's speedy turning from

judgment to mercy, we discover a latent typical under-meaning,

such as, despite all modern exegesis, the Old Testament abounds

in, by which the resurrection of the Redeemer on the third day

is foreshadowed.-^ Then is the future, New-Testament grace

further commended and set forth in vers. 3, 4 ; where, assuredly,

DD'npn (comp. Jonah ii. 9 D'^DH) can mean no other than the

mercy ivhich I ivill manifest to you, entirely as ^''DSt^p in ver.

3 signifies. My judgments against and upon thee. That other in-

terpretation which is generally preferred, and which Meyer's

note also approves as " the most immediate and obvious," is alto-

gether to our thinking inapplicable here ; for, the passage from

the first to sixth verse has no tone of rebuke, but is full of promise

and encouragement. The coming of the ^lerciful One to heal

and make alive is foretold in ver. 3, as the full preparation of the

morning dawn, and as a fructifying rain ; and presently after-

wards it is testified in ver. 5 that through judgments and after

them light should break forth. How then could we suitably

interpose a rebuke that '^your goodness is as a morning cloud,

and as the early dew that goeth away, that h, fleeting and transi-

tory'?" We must not, therefore, be misled by the passage in ch.

xiii. 3, which designedly applies the expression in another mean-

ing, but take the decisive conclusion of ch. xiv. 6 as a strict

parallel : I will be as the cleto unto Israel ! Comp. Mic. v. G.

The only true exposition of ch. vi. 4 is that of Burk (Gnomon
in xii. prophetas niinores), who says :

''' Irani comminantem, in

quam nonnulli (omnes fere hodie) interpretes hsec verba conati

sunt, totus tenor textus et connexio cum antecedentibus et con-

' According to the Scripture—says St Paul, 1 Cor, xv. 4. But where

shall we find it, save here and in the typical history of Jonah ? This latter

does not seem to us enough of itself to sustain the emphatically-asserted

" on the third day."
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sequentibus plane excludit. Sicut nnhes mane, quas auroroB

correspondet, et in qua radii auror® eo magis conspicui sunt.

"?l7n W'S^'O—cito, tempore matutino, summo mane ros venit.

!Mox ubi efficaciam et virtutcm suam terriE communicavit re-

liquitque, itorum abit videturque evanuisse; revera vero prodesse

non posset, nisi abiret, et dum evanuisse videtur, quam maxime
adesi et in efFectibus lajtissimis, in pratis virentibus, in herbis

celeritcr succrescentibus, novo habito indutus, splendide prodit."

We have been constrained to discuss all this beforehand, in

order to found upon it our protest against the ancient and modern

misapprehension of our Lord's citation of the sixth verse. The
fifth verse forms the transition from the gracious promises, vcr.

1-4, to this all-comprising conclusion of the whole discourse

;

and indicates the aim and object of the prophetic threatenings

—

of the word which rebukes and kills, and of the chastising and.

purifying judgments—to be that light might break forth upon
the people thus humbled and prepared. For, saith the Lord, /
desired mercy

;

—to show mercy, and not sacrifice. This does

not immediately mean—I am well pleased, when ye show mercy

one toward another;^ but there is ^twofold contrast between

God and men. Israel would give to God in sacrifice and offei'-

inf) : this is the leading mistake of the Old Testament, and it is

here once more protested against : "I will take nothing from you."

(See Hosea v. G.) " I will rather give to yoxi, it is for you before

and above all things, first and last, to seek and to find My com-

passion and !My love !
" This is the true knowledge of the Lord,

^"T^?!? ^in? which ver. 3 had spoken of, and which ch. ii. 19, 20

confirms. Taking this sentence, which forms, as it were, the

central point of our Lord's discourses, out of Hosea, let us look

backwards and forwards through tlie jn-ophecy, and see how the

mercy and comjmssion of the Lord is testified to be the only source

of healinn; from the bemnnincf to the end. Ch. i. 7, Dms,—ch.
in J:^ o 7 ... -.7

ii. 3 non-1,—ch. ii. 21 (19) D'pnnni npnni,—ch. xi. 8, 'o^m,—

especially the sublime conclusion, ch. xiv. 3-5, which shows

that that is the true sacrifice, when sinners confessing their sin

seek forgiveness, when the fatherless find mercy of God, and He
heals their backsliding.

^ As the Chal. S"nDn ""laya—and the Eabbius, who indeed think directly

of their npn^D UE'J'ro nibi
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This then is the first and most essential meaning of the word

which the Lord bids the Pharisees study, in order that they

might discern the heahng mercy of God as now having appeared

unto sinners :
—" Your God had ever in the Old Testament

testified, as the end and aim of all His revelations to His people

and dealings with them, that He alone is the true Physician for

the healing of His sick people. He will impart mercy^ not take

sacrifice." We do not deny, for it is perfectly obvious, that on

the foundation of this meaning a further hortatory application is

intended :—He avIio has found mercy, should be merciful, affec-

tionate, and full of kindness towards sinners. Hosea himself

speaks, ch. iv. 1, and xii. 7, of Ipn among men, just as Mic. vi.

8, and Zee. vii. 9. But in this fundamental passage he dis-

closes the foundation of the Divine compassion, which must and

will itself prepare the sacrifice which is well-pleasing to Him,
that is, the living sacrifice. Unless we err, the Apostle in

Eom. xii. 1 makes allusion to this same passage of the prophet,

as would appear from the conjunction of his three fundamental

ideas : the mercies of God, the sacrifice offered, and acceptable

to God.

And now observe, further, how profoundly and sublimely the

Lord, continuing His words with Q/ap, connects them with the

words of God in Hosea !
" I have had pleasure in showing

mercy," saith God ;—" I am come to call sinners," saith the

Son of God, in whom the God of Israel comes and manifests

Himself as the promised morning-dawn of righteousness and

grace. As Jesus had, in the previous healing of the paralytic,

called Himself the Son of Man, while assuming to Himself a

prerogative of God ; so now He directly speaks in the person

and name of God, when His human action, which is also Divine,

is measured by a false standard and judged by man. He now
gives full utterance, having prepared the way by the quotation

from Scripture, to His interpretation of the previous proverb :

but His interpretation and application of it must go beyond its

ordinary meaning. The proverb presupposes some who are

whole, who need no physician ; but now the great Physician

wdio is come, the revealed God of Israel, who will heal all sin

and backsliding, finds none but the sick or sinners, none who

are whole or righteous. Therefore the article is noxo omitted

which had been prefixed to l&yJjovTzg and KaKoog s-x,ovreg, and
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this lias a critical significance. The Lord knows no class of

men, whom He might term rovg hixutovg, whom He is not come

to call. That great "I am come !" which He so often repeats,

thereby indeed testifying Himself to be the ^Messiah, has its

application for all. His calling, which sounds forth to all,

regards all as sinners, not as righteous. If they had not needed

such a Physician, He would not have come at all ! This is the

final and full answer to the question of ver. 11, in words which

correspond to it—It is for sinners that I am here

!

Yet does this simple expression, which knows nothing of the

righteous, assume, when connected with the preceding proverb,

a severe tone of irony against the proud, who think themselves

sound
;
just as in Lu. xv. 7 there arc righteous referred to, who

think they need no repentance, but there is no joy, sorrow

rather in heaven over them. That He speaks of a righteous-

ness of the Pharisees, which availed before Him, no rational

person will admit. But because they perceive not and feel not

themselves to be sinners, in this particular sense not needing

the Physician, not KaKojg h/jiVTzg, the gracious Physician can

only say to them in His angry sorrow—"For you, such as you

are, it is as if I had not come at all
; ye receive INIe not, although

I call you too as sinners—ye are not such, ye are the sound

and the righteous!" And in the very fact of uttering this in

their presence. He docs nevertheless call them, and they might

have known it. It is as much as if He had said

—

r^XOov

KuT^^zaai iva^vrag {ug 'i\io'j, sig [Mruvoiav), ovx &>g ^izuiovg, a>X
ug afJuupTcoAovg.

The question whether iig (jArdvoiav is the right reading in St

Matthew and St Mark, as well as in St Luke, does not affect

the case ; for on any supposition St Luke has rightly completed

what must be included in the full meaning of the zc/Xkaai. To
what does the Lord call sinners but to mercy? and how can this

be obtained but in the way of conversion from sin to God, that

is, of repentance? We should regard it as more probable that

the Lord's words were uttered as we find them in St Luke. He
thus manifestly referred to the preaching of John the Baptist

—

continued as it was by Himself—whose cry : Repent ye ! went

forth to all without exception.

Jesus docs not merely eat with publicans and sinners ; He
sanctifies this eating and commerce, as He sanctifies His whole
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life and work, by the testimony and call which pervades it.

And not only so : His graciously-condescending, never-repelling

fellowship with them is itself a call, and an invitation and an

attraction most powerful.

ANSWER CONCERNING FASTING.

(Matt. ix. 15-17 ; Mark ii. 19-22 ; Luke v. 35-39.)

St Matthew's totz 'yrpoGiyjivrai, which will not admit of a re-

lation of anything past, indicates a close connection between this

and the preceding discourse. The conversation with the disciples

of John must certainly be conceived of as having first taken place

after the answer given to the Pharisees ; and, consequently, the

chronology indicated in Mar. v. 21 must not be so far pressed,

as to leave no room for all that St Matthew relates as having

occurred before the request of Jairus. St Mark, who has related

these circumstances earlier, places the discourse concerning fast-

ing immediately after that concerning eating and drinking,

though with but slight bond of connection ; St Luke, however,

connects the one directly with the other, as if the subsequent

objection had been urged by the same circle surrounding the

Lord from which the previous one had sprung. (0/ 5s uxov

'Trpog aurov.) It seems nearly certain from the whole, that the

two conversations, closely related in their matter, should be

placed, according to St Matthew's tots, not merely in relation

as facts, but in strict chronological conjunction : with which it

will well accord, if we perceive in the second discourse a refer-

ence to the former, as being still in our Saviour's thoughts.

The disciples of John, too, who now came, according to St

Matthew, to ^our Lord (that is, certain of them, as Luther ex-

presses it in St Mark, whom the article indicates as represen-

tatives of their kind), present themselves to our Lord and His
disciples with their objections and scruples, just as the Pharisees

had already done. For even they stand in part, if not for the

most part, on that footing of the old, which will not comprehend
the new as revealed in Christ. This is the general fundamental

idea which our Lord's discourse makes prominent. They them-

selves, with great simplicity, indicate this their position:

—

We
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and the PliaHsees} Whether they were incited to bring forward

their objection by the Pharisees, may be left to conjecture : we
may very well suppose the impulse to have sprung from within

themselves, without any such external stimulant. We arc very

far from saying, with Schleiermacher, that " such a question

from John's disciples themselves would have savoured of sim-

plicity;"—many as wise as he might in their case have shown

only the same wisdom. \sc fast so oft (St Matthew, -TroKKd, St

Luke, 'TrvKvdy koi hzriffug •^roiovvrcci), does not mean that they

thought it too much, and would rather have it lightened like the

disciples of Jesus : it is rather the proud zeal of their righteous-

ness which expresses itself thus, and upon which they value

themselves. Thy disciples fast not : a slightly ironical euphe-

mistic expression for eating and drinking as St Luke has it,

which is now made objectionable in itself, as before it had been

objected to for being in company with jyublicans and sinner's—
almost in the spirit of sympathy with the invidious meaning of

Matt. xi. 19.-

We have then here to do with the contrast between that dis-

tinctively and entirely new thing Avhich the Lord brings in,

exhibited in Himself and Ilis disciples, and both the entirely old,

to which pharisaic Judaism adhered, and that intermediate posi-

tion of John's disciples, which, vibrating between the old and

the new, had rather a preponderance of the old element. We
have it clearly recorded, how the Lord openly and decidedly

opposed Himself to both. If this collision is confined to the

special point of fasting, all -who were susceptible of faith might

^ In St Mark, they speak of the practice of the two discipleships in the

third person
;

jast as (according to Ebrard) a Lutheran might say to a

Romanist :—The Lutherans and the Reformed do not keep Corpus-Christi

day. We may very well conceive that after the imprisonment of the Bap-

tist many of his disciples would attach themselves to the hctlcr land of

Pharisees rather than to Jesus. The opinion, on the other hand, that the

Pharisees proposed this question to Jesus, only referring to John's disciples,

and that St Matthew's Gospel derived the account from a misunderstanding

and transposing tradition,—is one more of the petty shifts of Scripture-dis-

honouring modern theology.

- They speak, however, as Roos says, with simple hearts ; and hold pro-

bably the disdpks of Jesus only in saspiciou, as being an undisciplined

people, who would not so readily acquiesce in their Master's enforcement of

prayer and fasting, as they themselves had acquiesced in John's.
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have perceived in His words a token that the Messiah was come

:

for it was the Jewish teaching, as we find in Maimonides, that

" all fasting should cease in the days of the Messiah, and that

there should be then only holiday's and festivals, as it is v/ritten

in Zech. viii. 19." Resting on this, our Lord utters in Plis first

response the great contrast, openly and decisively expressed ; thus

proclaiming Himself as the giver of joy now come, and present

among His disciples; and designating the period of His presence

among them as the marriage-time. He had already declared

Himself to be the Physician, and this gives additional emphasis to

a second title: I am also the Bridegroom ! But the weighty signi-

ficance of this Messiah-name, pointing as it does by the definite

article to the prophecy and its fulfilment, would be altogether

weakened if we should limit that article to its mere use in the

figure, instead of deriving the figure itself from the prophetic

name ; and interpret it as only meaning—So long as the Bride-

groom is with them—tliat is He who is, as it were, a Bridegroom

to them, as being the source of their joy. It is incontrovertibly

obvious that the Lord here refers the disciples of John to the

testimony of their own master, as we find in John iii. 28, 29.-^ In

that passage o Xp/cro? and vvfjj(piog are strictly parallel. There

the Baptist named himself the friend of the Bridegroom, Tapci-

vv^(pog or 'zu.^tavuiJjpiog, vv[jj(pa'yi>j'yog, Talm. ^5:''5t^rLi', he who
demands and leads the bride to the bridegroom. He does not

indeed there say o vv[jj(piog ; but the Messianic reference in the

preceding r?;v w[Jj(p'/]v is even yet stronger than that would have

been, when we consider the whole meaning of John's demonstra-

tive discourse. (All men come to Him, the bride, the church,

the people of God turn towards Him : and this is as it should be,

for, as this proves, He is indeed the Bridegroom of this bride : I

have no other function than to lead her to Him.) But the Lord's

Avords here have a more extended reference : all His disciples

generally appear as vIoi rov vv[jj(puvog, friends of the Bridegroom

:

and with this we may compare ch. xi. 11. This expression, in-

deed, lindicates something much more intimate than marriage-

company or wedding guests generally, since vv[Jj(pojv signifies the

bridal-chamber, and not merely the hall of the wedding-feast. It

^ Subordinately, a not unimportant example, how the contents of the

fourth Gospel are presupposed by the Synoptical Gospels, and are confirmed

by them.
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refers already to the calling of the Apostles to be the bringers or

the bride, in the same sense as the Baptist had intimated: for in

such indefinite parables as these, which hint more than they say,

the narrower and the -wider meaning pass one into the other.

It remains, ho\Yever, clear and important, that the Lord here,

by a freneral citation of the Old Testament, terms Himself the

Bridegroom. That was according to a general Orientalism,

which thus exhibited the relation between ruler and people, and

with a much deeper meaning it was applied to the sacred relation

of Jehovah, the God of Israel. But the prophets testified clearly

that the true betrothal, the true marriage (which Ps. xlv. and

the Canticles predict), would take place when God, the King,

the Husband of Israel, should come as His INIessiah. Thus are

given first of all the great promises in Isa. lii. 6, 7, 12 :—

I

^Myself, who now speak, will be He ! Thy God reigneth ! The
Lord will go before you ; and the God of Israel will be your

rere-ward ! Then is interposed the marvellous prophecy con-

cerning the Servant of the Lord : but immediately after follows

again in ch. liv. the prediction of the fruitful marriage, ver. 5

:

For thy Maker is thine Husband, the Lord of Hosts is His

name ; and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel ; the God
of the whole earth shall He be called. Hence are to be under-

stood the subsequent marriage parables of our Lord, which are

already prepared for in this discourse to the disciples of John.

It is, finally, a very striking circumstance that the same Hosea

to whom the Lord had referred the Pharisees, testifies, as of the

Physician, so also of the Bridegroom. For in Hos. ii. 19, 20

(which is to be regarded as an interpretation of the typical

conduct of the prophet, with an allusion, at the same time, to a

meaning of the idol-name ?y3) we find it said : I will betroth thee

unto Me for ever
;
yea, I will betroth thee unto Me in righteous-

ness, and in judgment, and in loving-kindness, and in mercies

:

I will even betroth thee unto Me in faithfulness ; and thou shall

knoio the Lord. Now this is the true explanation of Ipn and

irrhifi njn (Hos. vi. 6), which the Lord Himself supplementarily

brings, while He blends in His answer a reference to that

testimony of the Baptist with the thoughts of His own mind,

which still linger in Hosea's prophecy. Thus by means of both

the prophet's predictions, that of the Physician and that of the

Bridegroom, uniting in strict harmony and concert, the Lord
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declares with ample clearness, for all who have ears to hear,

Who Himself is.

Where I thus am present, the Bridegroom, there can be

nothing but joy for My chosen disciples especially, who are

elected to be paranymphs, friends of the Bridegroom. To fast

now would be a plain self-contradiction ; for, fasting pertains to

sorrovj and not to joy. But these are glad, and rightly so,

because the long-expected is come at last, and are conscious of

nothing but this. The Bridegroom is come, the marriage must

and will now go on ! The presence of the Bridegroom is already

to them the beginning of the marriage. Interrupt them not,

they will soon enough discover that an interval must take place

:

yea, these and My future disciples shall, during many a dreary

season, find cause to fast—for the actual marriage is yet far in

the distance. Such generally is the meaning of this prophetic

discourse, though, alas, most readers accept it with difficulty

;

for Luther's word, without explanation derived from oriental

biblical customs, misleads them to think of the actual marriage

at once.

The Bridegroom is taken from them, just as the King first

takes His journey in order to receive His kingdom (Lu. xix. 12 ;

Matt. XXV. 14). The very generally announced prediction which

the Lord gives ^ concerning this, refers immediately and first of

all to the days of His sufferings and death : for the disciples of

John, whose master according to every correct harmony was

now in prison, the words would contain a latent analogy, which

the Lord more fully utters in Matt. xvii. 12 :
" Your master, for

whose imprisonment ye would mourn and fast, is not, however,

the true Bridegroom, who will similarly, yet quite otherwise, be

taken away !" The first presence of Jesus among His disciples,

however full of joy it might make them, was nevertheless quite

transitory ; there stood the cross before Him, by which the

Bridegroom would become the Physician, and lead the truly

healed through deep affliction to perfect joy. (John xvi. 20-22.)

All this the Lord knew from the beginning, and in the midst of

His gracious acknowledgment and approval of the joy which

surrounded Him in His own disciples' hearts, He alone looks

beyond into the days wdiicli were coming. (Wizenmann may

^ Where the grammatically unusual oLTrctadrt, the same in all tliree

Evangelists, stands alone in the New Testament.
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well cry :
" What man ever looked down so tranquilly, so cheer-

fully, from so great a height into so protbund a depth?")

Indeed the lXiv(jOvrui hi ^fLzput and the tots (which St Luke
still strengthens by h SKiivuig rccTg '^/Jbipccig, which is more exact

than St Mark's singular) stretches the prospect far into the

times of the church, in which, as well for the whole as for indi-

viduals, there will be a manifold and perpetual recurrence of the

departure of the Bridegroom, and the pressing through the sor-

row of the cross to the joy of the resurrection.

Nevertheless, tlie Lord will not permit any to disturb the pre-

sent joy ofHis own, however transitory it may be, in Himself and

His personal presence (iip' oaov, St !Mark, and St Luke, iv m [Mt'

uvrHjv IfTTi—St ^lark again oaov y^povou (Mzff luvrcov 'iyjivai tqv

vv[jj:piov) ! Although the most fearful suffering was at hand,

although the greatest of the prophets awaited in the prison his

death, yet even these things may not suppress the joy of the

disciples, and make them fast,—so gladdening is the presence

of the Bridegroom. It is in this that we are to seek the peculiar

contrast between the Old and the New, which is now intimated,

and afterwards expanded more fully: not, indeed, merely through

the presence of the Bridegroom (for this is limited by an Ip'

offoy, and fasting even in the new time is plainly contemplated),

but rather in the distinction between fasting as genuine and cor-

responding to the occasion, and fasting as enforced and legally

imposed as an external obligation. This specific point of the

Lord's saying becomes obvious to us in St Matthew (who has

here the exact word in preference to the other two) ; for He speaks

first of all of rnowning instead of fasting, and with a frank (mtj

huvccvTCit asks if it be befitting and right to enforce fasting in a

time of joy? (St Mark strengthens it with a repeated ov

hvvuvrcci ; St Luke expresses this fundamental idea through

a less direct tradition, but in a vigorous manner and quite

consistent with circumstances: [jy/j huvuff^s 'TroiyjfTai v'/}(mviiv.')

"What gives truth and reality to external fasting is the internal

mourning : all such exercise as outwardly imposed and enforced

belongs to the old and legal position, whicli in the circle of our

Lord's discipleship is utterly removed. And, further, what was

all the DDJ niay, even as imposed in the Old Testament by God
Himself, but a preparation for coming joy? It was never

an end in itself, only the transitional means. And when
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now He that is come inspires the joy, where is the occasion

for fasting ?

It will return, but never again in the legal, Old-Testament,

pharisaic spirit and manner, but in the truth and reality of the

fulfilment of its design. TJten sliall they fast ; that is now, con-

versely, they shall mourn of themselves, naturally and truly and

necessarily fast. This is no commandment, but a prophecy of

those fast-days which God Himself will appoint to souls, and

not they themselves impose voluntarily upon themselves. That

which in the time of the first fulfilment happened symbolicall}^

to the disciples, who in their affliction forgot to eat and drink,

though it never occurred to them to say, "we must appoint our-

selves a fast," will have a perpetual realization in the church.

It might indeed in a certain sense be said that the whole time

of the church during her Lord's absence, the whole interval

between the Ascension and the Second Coming, is a time of

solemn earnestness, of sorrow, and of fasting. Yet there is a

qualification of this ; since for the church, as well as for its indi-

vidual members, times of the Lord's presence alternate with

times of His absence, the one profoundly preparing the way for

the other. There freedom and truth must be uninterfered with

in all their conduct. If a soul has found its Saviour, let no one

disturb it when rejoicing as the disciples rejoiced in the begin-

ning : the hard ways of the cross will come afterwards, let them

be prophesied that they may be provided for, but nothing more.

The final end and consummation, which already appears to our

first apprehension, and with truth, to be so near, is the marriage

of the Bridegroom with His own, a time of joy and delight, in

which all fast-days are lost.

. Ver. 16. We shall now be better able to understand what

the Lord goes on to say concerning the old and the neiu

;

—and

indeed in marriage similitudes still ; for, garments and wine may
well occur to our thoughts when preparation for the marriage is

spoken of. What is the altogether new ? That freedom and

sincerity of deportment which ever corresponds with the reality

of the inward state, and which should henceforward alone avail

:

not, assuredly, a mere vain joy, as before a mere vain sorrow,

but the eating and drinking when man is glad, the fasting when

he is sorrowful ; that is, as we are wont to say, the government

of the evangelical spirit, rule of life and guidance. What, on
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the other hand, is the old which the Lord thus by the very-

word emphatically announces already as done away, even as

His Apostle afterwards (Heb. viii. 13) does again? All that

pertains to the legal, Old-Testament, imperfect, preparatory,

typical relation, as it opposes itself, in the Pharisees and John's

disciples, to the spirit of the New. What then is the mixing

and mending which would put a new patch upon an old gar-

ment ? It would have taken place, if the Lord in His instruc-

tion of the disciples, whom He was now training for the entirely

New, had still retained the pharisaical, Old-Testament spirit as

His foundation : for then nothing fundamentally and permanently

new would have resulted ; they loould not have agreed together.

No one acts thus, who will provide a durable garment, that is,

no practised workman ; for, of this urfntelligent, wretched, and

indeed, holding to the external figure, necessitated patchingy

there is abundance. It is very plain that here, as elsewhere, our

Lord's word, which in its dignity condescends to the meanest

details of the earthly and common realities of life, enters into the

history of a mended garment, elevating in His wisdom the most

trivial thing into a glorious similitude. If the garment itself is

oldf worn out, and holds not together (and the whole rests upon

this supposition), no new patch inserted will do it any service.

The g9r//3?.jj///a, which was intended to be a '^Xfipufjua uvrov

(" put in to fill it up"), can accomplish that purpose only for a

short time and very badly : it a'tpu a^o rov ifjjUTiov, that is,

although it rends not itself, it does not hold to the scam of the

old ; the new piece taketh away something from the old ;
^ the

consequence is, as St Luke expresses it, xui ro kkivov (T/JZ^zi, in

the end the new is thrown away, inserted in vain, no better than

rent, like the old itself. The new is not entire, the old is not

firm. (Comp. the parallel, ver. 17.) St Luke gives the fun-

damental idea quite correctly, whether the Lord now uttered

it or not ; oh GV[jj(pcorit, the old and the new fit not, agree not

together : but St Matthew and St Mark say most distinctivel}-

and decisively %{ipov a^iaiJM yivsrat, such improvement only

makes the evil worse. See here in the history of an unskilfully

and vainly patched old garment the prophecy of many injuries

' St Mark, according to the correct reading, xi'pit to x?i^/)w/[«« to xxtvot^

TOW -TTccXxioii ; see Bengel, and on the construction of alpetv with a genitive,

Winer's Grammatik, § 30. 6.
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and schisms made worse, in souls, in congregations, and in whole

churches ! O that wicked piecing of evangelical patches upon

the old ground ! O that it were in the thing signified as it is

said to be in the figure—No man doeth this !
^ Poverty con-

strains us not to do this, now that He is come to provide us the

new wedding garment : that we should put on ivliole and new,

in the new nature of the spirit and of liberty, the old nature of

the letter and of bondage being entirely cast off. Let it be once

more observed, with what far-reaching wisdom our Lord, passing

beyond the present occasion which gives birth to His words,

makes them universal ; and with what irresistible conviction

the thought thus clothed in parable teaches us to hold fast His

doctrine.

Ver. 17. Are we to suppose that the Lord is saying the same

thing in a second figure ? Many are of this opinion, though it

runs entirely opposite to our Lord's manner of teaching. It is

not sufiicient to say that He views the subject of His discourse

under two distinct relations : as ifHe first condescends, as it were,

to figure the new " only as a subordinate element, repairing the

deficiencies of the old," and then in the second similitude speaks

more definitely and strongly of the new spirit and nature, for

which an altogether new external form is necessary. For, if the

former were true, the Lord could not have blamed the coming to

the aid of the old garment with a new patch : whereas He already

in the first figure requires a totally new garment. The difference

between the two ideas is certainly not to be sought in this; for the

full contrast is the same in both. What then is it ? We must

not take the old and new bottles as corresponding directly to the

old and new garment : he who retains this notion must misunder-

stand the whole discourse. Rather that which the Lord has com-

pared to a garment, He now in the second instance compares to a

wine. As, in the first instance, starting from the old garment

the opposite entirely new one is intimated only by the new patch,

which is not, however, the new garment itself; so, in the second

instance, the contemplation sets out fi'om the new wine (for so

sliould it be translated), with an understood contrast with the old

' "Christians should never call God's work in them through Christ, a

mending, but a neiv creation'''' (von Gerlach). But there have been sad

times when men have talked about " moral mending and perfecting of our

nature."
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wine, which, as we shall see in St Luke, is actually mentioned.

Thus much is here plain : a garment is put on from without, but

wine is received from skins or vessels inwardly : and what was

first viewed rather as external manner of life or even doctrine,

appears now as a spiritual principle, as the spirit that moulds the

habits, the life within which shapes the life without. The new

garment is the ^ew-Testamentfreedom and truth of external life,

in which man lives and moves ; the new wine is the internal

spiiit of that freedom and truth itself. And what are the bottles

which contain and hold this spirit ? They must necessarily cor-

respond to the men who wear the garment* consequently that is

true which might now be raised as an objection, that neither

" the ancient Jewish nor the new forms " are alluded to, but

the persons who may or may not be capable of being used. The

figure is, moreover, scriptural; see Job xxxii. 19, where the

" new bottles " arc either, as is probable, equivalent to bottles

with new wine, or Elihu in his inflated discourse represents the

spirit which urges him as so mighty, that even new bottles

would be burst by it.

The expressioif of our Lord which is now shown in its com-

pleteness, has a twofold aim : that the new must not be mixed

with, or inserted into, the old; and that righthj disposed people

must be chosen for the freedom of the new which He inculcates.

But in the nature of things, the similitude will not absolutely

Guit in every respect, inasmuch as men and nations in themselves

are no other than old men and nations. It suits, nevertheless,

relatively at least for the relations of the time then present, and

for all similar relations ; inasmuch as, while many are too firmly

rooted and fixed in the old, and cannot, like old bottles, receive

and retain the new wine and the new spirit, many, on the other

hand, are found susceptible, unprejudiced, prepared, and, as it

were, already corresponding to the new. Men put not new wine

into old bottles :—the Lord by \h\s justifies at the same time the

conduct of John, who treated quite rightly his discij^les, who were

not yet ripe for the evangelical freedom and joy ; and His own

conduct, in seeking for Himself new bottles. Or rather He
justifies the wisdom of God, which sent to the men of that

generation, in near connection and succession, both the severe

Elias and the benignant Son of Man. (Ch. xi. 17-19.) The

Lord, indeed, received His disciples in part from John the
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Baptist, but not those of tliein who were pharisaically narrow-

minded and rigid, such as now put the question to Him ; His

accepted new bottles were publicans and sinners, whom He
immediately called to Himself. John indeed predicted the new

wine ; but not many received it, as is proved by the very fact

tnat there were yet fasting disciples of John, even long after

their master had pointed them to the Bridegroom. To such

the Lord meekly replies :—Eemain ye in the old, and leave to

My disciples the new ! Thus it is meet, and thus will we for a

while be separate.

Finally, wherefore and what means the breaking of the old

bottles, so that the good old wine is spilled, and the bottles perish,

and thus a twofold injury arises from the false conjunction of

things that agree not together ? The new wine ferments, in

order that thus it may out of must become true wine : Thus the

wine hursts the skins ;

—

will, as it might be foreseen, burst them,

as we read in St Mark and St Luke. As St Matthew and St

Mark condense and break off the Lord's expression, it seems just

to hint at this explanatory fundamental idea ; but St Luke, in

ver. 39, gives it plain and significant utterance. Yet how have

short-sighted expositors on all sides perverted this undoubtedly

genuine and important addition, because they cannot deal rightly

with its meaning : and yet how simple and clear, how entirely

appropriate to what precedes, when that is rightly understood,

is the thought which it expresses ! The emphasis lies in the

iudscog ; for the genuine neio, of which the passage speaks (not an

externally new form or mode as such, which people readily

enough seize, as they do new garments, but a new and free and

living Spirit), does not easily and immediately take possession of

people who are accustomed to the old. Not, by any means, as if

the old wine were actually better : but he who has hitherto drunk

it (being accustomed, that is, not merely to " old habitudes," but

to the life and principle stamped upon them, the spirit of legal

exercise and righteousness), feels that to him it tastes better

;

he says, the old is more agreeable and pleasant. The Lord in

His gracious wisdom says this, partly in blame (for men cannot

and should not always tarry in the old, the years as they roll on

bring their new growth), partly, also, in gentle apology for them.

Thus it must be, it lies in the nature of the case. I know well

that your much fasting is to you, with all its severity, preferable
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to tlie freedom of My disciples. Length of time makes the old

habitual pleasant to us ; the yoke, otherwise intolerable, bearable,

and even easy. Here at the conclusion our Lord is also answer-

ing the first part of the question : Why do we with the Pharisees

fast ? He teaches, finally, that a time will come, when the new,

which so few now relish, will better commend itself. When the

new wine is old, thou shalt drink it with pleasure, said Sirach

anciently, Ecclus. ix. 10. TJiis is the meaning ! Not merely,

as Schleiermachcr says, that "he would not find fault with

them for not liking the new wine, but holding the old wine, as

usual, for better : the value of the new loinc would come out in

the taste, but this would be the case with them only by degrees."

It is not our taste merely which is concerned here, but the actual

fermentation and clarification of the new life and the new spirit,

which, after the manner of new wine, is unready and imperfect

within us at the first. The figures proceed with each new turn

in the discourse more fully and deeply into the reality, and its

whole process. The bottles which contain the new wine, but

should not, indeed, retain it for themselves, are the constantly

chosen bearers and instruments of the new spirit : the j^cople,

who should drink it, are all others to whom then and thus are

communicated the new power, doctrine and discipline. This

distinction must be well seized ; typified in the relation of the

Apostles and the first disciples, it finds its ever-recurring

application to all times. Hast thou, for thy part, received the

new Avine of grace into a sincere and humble heart, into a mind
which lays aside all that is past, as into a new bottle ; then take

good heed that thou do not impetuously pour it out before all

people to diink, and complain if they relish it not. Thus does

the circumspection of our Lord's word fill up its meaning :

—

llejoice in thyself, no man shall constrain thee to fast ; but cry

not out too soon, Rejoice all with Me as I rejoice ! The Divine

Spirit in the spirit of man, when it at first approves itself a

fermenting new wine, must itself become ripened and mild.^

But when it is so, there is nothing more lovely, more heart-

rejoicing, that goeth down more sweetly (Cant. vii. 9) to every

' A Jewish maxim (quoted by Scpp) says : "He who socks instruction

from the young and iuexpcrienced, is like one wlio eats uuripc grapes, or

drinks new wine out of the winepress ; to learu from the old, is to taste ripe

grapes, and old wine."
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unperverted taste and conscience, than the thoughtful, powerful,

affectionate testimony and exhortation of such disciples as have

prepared themselves in wisdom and patience for the Bride-

groom's will, from their first joy through all succeeding mourn-

ing, until His new thing in them is fully ready to be offered

to the world. The more fully this testimony of the whole

apostolical church since Pentecost has been published to Israel,

with so much less sincerity of excuse can they allege of their old

wine, that it is better.

THE ISSUE OF BLOOD.

(Matt. ix. 22 : Mark v. 30-34 ; Luke viii. 45, 46-48.)

St Matthew records in the most concise manner, in three verses,

the incident which was interposed on our Lord's way to Jairus.

As his recollections rise to him in more and more rich profusion,

the Apostle and eye-witness employs in his Gospel a more

pregnant brevity of style (that the book may not become too

great, John xxi. 25) ; and suffers himself not to be diverted to

the right or left from the prescribed design of his plan. In

addition, we must regard as coming to the aid of this, as foreseen

and provided by God for the Jirst Gospel, the Apostle's own in-

dividuality ; which is less adapted for sharply defining the small,

characteristic traits ofan incident, and on that account more fitted

to arrange and combine events and discourses under great lead-

ing aspects,—though never, however, contrary to the strictest

truth of fact. St Mark and St Luke then fill up many things

left in outline by St Matthew ; in perfect consistency with their

characteristic, that of more searching, reflective, accurate, and

most exactly faithful reporters. Yet this filling up must also

be regarded as strictly adhering to truth. If any man, for ex-

ample, would regard the narrative of the Ruler's daughter and

the woman with the bloody flux, so self-evidencing in their in-

comparably artless originality and living freshness, as invented,

or either with or without design elaborated and adorned, we

must lament his critical failing and account him fundamentally

perverted.

But in these narratives the words of our Lord are so inter-
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woven uith the circumstances occurring, that without under-

standing these, those cannot be understood : yet must we be on

our guard against entering into the history too much. In this

view, we must rather reckon upon too much than too httle in

the reader himself :—that so our book also may not grow too

large.

Who touched Me ? or, more properly : AVho is it, who teas if,

that touched Me ? This question the Lord asks in the midst oi"

the press of the crowd : the disciples marvel, and instead of

answering, they use that liberty to which they had been en-

couraged by His lowly intercourse with them, and by Peter's

ever-ready mouth throw out a kind of demur as to His putting

such a question at all. According to St Mark, who may here be

the more exact, it was, "Who touched Mi/ clothes ? or more pro-

perly, Me hj My clothes ? A well-meaning, but incorrect dog-

matic theory prudently remarks here that the Lord had well

known all from the beginning ; but that for the sake of men,

and because He would not have His wonderful power to be

thus experienced in secret and kept hidden, He procured its

disclosure by such question as this : but this springs from a

purely human mistake as to the essentially human in the Son

of Man, and plainly opposes the most distinct words of the Evan-

gelists. First of all, the indefinite Masculine, o c(.-^a,(Jjivog does

not favour this view; but St !NLark further reports that the Lord

turned round to find him who had done, or, as ho speaks in

relation to the known fact, her^ who had done this thing
;
yea,

that the woman came and told flim cdl the truth. Consequently

He did not yet fully know her from the beginning, rather

nothing more than that which His genuine question expresses,

that some otie had touched Him with such longing of faith as

had drawn from Him His healing virtue. St Mark selects the

words very carefully and with exact propriety : the woman 'iyvu

rSj aoj(Jja,ri, marked or felt in her body that the fountain of her

blood was suddenly dried up; but Jesus puts His question st/-

yvovg Iv iuvrco r^u g; uvrov hvvuf/jiv s^sXdouffav ; as He not

merely felt in His body, but at the same time knew in Him-
self (tso -mviJMTt avTOv), what had taken place.

^ Wliich expression narrating post cvenlum (r'^v roino Trotnauauv), should

not be urged (cy. by Alford) as a proof that Jesus, when He put the ques-

tion, already knew.
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According to St Luke, the Lord Himself testifies this by a
second word, Avhich we should have been required to supply in

St Mark, even independently of this, as the Lord's explanatory

answer to His disciples' demur. ^^Somebody hath touched Me,
and, as I think, in a different way from the thronging crowd

:

hath touched Me, and not merely, like them. My clothes :" thus

does the Lord defend His unintelhgently-blamed question, and
explains its reason by the same word which St Mark has woven
into his narration : for I'perceive that virtue hath gone out of Me.
"'Yjyo} first and emphatically : if no one else, I at least must
well know. "Y,yvcf)V in the same proper sense as St Mark has

explained it : the bodily feeling with an inward consciousness of

the internal and essential import and reality of what was taking

place. The z^ik&ovacc connected with the 'bvva[jjig, especially

with the emphatic rriv in St Mark, teaches us that it signifies

more than an ordinary miracle, as many would sophisticate it.

And consequently it remains undeniable, after the distinct evi-

dence of this narrative, that that poioer to heal (Lu. v. 17, vi. 19)

which was there inherent in Him, and went forth from Him,
bears some analogy with that in human natiu'e of which we know
some little under the name of mamietism, as exerted throuo-hthe

medium of a special bodily relation ; and this is confirmed by

further analogies, such as that of the Apostle's handkerchiefs in

Ephesus. But then the whole narrative, with the words that

pertain to it, is especially recorded in such a manner as to show

us the difference between the higher and the lower, between the

healing and living power of the God-man, and the influence

exerted by magnetizing physicists and physicians. The imme-

diate discussion of this, however, belongs not to this place.

But thus much the Lord's word which we are expounding

testifies, that to the efficacious influence going forth from Him
which heals the body, there must correspond a bodily virtue in

Himself, which might be imparted through the hem of His gar-

ment : but that this did not occur in a physical way without or

against the intervention of His conscious will. And it is just to

refute this very error of the woman, which would otherwise have

been confirmed and propagated, that He speaks and will not keep

silence ; and that He is constrained in all kindness to abash still

more the ashamed woman, by bringing her into prominence.

The physical virtue which passes over does not go firom Him
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without His loill : that will is always disposed; stands, as it were,

always open and prepared for approaching faith, and this is the

reason why that which occurred could take place. Further, not

without His knowledge, as h immediately shown ; the touch

which derived the virtue from Him was assuredly unexpected,

but He marks it immediately, knowing it within Himself, rejoic-

ing over iiie faith, by which He is well pleased to allow Himself

even to be thus touched. AVe can apprehend this spiritual-

physical virtue only by taking into account this spiritual rela-

tion : the people generally throng and press Him without that

relation ; but the timid touch wliicli scarcely laid hold of His

garment brings healing to the sick woman, because she has faith

to be healed. A striking figure for the preacher, often used to

distinguish the crowds from the little few around Jesus !

'

It is this faith which touched His person that the Lord makes
prominent in His last word, discerning what was directly need-

ful in this unexpected occurrence. We find it only in St

Matthew, wlio thus in his brief narrative retains the essential

point of the whole, namely, the contrast of our Lord's word with

the woman's thought as given in ver. 2L That there was a

certain admixture of an improper, and in the gentlest sense,

superstitious notion in this thought, is proved by the circumstance

that she thought she might steal away unobserved and unknown
with the healing she had secured. There was somethino- in her,

as Grotius on this occasion profoundly remarks, of that idea of

the philosophers, Deum agere omnia (pOffSt ov (iovX'/j(jZi, and this

our Lord could not allow to pass current, lest wide-spreading

error should arise from it. Thy faith, thy touch in faith hath

saved thee [a'iGcjKZ az—as she had said (rojG'/jcrofjjCct, and St

Matthew adds ktJcoCy]), not merely thy touch or My garment!"

It was indeed, with all its lack of perception or acknowledgment,

which does not affect the matter,^ a strong faith which trusted

1 Augustine : Sic etiam iiunc, est corpus ejus, id est, Ecclcsia ejus. Tan-
git earn fides paucorum, premil turba nmltorum.

- St Matthew docs not, most assuredly, design to report, in contradiction

to St Luke, that now first at this word the woman was made whole. This

Ls that reading of a modern exegesis which beforehand expected Us contra-

diction.

2 Alford refers very beautifully to this :is being a um-acle full of the

highest encouragement to all who might bo "disposed to think despond-
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that the hem of His garment could do more to heal her than the

instrumentality of all physicians of whom she had for twelve

years suffered many things, and was nothing bettered, but rather

grew worse. The Lord now as ever praises such faith, and

compensates her for all the pain and shame which His testimony

for truth had required that He should not spare her, by His

gracious dupasi, duyarsp (St Matthew retains only the paternally-

affectionate ^yyctrsp), which was immediately uttered in antici-

pation of the word which praised instead of blamed her act.

Oh how His love rejoices over such faith, in whatsoever form He
finds it : that love which delights to give to all, rather than to

receive! It is His continual manner to ascribe all that His virtue

effects to faith, since, notwithstanding His hmafiiig always ready

in Himself, TTiffrig is yet the conditio sine qua non of its s^sXhTv:

comp. Matt. ix. 29, viii. 13; Lu. vii. 50, xvii. 19, xviii. 42.

Thus does He speak in every new instance, to encourage others

that they also believe, as well as to confirm those who have

already believed. St Mark and St Luke add here His usual

Go in peace ; St Mark, besides this, gives the assurance, so wel-

come to this poor woman, that the instantaneous cure of this

twelve years' disease should retain its permanence ;—Thou hast

believed, go in the peace which this faith brings, which hath

healed thee; and he for ever healed of thy sad and long-suffered

plague I

JAIRUS' DAUGHTER.

(Matt..ix. 24; Mark v. 36, 39, 41 [43]; Luke viii. 50, 52,

54 [55, 561.)

Be not afraid, only believe ! Once more the same gracious

invitation and excitement to faith, and the same contrast between

faith and fear, which we have already seen in Matt. viii. 26.

All that is to be held as true in the doctrine of " faith alone " is

represented to us by this f/jOfov in the region of external things,

which the Lord Himself everywhere regards and exhibits as

ingly of the ignorance or superstition of much of the Christian worid—^that

He who accepted this woman for her faith even in error and weakness, may
also accept them."
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similitudes of things internal. In St Luke we liave the promise

connected with the cr/crsys/v of Jairus for his daughter : xai

GcoOriGiTai. This does not indicate that our Lord doubted the

correctness of the subsequent intelligence that the daughter was

now actually dead, as the ordinary language of man terms dead;

for the mother especially would not send the sad intelligence

prematurely to the flither on the way. If Jesus had hoped or

certainly knew, as His word afterwards, even before He saw the

particulars, might seem to say, that the maid was not dead, He
must, to preserve the truth, have contradicted the intelligence

at once before the people, and could not have allowed it to pass

current, as He nevertheless did. His promise does not fully and

openly announce, for so it seemed good to His humility, that He
would, because He could, make Her live again ; but under this

veil of generality it contained such an intimation. Fear not—
be not disconcerted by even this message of death : let what

may take place or have taken place, thou hast summoned Me to

be thy Helper, and I will assui'cdly help. Only believe—tu contra

audentior ito.

That the man had from the beginning been aware of his

daughter's death, and had attributed to Jesus the power even to

awake the dead, is inconceivable in itself, would be unexampled

in the whole evangelical history, and is opposed by the resigna-

tiun to the event of even Martha and Maiy when their brother

had actually died. The rapid condensing brevity of St jNIatthew

at the commencement of his narrative might lead the unwary

reader to think so ; but to prevent such inconsiderate reading, wo

find the contrary expressed both in this and the other Evangel-

ists. St Matthew passes over the intermediate message, which

was certainly not unknown to him ; and in his brief and com-

prehensive reference to it, tliroios hack upon the former part of the

transaction the impression and feeling of the latter. This is his

manner : his first Gospel delivers its narrative in this unstudied

style, because he can presuppose a living tradition of the more

minute details of important occurrences, before the subsequent

Evangelists had rendered them permanent. But with all this

he ever writes the truth: for, strictly considered, the apr< irikzv-

7r,aiV^ means no more in the father's mouth than St INIark's

Icr/j^Tug 'i'/^ii)—She lies now in the article of death, there is the

^ Which i^ no false supposition of the reporter, as Schleiermacher thinks.
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most critical clanger, all haste is needful, probably she may be,

while I am calling Thee, already dead. Nothing else obviously

is meant—and this is decisive—by St Luke's ccTrihrta^csv (as

aTTodv^iTzsiv is elsewhere the beginning of dying, the danger and

anguish of death, e.g. 2 Cor. vi. 9), from which he himself in

ver. 49 distinguishes the ridi/fizsv. Consequently Z,tj(T&TCJ is not

directly,—She shall again return to life ; but, she shall continue

to live, survive the immediate peril of death. St Mark quite cor-

rectly : o'TTajg acodij, fiui ZJ^azrcci.

And- now, between the hope and fear of struggling faith, the

Ruler's mind is agitated by a new thought. He who at first

pleaded for the healing of his only daughter suspended between

life and death, has now to ask :—If she should be dead, can the

Master's helping power help me then ? The people, whose

excitement had been increased by the incident on the way, were

now intent upon something marvellous which would take place

in the Ruler's house : for, the circumstance, which had at first

vibrated in uncertainty between life and death, has now reached

its highest interest in consequence of our Lord's word of en-

couraging promise in reply to the message of death. Common
curiosity now rules all, even to the extent of irreverent pressing

and thronging. Our Lord submitted to this as to the customary

pressure of His great work, yet no longer than to the door of the

house. Entering, He beholds the scene which Jewish custom

exhibited in bewailing the dead ; even there where He has de-

termined in the power of the Father to bestow life. What is

more natural than the first cry with which He arrests their

lamentation : Give place I Ye weepers are not wanted yet

!

Thus we liave it in St Matthew : St Luke, on the other hand,

expresses it, Weep not ; and St Mark, Why make ye this ado and

weep ? The sense in all is the same : it is the indication of abso-

lute assurance that lie Avas bringing help,^ as well as the depre-

cation of all that tumult which too commonly mingled itself with

lamentation for the dead, as vmbefitting the dignity of His own
person and of the present solemn occasion. And then He adds

—let it be remembered, before He had entered in and seen the

child—that word of wonder which all the three Evangelists have

retained alike,—for the maid is not dead, but sleepeth!

This is so definite and precise, that one might at first under-

^ Bengel : certus ad miraculum accedit.
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stand it in the letter, and yet with but few exceptions the whole

church has understood it otherwise : rightly indeed, for the whole

connection constrains us to do so. It is well known that it was

the caprice of the late Olshausen to maintain the literal inter-

pretation, from which many of his friends in vain endeavoured

to dissuade him.^ To what St Matthew and St Mark briefly

intimate, " and they laughed Him to scorn," St Luke adds de-

cisively, Bthorsg on ccz'sdanzv, and in the clearest manner records

afterwards, xui Wiar^z-^z ro TVivi^u avrtjg, just as it is written

in 1 Kings xvii. 22. She was thus certainly dead, though the

Lord speaks concerning her as concerning Lazarus (John xi.

11-15). This is His Jirst raising from the dead, the onlj/ one

which St Matthew records, which could not have been wanting

in his Gospel, because of his testimony to the Lord's saying in

ch. xi. 5." Tliree awakenings from death the Spirit has caused

to be recorded for us, although others may well have taken

place ; and these indeed in a remarkable and significant pro-

gression, which is in itself a corroborative testimony for this first

:

—the maiden is here dead upon her bed, the young man at Nain

was carried forth upon his bier, Lazarus had lain four days in his

gi'ave.

But why did the Lord speak thus ? His word has a sublime

universal meaning as it regards all who are by us termed " the

dead" generally, and specifically with a twofold design as it

regards His then present hearers. To the tumultuous people

without, it is veiled and repulsive, the opposite of that lofty lan-

guage which would not have suited His lowliness, such as—Even

if she were dead, I nevertheless can, and will raise her up!

1 Hase, in his Leben Jesu, calls the maid " the sleeper !" Braune also,

unhappily, contends that the Lord literally said and meant :—she is 7iot

dead. Even Neandcr, although " all the circumstances make it probable

to him that it was but the condition of a trance," yet concludes that the

Lord (who docs not know or observe that ?) spoke with reference to the

resJiU of the awakening rather than to death. Lange, on the contrary,

rightly maintains that the decisive account of St Luke that she was dead,

is the only supposition on which the conduct of Jesus can be understood.

If it must be taken literally, it would be sleep merely, and not trance.

Von Gerlach acknowledges tliat St Luke gives it as his view that she was

dead ; but such a view of the Evangelist v:e hold for undoubted testimony.

2 Which we find in St Luke had been just preceded by the resurrection

of the young man at Nain.
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But to the desponding, wrestling father it would be no other

than a repetition of

—

Be not afraid, only believe ! Therefore He
rejects the word of fear and dismay—She is dead ! and substitutes

another which promises to faith a reawakening—She sleepetli

!

One whom, it is His will to awake immediately, as in this in-

stance, sleeps indeed only in a short sleep of death. Even we

have no other way of speaking of it than to call it a reaivaken-

ing, and consequently thereby confirm the right of Him who re-

awakens to speak of it as a sleep. But the Lord does not speak

now with reference only to the present occasion. At this first

resurrection which the Father gave Him, there rises to His soul,

in one great comprehensive view, the death and resurrection of

all the children of men ; and He speaks in language of sublime

and majestic superiority over the narrow thoughts and limited

lamentations of mortal mind. He speaks with the deep mean-

ing of His subsequent word, in which He says concerning the

God of the living, that all live to Him. (Lu. xx. 38.) Bodily

death is not essentially death : we know how the Lord elsewhere

speaks of death and destruction, and may appropriately call to

mind His words concerning the dead to be buried, in Matt. viii.

22. This the poor people understand not now ; and they show

how unsympathizing their lamentation had in reality been, how
untouched their hearts, by passing at a bound from weeping to

laughter, only seizing the manifest contradiction between His

assurance and what they knew to be true. But the father,

prepared beforehand for faith, may well, in a certain sense, have

felt the meaning of the disguised words, as if the Lord had

openly said :—I will raise her up, as one that sleeps, so that she,

notwithstanding all, is not dead !

The curious and the laughers must all be put out. The Three

alone, whom the Lord now for the first time makes prominent

among the Twelve, with the father and mother who will receive

from His grace their daughter again, may be witnesses of the

deed wdiich was not to be performed for idle wonder. Not as

Elijah and Elisha in old time enforced his prey from death with

effort of body and spirit, does the Lord awaken this dead one

:

He utters the same simple word, in His immediate personal

authority with which He heals the sick ; and takes her by the

hand (Matt. viii. 15) to wake her up, as one would take a sleep-

ing child. He addresses the dead as already living, so that they
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must hear the voice of the Son of Man (John v. 25, 28) ; and
utters, with perfect confidence in the Father who hath given Him
this power, that incomparably sublime cr}^, which veils the loftiest

dignity in the most tender affection, Talitha cumi ! St Mark,
probably from St Peter's communication, preserves to us this

most distinctive utterance of the resurrection-word from the all-

holy lips, which recurs once more with the same simplicity

—

Young man, I soy unio thee, Arise ! (Lu. vii. 14) : and finally in

the last, Lazaims, come forth ! (John xi. 43.) St Mark thus

also teaches us, as by the " Ephphatha," ch. vii. 34, that in the

ordinary intercourse of life our Lord spoke the language of the

country : although this does not decide the question as to the

language of the many longer discourses which were uttered before

companies composed of learned and unlearned Jews mixed with

Gentiles. The Evangelist, however, does not translate it in its

bare literality, but adds, in order to indicate the emphasis of the

invocation and its authority, aol "kkyo) : wdience we learn, further,

how the translation of our Lord's words, in the spirit of their

letter, was intended by the Holy Ghost.

The two other Evangelists report two more expressions
; yet

only in indirect citation, as if with the exquisite feeling that no
other and lesser word should follow upon the great 'iysipg. The
command to give meat to the awakened one, is not so much a

confirming assurance that she now truly lived and was quite

restored (although that might be necessary for the astonished

people who were unable to realize it at all), as, if we mistake

not, an indication of an affectionate care, which, even in the

midst of the greatest things, forgets not the least, and which

would provide for the necessities of the exhausted child on her

return to life. This word springs from the same amiable regard

to this child which dictated the affectionate Talitha. He has

given back life and health, and thus imparted help beyond the

father's prayer or thought. But at this period He restrains that

miracle-working power; it had restored a life physically healthy,

of which the surest mark was the ordinary ability to eat and

drink ; and He now points them to the restored functions and

ordinances of nature. Pie might, indeed, have awakened her as

already nourished; but that would have gone, as we feel, beyond

the fitness and propriety with which the miraculous energy of

Jesus ever adjusted itself to the circle of earthly life.—The
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second expression is that well-known prohibition with which He
interdicts the publication of what had taken place, and thus

would prevent, as far as in Him lay, all mere vain-glorious

rumour ;
yet the fame thereof went abroad through all that

land—He has made even the dead to rise ! Had this, indeed,

not been the fact. He would not only have repeated His former

ovjc a7r&0a,vsv more distinctly to prevent error, but instead of the

mere prohibition to tell rovro, ro fyByovog, He would have given

a full explanation of what had been done, and what had not.

She who touched in secret was constrained to avow it openly :

he who publicly asked his request, is led into secret and exhorted

to stillness. Let this be pondered well, that we may understand

our Lord's meaning in all His wise and symbolical discourses

and deeds.

THE TWO BLIND MEN.

(Matt. ix. 28-30.)

Through all the manifold variety of the fen miracles of heal-

ing which St Matthew, placing among them the raising of the

dead and the stilling of the sea, relates in these two chapters,—as

examples of what is generally stated in ver. 35, recurring to ch.

iv. 23,—there runs one idea, which our Lord three times dis-

tinctly announces, and the Evangelist (ch. ix. 2) once more

testifies; viz., that Faith is the great essential, and that the Lord

in the exhibition of His power causes it to be done to His peti-

tioners " according to their faith." The word to the two blind

men is the same as that to the centurion ; it was His chosen and

loved expression—how often afterwards uttered by Him ! We
observe, however, here already in this extract of the history of

the first period of our Lord's public life, the point of transition,

by which He passes from instantaneous fulfilment of the desire,

to the keeping of his petitioners waiting, in order to the trial and

exercise of their faith. The foundation of this is, in general, that

the Lord cared not so much for the acts themselves, as for the

faith which should afterwards seek and find spiritual help. Li

this particular case it must be added, that our Lord is fully

aware of the increasing enmity of the embittered Pharisees (ver.
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34), which keeps pace with the progress of His miracles, and

therefore does not instantly respond to the cry of "Son of David"

with which these two blind most movingly address Him, as if Pie

would at once hasten to acknowledge such a title. He kept them
waiting, till they came to the house. And now the question does

not run. Believe ye, then, that I am the Son of David? but, that

I am able to do this, that is, what yc signify by your sKi/iffov

rsfjuclg., open your eyes ? Believe ye this firmly and faithfully, is

it in this faith that ye have persevered in following and in cry-

ing ? Oh how Plis heart is rejoiced by the firm, Yea, Lord,

which they reply ! According to your faith be it unto you ! It

is not co-operation that the Lord requires, so much as an ac-

knowledgment and acceptance in accordance with His power.

Everywhere beholding in the external its internal significance,

our Lord can never too often or too decisively bear witness for

posterity that this is what is distinctively necessary.

The prohibition finally

—

See that no man know it (as in ch.

viii. 4, at the beginning)—has on this occasion, for the reason

above mentioned, a yet deeper emphasis than before. St

Matthew designedly says here first hs(opipb'^(juro avrolg (as

before \n ^lark i. 43 in the case of the leper—with another

meaning, Mark xiv. 5 ; John xi. 33), which certainly indicates

human emotion. Suidas explains i[jj(op{[jba.(jOci( by f/,sra, aTTZtkTJg

hikyXzaOai, (mt uv!jrr,poTr,Tog iiririiJjoiv. Here there is mixed

with the affectionate kindness which can never deny itself to

faith, the vibration of that feeling still, which had made the

crying in the street (Matt. xii. 19) so displeasing to Him ; but

this again had its prudent reason in that wise penetration of all

relations which constrained Him thus to throw a guard around

His actions. If the Lord had never again thus forbidden and

threatened, how would the perpetual concourse of all the sick

have overburdened Him, so that neither time nor strength

would have been left to Him for preaching the Gospel (Lu.

iv. 43), and the contradiction of the crucifiers to the people's

hosannas would have broken out before the time.

VOL. I. 2
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THE MISERABLE SHEEP AND THE GREAT HARVEST.

(Matt. ix. 36, 38 [Mark vi. 34 ; Luke x. 2].)

A new scene is now in preparation—the first mission of the

chosen heralds of the kingdom ; now in the first place to the lost

sheep of the house of Israel, but foreshadowing in this beginning

the future embassage to the whole world. St Matthew introduces

it bv our Lord's discourse concerning the labourers for the great

harvest, spoken actually at this time and afterv.'ards repeated by

St Luke on the sending forth of the Seventy. But he previously

mentions (ver. 36) the Lord's compassion for the people, and

gives us in connection with it what we can scarcely consider his

own reflection, but (as in ch. vii. 29) an indirect citation of the

words in which that compassion may have been uttered. The

ihcuv Is 70vg o-x^ovg is immediately dependent on ver. 35, so that

Hess seizes it rightly, " wherever He saw a crowd of Israelites."

He manifested His pity over and over again, in these or similar

words. (Hence in St Mark vi. 34, we have the same on another

occasion.) See Matt. x. 6 presently after, and again somewhat

later, xv. 24. Yet may it well be, that just at this time, and to

be inserted immediately before ver. 37, the Lord uttered these

very words.

For the rest, the expression is evidently taken from the pro-

phetic Scripture ; for, from the prayer of Moses before the Lord

in Numb, xxvii. 17 downwards, we find this very natural image

(by which in heathen antiquity also the people are called flocks

and kings their shepherds) occurring in proverbial use through

the entire Old Testament. As, for instance, in this its more

obvious sense the prophet Michaiah uses it, when prophesying

the death of the king (1 Kings xxii. 17). Then do the prophets

use it with a deeper meaning in reference to the spiritual shep-

herds; and, condemning and mourning over these shepherds,

describe in the same terms the poor neglected people : as in Jer.

i. 6; Ezek. xxxiv. 5, 6; Zech. x. 2, 3. But its inmost significance

is seen most clearly in that leading text Isa. liii. 6, where wander-

ing sheep are used as a type of the state of sinners generally

.

not without intimation of their own fault (compare ch. Ivi. 11),

but with the compassionating reference to their misery pre-
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dominant, as it is here. The two expressions in St Matthew
view the pitiable condition of this shepherdless flock under two

aspects: in themselves and as individuals the sheep /ami; but

regarded as a flock that should be united in one, they are scattered

abroad. The true reading is saKuXfjAvoi, from aKvKXco, originally

to rend, lacerate, thence to harass, exhaust, and (especially in lonf^

journeying) to tire out, as it recurs in a milder sense Mark v.

35 ; Luke viii. 49, vii. 6. Here it is stronger

—

sunk, on the

o'oad, driven about toithont j^f^sture ; compare Zech. x. 2 ^3y^, xi.

0, 16 nnnpp and rv}^^'^, Joel i. 18, nyip px. On the other hand

hppifjbfjjsvot is not merely cast azvai/ (as if a mere gradation upon
the former), but scattered one from the other here and there,

wandering sheep, a flock no more : compare ^'03 Zech. x. 2,

^ym Isa. liii. 6. nr'S^sm Ezek. xxxiv. 5, D^^fiaa 'l Kings xxii.

17. Without unity and connection, like the then Israel split

into sects, their fellowship in the way of God dissolved. ()ne

by one overdriven ; as a whole scattered abroad !

For they have no shepherds ! AVith such compassion does

He behold them Who Himself is come, their true and rightful

Shepherd, to revive them again, and bring them back to the

fold : thus deeply is He afflicted for the " poor, misled people,"

whose guilt He merges in their misery, imputing that guilt all

the more severely to those who had been instead of their

shepherds their deceiv'crs. Oh how His heart yearns to heal

and to help ! But how ? It were a light thing for Him who
gave back health to the sick, and even life to the dead, to bestow

upon His people all needful earthly good, and defend them from

all external evil ; but all this would have been unavailing, and

have rather aggravated than lessened their wretchedness !

Quite different is the viev/ which His word discloses to the

disciples. The healing of their hurt must be a long process of

labour upon their souls, and to be effected again by the instru-

mentality of man. But the discourse glides into another figure :

—the invigoration and gathering together of the poor sheep

into the one fold of God, reappears under the notion of a seed-

time and harvest. The Lord indeed mentions, definitively,

only the harvest ; hence many, comparing John iv. 35-38,

apprehend here an antithesis of the Old and New Testament

economies, according to which they are related as seed-time

and harvest. In that passage, however, when narrowly investi-
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gated, there is no such meaning to be found ; for in vers. 37, 38

the Lord places Himself, the only and pre-eminent Sower, in

opposition to His Apostles who should only labour upon the pro-

duce of His previous sowing. Such a notion is especially un-

suitable to our context, inasmuch as the allusion of these words

is not to any preparation already found, but, on the contrary, to

a condition of absolute neglect. We have then to understand

the expression only according to the analogy of the subsequent

parables. Assuredly must the seed of the word of the kingdom

be first scattered by the Son of Man and His succeeding sowers

:

but this entire Divine husbandry upon and among the men whom
He will prepare and gather to Himself, is here embraced under

this one name of harvest, as regarded from its final consumma-

tion. This is a view at once consolatory and mournful, inas-

much as it is thus emphatically suggested how much labour will

be needed before so wide and desert a field can be transformed

into the harvest of God ; and yet that, waste as it is, it is the

Lord's, and decreed to be His harvest-field, even as the wander-

ing sheep are still His flock ! The labourers are thus regarded

not as at once reapers, who would only have to bind up the

sheaves (which misunderstanding can only derange the general

sense of the allusion) ; but their office and work embraces

generally the preparation of the future harvest from the very

beginning.

The harvest is great or ijlentiful 1 The Lord's immediate re-

ference is only to the people and land of Israel, whose numerous

and crowded towns the Apostles, as is intimated ch. x. 23, would

not very soon have gone over. He thought of many among the

mass of the people who, susceptible of faith, should be called and

made meet, even as He afterwards saw beforehand His much

people in Corinth (Acts xviii. 10). The labourers—genuine, and

w^orthily so called, are few, however many bear the name ! But

although the Lord had Israel especially in view, it is nevertheless

impossible to admit that the thoughts of His heart in such a dis-

course did not stretch further, and that there did not mingle with

them anticipations of that great harvest of God which should ex-

tend over all the earth ; and this is our warranty for taking this

word of His mouth, which brings before the contemplation of

every age the times then extant, as the text, also, of our own

world-embracing: missions. Is then the labour needed in order
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to the harvest, in one people, the neglected people of God, so

great—how great will it be when extended over all the nations

of the earth ! Who is the Lord of this harvest ? Jesus, in His

meekness, speaks of th;; Father as such; but wo also understood

it also of Himself, the Son, to whom already the Forerunner

had assigned the threshing-floor and the wheat as His. Even
as He Himself then forthwith se7ids forth the labourers, those

who were called to be fishers of men.

A special emphasis has been traced in iK^dl.Yi : that He would

send them forth with vehement impulse of His Spirit, as zealous

labourers
; just as, according to Mark i. 12, the Spirit iK^dXkzi

the Lord into the wilderness. But this word, which we find

presently in Matt. x. 1, and often afterwards down to John xii.

32, applied to the casting out of devils, and then in other places

to other forcible sending out (as Matt. ix. 25; Luke iv, 29), has

yet in all other passages quite lost this accessory meaning.^ Con-

sult Matt. xii. 35, and more especially John x. 4, concerning the

leading out of the sheep. We must regard it here as nearly

equivalent to aTToarik'i.ziv, ch. x. 5, only that here there may be

a superadded meaning in the \k, in harmony with the connec-

tion of the whole train of thought, such as—send out, from rest

and comfort into the heat and toil of labour, for the performance

of which none but the Lord of the harvest can give commission

and power. ^ They labour not, in effect, whom He sends not.

But the weightiest element in our Lord's saying, the solemn

key-note, the clear tone of which we would hear ringing at the

close, is the challenge to the disciples

—

Pray ye the Lord ! all

the more emphatic, as this very Lord Himself it is who announces

that He will be prayed unto, and that He waits for their prayer

in order that He may send. By such words of the Scripture is

our weak thought ever anew confounded, while it is constrained

to submit to the thousandfold-attested, but inscrutably-marvel-

lous mystery of the power of human prayer as a condition.

That the saving of the lost sheep, the preparation of the great

harvest, should be effected by the instrumentality of mortal men,

* Its use in the Sept. for rh>^ in the Old Testament is at least doubtful-

—e.g. it may have, as in Ex. xii. 33, the sense of " release and let go," or

that of actual driving out as in Ps. xlix. 3.

2 Not, however, on that account to emphasize ^ttKf.uv—to urge, to drive

out.
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we have before understood ; but that the sending of such la-

bourers, again, should be suspended on man's prayer ; conse-

quently, that the all-merciful God should permit the salvation

of the world, and the gradual furtherance of His kingdom, to be

dependent upon that compassion in men which, having been by

Him first excited, urges them to pray and long for His own
compassion ;—must ever remain a wonderful and impenetrable

mystery. It is so,—Scripture and experience attest it ! What
remains for us, then, but to comply with His command, andprai/

for ourselves and the whole world around us ?

Certainly the disciples would not, nor could they, at that time,

understand the Lord as saying—Ask of 3fe, that I may raise up

for the wretched people true pastors and preachers, who may
gather out of them a people for God ! He directed their

thoughts by hz7i0"/iTS, which is obviously an expression of the

highest prayer, to the fountain of love on high, to the God of

Israel, whose will it is not that His poor people should be left in

their lost estate, who regards the scattered sheep as still His flock,

and the field now waste as yet hereafter to be His harvest-field.

Do 7/e not also take compassion upon the people ? Pray then

the Father, with Me, that He send forth labourers ! Whence it

is necessarily inferred, that whosoever thus prays offers himself,

if it is possible, to labour too. So that it is—Will ye, My dis-

ciples, not lend your aid, when so much is to be done 1 Thus

He reminds them of their calling to the apostleship, which had

been certified to them already before the Sermon on the Mount.

And thus He prepares them for the mission which immediately

afterwards followed, when He suddenly, and in a way which even

this preparation had not led them to expect, declared Himself to

be the Hearer by anticipation of the prayer which He had just

prescribed, and in the Father's name the Lord also of the harvest,

whose prerogative and whose will it is to send. He now first

begins their mission, certainly, according to the common accepta-

tion, as a discipline, preparation, and trial for themselves and

their future apostleship ; but, that there was blended with this

an earnest zeal for the miserable people, yea, that regard for

them was the main impulse of this mission, the Lord's own pre-

face to it clearly assures us.

END OF VOL. 1.
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Cousin's Exposition of Eclecticism.

Is. Gd;

Murdock's Sketches of Modern Philo-
sophy, especiallj'among the Germans. Is.

Edwarps' State of Slavery in Ancient
Greece. 4d.

Edwards' StateofSlaVERY IN theEarly
AND Middle Ages of the Christian
Era. 6d.

Hitchcock on the Connection between
Geology and Natural Keligion. 4d.

Hitchcock's Historical and Geological
Deluges Cojipared. 2 Parts, 9d. each.

Eichhorn's Life and Writings of Mi-
CHAELIS. 6d.

Staudlin's History of Theological
Kno\vledge and Literature. 4d.

VliRPLANCK ON THE ElGHT MORAL INFLU-
ENCE & Use of Liberal Studies. 4d.

"Wake on the Character and Duties of
A Physician. 4d.

Story on the Progress of Literature,
Science, and Government. 2 Parts,

4d. and 9d.

Life of Niebuiir. By his Son. 6d.

Life of Madame de Stael. 9d.

Saayyer's Popular Treatise on Biblical
Interpretation. 6d.

Stuart's Philological View of Modern
Doctrines of Geology. 6d.

Life of Lady Eussell. 9d.

Channing on Slavery. 6d.

Ware on Extemporaneous Preaching.
9d.

Channing on Fenelon. 4d.
Channing on Napoleon Bonaparte. 6d.
Everett on the Importance of Scien-

tific Knowledge. 9d.

Sir Joshua Eeynolds' Discourses to the
Students of Eoyal Academy. Is. 6d.

Channing on Self-Culture. 6d.

Channing on the Importance of a Na-
tional Literature. 4d.

Negris' Literary History of Modern
Greece. 4d.

Eeynolds on the Necessity of Physical
Culture to Literary Men. 4d.

Hitchcock on the Connection between
Geology and the Mosaic Account of
Creation. Is.

Story's History of the Law. 9d.

Lord Stowell's Judgment in case of
Dalrybiple v. Dalrymple. Is. 6d.

Lord Stowell's Judgment in cases of
THE 'Maria' AND 'Gkatitudine.' Is. Gd.

Lord Liverpool on the Conduct of
Great Britain in respect of Neutral
Nations. Is. 6d.

Controversy relative to Prussia's At-
tachment of British Funds in Eepeisal
fob Captures. Is. 6d.

Burke's Letter to a Noble Lord. 6d.

Warnkonig's Analysis of Savigny on
the Law of Possession. 6d.

STORIES FOR CHILDREN.
The Flower Basket. BySchmid. Is. fid.

Easter Eggs, and Eobin Eedbre.4.st. By
Schmid. 6d.

The Little Lamb. By Schmid. fid.

The Little Do'V'e. By Knimmacher. 4d.

The Minister of Andouse. By Mowes.
Is. 6d.
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